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Climate Change (Thunder Bay District 
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Thunder Bay ON  P7E 6S7 
T: 807-475-1205 
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54 Barwick Road 
Barwick  ON  P0W 1A0 
T: 807-487-2354 

Fort Frances Public Library 
601 Reid Avenue 
Fort Frances ON  P9A 0A2 
T: 807-274-9879 

Rainy River Library 
334, 4th Street 
Rainy River ON  P0W 1L0 
T: 807-852-3375 

New Gold Inc. (Toronto office) 
Royal Bank Plaza, South Tower 
200 Bay Street, Suite 3120 
Toronto ON  M5J 2J4 
T: 1-888-315-9715 
 

New Gold Inc. (Emo office) 
P.O. Box 5, 5967 Highway 11/71 
Emo ON  P0W 1E0 
T: 807-482-2501 

This Review is subject to the provisions of Ontario Regulation 616/98 which sets out a 
deadline for the completion of this document. The deadline for the completion of the 
Review was April 11, 2014 and was extended to September 8, 2014 to address 
comments received and support coordination with the federal EA process.  This 
paragraph and the giving of the Notice of Completion are the notices required by 
subsection 7(3) of the Environmental Assessment Act. 
 
The Review documents the ministry’s evaluation of the EA and takes the comments of 
the government agencies, the public and Aboriginal communities into consideration. 
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Executive Summary 

WHO New Gold Inc. (formerly Rainy River Resources Ltd.) 
 

WHAT The Rainy River Project involves the planning, design, 
construction, operation and closure of a combination open pit 
and underground gold mine in the Township of Chapple, 
Ontario. The open pit portion is expected to have a surface 
area of 200 hectares, depth of 400 metres and production 
capacity of up to 21,000 tonnes per day. The underground 
portion is expected to have a depth of 800 metres and 
production capacity of approximately 1,500 tonnes per day. 
 
The major proposed project components include: 
• Open pit and underground mine 
• Ore processing plant 
• Buildings and facilities, including maintenance shop, 

warehouse, administration complex, explosives 
manufacturing and storage facilities, and onsite access 
roads and pipelines, power infrastructure and fuel storage 
facilities 

• Stockpiles (overburden, run of mine ore, low-grade ore 
and mine rock) 

• Aggregate extraction 
• Tailings management area (approx. 800 hectares surface 

area) 
• Solid industrial waste management 
• Domestic sewage management 
• Water supply collection 
• Water management and distribution 
• Effluent treatment, including drainage works, ponds, 

watercourse diversions and a constructed wetland 
• Re-alignment of 11 kilometres of existing Highway 600 
• Power supply 
• Offsite 16 kilometres 230 kilovolt transmission line 
• Closure planning for: 

o The open pit 
o The underground mine 
o Mine rock stockpiles 
o The tailings management area 

 
See Figure 4 for the mine site layout. 
 

WHEN Environmental Assessment (EA) timelines: 
EA submitted: January 17, 2014 
EA comment period (7 weeks): January 17-March 7, 2014 
Ministry Review comment period (5 weeks): 
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September 19-October 24, 2014 
 
Proposed project timelines: 
Construction: projected to commence in 2015-2016 
Operation: projected for 16 years from 2016/17-approx. 2032 
Closure and reclamation: active reclamation expected to take 2 
years, with passive reclamation occurring for several decades 
thereafter 
 

WHERE The project is located in the Township of Chapple, District of 
Rainy River, in Northwest Ontario, approximately 65 kilometres 
northwest of Fort Frances and 420 kilometres west of Thunder 
Bay. See Figures 1-3 for a location map and maps of the local 
and regional study areas. 
 

WHY The purpose of the undertaking is to produce gold for sale and 
provide a return on investment to shareholders of New Gold by 
constructing and operating the mine. The underlying rationale 
for the project is strong global demand for gold and the local 
and regional need in Northwest Ontario for economic 
development. 
 

CONCLUSIONS The Ministry Review concludes that the EA was prepared in 
accordance with the approved Terms of Reference and the 
Environmental Assessment Act, and contained sufficient 
information to assess the potential environmental effects of the 
proposed undertaking. The Review itself is not the EA decision-
making mechanism. The Minister of the Environment and 
Climate Change must decide whether or not to approve the EA. 
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1. Environmental Assessment Process 
 
Environmental assessment (EA) is a proponent driven planning process designed to 
incorporate the consideration of the environment into decision-making by assessing the 
effects of a proposed undertaking on the environment. In 
Ontario, the Environmental Assessment Act (EAA) sets out 
the general requirements for the preparation of an EA, as well 
as the Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change’s 
(Ministry) evaluation process. For those proponents and 
undertakings subject to the EAA, approval under the EAA is 
required before the undertaking can proceed. 
 
Proponents address a wide range of potential effects on the 
natural, social, cultural and economic environments to ensure 
the protection, conservation and wise management of the 
environment. An EA determines, on the basis of the 
environmental effects, if an undertaking should proceed, and 
if so, how environmental effects can be managed. 
 
EAs may identify a problem or opportunity, consider 
alternative ways of addressing the problem or opportunity, 
evaluate the environmental effects of the alternatives and 
select a preferred undertaking from the alternatives. The 
proponent must consider actions to avoid, reduce and 
mitigate potential environmental effects. In preparing the EA, 
the proponent completes various studies and consults with 
interested stakeholders including government agencies, the public and potentially 
affected or interested Aboriginal communities to evaluate the alternatives and determine 
the preferred undertaking. If an undertaking is approved, the proponent is required to 
monitor to demonstrate compliance with standards, regulations and the EAA approval. 
 
1.1 Terms of Reference 
 
Preparing an EA is a two-step application to the Minister of the Environment and Climate 
Change (Minister). The first step requires the proponent to prepare and submit a Terms 
of Reference (ToR) to the Ministry for review and approval. The approved ToR is the 
work plan or framework for how the EA will be prepared. 
 
On May 1, 2013, the Minister approved the Rainy River Project ToR. The ToR 
established the framework for the preparation of the EA, including how New Gold 
(formerly Rainy River Resources) would assess alternatives, evaluate potential 
environmental effects (both positive and negative) and consult with the public during the 
preparation of the EA. The ToR provided an initial project description, rationale for the 
undertaking and description of the environment, which were further elaborated in the EA. 
The ToR also established New Gold’s intention to develop a monitoring framework. 
 

EA Process 

ToR Approval  
↓ 

EA Preparation  
↓ 

EA Submission   
↓ 

EA Comment Period  
↓ 

MMiinniissttrryy  RReevviieeww  
↓ 

Review Comment Period 
↓ 

Minister’s Decision 
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1.2 Environmental Assessment 
 
If the ToR is approved by the Minister, the proponent can proceed to the second step of 
the EA process and carry out the EA. The EA must be prepared in accordance with the 
approved ToR and the requirements of the EAA. Once the proponent has carried out the 
EA, including consultation, the EA is submitted to the Ministry for review and Minister’s 
approval. 
 
In addition to provincial EA requirements, the proposed Rainy River Project was also 
subject to the federal Canadian Environmental Assessment Act, 2012. To fulfill the 
requirements of both provincial and federal EA requirements, New Gold prepared one 
EA report, which is known federally as an Environmental Impact Statement. The review 
of the EA was conducted in a coordinated manner among the federal and provincial 
governments. Approval from both the provincial Minister of the Environment and Climate 
Change and federal Minister of the Environment will be required for the undertaking to 
proceed. 
 
On January 17, 2014, New Gold submitted the EA Report, titled the Rainy River Project 
Final Environmental Assessment Report (Environmental Impact Statement), to the 
Ministry for Minister’s approval for the proposed gold mine and associated facilities and 
infrastructure. The EA comment period ended on March 7, 2014. 
 
The EA was circulated for review to a Government Review Team (GRT). The GRT, 
including federal, provincial and local agencies, reviewed the EA to ensure that the 
information and conclusions of the EA were valid, based on their agencies’ mandates. 
The public and Aboriginal communities also had an opportunity to review the EA and 
submit their comments to the Ministry. All comments received by the Ministry are 
considered by the Minister before a decision is made about the EA undertaking. 
 
1.3 Ministry Review 
 
The EAA requires the Ministry to prepare a review of the EA, known as the Ministry 
Review (Review). The Review is the Ministry’s evaluation of the EA. The purpose of the 
Review is to determine if the EA has been prepared in accordance with the approved 
ToR and meets the requirements of the EAA, and whether the evaluation in the EA is 
sufficient to allow the Minister to make a decision about the proposed undertaking. 
 
The Review outlines whether the information contained in the EA supports the 
recommendations and conclusions for the selection of the proposed undertaking. 
Ministry staff, with input from the GRT, evaluate the technical merits of the proposed 
undertaking, including the anticipated environmental effects and the proposed mitigation 
measures. The Review also provides an overview and analysis of the public, agency and 
Aboriginal community comments on the EA and the proposed undertaking. 
 
The Minister considers the conclusion of the Review when making a decision; the 
Review itself is not the EA decision-making mechanism. The Minister’s decision is made 
following the end of the five-week Review comment period. The Minister’s decision is 
subject to the approval of the Lieutenant Governor in Council. 
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The Review comment period allows the GRT, the public and Aboriginal communities to 
see how their concerns with the EA and the proposed undertaking were considered. 
During the Review comment period, anyone can submit comments on the EA, the 
undertaking and the Review. In addition, anyone can request that the Minister refer the 
EA, or any matter relating to the EA, to the Environmental Review Tribunal for a hearing 
if they believe that there are significant outstanding environmental effects that the EA 
has not addressed. Requests for a hearing can only be made during this comment 
period. The Minister will consider all requests and determine if a hearing is necessary. 
 
A Notice of Completion of the Review was published in the Fort Frances Times, Fort 
Frances Daily Bulletin, Thunder Bay Chronicle-Journal and Rainy River Westend Weekly 
indicating that this Review has been completed and is available for a five-week comment 
period from September 19-October 24, 2014. Copies of the Review were placed in the 
same public record locations where the EA was available, namely the Township of 
Chapple office (Barwick), Fort Frances Public Library, Rainy River Library, New Gold 
offices in Emo and Toronto, and Ministry offices in Thunder Bay and Toronto. Copies 
were distributed to the GRT members and potentially affected or interested Aboriginal 
communities. Those members of the public who submitted comments during the EA 
comment period were also sent copies of the Review. 
 
2. The Proposed Undertaking 
 
Background 
 
The project is located in the Township of Chapple, District of Rainy River, in 
northwestern Ontario, approximately 65 km northwest of Fort Frances and 420 km west 
of Thunder Bay (see Figure 1 for a location map and Figures 2-3 for the project study 
areas). The project site and surrounding lands are primarily owned by New Gold. 
 
The closest local communities to the project site are: Emo (population 1,305; located 28 
km to the southeast), Rainy River (population 909; located 45 km to the southwest) and 
Fort Frances (population 8,103; located 50 km to the east-southeast). 
 
Mineral exploration of the property has been conducted since approximately the 1960s 
by various companies. Rainy River Resources (which was later acquired by New Gold in 
2013) bought the property in 2005 and began an exploratory program that has led to 
mine development. 
 
The area exhibits variable, gently undulating terrain, and is drained principally by the 
Pinewood River (to the immediate south of the site) and its associated minor tributaries. 
Groundwater in the immediate area flows towards the Pinewood River, and, at the 
watershed scale, to the west. The site land and surrounding areas are heavily impacted 
by historic and ongoing farming operations, as well as by forestry operations. Areas of 
regenerating abandoned farmland are evident throughout the site. The majority of the 
site is cleared, and where tree cover is present, it is dominated by mixed poplar forest, 
which is indicative of disturbed lands recovering from past forestry and farming activities, 
or regrowth following past fires. 
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There are no Areas of Natural and Scientific Interest or Provincially Significant Wetlands 
within or proximate to the general site area. There are no Federal Parks near the site 
area. Two Provincial Nature Reserve Parks (Cranberry Lake and Spruce Islands) are 
located over 20 km to the west and one Conservation Area (Sifton Township) located 
approximately 13 km northwest of the area. All wells that have been identified as 
potentially impacted by the project are situated on lands currently held by New Gold. The 
area provides habitat for seven species listed as Endangered or Threatened under the 
Endangered Species Act, including the Little Brown and Northern Myotis bats, Grey Fox, 
American White Pelican, Eastern Whip-poor-will, Bobolink, and Barn Swallow. 
 
Description of Proposed Undertaking 
 
The purpose of the undertaking is to construct, operate, close and eventually reclaim a 
new open pit and underground gold mine to produce doré bars (gold with silver) for 
market. 
 
The site layout proposes to place the required mine-related facilities in close proximity to 
the gold deposit, to the extent practicable, primarily on private, patented lands owned by 
New Gold. Open pit mining operation is planned to occur at a rate of approximately 
21,000 tonnes per day (tpd), supported by a proposed 1,500 tpd adjunct underground 
mining operation averaged over the life of the mine. Overburden and mine rock stripped 
from the open pit would be stored in stockpiles near the open pit. Mining operations 
would be supported by development of an explosives manufacturing and storage facility. 
 
For ore processing, New Gold proposes to use an ore processing plant that will use a 
conventional whole ore cyanidation process for gold recovery, followed by in-plant 
cyanide destruction using the SO2/Air treatment process. Waste from the ore processing, 
known as tailings, are to be stored in a constructed tailings management area (TMA). 
Process water for process plant operations would consist of recycled water from the 
mine rock pond, as well as from the TMA pond and the water management pond. 
Excess treated TMA water and minewater that cannot be reused in the process plant or 
for other onsite uses is proposed to be discharged to the Pinewood River once it meets 
relevant provincial and federal effluent discharge criteria. New Gold expects that the 
mine site will impact Pinewood River due to flow reductions and effluent discharge, but 
that Pinewood River will not be directly altered by any proposed mining works. The 
project would require diversion of the West and Clark Creeks, as they flow through the 
project site. West Creek would be diverted around the project site to connect with the 
Loslo Creek, which drains into the Pinewood River. Clark Creek, which flows westward 
into the project site, would be diverted south into the Pinewood River. 
 
A truck shop, administration building and explosives factory would be developed on the 
site. Domestic sewage produced onsite is proposed to be treated using a package 
sewage treatment plant or equivalent. Nonhazardous solid wastes would be deposited at 
a suitable offsite landfill approved and able to accommodate the construction and 
operational phase wastes. Hazardous solid and liquid waste would be hauled off site by 
licensed contractors to licensed storage facilities. On-site accommodation is not 
proposed; rather, most mine employees will seek out housing within area municipalities. 
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Initial construction power would be provided by the existing distribution lines connected 
to the provincial electrical grid, supported by diesel power generators if required. 
Permanent power would be provided through dedicated connection to a proposed 
16-kilometre 230 kilovolt (kV) transmission line, which would connect the site with the 
existing Hydro One Networks between Fort Frances and Kenora, to the north-east of the 
project site. As part of the proposed development, the Ministry of Transportation will 
oversee the re-alignment of 11 kilometres of the gravel-surfaced, two-lane Highway 600. 
 
If EAA approval is granted, the project will be completed in accordance with the terms 
and provisions outlined in the EA and any proposed conditions of approval, and will 
include the project components outlined above. In addition, New Gold must still obtain all 
other regulatory approvals it may require for the undertaking. 
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Figure 1: Rainy River Project Location 
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Figure 2: Rainy River Project Local and Regional Study Areas: Natural Environment 
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Figure 3: Rainy River Project Local and Regional Study Areas: Human Environment 
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Figure 4: Rainy River Project Site Plan Layout 
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3. Results of the Ministry Review 
 
The Review provides the analysis of the EA. The Review 
is not intended to summarize the EA, nor present the 
information found in the EA. For information on the 
decision making process, refer to the EA itself. The EA 
and supporting documentation outlines the EA planning 
process and demonstrates how the proponent has 
selected the preferred undertaking. 
 
The Ministry coordinated an analysis of the Rainy River 
Project EA with the GRT which, in part, looked at 
whether the EA was prepared in accordance with 
the approved ToR. The EA analysis also assessed 
if the EA contained the basic information required 
by Section 6.1 of the EAA. In general the ToR and 
EAA include the following requirements: 

• Statement of the purpose of the 
undertaking; 

• Description of and rationale for the 
undertaking, and alternatives to the 
undertaking; 

• Description of alternative methods for 
carrying out the undertaking; 

• Description of the environment that may be 
affected by the undertaking; 

• Evaluation of the potential effects of the undertaking, and development of 
appropriate measures to minimize, prevent or avoid negative impacts, or 
enhance positive impacts; 

• Evaluation of the advantages and disadvantages to the environment of the 
undertaking, and for alternatives to, and alternative methods of carrying out the 
undertaking; and 

• Description of and results of consultation undertaken by the proponent. 
 
In addition, the EA analysis examined whether the proponent fulfilled other obligations 
required by the EAA, including the proponent’s obligation to consult (Section 5.1 of the 
EAA) and requirements to give public notice (Section 6.3 of the EAA). 
 
Following this EA analysis, the Ministry has concluded that New Gold has prepared the 
EA in accordance with the framework set out in the approved ToR for the undertaking, 
that the EA has sufficiently addressed the commitments made in the ToR, and that the 
EA clearly demonstrates how the requirements of the EAA were met. Appendix A 
summarizes this analysis and identifies how the ToR and EAA requirements were 
addressed in the EA. 
 
The Ministry’s review of the EA is summarized in the following three sections. Section 
3.1 summarizes New Gold’s consultation process and its results. Section 3.2 
summarizes the process through which New Gold undertook the EA. Lastly, Section 3.3 

The purpose of the Ministry 
Review is to determine whether: 

• The EA has met the 
requirements of the ToR and 
the EAA. 

• There are any outstanding 
issues with the EA. 

• The proposed undertaking 
has technical merit. 

Must Haves in the EA: 

• The EA must be prepared in 
accordance with the approved ToR. 

• EA must include all the basic EAA 
information requirements. 

• EA demonstrates where all the 
additional commitments in the ToR 
were met, including studies and the 
consultation process. 
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summarizes the key issues that were raised regarding the undertaking and its potential 
impacts. 
 
3.1 Consultation 
 
One of the key requirements of the EAA is consultation 
with interested persons during the preparation of the EA. 
This consultation is the responsibility of the proponent 
and must be undertaken prior to the submission of the 
EA and in accordance with the consultation plan outlined 
in the ToR. 
 
During the preparation of the EA, New Gold carried out 
an extensive consultation process, the purpose of which 
was to ensure that any issues or concerns on the 
undertaking or the environmental effects of the undertaking from interested members of 
the public, Aboriginal communities and GRT were identified and addressed in the EA. In 
accordance with the consultation commitments that were outlined in the approved ToR, 
New Gold carried out the following consultation methods during the preparation of the 
EA: 

• Established and maintained a contact list of members of the public, Aboriginal 
communities and government agencies that expressed an interest to participate 
in the EA process or that had a mandate that may be potentially affected by the 
proposed undertaking; 

• Provided project related information and updates throughout the EA process by 
way of a project web site, project newsletters, direct written correspondence, site 
tours and two Public Consultation Centres with open house format; 

• Met with Aboriginal communities and retained a project specific liaison between 
the Aboriginal communities and New Gold; 

• Provided notice of formal project milestones and consultation events via local 
newspapers; 

• Maintained a Record of Consultation that documented all issues or concerns that 
were raised during the preparation of the EA, and the responses to them; 

• Met with government agencies to discuss relevant issues and mandates; and 
• Circulated the draft EA for review and comment to government agencies, the 

public and Aboriginal communities. 
 
The objective of New Gold’s consultation process was to engage a wide range of 
stakeholders and Aboriginal groups through various methods to educate them about the 
proposed undertaking and gather feedback on the proposed undertaking and the 
preliminary EA findings. 
 
In accordance with the requirements under Section 6(3) of the EAA, New Gold 
documented its consultation process in a Record of Consultation, which provides a 
summary of the consultation activities undertaken, issues raised and responses provided 
during the consultation process on the EA. Section 3 of the EA provides a summary of 
the stakeholder consultation that occurred during the preparation of the EA and 
Appendices D-1 to D-11 of the EA provide the detailed Record of Consultation. 

Section 5.1 of the EAA states: 
“When preparing proposed 
terms of reference and an 

environmental assessment, the 
proponent shall consult with such 
persons as may be interested.” 
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Once the EA was submitted to the Ministry, additional Ministry coordinated consultation 
occurred during the EA comment period. The GRT, the public and potentially affected 
Aboriginal communities were provided with the opportunity to review the EA and to 
submit comments to the Ministry on whether the requirements of the ToR had been met, 
on the EA itself and on the proposed undertaking. All comments received by the Ministry 
during the EA comment period were forwarded to New Gold for a response. All 
comments received along with New Gold’s responses and, where applicable, 
supplemental information are included in Appendix B. New Gold also provided Errata to 
the EA, containing changes made to the original report based on comments received, 
along with an updated Commitments Registry, which was originally found in section 14 
of the EA and has been updated based on comments received. The Errata and 
Commitments Registry are found in Appendix C and are considered part of the EA. The 
Errata and Commitments Registry contain important commitments and changes related 
to project implementation that, should the EA be approved, New Gold will be required to 
fulfill; to emphasize this importance, the Ministry may include a condition of EA approval 
to ensure the proponent makes the changes contained in the Errata and fulfills and 
reports on the commitments in the Registry. 
 
Government Review Team 
 
New Gold sought input from members of the GRT including provincial ministries, federal 
departments, municipal agencies, public utilities and others. During the preparation of 
the EA, New Gold engaged members of the GRT to: identify those regulatory and 
government agencies that may have a potential interest in or mandate related to the 
proposed undertaking; any approvals or permit requirements administered under their 
respective jurisdictional authorities; and any potential concerns about the proposed 
undertaking. 
 
New Gold consulted the GRT through a variety of means including telephone calls, 
written and electronic correspondence and formal meetings. Working groups related to 
fish habitat and species at risk were also formed with relevant agencies to discuss 
issues and related permits. A summary of the consultation process carried out during the 
preparation of the EA with members of the GRT, the comments received and New 
Gold’s responses to them can be found in Section 3 of the EA. 
 
A draft version of the EA was made available to the GRT for review during a 45-day 
comment period between July 19, 2013 and September 2, 2013. Following formal 
submission of the EA to the Ministry, GRT members from various agencies were 
provided copies of the EA for their review during the seven-week comment period, which 
began January 17, 2014 and ended March 7, 2014. All comments received were 
forwarded by the Ministry to New Gold for a response. As well, comments received 
during the federal EA process were provided by the Canadian Environmental 
Assessment Agency (CEAA) to New Gold for a response. Comments from the GRT, 
public and Aboriginal communities and New Gold’s responses, along with supplemental 
information where applicable, can be found in Appendix B. A summary of key issues 
raised can also be found in sections 3.2.1 and 3.3.1 of this Review. 
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Public Consultation 
 
Members of the public, which includes the general public, communities, local 
organizations, interest groups and property owners, were provided with several 
opportunities to participate and provide input during the preparation of the Rainy River 
Project EA. New Gold also established and maintained a contact list and carried out 
consultation with members of the public in a variety of ways, including: holding two 
public open houses; direct written correspondence; newspaper notifications of EA 
milestones and consultation opportunities; hosting site tours; and posting information 
and materials to a project website. The objective of public consultation was to inform and 
seek input from interested members of the public on the EA process and the proposed 
undertaking. A detailed summary of the public consultation process carried out during 
the preparation of the EA, the comments received and New Gold’s responses to them 
can be found in Section 3 and Appendix D of the EA. 
 
A draft version of the EA was made available to the public for review and comments 
during a 45-day comment period between July 19, 2013 and September 2, 2013. 
Members of the public were also provided with an opportunity to review and comment on 
the EA during the seven-week inspection period that commenced with the formal 
submission of the EA on January 17, 2014. The inspection period was coordinated by 
the Ministry and members of the public were asked to provide any comments directly to 
the Ministry for consideration. 
 
During the formal comment period on the EA, comments from seven stakeholders or 
members of the public were received by the Ministry. Refer to Section 3.3.1 of this 
Review for the key issues raised. As with the comments received from the GRT, the 
Ministry forwarded all public comments to New Gold for a response. The public 
comments received and New Gold’s responses can be found in Appendix B. 
 
New Gold has indicated that it will continue to work actively with local residents and 
agencies throughout the period of mine construction, operation and active closure to 
manage local effects, such as air and sound emissions and impacts to local services. 
 
 
Aboriginal Community Consultation 
 
In addition to public consultation, the EAA requires 
that Aboriginal communities within the surrounding 
area of the proposed undertaking be consulted 
with during the pre-submission period. Aboriginal 
communities have special land and treaty rights 
that need to be considered. 
 
During preparation of the EA, New Gold sought 
advice from the federal and provincial 
governments to identify potentially affected 
Aboriginal communities. These communities were 
provided opportunities to participate throughout 
the EA process and were consulted and engaged 

Aboriginal rights stem from practices, 
customs or traditions which are integral 
to the distinctive culture of the Aboriginal 
community claiming the right.  
 
Treaty rights stem from the signing of 
treaties by Aboriginal peoples with the 
Crown. 
 
Aboriginal rights and treaty rights are 
protected by section 35 of the 
Constitution Act, 1982. 
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to different degrees depending on the province’s preliminary assessment of the extent to 
which the project could potentially impact their Aboriginal or treaty rights. 
 
New Gold focused its consultation efforts on those communities with the highest 
potential to be adversely affected. They included: 

• Naicatchewenin First Nation 
• Rainy River First Nations 
• Mishkosiminiziibiing (Big Grassy River) First Nation 
• Naotkamegwanning (Whitefish Bay) First Nation 
• Anishinaabeg of Naongashiing (Big Island) First Nation 
• Ojibways of Onigaming First Nation 
• Buffalo Point First Nation 
• Métis Nation of Ontario (MNO) – Rainy River Lake of the Wood Regional 

Consultation Committee Region #1 and Sunset Country Métis Council 
 
Other communities were identified as having a lower potential for adverse impacts and, 
at a minimum, were notified of key milestones in the EA process. They included: 

• Mitaanjigamiing (Stanjikoming) First Nation 
• Couchiching First Nation 
• Northwest Angle #33 First Nation 
• Northwest Angle #37 First Nation 
• Anishinabe of Wauzhushk Onigum (Rat Portage) First Nation 
• Lac La Croix First Nation 
• Seine River First Nation 
• Nigigoonsiminikaaning (Nicickousemenecaning) First Nation 

 
These Aboriginal communities were consulted throughout the preparation of the EA, 
beginning at ToR preparation, through a number of different methods. Consultation 
began during the expository stages before the commencement of the EA process 
through informal meetings and discussions, site tours, distribution of newsletters, and 
retaining a person to act as a liaison between Aboriginal communities and New Gold. 
The proponent’s discussions with Aboriginal groups included topics such as: the 
incorporation of traditional land use and traditional knowledge into the EA; employment 
and training opportunities; fish and wildlife effects; environmental management; and 
possible impacts to water resources. Between 2011 and prior to the submission of the 
final EA, New Gold conducted roughly 90 consultative activities with Aboriginal groups. 
Such activities included meetings, open houses, site visits, and conference calls. A 
summary of the Aboriginal consultation process can be found in Section 3 of the EA. 
 
New Gold also offered and provided financial resources toward an independent review 
of the draft EA on behalf of various Aboriginal communities. A number of Aboriginal 
communities accepted the opportunity to be part of this draft review, including: Big 
Grassy River First Nation, Couchiching First Nation, Lac La Croix First Nation, 
Mitaanjigamiing First Nation, Naicatchewenin First Nation, Rainy River First Nations and 
Seine River First Nation. Dillon Consulting Ltd. was retained by these communities to 
conduct an independent review of the draft EA prior to its release to the GRT and public. 
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In response to comments raised in the review, the draft EA was amended prior to the 
submission of the final EA. 
 
During the seven-week inspection period on the final EA, Big Grassy River First Nation 
and the Métis Nation of Ontario independently provided comments on the proposed 
undertaking, and conducted traditional knowledge/traditional land use studies in advance 
of making comments. Naotkamegwanning (Whitefish Bay) First Nation conducted an 
independent review of the EA and then submitted comments. All Aboriginal comments 
received by the Ministry were sent to New Gold for a response. These comments and 
New Gold’s responses can be found in Appendix B 
 
3.1.1 Conclusion 
 
The Ministry is satisfied that the level of New Gold’s consultation undertaken with the 
public, Aboriginal communities and government agencies was done in accordance with 
Section 5.1 of the EAA; the directions and advice contained within the Ministry of the 
Environment and Climate Change’s “Code of Practice: Consultation in Ontario’s 
Environmental Assessment Process,” and the consultation commitments made in the 
approved Rainy River Project ToR. The Ministry is also satisfied that the EA adequately 
describes the consultation process and methods that were undertaken during the 
proponent’s preparation of the EA. The EA report clearly documents the consultation 
methods utilized by New Gold during the EA process, and clearly documents the issues 
and concerns raised on the undertaking and its potential environmental effects, and how 
these were or will be addressed. Should the EA be approved, New Gold has committed 
to continued consultation with interested members of the public, government agencies 
and Aboriginal groups. 
 
3.2 EA Process 
 
EA is a planning process that requires a proponent to identify an existing problem or 
opportunity; consider alternative ways of addressing the problem or opportunity; 
evaluate the environmental effects of a reasonable range of alternatives; and select a 
preferred alternative that will become the undertaking for which approval under the EAA 
will be sought. 
 
The EA process was initiated by New Gold on May 29, 2013 with the publication of a 
Notice of Commencement of an EA for a proposed open pit and underground gold mine 
with related processing facilities and infrastructure in the Township of Chapple. Pursuant 
to the ToR, the purpose of the EA process was to complete a comparative analysis of 
‘alternatives to’ the project itself as well as ‘alternative methods’ of carrying out the 
project. The EA process also involved identifying the potential environmental effects, 
both positive and negative, and their projected level of significance after applying 
mitigation measures. 
 
Alternatives Assessment 
 
In accordance with the Rainy River Project ToR and as found in Section 6 and 
Appendix O of the EA, New Gold assessed both alternatives to and alternative methods. 
New Gold conducted a high level comparison of three alternatives to the undertaking, 
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including constructing the project in the near term, delaying the project until 
circumstances are more favourable, and abandoning the project. The alternatives were 
screened using a number of criteria related to the natural environment; land use and 
resource management; social, cultural and economic considerations; and Aboriginal 
uses. The conclusion of New Gold’s analysis was that constructing the project in the 
near term is the preferred alternative since it would best meet the intended project 
purpose and since there is essentially no difference in negative environmental effects 
between implementing the project now or later. Both delaying and abandoning the 
project were argued to produce fewer positive effects, particularly economic effects, 
compared to proceeding with the project in the near term. 
 
Following the selection of the preferred alternative to, New Gold compared alternative 
methods for developing various components of the project, with typically three to four 
alternative methods assessed per component. The advantages and disadvantages of 
each alternative method were assessed using a methodology of performance objectives, 
criteria and indicators. The following six performance criteria were used: cost-
effectiveness, technical applicability and/or system integrity and reliability, ability to 
service the site effectively, effects to the natural environment, effects to the human 
environment (including Aboriginal and treaty rights, cultural heritage resources and 
traditional land use), and amenability to reclamation. 
 
New Gold developed criteria for each of the six performance objectives. For example, 
the effects to the natural environment objective contained criteria such as effects on air 
quality and climate and effects on fish and aquatic habitat, among others. Each criterion 
then had one or more indicators. For instance, the air quality criteria included 
maintenance of air quality standards and emission rates of greenhouse gases. For each 
indicator, advantages and disadvantages were presented. This methodology resulted in 
the use of six performance objectives, 29 criteria and 58 indicators in order to assess the 
advantages and disadvantages of each alternative method and select the preferred 
alternative methods for each mining component. 
 
The alternatives assessment identified the preferred methods and locations for the site 
infrastructure, processing plant, explosives facility, tailings management area and water 
management ponds; preferred realignment of Highway 600; preferred transmission line 
corridor; preferred waste management strategy; and other project components that were 
assessed. 
 
Evaluation of Environmental Effects 
 
The evaluation of potential environmental effects that the project may cause, assuming 
the project is implemented, were assessed in Section 7 of the EA. In accordance with 
the ToR, the methodology for the effects evaluation involved using a number of 
important environmental components to be studied, referred to in the EA as Valued 
Ecosystem Components (VECs) and Valued Socio-Economic Components (VSECs). 
The EA then provided predictions of potential impacts to those valued components, 
identified mitigation measures to minimize or avoid those impacts, and concluded an 
evaluation of the significance of the residual impacts post-mitigation. 
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The VECs and VSECs were identified based on their particular ecological, scientific, 
resource, socio-economic, cultural, health, aesthetic or spiritual importance, and their 
potential to be adversely affected by the project. They captured the full breadth of the 
environment and included representative components of: air, noise, surface water and 
groundwater, vegetation and rare plants, wildlife (including ungulates, birds, amphibians 
and fish), species at risk, species of concern, socio-economic activities (including 
forestry, hunting and trapping, fishing, recreation and agriculture), transportation, human 
health, demographics, and cultural heritage resources. 
 
For each VEC and VSEC, the EA identified potential effects the project may cause and 
whether the effect was negative or positive. Possible mitigation or enhancement 
measures were proposed for each VEC and VSEC. The residual (post-mitigation) 
negative effect was then identified in terms of how the effect was expected to be 
minimized or avoided. In the case of positive effects, the EA identified how effects could 
be enhanced. 
 
Residual effects were described according to five Attributes: 1. Value of component in a 
socio-economic context, 2. Value in a natural environment context, 
3. Magnitude/geographic extent, 4. Duration, and 5. Frequency. A qualitative rating from 
level I to level III was assigned to each Attribute for each VEC and VSEC. A level I rating 
refers to a negligible or limited potential to contribute to an overall significant effect. A 
level III rating is indicative of a high potential to contribute to an overall significant 
environmental effect, post-mitigation. Level II represents an intermediate condition. An 
effect was considered significant overall if a level II or III rating was achieved for 
Attributes 1 or 2 and for all of Attributes 3, 4 and 5. An effect was considered not 
significant if a level I rating was achieved for both Attributes 1 and 2 or for at least one of 
Attributes 3, 4 or 5. 
 
Overall, the EA found that the project will not result in overall significant negative effects 
after the application of mitigation measures, such as emissions controls, treatment 
systems, compensations for impacts, equipment selection, facility design and other 
measures. 
 
3.2.1 Key Issues 
 
Many comments were received during the EA review comment period from the GRT, the 
public and Aboriginal communities. Key issues about the EA process are summarized 
below. Comments and proponent responses, along with supplemental information where 
applicable to support the proponent’s responses, are found in Appendix B. 
 
Comments about the project itself and technical components are provided in section 
3.3.1. 
 
Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry 
 
The Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry (MNRF) commented on the adequacy of 
information provided to support the alternatives assessment, particularly pertaining to 
the assessment of routing alternatives for the proposed transmission line as well as the 
consistency in the application of the assessment methodology. MNRF requested 
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additional information to justify the rationale for the preferred transmission line route 
(referred to as ‘Alternative A’ in the EA), and public consultation on any additional 
information provided. In response, New Gold prepared a supplemental assessment 
report that provided additional technical details and supporting figures in support of the 
preferred Alternative A (see Appendix B). New Gold also conducted additional public 
consultation with local residents and Aboriginal communities on the supplemental report. 
MNRF indicated they are satisfied with the supplemental information provided. 
 
MNRF also commented on New Gold’s determination of significance of certain 
environmental effects such as on species at risk, indicating that the methodology 
seemed to be biased toward reaching a conclusion of non-significance. New Gold 
responded that they used the methodology in the approved ToR and that the 
conclusions of non-significance of effects were reached after the application of mitigation 
measures, which are intended to lower the level of significance to an acceptable level. 
While MNRF still questions aspects of this methodology, the Ministry is satisfied that the 
approach followed the approved ToR methodology. 
 
Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change 
 
The Ministry’s Senior Waste Engineer commented that the proponent intends to ship 
construction and operation waste to an approved landfill offsite, and to develop an onsite 
landfill to accommodate the demolition and decommissioning waste at the end of mine 
life (approximately early 2030s). The reviewer indicated that the EA did not include the 
necessary studies and details to satisfy any environmental assessment work that may 
be necessary either for an onsite operational waste landfill (in the event that the 
proponent cannot ship this waste offsite) or for a future demolition landfill. Further, the 
EA did not include any financial assurance estimates for the closure of the future 
demolition waste landfill. 
 
New Gold has indicated that it does not intend to develop a landfill for construction or 
operation waste. Rather, this waste is proposed to be trucked to an offsite landfill that is 
approved to accept commercial/industrial waste and has sufficient capacity, such as the 
Township of Chapple Shenston landfill. However, if New Gold determines that it does 
need a landfill for construction or operation waste, it acknowledged that it must follow a 
separate EA process as required by Ontario Regulation 101/07 (Waste Management 
Project) made under the EAA. New Gold acknowledged the comment that the Ministry 
will require financial assurance estimates to be provided before the demolition landfill 
can be constructed, along with any other approvals that may be required. While the 
Ministry is satisfied that the proponent responded to and acknowledged these 
comments, if the EA is approved, the Ministry may consider a condition(s) clearly stating 
the requirement for New Gold to fulfill any additional EA requirements under Ontario 
Regulation 101/07 and to provide appropriate financial assurance to the government for 
any onsite landfill (operation or demolition). 
 
The Ministry’s Senior Air Engineer commented that the assessment identified that air 
quality impacts during the construction phase would be significantly lower than operating 
phases, however it was noted that this determination was a qualitative assessment 
made by comparing the level of activities during operation and construction phases of 
the project. The Ministry recommended that a worst-case scenario assessment for the 
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construction phase be completed. In response, New Gold provided an assessment of 
the impacts of the construction phase activities compared with the operations phase. 
This additional assessment can be found in Appendix B of this Review. The Ministry is 
satisfied with the additional information provided. 
 
The Ministry’s Project Officer commented that due to ongoing traditional knowledge 
studies and comments that may be submitted by Aboriginal communities, there may be 
additional information that has not been accounted for in the EA. Any new information 
provided by communities must be incorporated into the EA as appropriate, and any 
comments received must be responded to. New Gold responded that any new 
information provided by Aboriginal communities will be incorporated and responded to, 
as appropriate. Subsequent to this response, traditional knowledge information was 
provided by some Aboriginal communities, and in response New Gold provided written 
responses and made commitments to help address the concerns, such as ongoing 
involvement of Aboriginal communities in the project and development of measures to 
mitigate potential impacts to Aboriginal uses in the area of the mine site. The Ministry is 
satisfied with the response. 
 
Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport 
 
The Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport (MTCS) requested additional detail on New 
Gold’s Cultural Heritage Assessment Report regarding the evaluation of mitigation 
measures for items of cultural heritage value or interest, built heritage resources, and 
cultural heritage landscapes (specifically for two sites that would be 
demolished/removed). While the EA indicated that this would receive further attention 
during the design phase, MTCS requested that they be included in the EA phase. 
Additionally, MTCS noted that in order to be consistent with provincial and federal 
policies/guidelines, the EA should consider a range of alternative mitigation approaches. 
New Gold offered to provide supplementary details of mitigation measures that had been 
proposed, and agreed that a range of conservation approaches would be considered for 
the two sites in question. MTCS is currently following up with the proponent to receive 
this information and will review it once received. The Ministry is satisfied with the 
continuing dialogue between MTCS and New Gold. 
 
3.2.2 Conclusion 
 
Overall, the Ministry, in consultation with the GRT, is satisfied with the proponent’s 
decision making process. The Ministry believes that New Gold has conducted the EA in 
a logical and transparent manner, and has made a clear effort to consult and involve 
interested stakeholders and Aboriginal communities in the EA process. 
 
The EA explains the rationale behind the project and the need for the EA process. New 
Gold has presented a reasonable range of alternative methods to the undertaking and 
has evaluated them in a defined study area that took into consideration the EAA’s broad 
definition of the environment. 
 
The EA provides a description of the potentially affected environment in the study area 
and identifies potential effects that may result from the undertaking that may impact the 
environment. The EA discusses the likelihood and significance of these impacts as well 
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as possible mitigation measures to accordingly reduce or increase their effect, 
depending on whether the effect is negative or positive. 
 
The Ministry is satisfied that the EA was completed in accordance with the approved 
ToR and meets the requirements of the EAA. 
 
3.3 Proposed Undertaking 
 
The proposed undertaking is described in section 4 of the EA (see also section 2 of this 
Review) and was evaluated based on the anticipated net impacts of each alternative and 
the advantages and disadvantages to the environment. A broad definition of the 
environment was used to evaluate the potential effects of the proposed undertaking. 
 
3.3.1 Key Issues 
 
Key issues regarding the EA report and the proposed undertaking were gathered during 
consultation and the EA review comment period. Key comments submitted by provincial 
and federal agencies, Aboriginal communities and the public are summarized below. 
The comments and New Gold’s responses, including additional information the 
proponent provided to support responses, can be found in Appendix B. 
 
In response to the comments received during the review of the EA, New Gold has 
provided an Errata and Commitments Registry to, in part, address concerns that have 
been raised. The Errata and Commitments Registry are included in Appendix C of this 
report. 
 
Comments of Support 
 
During the review period for the final EA, four organizations and two members of the 
public (residents close to the proposed site) expressed support for the Rainy River 
Project; these organizations included the Ministry of Economic Development, 
Employment and Infrastructure; the Rainy River Future Development Corporation; 
Resolute Forest Products; and the United Native Friendship Centre. Supportive 
comments expressed that the mine site is in a good location and commenters were 
encouraged by the economic benefits, employment and social development that they 
believe the project will bring to the Rainy River District, Aboriginal people and broader 
provincial economy. 
 
Comments from Provincial Ministries 
 
Ministry of Northern Development and Mines 
 
The Ministry of Northern Development and Mines (MNDM) asked for clarifications 
regarding a number of aspects of the project, and noted a number of issues, mostly with 
New Gold’s plans for closing the mine site. MNDM informed New Gold that additional 
detail would be required for the Closure Plan, required under the Mining Act. MNDM 
posed questions regarding closure related to the stability of the covering of the TMA 
post-closure, whether the water cover would be of adequate depth/volume to withstand 
dry periods and extreme weather events, if the proposed landscaping around the TMA 
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would provide a stable cover and ensure no oxidization of the tailings occurred, and 
noted that a more detailed water management plan would be required. Potential long 
term impacts to groundwater and surface water were noted, and included permanent 
lowering of the Pinewood River’s discharge, and water quality in the pit lake. 
 
New Gold provided clarifications through responses where appropriate, acknowledged 
the comments regarding closure and noted that more details would be presented in the 
official Closure Plan. New Gold later released a Draft Closure Plan in March 2014 that 
provided more information. MNDM is satisfied with the response and will be reviewing 
additional details in the Closure Plan. 
 
Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change 
 
The Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change provided comments on a number 
of different aspects of the project, including wastewater, waste, air, noise, groundwater 
and surface water, and Aboriginal consultation. 
 
Wastewater 
The Ministry’s Senior Wastewater Engineer found that the proposed effluent treatment 
process, that being in-plant SO2/Air treatment followed by natural degradation (as a 
polishing step) for cyanide destruction, was acceptable because it is widely used 
technology. The reviewer also determined that the proposed domestic sewage 
management and tailings management alternative were also acceptable as proposed. 
The reviewer noted that the Wastewater Environmental Compliance Approval (ECA) for 
the proposed mine wastewater treatment system will need to include more detailed 
design prior to final approval of wastewater treatment. 
 
Waste 
As was previously mentioned in Section 3.2.1, should New Gold need to modify the 
project to dispose of operational waste on-site, the EA did not sufficiently address this 
alternative, nor did the EA include sufficient studies or financial assurance for a 
demolition landfill. New Gold acknowledged the comments and that they would seek 
EA/Environmental Protection Act approval for on-site waste disposal should disposal at 
the Township of Chapple’s landfill not be a long-term viable option. While the Ministry 
was satisfied that the proponent acknowledged these requirements, the Ministry may 
consider a condition(s) to clearly require the fulfillment of necessary environmental 
studies and provision of financial assurance. 
 
Air 
The Ministry’s Senior Air Engineer, Air Quality Analyst, Air Compliance Engineer and 
Senior Leader in the Air Modelling and Emissions Unit requested additional information 
regarding which data were used for calculations (such as manufacturer’s specifications). 
It was also requested that the proponent provide an assessment of potential changes to 
concentrations of particulate matter of a size of 10 micrometres or less (PM10) that may 
result from the project. Clarification was requested on how background levels of 
contaminants were determined, as well as more information on how mobile sources of 
emissions, such as vehicles, would impact air quality. It was noted that more information 
regarding potential impacts to air and proposed mitigation measures would be required 
for the Air and Noise ECA application. 
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New Gold provided a supplementary report to the EA where appropriate, such as an 
assessment of PM10 and revisions to include the effects from mobile sources. This report 
is found with the comment and response tables in Appendix B. New Gold acknowledged 
that more detail would be required for ECA approval. The Ministry is satisfied with this 
response and will be reviewing further details in the ECA application, should the EA be 
approved. 
 
Noise 
The Ministry’s Senior Noise Engineer requested a supplementary report on noise 
impacts regarding confirmation of identification of potential noise receptors, additional 
technical information on noise emitters and receptors, revised calculations of potential 
noise impacts, and explanations of assumptions made regarding data.  
 
New Gold provided a supplemental report to address the Ministry’s specific technical 
comments relating to noise sources and receptors. This report is found with the 
comment and response tables in Appendix B. The Ministry is satisfied with this response 
and will review further details in the ECA application. 
 
Groundwater 
A number of comments were received from the Ministry’s Regional Hydrogeologist 
(in-training). The Ministry noted that the proponent’s use of the Ministry’s well records 
database to identify potentially affected wells did not ensure that all wells were identified, 
as the database may not contain all wells in the area. The reviewer also expressed 
concern that, post-closure, the resulting hydraulic gradient that forms once the open pit 
is flooded could result in groundwater contaminated with heavy metals moving from the 
open pit lake entering the Pinewood River. 
 
The Ministry raised questions regarding the long term hydrological impacts to the 
Pinewood River, such as how it would be affected by changes to its water quality and 
quantity due to proposed diversions and changes to groundwater flow by the project. 
Other concerns about water were raised about the use of potentially acid generating 
rock in the TMA dams and for road construction. The Ministry shared similar concerns 
with MNDM whether the depth/volume of water cover of the TMA post closure would be 
sufficient. A number of other comments informed the proponent that additional 
information would be required during the application for ECA, such as a proposed 
groundwater monitoring plan. The Ministry also asked for clarity on the model used to 
determine what material is PAG versus Non-Potentially Acid Generating (NPAG) rock, 
and how potential errors were eliminated; this model is important for proper segregation 
and use of PAG and NPAG rock during operations. 
 
New Gold provided additional information through responses. In addition to using the 
Ministry’s well database, the proponent had also undertaken door to door surveys to 
identify wells that could be potentially affected by the project. New Gold also 
demonstrated that its exploratory activities had not affected the groundwater baseline 
studies. 
 
New Gold explained that once the pit lake is established, the site will be controlled to 
direct groundwater into the pit lake and there should be no groundwater flowing out of 
the lake. A monitoring program will be in place to monitor pit lake water quality, runoff 
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and seepage. It was clarified that potentially acid generating rock (PAG) would only be 
used as dam construction material on upstream portions of the TMA dams where tailings 
can be maintained in a saturated state to mitigate acid rock drainage (ARD) and metal 
leaching (ML). As well, site runoff and seepage will be collected and treated to 
government requirements. 
 
Regarding the TMA water cover, New Gold provided further explanation about how the 
tailings will be maintained in a saturated state to prevent ARD. 
 
New Gold also clarified that PAG rock would not be used for road construction. Further 
clarifications to closure planning were provided, including indication that further details 
will be in the draft Closure Plan. 
 
The Ministry was satisfied with most of these responses and will be reviewing additional 
details in the related ECA application. As follow-up, the Ministry requested further 
clarification on New Gold’s plan for modelling PAG versus NPAG material, including 
details on how the accuracy of the model will be verified during operations, including a 
summary of the sampling and analysis that will be used. In response, New Gold 
provided additional information about the intended model to classify mine rock into PAG, 
NPAG, ore and low-grade ore and how the waste rock will be sampled and analyzed. 
The Ministry is satisfied with the response. 
 
Surface water 
 
The Ministry’s Surface Water Specialist raised a number of concerns regarding the 
potential impact of the project on the Pinewood River. Due to the river’s typical low flow 
(which can be zero at times), concern was raised regarding the quality of effluent that 
was proposed to be discharged from the mine site into the Pinewood River. For the 
same reason, concern was also raised by New Gold’s proposed water taking from the 
Pinewood River. The Ministry requested additional information about how very stringent 
effluent criteria will be met at the discharge points to Pinewood River, including 
information about the retention time of the effluent prior to release to the Pinewood River 
and acceptable mixing within the river. The reviewer requested further information about 
potential impacts of water taking on the surface water sources. More information was 
also required regarding water quality of the pit lake discharge at closure, indicating that 
the discharge will have to meet very stringent discharge criteria at the point of discharge. 
The reviewer also stated concerns about the proposed water cover over the TMA, 
including exposure of pit walls, diversions from Pinewood River to maintain the cover 
and impacts in the event a cover cannot be maintained. The reviewer provided 
information about further details that will be required in future ECA applications. 
 
New Gold responded to these comments by providing additional rationale for the 
proposed effluent criteria and why the receiving water would be protected, as well as 
additional technical details on the proposed retention time of the effluent. Further details 
were provided on the proposed flow reductions in Pinewood River as a result of water 
takings, such as additional rationale for the unsuitability of other water sources and the 
short-term nature of the proposed water taking. The proponent explained that the EA 
provided an assessment of discharging pit lake water to Pinewood River and that the 
discharge will be protective of aquatic life, with further details about optimizing water 
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quality in the draft Closure Plan. Further explanation about the TMA water cover was 
provided, including options to enhance flooding of the pit and minimize wall exposure 
and scenarios where diverting from the Pinewood River would not be necessary. 
 
Following its review of these responses, the Ministry had continuing concerns about the 
proposed effluent criteria and the lack of response regarding a mixing zone for effluent 
discharge and receiving water. The Ministry also remained concerned about proposed 
water taking from a low flow river such as Pinewood. As a result of these concerns and 
the Ministry’s requests for additional information, several meetings and exchanges were 
held between New Gold and Ministry staff to discuss water quality standards and water 
taking thresholds. 
 
New Gold provided additional details and commitments, and modified its proposals for 
effluent criteria and water taking thresholds. The Ministry has accepted components of 
the revised proposal under several conditions and commitments (see Appendix B), and 
subject to further discussions with the Ministry during the permitting phase. The revised 
proposals included discussions on stringent discharge criteria, and a proposed mixing 
ratio whereby the discharge effluent would mix with an equal quantity of Pinewood River 
water in order to ensure the discharge was appropriately diluted to ensure the protection 
of water quality. The revised proposal also included a minimum water taking threshold 
for the Pinewood River, subject to approval from the Ministry. 
 
The Ministry is satisfied with these responses and may consider a condition of EA 
approval to further ensure that the proponent will adhere to these commitments in further 
discussion with Ministry staff during post-EA permitting phases. 
 
Aboriginal consultation 
It was noted by the Project Officer that the gathering of information on Aboriginal 
traditional land use and knowledge was ongoing by several Aboriginal communities, and 
any information or comments should be incorporated into the EA once they are received. 
 
New Gold explained that it was continuing to consult with potentially affected Aboriginal 
communities and would incorporate into the EA, where appropriate, information gathered 
through this process as additional information was received. As a result of this process, 
New Gold has included necessary changes to the EA report in the Errata, and has 
updated its Commitment Registry. The Ministry is satisfied with the response. 
 
Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport 
 
The Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport (MTCS) provided comments from both 
cultural heritage and tourism perspectives. As mentioned in section 3.2.1 above, from a 
cultural heritage perspective, MTCS stated that analyses of the archeological surveys 
done as a result of the project were incomplete, and further work may be required. 
MTCS sought additional clarifications and details regarding potentially impacted heritage 
resources on New Gold’s property. 
 
New Gold responded and met with MTCS to discuss these concerns. New Gold 
provided additional details regarding the heritage resources, committed to providing 
MTCS with a memo to provide more information on the identification of built heritage 
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resources and mitigation measures, and committed to follow up with MTCS on ongoing 
work for the archaeological assessments. MTCS is currently following up with the 
proponent to receive this information and will review it once received. The Ministry is 
satisfied that any outstanding issues will be resolved through continuing dialogue 
between MTCS and New Gold. 
 
From a tourism perspective, MTCS asked New Gold to consider the timing of the 
construction of the proposed transmission line, as this had the potential to impact 
tourism activities in the area. The potential impacts to local goods and service providers 
were noted, and New Gold was encouraged to clarify potential impacts and to engage 
with local providers. 
 
New Gold agreed to work with local stakeholders to notify of project activities and 
mitigate potential impacts where practical, and to continue to engage local goods and 
service providers. 
 
MTCS is satisfied with the responses from a tourism perspective. 
 
Ministry of Transportation 
 
The Ministry of Transportation (MTO) clarified that while the proponent and MTO are 
engaging in technical discussions related to the preferred Highway 600 realignment 
alternative during the EA process (in an effort to assist the proponent with its timeline), 
the final location of the Highway 600 realignment is still to be determined by the EA 
process. MTO did not identify any outstanding issues with the project. 
 
New Gold acknowledged MTO’s comments. MTO continues to work with New Gold on 
the Highway 600 realignment proposal. 
 
Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry 
 
MNRF made a number of comments which included concerns with potential impacts to 
wildlife, the transmission line corridor assessment, project closure planning, and fire 
hazards. 
 
A number of comments concerned potential impacts to wildlife, such as whether the data 
collected on migratory birds were representative of the entire project footprint, and 
whether additional wildlife baseline studies would be required to support follow-up and 
monitoring programs. Also questioned was New Gold’s assertion that wildlife displaced 
by the project would easily colonize adjacent lands, and that New Gold should take 
additional steps to mitigate potential impacts to amphibious wildlife. MNRF also asked 
that New Gold make stronger commitments to mitigate impacts to fish, and noted that 
while baseline studies of the Pinewood River determined there would be no impacts on 
Lake Sturgeon (a Species at Risk), there was uncertainty over their range. MNRF 
questioned New Gold’s wildlife corridor assessment, as aquatic corridors were identified 
but terrestrial ones were not. MNRF asked for additional information on impacts and 
mitigation measures for rare plants (identified by both the provincial Endangered 
Species Act and the federal Species at Risk Act) in the transmission line Right of Way 
(ROW). Numerous issues were raised regarding New Gold’s closure plans, especially 
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concerning the final reclamation and re-vegetation of the mine site. Also included were 
questions about water quality and treatment of the pit lake. It was noted that more 
information should be provided regarding response to wildfires, and that local authorities 
may not have the capacity to respond to New Gold’s needs should a wildfire pose a 
threat to the mine site. 
 
New Gold provided justification and additional information for its assessment of potential 
impacts to wildlife, and agreed to work collaboratively with MNRF and Environment 
Canada in the creation of follow-up and monitoring programs, which will report on the 
efficacy of mitigation measures. In many instances, New Gold noted that additional 
surveys would be completed (for example, for rare plants and birds in the transmission 
line ROW in the summer of 2014, with results provided to MNRF. New Gold noted that 
the project would be subject to federal Fisheries and Oceans Canada regulations 
regarding the mitigation of potential impacts to aquatic habitats, and that the overall 
impact to the Pinewood River was predicted to be within the range of natural variation. A 
supplemental report was provided to address concerns with the transmission line 
corridor assessment; this report is available in Appendix B. Further clarifications to 
closure plans were given, and, where appropriate, acknowledgement that such details 
would be included in the Closure Plan. New Gold agreed to continue to engage local 
authorities and discuss options for fire response plans, and made a commitment that a 
detailed response plan would be developed and shared with MNRF. 
 
Following receipt of New Gold’s responses, MNRF raised several outstanding concerns. 
Some concerns sought clarification of commitments made regarding wildlife monitoring, 
secondary containment structures for water and TMA pipelines and strategies for habitat 
rehabilitation and use of the proposed east access road. Other concerns related to 
additional text requested in the EA, such as clarification of how terminology is defined, 
inclusion of additional bird and plant surveys conducted in support of the transmission 
line alternatives assessment, and clarification that area lakes are not being considered 
as a water supply source. MNRF requested further effects assessment for Lake 
Sturgeon (a SAR) and rare plants to be prepared and included as part of the EA. 
 
New Gold responded to the outstanding concerns by clarifying that the draft wildlife 
monitoring plan will be issued to MNRF and Environment Canada prior to construction 
and that bird surveys will be provided to MNRF once completed. The response indicated 
that further details of a habitat rehabilitation strategy are provided in the draft Closure 
Plan. The response clarified that secondary containment structures will be in place for 
tailings and contact water pipelines, and that area lakes are not considered for mine 
water supply. New Gold provided a revised glossary with additional terms defined. New 
Gold provided additional effects assessments for Lake Sturgeon and rare plants to 
supplement section 7 in the EA. An additional commitment was made to prepare a road 
use strategy for the east access road in consultation with MNRF and area residents prior 
to construction. New Gold updated the Commitments Registry and Errata, where 
appropriate, to incorporate these responses. MNRF is currently reviewing these 
responses to determine if their outstanding comments have been addressed. The 
Ministry expects that any outstanding issues will be resolved through continuing dialogue 
between MNRF and New Gold, through additional commitments or through possible 
conditions of approval, if necessary. 
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The full comments received from the provincial ministries and New Gold’s responses 
and, where applicable, supplemental information can be found in Appendix B. 
 
Comments from Federal Authorities 
The following section summarizes the comments New Gold received from the Canadian 
Environmental Assessment Agency (CEAA). On behalf of all federal agencies, including 
Environment Canada, Fisheries and Oceans Canada and Health Canada, CEAA sent 
seven sets of comments known as Information Requests over the course of their review 
of the EA. 
 
Information Request 1 
 
Information Request 1 covered a range of issues, including impacts to air and water 
quality, fish habitat, wildlife, human health, and closure plans. Specifically, CEAA asked 
for clarification on a number of different technical aspects of the assessment of potential 
air pollutants, such as how background levels of heavy metals in the air were calculated, 
why PM10 (particulate matter of up to 10 micrometres in diameter) had not been 
assessed and where monitoring stations would be located. As well, further assessment 
on pollutant concentrations taking into account mobile sources, and for the project’s 
construction phase were requested. Further clarification was sought about effluent and 
receiver water quality predictions based on geochemical testing; project design and 
measures to prevent contact water and seepage from entering the creeks; and 
characterization of overburden materials for acid rock drainage and metal leaching 
potential. Comments were also raised about the assessment of the flow changes 
expected on the Pinewood River and how it may impact fish habitat, and about 
mitigation measures for protecting snapping turtles and amphibians. The information 
request also contained comments relating to human health, and whether the tailings 
management area water cover would provide sufficient protection in the post closure 
phase. Lastly, CEAA noted some errors found in the body of the report. 
 
New Gold responded where appropriate, providing justification for their 
calculations/modeling, and providing supplementary information on aspects such as 
PM10, air quality during construction, mobile sources of air pollutants, and project 
designs and measures to reduce effects on water quality. More information on the 
assessment of flow levels in the Pinewood River was provided, as well as a discussion 
of mitigation measures to protect amphibious species from entering the project site. 
Other issues noted by CEAA were addressed in the Errata. 
 
Information Request 2 
 
Information Request 2 contained issues not fully addressed in Information Request 1 
and covered similar topics as those listed above. More information was requested on a 
number of water related issues and their impacts on fish and fish habitat. These included 
technical questions on the discharge and treatment of effluent, the potential changes to 
water quality in surrounding rivers, and water issues surrounding the TMA. Federal 
reviewers noted that the no net loss plan for the loss of fish habitat did not take into 
account the effects on fish habitat from changes in water quantity in the Pinewood River. 
Concern was expressed over the potential water taking of the Pinewood River to 
accelerate the filling of the pit for closure. Recommendations for air quality monitoring 
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parameters were suggested. Because baseline conditions were used as a reflection of 
ambient and past activities, additional assessment of the cumulative impacts to birds 
and proposed mitigation measures was requested. Questions regarding the sufficiency 
of the tailings management area water cover post-closure were also raised. 
 
New Gold provided additional information and technical details where needed through 
responses to comments. Details were given relating to how water flows were assessed 
and impacts predicted, including those on fish. More details on effluent treatment and 
technical details of the construction, operation, and closure of the TMA were provided. 
New Gold committed to developing an adaptive management plan that will define 
monitoring criteria and ecological targets to ensure that the Pinewood River continues to 
support fish. New Gold responded to comments regarding water taking from the 
Pinewood River, and noted that air quality monitoring would be subject to the provincial 
ECA process. Referring to the Closure Plan, New Gold noted that use of the Pinewood 
River to fill the pit post closure was not anticipated, but was included as an option at the 
Ministry’s request. The details of air quality monitoring were noted to be part of the 
provincial ECA stage. New Gold noted that the cumulative impact the project would have 
on birds would be offset by local declines in forestry and agriculture. 
 
Information Request 3 
 
Information Request 3 focused on hydrological and wildlife impacts. Further concern was 
expressed regarding the potential drying of the tailings in the tailings management area 
post closure. Additional details were requested relating to the effectiveness of mitigation 
efforts to offset the loss of habitat for migratory birds (e.g. whip-poor-will and bobolink). 
Clarification on the commitments New Gold made to Environment Canada was also 
requested. 
 
In their response to this information request, New Gold noted that the issues surrounding 
closure of the TMA would be studied more in depth as part of the provincial closure plan 
process. Further clarifications pertaining to habitat offset and other commitments New 
Gold made were provided. 
 
Information Request 4 
 
Information Request 4 pertained mostly to the assessment of impacts to migratory birds. 
Further clarification was requested regarding the designation and assessment of 
different migratory bird habitats (surrounding the term ‘wetland’), and the methodology 
used to assess impacts to migratory birds. 
 
New Gold provided clarification in its response to the comments of its definition and 
designation of different habitats, as well as more information concerning the method 
employed to assess impacts on different bird species. 
 
Information Request 5 
 
Information Request 5 requested a small number of clarifications and amendments to 
the Commitments Registry found in the EA. These included confirmation on 
commitments regarding the use of non-potentially acid generating and potentially acid 
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generating rock for construction, as well as a request to add supplemental information to 
the table showing, where appropriate, which governmental agency would oversee each 
commitment. 
 
New Gold provided clarifications and agreed to amend the table where appropriate. 
 
Information Request 6 
 
Information Request 6 requested that the EA be amended to include an assessment of 
the residual effects on the Eastern Wood-pewee, a migratory bird that is also a species 
of special concern, as had been done with other such species. Additional information 
was requested on the risk assessment of the potential failure of a creek diversion. 
Further refinements to the section of the Commitments Registry that indicated agency 
oversight were requested as well. 
 
New Gold provided the information on the Eastern Wood-pewee, and risk assessment 
and included the changes in the Errata. The Commitments Registry was also updated. 
 
Information Request 7 
 
Information Request 7 asked for clarification of potential impacts to local trappers and 
hunters due to the overprinting of trapping and bear hunting areas by the proposed 
mine. CEAA also asked for a list of environmental management plans that the proponent 
has developed or plans to develop for implementation of the project. 
 
In response, New Gold reiterated conclusions stated in the EA that the expected effects 
on trappers and hunters will be negligible. New Gold stated that for safety, security and 
liability reasons, it is necessary that the project limit trapping and hunting on proponent-
owned property, and also that they are committed to restoring access to land for trapping 
and hunting at decommissioning when it is safe to do so. New Gold also provided a list 
of environmental management plans and expected timing for completion of each plan. 
 
The Ministry is satisfied that the proponent has provided adequate information to 
address the federal comments, and CEAA has indicated that it is satisfied with the 
responses to federal comments. 
 
The full comments received from the Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency and 
New Gold’s responses and, where applicable, supplemental information can be found in 
Appendix B. 
 
Comments from Aboriginal Communities 
 
Big Grassy River First Nation 
 
Big Grassy River First Nation (BGRFN) provided a number of comments on the EA 
relating to the environment and the potential impact to their traditional land use 
practices. Many of the comments stemmed from data that were gathered as part of a 
traditional knowledge/traditional land use (TK/TLU) study commissioned by BGRFN, 
which was provided to the proponent in March 2014 after the submission of the EA. 
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BGRFN asked for clarification and review of a number of aspects and impacts of the 
project identified in the EA, as the initial assessment had not taken into account this 
TK/TLU data. BGRFN asked for a review of impacts to water resources (especially the 
Pinewood River) through water takings and by potential pollutants such as heavy metals, 
aquatic species, ungulates and other wildlife, the gathering of wild rice and other plants 
for food or medicinal purposes, and impacts and continued access to lands of traditional 
and spiritual significance. The importance of the latter was stressed for the continuation 
of teachings from one generation to the next. Questions pertaining to closure and 
rehabilitation of the mine site were also raised, such as whether traditional land use 
practices would be considered in the Closure Plan. 
 
New Gold noted that in many ways the BGRFN TK/TLU study supported and 
supplemented the existing information in the EA. However, the study identified a number 
of land uses not previously identified in the EA. In response to these concerns, New 
Gold proposed to continue consulting with BGRFN to identify appropriate mitigation and 
accommodation measures throughout the post-EA phases of project development and 
closure. New Gold also committed to jointly monitoring water resources with BGRFN, 
providing access to certain areas for resource gathering or cultural and ceremonial 
purposes, monitoring fish and deer tissue for heavy metals, and funding an independent 
review of the draft closure plan and closure objectives. New Gold also provided 
responses to comments regarding technical aspects of the project, such as those 
relating to water pollution and treatment. 
 
In a letter sent to both the Ministry and CEAA dated June 20, 2014, BGRFN stated they 
had outstanding concerns regarding the project, mostly surrounding potential impacts to 
water resources. The letter requested a meeting with government representatives to 
discuss their outstanding questions about water quality and closure aspects of the 
project. 
 
In response to this letter, the Ministry, CEAA and BGRFN arranged a meeting in the 
BGRFN community on August 27, 2014. The meeting was attended by BGRFN council 
representatives, the community’s legal counsel and technical consultant, and provincial 
and federal government representatives from the Ministry, MNDM, MNRF, CEAA, 
Environment Canada and Fisheries and Oceans Canada. Part of the meeting was also 
attended by about 10-20 members of the community. During the discussion, government 
representatives answered specific questions and provided technical information primarily 
about water quality and closure aspects of the project, including the governments’ 
assessment of these aspects in the EA. The Ministry also highlighted that the next step 
in the EA process is a comment period on the Ministry Review. Follow up actions 
included providing certain meeting materials and draft minutes to BGRFN, which were 
provided. 
 
Métis Nation of Ontario 
 
The Métis Nation of Ontario (MNO) conducted a TK/TLU study to identify potential 
impacts to their resource uses and provided the results to the proponent in March 2014. 
The MNO requested that New Gold review the study and confirm mitigation measures 
for a number of potential impacts, including those on the Pinewood River in the event of 
spills or accidents, fish and waterfowl, nearby wells owned by Métis citizens, and loss of 
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access to lands used for hunting and gathering or of cultural significance. Many of the 
comments focused on the impacts that could potentially arise with the realignment of 
Highway 600 and the construction of the transmission line ROW. The MNO noted that 
the construction of the ROW had the potential to impact trails and travel routes, 
harvesting area access routes, the quality of hunting and gathering due to habitat 
degradation and the use of herbicides for vegetation management. Concerns regarding 
the technical design of the project were also raised, such as whether the open pit 
separation berm would be of adequate height given potential future changes to the 
climate. 
 
In response to these comments, New Gold noted that the MNO report had suggested 
potential mitigation measures for identified impacts, many of which New Gold had 
already committed to adopt in the EA. New Gold noted that it had already committed to 
develop an environmental management system which would include management of 
spills and accidents to limit their environmental impacts. Based on the current data 
available, New Gold does not believe that any wells owned by Métis citizens would be 
impacted. In response to the potential loss of access to significant lands, New Gold 
offered to grant improved access to lands which had been reserved for habitat 
compensation. With regards to the realignment of Highway 600 and the transmission 
ROW, New Gold noted that based on the TK/TLU data, the impacts of their construction 
would not be significant and could be mitigated. New Gold does not believe that the 
ROW would impact hunting or gathering activities, and made a commitment not to use 
herbicides to control vegetation in the ROW. Technical details of the open pit berm were 
shared with the MNO, as well as a justification of its height. New Gold committed to 
continued consultation with the MNO, and to providing assistance to the MNO for the 
review of future project design stages such as environmental approvals and closure 
plans. On April 4, 2014, Ministry and CEAA staff met with members of the MNO to hear 
the results of their TK/TLU study, and to hear their comments and concerns related to 
the project. They provided updates on their discussions with New Gold, and indicated 
they were continuing to work with the proponent. 
 
Anishinaabeg of Naongashiing (Big Island) First Nation and Ojibways of Onigaming First 
Nation 
 
Anishinaabeg of Naongashiing (Big Island) First Nation and Ojibways of Onigaming First 
Nation each sent an email on March 14, 2014 to the Ministry and CEAA indicating in 
general terms that they have concerns with the project and believe that the project could 
have impacts on their Aboriginal and treaty rights. They indicated that their review of the 
EA is ongoing and asked for additional time to determine how the project will affect their 
rights. They stated their objection to the EA process proceeding until they had fully 
completed their review. 
 
The Ministry responded on May 1, 2014 requesting detail on each community’s specific 
concerns about the potential for the project to adversely impact their Aboriginal or treaty 
rights and proposed a teleconference to further discuss the community’s concerns and 
offered that the meeting could be joint with CEAA. The Ministry followed up by phone 
and email on May 9, 2014 with Big Island First Nation and Ojibways of Onigaming First 
Nation to reiterate the offer of a teleconference. No further correspondence was received 
from Big Island First Nation. On May 30, 2014, Onigaming First Nation responded to say 
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they were interested in a teleconference and would contact the Ministry about 
scheduling. No further correspondence was received from the community. 
 
Naotkamegwanning (Whitefish Bay) First Nation 
 
Naotkamegwanning First Nation (NFN) provided a letter to the Ministry and CEAA in 
March 2014 indicating in general terms that the community had concerns about the 
potential negative impacts the project could have on their traditional and reserve lands, 
water, people and resources. The community asked for an extension of the comment 
period to obtain the relevant expertise to aid in reviewing the technical aspects of the 
project. 
 
The Ministry responded to say it understood the community was working toward 
acquiring expertise, that the Ministry and MNDM have provided assistance when 
requested in this regard and that the Ministry remains open to providing further 
assistance. The response also said the Ministry was interested to hear more information 
about the community’s specific concerns about the potential for the project to adversely 
impact their Aboriginal or treaty rights, and proposed a teleconference to hear the 
community’s concerns or discuss any questions. 
 
The community replied indicating that they had retained a consultant to review the EA 
and asked for a specific extension to provide comments by June 30, 2014; the Ministry 
replied and granted the extension. 
 
The review of and comments on the EA were received from the community on August 6, 
2014, contained in a report prepared by Dillon Consulting Ltd. The report identified a 
number of key issues of concern held by NFN. Access to the site for spiritual ceremonies 
was requested as early on in the development of the mine as possible. Additional 
information was requested on how the NFN could benefit from direct and indirect 
economic advantages that may arise as a result of the project. A request was made for 
more information on noise impacts to wildlife and potential mitigation measures. A 
request was also made to specifically address the interests of NFN when designing 
mitigation measures to protect the terrestrial environment and reduce disturbances to 
species. With regards to expressed concerns relating to impacts to human health 
through the consumption of fish that may become contaminated, Dillon suggested that 
New Gold develop a comprehensive fish tissue monitoring program. Lastly, Dillon stating 
that the EA should contain a screening-level Human Health and Ecological Risk 
Assessment (HHREA), noting that information for which is likely already contained in the 
EA report and a screening exercise would likely confirm this information. 
 
New Gold provided responses to all comments to NFN. In response, New Gold 
acknowledged that additional ceremonies may be required on the project site, and 
agreed to coordinate with local communities as it had done in the past. New Gold sent a 
personnel listing to NFN detailing what types of job opportunities were available at the 
project site. New Gold provided additional information on potential noise impacts of the 
project through explanations, as well as identifying where the information could be found 
in the EA. New Gold provided a synopsis of the sections of the EA that described the 
fish tissue monitoring program, and indicated that the program would address the 
concerns expressed by NFN. Regarding a HHREA, New Gold noted that the EA had 
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included information regarding human health and ecological risks, in particular in section 
7 of the EA, reiterating the assessments done related to health impacts from air 
emissions, water runoff and discharge, and heavy metals in fish and country foods. The 
EA concluded the potential risk of impacts to human health from harvesting and use of 
country or locally farmed foods was low, therefore not warranting a more formalized 
health risk assessment. The response indicated information related to increased health 
risks would be provided, as suggested in the NFN report. The Ministry is satisfied that 
the proponent has responded to the concerns. 
 
Naicatchewenin First Nation and Rainy River First Nation 
 
Naicatchewenin First Nation and Rainy River First Nations sent a joint letter to Premier 
Kathleen Wynne and Prime Minister Stephen Harper on March 4, 2014 indicating the 
communities’ lack of support for the project. They stated that they do not feel that the 
potential benefits of the project outweigh the potential impacts, and that New Gold has 
not engaged in meaningful consultation or accommodated their concerns. 
 
The Premier responded on April 7, 2014, indicating that it is unfortunate to learn there is 
no longer support for the project and that MNDM will continue to work with all Aboriginal 
communities to seek a path forward. 
 
New Gold has indicated that it continues to work closely with both communities to 
continue discussions about the project in an effort to resolve issues and build 
partnerships. The Ministry later followed up on July 16, 2014 to the communities’ 
March 4, 2014, letter and the Premier’s April response to ask about the status of each 
community’s current level of satisfaction with the proposed EA and whether there were 
any comments or concerns at this time. No response was received. 
 
Northwest Angle 37 First Nation 
 
Northwest Angle 37 First Nation provided a letter on March 13, 2014 to the Minister and 
the federal Minister of the Environment indicating general concerns about potential 
impacts to their Aboriginal or treaty rights and that they disagree with the level and 
nature of consultation that has been conducted with their community. 
 
In response, the Ministry indicated that, based on the ministry’s records, the provincial 
and federal governments and the proponent had engaged the community about the EA 
process and proposed project on several occasions between August 2012 and July 
2014. The Ministry also requested more information about how the community feels the 
project might adversely impact their Aboriginal or treaty rights. 
 
Northwest Angle 37 First Nation responded in May 12, 2014 claiming that the concerns 
in their original letter had not been addressed and that the level of consultation was still 
unsatisfactory. The letter requested that the province provide $75,000 to the First Nation 
so that a consultant can be retained to assist in the community’s review of the EA. 
 
In response on July 18, 2014, the Ministry reiterated its request for more specific 
information about how the community may be impacted and offered a meeting with 
MNDM and Ministry staff to discuss specific concerns. The Ministry also extended New 
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Gold’s offer to meet with the community and include them in ongoing discussions about 
the project. No further response was received. 
 
The full comments received from Aboriginal communities and New Gold’s responses can 
be found in Appendix B. 
 
New Gold Commitments to Aboriginal Communities 
 
As a result of its Aboriginal consultation process, New Gold has included a number of 
commitments to all Aboriginal communities in its Commitments Registry. These include 
but are not limited to: 

• Collecting and considering TK/TLU data as it becomes available during 
construction, operation, and closure of the project; 

• Inviting Aboriginal communities to participate in future baseline studies and 
monitoring programs where appropriate (including ungulates, fish, birds), and 
sharing results; 

• Incorporating TK/TLU data into baseline studies and project implementation 
(construction, operation and closure); 

• Having Aboriginal communities play an active role in the development of the 
Closure Plan, and incorporating TK/TLU data where appropriate; 

• Involving Aboriginal communities in environmental monitoring and follow up 
throughout the project; 

• Providing access to project lands for resource gathering, and ceremonial and 
cultural gatherings; and 

• Providing opportunities for employment. 
 
Comments from the Public and Local Organizations 
 
During the formal comment period on the EA, comments were received from three local 
organizations and four members of the public. 
 
Four members of the public provided comments on the EA, asking questions related to 
specific potential impacts from the mine to their nearby residences. Commenters asked 
questions about impacts to groundwater and drinking water quality, air quality, noise, soil 
contamination, long term health effects and local road access. Other comments asked 
about impacts to a local honey bee business, wildlife corridor disruption, and light 
emission. 
 
New Gold provided answers to the specific questions raised by members of the public 
regarding air, water and soil quality. New Gold provided technical details and highlighted 
certain mitigation measures and commitments including air emissions controls, water 
treatment proposals and monitoring commitments, operational restrictions to lower 
sound impacts according to regulatory guidelines, and maintenance of local 
transportation access. New Gold also noted requirements for monitoring programs for 
components such as air, groundwater and surface water as part of Ministry-issued 
Environmental Compliance Approvals, soil testing at mine closure, and working with 
local residents if further mitigation is required. 
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The Ministry is satisfied with the responses. The full comments received from the public 
and local organizations and New Gold’s responses can be found in Appendix B. 
 
3.3.2 Conclusion 
 
The Ministry is satisfied that New Gold has met the requirements of the ToR and EAA for 
the components of the EA raised in Section 3.3.1 above. New Gold has provided 
responses to all comments received, including those not detailed above and including 
supplemental information where applicable (located in Appendix B of this Review). As a 
result of the comments received, New Gold has made a number of commitments, 
including committing to respond to any future comments that may arise resulting from 
further studies, or through future approval applications to address any outstanding 
concerns with the proposed undertaking. New Gold’s updated Commitments Registry 
and Errata to the EA can be found in Appendix C of this report. 
 
The Ministry is also satisfied that the proponent has made commitments to ensure that 
the proposed mine will be designed and operated to comply with Ministry standards and 
that the environmental effects of the proposed undertaking can be managed through the 
commitments made in the EA, through conditions of approval, or through future 
approvals. 
 
If the EA is approved but the proponent does not begin constructing the project for some 
time, it is possible that the environmental conditions surrounding the project could 
change, and hence it is possible that the EA did not account for these changes. Such 
changes could include new environmental effects (e.g. new habitat developed), new 
alternatives that need to be considered (e.g. preferred corridors could have been 
impeded and new ones must be identified), or new consultation requirements (e.g. newly 
developed subdivision in proximity). Therefore, the Ministry may consider a condition of 
approval to require New Gold to notify the Ministry prior to project implementation and 
document changes, if any, that have occurred and that could affect the selection of 
alternatives. The notification would help determine if additional work may be required 
prior to constructing the project. 
 
During the final review period and prior to forwarding a recommendation to the Minister 
about this EA, conditions specific to the proposed undertaking may be proposed to 
ensure the environment remains protected. Aside from standard EA conditions, below is 
a preliminary list of potential conditions that may be recommended to further support the 
commitments made in the EA and the purpose of the EA. 
 
Project-specific conditions 

1. Post final EA incorporating changes cited in the Errata on New Gold’s website. 
2. Meet all commitments contained in New Gold’s updated Commitments Registry. 
3. Prior to construction of the demolition landfill, provide appropriate financial 

assurance to the Ministry’s satisfaction unless already accounted for and 
provided to MNDM as part of Closure Plan requirements under the Mining Act. 

4. Meet requirements and commitments related to effluent criteria, mixing zone and 
water taking as agreed upon by the Ministry and New Gold during the EA review. 
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4. Summary of the Ministry Review 

The purpose of this Ministry Review is to determine if New Gold has prepared its EA for 
the proposed Rainy River Project in accordance with the approved ToR and the 
requirements under the EAA. This Review also determines whether the evaluation in the 
EA is sufficient to allow the Minister to make a decision about the proposed undertaking. 
On the basis of this Review, the Ministry has concluded that: 
 
• The EA was prepared in accordance with the Rainy River Project’s approved ToR 

and the requirements under subsection 6.1(3) of the EAA; 
• The EA identified and evaluated a reasonable range of alternatives to arrive at a 

preferred undertaking; 
• The EA and supplemental information requested has identified and evaluated the 

potential environmental effects for the alternative methods to the undertaking and 
completed an assessment of the potential environmental effects of the proposed 
undertaking;  

• The EA and supplemental information provide a description of the proposed impact 
management measures and monitoring and contingency planning to address the 
potential negative environmental effects of the preferred undertaking; 

• The EA contains sufficient impact management measures and monitoring and 
contingency measures to ensure that the potential negative environmental effects of 
the undertaking will be minimized;   

• New Gold provided sufficient time and opportunities for interested members of the 
public, GRT and Aboriginal communities to participate and comment on the 
preparation of the EA and the undertaking for which approval is being sought; 

• The EA clearly documents the consultation methods used to engage interested 
members of the public, GRT and Aboriginal communities throughout the EA process; 

• The consultation and methods used during the EA process were carried out in 
accordance with commitments in the approved ToR and the requirements of the 
EAA; 

• The EA identifies and clearly explains the issues and concerns that were raised 
during the preparation of the EA, and how they will been addressed; and 

• The EA contains sufficient information to enable a decision to be made about the 
application to proceed with the undertaking. 

 
The Ministry is satisfied that, should approval under the EAA be granted, the 
implementation and operation of the proposed undertaking will be completed in 
accordance with the terms and provisions outlined in the EA; with any conditions of 
approval; and through additional work that must be carried out by New Gold in support of 
future approval and permitting applications. 
 
To ensure the environment remains protected, during the final review period and prior to 
forwarding a recommendation to the Minister about this EA, the Ministry may consider 
conditions of approval specific to consultation, commitments during project design, 
completion of the environmental management plan, or finalization of the monitoring and 
contingency planning for the proposed undertaking. 
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5. What Happens Now? 

The Review is available for a five-week comment period. 
During this time, all interested parties, including the public, 
the GRT and Aboriginal communities can submit comments 
to the Ministry about the proposed undertaking, the EA and/or 
the Ministry Review. At this time, anyone can request that the 
Minister refer either all or part of the EA to the Environmental 
Review Tribunal for a hearing if they believe that their 
concerns have not been addressed. 
 
At the end of the Review comment period, Ministry staff will 
make a recommendation to the Minister concerning whether 
the EA has been prepared in accordance with the ToR and 
the requirements of the EAA and whether the proposed 
undertaking should be approved. When making a decision, 
the Minister will consider the purpose of the EAA, the ToR, 
the EA, the Review, the comments submitted during the EA 
and the Review comment periods and any other matters the 
Minister may consider relevant. 
 
The Minister will make one of the following decisions: 
 
• Give approval to proceed with the undertaking; 
• Give approval to proceed with the undertaking subject to 

conditions; or 
• Refuse to give approval to proceed with the undertaking. 
 
Prior to making that decision, the Minister may also refer either part of or the entire EA to 
mediation or refer either part of or the entire EA to the Environmental Review Tribunal 
for a decision. 
 
If the Minister approves, approves with conditions or refuses to give approval to the 
undertaking, the Lieutenant Governor in Council must concur with the decision. 
 
5.1 Additional Approvals Required 
 
If EAA approval is granted, New Gold will require other 
regulatory approvals to design, construct and operate this 
undertaking. Section 15 of the EA outlines additional provincial 
and federal approvals that may be required. These provincial 
approvals may include: 

• Permits to Take Water (under the Ontario Water 
Resources Act) for taking of water greater than 50,000 
litres per day; 

 
• Environmental Compliance Approvals (under the 

If EAA approval is 
granted, the 

proponent must still 
obtain any other 

permits or approvals 
required to construct 

and operate this 
undertaking. 

Next Step in the 
EA Process 

ToR Approval  
↓ 

EA Preparation  
↓ 

EA Submission  
↓ 

EA Comment Period  
↓ 

Ministry Review  
↓ 

RReevviieeww  
CCoommmmeenntt  PPeerriioodd  

↓ 
Minister’s Decision 
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Environmental Protection Act) for the construction and operation of treatment 
facilities and associated releases to the environment; 

 
• Environmental Screening or Individual EA (under the Environmental Assessment 

Act) for the demolition landfill later in mine life; 
 

• Work Permit/Approval (under the Public Lands Act and Lakes and Rivers 
Improvement Act) for various work/construction on Crown land relating to 
watercourses; 

 
• Forest Resource Licence (Cutting Permit) (under the Crown Forest Sustainability 

Act) for clearing of Crown merchantable timber; 
 

• Land Use Permit (under the Public Lands Act); 
 

• Species at Risk Permit (under the Endangered Species Act) for management of 
activities related to SAR; 

 
• Leave to Construct (under the Ontario Energy Board Act) for the construction of a 

transmission line; 
 

• Work Permit/Various Approvals (under the Public Transportation and Highway 
Improvement Act and Highway Traffic Act) for the planning, design, and 
construction of the realignment for a portion of Highway 600; and 

 
• Closure Plan (under the Mining Act) for mine construction/production and 

eventual decommissioning at mine closure. 
 
These approvals cannot be issued until approval under the EAA is granted. 
 
The project may also require the following federal approvals: 
 

• Approval by Fisheries and Oceans Canada under subsection 35(2) of the 
Fisheries Act for undertaking an activity that results in serious harm to fish that 
are part of a commercial, recreational or Aboriginal fisher, or to fish that support 
such fishery; 

 
• Approval from Environment Canada, with support from Fisheries and Oceans 

Canada under regulatory amendment to Schedule 2 of the Metal Mining Effluent 
Regulations, related to the placement of deleterious waste rock or tailings in fish-
frequented water bodies; and 

• Permit for manufacturing, storage and transportation of explosives (under the 
Explosives Act) for use of explosives. 
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5.2 Modifying or Amending the Proposed Undertaking 
 
If the proponent needs to address changes to the undertaking if EA approval is granted 
for the Rainy River Project, it should be noted that any major changes are themselves 
deemed to be undertakings for which EA approval will be required. 
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Environmental Assessment Act and Terms of Reference Requirements of the Environmental Assessment 
 

Analysis of Final Rainy River Gold Mine EA 
 
EA Decision Making 

Process 
EAA and ToR 
Requirements 

Description and Characteristics 
of the Requirements Analysis of the EA 

Problem/Opportunities Identify an existing problem 
or opportunity 

The EA should contain a brief explanation 
of the problem or opportunity that 
prompted the proposed activity. 
 

 Opportunity: S. 1.0 states Rainy River Resources 
has been exploring the property since 2005 with the 
objective of developing a gold mine on the site. 
They determined it is viable to develop the mine 
site and bring it into production 

 Rationale: Volume 1 s. 6 indicates the rationale for 
the project is the strong demand for gold in the 
marketplace, and the local and regional need in NW 
Ontario for economic development especially due 
to the recent decline of the forestry industry. The 
project will provide job opportunities 

 S. 12 highlights the benefits of the project to 
Canadians, including regional economic stimuli, 
skills training and revenue generation 

 Purpose: The EA s. 1.2 identifies the purpose of the 
undertaking is to construct, operate and eventually 
reclaim a new open pit and underground gold mine 
to produce doré bars (gold with silver) for sale 

 Open pit operation is expected to be 21,000 tonnes 
per day and underground operations expected at 
1,500-2,000 tpd 

 Mine operational life is expected to be 16 years, 
ending in 2032 

 Project components include the open pit and 
underground mine, stockpiles, ore process plant, 
explosives facility, tailings management area, 
transmission line, realignment of Highway 600, 
associated buildings, sewage treatment plant, 
aggregate extraction, onsite access roads and 

Purpose of the Undertaking: 
s.6.1(2)(a) 
 
ToR s. 3.0 

If a specific undertaking has been 
identified provide a brief description. 
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EA Decision Making 
Process 

EAA and ToR 
Requirements 

Description and Characteristics 
of the Requirements Analysis of the EA 

pipelines, water management facilities and 
watercourse diversions (West Creek, Clark Creek), 
and onsite demolition landfill for post-closure 

 The ministry is satisfied that the EA presents the 
opportunity and purpose of the undertaking, and 
meets ToR requirements 2.1(a) and (b)(ii) 

 
Alternatives Description and Statement of 

the Rationale for the 
Alternatives to: 
 
Alternative to s.6.1(2)(b)(iii) 
 
ToR s. 5.0 

“Alternatives to” represent functionally 
different ways of addressing the problem 
or opportunity. 
 
A reasonable range of “alternatives to” 
should be identified and evaluated. The 
proponent should be able to justify that it 
has considered a reasonable range of 
alternatives. 
 
The “do nothing” alternative to should be 
included in the evaluation and will 
represent the “bench mark” situation. 

 The EA included a description and rationale for 3 
“alternatives to” including: proceed with the project 
in the near term, delay the project until 
circumstances are more favourable, or abandon the 
project (i.e. do nothing). 

 The preferred “alternative to” selected was proceed 
with the project in the near term . 

 This satisfies the alternatives to requirement, 
though the ToR didn’t specifically include this 
requirement 

Description and Statement of 
the Rationale for the 
Alternatives methods: 
 
Alternative Methods 
s.6.1(2)(b)(ii) 
 
ToR s. 5.0 

“Alternative methods” include a 
description of different ways of 
implementing the preferred “alternative 
to”  
 
A reasonable range of “alternative 
methods” should be identified and 
outlined. 

 The proponent assessed alternatives for 18 project 
components, with each component having 2-3 
alternative methods 

 The decision making process explains how RRR 
evaluated the alternative methods to determine the 
proposed undertaking. 

 The EA section 6 looks at all the project elements 
that were committed to in the ToR 

 The EA also follows the evaluation criteria for the 
alternatives that was identified in the ToR in terms 
of cost effectiveness, technical applicability, ability 
to service site effectively, effects to natural 
environment, effects to human environment 
(including Aboriginal and treaty rights and cultural 
heritage), and ability to reclamation 
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EA Decision Making 
Process 

EAA and ToR 
Requirements 

Description and Characteristics 
of the Requirements Analysis of the EA 

Evaluation  Description of the 
Environment 
s.6.1(2)(c)(i) 
 
ToR s. 6.0 

Proponents must consider the broad 
definition of the environment including 
the natural, biophysical, social, economic, 
built and cultural conditions. 
 
The EA must provide a description of the 
existing environmental conditions in the 
study area. 
 
The EA must identify those elements of 
the environment that may be reasonably 
expected to be affected, either directly or 
indirectly, by the proposed undertaking 
and/or the alternatives. 

 Four study areas were used for the EA: 
 Natural environment local study area (NLSA) 
 Natural environment regional study area 

(NRSA) 
 Human environment local study area (HLSA) 
 Human environment regional study area 

(HRSA) 
 Consistent with the ToR section 6, Section 5 

includes a detailed description of the environment 
to establish baseline conditions and evaluate 
potential environmental effects, including natural 
and human baseline environments, cultural heritage 
resources and Aboriginal traditional 
knowledge/land use 

 RRR considered a broad definition of the 
environment including natural, social, cultural and 
economic environment 

Description of Potential 
Environmental Effects 
s.6.1(2)(c)(ii) 
 
ToR s. 7.0 

Both positive and negative environmental 
effects should be discussed. 
 
The EA must identify methods and studies 
used to analyze the potential 
environmental effects.  The methods used 
are contingent on the type of project. 
 
Impact assessment methods and criteria 
used during the evaluation should be 
identified. 
 
The methods chosen must be clear, 
traceable and replicable so that interested 
parties can understand the analysis and 
logic used throughout the EA. 
 

 Potential environmental effects are evaluated 
throughout the EA 

 Environmental effects of each valued ecosystem 
component (VEC) and valued socio-economic 
component (VSEC) were evaluated in section 7 and 
summarized in Tables 7-47 to 7-56, which includes 
effects assessment, mitigation and final level of 
significance 

 The EA assessed each VEC and VSEC against a 
number of attributes including magnitude, 
geographic extent, duration, frequency, 
reversibility, likelihood and environmental or social 
value, then applied mitigation measures and gave a 
measure of significance 
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EA Decision Making 
Process 

EAA and ToR 
Requirements 

Description and Characteristics 
of the Requirements Analysis of the EA 

Description of the Actions 
Necessary to Prevent, 
Change, Mitigate or Remedy 
the Environmental Effects  
s.6.1(2)(c)(iii) 
 
ToR s. 7.0 

A description of future commitments, 
studies and a work plan may be included 
as part of the actions necessary to prevent, 
change, mitigate or remedy environmental 
effects for each alternative for the ultimate 
purpose of comparing them. 
 

 The potential environmental effects and mitigation 
measures for the preferred undertaking have been 
considered throughout the evaluation. 

 RRR has committed to a number of mitigation 
measures to avoid or minimize potential 
environmental impacts and has identified a 
monitoring plan to ensure all regulatory 
requirements are met. 

 The ministry is satisfied that the requirements of 
the EAA and ToR have been met 

Evaluation of Advantages 
and Disadvantages to the 
Environment  
s.6.1(2)(d) 
 
ToR s. 5.0 

The preferred alternative should be 
identified through this evaluation. 

 Advantages and disadvantage to the environment 
are evaluated throughout the EA and particularly in 
section 6 (alternatives assessment) 

 The advantages and disadvantages of the proposed 
alternative methods were assessed during the 
selection of the preferred alternative. 

Description of Consultation 
with Interested Stakeholders 
s.6.1(2)(e) 
 
ToR s. 9.0 

A description of stakeholder consultation 
that occurred during the preparation of the 
EA needs be documented and should 
include consultation methods used, 
frequency of consultation, dates that 
events occurred, target audience, 
descriptions of key milestones for which 
stakeholders are providing input, 
comments received. 
 
The EA must identify any Aboriginal 
consultation efforts that have been made 
including methods for identifying 
potentially interested First Nations, who 
was consulted, when and how consultation 
occurred and any comments received from 
First Nations. 
 
The EA should include outline conflict 

 Section 3 of the EA provides a summary of the 
stakeholder consultation that occurred during the 
preparation of the EA and Appendix D provides a 
detailed record of the consultation activities that 
took place during the development of the ToR and 
EA. 

 Public consultation included public open houses, 
newspaper notices and advertisements, public 
mailings, a community newsletter, hosting site 
tours, and a project web site. 

 Aboriginal groups identified for consultation were: 
Naicatchewenin, Big Grassy, Rainy River, Big 
Island, Whitefish Bay, Ojibway of Onigaming, 
Buffalo Point, and MNO Region 1 Consultation 
Committee/Sunset Country Metis 

 There were also 8 Aboriginal groups identified for 
notification 

 Aboriginal consultation efforts included: 
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EA Decision Making 
Process 

EAA and ToR 
Requirements 

Description and Characteristics 
of the Requirements Analysis of the EA 

resolution techniques to resolve issues 
used by the proponent to resolve 
outstanding issues with any stakeholders. 
There must be clear documentation as to 
how issues and concerns have been 
addressed. 

 Aboriginal community meetings 
 Mailing notices and documents to communities 
 Initiating meetings with community leadership 
 Hosting site tours 
 Establishing an Aboriginal liaison position 

within RRR 
 Conducting a TK study 
 Funding independent review of draft EA on 

behalf of participating Aboriginal communities 
 When required, RRR held additional issue-

specific meetings 
 Throughout the development of the EA, interested 

persons were provided with opportunities to 
become involved in the process, access information 
and were encouraged to participate in the 
identification and resolution of any issues. 

 RRR documented the stakeholder consultation 
program including the consultation methods used, 
frequency of consultation and dates that events 
occurred 

 Key issues raised by stakeholder groups are 
summarized in section 3 

 The ministry is satisfied that the requirements of 
the EAA and ToR have been met 

Selection Process Proposed Undertaking  
 

The description of the undertaking should 
specify what the proponent is seeking 
approval for under the EAA. 
 
The description should include 
information on the location, attributes, 
dimensions, emissions etc. 
The evaluation process should identify 
which is the preferred undertaking. 
 

 RRR provided a detailed description of the 
undertaking they are seeking EAA approval for in 
section 4, Project Description: construct, operate 
and eventually reclaim a new open pit and 
underground gold mine 

 A description and statement of the rationale for the 
undertaking has been provided in section 1 

 The ministry is satisfied that the requirements of 
the EAA and ToR have been met. 

 Phases of implementation: construction 2015-2016, 

Description and Statement of 
the Rationale for the 
undertaking  
s.6.1(2)(b)(i) 
 
ToR s. 4.0 
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EA Decision Making 
Process 

EAA and ToR 
Requirements 

Description and Characteristics 
of the Requirements Analysis of the EA 

operation 2016/17- approx. 2032, active 
closure/rehab 2032-2034, passive closure/rehab 
over 72 years 

Next Steps and 
Additional 
Commitments 

Additional ToR 
Commitments 
 
ToR s. 8.0 

The ToR stated the EA will include a 
comprehensive record of commitments 
during the ToR and EA phases, and will 
include an environmental monitoring 
framework. 

 A summary of the ToR commitments and a 
description of how the EA has addressed these 
commitments is provided in section 14 of the EA 

 RRR’s commitments identified in the EA report 
and resulting from the independent Aboriginal 
review of the draft EA are provided in section 14 

 Monitoring and environmental management plans 
for various environmental components are 
described in section 13 

Additional Approvals 
 
ToR s. 11.0 

The ToR included a preliminary list of 
provincial and federal approvals, aside 
from EA approval, that will be required 
for the project, including those from: 
Provincial: 
 Ministry of the Environment and 

Climate Change (several) 
 Ministry of Natural Resources and 

Forestry (several) 
 Ministry of Northern Development 

and Mines 
 Ministry of Transportation 
 Ministry of Tourism, Culture and 

Sport 
 Ontario Energy Board 
Federal: 
 Fisheries and Oceans Canada 
 Transport Canada 
 Environment Canada 

 Additional approval requirements are listed in 
section 15 of the EA (federal government table 
15-1, provincial government table 15-2) 

 Sufficient detail about the nature of the approvals 
has been provided 
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GLOSSARY AND ABBREVIATIONS 

7Q20 Lowest average 7-day flow expected to occur once every 20 years 
 
AADT Average Annual Daily Traffic 
AANDC Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development Canada 
AAQC Ambient Air Quality Criteria 
AAQO Ambient Air Quality Objectives 
AAR Acoustic Assessment Report 
ABA Acid Base Accounting; a means of assess acid rock drainage potential 
Aboriginal In the context of the RRP includes both First Nation and Métis people 
active With regards to active reclamation, refers to the phase after cessation of mining and 

processing at the Rainy River Project site when reclamation is actively occurring and the 
majority of site facilities are being removed and/or reclaimed 

AERMOD AERMOD atmospheric dispersion modeling system 
aggregate Unconsolidated mineral material (rock, sand or gravel typically) generally used for 

construction purposes 
AMEC AMEC Environment & Infrastructure 
AMP Adaptive Management Plan 
ANFO Ammonium Nitrate / Fuel Oil; a mixture used as a blasting agent in many mines 
anoxic Conditions with an absence of oxygen 
AP Acid Potential 
(aq) Aqueous 
AQ Air quality 
AQI Air Quality Index 
ARA Aggregate Resources Act (provincial) 
ARD Acid Rock Drainage; acidic waters resulting from the oxidation of sulphide minerals 
As Arsenic 
ASME American Society of Mechanical Engineers 
 
backfill Material used to fill voids created, such as through mining 
baseline Existing conditions at a point in time, often pre-development 
BATEA Best Available Technology Economically Achievable 
bedrock Solid, native rock at or below surface 
benthic Small organisms (water bugs) that live at or near the bottom of water 
berm Man-made ridge often used to control erosion or water movement 
BGRFN Big Grassy River First Nation 
BHR Built Heritage Resources 
BMA Bear Management Area 
BMP Best Management Plan 
BMPP Best Management Practices Plan 
BP Before Present 
 
CAPMoN Canadian Air and Precipitation Monitoring Network 
CBC Canadian Broadcasting Corporation 
CCC Continuous Chronic Criterion 
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CCME Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment 
CCP Conceptual Closure Plan 
Cd Cadmium 
CDWQG Canadian Drinking Water Quality Guideline 
CEA Agency 
   or CEAA Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency 
CEAA, 2012 Canadian Environmental Assessment Act, 2012 
CEMI Centre for Excellence in Mining Innovation 
CEQG Canadian Environmental Quality Guidelines 
CHAR Cultural Heritage Assessment Report 
CHER Cultural Heritage Evaluation Report 
CHL Cultural Heritage Landscapes 
CHVI Cultural heritage value or interest 
CIP Carbon-in-pulp; a method of recovering gold and silver from metal-rich cyanide solutions 

by adsorbing the precious metals to granules of activated carbon 
claim A form of  land tenure most commonly held for mineral prospecting or exploration 
clay A fine-grained material 
closure The period of time when the ore-extracting activities of a mine have ceased, and final 

decommissioning and mine reclamation are being completed 
CN Cyanide 
CND Cyanide Destruction 
CO Carbon monoxide 
co-disposal In relation to mineral waste, when two different wastes are stored / disposed of together 
comminution The reduction in material in size and in relation to mining, to assist and improve 

processing efficiency 
contact In relation to water, water that has come into contact with affected lands / materials 

where there is a reasonable potential for its quality to be affected so as to require 
management and/or treatment  

COPC Contaminants of Potential Concern 
core Cylindrical pieces of rock brought to surface by diamond drilling 
CORMIX Refers to a water quality mixing zone model 
COSEWIC Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada 
COSSARO Committee on the Status of Species at Risk in Ontario 
CPUE Catch per Unit Effort 
Cr Chromium 
CRP Contingency and Response Plan 
crusher A machine which crushes ore by various mechanical means (gyratory, jaw etc.) 
CUM Cultural Meadow 
cumulative In relation to CEAA, 2012, cumulative effects are the environmental effects likely to 

result from a designated project in combination with other physical activities that have 
been or will be carried out. 

CW Constructed wetland 
CWQG Canadian Water Quality Guidelines 
cyanidation A method of extracting gold or silver from crushed ore by dissolving it in weak cyanide 

solution. 
 
dam A barrier constructed to impound or divert water, most commonly across a watercourse 
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dewatering The removal of water from a solid material, such as groundwater and surface water from 
a mining operation or excavation 

diamond drill Exploration drilling commonly used to extract solid rock samples (cylinders) 
discharge The release of water 
diversion With regard to watercourses, a re-routing to avoid a land use conflict 
DFO Fisheries and Oceans Canada 
doré bar  Saleable product that contains gold with lesser precious metals, such as silver 
drawdown Lowering of the water level, for mining often relates to the lowering of the local 

groundwater table resulting from mine dewatering 
dry Miner change room and wash area 
DS Downstream 
DSPs Data Sharing Protocols 
DU Designatable Unit 
 
 
E East (in association with direction) 
EA Environmental Assessment 
EAA Environmental Assessment Act (provincial) 
EAB Environmental Approvals Branch of the Ministry of the Environment and Climate 

Change 
EC Environment Canada 
ECA Environmental Compliance Approval 
EET Emissions estimation technique 
effluent Partially or completed treated water released from an industrial operation 
EIS Environmental Impact Statement 
ELA Experimental Lakes Area 
ELC Ecological Land Classification 
EMRB Environmental Monitoring and Reporting Branch of the Ministry of the Environment and 

Climate Change 
EMRS East Mine Rock Stockpile 
encapsulate To enclose completely 
environment means the components of the Earth, and includes: land, water and air, including all layers 

of the atmosphere; all organic and inorganic matter and living organisms; and the 
interacting natural systems of the same 

 
EPT Ephemeroptera, Plecoptera, Trichoptera 
eq Equivalent 
ERA Ecological Risk Assessment 
erosion The gradual wearing down of a material by wind or water 
ERT Emergency Response Team 
ESA Endangered Species Act (provincial) 
ESDM Emissions Summary and Dispersion Modelling 
evaporation Water vapour losses to the atmosphere 
exploration Prospecting, sampling, mapping, diamond drilling and other work involved in searching 

for ore 
 
FA In relation to fisheries: the Fisheries Act (federal) 
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 In relation to mine closure: financial assurance 
feasibility In regards to a study, is the evaluation and analysis of a potential development to 

determine if it is technically and economically feasible 
FFPA Forest Fires Prevention Act (provincial) 
flocculant A chemical used to cause small particles to join together, generally so that they will settle 

faster 
flowsheet An illustration showing the sequence of processing operations 
FMA Forestry Management Area  
FMP Follow-up Monitoring Program  
follow-up In relation to CEAA, 2012, refers to a program for verifying the accuracy of the 

environmental assessment of a designated project; and determining the effectiveness of 
any mitigation measures. 

footprint The amount of land surface covered 
 
(g) gas 
GDP Gross Domestic Product 
GHGs Greenhouse Gases 
GIS Geographic Information System 
GRT Government Review Team 
grubbing Removal of vegetation below the ground surface (roots etc.) 
 
H Horizontal (when in association with ratios and vertical) 
HCN Hydrogen cyanide 
headwater The source and upper part of a watercourse 
Hg Mercury 
HHERA Human Health and Ecological Risk Assessment 
HHRA Human Health Risk Assessment 
HLSA Human Environment Local Study Area 
HPC Hazard Potential Classification 
HQ Hazard Quotient 
HRSA Human Environment Regional Study Area 
 
ICME International Council on Metals and the Environment 
ICP-MS Inductively Coupled Plasma-Mass Spectrometry 
IDF Intensity, Duration, Frequency 
ILCR Incremental lifetime cancer risk 
IRT Incident Response Team 
ISO International Organization for Standardization 
 
KCB Klohn Crippen Berger Limited 
 
leach To remove materials such as minerals, by water / liquid passage through the substance 
LEL Lowest Effect Level  
Leq Sound Exposure 
LHD Load Haul Dump 
LiDAR Light Detection and Ranging 
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littoral Pertaining to the shore 
long hole In relation to long hole stoping, a form of underground mining that allows selective 

mining 
low grade Relatively lower content, such as low grade ore having a lower gold content 
LRIA Lakes and Rivers Improvement Act (provincial) 
LSA Local Study Area 
 
MAA Multiple Accounts Analysis 
MBCA Migratory Birds Convention Act (federal) 
MCL Maximum Concentration Level 
MEDTE Ministry of Economic Development, Trade and Employment (predecessor to Ministry of 

Economic Development, Employment and Infrastructure) 
MEDEI Ministry of Economic Development, Employment and Infrastructure 
MEND Prediction 
   Manual Mine Environmental Neutral Drainage Prediction Manual 
Mg Magnesium 
mine rock Rock from which minerals cannot be economically recovered but must be extracted to 

obtain access to ore 
minewater Direct precipitation, runoff and groundwater that comes into contact with, and must be 

removed from, open pit or underground mines to allow extraction to proceed 
mitigation Measures to eliminate, reduce or control adverse environmental effects 
ML Metal Leaching 
ML/ARD Metal Leading/Acid Rock Drainage 
MM EEM Metal Mining Environmental Effects Monitoring 
MMAH Ontario Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing 
MMER Metal Mining Effluent Regulations 
Mn Manganese 
MNDM Ontario Ministry of Northern Development and Mines 
MNO Métis Nation of Ontario 
MNR Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources (predecessor to MNRF) 
MNRF Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry 
MODFLOW Modular Finite-Difference Groundwater Flow Model 
MOE Ontario Ministry of the Environment (predecessor to MOECC) 
MOECC Ontario Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change 
MOL Ontario Ministry of Labour 
MS Midstream 
MTCS Ontario Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport  
MTO Ontario Ministry of Transportation 
 
N North (in association with direction) 
NA Not applicable 
NAAP Noise Abatement Action Plan 
NAAQO National Ambient Air Quality Objectives 
NAD North American Datum 
NAG Net Acid Generation 
NAGpH Net Acid Generation pH 
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NAPS National Air and Pollution Surveillance 
NFN Naotkamegwanning (Whitefish Bay) First Nation 
NG New Gold Incorporated (formerly Rainy River Resources Ltd.) 
NHIC Natural Heritage Information Centre 
Ni  Nickel 
NLSA Natural Environment Local Study Area 
NNLP  No Net Loss Plan (for compensation of loss of fish habitat) 
NOC-S National Occupational Classification for Statistics 
non-contact In relation to water, is water that has not come into contact with affected lands or material 

and is therefore in its baseline condition  
NOx Nitric oxide and nitrogen dioxide 
NP Neutralizing Potential 
NPAG Non-potentially Acid Generating 
NPC Refers to Ontario’s Environmental Noise Guideline NPC-300 
NPI National Pollutant Inventory 
NPR Neutralization Potential Ratio 
NR Not Rated 
NRCan Natural Resources Canada 
NRSA Natural Environment Regional Study Area 
NW Northwest 
 
OBBA Ontario Breeding Bird Atlas 
ODM Main Ore Zone 
ODWS Ontario Drinking Water Standards 
OEB Ontario Energy Board 
OMNR (MNR) Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources (predecessor to MNRF) 
open pit A type of mine that is at surface and completely open 
operation The phase of mining when mining and/processing is actively occuring 
OPP Ontario Provincial Police 
ore Rock or earth determined to contain mineral(s) of commercial value 
outcrop An exposure of rock that can be seen on surface 
overburden Unconsolidated material overlying bedrock 
overprint To cover over 
OWES Ontario Wetland Evaluation System 
OWRA Ontario Water Resources Act 
 
PAG Potentially Acid Generating 
passive With regards to active reclamation, refers to the phase after cessation of mining, 

processing and active reclamation at the Rainy River Project site, when site is under care 
and maintenance (including any require monitoring and remedial actions) pending 
completion of pit flooding 

Pb Lead 
PDGZNYZ Pwi-Di-Goo-Zing-Ne-Yaa-Zhing 
PDR Preliminary Design Report 
PF Problem formulation 
PLA Public Lands Act (provincial) 
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PLGD Pleistocene Lower Granular Deposits 
PM Particulate Matter 
PM2.5  Particles less than 2.5 micrometers in diameter 
PM10  Particles less than 10 micrometers in diameter 
PMtot Total Particulate Matter 
POI Point of Impingement 
POR Point of Reception 
portal Surface entrance to underground mine workings, such as to a ramp 
potable Water that is safe for drinking 
progressive In relation to mine reclamation, reclamation activities being conducted continually or 

stepwise during mine operations to reduce the amount of reclamation required when 
mining ceases and to gain valuable knowledge 

PSQG Ontario Provincial Sediment Quality Guidelines 
PTTW Permit to Take Water 
PWQO Ontario Provincial Water Quality Objectives 
 
r2 Coefficient of Determination 
RCC Regional Consultation Committee 
reclamation Process of restoring a mine site to an acceptable condition after mining ceases 
residual With regards to CEAA, 2012, a residual effect is an environmental effect of a designated 

project that remains, or is predicted to remain, after mitigation measures have been 
implemented. 

restore To bring back or re-establish 

revegetate To cause vegetation to grow again 
rock breaker A machine designed to break large rocks into smaller rock to ease transport / further 

processing 
ROM Ore directly from mine (no crushing, just rock breaking for transport) 
ROW Right-of-way 
RRDMA Rainy River District Municipal Association 
RRDSSAB Rainy River District Social Services Administration Board 
RRDVSP Rainy River District Victims Services Program 
RRFDC Rainy River Future Development Corporation 
RRG/RRGP Rainy River Gold/Rainy River Gold Project 
RRP Rainy River Project 
RRR Rainy River Resources Ltd. (predecessor to New Gold Inc.) 
RSA Regional Study Area 
runoff Excess precipitation (rain or snowmelt) that flows over the ground surface 
 
SAG Semi-autogenous Grinding; semi-autogenous refers to balls and the material itself to 

make the material smaller 
SAR Species at Risk 
SARA Species at Risk Act (federal) 
SARO Species at Risk in Ontario 
SC Special Concern 
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SD Standard Deviation 
seepage Slow movement of water or liquid through a material that is not completely impermeable 
segregation The process of separating different type of materials by their properties 
SEL Severe Effect Level 
SFE Shake Flask Extraction Leachate Test 
slurry A liquid / solid mixture, such as tailings slurry which contains finely ground solid tailings 

and liquid effluent 
spillway A structure designed to pass flow by gravity that protects the integrity of the base, such as 

a dam 
SRT Site Response Team 
stockpile A pile design to hold broken rock or unconsolidated material on surface 
stope An underground excavation in a mine where ore is / will be removed 
stripping Excavation of unconsolidated surface materials during open pit mining to access the 

bedrock; or surface mine rock (waste) to expose ore 
sump An excavation established to accumulate water often for additional handling 
SWH Significant Wildlife Habitat: natural heritage areas that are ecologically important to 

wildlife in terms of features, functions, representation or amount, and contribute to the 
quality and diversity of an identifiable geographic area or natural heritage system. 
Criteria for determining significance may be recommended by the Province (MNR 2000). 

 
tailings Mineral waste rejected from a process plant after recoverable valuable minerals have 

been extracted 
TBD To Be Determined 
TC Transport Canada 
till An unconsolidated deposit of sediment formed under a glacier consisting of an unlayered 

mixture of clay, silt, sand and gravel ranging widely in size and shape. 

TK Traditional Knowledge  
TKN Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen 
TLU Traditional Land Use 
TMA Tailings Management Area; a containment area for final storage of tailings 
TOC Total Organic Carbon 
topography Arrangement and shape of natural and man-made landforms 
topsoil Topmost layer of soil, usually containing organic matter 
ToR Terms of Reference 
tributary A typically small watercourse that flows into a larger watercourse (such as a creek 

flowing into a river) 
TRV Toxicological Reference Value 
TSP Total Suspended Particulate 
TSS Total Suspended Solids 
TSSA Technical Standards and Safety Authority 
 
US Upstream  
US EPA  United States Environmental Protection Agency 
USGS United States Geological Survey 
UTM Universal Transverse Mercator 
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V Vertical (when in association with ratios and vertical) 
VEC Valued Ecosystem Component 
VI Refers to Chromium VI compounds 
VOC Volatile Organic Compound 
VSEC Valued Socio-economic Component 
V-type Vegetation Type 
 
W West (in association with direction) 
WAC Wildlife Acoustics Compression 
waterbody A natural, open body which contains water with limited flow (such as a pond or lake); 

may also be used inclusively to include watercourses 
watercourse A natural, open channel within which water periodically or continuously flows such as a 

creek or river) 
watershed The area above a given location from which will water would flow by gravity to that 

location 
WAV Waveform Audio File 
wetland Low lying lands characterized by periodic inundation or saturation with vegetation 

adapted for life under these conditions 
WHO World Health Organization 
WMP Water management pond 
WMRS West Mine Rock Stockpile 
WMU Wildlife Management Unit 
WQ Water quality 
WSC Water Survey of Canada 
Wt Weight 
W-type Wetland Vegetation Type 
 
XRD X-ray Diffraction 
 
Zn Zinc 
ZOI Zone of Influence 
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Provincial Comments and New Gold Responses 
 
 
- Ministry of Economic Development, Employment and Infrastructure 
- Ministry of Northern Development and Mines 
- Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry 
- Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change 

o Air 
o EA 
o Groundwater 
o Noise 
o Surface water 
o Waste 
o Wastewater 

- Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport 
o Cultural heritage 
o Tourism 

- Ministry of Transportation 
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Ministry of Economic Development, Employment and 
Infrastructure 
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Rainy River Project 
RRR Response to Comments on Final Environmental Assessment Report (Ver. 2) 
Page 1 of 1 
 

Stakeholder:   Ministry of Economic Development, Trade and Employment 
Point of Contact: Michael Hilfinger, Senior Policy Advisor 
Comments received:  March 7, 2014 
Comments regarding: Rainy River Project, Final Environmental Assessment Report (Ver. 2)  
 
 
# COMMENT RRR RESPONSE 

1 MEDTE notes the document projects a cumulative lifetime contribution of 
$5.5 billion to Ontario’s Gross Domestic Project (vol. 2, p. 12-1). We 
further, upon reviewing stakeholder’s submissions and summaries of 
engagement that: 
 
1. The Rainy River Future Development Corporation has commented 

favourably on the local employment and business development potential 
of the project, including its potential to offset local economic losses 
incurred as a result of layoffs in the forest products sector. 

2. The proponent has engaged local aboriginal community leaders about 
the social (including employment and skills training needs) of the First 
Nations in the area. 

 
MEDTE therefore looks forward to the timely approval of the EA and 
commencement of the project.  

Rainy River Resources appreciates the support the Ministry of 
Economic Development, Trade and Employment, and look 
forward to bringing the Rainy River Project through construction 
into operation.  
 
The region has experienced recent declines in both 
employment and population in large part related to the 
downturn in the forestry industry. Your support is greatly 
appreciated. 
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Ministry of Northern Development and Mines 
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Rainy River Project 
RRR Response to Comments on Final Environmental Assessment Report (Ver. 2) 
Page 1 of 1 
 

Stakeholder:   Ministry of Northern Development and Mines 
Point of Contact: Neal Bennett 
Comments received:  March 7, 2014 
Comments regarding: Rainy River Project, Final Environmental Assessment Report (Ver. 2)  
 
 
# COMMENT RRR RESPONSE 

1 Figure 1-2:  This figure only reflects three types of land tenure and does 
not distinguish between the various types of land tenure that actually 
exist on and surrounding the project footprint.  This figure is not an 
accurate representation of land tenure and needs to be updated as well 
as any other maps showing tenure within the document.    

This map has been updated in response to comments received 
from MNDM through the Canadian Environmental Assessment 
Agency, and was included in the draft Closure Plan. MNDM was 
provided access to a copy of the draft Closure Plan on March 19, 
2014. 

2 General Comment: Consultation should be ongoing and in line with the 
direction given from both Federal and Provincial Governments 
regarding the communities to be consulted with. 

Acknowledged and agreed. 

3 Appendix E – Conceptual Draft Closure Plan.  The Closure Plan must 
follow Schedule 2 in the Mining Act prior to MNDM review. [Copy of 
Schedule 2 provided to Proponent] 

Acknowledged and agreed. MNDM was provided access to a 
copy of the draft Closure Plan on March 19, 2014. 
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Rainy River Project: Response to Comments by Ministry of Northern Development and Mines on the Final EA Report (EIS) – Submitted By the Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency on February 19, 2014 
Page 1 of 9 
 

Annex 1: Response to Ministry of Northern Development and Mines Full Submission of Comments on Rainy River Resources Ltd.’s Final Environmental Assessment Report (Environmental 
Impact Statement) 

 

.R
ef # Ecosystem 

Topic 
Reference 
to EIS or 

ToR 
Summary of Comment/ Rationale Information Request 

EA
 or 

R
egulatory 

Proponent Response 

M
N

D
M

#1 

Geology Final EA 
Section 5 – 
Section 5.5.2.1 
pp 5-51 
and 
Environment, 
EIS Volume 3, 
App G MLARD 
Baseline 
Section 3.1 
Overburden 
pp10 

There may not be sufficient characterization of the ABA 
and ML/ARD characteristics of the overburden. 

Proponent should develop a plan to identify and 
characterize potential PAG overburden during 
development and operations so it can be segregated and 
stored with other PAG material.  Particular care should be 
paid to the basal units of the overburden where they lie in 
contact with sulphide or PAG material. 

R
egulatory – O

. R
eg. 

240/00 
 During operations overburden will be visually screened to assess its 

ML/ARD potential. Suspect materials will be tested to determine their 
ML/ARD potential. Any PAG overburden will be segregated and placed 
within the East Mine Rock Stockpile. Current indications are that the extent 
of PAG overburden is limited and likely restricted to materials close to the 
bedrock / till contact.  

M
N

D
M

 #2 

Surface 
Water 
(including 
water quality 
and quantity) 

Final EA 
Section 5, 
Subsection 
5.5.4 Leachable 
Metals 
 
and 
EIS Volume 3, 
App G MLARD 
Baseline 
Section 7.5.3 pp 
49 

All of the tailings samples were analyzed by the SFE 
test to assess the presence of potentially leachable 
metals. The results are presented in Table 7 effluent 
discharge values (O.Reg. 560/94). The more stringent 
PWQO are also provided for reference purposes only. 

The proponent must be reminded that, upon closure, 
surface water quality must meet PWQO, background 
conditions or a scientifically determined and acceptable 
alternative per the Mine Rehabilitation Code. 

O
. R

eg. 240/00 

Acknowledged and agreed. 

M
N

D
M

 #3 

Geology Final EA 
Section 5, 
subsection 
5.5.6.1 
and 
EIS Volume 3, 
App G MLARD 
Baseline 
Section 7.6 pp 
50 

The humidity cell work described in EIS Volume 3 is 
now a year old, but updated information is presented in 
the Final EA.   

The supporting Appendices should be updated to reflect 
findings presented in the EA document to avoid 
discrepancies and misinterpretation. 

O
, R

eg. 240/00 

Acknowledged. Additional information will be provided with the draft 
Closure Plan. 

M
N

D
M

 #4 

Surface 
Water 
(including 
water quality 
and quantity) 

EIS Volume 3, 
App G MLARD 
Baseline 
Section 7.7 

“Two decant solution samples (CND-1 and CND-2) were 
analyzed to assess the water quality of the tailings. The 
results are presented in Table 7-18 along with 
comparison to regulated effluent discharge values 
(O.Reg. 560/94). The more stringent PWQO are also 
provided for reference purposes only.” 
 

The proponent must be reminded that, upon closure, 
surface water quality must meet PWQO, background 
conditions or a scientifically determined and acceptable 
alternative per the Mine Rehabilitation Code. 

O
, R

eg. 240/00 

Acknowledged and agreed. 
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Rainy River Project: Response to Comments by Ministry of Northern Development and Mines on the Final EA Report (EIS) – Submitted By the Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency on February 19, 2014 
Page 2 of 9 
 

.R
ef # Ecosystem 

Topic 
Reference 
to EIS or 

ToR 
Summary of Comment/ Rationale Information Request 

EA
 or 

R
egulatory 

Proponent Response 

M
N

D
M

 #5 

Groundwater 
(including 
water quality 
and quantity) 
 

Final EA 
Section 5, 
subsection 5.7.6 
Water Wells pp 
5-79 
and 
EIS Volume 3, 
App H 
Hydrogeology 
Baseline 
Section 2.6 pp 
17 

The proponent has utilized existing MOE data to 
determine the locations of drinking water wells but does 
not appear to have determined if there are domestic 
wells that serve residences in the project area which are 
not listed in these databases. 

Proponent should determine if any wells currently serving 
residences in the project area are not listed in the MOE 
databases and include these when assessing impacts on 
domestic water supplies due to project-related activities. 

M
O

E
 O

W
R

A 
M

N
D

M
 O

. R
eg. 240/00 

The vast majority of the private wells are located on property owned by 
Rainy River Resources (RRR). A door to door survey was conducted on 
non-RRR owned properties adjacent to the site in 2013 and located half a 
dozen wells on the west side of Highway 600, west of the project area. 
These results will be included in the Permit to Take Water application 
documents. 

M
N

D
M

 #6 

Surface 
Water 
(including 
water quality 
and quantity) 

Final EA 
Section 7 – 
Effects 
Management 
Subsection 
7.7.1 

Following mine closure, the open pit will act as a “sink” 
preventing groundwater discharge to the Pinewood 
River until the pit lake over flows.  Given that, even 
under the proponent’s proposed “moderately enhanced” 
flooding process, the pit lake will take 72 years to fill, the 
proponent has not provided a sufficient contingency 
plan to address the impact that significantly reduced 
inputs over this time period will have on the Pinewood 
River which already experiences little or no flow during 
low flow periods. 

The proponent must expand on the mitigation measures 
and include conceptual designs for the hypothetical plan 
to release water to the Pinewood River from the tailings 
area water management pond or the pit lake for short 
periods following closure of the mine.  These must 
include appropriate triggers to implement the mitigation 
measures as well as the impact these measures will have 
on water quality and/or pit filling rates as appropriate. 

M
O

E
 O

W
R

A 
M

N
D

M
 O

. R
eg. 240/00 

Discussion of water release from the TMA is provided in Section 9.1 of the 
Appendix W. As per Section 9.1, the TMA is expected to take as little as 3 
to 4 years to flood, depending on whether or not some water is pumped 
from the Pinewood River to the TMA following closure. Further 
optimization of tailings deposition plans for the TMA, to deposit tailings to 
near struck level, has reduced the total water cover volume from 
approximately 25 Mm3 to about 18 Mm3, approximately 8 Mm3 of which 
would already be contained within the TMA system as part of the normal 
operating water inventory, leaving a need to accumulate an additional 10 
Mm3 for closure needs. This volume could be accumulated from TMA 
basin runoff, under average annual hydrologic conditions, within 3 to 4 
years, without having to pump water from the Pinewood River.  
 
As soon as the TMA water meets discharge requirements, defined as 
modified receiver targets, as per Section 6.8.1 of Appendix W, or 
Provincial Environmental Compliance Approval (ECA) discharge 
objectives and limits, passive discharge from the TMA through the 
constructed wetland would be allowed to occur.  
 
Flooding of the open pit and water release from the flooded pit lake is 
described in Section 9.2 of Appendix W. Modified receiver targets in 
relation to this discharge are provided in Table 30b of Appendix W. 

M
N

D
M

 #7 

Surface 
Water 
(including 
water quality 
and quantity) 

Final EA 
Section 7 
Effects 
Assessment 
Subsection 
7.21.1.1 

The proponent has made a rather large assumption 
regarding the stratification of the pit lake and the 
projected water quality of the upper layer. 

More information regarding how the anticipated 
chemocline in the pit lake will form and be maintained 
over the long term is required.  In particular the proponent 
must provide information regarding the anticipated 
density/temperature differences which are thought to 
promote a permanent state of meromixis. 

E
A

 O
. R

eg. 
240/00 

RRR is currently completing additional studies on the pit lake 
geochemistry and water quality, including the formation and stability of 
stratification in the pit lake. The results support the formation of a stratified 
system over the long term.  
 
Studies of the former Detour Lake Mine pit lake indicated that a stable 
stratified system formed following flooding of the pit.  
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Rainy River Project: Response to Comments by Ministry of Northern Development and Mines on the Final EA Report (EIS) – Submitted By the Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency on February 19, 2014 
Page 3 of 9 
 

.R
ef # Ecosystem 

Topic 
Reference 
to EIS or 

ToR 
Summary of Comment/ Rationale Information Request 

EA
 or 

R
egulatory 

Proponent Response 

M
N

D
M

 #8 

Surface 
Water 
(including 
water quality 
and quantity) 

Vol 3 App T 
Final EA WQ 
Predictions   
Section 4.3 Pit 
Lake Model 
pp11 

The “Expected Case” assumes anticipates that, 
following closure, 20% of the water flow from the 
Pinewood River in spring melt and 15% of the water flow 
during the summer and fall will be diverted into the open 
pit to accelerate the flooding rate.  It does not appear 
that the cumulative impacts of these diversions and the 
reduced ground water inputs to the Pinewood River 
have been considered and assessed. 

The proponent must explore and address the cumulative 
impacts of the proposed reductions in inputs to the 
Pinewood River from both the proposed diversions and 
loss of groundwater input, particularly during periods of 
low flow. 

E
A

, O
. R

eg. 240/00 

The draft closure plan for the open pit does not include active water taking 
from the Pinewood River at closure to accelerate flooding of the open pit. 
The pit will be flooded from groundwater inflow and runoff from the 
surrounding pit catchment including runoff from the east mine rock 
stockpile, and a small portion of the west mine rock and overburden 
stockpiles. The total watershed catchment expected to report to the open 
pit at closure is approximately 8 km2. Once the open pit is flooded, this 
catchment will be reduced to approximately 5 km2, per Section 9.2 
(Appendix W). An additional up to 3,400 m3/d inflow will be received from 
groundwater. This inflow will diminish over time as the open pit is filled.  
 
The average annual flow for the Pinewood River measured at Loslo Creek 
is 20,670,000 m3/a, based on a watershed area of 106 km2, and a mean 
annual runoff of 195 mm. The 8 km2 catchment area that will be 
intercepted to flood the open pit represents 7.5% of the 106 km2 Pinewood 
River watershed as measured at the Loslo Creek inflow. The groundwater 
inflow volume to the open pit represents a further maximum 6.0% of the 
base case Pinewood River flow. However, only a portion of this 
groundwater inflow to the pit represents groundwater that would surface at 
this section of the Pinewood River, as some portion of this groundwater 
inflow would otherwise report to the regional aquifer. The maximum post 
closure, total flow reduction to the Pinewood River, measured at the Loslo 
Creek inflow, is therefore likely to be in the order of 10 percent.  

M
N

D
M

 #9 

Surface 
Water 
(including 
water quality 
and quantity) 

Vol 3 App T 
Final EA WQ 
Predictions   
Section 4.4 
Tailings Pond 
Model pp 14 

The text indicates that the tailings “will be covered by a 
water cover approximately 1.15 m deep” and that 
“approximately 400,000 m2 of tailings beach will exist at 
closure.  It is difficult to reconcile the image of a water 
cover 1.15 m deep with a large exposed area of tailings 
beach. 

The proponent proposes a clay cover over the tailings 
beach; text in the EA should not imply that there will be a 
complete water cover over the tailings. 

EA 
The model was constructed with conservative assumptions regarding the 
final water cover and exposure of tailings; namely a shallow water cover 
and an allowance for an exposed tailings beach.  
 
The final configuration of the TMA will consist of a ~3 m water cover with a 
narrow (~100 m wide) zone of covered tailings around the interior 
perimeter of the TMA. The decant water level in the TMA will be above the 
highest elevation of the tailings surface, ensuring that the tailings remain 
saturated.  

M
N

D
M

 #10 

Surface 
Water 
(including 
water quality 
and quantity) 

Vol 3 App T 
Final EA WQ 
Predictions   
Section 5.2 Pit 
Lake Water 
Quality 

The text indicates that “seepage from the east mine rock 
pile was assumed to be pumped to depth”. 

More detail on how this aspect of the project will be 
sustained over the 72 year post-closure time frame for 
filling the pit lake is required. 

EA 

Acknowledged. Additional information is available in the draft Closure 
Plan. 
 

M
N

D
M

 #11 

Surface 
Water 
(including 
water quality 
and quantity) 

Vol 3 App W 
Final EA Water 
Management 
Section 9.1, pp 
57 

The text describing TMA Closure indicates that “the plan 
is to flood the tailings with a minimum 2 m depth water 
cover and to cover remaining exposed tailings along 
with the potential zone of water fluctuation with low 
permeability overburden”.  The thickness of the water 
cover is different than that described in Appendix W – 
Water Quality predictions 

The proponent must ensure that the approximate 
thickness of the water cover is consistent throughout the 
EA and supporting documentation and that the 
appropriate thickness of the water cover has been used 
to model post-closure water quality. 

E
A

, O
. R

eg. 
240/00 

Acknowledged. This will be clarified in the draft Closure Plan. 
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.R
ef # Ecosystem 

Topic 
Reference 
to EIS or 

ToR 
Summary of Comment/ Rationale Information Request 

EA
 or 

R
egulatory 

Proponent Response 

M
N

D
M

 #12 

Decommissio
ning and 
Reclamation 

Vol 3 App W 
Final EA Water 
Management 
Section 9.1, pp 
57 

The proponent has not shown that the 2 m depth will be 
sufficient to prevent wave action causing 
disturbance/mobilization of the tailings which could 
result in oxidation and/or suspension of tailings and 
subsequent increased contaminant loading in the 
discharge. 

The proponent must demonstrate that the thickness of 
the water cover will be sufficient to prevent wave action 
from disturbing the tailings surface. 

E
A

, O
. R

eg. 
240/00 

The TMA may be configured with one or more splitter dykes or berms 
during operations to aid with distribution of the tailings throughout the 
TMA, which will also serve to reduce the fetch, and therefore reduce the 
impact of wind and wave action on the tailings surface. 
 
An analysis will be carried out for the final Closure Plan to optimize the 
configuration which meets operational requirements as well as providing 
adequate protection against re-suspension of tailings. 

M
N

D
M

 #13 

Surface 
Water 
(including 
water quality 
and quantity) 

Vol 3 App W 
Final EA Water 
Management 
Section 9.1, pp 
57-58 

The TMA Closure section indicates that, by using 
approximately 10% of the Pinewood River flow the TMA 
could be flooded in about 3 to 4 years.  The proponent 
does not appear to address the cumulative impacts of 
this water in addition to diversions and reduced ground 
water inputs proposed for accelerating the rate of pit 
filling.   

The proponent must explore and address the cumulative 
impacts of the proposed reductions in inputs to the 
Pinewood River from both the proposed diversions and 
loss of groundwater input, particularly during periods of 
low flow. 

E
A

,O
W

R
A

, O
. R

eg. 240/00 

The draft closure plan for the open pit does not include active water taking 
from the Pinewood River at closure to accelerate flooding of the open pit. 
The pit will be flooded from groundwater inflow and runoff from the 
surrounding pit catchment including runoff from the east mine rock 
stockpile, and a small portion of the west mine rock and overburden 
stockpiles. The total watershed catchment expected to report to the open 
pit at closure is approximately 8 km2. Once the open pit is flooded, this 
catchment will be reduced to approximately 5 km2, per Section 9.2 
(Appendix W). An additional up to 3,400 m3/d inflow will be received from 
groundwater. This inflow will diminish over time as the open pit is filled.  
 
The average annual flow for the Pinewood River measured at Loslo Creek 
is 20,670,000 m3/a, based on a watershed area of 106 km2, and a mean 
annual runoff of 195 mm. The 8 km2 catchment area that will be 
intercepted to flood the open pit represents 7.5% of the 106 km2 Pinewood 
River watershed as measured at the Loslo Creek inflow. The groundwater 
inflow volume to the open pit represents a further maximum 6.0% of the 
base case Pinewood River flow. However, only a portion of this 
groundwater inflow to the pit represents groundwater that would surface at 
this section of the Pinewood River, as some portion of this groundwater 
inflow would otherwise report to the regional aquifer. The maximum post 
closure, total flow reduction to the Pinewood River, measured at the Loslo 
Creek inflow, is therefore likely to be in the order of 10 percent.  

M
N

D
M

 #14 

Surface 
Water 
(including 
water quality 
and quantity) 

Vol 3 App W 
Final EA Water 
Management 
Section 9.1, pp 
57-58 

The text describing TMA Closure indicates that “the plan 
is to flood the tailings with a minimum 2 m depth water 
cover and to cover remaining exposed tailings along 
with the potential zone of water fluctuation with low 
permeability overburden”.  There is no discussion as to 
how the overburden cover will be protected from erosion 
due to wind and ice in consideration of the sizeable 
fetch (5 km2) of the proposed flooded area. 

The proponent must describe how they will ensure the 
integrity of the proposed low permeability cover of the 
tailings in the face of potential wind and ice erosive 
forces. 

EA,O
W

R
A, O

. 
R

eg. 240/00 

The interior of the overburden cover along the beach zone will be armored 
with NPAG rock to protect the cover from wave action and ice disturbance. 
The surface of the cover will be revegetated with suitable grasses and 
shrubs to stabilize the surface against erosion. 
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.R
ef # Ecosystem 

Topic 
Reference 
to EIS or 

ToR 
Summary of Comment/ Rationale Information Request 

EA
 or 

R
egulatory 

Proponent Response 

M
N

D
M

 #15 

Surface 
Water 
(including 
water quality 
and quantity) 

Vol 3 App W 
Final EA Water 
Management 
Section 9.1.1, 
Potential Effects 
of Climate 
Change pp 57-
58 

The proponent makes a case that multiple years of low 
precipitation would “not appreciably reduce TMA pond 
water cover thickness by a significant amount”.  
Discussion of the relative fluctuations of water levels in 
the areas of exposed tailings covered with low 
permeability soil is absent from this discussion.  

The proponent must describe the anticipated water level 
fluctuations within the TMA due to seasonal and long 
term climatic conditions and describe how they may 
impact the oxidation rates of the tailings with 
consideration of potential impacts to discharge water 
quality due to Metal Leaching and ARD. 

E
A

, O
. R

eg. 240/00 

Assuming a 1 m drawdown in water over a prolonged drought period 
levels (as stipulated by Environment Canada), this would still leave a 1 m 
minimum water cover over the tailings. All that is required for ARD control 
is to maintain the tailings in a saturated condition. The purpose of the 2 m 
water cover is to provide a sufficient buffer against water cover drawdown 
in response to prolonged drought conditions, such that the tailings will 
remain saturated under all reasonably foreseeable conditions. The 
average planned water depth cover is 3 m, with the bottom 1 m of this 
depth being to provide allowance for topographic variation in the deposited 
tailings surface; yielding a 2 m minimum average cover over the tailings.  
 
Also, as per Appendix G, the reactivity of the tailings is such that it would 
take an estimated 30 years of cumulative exposure for the tailings to 
generate acidic conditions. Periodic exposure of the portions of the tailings 
beach under extreme drought conditions would therefore not be expected 
to generate acidic conditions.  
 
With regard to the climate change data in Table 29 of Appendix W, the 
information contained in this table was generated from a broad range of 
climate change model predictions, over the period of 2020 to 2080, with all 
scenarios from the 5th to 95th percentile condition showing a net increase 
in precipitation over lake evaporation compared with the current condition.  
 
A minimum 2 m water cover (and 3 m accounting for tailings surface 
undulations) is therefore considered sufficient for managing ARD from 
tailings. The contingency remains to pump additional water to the system, 
if ever required, in response to series of extreme drought years, as per 
Section 8.5; but it is not expected that such pumping would be required. 

M
N

D
M

 #16 

 Volume 3 App E 
Final EA 
Conceptual 
Closure Plan 

While the Conceptual Closure Plan (CCP) provides 
general information regarding closure concepts, the 
layout/format and content falls short of what is required 
in Schedule 2 of the Mine Rehabilitation Code.   

The conceptual plan will need to be fleshed out in much 
more detail for submission to MNDM for filing and 
additional concerns identified by MNDM with respect to 
the EA and supporting documents will need to be 
acceptably addressed before MNDM would consider filing 
the closure plan.  Additionally, MNDM will require cost 
estimates for all rehabilitation and closure activities and 
provision of appropriate financial assurance for these 
activities.  A lack of specific comment on any part of the 
CCP included as part of the EA does not imply MNDM 
agreement, consent or endorsement of any aspects of 
the CCP.   

O
. R

eg. 240/00 

Acknowledged and agreed. The draft Closure Plan is intended to meet the 
MNDM’s requirements. 
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M
N

D
M

 #17 

 Volume 3 App E 
Final EA 
Conceptual 
Closure Plan 
Section 3.2 pp 8 

The CCP indicates that overburden slopes will be 
recontoured to a stable condition once the open pit 
reaches its maximum extent and that these slopes “may 
be revegetated with native grasses to reduce erosion 
and promote slope stability”.  This places rehabilitation 
of the overburden slopes at the end of the project and 
could result in erosion or unstable overburden slopes 
adjacent to the pit during the operating life. 

The proponent should consider progressive rehabilitation 
by excavating the overburden slopes to a stable condition 
during open pit development combined with revegetation 
as an additional means to provide erosion control and 
slope stability.  This will help minimize the amount of 
reclamation at closure. 

O
. R

eg. 240/00 

Acknowledged and agreed. Additional information will be provided with the 
draft Closure Plan. 
 
Progressive rehabilitation will be carried out as part of mine operations 
where possible, and when areas of overburden have reached their 
maximum extent, which is not necessarily at the end of the project. 
 
Erosion and stability of the overburden slopes during active periods of 
operation is primarily an operational safety issue, and will be addressed as 
necessary as part of ongoing mine safety inspections. 

M
N

D
M

 #18 

 Volume 3 App E 
Final EA 
Conceptual 
Closure Plan 
Section 3.3 
Stockpiles pp8 

The CCP indicates that “experience with several other 
mine sites has shown that native plant species (herbs, 
shrubs and trees) will readily invade mine rock 
stockpiles even if there is no overburden cover”.  There 
are a large number of mine sites with waste rock piles 
where colonization by native species has not occurred 
with a great deal of success.  In MNDM experience 
colonization of waste rock piles by native species is 
largely a function of the geology of the waste rock, the 
availability of nutrients and the relative sizes of the 
material. 

While the creation of overburden islands is anticipated to 
accelerate the colonization of the waste rock pile by 
native species, the proponent should identify mine sites 
with similar geological and nutrient components as well 
as sizes of the materials as examples to support their 
approach to natural colonization. 

O
. R

eg. 240/00 

The following is a partial list of examples from closure plans prepared by 
AMEC for Ontario gold mines, which have been approved or filed by the 
MNDM (or MNDMF), showing the extent and depth of overburden 
coverage of mine rock stockpiles: 
 
 Mishi Pit Mine: 30% coverage of mine rock stockpile with 0.1 m 

overburden 
 Black Fox Mine: partial coverage of mine rock stockpile with 0.15 m 

overburden 
 Young-Davidson Project: partial coverage of mine rock stockpile with 

0.5 m overburden 
 Detour Lake Mine: 20% coverage of NAG mine rock stockpile with 

<0.5m overburden 
 Williams Mine: 25% coverage with 1 m overburden 
 
In addition, AMEC staff (Dave Simms and Sheila Daniel) have been 
involved in and/or visited a number of historic properties where there has 
been considerable re-growth of vegetation including tree cover on historic 
mine rock stockpiles, without the aid of overburden / soil covers. In some 
cases the extent of regrowth is such that it was difficult to determine that 
one was actually standing on a former stockpile. 

M
N

D
M

 #19 

 Volume 3 App E 
Final EA 
Conceptual 
Closure Plan 
Section 2.2 
Stockpiles pp 9 
And 
Section 4.3.4 
pp16 

While the CCP indicates that all low grade ore and run-
of-mine ore will be processed and that reclamation of 
these stockpile areas is not anticipated.  For the 
purposes of Mine Closure this is insufficient.   

The formal Closure Plan must anticipate that low grade 
and ore stockpiles will not be processed upon closure.  
Appropriate measures included to rehabilitate and close 
these areas will be required along with appropriate levels 
of financial assurance. 

O
. R

eg. 240/00 

The material to be held in the ore stockpile areas has been included as 
part of the Feasibility Study resource estimate for the project and is 
incorporated as part of the operational mining plan and project economics; 
this material is therefore not included as a residual facility within the draft 
closure plan.  
 
RRR would welcome discussion with MNDM on this request prior to 
submission of the final Closure Plan. 
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M
N

D
M

 #20 

 Volume 3 App E 
Final EA 
Conceptual 
Closure Plan 
Section 4.1 
Open Pit 

The CCP indicates that enhanced flooding of the open 
pit is preferred and that natural flow into the pit lake 
could “potentially” come from a portion of West Creek 
and Pinewood River flows.  This is inconsistent with 
other documents submitted with the EA which indicate 
that diversion/interception are planned for filling the pit 
lake and that this is an important factor in reducing 
ML/ARD from the pit walls and establishing a state of 
meromixis in the pit lake. 

The proponent should ensure that statements regarding 
the need to divert, intercept or otherwise utilize water 
resources that contribute to the Pinewood River are 
consistently presented throughout the EA documents.  
The proponent must also explore and address the 
cumulative impacts of the proposed input reductions to 
the Pinewood River from the proposed diversions and 
loss of groundwater input, particularly during periods of 
low flow. 

O
. R

eg. 240/00 

Routing of water from the Pinewood River and West Creek to enhance the 
flooding rate of the open pit was identified as a potential opportunity. The 
base case used in the conceptual closure plan assumes that these flows 
are not available, and that the pit will flood from waters sourced from the 
pit catchment and the east mine rock stockpile. 

M
N

D
M

 #21 

 Volume 3 App E 
Final EA 
Conceptual 
Closure Plan 
Section 4.3.3 
pp15 

The CCP indicates that a three layer “sandwich” cover 
will be placed over the side slopes of the PAG material 
in the East Mine Rock Stockpile and a two layer cover 
will placed over the flatter areas.  Since drainage will be 
poorer and infiltration greater on areas with less slope, it 
is not clear that a two layer cover on the flatter areas will 
provide sufficient protection against water infiltration and 
oxidation.  

The proponent must provide an appropriate technical 
justification for the cover design on the flatter areas of the 
PAG stockpile. 

O
. R

eg. 240/00 

Modeling suggests that the interior clay layer on the slopes does not 
significantly reduce the infiltration of water into the pile, due to its saturated 
condition in the long term. However the exterior clay cover has been 
demonstrated to reduce infiltration rates by approximately 90% on flat 
surfaces. The role of the interior clay layer is to act as a diffusion barrier 
and force any air that enters the exterior cover from cracks and fractures 
that could form on the side slopes to flow within the NPAG rock layer 
before it can interact with the PAG rock in the centre of the stockpile. The 
saturated condition of the interior layer will effectively block diffusion of air 
through this material. Cracks in the exterior layer will be less prevalent on 
the top surfaces of the dump. The top of the dump will be graded to 
promote runoff to the side slopes and eliminate ponding. Shallow drainage 
channels may also be employed to promote runoff and reduce infiltration. 

M
D

N
M

 #22 

 Volume 3 App E 
Final EA 
Conceptual 
Closure Plan 
Section 4.4 
Tailings 
Management 
Area pp 17 

The CCP indicates that a partial water cover will be 
maintained over the PAG tailings and the exposed 
tailings beach will be covered with low permeability soil.  
It is not clear that the proposed cover will maintain a 
saturated condition in the tailings during drought 
conditions.  There is no information presented regarding 
anticipated water table fluctuations within the tailings 
pile and it is not certain that the proposed strategy will 
prevent periodic oxidation and wetting of the tailings 
which would increase ML/ARD outputs. 

More information regarding how the low permeability 
cover will maintain saturation in the tailings during 
drought conditions is required.  The proponent must 
provide information regarding the anticipated water table 
fluctuations in the tailings pile and provide certainty that 
the proposed cover will prevent periodic oxidation and 
wetting of PAG material. 

O
. R

eg. 240/00 
The maximum level of tailings where they have been deposited adjacent to 
the dam, will be at or below the level of the spillway such that they remain 
saturated below the maximum level of flooding. In the event that the water 
cover is drawn down as a result of decreased precipitation or an increase 
in evaporation, the tailings immediately adjacent to the dam may become 
partially unsaturated; however the low permeability overburden cover is 
expected to remain saturated which will inhibit oxygen infiltration and 
periodic oxidation.  
 
Based on available climate data, anticipated water table fluctuations under 
average conditions are expected to be minimal. Data reported in Appendix 
W was generated from a broad range of climate change model predictions, 
over the period of 2020 to 2080, with all scenarios from the 5th to 95th 
percentile condition showing a net increase in precipitation over lake 
evaporation compared with the current condition. 
 
Further details on the TMA water balance are included in Appendix G of 
the draft Closure Plan. 
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M
N

D
M

 #23 

 Volume 3 App E 
Final EA 
Conceptual 
Closure Plan 
Section 4.4 
Tailings 
Management 
Area pp 17 

The CCP is silent with respect to monitoring and 
contingencies with respect to the cover over the PAG 
tailings.  Drought conditions could cause desiccation 
and cracking in claying soils and this could result in 
water infiltration and oxidation of the PAG material, 
leading to ML/ARD output.  Additionally, rooting trees 
can penetrate the cover and/or breach the cover 
integrity due to uprooting following blow-down. 

The proponent must provide information regarding a 
monitoring and contingency plan to ensure that the 
integrity of the cover is maintained over the long term. 

O
. R

eg. 240/00 

Quarterly site inspections and physical monitoring, along with annual dam 
inspections are proposed up to year 10 post closure, and annually 
thereafter, with appropriate site-specific remedial measures taken, if 
necessary. 

M
N

D
M

 #24 

 Volume 3 App E 
Final EA 
Conceptual 
Closure Plan 
Section 4.4 
Tailings 
Management 
Area pp17 

The CCP is silent with respect to erosion protection on 
the cover material placed over the tailings beaches.  
The height of the tailings pile combined with the open 
fetch of water in the pond could see significant wave 
action causing erosion of the fine grained low 
permeability cover material.   

The proponent must provide information as to how 
erosion of the cover material on the exposed tailings 
beaches will be prevented and details of a 
monitoring/contingency plan to address erosion if/when it 
occurs. 

O
. R

eg. 240/00 

Approximately two thirds of the cover is expected to be placed 
progressively during operations, which will include seeding or 
hydroseeding of a vegetative cover to inhibit erosion on the upper surface. 
The remaining area will be covered and seeded / hydroseeded at closure. 
The transition zone between the cover and the tailings will be armoured 
with NPAG mine rock to prevent suspension due to wave action. 
 
Quarterly site inspections and physical monitoring, along with annual dam 
inspections are proposed up to year 10 post closure, and annually 
thereafter, with appropriate site-specific remedial measures taken, if 
necessary. 

M
N

D
M

 #25 

 Volume 3 App E 
Final EA 
Conceptual 
Closure Plan 
Section 4.8 
ARD Inhibition 
pp 25 

The CCP identifies a contingency to re-direct discharge 
and seepage from the TMA and the East Mine Rock / 
Ore stockpile to the open pit.  It is not clear that this 
contingency is consistent water management measures 
presented in other sections of the EA where water will 
be deliberately directed to the pit to accelerate the fill 
rate.  There are concerns that these approaches, 
combined with the “sink” created by the open pit itself 
will adversely affect water inputs to the Pinewood River 
for an extended period of time following closure of the 
mine. 

The proponent must ensure that a more comprehensive 
post-closure water management plan is developed to 
support the project.  This must clearly provide the 
proponents intentions as to how water will be managed, 
how these measures will affect inputs to the Pinewood 
River, what affect these will have on the pit filling rate and 
how these impacts will affect other aspects of the 
proposed development. 

O
. R

eg. 240/00 

Details on post-closure water management have been addressed in 
Appendix G of the draft Closure Plan. 

M
N

D
M

 #26 

 Volume 3 App E 
Final EA 
Conceptual 
Closure Plan 
Section 4.9 
Reclamation 
Schedule for 
Final Closure pp 
25 

The CCP states that “current modelling suggests that 
enhanced flooding will take approximately 25 years to fill 
the open pit to surface” yet other documents supporting 
the EA indicate that the anticipated “enhanced flooding” 
of the open pit will take 72 years.   

The proponent must ensure that a more comprehensive 
post-closure water management plan is developed to 
support the project.  The aspects of this plan must be 
presented consistently throughout the EA documents. 

EA 

Details on post-closure water management have been addressed in 
Appendix G of the draft Closure Plan.  
 
The supporting documentation describes a range of enhanced flooding 
alternatives, and indicates the preferred enhanced flooding option as does 
the EA Report / EIS. Routing of water from the Pinewood River and West 
Creek to enhance the flooding rate of the open pit was identified as a 
potential opportunity. The base case used in the conceptual closure plan 
assumes that these flows are not available, and that the pit will flood from 
waters sourced from the pit catchment and the east mine rock stockpile. 
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M
N

D
M

 #27 

Surface 
Water 
(including 
water quality 
and quantity) 
 

Vol 2 Final EA 
Section 4 
Project 
Description pp 
4-19 

The proposed TMA dam is proposed to be comprised of 
4 zones.  The upstream Zone 2 is proposed for both 
NPAG and PAG rock.  Given the fine grained nature of 
the tailings, it is not certain that PAG material in Zone 2 
will become or remain flooded to prevent ML/ARD.  
Additionally, any PAG material used in Zone 2 near the 
top of the dam could be exposed (at least periodically) 
to air and flushing by percolating rainwater, resulting in 
ML/ARD. 

The proponent will need to provide information as to how 
ML/ARD from PAG materials used in dam construction 
will be mitigated.   

EA  
O

. R
eg. 240/00 

The TMA dam will be built in progressive stages to accommodate the 
progressive filling of the TMA with tailings and water. PAG rock used in the 
upstream dam construction will be placed in stages and covered with 
saturated tailings well prior to the onset of acid conditions. The final 
volumes of rock required for the Zone 2 of the dams will consist of NPAG 
rock to ensure that no PAG rock will be above the level of saturated 
tailings at closure. Further, the cover material on the dam and tailings 
beach area will be graded over the upstream side of the dam resulting in 
additional restrictions to the flow of air and infiltration of water into the 
dam. 

M
N

D
M

 #28 

Surface 
Water 
(including 
water quality 
and quantity) 
 

Vol 2 Final EA 
Section 6 – 
Evaluation of 
Alternatives pp 
6.19.3.1 

The Evaluation of Alternatives indicates that rock backfill 
can consist of NPAG or PAG materials. 

PAG rock should only be utilized as backfill in situations 
where it will become submerged by flooding before the 
onset of ML/ARD.   

O
. R

eg. 
240/00 

Agreed. 
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Stakeholder:    Ministry of Natural Resources 
Point of Contact:  Various as noted – Rachel Hill (primary) 
Comments received:  March 7, 2014 
Comments regarding: Rainy River Project, Final Environmental Assessment Report (Ver. 2)  
 

R
eference # 

Ecosystem 
Topic 

Reference to 
EIS or ToR Summary of Comment/ Rationale Proposed Action 

EA
 or 

R
egulatory 

Proponent Response 

1 
MB 

Natural Hazards 
/ Project Risks 

8.4.3 (8-8) 
and 9.4.3.2 
(9-38) 

“Appropriate buffer area….” is noted under Project-related Fires 
(9.4.3.2) but is also necessary as a safeguard for Natural Fires. 
Legislative requirement states that any mine located within 300 
metres of a forest area requires the surrounding area to be 
cleared of flammable debris for a distance of at least 30 metres.  

30m is the minimum requirement for buffers and should be stated. FFPA – 
Prevention 
Measures 
s(17) 

Acknowledged. RRR will commit to clearing of flammable debris within 
a minimum 30 m buffer area. 

2 
MB 

Project Risks 9.4.3.2 (9-38) Contingency and Emergency Response Procedures – proponent 
should discuss expectations with local and neighboring 
municipalities regarding their ability to provide services for 
structural or forest fire response as administrative / jurisdictional 
limitations may restrict extent to which some municipalities are 
able to respond. Additionally, some areas fall within MNR 
jurisdiction for wildfire response.  

Seek clarification from municipalities and MNR AFFES regarding 
level of response which they can reasonably be expected to 
provide as capacity may be limited and ability to rely on 
neighboring municipalities may not be feasible. 

FFPA Acknowledged. RRR is committed to continuing to engage potentially 
affected stakeholders as development and operation of the RRP 
progresses. Local municipalities will be engaged specifically in 
regards to contingency and emergency response procedures, prior to 
construction start. MNR coordination will be undertaken as 
appropriate. 

3 
MB 

Natural Hazards 
/ Project Risks 

Appendix V – 
8.2 (p.21-24) 

8.2.2 mentions wildfires as a type of fire which may occur, 
however information specific to wildfire response is lacking as 
information  provided throughout 8.2 deals primarily with 
structural / equipment fires on-site.  

Elaborate to include  information regarding processes / 
procedures for wildfires encroaching on the facility that may be 
putting operation(s) at risk (eg. wildfire cutting off power supply 
from transmission line and the impacts this may have on the 
operation) 

FFPA A more detailed Fire Response Plan is proposed to be developed, as 
indicated in Section 8.2 of the Contingency and Response Plan. This 
document will be made available for MNR review prior to construction 
initiation. Information regarding procedures for various types of fires, 
including wildfires, will be included in this document. 

4 
CM 

Fish and Fish 
Habitat 

Volume 2, S 
4.12.3, pg 4-
27 

Taking 1610 m3/d of water from West Creek Pond is likely to 
negatively impact productivity of this fish habitat offset, 
exacerbate low flow conditions and hinder movement of fish 
between the Pinewood River and West Creek Pond. 
In aquatic workgroup meetings, DFO, MNR and AMEC agreed 
that West Creek Pond cannot both contribute significant amounts 
of water for mine operations and function properly as fish habitat. 
AMEC indicated that water taking from West Creek Pond would 
be limited to 100-200 m3/d. 
 
 

Restrict water taking from West Creek Pond to less than 200 
m3/d, consistent with S7.5.1.1, pg 7-28. It is suspected that ‘West 
Creek Pond’ should read ‘Water Management Pond’ in the 
bulleted list on pg 4-27. 

Fisheries Act The reference to West Creek Pond in the list is a typographic error. 
The reviewer is correct that it should read Water Management Pond. 
This will be corrected in the Errata to the report. 
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R
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Proponent Response 

5 
CM 

Wildlife Volume 2, S 
5.1.1, pg 5-2 

To clarify comment provided on draft EA (comment #29), MNR 
continues to question why aquatic (and riparian) corridors are 
assumed to exist while a similar assumption is not made for the 
presence of terrestrial movement corridors (e.g. hedgerows and 
fencelines, band of coniferous forest within deciduous forest, etc.) 
for terrestrial wildlife. 
 
.  

Baseline studies need to support alternatives and effects 
assessment of the EA. Ensure conclusions are consistent with 
data collected and analyses 

EA Acknowledged. AMEC agrees that there are many types of movement 
corridors, encompassing a wide variety of landscape features, and 
baseline surveys of these features were conducted between 2009 and 
2012.  
 
During the 2009 to 2012 baseline studies, several candidate 
Significant Wildlife Habitat (SWH) movement corridors were examined 
and evaluated based on criteria listed in the SWH Technical Guide 
(MNR, 2000); it was determined that no significant terrestrial 
movement corridors were present. This conclusion was based on i) 
the physical characteristics of the candidate corridors, ii) their 
effectiveness as safe corridors between significant natural areas 
particularly in the context of the local landscape, and iii) the degree of 
corridor fragmentation present due to roads and other human 
disturbances (e.g. proximity to year-round residences and cottages). 
 
It is likely that the Pinewood River and riparian areas represent the 
most important passage for animal movement in proximity to the 
planned mine site, although little empirical evidence was collected. 
American Mink tracks were noted along the banks of Marr Creek and 
may indicate the use of this tributary of the Pinewood River as a 
movement corridor as well. Several species are known to travel 
preferentially within riparian habitat zones including aquatic furbearers 
(beaver, muskrat, mink, otter) and amphibian species. Other species 
may prefer other corridor types (e.g. hedgerows and fencelines) or 
conditions, but are generally more adaptive than species which are 
more focused on riparian corridors. An emphasis on riparian corridors 
is therefore reasonable, and is not meant to disregard the potential for 
other types of movement corridors.  
  
If very detailed population and tracking studies were carried out, it 
might be possible to better define some of the candidate corridors in 
terms of frequency of use and relative importance, but based on 
criteria listed in the SWH Technical Guide and AMEC’s professional 
judgment, these would not be deemed SWH. 

6 
CM 

Vegetation Volume 2, 
S5.2.10, pg5-
28 

In follow up to MNR Comment 45 on Draft EA and MNR-AMEC 
February 20, 2014 meeting, MNR remains concerned that 
surveys for rare plants were not focused in areas of highest 
probability of rare plant occurrences.  

Rare plant surveys along the southwest portion of the preferred 
transmission line corridor are required to support MNR’s issuing 
of authorizations under the Public Lands Act. 

Public Lands 
Act, EA 

As agreed with the MNR, these surveys are proposed to be carried 
out along portions of the preferred transmission line corridor in June, 
2014. Results will be made available to MNR once the report is 
complete. 
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7 
CM 

Wildlife Volume 2, 
S5.2.12.1, 
pg5-28 

In follow up to MNR Comment 34 on Draft EA and MNR-AMEC 
February 20, 2014 meeting, MNR continues to question whether 
data collected on migratory birds is representative of the entire 
mine project footprint. MNR recommends random or systematic 
sampling designs in the future.  

Migratory bird surveys along the southwest portion of the 
preferred transmission line corridor are required to support MNR’s 
issuing of authorizations under the Public Lands Act. 

Public Lands 
Act, EA 

Acknowledged. Breeding bird surveys will be conducted along the 
southwest portion of the preferred transmission line corridor in May 
and June 2014. 
 
A systematic sampling design was used during baseline studies in 
2009 to 2012, providing complete representation of all habitat types 
found within the project area, and providing a very reasonable amount 
of coverage in each project component, in order to compile a 
comprehensive species list for the RRP property. It is acknowledged 
that it is not feasible (nor typical) to sample 100 percent of large sites 
such as the RRP and that some gaps exist. However, the principle of 
representative sampling over the vast majority of the project area, 
over multiple years, enables the project team to infer potential species 
usage of the remaining areas not sampled directly. 

8 
CM 

Fish and Fish 
Habitat 

Volume 2, S 
5.8.2, pg 5-
86, Table 5-
24 

Mention of Largemouth Bass observed in lower Pinewood River is 
not consistent with Table 5-24 or aquatic baseline studies. 

Remove ‘Largemouth Bass’ from text. Fisheries Act This will be corrected in the Errata to the report. 

9 
CM 

Fish and Fish 
Habitat 

Volume 2, S 
5.8.2, pg 5-87 

Final EA states: “Specific information with regard to the effort 
expended by the MNR has not been made available”. This 
statement is inaccurate. This information was provided in a 
September 16, 2013 e-mail from Andy Chepil (MNR) to Kyle 
Stanfield (RRR). 

Remove statement. While difficult to draw conclusions from the 
limited MNR survey effort applied, consider that lake sturgeon 
catch per unit effort observed by MNR was in fact extremely high. 

EA Acknowledged. Sampling effort by MNR was provided as of 
September 16, 2013. The limited geographic area and short time 
duration of which sampling was conducted provides limited 
information, yet CPUE was relatively high. 

10 
CM 

Vegetation Volume 2, pg. 
5-105, 5-111 

It is our understanding that common names Hill’s Oak and 
Northern Pin Oak refer to the same oak species (Quercus 
ellipsoidalis). Use of both terms may be confusing to readers. 

Consistently use either Hill’s Oak or Northern Pin Oak throughout 
final EA. 

EA This will be clarified in the Errata to the report. 

11 
CM 

General – EA 
Type 

Volume 2, S6 As communicated through comment MNR 82 on the Draft EA, 
showing the spatial relationship of project footprint alternatives 
and specific environmental values would allow reviewers to better 
visualize and understand impacts. 

Provide maps showing the spatial relationship of all mine 
components and alternatives to specific environmental values 
deemed important to conserve (e.g. deer wintering areas, rare 
plant occurrences, stick nests, etc.) 

EA Due to confidentiality of some data, additional mapping has been 
provided directly to MNR as Attachment 1.  

12 
CM 

General – EA 
Type 

Volume 2, S6 As communicated through comment MNR 82 on the Draft EA, 
showing the spatial relationship of project footprint alternatives 
and specific environmental values would allow reviewers to better 
visualize and understand impacts. 

Provide maps showing the spatial relationship of all mine 
components and alternatives to specific environmental values 
deemed important to conserve (e.g. deer wintering areas, rare 
plant occurrences, stick nests, etc.) 

EA Due to confidentiality of some data, additional mapping has been 
provided directly to MNR as Attachment 1.  
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13 
CM 

General – EA 
Type 

Volume 2, 
S6.2.2 pg6-7, 
Appendix O 

Many environmental baseline study results are not mentioned in 
descriptions of advantages and disadvantages of the alternatives. 
As one example, the “… type and quality (functionality) of 
terrestrial habitat that would be displaced or altered” is rarely 
addressed.  

Provide further details of important wildlife and vegetation 
components impacted by alternatives within 6.0 Evaluation of 
Alternatives and Appendix O. 

EA An additional evaluation of the transmission line routing alternatives 
has been provided in a supplementary document entitled “Further 
Assessment of Transmission Line Routing Alternatives, Rainy River 
Project”, as agreed as a result of the February 20, 2014 meeting with 
MNR in Fort Frances. This document has been provided to MNR.  
 
With regard to a more detailed review of other RRP alternatives, the 
critical large footprint items are the tailings management, and mine 
rock and overburden stockpiles. More detailed assessments of these 
alternatives were provided in Appendix P “Assessment of Alternatives 
for Storage of Mine Waste Rainy River Project” prepared pursuant to  
the Federal Guidelines for the Assessment of Alternatives 
for Mine Waste Disposal.  
 
Other project alternatives have limited footprints and do not warrant a 
more detailed assessment of wildlife and vegetation components, 
beyond that which is already provided in Appendix O.  

14 
CM 

Wildlife, 
General – EA 
Type 

Volume 2, 
S6.17, 6.18, 
Appendix O, 
Table O-13, 
O-14 

In addition to positive effects on some wildlife, creation of forest 
edge habitat also has detrimental effects on forest-interior/area-
sensitive species by rendering habitat unsuitable (Robbins et al. 
1989) and reducing reproductive success (Askins 1994; 
Schlaepfer et al. 2002); creates a barrier to dispersal and gene 
flow in populations (Spellerberg 1998; Trombulak and Frissell 
2000); and supports colonization of invasive species, particularly 
plants (Spellerberg 1998, personal observations). 

As follow-up to MNR-AMEC February 20, 2014 meeting: 
1. Report additional disadvantages of power supply alternatives to 
the natural environment.  
2. Address differences in magnitude of habitat removal, types of 
vegetation and wildlife habitat removed/impacted and 
fragmentation impacts among transmission corridor alternatives. 
3. Clearly define point of reference for advantages and 
disadvantages of alternatives. 

Public Lands 
Act 
authorizations, 
EA 

Acknowledged. Requested information will be provided as agreed as 
a result of the MNR-AMEC meeting on February 20, 2014.  

15 
CM 

Decommissioni
ng and 
Reclamation  

Volume 2, 
S6.19.4 

For TMA decommissioning and reclamation alternatives that 
involve capping with overburden, MNR questions the source of 
this overburden and is concerned about the environmental 
impacts of overburden extraction. 

Report the source location for the low-permeability overburden 
and describe measures to rehabilitate this location following 
overburden extraction. 

 The low-permeability overburden to be used for reclamation activities 
at the site will be derived from material stripped from the footprint of 
the open pit and stockpiled. It will be used for reclamation activities at 
the TMA, East Mine Rock Stockpile, and for other reclamation and 
construction activities across the site. Excess overburden will be 
stored in the Overburden Stockpile to the west of the open pit, and will 
be reclaimed at closure.  

16 
CM 

Hydrology Volume 2, 
S6.19.7.1, 
pg6-119 

It appears Clark Creek Pond and contingency Teeple Road Pond 
are missing from the list of various ponds present at the RRP site. 

Revise as necessary.  The Teeple and Clark Creek ponds are proposed as part of the fish 
habitat compensation strategy and as such were not considered to be 
a part of the project water management plan / drainage alternatives 
assessment. They are described in association with compensation 
strategies, including Appendix X-2.  

17 
CM 

Effects on the 
Environment -
Wildlife 

Volume 2, S 
7.10.5, pg. 7-
58 
 
S7.12.5, pg. 
7-69 

As communicated through comment MNR-92 on the draft EA, 
MNR does not believe sufficient evidence has been provided to 
support claims that wildlife will successfully colonize adjacent 
lands. 

Describe potential negative impacts experienced by displaced 
wildlife (furbearers, migratory birds) dispersing to and colonizing 
new habitats (e.g. energetic costs, increased mortality risk). 

 Baseline studies and habitat mapping using high resolution satellite 
imagery indicate that the habitat types removed from the RRP 
footprint are abundant nearby and within the region (much of the 
habitat removed consists of agricultural lands). Since direct mortality 
of wildlife individuals is not expected to be a Project-related effect, it is 
predicted that displaced individuals will migrate to these nearby areas. 
Some dispersal related impacts could occur but this is only 
speculative and could not feasibly be measured / monitored. 
However, current speculation based on baseline studies, habitat 
mapping, and the professional judgment of the authors, is that the 
overall effects of displacement on local and regional reproductive 
output for each species will be negligible (undetectable).  
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18 
CM 

Species at Risk Volume 2, S 
7.10.2, pg 7-
56  
 
 

Consider citing Rosatte, Rick. 2011. Evidence to support the 
presence of Cougars (Puma concolor) in Ontario, Canada. 
Canadian Field-Naturalist 125: 116–125. 
 
It is important to report all current knowledge of species at risk 
that may potentially be impacted by the RRGP. 
 

Cite Rosatte 2011. EA The additional information is appreciated. 

19 
CM 

Wildlife Volume 2, 
S7.14.3, pg7-
77 

MNR supports the proposed mitigation measure of installing silt 
fencing along re-routed Hwy 600 should excessive frog mortality 
be observed. MNR remains concerned about survival and fitness 
impacts to amphibians moving into the TMA. 

MNR requests New Gold reconsider installing silt fencing around 
at least some of the TMA perimeter to exclude amphibians, 
reptiles and some small mammals from the TMA (Comment 
MNR-106 on Draft EA).  

EA The use of exclusion fencing for reptiles and amphibians will be 
considered as a mitigation measure during construction and 
operations as appropriate. The placement of fencing will be decided 
upon through consultation with the MNR and EC.  

20 
CM 

Vegetation Volume 2, 
S13 

A follow-up monitoring program has not been developed for rare 
plants. 

Develop a follow-up monitoring program for rare plants to 
evaluate success of mitigation measures including transplanting 
efforts . 

EA Additional surveys for rare plants will be conducted along transmission 
line alternative A in 2014. If rare plants are found along the 
transmission line ROW then these sites will be marked and avoided 
during construction and a more detailed follow-up monitoring plan for 
rare plants will be developed through consultation with the MNR. If 
avoidance is not possible, these plants will be transplanted to suitable 
areas and monitored post-construction, to determine transplantation 
success. Transplanting methods will be determined through 
consultation with the MNR. 

21 
CM 

Wildlife Volume 2, 
S13.7.1, pg. 
13-17 
 
S13.7.3, pg. 
13-18 

Additional migratory bird surveys (point counts) will need to be 
conducted around the periphery of the mine footprint in order to 
describe pre-development/baseline conditions and address the 
stated monitoring objectives.    
 
Baseline studies are required to support follow-up monitoring 
programs. 

Survey a representative or systematic sample of habitats for 
migratory birds around the periphery of the expected mine 
footprint, then replicate this survey following mine construction 
and periodically throughout mine operations.  

EA A more detailed wildlife follow-up monitoring plan will be developed 
through consultation with the MNR and EC. As suggested by the 
reviewer, additional control sites around the periphery of the mine 
footprint can be developed and monitored following mine construction 
and periodically throughout mine operations. 

22 
CM 

Wildlife Volume 2, 
Appendix J-1, 
Table J-2 

No references are provided for footnote numbers in Table J-2 of 
Appendix J-1. 

Revise as necessary.  A printing error resulted in the last three pages of Table J-2 of 
Appendix J-1 not being included in the PDF file. These missing pages 
are provided in Attachment 2. 

23 
CM 

Wildlife Volume 2, 
Appendix V, 
S8.10.5, pg. 
41 

Some human-wildlife conflicts occur with little warning. It may be 
appropriate to provide additional directions for RRP personnel to 
follow prior to receiving orders to evacuate area by Site Manager. 

As first bullets under S8.10.5, consider including a protocol such 
as: 
For close encounters with big game, particularly bears and 
moose, identify yourself as a human by speaking in a monotone 
voice.  
If you are with a group of people, remain together. 
If a bear does not move toward you, back away slowly and move 
to a place of safety (building, cab of truck) without turning your 
back to the bear or making direct eye contact. 
Should a black bear follow you, raise your arms to appear larger, 
yell loudly, blow a whistle and/or throw objects at the bear. 
If a black bear approaches to within a few meters, stand your 
ground and continue to act aggressively. 
Should a bear attack, fight back and direct blows to the face, nose 
and eyes. 
 
It should be identified  staff will be provided with formal bear 
encounter training. 

 The additional information provided is appreciated. All staff and 
contractors will be provided with training in animal encounters as part 
of the site orientation process.  
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24 
CM 

Fish and Fish 
Habitat 

Volume 2, 
Appendix X-
2, S4.2.2, pg 
19-20 

MNR believes it is important to offset permanent impacts to the 
Pinewood River between Marr and Loslo Creeks (34% flow 
reduction) and between West Creek and Marr Creek (28% flow 
reduction).  

Include strategy and measures to offset impacts, including 
permanent flow reductions, to the upper Pinewood River. 

Fisheries Act Regarding the permanent flow reductions of 28% and 34% to a limited 
segment of the Pinewood River; these are due in large measure to the 
necessary diversion of West Creek around the open pit, as West 
Creek currently flows through the open pit area, and it is not possible 
to develop the RRP mine without diverting West Creek. This diversion 
does not remove water from the Pinewood River system, but does 
change the location at which tributary flows enter the Pinewood River. 
The fish habitat effects of this diversion and resulting localized flow 
reduction are assessed in Appendix X. It is believed that the flow 
changes will not have a significant adverse effect on Pinewood River 
fish habitat. 
 
The Fisheries Working Group, consisting of members of DFO and 
MNR, has been meeting regularly to develop the fisheries habitat 
offset strategy, which is documented in Appendix X.   
 
In developing the Water Management Plan for the RRP (Appendix W), 
the proponent has made best efforts to reduce water demands to the 
lowest amount reasonably possible, and to operate the processing 
plant on 100% recycle water. 

25 
CM 

Fish and Fish 
Habitat 

Volume 2, 
Appendix X-
3, S6.0, pg. 
25 

MNR expects a stronger commitment to avoid direct impacts to 
fish during the mine construction phase. 

A description of fish-out protocols and a fish relocation strategy 
should be included. We also suggest that minimum vegetation 
buffers along water bodies be specified and request details of 
when and where specific erosion control methods will be applied. 

Fisheries Act Additional detail with respect to the fish salvage requirements will be 
provided in the next revision of the Appendix X-3 document required 
to progress DFO approval. 
 
As stated in the EA document (Section 7.11.3) a buffer of 120 m will 
be maintained adjacent to creeks and rivers, to the extent practical, to 
protect watercourses and their associated vegetated margins. This 
statement will be made in the next revision of the Appendix X-3 
document as well.  
 
Specific erosion and sediment control measures and their locations 
will be provided in the permit application documents once detailed 
design is completed. 

26 
CM 
and 
MM 

Fish and Fish 
Habitat 

Volume 2, 
S6.11.1, pg 
6-62 
 
Appendix X-
2, Table 4-4, 
pg. 49 
 
Appendix W-
1, S7.1, pg. 
47-48 

MNR notes the modeled monthly flow reduction projections 
downstream of McCallum Creek. MNR remains concerned about 
the exact nature of proposed water taking and questions whether 
this activity could cause extreme fluctuations in flow within any 
given, day, week or month.  

MNR requests the proponent make a clear commitment to limiting 
the instantaneous rate of water taking to <20% (or <15% as 
applicable) of the Pinewood River flow below McCallum Creek.  

Fisheries Act RRR is committed to limiting water takings from the Pinewood River to 
these percentage levels, as described in the Appendix W (the water 
Management Plan). The PTTW to be issued by the MOE will also 
specify water taking limits on the Pinewood River. 
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27 
MM 

Fish & Fish 
Habitat, 
Wastewater/Effl
uent 

V2 
S4.8 
Pg 4-20, Pg 
4-25 

Tailings pipeline is not identified on any figures. Pipelines will 
need to cross at least 1 watercourse containing fish/fish habitat. 
No details are given on how this will be achieved without 
disturbing the watercourse, or secondary containment measures 
in case of a break/spill. 
 
 

This information is required to make a determination on provincial 
or federal approvals that may be required 

EA 
 
LRIA 
Fisheries Act 

This information will be provided as part of the Provincial approvals 
process. A figure showing the proposed pipeline layout is provided in 
Attachment 3. 

28 
MM 

Wildlife 
(Terrestrial 
and/or Aquatic, 
including 
Species at Risk) 

V2 
S4.14 
Pg 4-41 

Wildlife may be attracted to an on-site landfill, posing a safety 
issue for both wildlife and workers. Wildlife deterrents have not 
been identified for on-site landfill. 
 
A clear understanding of the project is important, for both 
government reviewers and the public.  

Provide details on wildlife deterrents at the proposed on-site 
landfill. 

EA Acknowledged. No landfilling of domestic wastes onsite is proposed. 
Commitment to managing food wastes to prevent the attraction of 
wildlife (mainly furbearers in the broader sense) is provided in Section 
7.10.3. Section 13.14 of the Final EA Report commits to the 
development of an Environmental Management System which will 
include individual management plans to address general waste 
management and wildlife management (among others). 

29 
MM 

General - EA 
Type 
 

V2 
S4.14 
Pg 4-41 

Potential on-site landfill has not been identified on any figures, nor 
have the proposed off-site municipal landfills, in relation to the 
mine site. 
 
A clear understanding of the project is important, for both 
government reviewers and the public.  

Provide figures showing the location of the proposed on-site and 
off-site landfills. 

EA There is no proposed onsite landfill as clarified in Section 6.13 (waste 
management alternatives) with the preferred options consisting of 
transportation of both non-hazardous and hazardous waste to off site 
facilities, but a potential non-hazardous landfill location is shown in 
Figure 4-5, which will be appropriately referenced in the Errata. The 
locations of existing Township of Chapple municipal landfills are 
indicated on Attachment 4 with red dashed boxes.  

30 
MM 

Decommissioni
ng and 
Reclamation 
 

V2 
S4.19 
Pg 4-46 

How/when does public/agencies have opportunity to 
view/comment on Closure Plan?  When will it be ready? 
 
A clear understanding of the project is important, for both 
government reviewers and the public.  

Provide information on public review of the Closure Plan. EA A draft version of the Closure Plan was made available to government 
agencies for review on March 19, 2014. 

31 
MM 

Wildlife 
(Terrestrial 
and/or Aquatic, 
including 
Species at Risk) 
 

V2, s5.10 Text indicates a number of species or habitat may be present 
based on records review, but does not include results of terrestrial 
baseline studies. Some, but not all of the results are reported in 
s7 under the effects assessment. This information is needed to 
provide clear and accurate documentation of the state of the 
resource in the NLSA under s5. and to understand and place in 
context the Effects Assessment in s7. In its current state this 
section is inadequate. Examples given below. 
 
Clear, accurate documentation. 

Revise s.5 Description of the Environment text with results of 
terrestrial baseline studies to provide clear and accurate 
documentation of the state of the resource, to support the Effects 
Assessment of VEC’s in s7.  

EA Section 5 summarizes the results of the baseline reports with respect 
to the main ecological components being considered in Section 7 
(Effects Assessment and Mitigation). Detailed results of the baseline 
studies (e.g. species lists, discussions on habitat types present, 
figures and tables) are presented in Appendices I, J, K and N of the 
EA. While referenced therein, Section 5 does not repeat material in 
the multiple baseline reports, wherever possible, particularly for 
species/habitats that were not considered valued ecosystem 
components in Section 7 as requested by the Canadian 
Environmental Assessment Agency and the Ministry of the 
Environment. Section 7 discusses valued ecosystem components 
only, and therefore, as noted by the reviewer “some, but not all of the 
results are reported in s7…”.  

32 
MM 

Wildlife 
(Terrestrial 
and/or Aquatic, 
including 
Species at Risk) 
 

V2, s5.10.1.1 
Pg 5-113-115 

EIS indicates moose late winter habitat may be present in the 
NLSA and describes what it is, yet fails to quantify, how much, if 
any, is present in the NLSA. 
This information is necessary to conduct a thorough Effects 
Assessment for this Valued Ecosystem Component, and in its 
current state is inadequate. 
 
Clear, accurate documentation. 

Revise s.5 Description of the Environment text with results of 
terrestrial baseline studies and moose habitat analysis to provide 
clear and accurate documentation of the state of the resource, to 
support the Effects Assessment of VEC’s in s7. 

EA The quantity of moose late winter habitat in the NLSA (213.7 ha) is 
not presented in the main body of the EA.  
Detailed results of surveys for moose and moose habitat are 
presented in the 2009 to 2012 baseline reports in Appendices J and N 
of the EA. 
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33 
MM 

Wildlife 
(Terrestrial 
and/or Aquatic, 
including 
Species at Risk) 
 

V2, s5.10.1.1 
Pg 5-115 -
117 

EIS states that no records of furbearer SWH, including denning 
areas and mast producing areas, were found. Was the search for 
this SWH included in the terrestrial baseline studies?  If yes, why 
were the results not reported here. If no, why was this not 
included as part of the terrestrial baseline study?  This information 
is necessary to conduct a thorough Effects Assessment for this 
Valued Ecosystem Component, and in its current state is 
inadequate. 
 
Clear, accurate documentation. 

Revise s.5 Description of the Environment text with results of 
terrestrial baseline studies to provide clear and accurate 
documentation of the state of the resource, to support the Effects 
Assessment of VEC’s in s7.  

EA Surveys for all types of SWH, including denning areas and mast 
producing areas were conducted during the baseline studies (2009 – 
2012).  
 
In Section 5.10.2.2 (Furbearers) it states: 
i) “Denning sites for American Mink, River Otter, Gray Wolf, Eastern 
Wolf, Canada Lynx, American Marten, Fisher and Black Bear occur 
around shorelines and within forested areas; however, none were 
identified within the NLSA.” 
ii) “Fruit-producing shrubs including Mountain-ash, blueberries, 
raspberries, Beaked Hazel and Choke Cherry were identified within 
the NLSA. One area was identified as a candidate significant mast 
producing area. This site consisted of open, recently logged land 
which was heavily recolonized by raspberry. At the time of recording 
(June 2012) raspberry bushes were full of fruit but no mammals were 
observed utilizing the habitat (although Black Bears were observed 
within 2 km of the site). Blueberry bushes bearing abundant fruit were 
also noted in rocky or hilly lands along the proposed transmission line; 
however, they did not reach densities of 50% cover and as such, were 
not identified as significant mast producing areas.” 
iii) “Evidence of Beaver activity such as dams, lodges and chewed 
stumps were recorded throughout the NLSA. A 2012 aerial survey 
recorded 163 Beaver lodges at 146 wetland locations throughout, or 
adjacent to, the NLSA.” 
 
Detailed results of the baseline studies (e.g. species lists, discussions 
on habitat types present, figures and tables) are presented in 
Appendices J-2, J-3 and N of the EA. There was an attempt to 
prevent repetition wherever possible as requested by the Canadian 
Environmental Assessment Agency / Ministry of the Environment, 
particularly for species/habitats that were not considered valued 
ecosystem components.  

34 
MM 

Wildlife 
(Terrestrial 
and/or Aquatic, 
including 
Species at Risk) 
 

V2, s5.10.1.1 
Pg 5-116 

Reference to the marten core/planning area from the Forest 
(correct spelling) Management Plan for the Crossroute Forest is 
not relevant. It refers strictly to planning areas for forestry 
purposes, and does not reflect the occurrence or general fur 
management objectives of marten across the broader landscape. 
 
Clear, accurate documentation. 

Remove reference to the marten core/planning areas. EA Acknowledged. This will be corrected in the Errata. 

35 
MM 

Wildlife 
(Terrestrial 
and/or Aquatic, 
including 
Species at Risk) 
 

V2, s5.10.1.1 
Pg 5- 

The bat species listing is missing the silver-haired bat. It is 
included in many reference materials covering this geography. 
 
Clear, accurate documentation. 

Revise species list and assessments accordingly. EA Acknowledged. Reference will be made to this species in the Errata. 
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36 
MM 

Wildlife 
(Terrestrial 
and/or Aquatic, 
including 
Species at Risk) 
 

V2, s5.10.2.1 
Pg 5-129 

MNR is the authority to confirm the presence/absence of SWH. 
MNR has previously identified and confirmed deer SWH (high 
value deer winter concentration areas) in and adjacent to the 
NLSA. The assertion that “field investigations do not confirm the 
presence of mammalian SWH” is untrue, as previously advised by 
MNR. Field investigations were not appropriately designed to 
assess cervid SWH, and as such MNR contends AMEC’s 
assertion is invalid. 
MNR was informed Feb 20, 2014 that AMEC agrees with MNR’s 
assertion of deer winter concentration areas (high value) based 
on a reassessment of the data provided by MNR.  
 
Clear, accurate documentation. 

Revise text to reflect the presence of confirmed SWH for deer. EA RRR understood that  MNR is the authority to confirm the 
presence/absence of deer SWH,  as other types of SWH are 
evaluated/confirmed by the proponent, following MNR guidelines such 
as the SWH Technical Guide and local Ecoregion Criteria Schedules 
(if available). The EA states explicitly that deer SWH information was 
provided by the MNR. 
 
The statement “field investigations do not confirm the presence of 
mammalian SWH” may have been misinterpreted by the reviewer. 
The sentence is stating that the 2009 – 2012 baseline studies did not 
confirm any type of mammalian SWH. It is not specifically referring to 
deer SWH. The following sentence states “MNR data indicates that 
deer wintering areas and yarding habitat is widespread between Fort 
Frances and Lake of the Woods and Stratum 1, rank 3 and 4 deer 
wintering concentration areas are found in and adjacent to the 
NLSA.”.  
 
The reviewer is correct that AMEC has conducted a reassessment of 
the deer habitat shapefiles provided by the MNR and more detailed 
information regarding Stratum 1 habitat (rankings 1, 2, 3 and 4) is 
provided in the Attachment 5. 

37 
MM 

Wildlife 
(Terrestrial 
and/or Aquatic, 
including 
Species at Risk) 
 

V2, s5.10.2.1 
Pg 5-130 

Conflicting accounts of the presence of potential late winter 
habitat in the NLSA is confusing in this section. It appears from 
the EIS that there is potential moose late winter habitat in the 
NLSA, but that it is not considered significant wildlife habitat.  
 
Clear, accurate documentation. 

Revise text to clarify the presence of moose late winter habitat. EA Section 5.10.1.2 states that this habitat is uncommon in the NLSA 
(0.8% of the NLSA) and that use of these winter habitats by moose 
was not confirmed by field studies. 
 
There are 213.7 ha of candidate moose late wintering habitat in the 
NLSA, made up from 26 individual patches of habitat. Two aerial 
surveys of the NLSA did not record moose in these small habitat 
patches and based on this, and the physical characteristics of the 
patches, they were not confirmed as SWH. 

38 
MM 

Wildlife 
(Terrestrial 
and/or Aquatic, 
including 
Species at Risk) 
 

V2, s5.10.6.3 
pg 5-143 

Reference to the draft ecoregion criteria schedules is 
inappropriate. The correct reference is the Significant Wildlife 
Habitat Technical Guide (2000) and Decision Support System 
(2002) which references a 1000m buffer from development. 
 
Clear, accurate documentation. 

Revise text to reference the Significant Wildlife Habitat Technical 
Guide (2000) and Decision Support System (2002) which uses a 
1000m buffer from development. 

EA This reference will be correct in the report Errata. 

39 
MM 

Wildlife 
(Terrestrial 
and/or Aquatic, 
including 
Species at Risk) 
Vegetation 
 

V2, s6.18.1 
pg 6-92 

Alternative A is not considered “sparsely vegetated”, as 
demonstrated by imagery and forest composition maps, but rather 
supports pine stands on shallow soils, an important ecosite on the 
Crossroute Forest. Sparsely vegetated implies a lack of cover and 
habitat, which is not the case. 
 
Clear, accurate documentation. 

Revise text to reflect the presence of mature forest that support a 
variety of flora and fauna. 

EA Acknowledged. Additional information and clarification regarding 
vegetation and fragmentation along all four transmission line 
alternatives is provided in the transmission line routing alternatives 
report.. 
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40 
MM 

Decommissioni
ng and 
Reclamation 
Wildlife 
(Terrestrial 
and/or Aquatic, 
including 
Species at Risk) 
Vegetation 

 

V2, s6.19.3.2 
pg 6-108 

Alternative to stabilize and cover/vegetate stockpiles indicates 
that this option will provide habitat for plant and animal species, 
including SAR, yet there is no supporting evidence of this. 
Claiming a benefit to the environment must be supported in the 
Effects Assessment. It is understood that effective cover and 
vegetating stockpiles involves intensive remediation to create 
conditions that would support flora and fauna, which is not 
discussed here. 
 
Affects Evaluation of Alternatives assessment results. 

Revise text to remove reference to benefit to the environment 
through covering stockpiles, or provide supporting evidence. 

EA These details are most appropriately described in the Closure Plan. 
Section 9.18 of the draft Closure Plan dealing with “Revegetation” at 
final reclamation states the following: 
 
“The primary aims of the mine site reclamation / revegetation program 
to be conducted primarily progressively during operation (Section 6.1) 
are to:  
• Control erosion and ensure physical stability;  
• Improve the appearance and aesthetics of the RRP site;  
• Enhance natural vegetation growth to support various wildlife 

species;  
• Establish a self-sustaining vegetative cover; 
• Begin the process of vegetative succession and habitat 

restoration; and 
• If possible, re-use of the site by avian SAR.  

 
A testwork program is planned to be conducted during operation to 
include: 
 
• An assessment of site area native terrestrial and riparian plant 

communities to determine species which are likely best suited for 
use during site revegetation; 

• The preparation of test pads to carry out vegetation growth trials, 
using various soil cover and seed mix combinations; 

• Determination of suitable seed sources to use during final 
reclamation efforts, focusing on climatically adapted plant and 
seed stocks; and 

• Determination of the role of soil amendments and/or fertilizer to 
support initial revegetation efforts, if any.  

 
Revegetation of disturbed areas will be accomplished by a 
combination of seeding or hydroseeding of grasses, legumes and 
other successful species identified during progressive reclamation. 
Hand planting of native tree species and natural regeneration will also 
be employed. The species mix or mixes for RRP site revegetation will 
be determined through: consultation with the forestry industry, local 
regulatory authorities, Aboriginal groups and other stakeholders; an 
onsite test work program during the operations phases; and fine tuned 
during progressive reclamation. These programs will help ensure 
revegetation success at closure.  
 
A commitment was made through the EA process to develop habitats 
that would be likely to support SAR, such as Whip-poor-will, Common 
Nighthawk, and Bobolink; as well as habitats that will support species 
such as White-tailed Deer that are important to local hunters. Wildlife 
habitat planning details will be developed during the period of mine 
operations, and will be informed by monitoring and research programs 
linked to Whip-poor-will, and other data. Such details will be included 
in future Closure Plan amendments developed toward the end of mine 
operations.”  
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41 
MM 

Decommissioni
ng and 
Reclamation 
Wildlife 
(Terrestrial 
and/or Aquatic, 
including 
Species at Risk) 
Vegetation 

 

V2, s6.19.3.2 
pg 6-109 

Alternative to stabilize and cover/vegetate indicates that this 
option will “potentially contribute to local hunting and other 
outdoor recreational opportunities” yet there is no supporting 
evidence of this. The stockpiles will be located on patent land, 
where access is restricted, and hunters must have permission to 
hunt on the privately-held lands. Claiming a benefit to the natural 
and human environment must be supported in the Effects 
Assessment. 
 
Affects Evaluation of Alternatives assessment results. 

Revise text to remove reference to benefit to the human 
environment through covering stockpiles, or provide supporting 
evidence. 

EA Please see response to Comment 40. 

42 
MM 

Decommissioni
ng and 
Reclamation 
Wildlife 
(Terrestrial 
and/or Aquatic, 
including 
Species at Risk) 
Vegetation 
 

V2, s6.19.4.2 
pg 6-114 

Alternative to stabilize and cover/flood the TMA indicates that this 
option will provide terrestrial and wetland habitat, yet there is no 
supporting evidence of this. Claiming a benefit to the environment 
must be supported in the Effects Assessment. It is understood 
that effective cover and flooding involves intensive remediation to 
create conditions that would support flora and fauna, which is not 
discussed here. 
 
Affects Evaluation of Alternatives assessment results. 

Revise text to remove reference to benefit to the environment 
through covering/ flooding of the TMA, or provide supporting 
evidence. 

EA These details are most appropriately described in the Closure Plan. 
Section 9.13 of the draft Closure Plan dealing with rehabilitation of the 
tailings area states the following:  
 
“During closure, the TMA will be flooded with a 2 m or deeper water 
cover by allowing the operating pond surface to rise such that the 
water level maintains the tailings volume in a saturated state. For dam 
safety reasons, it is preferred that the permanent water cover should 
not come in contact with the TMA dams. A perimeter zone of tailings 
beach will be maintained to keep the central pond away from the 
dams. This zone of tailings beach will be covered with a layer of 
inorganic low permeability overburden of approximately 150 m in 
width to ensure cover and help maintain saturation during seasonal 
water level fluctuations. A 0.3 m layer of organic soils (or equivalent) 
will be spread over top to facilitate plant growth, and the cover will be 
seeded or hydroseeded with appropriate seed mixes to reduce the 
potential for erosion. NPAG rock will be placed at the transition zone 
with the tailings to prevent erosion and suspension and oxidation of 
solids.”  
 
That portion of the tailings basin upstream of the ponded area will 
contain natural vegetation, as there is no need to cut this area. 
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43 
MM 

Decommissioni
ng and 
Reclamation 
Surface Water 
(including water 
quality and 
quantity) 
Fish and Fish 
Habitat/ Fishery 
 

V2, s6.19.7.1 
pg 6-120 

Alternative to breach the water management pond and vegetate 
dam faces does not include consideration of potential for 
mobilization of contaminants in the bottom sediment, as is 
mentioned for the constructed wetland. There is potential for 
higher concentrations in the WMP sediments than in the wetland 
which could have a detrimental impact on water quality 
downstream, and this effect has not been considered. 
 
Affects Evaluation of Alternatives assessment results and impact 
to the environment. 

Alternative to breach WMP dam, cap/cover sediment, and 
vegetate should be considered in the Effects Assessment. 

EA Water transferred from the TMA to the water management pond will 
have generally low suspended solids (typically expected to be <100 
mg/L) such that there will not be a large build up of sediment on the 
bottom of the pond. At an average annual water transfer rate of about 
4 Mm3 per year over 16 years, the amount of sediment transfer would 
be approximately 6,720 tonnes, which is quite small. At a solids 
density of 1.5 t/m3, over a basin area of 1 km2, this translates to an 
average sediment thickness of 4.5 mm on bottom of the pond. Even if 
the suspended solids content of the transferred water was 200 mg/L, 
the sediment layer would still only be an average thickness of about 
10 mm. No special management provision is required at closure.  
 
Nevertheless, the situation will be reviewed at closure to see if any 
special measures are required to manage drainage from the water 
management pond in the early phases of drainage. If necessary, the 
drainage channel leading from the TMA spillway at closure, through 
the drained water management pond, will be stabilized with rip rap.  
 
Also at closure the water management pond footprint will continue to 
drain through the water discharge pond and through the constructed 
wetland, which will remove any entrained sediments, which are 
expected to be minor. 

44 
MM 

Decommissioni
ng and 
Reclamation 
Surface Water 
(including water 
quality and 
quantity) 
Fish and Fish 
Habitat/ Fishery 
 

V2, s6.19.7.1 
pg 6-121 

Alternative to breach the water management pond and revegetate 
dam faces does not include consideration of potential for 
mobilization of contaminants in the bottom sediment, as is 
mentioned for the constructed wetland. There is potential for 
higher concentrations in the WMP sediments than in the wetland 
which could have a detrimental impact on aquatic life and water 
quality downstream, and this effect has not been considered. 
 
Affects Evaluation of Alternatives assessment results and impact 
to the environment. 

Alternative to lower and stabilize the mine rock pond dam needs 
to consider the effect on water quality diversion of water to the 
open pit will have in the Effects Assessment, and option to cover 
exposed sediment with high likelihood of contaminants at closure 
should be considered. 

EA The mine rock pond will continue to function for seepage control 
during the closure period, with seepage collected in the mine rock 
pond to be directed to the open pit at depth, as per the draft Closure 
Plan. 

45 
MM 

Accidents & 
Malfunctions 
Surface Water 
(including water 
quality and 
quantity) 
Fish and Fish 
Habitat/ Fishery 
Wildlife 

V2, s9.3.2.2 
Pg 9-21 

There are no secondary containment measures proposed for the 
tailings pipeline where it crosses over West Creek, yet there is a 
secondary containment measure described for its terrestrial path 
to the TMA. The EIS states that there would be an expected loss 
of 800 m3 of tailing slurry in the event of a failure, so it is 
expected that a secondary containment measure would be in 
place to protect the contamination of West Creek and the aquatic 
life within it. 
 
A clear understanding of the project is important, for both 
government reviewers and the public. Need to minimize potential 
impacts to the environment.  

Include measures to include measure to protect West Creek 
where the pipeline crosses the Creek. 

PLA/ FA There will be secondary containment in place at the crossing of West 
Creek, the design of which is currently underway and will be finalized 
during detailed design.  
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46 
MM 

Accidents & 
Malfunctions 
Surface Water 
(including water 
quality and 
quantity) 
Fish and Fish 
Habitat/ Fishery 
 

V2, s9.3.3 
Pg 9-21 

This section describes a water pipeline from West Creek pond to 
the mine rock pond. For fish habitat compensation, it was 
previously agreed and described that no water will be taken from 
West Creek for mine water management, only a small amount for 
potable water, so this statement is incorrect. 
A clear understanding of the project is important, for both 
government reviewers and the public. Need to minimize potential 
impacts to the environment. 

Revise text to remove reference to water pipeline from West 
Creek to the mine rock pond. 

EA This will be corrected in the Errata to the report. 

47 
MM 

Accidents & 
Malfunctions 
Surface Water 
(including water 
quality and 
quantity) 
Fish and Fish 
Habitat/ Fishery 

 

V2, s9.3.3.2 
Pg 9-21-22 

No secondary containment measures are mentioned for the water 
pipelines, nor are any watercrossings mentioned, although it 
appears there will be at least one from Figure 4-10. Pipelines 
carrying untreated or partially treated mine water could have a 
significant negative impact to the environment if there is a failure, 
and should be treated as such in the design. 
 
There is no mention of a water pipeline carrying TMA water to the 
process plant, as indicated in the water management plan in 
Section 4 (Fig 4-10) and Appendix W.  
 
A clear understanding of the project is important, for both 
government reviewers and the public. Need to minimize potential 
impacts to the environment. 

A description of the containment measures for the water 
pipelines, and watercrossings of such pipelines, including the 
water pipeline from TMA to the process plant will be required at 
permitting and approval time.  

PLA/LRIA Acknowledged. These measures will be developed during the 
preparation of approvals applications and provided as required. 

48 
MM 

Monitoring 
Wildlife 

V2, s13.7 Many of the monitoring activities proposed to evaluate mitigation 
success are not designed to meet this object, and instead just 
document occurrence. Examples include documenting Aboriginal 
mammal harvest and wildlife logs of general amphibian 
observations. This information will not contribute to an evaluation 
of mitigation success or failure. A more rigorous, scientific 
approach to evaluate the specific mitigation measures identified 
should be taken, which would result in a more effective monitoring 
plan. It is not apparent at this time that the wildlife monitoring plan 
would be effective as proposed.  
 
Monitoring plan/framework needs to explicitly address mitigation 
measures for each VEC. 

Revise the wildlife monitoring plan framework to evaluate specific 
mitigation measures by species/VEC. 

EA Acknowledged. A more detailed wildlife monitoring plan will be 
developed through consultation with both the MNR and EC.  

49 
MM 

Decommissioni
ng and 
Reclamation 
Vegetation 
 

V3 AppE, s 
3.3  pg 8 and 
pg 9  

CCP states that from past experience, native plant species will 
recolonize mine rock stockpiles even in the absence of 
overburden cover. However, there are other mining examples 
where  intensive efforts were required to encourage even the 
most hardy/tolerant species to grow. 
 
CCP states that re-vegetation will occur using grasses, seedlings, 
and trees. This should be supported by a re-vegetation plan at 
closure. The plan would provide additional information such as 
species appropriate for the site condition, how trees will be 
established (i.e. seedlings, saplings, mature trees etc), a 
description of  tending and monitoring program, etc. 

This section should include a commitment for on going discussion 
with agencies to developing a vegetation plan as the project 
approaches closure.  

EA Acknowledged. A commitment to discuss appropriate vegetation seed 
mixes for the site with local regulatory authorities has been made in 
Section 9.18 of the draft Closure Plan submitted for review by MNDM. 
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50 
MM 

Decommissioni
ng and 
Reclamation 
Vegetation 
 

V3 AppE, s 
3.3  pg 9 

CCP states that neither low grade ore nor run-of-mine stockpile 
requires reclamation. It is unclear in this section why this rock will 
not be treated for reclamation as all the other rock, nor if it is 
PAG, yet “if necessary” it will be treated similar to the east rock 
stockpile which is PAG, implying that this is an issue for this rock. 
 
A clear understanding of the project is important, for both 
government reviewers and the public.  

Revise text to clarify if low grade ore or run-of-mine stockpile is 
PAG. If so, revise text to implement active reclamation as such for 
the east mine rock stockpile. 

EA Further detail regarding the closure of the RRP site is provided in the 
draft Closure Plan prepared pursuant to the Mining Act as part of the 
project environmental approvals process and being submitted as a 
draft for regulatory review. 
 
The run-of-mine stockpile is the temporary, working stockpile for the 
processing plant. The low grade ore stockpiles is proposed to be 
depleted during the latter part of operations (coincident with 
underground mining). Progressive reclamation for these facilities are 
therefore not proposed. As a contingency only, it is proposed that 
should an ore stockpile remain at closure, it will be managed similar to 
PAG in the East Mine Rock Stockpile with a multi-layer cover and 
seeded. Runoff and seepage will be directed to the open pit as part of 
the passive water management system.  

51 
MM 

Decommissioni
ng and 
Reclamation 
Vegetation 

 

V3 AppE, s 
3.5  pg 9 

CCP states that species to be used for revegetation will be 
determined through onsite testing and refined during progressive 
reclamation. See comment above. General vegetation community 
and species should be identified pre-closure with refinement 
during reclamation. 
 
Clear, accurate documentation. 

See comment above. Revise text to include description of desired 
post-closure vegetation community. 

EA Acknowledged. A commitment to discuss appropriate vegetation seed 
mixes for the site with local regulatory authorities has been made in 
Section 9.18 of the draft Closure Plan submitted for review. 

52 
MM 

Decommissioni
ng and 
Reclamation 
Surface Water 
(including water 
quality and 
quantity) 
Fish and Fish 
Habitat/ Fishery 
 

V3 AppE, s 
4.1 pg 11 

CCP states that enhanced natural flooding may be used to flood 
the open pit, including diverting West Creek and the Pinewood 
River. Neither option is appropriate in the context of fisheries 
habitat, as West Creek has been identified and designed as offset 
habitat under the Fisheries Act authorizations, and diverting water 
from the Pinewood River which already has permanent flow 
reductions would likely cause additional fish habitat impacts, 
especially in low flow years. 
 
A clear understanding of the project is important, for both 
government reviewers and the public.  

Revise text to remove reference to enhanced pit flooding using 
West Creek or the Pinewood River or identify fish and fish habitat 
impacts associated with this action, as well as cumulative impacts 
to fish and fish habitat in the Pinewood River from reduced site 
inputs/diversions. Further discussion with the agencies (DFO and 
MNR) is required on this issue. 

EA Enhanced pit flooding using these sources is no longer under 
consideration and has been clarified in the draft Closure Plan 
submitted for review.  

53 
MM 

Decommissioni
ng and 
Reclamation 
Surface Water 
(including water 
quality and 
quantity) 
Fish and Fish 
Habitat/ Fishery 
 

V3 AppE, s 
4.1  pg 12 

CCP indicates spillway may be constructed from pit lake to 
Pinewood River, however it is stated as being constructed in 
s7.3.1. It is readily apparent that due to the low-lying topography 
that post-closure the pit lake will eventually spill into the Pinewood 
River, yet little detail is given in the entire document on this issue. 
 
A clear understanding of the project is important, for both 
government reviewers and the public.  

Revise text to clarify intent to construct spillway to the Pinewood 
River, and include on all figures/maps showing post closure site 
condition. 

EA These items are addressed in the draft Closure Plan (Section 9.3, 
Figure 9-1). 
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54 
MM 

Decommissioni
ng and 
Reclamation 
Surface Water 
(including water 
quality and 
quantity) 
Fish and Fish 
Habitat/ Fishery 

 

V3 AppE, s 
4.1 pg 12 

CCP states that mixing of upper and lower layers of pit lake are 
not expected to mix due to chemical stratification, yet there is an 
example of this exact scenario occurring in this District in the not 
to distant past as a result of an extreme weather event. 
Consideration and evaluation of this scenario as a realistic 
possibility should be given in the CCP. 
 
Clear, accurate documentation. 

Revise text to include consideration of mixing scenario, and what 
response measures, if any may be needed. 

EA Modelling of two different pit filling scenarios indicates permanent 
stratification of the pit lake below a depth of approximately 50 m (Pit 
Lake Model report by Lorax, Appendix E of the draft Closure Plan), 
with the physical conditions of the open pit conducive to developing 
and maintaining this stratification. 
 
Pit lake water quality will be monitored regularly as part of the post-
closure monitoring program. Opportunities for mitigating potential 
water quality impacts are identified in Appendix E of the draft Closure 
Plan. 

55 
MM 

Decommissioni
ng and 
Reclamation 
Surface Water 
(including water 
quality and 
quantity) 
Fish and Fish 
Habitat/ Fishery 

 

V3 AppE, s 
4.1 pg 12 

CCP states there is possibility pit will overflow into Pinewood 
River. This statement is misleading, as in many sections 
previously it is stated that this will eventually occur. 
 
A clear understanding of the project is important, for both 
government reviewers and the public.  

Revise text to reflect overflow from pit lake to river will occur. EA Agreed; the sentence referred to is unclear and has been corrected in 
the Errata as follows: 
 
The aquatic habitat within the open pit will be of low quality and be 
comprised of marginal littoral zone habitat, even when the pit 
eventually overflows.  
 
 
 

56 
MM 

Decommissioni
ng and 
Reclamation 
Surface Water 
(including water 
quality and 
quantity) 
 

V3 AppE s4.1 
pg 12 

CCP states additional water quality treatment will be provided 
from the pit outflow prior to drainage into the river, yet there is not 
detail given on when and what measures might be taken. 
 
A clear understanding of the project is important, for both 
government reviewers and the public.  

Revise text to include details of potential additional water quality 
treatment needed on site at closure. 

 This has been addressed further in the draft Closure Plan. By the time 
the open pit begins to discharge at approximately year 73 post 
closure, discharge from the open pit will occur from the upper layer, 
and is expected to meet PWQO equivalent criteria, therefore no 
additional water treatment is expected to be required..  

57 
MM 

Decommissioni
ng and 
Reclamation 
Surface Water 
(including water 
quality and 
quantity) 
Fish and Fish 
Habitat/ Fishery 
 

V3 AppE, 
s4.3.1  pg 15 

CCP states runoff from overburden stockpile may be released to 
the environment, yet does not state how or where this will occur. 
 
A clear understanding of the project is important, for both 
government reviewers and the public.  

Revise text to indicate how runoff will be discharged ie through 
West Creek, or other diversion ditches, ponds, etc 

EA This has been addressed in S9.17 of the draft Closure Plan which has 
been submitted to regulatory agencies for review. 
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58 
PC 

Decommissioni
ng and 
Reclamation 
Vegetation 

V3 AppE, 
s4.3.2 pg 15 

CCP states that minimum overburden cover will be 0.3m. This 
depth is too shallow for effective revegetation by native tree 
species, as is indicated to be used here in previous sections.  
 
There is no mention of an impervious cap which would be 
required to prevent water loss directly through the rock stockpile. 
Without such a cap, even compacted overburden will lose water 
excessively and prevent adequate water retention for 
revegetation efforts. 
 
Consideration/priority should be given to using vegetation 
(shrub/tree/plant) species without deeproots to prevent 
penetration of an impervious cap. 
 
Affects  adequacy of closure activities. 

Revise text to include deeper overburden cover of stockpiles 
(minimum 0.6m) to provide for moderate, fresh mineral substrate 
classes typical of the area to support a self-sustaining mature 
forest or vegetation community, based on the existing dominant 
ELC ecosites identified.  
 
Revise text to include provision of an impervious cap (clay-silt) 
over the stockpile to act as a base for overburden soil on top, to 
enable successful revegetation of the site. 

EA 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Further detail is provided in the draft Closure Plan regarding proposed 
revegetation activities. This comment will be considered as part of the 
revegetation testwork program planned. 

59 
MM 

Decommissioni
ng and 
Reclamation 
Vegetation 

V3 AppE, 
s4.3.2 pg 15 

There is no mention of a layer of organic soil overtop of the 
mineral soil over the stockpile, which is required for grass 
establishment to prevent erosion. 
 
Affects  adequacy of closure activities. 

Include provision for shallow (5-10cm) organic soil overtop of the 
mineral soil to facilitate grass establishment and erosion control. 

EA This level of detail will be evaluated as part of the revegetation 
testwork program as described in S9.18 of the draft Closure Plan. 

60 
MM 

Decommissioni
ng and 
Reclamation 
Vegetation 

V3 AppE, 
s4.3.2 pg 15 

CCP states that from past experience, native plant species with 
recolonize mine rock stockpiles even in the absence of 
overburden cover. However, there are many mining examples 
where this has not happened, and intensive efforts were required 
to encourage even the most hardy/tolerant species to grow. 
 
Clear, accurate documentation. 

See previous comment on s.3.3 pg 8 EA Acknowledged. A commitment to discuss appropriate revegetation 
seed mixes for the site with local regulatory authorities has been 
made in Section 9.18 of the draft Closure Plan submitted for review. In 
addition, a testwork program is proposed during operations as per 
S9.18 of the draft Closure Plan. 

61 
PC 

Decommissioni
ng and 
Reclamation 
Surface Water 
(including water 
quality and 
quantity) 
Fish and Fish 
Habitat/ Fishery 
 

V3 AppE, 
s4.3.3 pg 16 

CCP states that the top 2.5m thick layer of compacted soil will be 
covered with organic soil to support grass/shrub/tree revegetation 
efforts. Compacted soil will not support these vegetation 
communities, and the depth or organic soil is not specified. A 
minimum depth of 0.6m of mineral soil is required, with a thin 
layer (5-10cm) of organic soil to enable grass establishment to 
prevent erosion. 
 
Affects adequacy of closure activities. 

Revise text to include deeper overburden cover of stockpiles 
(minimum 0.6m varying to 1.2m) to provide for moderate to deep 
fresh mineral substrate classes typical of the area to support a 
self-sustaining mature forest or vegetation community based on 
the existing dominant ELC ecosites identified. 
 
Include provision for shallow (5-10cm) organic soil overtop of the 
mineral soil to facilitate grass establishment and erosion control. 

EA The stated minimum overburden thickness will be dependent on the 
specific conditions in the area where it is being laid. An assessment of 
suitable thickness of overburden to meet geotechnical requirements in 
conjunction with various plant species can be carried out as part of 
the revegetation testwork program to be undertaken during 
operations. 
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62 
MM 

Decommissioni
ng and 
Reclamation 
Surface Water 
(including water 
quality and 
quantity) 
Fish and Fish 
Habitat/ Fishery 
Wildlife 
Vegetation 

V3 AppE, 
s4.6.2 pg 22-
23  

CCP states that the water management, stockpile, and mine rock 
ponds will be breached, stabilized, and restored/ revegetated. It is 
anticipated that contaminated sediments will likely be present as 
a result of the operation of these ponds and the source of the 
water/sediment. The CCP fails to address this likelihood and deal 
with it an effective manner.  
 
An impermeable layer of clay-silt should be used to cap these 
ponds before any revegetation is attempted, to prevent the 
erosion, movement, or uptake by vegetation or wildlife of 
potentially contaminated sediments. A layer of overburden or 
mineral/organic soil will likely be needed to support revegetation 
efforts, as described in previous comments. 
 
Affects adequacy of closure activities. 

Revise text to add impermeable cap over the water management, 
stockpile, and mine rock ponds prior to revegetation to prevent 
erosion, movement, or uptake of possible contaminated 
sediments. Additional layer of soil is likely needed to support 
revegetation and should also be included. 

EA Sampling of sediments will take place to evaluate soil quality 
parameters prior to undertaking any further closure activities for any 
contact water ponds (including stockpile sediment ponds) where 
breaching is proposed.  
 
 

63 
MM 

Decommissioni
ng and 
Reclamation 
 

V3 AppE, 
s4.6.3 pg 23  

CCP states that the drainage works will be contoured and 
restored. Use of the word restore is unclear in light of previous 
wording. If revegetation is intended this wording should be 
clarified. If the intent is only to contour in the absence of any 
active revegetation this should be clarified. 
 
Clear, accurate documentation. 

Revise text to clarify meaning of “restore” vs revegetate. EA This word was purposefully used in a generic manner in the text, as 
revegetation is described in detail in Section 4.7. 

64 
MM 

Decommissioni
ng and 
Reclamation 
Surface Water 
(including water 
quality and 
quantity) 
Fish and Fish 
Habitat/ Fishery 
Wildlife 
Vegetation 

V3 AppE, 
s4.6.3 pg 23-
24  

CCP states that the drainage works will be contoured and 
restored. It is anticipated that contaminated sediments will likely 
be present as a result of the operation of these works and the 
source of the water/sediment. The CCP fails to address this 
likelihood and deal with it an effective manner.  
 
An impermeable layer of clay-silt should be used to cap these 
works before any restoration is attempted, to prevent the erosion, 
movement, or uptake by vegetation or wildlife of potentially 
contaminated sediments. A layer of overburden or 
mineral/organic soil will likely be needed to support revegetation 
efforts, as described in previous comments. 
 
Affects adequacy of closure activities.  

Revise text to add impermeable cap over the drainage works prior 
to revegetation to prevent erosion, movement, or uptake of 
possible contaminated sediments. Additional layer of soil is likely 
needed to support revegetation and should also be included. 

EA If contaminated sediments are suspected of being present, sampling 
will be conducted on a case by case basis, and appropriate measure 
taken if regulatory requirements are not met, such as placement of a 
impervious cap, or dredging of the materials for placement within the 
TMA.  

65 
MM 

Decommissioni
ng and 
Reclamation 
Surface Water 
(including water 
quality and 
quantity) 
Fish and Fish 
Habitat/ Fishery 

 

V3 AppE, 
s5.1 pg 27 

CCP states TMA seepage will be directed to the open pit for 
treatment, yet no detail on treatment is provided.  
 
Clear, accurate documentation. 

Revise text to include details regarding TMA seepage water 
treatment. 

EA As indicated in the text, the seepage quality may be directed by 
gravity to the constructed wetland for final polishing, or may be 
directed to the open pit for treatment along with the east 
mine rock stockpile seepage either prior to release into the open pit or 
in the pit lake itself.  
 
Pending environmental approvals and as described in the draft 
Closure Plan, seepage from the TMA will be either directed to the 
constructed wetland or recirculated back to the TMA pond. Water 
quality is expected to meet PWQO equivalent values such that no 
adverse effects to the environment will occur.  
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66 
MM 

Decommissioni
ng and 
Reclamation 
Surface Water 
(including water 
quality and 
quantity) 
Fish and Fish 
Habitat/ Fishery 
 

V3 AppE, 
s5.2.1 pg 28 

CCP states a treatment plan will be implemented for the open pit 
waters, including the potential for a water treatment plant, yet no 
detail on treatment is provided. Location details, etc are needed 
to determine if there will be any impact to terrestrial wildlife 
(including SAR) and aquatic wildlife. 
 
A clear understanding of the project is important, for both 
government reviewers and the public.  

Revise text to include details regarding treatment plan and 
requirements that would trigger a need for a water treatment 
plant, as well as detail on the plant itself. 

EA As indicated in the text: “A treatment plan will be implemented to 
improve the water quality of the open pit waters that could eventually 
be discharged to the environment, if needed. This could include either 
in pit treatment or alternatively a water treatment plant could be 
installed to treat water being discharged into the open pit for pH and / 
or specific metals prior to discharge. 
 
By the time the open pit begins to discharge at approximately year 73 
post closure, discharge from the open pit will occur from the upper, 
clean layer, and is expected to meet PWQO equivalent criteria, 
therefore no additional water treatment is expected to be required.  

67 
MM 

Decommissioni
ng and 
Reclamation 
Monitoring 

 

V3 AppE 
s6.2.4 pg 33 

CCP sediment sampling does not include the water management, 
stockpile, and mine rock ponds nor the drainage works around 
the ore and mine rock stockpiles, which likely will contain 
contaminated sediments. Inclusion of these areas prior to 
reclamation is recommended to determine if capping is necessary 
to prevent erosion/movement/uptake of the contaminated 
sediments into the environment. 
 
Minimize effects to the environment. 

Revise text to include sediment sampling of the water 
management, stockpile, and mine rock ponds nor the drainage 
works around the ore and mine rock stockpiles prior to 
reclamation. 

EA Further detail is provided in the draft Closure Plan. 

68 
MM 

Decommissioni
ng and 
Reclamation 
Monitoring 

 

V3 AppE 
s7.3.1 pg 36 
 
Fig 4, 5 

CCP  states the final pit elevation will be controlled by a spillway 
to the Pinewood River, implying that the pit lake will discharge to 
the river. The CCP needs to be clear and explicit that the pit lake 
will discharge into the river post-closure.  
 
None of the maps provided show a post-closure condition where 
there is a connection between the pit lake and river. The spillway 
or where the expected location of the overflow to the river will 
occur needs to be presented in an open and transparent manner. 
 
A clear understanding of the project is important, for both 
government reviewers and the public.  

Revise text to explicitly state that the pit lake will 
overflow/discharge into the Pinewood River post-closure 
throughout the CCP.  
 
Update figures to reflect expected location of the overflow to the 
river post-closure. 

EA These items are addressed in the draft Closure Plan (Section 9.3, 
Figure 9-1). 

69 
MM 

Accidents & 
Malfunctions 
 

V3 AppV  All spills to the environment, regardless of size or extent, are 
required to be reported to the MOE Spill hotline. 
 
Clear, accurate documentation. 

Revise plan to include duty to call MOE Spill hotline to report 
discharge to the environment. 

EA/ Regulatory 
 

This is understood. The plan clearly states “any spills of pollutants be 
reported and cleaned up in a timely fashion” and describes at a 
preliminary level, the reporting procedure for spills.  

70 
MM 

Accidents & 
Malfunctions 

 

V3 AppV 
s8.10.5 

CRP indicates MNR will be contacted for wildlife deterrence 
measures. In the case of black bear or other large wildlife 
encounters that threaten human health and safety, the first point 
of contact should be 911 or the OPP. The second point of contact 
will be the Fort Frances District MNR and/or the Bearwise hotline 
(as the case may be by species) to document the incident, and to 
provide advice on reducing chances for future encounters. MNR 
response to wildlife threats, eg black bear, would only be 
considered under exceptional circumstances, on a case by case 
basis. 
The MNR can provide advice on the regulations and use of 
agents to control wildlife.  
 
Clear, accurate documentation. 

Revise plan to include 911/OPP as first contact for immediate 
threats to human health and safety. Include second contact as 
MNR/ Bearwise hotline, depending on the situation. 

Regulatory- 
Fish and 
Wildlife 
Conservation 
Act and 
Regulations 

This will be clarified in future Contingency and Response Plans. 
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71 
MM 

Accidents & 
Malfunctions 
 

V3 AppV 
s8.10.5 

CRP Wildlife Incident plan does not include measures for dealing 
with injured wildlife that may be encountered on site. 
MNR would be the first point of contact in this case, and would 
provide advice, or a response (if warranted depending on the 
situation).  
 
Clear, accurate documentation. 

Revise plan with MNR as primary contact with regard to injured 
wildlife. 

Regulatory- 
Fish and 
Wildlife 
Conservation 
Act and 
Regulations 

Acknowledged. This will be corrected in future Contingency and 
Response Plans. 

72 
JV 

Wildlife 
(Terrestrial 
and/or Aquatic, 
including 
Species at Risk) 
 

Vol 2 
s7.15 

There is uncertainty as to the range of extent of Lake Sturgeon 
within the system. Given this, it was recommended that potential 
impacts associated with hydrology be assessed (especially at 
startup when taking 20% of water from the headwaters of the 
Pinewood River in the spring is anticipated; corresponding with a 
period when sturgeon may be spawning downstream). While 
Page 7-80 states that Lake Sturgeon were not found within the 
Local Study Area this is in fact an artifact of the boundary of the 
Local Study Area and does not reflect the potential connectivity of 
an impact downstream. The report concludes that “flow in the 
lower reaches of the Pinewood River will not be appreciably 
affected” but the question remains how will flow be impacted 
during the spawning period, especially during the startup. Most 
importantly it is unclear at what point is attenuation of the 
hydrologic impact expected within the system. 

 As Lake Sturgeon are a regulated SAR and also a species of 
extremely high cultural significance it is important to demonstrate, 
through analysis (as was done for Other SAR) that potential 
impacts have been fully explored and documented.  
 

ESA 
Fisheries Act 

Targeted spring surveys in 2013 by AMEC and MNR suggest that the 
distribution of Sturgeon is currently restricted to the mid to lower 
reaches of the Pinewood River, below the inflow of the Kishkakoesis 
River. As such there are no direct effects predicted to Lake Sturgeon 
at the immediate Project Site.  
 
As per discussions in the Water Management Plan (Appendix W) and 
no net loss plan / fish offset strategy documents (Appendix X1 and 
X2), the flow changes at the Kishkakoesis River will be minor on an 
annualized basis during operations and closure (less than 2%). During 
the initial start-up, the taking of up to 20% of spring flows at McCallum 
Creek (watershed area of 207 km2) would result in a reduction of flows 
of approximately 9% at the inflow of the Kishkakoesis River 
(watershed area of 439 km2). Given the limited duration of the 15-20% 
taking, (1 year) and the high degree of natural variability in annual 
flows within the system, and the minor flow change during operations 
and closure, we do not predict any meaningful effect on spring 
spawning or other life processes for sturgeon in the system. 

73 
JV 

Wildlife 
(Terrestrial 
and/or Aquatic, 
including 
Species at Risk) 
 

Vol 2 
s13.7.3 

Further design work is required on the design of the monitoring 
program to assess impacts on Breeding Birds. Figure 5-16 
illustrates point count location, many of which will be directly 
impacted. Consequently it is unclear whether or not the remaining 
stations peripheral to the development are adequate to detect 
changes in occupancy that may occur as a result of disturbance 

It is recommended that a task group be established to examine in 
more detail future monitoring objectives and strategies. 
 

EA Acknowledged. A more detailed wildlife monitoring plan will be 
developed through consultation with both the MNR and EC.  

74 
JV 

General – EA 
Type 

Vol 2 section 
s6.1.1 

The rationale for the evaluation of alternatives does not appear to 
address the primary reason for undertaking of an assessment of 
alternatives; that is to objectively evaluate the alternatives in order 
to understand and then select the preferred alternative that best 
considers social and environmental factors. The rationale 
essentially states – the project will benefit the local area and that 
RRR has engaged the public, that employment is an issue. These 
points are not relevant to the purpose or rationale for undertaking 
an evaluation of alternatives    

A more transparent rationale is required.   AMEC agrees with the comment. The rationale presented in Section 
6.1.1 is a rationale for the Project, and not a rationale that fits 
particularly well with the assessment of alternatives. The rationale for 
the alternatives assessment is, as pointed out by the reviewer, to 
conduct a review of the project and its alternatives considering a 
balance of factors inclusive of costs, technical feasibility, 
serviceability, effect on the natural and human environments and 
amenability to reclamation. These aspects are described in Section 
6.1.2 and in greater detail in Section 6.2. 

75 
JV 

Wildlife 
(Terrestrial 
and/or Aquatic, 
including 
Species at Risk) 
 

Vol 2  
Section 7.46 

Rare plants were identified as a VEC  (page 7.1.1.1 ) however 
they were not evaluated for significance separately and 
independent of general vegetative community(pg 7-219 ) impacts.  
The context and considerations for the assessment of impacts on 
rare plants differ considerably from the consideration for the 
assessment of vegetative communities.  
 

The EA should include a screening for vegetation communities, 
as well as a screening for rare plants.  

 This information is included in Attachment 6. 
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76 
JV 

Wildlife 
(Terrestrial 
and/or Aquatic, 
including 
Species at Risk) 
 

Vol 2 
Section 
7.15.2.4 

As a caution the EA prescribes a management strategy to 
maintain Bobolink habitat that may not be consistent with ESA 
permit. The frequency of cutting will be dictated by the permit. 

  Acknowledged, with thanks.  

77 
RH 

General – 
project  
(aggregates/for
estry) 

Throughout 
the document 

As per previous comments, the issue of whether the use of 
aggregates is subject to the ARA is dependent on land tenure. 
MNR provides this information in the event the mining lease is not 
complete before the planned implementation.   

See attached table regarding aggregate and forestry extraction.  ARA The information provided by MNR is acknowledged with appreciation. 

78 
RH 

General – 
project  

Throughout  As expressed in the draft review, a glossary of definitions is 
needed. The EA had provided a list of abbreviations, but a 
glossary has not been provided. A good understanding of terms 
and definitions is essential in avoiding confusion and 
misunderstandings. 

A glossary of definitions is required, particularly for terms that are 
industry specific. Definitions that are provided with associated 
legislations such as the LRIA, ARA, PLA, ESA, CFSA,etc and 
policies such as MNR’s wetland policies are understood are not 
required as they will be considered the definitions for the project.  

EA As is the industry standard for technical documents, abbreviations 
used in the document are spelled out the first occurrence and used in 
an abbreviated format thereafter. Due to the length of the document, 
this has been completed for every section and a summary glossary 
has also been provided. 

79 
RH 

General – 
project  (Water 
supply) 

Vol 1, pg 47 
and Vol 2 pg 
6-64 

MNR previously identified comments regarding the contingency 
plan to take water from other area watercourses such as Off Lake 
and Burditt Lakes. The response provided was:  “Further 
engineering has determined that neither lake will be carried 
forward as a Project option as they are not viable contingency 
supply options. There is no intent to take water from either lake as 
a contingency measure” See Comment #16. 
 
The commitment provided in the response is not reflected in 
Table S-4. And it was carried over in section 6 of the main 
document as an alternative method for water supply 

It would appear that the option of using area lakes as an 
alternative water supply was not completely removed.  
 
It needs to be confirmed that considering area lakes as alternative 
to water supply is not part of this EA and not part of the EA 
approval.  

EA 
PLA 

It is confirmed that considering area lakes as alternative to water 
supply is not part of this EA and not part of the EA approval. 

80 
RH/K
B 

General – 
project  
(engineering) 

Vol 2 pg 4-20 
and 
throughout 

The EA has identified that dam construction will follow the 
observational approach outlined by (Peck 1969).  
It is not understood what this approach is and how it will be 
applied.  

More information and a better description of what this approach is 
and how it is to be applied is required.  
  

EA 
LRIA 

This is a standard industry approach to geotechnical design. The 
observational method approaches the design on the basis of the likely 
or expected condition, while accommodating a realistic worst case.  
Potential remedial measures, e.g. stabilizing berms or flattening the 
slopes, are outlined at the design stage and implemented as required 
based on performance observations and monitoring data. 
 
RRR / AMEC is willing to discuss this further if requested. 

81 
RH 

General – 
project  

Vol 2, pg 4-41 This section describes there is capacity at established landfill 
sites for domestic and industrial waste. It should be noted that in 
the event a new landfill location is deemed to be needed, it will 
not be subject to this EA. 

  Acknowledged with thanks. 

82 
RH 

General – 
project  (roads) 

Vol 2, pg 4-
43, s 4.15 

The road use for the East Access road identifies there will be 
access to a limited number of properties on the Marr road north of 
the RRP site.  
 
As identified, MNR has concerns regarding the restriction of 
access to Crown land to the public, First Nations and various 
stakeholders. In response the proponent provided a map with 
strategically located gates.  

The new information and corresponding strategy for use of this 
road needs to be amended to the EA for MNR to review. And for 
the EA to be complete.  

PLA 
EA 

This information was provided to MNR subsequently and is included 
as Attachment 7. 
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83 
RH 

Decommissioni
ng and 
reclamation 

Appendix E 
Conceptual 
Closure Plan 

To meet the purpose of supporting the EA, the Conceptual 
Closure plan needs to include a commitment for additional 
consultation efforts to address the social, economic , 
environmental, and First Nation interests of the day, at the time of 
closure. This consultation is needed to assist in decision making 
with regards to land use designation (i.e. is the land suitable and 
preferred for recreation, tourism, other industrial uses etc). Pg 20 
it states “…the Regulation specifies the following in relation to 
roads, pipelines and transmission lines; 
All transportation corridors shall be closed off and revegetated to 
an extent that is consistent with the specified future use of the 
land.” 
 
To identify the future use of the land, an assessment through 
consultation will be required.  
 

This section of the EA needs to include a commitment or a plan 
for consultation at post closure that will include meetings with 
stakeholders, municipalities, Frist Nations and agencies to identify 
the future uses and rehabilitation for the sites.  

EA  Acknowledged. As described in a number of locations in the EA 
Report, RRR is committed to maintaining ongoing engagement with all 
affected stakeholders on critical aspects of the project. A draft Closure 
Plan is being issued for comment for this reason, and comments will 
be incorporated into subsequent revisions to the final Closure Plan as 
appropriate. 

84 
RH 

Decommissioni
ng and 
reclamation 

Appendix E 
Conceptual 
Closure Plan 
Fig 2 

Fig 2 shows the pit protection berm will extend from the east side 
of the open pit to sediment pond #2. This is not consistent with 
Fig’s presented in section 4 of the final main document.  

The Conceptual Closure Plan will need to include clarification of 
what is being planned for this pit protection berm which will 
include correct drawings and associated text. 

EA  
LRIA 

The figures presented in Section 4 of the main document show the 
correct layout of the pit protection berm. Figure 2 of the CCP 
represents an earlier concept which has since been modified. The 
updated version is shown in the draft Closure Plan submitted for 
regulatory review. 

85 
RH 

General – EA 
(engineering) 

Vol2, s 4, pg 
4-5 and 
Figures 4-1 
and  4-10 

The pit protection berm in the figures is not consistent with the 
description in s 4.3.2.2. The pit protection berm is described as 
2.24 m high and 3600m long, with a possible access road on top. 
This does not fit with Fig 4-10.  
 
It is also questioned why there is no protection berm planned 
between the Pinewood River and the mine rock pond and 
sediment pond #2 which could potentially be of a greater concern. 

The proponent needs to clarify this feature and provide consistent 
and specific details. We require more details at this stage of 
planning that better describes the feature, its purpose and plan. 
As well it should be explained why a berm was excluded for the 
other features which appear to have associated risk. 
 
Also it should be noted, the Rainy River district has experienced 
significant flood events that have exceeded the Timmins Flood 
event. Tributaries such as the Pinewood River were severely 
flooded. 

EA 
 

The figures presented in Section 4 of the main document show the 
correct layout of the pit protection berm. Figure 2 of the CCP 
represents an earlier concept which has since been modified. The 
updated version is shown in the draft Closure Plan submitted for 
regulatory review. 

86 
RH 

General – EA 
(engineering) 

Appendix W1 
Pg 4-11 

The east mine rock stockpile is identified as their storage site for 
PAG material. Pg 4-11 of the main document states this site has 
been designed to store and encapsulate PAG mine rock. But 
there is no description how it will be encapsulated.  

The EA needs to identify how they plan to encapsulate the PAG 
rock during operations.  

EA 
 

Further detail is available in the draft Closure Plan. As the East Mine 
Rock Stockpile will contain PAG rock, a multi-layered encapsulation 
cover is proposed to be placed progressively in order to achieve the 
goal of controlling sulphide oxidation in the long term. To reduce 
precipitation infiltration and oxygen exchange with the PAG rock, a 
three layer cover will be placed over the side slopes of the stockpile, 
and a two layer cover will be placed over the exposed flatter areas 
and on the ultimate upper surface progressively during operations and 
at closure. These two layered flat surfaces will be graded toward the 
perimeter of the stockpile to enhance runoff and reduce the amount of 
infiltration into the stockpile.  

87 
RH 

General - EA Appendix W-
1, Appx X-3, 
Vol 2, s 4, 
Appendix E 

Some of the descriptions for engineering components are very 
brief.  

MNR will require much more detail regarding the construction and 
decommissioning of the TMA, wetland complex, water 
management pond, water discharge pond, mine rock pond, West 
creek pond, Clark creek pond, sediment ponds, and stockpile 
ponds etc. for any required approvals.  

LRIA Acknowledged. Construction details for the appropriate structures will 
be provided with the application packages. 
 
Additional detail regarding proposed decommissioning is available in 
the draft Closure Plan. 
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88 
RH/K
B 

General – EA 
(engineering) 

Appendix W-
1, Appx X-3, 
Vol 2, s 4, 
Appendix E 

There are a number of sections of the EA that make reference 
that some dams will be breached , and that some 
impoundments/diversions will remain in place unless otherwise 
determined . But there are some structures that do not have 
reference.  

The EA needs to provide a section on the responsibility of 
monitoring and maintaining the integrity of the environment and 
other retained structure. This includes short and longer term plans 
for any remaining dams/berms and management of open pits, 
mine rock stockpiles, permanent tailings impoundments and 
anticipated over flow.  
 

EA 
LRIA 

The approach to monitoring and the long term intent of closure has 
been outlined in the draft Closure Plan (Section 10, 11). These 
approaches take a holistic view of the site and include physical 
stability monitoring of any remaining structures / works, chemical 
stability monitoring, and biological monitoring. 

89 
RH/K
B 

General – EA 
(engineering) 

Vol 2, Fig 7-9, 
pg 72-69 and 
Appendix X-1 

There are very brief descriptions of the three water crossings that 
have been sized to accommodate the 25 yr flow unless otherwise 
required.  

All three of these crossing will need detailed designs for MNR to 
review and approve.  

PLA/LRIA Acknowledged. These designs will form part of the LRIA applications. 

90 
RH/K
B 

General – EA 
(engineering) 

Vol2, s 
4.3.2.2 pg 4-
5, Appendix 
W-1 

The EA determined a flood analysis for a 24hr/100 yr storm event. 
As identified earlier in our draft review, we advised that 
determining a 1:100 yr flood is premature as the flood analysis is 
based on hazard class. The EA has not provided how they have 
determined the hazard class. The LRIA will require this 
information. 

MNR would like to stress that all structures will need to be 
assessed a Hazard Potential Classification during LRIA approval. 
A higher HPC would warrant a higher IDF which could affect the 
design parameters. This could mean a change in designs and 
potentially the project footprint.  

LRIA Acknowledged and understood. 

91 
RH/K
B 

General – EA 
(engineering) 

Vol 2, Fig 4-6, 
Pg 4-19 

It is described that at zone 2 of the tailings dam construction, the 
proponent intends to use both NPAG and PAG material.  

The proponent needs to provide details on how the PAG will be 
handled properly for any of the components it will be used for (ie 
dam, road) where they are planning to use PAG as construction 
material.  

LRIA As indicated in Section 4.6.2, a “The mine rock segregation program 
as currently planned will consist of: 

• Developing a detailed mine rock management strategy 
around the distribution of NPAG and PAG materials, 
including the selection of materials to be used for mine site 
construction;..” 

 
PAG will generally not be used for construction purposes. The TMA 
dam will be built in progressive stages to accommodate the 
progressive filling of the TMA with tailings and water. PAG rock is 
proposed to be used in the upstream dam construction will be placed 
in stages and covered with saturated tailings well prior to the onset of 
acid conditions. The final volumes of rock required for the Zone 2 of 
the dams will consist of NPAG rock to ensure that no PAG rock will be 
above the level of saturated tailings at closure. Further, the cover 
material on the dam and tailings beach area will be graded over the 
upstream side of the dam resulting in additional restrictions to the flow 
of air and infiltration of water into the dam. 

92 
RH 

General – EA 
(alternatives 
assessments)  

Appendix O 
and Vol 2 s 6 

As previously identified in MNR Comment #74 and  #76,  the EA 
does not provide a transparent analysis of the alternatives . 
Concerns expressed earlier remain. Additionally, we have 
provided some further detail and examples that have been 
provided as an attachment.  
  

As previously presented and discussed during a number of 
meetings with MOE and AMEC, MNR requires this to be 
remedied for areas of the project for which we have a direct 
interest, specifically the transmission line. But we also feel that 
order to meet  the intent and purpose of the EAA, the Code of 
Practice and to what is committed to in this EA, the alternatives 
assessment section of the EA in general  needs work 

EA 
PLA 

See response to Comment 13. 

93 
Matt 
Myers 

Human Health Appendix V 
section 1.0 
page 1 

MNR Emergency number should be Fire Management 
Headquarters 

Change number to MNR Fire 274-8646  Acknowledged. This will be corrected in future Contingency and 
Response Plan for construction / operations. 

94 
Matt 
Myers 

Human Health Appendix V 
section 2.0 
page 3 

Confusion throughout appendix between SRT and IRT – could 
result in confusion in an emergency response - 

Definition of IRT required on page 3 – clarity between roles of 
SRT and IRT required throughout 

 Acknowledged. This will be corrected in future Contingency and 
Response Plan for construction / operations. 
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95 
Matt 
Myers 

Human Health Appendix V 
section 3.1 
page 4 

Breach of containment structure should be listed as a top risk Add containment structure breach to list  Acknowledged. This will be corrected in future Contingency and 
Response Plan for construction / operations. 

96 
Matt 
Myers 

Human Health Appendix V 
section 3.1 
page 5 

Tailings Management area should be included as a location 
where an emergency scenario could be encountered 

Add Tailings Management Area to list on Page 5  Acknowledged. This will be corrected in future Contingency and 
Response Plan for construction/ operations. 

97 
Matt 
Myers 

Human Health Appendix V 
section 4.0 
page 6 

“Mayday” is a term specifically used to communicate an aircraft 
emergency where impact with the ground is likely 

Suggest replacing May day with “Emergency”  Acknowledged. This will be corrected in future Contingency and 
Response Plan for construction / operations. 

98 
Matt 
Myers 

Human Health Appendix V 
section 4.0 
page 6 

1st response to Mayday noted is to cease all high risk activities 
but what these activities are are not specified 

Suggest proponent Provide a list and or description of “high risk 
activities” 

 Acknowledged. This will be corrected in future Contingency and 
Response Plan for construction / operations. 

99 
Matt 
Myers 

Human Health Appendix V 
section 4.0 
page 7 

Reference to camps is confusing Specify “camps” and or provide map of permanent muster points  Acknowledged. This will be corrected in future Contingency and 
Response Plan for construction / operations. 

100 
Matt 
Myers 

Human Health Appendix V 
section 5.2 
page 10 

3rd bullet – SRT/IRT/ERT seemed to be used synonymously Suggest Provide more clarity between groups  Acknowledged. This will be corrected in future Contingency and 
Response Plan for construction / operations. 

101 
Matt 
Myers 

Human Health Appendix V 
section 8.2.2 
page 22 

Indicates IRT will be trained to responds to wildfires but does not 
indicate how and to what level they will be trained 

Suggest proponent indicate what wild fire suppression equipment 
will be present on site and who, how many and what level of 
training will be provided to respond 

 This information will be contained within the Fire Response Plan, as 
proposed in Section 8.2. 

102 
Matt 
Myers 

Human Health Appendix V 
section 8.3.4 
page 27 

Contacting MOE to notify spills of a certain size is mandatory but 
it is not mentioned in  the spills section 

Proponent should specify the spill level requiring mandatory 
reporting and indicate who is responsible to make the call 

 Acknowledged. This will be more clearly stated in future Contingency 
and Response Plan for construction / operations. 

103 
Matt 
Myers 

Human Health Appendix V 
section 8.4.2 
page 29 

Proponent does a good job of specifying levels of emergency 
(green yellow red) but does do the same for the response – first 
responder responsibilities will be different pending level of 
emergency 

Suggest proponent describe responsibilities specific to situation 
(green, yellow, red) and also clearly identify the levels at which 
mandatory reporting to MOL is required and who is responsible 
for doing that 

 Acknowledged. This will be provided in future Contingency and 
Response Plan for construction / operations. 

 
MB- Marney Brown, Fire Management Supervisor 
CM – Chris Martin, Biologist 
MM- Melissa Mosely, Management Biologist 
PC – Phil Cooze, Area Forester 
JV – John Vandenbroeck, Species At Risk Biologist 
RH – Rachel Hill, District Planner 
KB- Kevin Brown, Senior Regional Engineer 
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Attachment 1: Mapping showing spatial relationship of mine components and alternatives to specific environmental values 

(Note, due to data confidentiality, this attachment has been provided directly to the MNR) 
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Attachment 2: Missing pages from Table J-2 of Appendix J-1.  
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Table J-2: Compiled Wildlife Species List 
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Common Name Latin Name 
Federal

COSEWIC 
Status 

Provincial 
COSSARO 

Status 

PROVINCIAL 
S-Rank 
(NHIC) 

Protective 
Legislation14,

15,16 
Western Painted Turtle1,2,3,10 Chrysemys picta bellii -- -- S5 -- 
Amphibians  
American Toad1,2,3,10 Bufo americanus -- -- S5 -- 
Boreal Chorus Frog1,2,10 Pseudacris maculata -- -- S5 -- 
Mink Frog1,2,10 Rana septentrionalis -- -- S5 -- 
Northern Green Frog3 Rana clamitans -- -- S5 -- 
Northern Leopard Frog1,2,3 Rana pipiens NAR NAR S5 -- 
Spring Peeper1,2,3,7 Pseudacris crucifer -- -- S5 -- 
Tetraploid Gray Treefrog1,2,3,10 Hyla versicolor -- -- S5 FWCA 
Wood Frog1,2,3,10 Rana sylvatica -- -- S5 -- 
Butterflies  
Acadian Hairstreak11 Satyrium acadicum -- -- S4 -- 
American Painted Lady3,11 Vanessa virginiensis -- -- S5 -- 
Atlantis Fritillary3,11 Speyeria atlantis -- -- S5 -- 
Bronze Copper11 Lycaena hyllus -- -- S5 -- 
Canadian Tiger Swallowtail2,3 Papilio canadensis -- -- S5 FWCA 
Clouded Sulphur3,11 Colias philodice -- -- S5 -- 
Columbine Duskywing11 Erynnis lucilius -- -- S4 -- 
Common Ringlet11 Coenonympha tullia -- -- S5 -- 
Common Wood-Nymph3,11 Cercyonis pegala -- -- S5 -- 
Dorcas Copper11 Lycaena dorcas -- -- S4 -- 
Dun Skipper11 Euphyes vestris -- -- S5 -- 
Eastern Comma11 Polygonia comma -- -- S5 -- 
European Skipper3,11 Thymelicus lineola -- -- SE -- 
Eyed Brown11 Satyrodes eurydice -- -- S5 -- 
Great Spangled Fritillary3,11 Speyeria cybele -- -- S5 -- 
Green Comma11 Polygonia faunus -- -- S4 -- 
Grey Comma3,11 Polygonia progne -- -- S5 -- 
Harris' Checkerspot3,11 Chlosyne harrisii -- -- S4 -- 
Harvester3 Feniseca tarquinius -- -- S4 -- 
Hoary Comma3 Polygonia gracilis -- -- S4 -- 
Little Wood-Satyr3 Megisto cymela -- -- S5 -- 
Long Dash Skipper11 Polites mystic -- -- S5 -- 
Meadow Fritillary3,11 Boloria bellona -- -- S5 -- 
Milbert's Tortoiseshell3 Nymphalis milberti -- -- S5 -- 
Monarch Butterfly4 Danaus plexippus SC -- S2N, S4B FWCA 
Monarch3,4 Danaus plexippus SC -- S2N, S4B FWCA 
Mourning Cloak2,3,11 Nymphalis antiopa -- -- S5 -- 
Mustard White3 Pieris oleracea -- -- S4 -- 
Northern Cloudy Wing3 Thorybes pylades -- -- S5 -- 
Northern Crescent3,11 Phycoides pascoensis -- -- S5 -- 
Northern Pearly Eye3,11 Enodia anthedon -- -- S4 -- 
Orange Sulphur3,11 Colias eurytheme -- -- S5 -- 
Painted Lady3 Vanessa cardui -- -- S5 -- 
Pink-edged Sulphur11 Colias interior -- -- S5 -- 
Red Admiral3 Vanessa atalanta -- -- S5 -- 
Silver-bordered Fritillary3,11 Boloria selene  -- -- S5 -- 
Summer Azure11 Celastrina neglecta -- -- S5 -- 
Tawny Crescent3 Phyciodes batesii -- -- S4 -- 
Tawny-edged Skipper11 Polites themistocles -- -- S5 -- 
Variegated Fritillary3 Euptoieta claudia -- -- SNA -- 
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Common Name Latin Name 
Federal

COSEWIC 
Status 

Provincial 
COSSARO 

Status 

PROVINCIAL 
S-Rank 
(NHIC) 

Protective 
Legislation14,

15,16 
Viceroy11 Limenitis archippus -- -- S5 -- 
White Admiral3,11 Limenitis arthemis -- -- S5 -- 
Odonata  
American Emerald1,12 Cordulia shurtleffi -- -- S5 -- 
Arrowhead Spiketail1 Cordulegaster obliqua -- -- S1 -- 
Aurora Damsel1 Chromagrion conditum -- -- S5 -- 
Baskettail Sp.2 Epitheca sp. -- -- S5 -- 
Beaverpond Baskettail12 Epitheca canis -- -- S5 -- 
Belted Whiteface3,12 Leucorrhinia proxima -- -- S5 -- 
Black-shouldered Spinyleg12 Dromogomphus spinosus -- -- S5 -- 
Canada Darner3,12 Aeshna canadensis -- -- S5 -- 
Chalk-fronted Corporal1,3,12 Ladona julia -- -- S5 -- 
Cherry-faced Meadowhawk12 Sympetrum internum -- -- S5 -- 
Common Green Darner12 Anax junius -- -- S5 -- 
Common Whitetail1 Plathemis lydia -- -- S5 -- 
Dot-tailed Whiteface3,12 Leucorrhinia intacta -- -- S5 -- 
Dragonhunter12 Hagenius brevistylus -- -- S5 -- 
Dusky Clubtail12 Gomphus spicatus -- -- S5 -- 
Duskywing Sp.2 Erynnis sp. -- -- S5 -- 
Four-spotted Skimmer1,2,3,12 Libellula quadrimaculata -- -- S5 -- 
Frosted Whiteface1,3 Leucorrhinia frigida -- -- S5 -- 
Green-faced Clubtail4 Gomphus viridifrons -- -- S1 -- 
Hagen’s Bluet12 Enallagma hageni -- -- S5 -- 
Horned Clubtail1 Arigomphus cornutus -- -- S3 -- 
Hudsonian Whiteface2,3,12 Leucorrhinia hudsonica -- -- S5 -- 
Kennedy’s Emerald2 Somatochlora kennedyii -- -- S4 -- 
Lake Darner12 Aeshna eremita -- -- S5 -- 
Lilypad Clubtail3 Arigomphus furcifer -- -- S3 -- 
Midland Clubtail12 Gomphus fraternus -- -- S3 -- 
Racket-tailed Emerald1,12 Dorocordulia libera -- -- S5 -- 
River Jewelwing1,3 Calopteryx aequabilis -- -- S5 -- 
Ruby Meadowhawk12 Sympetrum rubicundulum -- -- S5 -- 
Saffron-bordered Meadowhawk3 Sympetrum costiferum -- -- S4 -- 
Sedge Sprite12 Nehalennia irene -- -- S5 -- 
Shadow Darner12 Aeshna umbrosa -- -- S5 -- 
Slender Spreadwing12 Lestes rectangularis -- -- S5 -- 
Spiny Baskettail12 Epitheca spinigera -- -- S5 -- 
Stream Cruiser12 Didymops transversa -- -- S4 -- 
Twelve-spotted Skimmer1,12 Libellula pulchella -- -- S5 -- 
Twin-spotted Spiketail1 Cordulegaster maculate -- -- S4 -- 
Variegated Meadowhawk12 Sympetrum corruptum -- -- S3 -- 
 

Notes: 1 Observed by KCB during 2009 and/or 2010 surveys (KCB 2011a; KCB 2011b) 
 2 Observed by AMEC during 2011 surveys (AMEC 2011a; AMEC 2011b) 
 3 Observed by AMEC during 2012 surveys (AMEC 2012a; AMEC 2012b) 
 4 Natural Heritage Information Centre (NHIC) historic record of species occurrence within, or near to, the LSA and/or direct 

consultation with the MNR (MNR 2012) 
 5 MNR Trapline data records (1993-2008) of species occurrence within, or near to, the LSA (as referenced in KCB 2011) 
 6 Atlas of the Mammals of Ontario historic record of species occurrence within, or near to, the LSA (Dobbyn 1994) 
 7 Atlas of the Breeding Birds of Ontario historic record of species occurrence within, or near to, the LSA (Cadman et al. 2007) 
 8 Breeding Bird Survey Data for Route 611-066 
 9 Christmas Bird Count Data from count circles ONFF and ONMR between 1992-2011(Audubon Society 2012) 
 10 Ontario Herpetofaunal Atlas historic record of species occurrence within, or near to, the LSA (Oldham and Weller 2000) 
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 11 Ontario Butterfly Atlas historic record of species occurrence within, or near to, the LSA (Jones et al. 2012) 
 12 Ontario Odonata Atlas historic record of species occurrence within, or near to, the LSA (MNR 2005) 
 13 Refers to the Lake of the Woods, Rainy River Designatable Unit (DU6) (COSEWIC) and the Northwestern Ontario 

Population (MNR - SARO) 
 14 FWCA – Fish and Wildlife Conservation Act, 1997 
 15 MBCA – Migratory Bird Convention Act, 1994  
 16 ESA – Endangered Species Act, 2007  

 
 
 

Federal COSEWIC Status  Provincial COSSARO Status Provincial S-rank (NHIC) 
NAR Not at Risk  NAR Not at Risk  S1 Critically Imperilled 
SC Special Concern  SC Special Concern  S2B Imperilled - Breeding Migrants 
THR Threatened  THR Threatened  S3? Vulnerable - Rank Uncertain 
END Endangered  END Endangered  S4 Apparently Secure  
      S4B Apparently Secure Breeding Migrants 
      S4N Apparently Secure Non-breeding Migrants 
      S5 Secure 
      S5B  Secure Breeding Migrants  
      S5N Secure Non-breeding Migrants 
      SNA Status Rank Not Applicable 
      DD Data Deficient 
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Attachment 3: Proposed tailings pipeline layout. 
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Attachment 4: Location of Township of Chapple landfills. 
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Attachment 5: Stratum 1 deer habitat information. 
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Attachment 5: Deer Wintering Areas and Winter Deer Concentration Areas 
 
Deer wintering areas (Stratum 2) and winter deer concentration areas (or ‘winter deer yards’; 
Stratum 1) within the NLSA and NRSA have been previously identified by the MNR and 
provided to RRR (Figures 1 and 2). Stratum 2 areas consist of all winter concentration areas (all 
areas where deer spend the winter) while Stratum 1 areas are the core winter concentration 
areas where deer congregate under severe winter conditions such as periods of extreme cold or 
deep snow. According to the MNR’s Significant Wildlife Habitat (SWH) Technical Guide (MNR 
2000) winter deer concentration areas are considered SWH in the form of Habitats of Seasonal 
Concentrations of Animals. Winter concentration areas are further sub-categorized (Rank 1, 2, 
3, 4) based on field studies that determine the level of usage, following methods outlined in 
Ranta (1998). The MNR considers Ranks 3 and 4 to be the most important core concentration 
areas as these areas demonstrate the highest levels of use by deer during severe winter 
conditions. These winter concentration areas not only provide shelter from cold winds but also 
provide foraging opportunities and cover from predators. Core concentration areas are usually 
surrounded by dense mixed or deciduous forest with understory shrubs and small trees, 
especially white cedar, that provide winter food (MNR 2000).  
 
The number of hectares (ha) of deer winter concentration areas found within the Project’s 
NRSA, NLSA and footprint are listed in Table 1. Construction of the Project will result in the loss 
of 1,276 ha of all Stratum 1 habitat (Ranks 1 to 4) and 906 ha or Rank 3 and 4 deer winter 
concentration areas. The loss of 1,276 ha of all Stratum 1 habitat represents 4% of all Stratum 1 
habitat available in the NRSA and 8.5% of all Stratum 1 habitat in the NLSA. The loss of 906 ha 
of Rank 3 and 4 habitat represents 8% and 15% of all Rank 3 and 4 habitat in the NRSA and 
NLSA, respectively (or 2.8% and 6% of all Stratum 1 habitat in the NRSA and NLSA, 
respectively). The loss of these habitats will not result in a significant residual effect on the local 
or regional deer populations’ survival or reproductive output as deer displaced by the RRP are 
likely to find critical habitat adjacent to the RRP in the NLSA and NRSA (see Table 1 and 
Figures 1 and 2). It is also noteworthy that the concentration of Rank 3 and 4 habitat shown in 
the vicinity of the tailings management area, is the southern tip of a far larger concentration area 
of such habitat that extends north of the Pinewood River watershed, just outside of the NLSA.  
 
A more detailed assessment of Project-related effects on deer and deer habitat, and mitigation 
measures prescribed to minimize effects on local deer populations is presented in Section 7.9 of 
the EA. 

 
Table 1: Number of Hectares of Deer Winter Concentration Areas  

found within the RRP NRSA, NLSA and Footprint 
 

Habitat Ranking Area in NRSA  
(ha) 

Area in NLSA  
(ha) 

Area in RRP Footprint  
(ha) 

Ranks 1, 2, 3 and 4 
Combined 31,388 14,875 1,276 

Ranks 3 and 4 only 11,033 5,847 906 
 
 (Data Provided by the Fort Frances District MNR Office) 
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Attachment 6: EA Screening information for vegetation communities and rare plants. 
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Supplement to Section 5 (Baseline Summary), Rare Vegetation Communities and Rare 
Plant Species 
 
Vegetation surveys were conducted by Klohn Crippen Berger (KCB) in 2009 and 2010 and by 
AMEC in 2012. Surveys were focused on visiting the full range of vegetation types and 
communities in the NLSA as determined by a review of aerial photographs, Forest Resource 
Inventory maps and ecosite data provided by the Ministry of Natural Resources (MNR).  
 
The 2009 and 2010 vegetation surveys were conducted at over 300 stations scattered across 
the Rainy River Project (RRP) footprint and surrounding area (Figure 5-13). The 2012 
vegetation surveys targeted areas that had recently been selected as part of the RRP footprint 
but had not been surveyed in 2009 and 2010. The 2012 surveys were conducted in several 
ecosite polygons (Figure 5-13) and covered approximately 1,300 ha. Data collection included 
recording ecosite types (Racey et al. 1996), forest vegetation type (V-type; Sims et al. 1997) 
and wetland vegetation type (W-type; Harris et al. 1996). Soil texture, depth and moisture 
regime were determined by auguring at selected stations and some trees were aged using an 
increment borer.  
 
Existing Forest Resource Inventory mapping was acquired from the MNR prior to site 
investigations and was used to guide field transects during surveys. Each of the Forest 
Resource Inventory communities within each vegetation survey polygon was visited to confirm 
the community classification. A plant species inventory was compiled for the natural 
environment local study area (NLSA) and is provided in Appendix J. 
 
Provincially rare species are those identified as rare or historical in Ontario based on records 
kept by the Natural Heritage Information Centre. Provincially rare species include those who are 
assigned S-Rank codes of S1 (extremely rare), S2 (very rare), or S3 (rare to uncommon). A 
historical information review indicates that no rare vegetation communities are present in the 
NLSA but discovered that rare plants in the Fort Frances District are often associated with the 
following features: rock outcrops and/or rocky lake shorelines, conifer swamps, uncommon 
forest types (elm stands, silver maple stands, yellow birch stands, basswood stands, ironwood 
stands, white ash stands and Hill’s oak stands) or uncommon ecosites, climatically modified 
areas (banks of Rainy River), southern / prairie influences (shoreline of Lake of the Woods), 
mesic prairie – Long Sault Rapids, oak stands – groves and savannahs, and ash stands 
(Van den Broeck 2006). Searches for the habitat of rare plant species and rare plants were 
conducted concurrently with the vegetation surveys described above. 
 
Published Information 
 
A search and review of background information was conducted for the terrestrial environment of 
the NLSA to summarize available information of relevant species, densities, diversity and 
communities. Where possible, records documenting the presence of valued habitat at regional 
and local scales are presented, including frequency and duration of use by ecological 
components.  
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A list of plant species and habitat types potentially occurring in the NLSA was compiled from a 
variety of sources including:  
 

• MNR District Office, Fort Frances; 
 

• Life science inventory reports for Provincial parks in the area (Harris et al. 2002b; Harris 
and Foster 2004a,b);  

 
• A query of the Natural Heritage Information Centre (MNR 2012b) was conducted in 

February 2011 for SAR occurrences in the 10 km by 10 km blocks the overlap the NRSA 
(i.e., blocks 15VQ10, 15VQ11, 15VQ20, 15VQ21, 15VQ30, 15VQ31, 15VQ32); and 

 
• Review and Inventory Strategy for Rare Plants Crossroute Forest, 2007 – 2017 (Van 

den Broeck 2006). 
 
The NLSA occurs within Ecoregion 5S, but there are no published Significant Wildlife Habitat 
Ecoregion Criteria Schedules for this ecoregion. Results of historical information review not only 
provided ecological context to natural features observed within the NLSA, but also guided field 
investigations to fill information gaps in the natural history of the NLSA, where required.  
 
Ecosite data (1997 to 1999) for much of the NLSA was provided by the Fort Frances District 
MNR while Forest Resource Inventory mapping (1994 to 1998) was acquired for the entire 
NLSA. Where ecosite data was not provided, Forest Resource Inventory data was converted to 
Northwestern Ontario Ecosite community codes using the MNR conversion tool. Ecosite data for 
the entire NLSA was further converted to Ecological Land Classification (ELC) codes for 
northern Ontario using the MNR conversion tool. The MNR Land Information Ontario Soil 
Survey Complex (MNR 2009b) was used to guide some decision-making.  
 
A list of rare plant species and vegetation communities which may occur within the NLSA was 
attained prior to the start of field investigations by AMEC. A query was conducted of the Natural 
Heritage Information Centre (MNR 2012b) using the 10 km by 10 km blocks (15VQ10, 15VQ11, 
15VQ20, 15VQ21, 15VQ30, 15VQ31, 15VQ32). No records of rare vegetation communities 
were reported in the Natural Heritage Information Centre. Two Provincially rare plant species, 
Muskroot and Eastern Swamp Saxifrage, may occur within the NLSA. Both of these species are 
Provincially ranked as S1 (Critically Imperilled) but have not been recorded in the area since 
1946 and 1961, respectively. Muskroot grows in moist, rich hardwood forests. It flowers in the 
spring season (April to May) although its distinctive foliage may persist until late summer (MNR 
2012b). The Eastern Swamp Saxifrage grows in swamp and marsh habitats and blooms in May 
and June (MNR 2012b).  
 
A review of the Rare Vascular Plants of Ontario (Oldham and Brinker 2009) listed a number of 
Provincially rare plant species which are known to occur in the Rainy River District. Many of 
these species are associated with prairie or savannah habitats, or with the watercourse / 
waterbodies of Rainy River, Rainy Lake or Lake of the Woods. Van den Broeck (2006) lists 67 
known rare plant species in the Crossroute Forest area of which the vast majority are located in 
close proximity to Rainy River, Rainy Lake or Lake of the Woods. In the Fort Frances District 
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rare plants are often associated with the following features: rock outcrops and rocky lake 
shorelines, conifer swamps, uncommon forest types (elm stands, silver maple stands, yellow 
birch stands, basswood stands, ironwood stands, white ash stands and Hill’s oak stands) or 
uncommon ecosites, climatically modified areas (banks of the Rainy River), southern / prairie 
influences (shoreline of the Lake of the Woods), mesic prairie – Long Sault Rapids, oak stands 
– groves, and savannahs and ash stands. Where these habitats exist within the NLSA they will 
guide rare plant field surveys for the RRP. 
 
The Crossroute Forest Management Plan also provides a summary list of rare fauna for the 
area (MNR 2006) and includes two plant SAR: the Small-flowered Lipocarpha which is 
Provincially Threatened and Federally Endangered and is confined to moist sandy beaches 
which have some protection from waves (COSEWIC 2002); and the Western Silvery Aster 
which is Provincially Endangered and Federally Threatened and grows in open bur oak 
savannahs on shallow soils over bedrock (MNR 2008). Since these habitats do not exist within 
the NLSA, it is unlikely that these species will occur. 
 
In the absence of MNR published Significant Wildlife Habitat Ecoregion Criteria Schedules for 
Ecoregion 5S, the Fort Frances District MNR provided a list of infrequently occurring plant 
communities to be considered within this EA Report (MNR 2012d). These rare vegetation 
communities included: 
 

• Hill’s Oak Forest or Savannah; 
 

• Any forest where a significant portion of the tree canopy is supported by: Green Ash, 
Elm, Basswood, Oak species, Yellow Birch; and 

 
• Forests that support and/or provide suitable habitat for rare plants (for example shallow 

soils over bedrock). 
 
The ecosite data provided by MNR suggests that no rare vegetation communities exist within 
the NLSA.  
 
Results of Surveys for Rare Vegetation Communities and Rare Plant Species 
 
The RRP site is located in a low density rural area within which some agricultural (focused on 
cattle and fodder cropping) and logging activities occurs or has occurred. Adjacent areas show 
mainly second growth poplar-dominated forests and wetlands. Lands in the immediate RRP site 
vicinity are typically gently rolling to flat, with forested wetlands occurring in low-lying areas and 
rounded bedrock outcrops and subcrops occurring in upland areas and some of the area has 
been cleared for agricultural development. Local drainage systems are characterized by 
numerous small creeks draining into the Pinewood River. Portions of the natural drainage 
systems have been altered near the RRP site through the development of agricultural drains, 
road development and ongoing beaver activities. Area creeks are also small and frequently 
intermittent in nature. There are no lakes within the immediate RRP site area except along the 
NLSA transmission line corridor. ELC vegetation communities present in the NLSA are listed in 
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Table 5-25. The detailed results and figures from field investigations are presented in 
Appendix N.  
 
Ecosite data indicates the presence of 40 ELC community types within the NLSA 
(Figures 5-22a,b,c; Table 5-25). A total of 179 woodland features are present and cover 66% of 
the NLSA (Table 5-26). The area and number of woodland features overlapping the NLSA were 
determined by amalgamating polygons having ELC codes assigned to woodland Significant 
Wildlife Habitat types (deer yarding areas, furbearer denning areas, woodland raptor nesting 
habitat and woodland amphibian breeding habitat). In this way, woodland designation infers a 
classification of function, thereby translating vegetative characteristics of the area to its 
suitability in providing habitat for wildlife.  
 
Aspen – Birch Hardwood Forest is the most extensive forest type within the NLSA and covers 
46.6% the total land area. Other hardwood forest types accounted for just 1.5% of the NLSA. 
The remainder of woodland features are comprised of coniferous forest types which cover 9.8% 
of the NLSA and are dominated by Black Spruce and pine species. The majority of woodland 
features are less than 1 ha in size and 59 woodland features are greater than 10 ha. Coniferous 
swamp covers a combined 18.1% of the NLSA, while other wetland features account for 
11.3%. Open country features such as agricultural lands and cultural meadow account for 
approximately 11.8% of the NLSA and largely occur along roadways. Ecosite data will be further 
elaborated along with vegetation field study results. 
 
Rare Vegetation Communities 
 
No rare vegetation communities were found in the NLSA. 
 
Rare Plant Species 
 
A total of 380 vascular plant species were observed in the NLSA between 2009 and 2012 
(Appendix J-1, J-2, J-3 and N). The species are mostly boreal and Great Lake St. Lawrence in 
affiliation. Boreal species are particularly well represented in peatland habitats. Very few prairie 
and savannah indicators (Bakowsky and Oldham 1998) were observed in the NLSA, in contrast 
with the Lake of the Woods area west of the NRSA, perhaps related to the absence of mafic 
bedrock preferred by these species, microclimatic factors, or lack of rocky shorelines. Neither 
Bur Oak nor Hill’s Oak were observed. The majority (88%) of these species are Provincially 
ranked as S4 or S5 (Secure) and globally ranked as G4 or G5 (Common to Very Common). 
Approximately 16% of the recorded species are exotic weeds typically associated with 
pastureland, roadsides and other disturbed habitats. 
 
Surveys were conducted for listed plant SAR species, both Provincially (COSSARO, 
Endangered Species Act) and Federally (COSEWIC, Species at Risk Act) listed. No plant SAR 
were recorded in the NLSA during any of the baseline surveys.  
 
A review of the Natural Heritage Information Centre (MNR 2012c) revealed that two plant SAR 
were known to occur in the greater Rainy River area. Small-flowered Lipocarpha, listed 
Provincially as a Threatened Species and Federally as an Endangered Species, is confined to 
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moist sandy beaches which have some protection from waves (COSEWIC 2002). This habitat 
does not exist within the NLSA. Western Silvery Aster, listed Provincially as Endangered and 
Federally as Threatened, grows in open bur oak savannahs on shallow soils over bedrock 
(MNR 2008). This habitat does not exist within the NLSA either.  
 
KCB observed two Provincially rare plant species within the NLSA during the 2009 to 2010 
vegetation surveys. New England Violet which is Provincially ranked as S3 (Vulnerable), was 
observed at three locations in the NLSA; two of the locations may be directly affected by RRP 
activities. Field Sedge, also ranked as S3 (Vulnerable), was observed at two locations although 
a single location is expected to be directly impacted by RRP activities (Figure 13.7 in 
Appendix N). These two species are not considered Threatened or Endangered by COSSARO, 
and therefore, are not afforded protection under Ontario’s Endangered Species Act. New 
England Violet occurs in rock outcrops, meadows and grassy lake terraces and may be 
distinguished from other violets on the basis of leaf shape and dentation (Coffin and 
Pfannmuller 1988). Field Sedge is known to occur in moist meadows and prairies or on sandy or 
gravelly beaches near the normal water line of lakes and ponds. This species flowers four to six 
weeks after the recession of spring water levels, typically in late June (MNR 2012b).  
 
AMEC was unable to verify (no plants observed) the KCB locations of these Provincially rare 
species during the AMEC investigations. No rare plant species were observed within the NLSA 
by AMEC during the 2012 vegetation surveys. 
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Supplement to Section 7 (Effects Assessment), Rare Vegetation Communities and Rare 
Plant Species 
 
Environmental Effects 
 
Figures 7-12a and 7-12b show the footprint of proposed mine development areas in relation to 
existing vegetation community types. Environmental effects to vegetation communities within 
the footprint are direct and localized. Displaced vegetation community types are listed in 
Table 7-16. All of the vegetation community types that will be displaced are common throughout 
both the NLSA and NRSA. The primary forest cover types within the NLSA in terms of areal 
extent are:  
 

• Hardwood forest (47.6% coverage);  
• Coniferous swamp (18.3% coverage); and  
• Coniferous forest (9.9% coverage).  

 
Many of these areas have been harvested in the past and were in a state of regeneration during 
baseline studies (see Section 5.12.2). The remaining vegetation community types include:  
 

• Cattle rangelands and agricultural land (7.7%);  
• Meadow marsh and shallow marsh (4.6%); 
• Fen (3.6%);  
• Thicket swamp (3.2%);  
• Cultural meadow (2.1%); 
• Bog (less than 0.01%);  
• Rock and mineral barren (less than 1%); and  
• Open water (2.7%).  

 
No locally significant or rare plant communities have been identified within the NLSA. Two 
Provincially rare plant species, New England Violet and Field Sedge (provincially ranked as S3: 
rare to uncommon in Ontario; Appendix J-1) were recorded in the NLSA (see Figure 30-7 in 
Appendix K1).  
 
Three individual New England Violet plants were recorded and two of three occurrences were 
identified in ecosite B012 (Very Shallow, Dry to Fresh: Pine-Black Spruce Conifer), an ecosite 
type that is common within the NLSA, particularly within the northern and northeastern portions 
of the NLSA. The third occurrence of New England Violet was identified within ecosite B049 
(Dry to Fresh, Coarse: Jack Pine-Black Spruce Dominated) which occasionally occurs in the 
northeastern portion of the NLSA. Although the New England Violet is listed as Provincially rare 
in Ontario, it is known to be locally common in northern Minnesota (Ballard and Gawler 1994) 
which is directly south of the Rainy River District. Therefore, it is likely that this plant is also 
locally common in the Rainy River District. Two of the three habitat locations supporting New 
England Violet will be directly impacted by RRP activities.  
 
Two individual Field Sedge plants were recorded and both occurrences were identified in 
ecosite B088 (Fresh, Clayey: Aspen-Birch Hardwood) which is abundant and widespread within 
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the NLSA. One of the two habitat locations supporting Field Sedge will be directly impacted by 
RRP activities.  
 
Government, Aboriginal and Public Comments and Concerns 
 
Except as mentioned below, no specific concerns have been expressed by government 
agencies, Aboriginal groups or other stakeholders in relation to vegetation and plant life other 
than generalized statements and expressions of concern that all reasonable efforts should be 
taken to minimize adverse effects to plants and associated wildlife in the area. MNR has 
commented that all reasonable efforts should be made to protect forested habitats on any lands 
that RRR may be considering as compensation for lost whip-poor-will territories. There are 
reports of some historic Aboriginal harvest of medicinal plants within the NLSA. 
 
RRR recognizes these concerns and has taken measures in the RRP plan to reduce adverse 
environmental effects to vegetation and plant life through the development of a compact mine 
site and effective mitigation and contingency strategies. This has included extensive avoidance 
of potential habitat disruption through a habitat management program already in place. 
 
Mitigation 
 
Specific mitigation measures for rare plant species include avoidance where practical and 
transplanting when necessary. The MNR will be consulted in order to develop a transplantation 
strategy and a follow up monitoring plan for transplanted individuals in order to monitor the 
health of these individuals. Where avoidance is possible, as may be possible during 
construction of the transmission line, buffer zones will be established around known rare plant 
individuals with flagging tape. Construction crews will be educated to avoid disturbing these 
sensitive areas. 
 
General mitigation measures that are proposed to limit short and long term adverse effects to 
local vegetation communities include: 
 

• Development of a compact site to limit not only the areal extent of new disturbance, but 
also to limit the overall spread of new disturbance; 

 
• Avoidance of more sensitive habitats to the extent practicable;  

 
• Minimizing dust production along primary mine rock and overburden transportation 

routes by implementing dust suppression methods and thereby minimizing the zone of 
influence. Primary dust suppression methods will include road watering. Details of dust 
suppression strategies are discussed in Section 7.3.1.3; 

 
• Separate stockpiling of removed organic rich material during open pit and tailings dam 

stripping for use as topsoil during progressive revegetation and at closure; and 
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• Active revegetation and encouragement of natural revegetation / recolonization of 
disturbed areas as part of progressive reclamation during operation and active 
reclamation at mine closure.  

 
Site planning efforts have developed a compact mine site, focused where practical on lands that 
have been previously disturbed by past anthropogenic (human) disturbance such as logging or 
agricultural development. Developing a compact mine site is advantageous to both 
environmental protection (reduced overall area of disturbance) and mining operations (reduced 
infrastructure needs and shorter haul distances). Sensitive habitats including riparian areas 
were avoided where reasonably practical. These riparian habitats are particularly productive for 
a number of wildlife species and provide an important function in water quality protection.  
 
RRR is committed to encouraging and, as practical, restoring the RRP site to productive, 
naturalized vegetation communities on cessation of mining. This will involve the active 
revegetation of peripheral tailings management area areas, the mine rock stockpiles and the 
remaining portions of the overburden stockpile, as well as the general mine site area. 
Commitments have been made to the MNR and other stakeholders, that RRP revegetation 
efforts at closure will include providing suitable habitat for SAR species, most notably whip-poor-
will, and other species of interest, if practical. 
 
Revegetation is anticipated to occur as seeding, hydroseeding and/or hand planting of tree 
seedlings, as appropriate to expedite the colonization by indigenous species. Native seed mixes 
will be used if reasonably commercially available or otherwise obtainable, together with a nurse 
crop as appropriate, to re-establish nutrients and modify the local growth environment.  
 
General revegetation of the RRP site is readily achievable with current technologies, as 
demonstrated by revegetation efforts previously employed at other mine sites in Ontario. Wildlife 
and vegetation recovery times will vary depending on the species / communities involved. With 
active revegetation programs as planned, early successional plant and wildlife communities 
would be expected to become established within three to five years of mine closure. The 
development of semi-mature poplar / spruce woodlands (the most common forest community 
type in the area) would be expected to occur over a period of approximately 40 to 60 years. 
Intermediate community types would develop during the intervening period. Mitigation measures 
described in this section are expected to be effective for their intended purposes. 
 
Residual Environmental Effects 
 
Vegetation clearing will result in the removal of 1,352 ha of forested communities (includes treed 
swamp communities considered wetlands), 507 ha of wetland communities (including areas of 
coniferous swamp areas), 95 ha of treed and open rock, and mineral barren communities, and 
385 ha of agricultural and meadow communities. Overall, 2,192 ha representing 8.5% of the 
overall NLSA of the vegetation communities will be directly disturbed. Revegetation of the RRP 
site following decommissioning will begin the process of restoring many of these communities.  
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Two of three habitat locations supporting New England Violet and one of two habitat locations 
supporting Field Sedge will be directly impacted by RRP activities; however, it is anticipated that 
these species although Provincially rare, are locally common in the NRSA.  
 
Significance Determination 
 
The magnitude of disturbance to RRP area vegetation communities is considered to be a 
significance Level I effect: effect considered to be minor, and/or solely confined to RRP lands 
(8.5% of the NLSA will be directly impacted). These communities include two of three habitat 
locations supporting New England Violet and one of two habitat locations supporting Field 
Sedge, listed as Provincially rare plant species. The effects to vegetation communities will last 
continuously beyond the life of the RRP (Level III; beyond the active mine closure phase) in 
terms of the time required to restore forested and other communities, but habitats are restorable 
and hence the effects are reversible (Level I). All of the vegetation community types that will be 
displaced during RRP activities are common throughout both the NLSA and NRSA. 
 
As such, RRP-related effects on rare vegetation communities (and rare plant species) are 
therefore considered to be not significant. 
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Attachment 7: East Access Road access map 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Project Background 

Rainy River Resources (RRR), a wholly owned subsidiary of New Gold Inc., is planning to 
construct, operate and eventually reclaim a new open pit and underground gold mine at the 
Rainy River project (RRP) to produce doré bars (gold with silver) for sale. The site layout 
proposes to place the required mine-related facilities in close proximity to the gold deposit, to 
the extent practicable, primarily on private, patented lands owned by RRR.  
Primary physical works related to the RRP are shown in Figure 1 and are proposed to consist 
of: 

 Open pit: approximately 200 hectare (ha) surface area and up to approximately 
400 metres (m) in depth. Mining is proposed to occur at a rate of approximately 
21,000 tonnes per day (tpd) of ore production, with a mine life of approximately 16 years. 
 

 Underground mine: planned as 1,500 tpd but potentially ranging up to approximately 
2,000 tpd developed to a depth of about 800 m below surface.  
 

 Mineral waste stockpile(s): approximately 70 to 80 Mt of overburden and 350 to 400 Mt 
of mine rock not required for site construction purposes will be stored in surface 
stockpiles. A low grade ore stockpile will also be developed. 
 

 Primary crusher and process plant: ore will be processed onsite to produce doré.  
 

 Tailings management area: an area has been selected that measures approximately 
800 ha (excluding associated external ponds and infrastructure) and provides capacity 
for the storage of a minimum 110 Mt of tailings over the projected mine life. The 
maximum projected dam heights are expected to be in the range of 25 m above grade.  
 

 Transmission line: power for later construction and operation phases is proposed to be 
supplied by a 230 kV transmission line connected to the existing Hydro One Networks 
line approximately 17 km northeast of the proposed RRP site.  
 

 Relocation of gravel-surfaced Highway 600: RRR proposes to re-align a portion of the 
two-lane, Highway 600 to the south of the mine development. 
 

 Associated buildings, facilities and infrastructure: additional permanent facilities currently 
planned for the RRP are expected to include an administration building, truck shop, fuel 
storage and dispensing, laydown area(s), sewage treatment plant, explosives 
manufacturing and storage facilities, and access and onsite roads. These facilities will be 
supported by related piping and power infrastructure as needed. 
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The 230 kV transmission line will be constructed as either one or two pole wooden structures 
within an approximate 40 m cleared right of way (ROW). The 40 m cleared ROW is required to 
ensure the safety and integrity of the line, such as from the risk of adjacent trees that could 
come down during periods of high winds, or from other causes. Both one and two pole wooden 
230 kV transmission lines have been constructed in Ontario, with the final choice in the case of 
the RRP to be determined during detailed design and contracts. Contractor bids have yet to be 
tendered and received, so the decision on the final structure will be made at the permitting stage 
for the RRP. Environmental effects related to transmission line construction and operation are 
not materially affected by whether the line is constructed as a one or two pole structure, since 
the ROW clearance requirements are similar with both types of lines. 

As with all transmission lines, it is necessary to clear and manage vegetation growth within the 
ROW such that tree growth does not contact the transmission wires (conductors). Low 
vegetated groundcover is encouraged as a means of controlling the potential for soil erosion, 
and providing wildlife habitat; but tree growth must be managed within the ROW to prevent the 
risk of interference with the transmission wires under all conditions, including during hot summer 
conditions when the lines expand and sag, and during periods of ice accretion when line 
sagging can also occur. Vegetation management can be achieved through mechanical means, 
or through the use of herbicides. RRR has committed to the use of mechanical maintenance, 
and is not proposing the use of herbicides.  

The Federal Regulation Designating Physical Activities under the Canadian Environmental 
Assessment Act, 2012 (CEAA, 2012) identified physical activities that constitute the designated 
projects that could require completion of a Federal environmental assessment (EA). Based on 
the criteria contained in the regulation, RRR submitted a Project Description to the Canadian 
Environmental Assessment Agency (CEA Agency) that was subsequently approved on 
August 31, 2012. Based on the Project Description, the CEA Agency confirmed that a Federal 
EA was required and issued draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) Guidelines on 
October 19, 2012 to help identify the scope of the EA required for the project. On December 18, 
2012 RRR was informed that a Standard Assessment would be required for the RRP and final 
EIS Guidelines were issued by the CEA Agency.  

Several aspects of the RRP were also anticipated to require completion of Provincial EA 
processes and a single Provincial EA process coordinated with the required Federal EA process 
was selected as the best approach to meet those (or other) needs, as per the following: 

 A 230 kV transmission line of approximately 17 km length;  
 

 Diesel power generation of between 1 and 5 MW;  
 

 Disposition of Crown resources, potentially related Crown lands (such as work on 
streambeds / shore lands) and effects on Species at Risk (SAR); and 
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 Re-alignment of a portion of gravel-surfaced Highway 600 for safety reasons and to 
avoid potential land use conflicts. 

RRR entered into a Voluntary Agreement with the Ontario Ministry of the Environment (MOE) on 
May 4, 2012, to conduct a Provincial Individual EA for the RRP that will meet the requirements 
of the Ontario Environmental Assessment Act. Approval of an Individual EA will allow issuance 
of Provincial approvals to construct and operate the mine.  

RRR initiated the Provincial EA process through the submission of a draft Terms of Reference 
(ToR) to facilitate ongoing public consultation on the RRP. A draft ToR was issued for a 30-day 
public comment period between May 17, 2012 and June 16, 2012. The draft ToR was 
subsequently revised based on comments received on the document and results of open 
houses, and was re-issued as the Proposed ToR for another 30-day public comment on 
October 26, 2012. The Proposed ToR as subsequently amended, was approved by the Ontario 
Minister of the Environment on May 15, 2013. The final EA Report (AMEC 2014) was prepared 
in accordance with the Provincially-approved Amended ToR, and Section 6(2)(c) of the Ontario 
Environmental Assessment Act. 

RRR has been working closely with the Provincial and Federal approvals agencies to harmonize 
the Federal and Provincial EA processes and where possible align public consultation periods to 
meet the needs of each Act, while minimizing duplication of effort which can lead to 
unnecessary project delay. This coordination is directed by the Canada-Ontario Agreement on 
Environmental Assessment Cooperation, and as led by the CEA Agency and the MOE.  

The Federal EIS Guidelines and the Provincially-approved Amended ToR together set out the 
framework and requirements for a combined EA Report. The final EA Report, intended to meet 
the EA requirements of both levels of government, was submitted for government agency, 
Aboriginal and general public review on January 17, 2014 or earlier. 

1.2 Relationship of Document to the EA Process 

As part of the combined Federal and Provincial EA Report review process, the Ministry of 
Natural Resources (MNR) indicated that the level of detail provided in the assessment of 
transmission line routing alternatives was unlikely to be sufficient to meet MNR’s Class EA 
equivalent and subsequent permitting information requirements, and that a supplemental 
assessment of the transmission line routing alternatives would be therefore be required. 

A meeting was held between New Gold and MNR representatives in Fort Frances on 
February 20, 2014 to discuss the transmission line alternatives assessment, and additional 
information needs related to the assessment. As a result of this discussion it was agreed that: 
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 AMEC / New Gold would prepare a supplemental assessment of the four currently defined 
transmission line alternatives, addressing the points and considerations raised at the 
February 20, 2014 meeting, with such assessment to be based on existing information; 

 This supplemental assessment of alternatives and selection of a preferred alternative will 
provide MNR with the additional information needed to support MNR EA and permitting 
review / issuance functions; 

 The assessment will be prepared as a stand-alone draft document (this report) and 
submitted to MNR within approximately one month of the meeting date. On finalization, the 
report will be made available for public review by MNR (but would not involve a need for 
further open houses) in addition to the public consultation on the alternatives already 
completed to date as part of the overall RRP EA process; and 

 New Gold has committed to undertaking additional field work during May and June of 2014 
along a portion of the Alternative A route focused on rare plant and breeding bird surveys, to 
support MNR permitting purposes, should Alternative A remain as the preferred alternative. 

Further, the additional transmission line routing alternatives assessment is to be carried out in 
parallel with the overall RRP Final EA comment / response process, being undertaken pursuant 
to CEAA, 2012 and Provincial Individual EA requirements. 
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2.0 ALTERNATIVES ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY 

The method for assessing alternative methods for carrying out the undertaking was described in 
Section 6 of the RRP Final EA Report, and is provided in the sections below. Transmission line 
routing was identified as one of the RRP alternative methods requiring assessment.  

The methodology for the assessment of alternative methods for carrying out the undertaking 
was defined in the approved Amended ToR, and is to be carried out at a level sufficient to 
distinguish the relative merits of the different alternative methods for developing, operating and 
closing the RRP. The assessment includes consideration of the advantages and disadvantages 
of each alternative method based on a series of performance objectives, and evaluation criteria 
and indicators, to define a preferred alternative for each of the major project components or 
activities; in this case transmission line routing. 

2.1 Performance Objectives 

Performance objectives are meaningful attributes that are essential for the RRP success, and 
provide a basis for distinguishing between individual alternatives. The following performance 
objectives (or a subset thereof as appropriate for any given alternative) have been used:  

 Cost-effectiveness;  

 Technical applicability and/or system integrity and reliability;  

 Ability to service the site effectively;  

 Effects to the natural environment;  

 Effects to the human environment, including Aboriginal and treaty rights, cultural 
heritage resources and traditional land use; and  

 Amenability to reclamation.  

Where applicable, consideration in the evaluation is given to positive effects to the natural and 
human environment. 

2.2 Evaluation Criteria and Indicators 

Proposed criteria and indicators for assessing performance objectives identified in Section 2.1 
are detailed below. The application of these criteria and indicators is documented in a tabular 
format (Appendix A) to allow an assessment of the advantages and disadvantages of each 
feasible alternative method. Overall summary narratives for each alternative are provided below 
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in Sections 6.3 through 6.18, for each applicable performance objective to determine whether 
an individual alternative has a preferred, acceptable or unacceptable level of performance.  

Criteria and indicators specific to each performance objective are provided in the following 
tables. One or more indicators are associated with each criterion. Where specific criteria or 
indicators are not applicable to the assessment of a given alternative, an assessment of not 
applicable (NA) is provided in the Appendix A assessment tables. Summary criteria for 
assessing overall preferred, acceptable and unacceptable ratings for the performance 
objectives are also provided in the tables below. 

Cost-effectiveness  

Criteria Indicator 
RRP financing Investor attractiveness or risk 
Return on investment Provides a competitive or acceptable return on investment 
Financial risk Provides, or is associated with, a preferred, manageable or acceptable 

financial risk  
Performance 
Preferred Facilitates a competitive return on investment 
Acceptable Facilitates an acceptable return on investment 
Unacceptable Cannot be financially supported by the RRP 

 

Cost-effectiveness relates to overall RRP costs, including capital, operation, maintenance, and 
closure / reclamation costs. Each aspect of the RRP has cost implications and thus cost-
effectiveness is a performance objective common to all aspects.  

Technical Applicability and/or System Integrity and Reliability  

Criteria Indicator 
Available technology Used elsewhere in similar circumstances, and is predictably effective with 

contingencies if and as required 
New technologies supported by pilot plant or strong theoretical 
investigations or testing, with contingencies if and as required 

Performance 
Preferred Predictably effective with contingencies if the alternative does not perform as 

expected 
Acceptable Appears effective based on theoretical considerations; contingencies are 

available if the alternative fails to perform as expected 
Unacceptable Effectiveness appears dubious or relies on unproven technologies 

 

Technical applicability and system integrity and reliability are used interchangeably, as 
appropriate to the issue, to describe the suitability or expected performance of a given 
alternative.  
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Ability to Service the Site Effectively  

Criteria Indicator 
Service  Provides a guaranteed supply to the site with manageable potential for supply 

disruption, and/or contingencies available  
Accessibility Accessible land base or infrastructure needed to support component 

development and operation 
Performance 
Preferred Provides a guaranteed access / supply to the site with a low risk of 

interruption 
Acceptable Provides the required access / supply to the site with contingencies in the 

event of disruptions 
Unacceptable Cannot reliably provide sufficient access / supply, or involves an 

unacceptable level of risk without contingencies 
 

This performance objective is relevant for those aspects of the RRP dealing with the provision of 
consumables or access to the RRP site. The reliable (guaranteed) supply of consumables, such 
as fuel and power, is critical to the uninterrupted operation of the mine. Having access to 
required lands is also a critical aspect of this performance object, because unlike governments 
that have the power to expropriate lands, private proponents are unable to compel unwilling 
landowners to sell their lands; and even if such landowners are willing to sell their lands, the 
terms of such arrangements may not be reasonable to each party.  

Effects to the Natural Environment  

Criteria Indicator 
Effect on air quality and 
climate 

Attainment or maintenance of air quality point of impingement standards, or 
scientifically defensible alternatives 
Emission rates of greenhouse gases 

Effect on fish and 
aquatic habitat 

Attainment or maintenance of water quality guidelines for the protection of 
aquatic life, or scientifically defensible alternatives 
Maintenance or provision of fish habitat 
Maintenance of water flows or conditions suitable for fish passage 
Maintenance of groundwater flows, levels and quality 

Effect on wetlands Attainment or maintenance of water quality guidelines for the protection of 
aquatic life, or scientifically defensible alternatives 
Area, type and quality (functionality) of wetlands that would be displaced or 
altered 
Maintenance of wetland connectivity 

Effect on terrestrial 
species and habitat 

Area, type and quality (functionality) of terrestrial habitat that would be 
displaced or altered 
Potential for sound (or other harm and harassment) related disturbance 
Maintenance or provision of plant dispersion and wildlife movement corridors 
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Criteria Indicator 
Effect on Species at 
Risk (SAR) 

Sensitivity level of involved species (Endangered, Threatened, Special 
Concern) 
Area, type and quality of SAR territories or habitat that would be displaced 
Potential for sound (or other harm and harassment) related disturbance 
Maintenance or provision of wildlife movement corridors 

Performance 
Preferred Requires least amount of mitigation to minimize adverse effects to the natural 

environment and is superior to acceptable alternatives 
Acceptable Minimizes adverse effects to the natural environment with mitigation 
Unacceptable Likely to cause significant adverse effects to the natural environment that 

cannot reasonably be mitigated 
 

The natural environment referred to in this performance objective is a broad term used to 
describe the air, bedrock, soil / overburden, water (surface and ground) and biological 
organisms / communities. Where appropriate, the assessment of alternatives relative to natural 
environment effects considers potentials for positive effects. Potential climate change scenarios 
are considered, where applicable.  

Effects to the Human Environment  

Criteria Indicator 
Effect on local residents Maintenance of property values 

Maintenance or improvement of income opportunities 
Maintenance or provision of local access 
Attainment of sound by-law guidelines, and /or background sound levels if 
already above the guidelines 
Non-interference with water well supply systems 
Potential for general disturbance and adverse affects on aesthetics 
Potential for adverse health and safety effects 

Effect on infrastructure Maintenance or provision of local and regional access 
Maintenance and reliability of power supply systems 
Maintenance and reliability of pipeline systems 

Public health and safety Attainment or maintenance of air quality point of impingement standards, or 
scientifically defensible alternatives 
Maintenance or attainment of the quality of drinking water supply systems 
Managing the potential for adverse electromagnetic exposure 
Maintaining safe road traffic conditions that are within the domain of RRR 
control 
Maintenance or provision of health services 

Effect on local 
businesses 

Maintenance or improvement of business opportunities 

Effect on tourism and 
recreation 

Maintenance or improvement of tourism and recreational opportunities 

Effect on agriculture 
and forestry 

Potential loss of lands 
Potential loss of productivity 

Regional economy Maintenance or improvement of the regional economy 
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Criteria Indicator 
Effect on government 
services 

Maintenance or improvement on the capacity of existing health, education 
and family support services  

Effect on resource 
management objectives 

Consistency with established and planned resource management objectives 

Excessive waste 
materials 

Limiting the generation of unnecessary waste materials 

Effect on built heritage 
and cultural heritage 
landscapes 

Avoidance of damage to built heritage resources, or document heritage 
values if damage or relocation cannot reasonably be avoided 

Effects on First Nation 
reserves, and 
Aboriginal communities, 
and Métis 

Maintenance or improvement of First Nation reserve and community 
conditions (subject to the limitations of Company capacity and community 
members’ personal choice) 

Effect on spiritual, 
ceremonial, and cultural 
heritage, and 
archaeological sites 

Avoidance of damage or disturbance to known spiritual, ceremonial, cultural 
heritage and archaeological sites; or implement other forms protection / 
preservation supported by local First Nations and Métis 

Effects on traditional 
land use 

Maintain access to traditional lands for current traditional land uses, except as 
otherwise agreed to with local First Nations and Métis 

Effects on Aboriginal 
and Treaty Rights 

Avoid infringement of Aboriginal and Treaty Rights, except as otherwise 
agreed to with local First Nations and Métis 

Performance 
Preferred Requires least amount of mitigation to minimize adverse effects to the human 

environment, is superior to acceptable alternatives and provides positive 
effects 

Acceptable Minimizes adverse effects to the human environment with mitigation 
Unacceptable Likely to cause significant adverse human environment effects that cannot 

reasonably be mitigated 
 

The potential for negative human environment effects, such as the reduction of land use, is 
evaluated where appropriate for the alternatives for the various aspects of the RRP. The human 
environment is defined herein to also include aspects of the cultural heritage environment as 
well as Aboriginal and treaty rights. The potential for negative effects to cultural heritage 
resources, traditional land use, and Aboriginal and treaty rights, such as the reduction of land 
use by Aboriginal peoples, or the quality of resources harvested by Aboriginal peoples, is 
evaluated where appropriate for the alternatives for the various aspects of the RRP. The 
assessment of alternatives within the EA also considers potential positive effects. 
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Amenability to Reclamation  

Criteria Indicator 
Effect on public safety 
and security 

Avoidance of safety and security risks to the general public 

Effect on environmental 
health and 
sustainability 

Attainment or maintenance of air quality point of impingement standards, or 
scientifically defensible alternatives 
Attainment or maintenance of water quality guidelines for the protection of 
aquatic life, or scientifically defensible alternatives 
Restoration of passive drainage systems 
Provision of habitats for vegetation and wildlife species, including SAR 

Effect on land use Provide opportunities for productive land uses following the completion of 
mining activities 
Provide for an aesthetically pleasing site 

Performance 
Preferred Causes disturbance to the natural environment that requires limited 

reclamation 
Acceptable Causes disturbance to the natural environment that requires moderate to 

extensive reclamation 
Unacceptable Mitigation of disturbance to the natural environment is not practical or feasible 

 

This performance objective relates to the decommissioning or reclamation of the RRP and 
associated infrastructure (if any). The consideration of alternatives methods for closure is more 
complex than for other alternatives, because there are a number of subcomponents that require 
consideration. 

2.3 Identification of the Preferred Alternative 

The alternatives are given an overall or summary evaluation, taking all of the performance 
objectives, and associated performance criteria and indicators, into consideration. There are two 
general approaches to summary evaluations in EA processes. One approach is to give 
numerical values to individual performance objectives (or equivalents), based on application of 
the appropriate criteria and indicators, and then to sum these values to arrive at an overall 
index. This approach typically requires some form of weighting to take into account the varying 
importance of the different performance objectives. Weighting factors have to be carefully 
justified and are thus are often open to interpretation. In addition, the numerical approach may 
result in two or more very different alternatives that have the same, or very similar, overall index 
values; when intuitively it is clear that one alternative better meets project needs, constraints, 
environmental, and health and safety requirements; and is technically superior to the other. 
Numerical evaluations may also not be as readily transparent during public review and 
consultation processes. 

The second approach, and the one used herein for the RRP EA and defined in the Provincially-
approved Amended ToR, is to rely on a comparative evaluation of the overall advantages and 
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disadvantages of a method as demonstrated through the performance descriptions (that is 
whether an alternative is preferred, acceptable or unacceptable for each performance 
objective). Using this method, and with the knowledge that all performance objectives are 
essential to the acceptability of any given alternative; an alternative is rejected if it attains an 
unacceptable rating for any single performance objective.  

This approach with minor variations, has been used successfully by AMEC for alternative 
assessments for a number of other mining project-related EAs in Ontario, that were 
subsequently approved by the Ontario Minister of the Environment or Federal Minister of the 
Environment as applicable. These include:  

 Aquarius Project (Federal EA pursuant to the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act); 
 

 Victor (Diamond) Project (Federal EA pursuant to the Canadian Environmental 
Assessment Act); and 
 

 Detour Lake Project (Federal EA pursuant to the Canadian Environmental Assessment 
Act; two Provincial Individual EAs pursuant to the Ontario Environmental Assessment 
Act, and one Class EA pursuant to the Ontario Environmental Assessment Act).  

 
This methodology has also been utilized for a number of other mining-related undertakings 
which were subject to a proponent-driven Class EA process under the Ontario Environmental 
Assessment Act related to the Electricity Projects Regulation, that were reviewed by Federal 
and Provincial government agencies, other stakeholders and Aboriginal groups at the time. This 
is also the methodology described during RRP open houses held in 2012. 

The alternative which receives the greatest number of preferred ratings is not necessarily the 
best, or most preferred, overall alternative. The relative importance of the individual 
performance objectives needs to be considered as well. It may be that one or two performance 
objectives are more important and override all other objectives, so long as a minimum rating of 
acceptable is attained for all remaining objectives and the relative importance assigned to 
performance objectives is supported by Provincial and Federal regulatory agencies. The final 
evaluation of alternatives is therefore a reasoned process, in which the basis for the final 
selection of alternatives is easily understood at all levels. 

The final evaluation of alternatives is undertaken in consideration of comments received, and 
discussions held, with the general public, local landowners, Aboriginal communities and 
government reviewers. Information received through this process helps to confirm the choice of 
alternatives considered and the relative importance of the individual performance objectives. 

A preliminary screening was completed of potential alternatives for those aspects above and 
others related to mining development and operation as part of the ToR process (AMEC 2013). 
This screening considered such aspects as: technical applicability, ability to service the site 
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effectively, potential negative environmental effects on the natural and human environment, 
cost-effectiveness and amenability to reclamation. This preliminary screening was expanded 
upon and is reflected in the descriptions of alternatives that were considered in the EA Report 
and the identification of a preferred alternative. 
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3.0 TRANSMISSION LINE ROUTING ALTERNATIVES 

The nearest transmission line capable of meeting the RRP electrical needs is a 230 kV 
transmission line that links Kenora to Fort Frances. At its nearest position, the 230 kV Hydro 
One Networks transmission line is approximately 16 km northeast of the plant site. A ROW will 
need to be cleared and a connector 230 kV transmission line constructed between the project 
site and the existing Hydro One Networks line to use power from this line. Periodic clearing of 
the ROW will be required during operation to ensure its safe operation (maintaining clearance 
for conductors). Mechanical / manual clearing is proposed rather than use of approved 
chemicals. 

The transmission line will be of standard design, using either a one or two pole wooden 
structure, with two or three-pole structures at angles. Guy wires will be used to support the 
structures as required, typically in softer soils and at turning points. Steel tower structures may 
be required in order to cross and allow connection to the existing 230 kV line from the east side 
(a 115 kV transmission line is present on the west side of the main 230 kV line). Four 
transmission line routing alternatives were considered (Figure 2): 

 Alternative A: construct along high ground to the northeast of the site; 

 Alternative B: shortest direct route to the Hydro One Networks transmission line; 

 Alternative C: similar to the shortest direct route but maintains a setback from nearby 
residences; and 

 Alternative D: construct along the existing road network. 

Each of the routes traverse a somewhat similar terrain, except for Alternative A that travels 
across a bedrock ridge for the eastern portion. The elevation varies for each alternative as 
follows: 

 Alternative A: minimum elevation 366 masl; maximum elevation 429 masl; 
 Alternative B: minimum elevation 362 masl; maximum elevation 402 masl; 
 Alternative C: minimum elevation 361 masl; maximum elevation 403 masl; and 
 Alternative D: minimum elevation 356 masl; maximum elevation 398 masl. 

None of the alternatives are proposed to cross significant watercourses / waterbodies: 

 Alternative A: crosses one minor watercourse (outlet of Beadle Lake); 
 Alternative B: crosses four minor watercourses; 
 Alternative C: crosses three minor watercourses; and 
 Alternative D: crosses seven minor watercourses. 
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The forest / wetland composition of the four alternatives is shown on Figure 3 and detailed in 
Table 1. 

3.1 Alternative A – Northeastern Route  

Alternative A is the most northerly of the four alternatives and was selected primarily as the 
most direct route that generally avoids the need to cross private lands. It takes the greatest 
advantage of traversing lands to which RRR holds either surface rights, or mineral claims on 
Crown lands, while at the same time avoiding lakes and major wetlands (Figure 4). The 
alignment is 16.6 km in total length located on patent lands and mining leases to which RRR 
holds title, or on mineral claims where the Crown currently holds surface rights. There are no 
permanent or seasonal residences within 590 m of the proposed transmission line routing 
(Figure 5).  

To the extent possible, Alternative A follows along high ground, bedrock controlled ridges, which 
positions the line back from three small lakes (Little Pine Lake, Boundary Lake and Beadle Lake 
(Figure 2). The area through which the route passes is comprised of a mix of moderate to older 
growth forest (greater than approximately 20 to 25 years old), recent cutover areas (harvested 
within the last 5 to 7 years), historic cutover areas (cut within the past 20 to 25 years), and 
planned cut areas (Figure 6). Approximately 60% of the alignment passes through moderate to 
older forest communities (greater than 20 to 25 years); approximately 28% passes through 
recent and historic cutover areas; 8% passes through planned or contingency forest harvest 
areas; and 4% passes through open wetland areas.  

Alternative A is accessible through its mid section by Highway 71, as well as two more 
prominent and several smaller, bush roads and trails (Figure 6). The majority of these bush 
roads and trails were developed to facilitate forest harvesting in the area. The bush road that 
passes from Highway 71 eastward to near the northern portion of Boundary Lake is used by 
local Métis people for hunting and other traditional functions per discussions with the Métis 
Nation of Ontario (MNO). 

Terrestrial habitats along Alternative A consist mainly of second growth aspen / white birch 
forest, with substantive pine and black spruce forest, and lesser inclusions of jack pine / black 
spruce, spruce / fir, elm / ash, and confer swamp (Figure 3). Alternative A passes through 
2.9 km of Rank 3 and 4 deer winter habitat (Figure 7), and is proximal to species at risk (SAR) 
territories noted for Whip-poor-will, Common Nighthawk and Canada Warbler (Figure 8). No 
raptor (eagle, osprey, hawk, owl) or raven stick nest were identified along Alternative A.  

Alternative A passes in close proximity to the north end of Boundary Lake, and to the east side 
of Beadle Lake. Minor adjustments in the alignment are proposed to set the transmission line 
ROW approximately 100 m back from these lakes. Alternative A also has one creek crossing 
east of Beadle Lake (Figure 9).  
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3.2 Alternative B – Direct Route 

Alternative B was selected as the shortest, most direct, cross country route to connect with the 
Hydro One Networks regional 230 kV line linking Fort Frances with Kenora (Figure 2). This 
route measures 15.7 km, and is therefore 0.9 km shorter than the Alternative A alignment. 
Alternative B passes to the immediate north of the small hamlet of Finland, located at the 
junction of Highway 71, Korpi Road and Lampi Road. The closest resident is positioned 
approximately 170 m south of the alignment.  

Approximately 9.8 km (62.4%) of the Alternative B alignment is located on patent lands held by 
others, with a further 2.5 km (15.9%) being located on mining leases held by Whetstone 
Minerals Ltd. (Figure 4). The remaining 3.4 km (21.7%) is on lands to which RRR holds surface 
title, or is on Crown land. There are 16 separate private land holdings that the transmission line 
would have to cross, together with the Whetstone Minerals claims. The 16 separate private land 
holdings are generally held by separate individuals, families, or corporations (Appendix B).  

Alternative B is generally set back from local permanent and seasonal residences with the 
exception of the hamlet of Finland, where the alignment passes to within about 110 m of the 
northernmost resident of Finland (Figure 5). Satellite images of the three resident clusters along 
Korpi and Lampi Roads, including the Finland cluster, are provided in Appendix C.  

The proximity of Alternative B to residences at Finland could raise possible concerns associated 
with electromagnetic field health effects. The risk here appears to be quite small. Moulder 
(2006) provided a summary review of the literature and concluded that “Overall, most scientists 
consider that the evidence that power line fields cause or contribute to cancer is weak to non-
existent”. A few studies cited by Moulder suggested a possible weak link between high voltage 
transmission line electromagnetic fields and leukemia in children. Most studies reported by 
Moulder, however, showed no association between proximity to high voltage transmission lines 
and childhood leukemia. If such a risk exists, it would appear from the data presented by 
Moulder that any such risk for a 230 kV line would be unlikely to extend beyond a distance of 
from 50 to 100 m. 

Alternative B passes mainly through second growth aspen and birch woodlands, with lesser 
representation of conifer swamp and thicket swamp wetlands (Figure 3). The easternmost 
approximately 2.6 km of Alternative B passes through pine (Red Pine, White Pine and Jack 
Pine) and black spruce woodlands bordering Manomin Road. Similar to Alternative A, 
substantive forest harvesting has occurred along or adjacent to that portion of Alternative B 
which is located on Crown lands (Figure 6). Much less near-term (less than 25 years) forest 
harvesting appears to have occurred within the area of private land holdings along the 
Alternative B routing. 
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Alternative B is accessible at four north-south road intersections (Gallinger Road, Highway 71, 
Boundary Lake Road and Highway 615), as well as at the mine site end of the alignment, and 
near the east end of the alignment near to Manomin Road. 

Alternative B passes through 3.5 km of Rank 3 and 4 deer winter habitat (Figure 7). SAR bird 
field surveys were not carried out along Alternative B, except to a more limited extent in areas 
generally closer to the proposed mine site. No definitive information on the presence or absence 
of such species can therefore be provided, with the exception that species such as Whip-poor-
will and Bobolink have been observed to occur fairly widely in areas of suitable habitat, and 
therefore are likely to be present in at least modest numbers in favourable areas. One Bald 
Eagle nest is located along the Alternative B alignment, approximately 750 m east of 
Highway 615. A Common Raven nest was observed positioned about 270 m south of the 
alignment, near to the intersection of Lampi Road and Highway 71 (Figure 10).  

The Alternative B routing requires four creek crossings (Figure 9).  

3.3 Alternative C – East Route 

The east route is a 16 km alignment that generally follows a route similar to the direct route 
(Alternative B). The primary difference between Alternatives B and C is that the East Route 
maintains a larger separation distance from residences / buildings. The east route initially 
proceeds to the northeast prior to turning due east for approximately half the route distance. 

Alternative C also passes to the immediate north of the small hamlet of Finland, located at the 
junction of Highway 71, Korpi Road and Lampi Road, but the closest residence is further 
removed, being positioned approximately 440 m south of the alignment. One seasonal 
residence is located approximately 240 m south of the alignment, where Alternative C crosses 
Highway 615.  

Approximately 9.8 km (61.3%) of the Alternative C alignment is located on patent lands to which 
RRR does not hold title, with a further 2.5 km (15.6%) being located on mining leases held by 
Whetstone Minerals (Figure 4). The remaining 3.7 km (23.1%) is on lands to which RRR holds 
surface title, or is on Crown land. There are 12 separate private land holdings that the 
transmission line would have to cross, together with the Whetstone Minerals claims. The 
12 separate private land holdings are generally held by separate individuals, families or 
corporations (Appendix B).  

Similar to Alternative B, Alternative C passes mainly through second growth aspen and birch 
woodlands, with lesser representation of conifer swamp and thicket swamp wetlands, and 
agricultural areas (Figure 3). The easternmost approximately 2.6 km of Alternative C passes 
through the same pine and Black Spruce woodlands as does Alternative B. Similar to 
Alternatives A and B, extensive forest harvesting has occurred along or adjacent to that portion 
of Alternative C which is located on Crown lands (Figure 6). Less near-term (less than 25 years) 
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forest harvesting has occurred within the area of private land holdings along the Alternative C 
routing. 

Construction access for Alternative B is essentially the same as that described for Alternative B, 
with road intersections at Gallinger Road, Highway 71, Boundary Lake Road and Highway 615; 
as well as at the mine site end of the alignment, and near the east end of the alignment near to 
Manomin Road. 

Alternative C passes through 4.9 km of Rank 3 and 4 deer winter habitat (Figure 7). SAR bird 
field surveys were not carried out along Alternative C, except to a more limited extent in areas 
generally closer to the proposed mine site. One Bald Eagle nest is located along the Alternative 
C alignment, approximately 160 m north and 750 m east of Highway 615 (Figure 10).  

The Alternative C routing is associated with four creek crossings (Figure 9).  

3.4 Alternative D – Along Existing Roads 

Alternative D is the longest route at 19.2 km, and except for an approximate 4.6 km gap 
between the proposed mine site and Gallinger Road, follows along existing roads (Korpi Road, 
Lampi Road, Highway 615 and Manomin Road). These roads have typical ROW allowances of 
20 m (66 feet). The 230 kV transmission line with a ROW requirement of 40 m would therefore 
have to be constructed outside of the road ROW allowances. Following along existing roads for 
the majority (76%) of its length would provide easier construction access compared with 
Alternatives A, B and C. 

Approximately 10.8 km (56.3%) of the Alternative D alignment is located on patent lands to 
which RRR does not hold title, with a further 3.1 km (16.1%) being located on mining leases 
held by Whetstone Minerals (Figure 4). The remaining 5.3 km (27.6%) is on lands to which RRR 
holds surface title or is on Crown land. Depending on which side of the road network that the 
transmission line would be constructed on, there are approximately 20 separate private land 
holdings that the transmission line would have to cross, together with the Whetstone Minerals 
claims. The 20 separate private land holdings are by and large held by separate individuals, 
families, or corporations (Appendix B).  

Alternative D passes close to the greatest number of permanent residents of any of the 
alternatives: three custers of residences along Korpi and Lampi Roads, and one seasonal along 
Highway 615 (Figure 5). Satellite images of the three resident clusters along Korpi and Lampi 
Roads are provided in Appendix C. The hamlet of Findland comprises the small cluster of 
residences at the intersection of Highway 71, Korpi Road and Lampi Road. The proximity of 
Alternative D to several local residences raises possible concerns associated with 
electromagnetic field health effects, as described above in association with Alternative B. The 
risk here appears to be quite small (Moulder 2006), but cannot be entirely ignored. If such a risk 
exists, it would appear from the data presented by Moulder that any such risk for a 230 kV line 
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would be unlikely to extend beyond a distance of from 50 to 100 m. Five permanent residences 
and one seasonal residence along the Alternative D route are potentially located within 100 m of 
the proposed routing, depending on which side of the road that the line would be placed and the 
situation of the line within the ROW itself. 

Natural habitats along the roadways that Alternative D would follow can be considered as being 
already ‘disturbed’ due to the presence of the roadways themselves and the adjacent 
residences and associated agricultural areas. Most of the approximately 4.6 km ROW between 
the mine site area and Gallinger Road consists of moderate to older growth forest, the major 
portion of which consists of second growth aspen and birch woodlands, with lesser 
representation of conifer swamp and thicket swamp wetlands (Figure 3). The easternmost 
approximately 2.7 km of Alternative D passes through jack pine and black spruce forest 
bordering Manomin Road. Similar to Alternative A, extensive forest harvesting has occurred 
along or adjacent to that portion of Alternative D which is located on Crown lands (Figure 6). 
Much less near-term (less than 25 years) forest harvesting appears to have occurred within the 
area of private land holdings along the Alternative D routing. 

Alternative D passes through 4.2 km of Rank 3 and 4 deer winter habitat, with such habitat 
already being transacted by existing roadways (Figure 7). SAR bird field surveys were not 
carried out along Alternative D, except to a more limited extent in areas generally closer to the 
proposed mine site. No definitive information on the presence or absence of such species can 
therefore be provided, with the exception that species such as Whip-poor-will and Bobolink have 
been observed to occur fairly widely in areas of suitable habitat, and therefore are likely to be 
present in at least modest numbers in favourable areas. One raptor nest was observed along 
the Alternative D route closer to the proposed mine site, with a second observed nest near to 
the intersection of Lampi Road and Highway 71.  

The Alternative D routing requires six creek crossings (Figure 9).  
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4.0 CONSULTATION 

As described in Section 1.1, the Federal government issued draft EIS Guidelines on October 19, 
for stakeholder consultation, and final EIS Guidelines for a Standard Assessment were released 
on December 18, 2012. A draft ToR for the Provincial EA process was issued for a 30-day 
public comment period on May 17, 2012. The draft ToR was subsequently revised based on 
comments received on the document and results of open houses, and was re-issued as the 
Proposed ToR for another 30-day public comment on October 26, 2012. The Proposed ToR as 
subsequently amended, was approved by the MOE on May 15, 2013.  

A draft EA Report (Version 1) was released to Aboriginal groups on May 17, 2013 for comment, 
and a draft EA Report (Version 2) was subsequently issued to government agencies and the 
general public (and Aboriginal groups) on July 19, 2013 for a 30 day comment period. The final 
EA Report (Version 1) was issued to the government on December 3, 2013 for conformity 
review, and with minor modifications, was issued to Aboriginal groups and stakeholders on 
January 17, 2014 (final EA Report Version 2) or earlier, for an up to seven week review period. 

RRR has maintained an open door policy at their Emo office to encourage public 
communications and comments. In addition, a number of open houses have been held through 
the region. Open houses during review of the draft ToR were held in Rainy River (attended by 
28 persons); Barwick (attended by 75 persons); Nestor Falls (attended by 28 persons); and 
Emo (attended by 155 persons). Open houses and document circulation during review of the 
draft ToR included making available a dedicated appendix on transmission line alternatives, and 
a poster at the open houses showing the four transmission line alternative routings. 

During review of the draft EA Report, open houses were held in Barwick (attended by 
51 persons) and Fort Frances (attended by 27 persons), and a number of meetings were held 
with Aboriginal communities. The draft EA Report contained an alternatives assessment of all 
major Project components, including transmission line alternatives. Posters available at the 
open houses showed the preferred transmission line routing (Alternative A).  

During review of the final EA Report in January 2014 open houses were held at the 
Naicatchewenin First Nation (attended by 26 persons), the Rainy River First Nations (attended 
by 10 persons), in Barwick (attended by 108 persons) and Fort Frances (attended by 
137 persons); and a meeting was held with the Chief and Council of the Naotkamegwanning 
River (White Fish Bay) First Nation. The final EA Report contained a detailed alternatives 
assessment appendix considering all major Project components in response to MNR comments 
on the draft EA Report, including transmission line routing alternatives. Posters shown at the 
open houses presented the preferred transmission line route (Alternative A). 

During the public review phase on the ToR, one local resident (Ross Anderson) called the Emo 
office on February 15, 2013 and spoke to Stacey Jack of RRR. During this conversion (record of 
consultation item #470) Mr. Anderson stated that he preferred the northern alternative away 
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from area residents, and that he was concerned about potential effects on property values if one 
of the more southern transmission line alternative routes was selected. During the Fort Frances 
open house held on January 29, 2014, two other local residents (Fred and Ted Brown) 
expressed support for the northern route most removed from people’s residences and 
properties. Fred and Ted Brown are from the hamlet of Finland. Otherwise there have been no 
specific comments received from local residents, Aboriginal groups, or the general public on any 
preferences related to the transmission line routing. Based on AMEC’s staff experience with 
assessments of this type across the Province for transmission line routings, most people would 
be expected to express a preference for routings which do not impact their properties and 
property values, as per comments received from Mr. Anderson and Messrs. Fred and 
Ted Brown. No opposition or concern has been expressed from any member of the general 
public regarding the currently proposed Alternative A transmission line routing. 

At a meeting with MNO representatives held on March 3, 2014, it was noted in relation to the 
Alternative A routing that some MNO members undertake traditional land use practices, mainly 
hunting in the area of lakes to the northeast of the RRP site. Alternative A passes through this 
area. No concern was expressed by MNO representatives regarding the routing of Alternative A, 
only that RRR should be aware that the MNO utilizes this area for traditional activities.  

A complete record of the extensive consultation undertaken in relation to the RRP EA is 
provided in Appendix D of the Final EA Report. 
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5.0 PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES AND EVALUATION 

Performance objectives applicable to the transmission line routing are the following:  

 Cost-effectiveness;  
 Technical applicability and/or system integrity and reliability; 
 Ability to service the site effectively;  
 Effects (adverse) to the natural environment;  
 Effects to the human environment; and 
 Amenability to reclamation.  

 
A detailed assessment of the alternatives is presented in tabular form in Appendix A, utilizing 
methodologies, criteria and indicators described in Section 2. The following sections summarize 
results of the detailed assessment.  

5.1 Cost-effectiveness  

The primary costs associated with transmission line routing alternatives are land acquisition, 
ROW clearing and transmission line construction.  

Alternative A is positioned on private lands to which RRR holds surface rights, or has options to 
acquire surface rights (or easements), or is on Crown land. Costs for land acquisition have 
therefore already been accounted for, and uncertainties related to land acquisition have been 
removed, which improves overall investor confidence and decreases risk. Clearing costs 
associated with Alternative A are expected to be broadly similar to that of the other three 
alternatives. Construction costs associated with Alternative A, including clearing, are estimated 
at approximately $8.8 million (M). This cost is an estimate that is likely to change based on 
contractor bids, and which could also be influenced by permitting or other restrictions, and 
should therefore be viewed in a comparative sense only with the other alternatives described 
herein, which were costed on a similar basis.  

Alternatives B and C are the shortest routes and will have reduced materials, and construction 
costs are estimated at $8.3M and $8.6M, respectively. The more important cost consideration 
associated with Alternatives B and C (and D) is land acquisition costs, and uncertainty around 
whether or not current land owners will be willing to sell, or make easement rights available, to 
RRR which had not been considered in the construction cost.  

RRR’s Lands and Corporate Manager, Julia Robertson Cowan, has been involved in extensive 
lands acquisition for the RRP, and based on this local knowledge has estimated likely land 
acquisition costs for transmission line alternatives, assuming that all property owners are willing 
to sell at reasonable costs. Minimum estimated costs to acquire private lands along 
Alternatives B and C have been estimated by the RRR Lands Group as $8.0M and $6.3M, 
respectively. If current land owners become hold-outs, or for whatever reason indicate that they 
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are unwilling to sell, costs could escalate substantially; or properties may simply not be available 
at reasonable costs. The above land cost estimates include those associated with the 
acquisition of rights to the former Whetstone Minerals claim block at the east end of 
Alternatives B and C. According to their website, Whetstone Minerals was a Canadian junior 
mineral exploration company. In December 2013, company shareholders authorized the board 
of directors to wind-up the company, which has subsequently been delisted. It is unclear who 
currently holds the former assets of Whetstone Minerals.  

Alternative D follows along existing roadways and therefore has the best access for construction 
and maintenance of the four alternative routing alignments; but is also the longest of the four 
alternatives (19.2 km), and the routing involves a number of substantive angle structures which 
substantially increase costs. Construction costs for Alternative D are estimated at $10.2M. 
Property acquisition costs for Alternative D have been estimated at a minimum of $8.1M. 
However, because there are a larger number of properties associated with this alternative 
(20 properties), and as there are a number of permanent residents along this routing, the 
willingness of the current owners to sell their lands in relation to this alternative is less certain, 
than for Alternatives B and C.  

Of the four cost estimates, the cost estimate for Alternative D is considered to be the least 
certain because of the potential for substantive additional construction costs if routing 
adjustments are required to avoid certain private properties, or to relocate other utilities that may 
follow along the existing roadways.  

As an alternative to land purchase, there is also the potential that RRR could obtain easement 
rights across privately held lands. Acquiring a 40 m wide easement across private lands would 
be less costly than outright purchase and is difficult to cost, but expected costs for each of 
Alternatives B, C and D would likely be in the order of $2M to $2.5M, if the current owners are 
willing to grant such easements.  

Overall, the main drivers on costs are related to transmission line construction, and costs and 
uncertainties associated with land acquisition. Uncertainties with land acquisition can potentially 
lead to extensive scheduling delays, potentially resulting in an overall project financing 
challenge. Alternative A is located on lands to which RRR has or can reasonably attain access, 
and is well removed from residences / buildings. This alternative is consequently rated as 
preferred from an overall cost and investor risk perspective. Alternatives B, C and D have 
similar construction costs to Alternative A, but will each require substantive additional land 
purchase or easements, and are rated as uncertain. Also, if land parcel severances are 
required, the severance process can take six or more months to complete, which adds 
additional uncertainty to the schedule.  

The additional costs and uncertainties associated Alternatives B, C and D, in relation to land 
acquisition makes these alternatives unacceptable, given that there is another Alternative 
(Alternative A) which does not present this challenge (Appendix A). 
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5.2 Technical Applicability and/or System Integrity and Reliability 

All alternatives have reasonable to good, construction access and line construction methods are 
predictably effective, and are all rated as being preferred for this performance objective. 

5.3 Ability to Service the Site Effectively 

All four alternatives are regarded as being equivalent in their ability to effectively provide power 
to the RRP. 

From an accessibility perspective, the transmission line is contingent on land purchase / 
easement agreements where the ROW crosses private lands; and for land use permits or 
leases from the relevant government agencies (MNR or Ministry of Northern Development and 
Mines; MNDM) on Crown lands. Alternative A is located on lands to which RRR has, or can 
reasonably attain, access, and maintains the greatest distance setbacks from residences. Land 
accessibility for constructing Alternatives B and C is less certain, and the potential for acquiring 
lands for the construction of Alternative D raises further challenges, as the acquisition of such 
lands would require current landowners to either leave their place of residence; or to lease lands 
in close proximity to their residences for construction of a transmission line. 

Alternative B passes through one land parcel where there is a permanent resident in the 
northern portion of the hamlet of Finland, together with two other land parcels that have 
seasonal residences (Appendix B). Alternative C avoids land parcels with permanent residents, 
but does cross the same two land parcels as Alternative B where there are seasonal residences 
(Appendix B). A number of ‘other’ buildings occur in other land parcels along Alternatives B 
and C which could be hunt cabins, shacks, or other such structures, but are not believed to be 
seasonal residences (Appendix B). 

Alternative D passes through lands where there are several permanent residents along Korpi 
and Lampi Roads (Appendices B and C), and presents the greatest challenge, as such 
residents would have to agree to either sell their properties and relocate; or agree to the sale of 
easements through their land to allow construction of a 230 kV transmission line in relatively 
close proximity to their residences. Through public consultation on the RRP to date, a number of 
local residents have expressed the opinion that the transmission line should be constructed 
away from people’s residences (Section 4).  

There are no seasonal constraints to the construction of any of the alternatives (i.e., the lines 
can be constructed in winter or in non-winter, where winter is defined as the period from 
December 1 to March 31), except that all tree clearing should be completed outside of the 
breeding bird season, and that construction in the vicinity of creek crossings should be untaken 
in a manner that does not adversely affect creek water quality or fish spawning activities. 
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Considering both service and accessibility criteria, Alternative A is preferred because RRR 
already has, or can reasonably attain, access to the required lands. Alternatives B, C and D are 
all rated as unacceptable because of uncertainties regarding land acquisition and public 
support.  

5.4 Effects to the Natural Environment 

There are no major differences between the four routing alternatives with respect to air quality, 
greenhouse gas emissions, water quality and fish habitat. There are also few differences with 
respect to the amount of wetlands along each alternative (discussed below) and impacts to 
wetlands (and ground vegetation) can be mitigated by constructing the chosen transmission line 
during frozen conditions and spanning wetlands wherever possible.  

5.4.1 Forest and Other Vegetation Abundance and Existing Fragmentation 

The primary impacts to the natural environment from the transmission line routing alternatives 
are related to forest clearing and the resulting loss of habitat, fragmentation (in an already 
disturbed landscape due to logging, roads and trails), creation of edge effects, and a new 
wildlife movement corridor. Edge effects and corridors are known to have a positive effect on 
some species and a negative effect on others. None of the routing alternatives are expected to 
increase human access significantly due to the current existence of several roads and bush 
trails in the immediate vicinity of each alternative (Figure 6). 

The length of each transmission line alternative is listed below along with the amount of 
terrestrial habitat (ha) expected to be cleared in constructing a 40 m wide ROW: 

 Alternative A: 16.6 km long and will clear 59.3 ha of terrestrial habitat; 
 Alternative B: 15.7 km long and will clear 58.2 ha of terrestrial habitat; 
 Alternative C: 16 km and long will clear 55.6 ha of terrestrial habitat; and 
 Alternative D: 19.2 km long and will clear 72 ha of terrestrial habitat. 

The vegetation community types within a 2 km wide corridor centred on the transmission line 
routes (1 km on either side) are relatively similar between the four alternatives (Table 1, 
Figure 3). Alternatives A, B and C will all create a new corridor through forests and cutover 
areas and will cause forest fragmentation and edge effects along the ROW. Alternative D will 
not create any appreciable new fragmentation or new edge effects as it is positioned along 
existing roads but clearing of a 40 m wide ROW along the roads is still necessary for 
construction of the line so a loss of terrestrial habitat (72 ha) is expected. 

To the extent practicable, Alternative A follows along high ground, bedrock controlled ridges, 
which positions the transmission line away from three small lakes (Little Pine Lake, Boundary 
Lake and Beadle Lake - Figure 2) and minimizes the amount of trees that need to be cleared. 
The area through which the route passes is comprised of a patches of moderate to older growth 
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forest (greater than approximately 20 to 25 years old), recent cutover areas (harvested within 
the last 5 to 7 years), historic cutover areas (cut within the past 20 to 25 years) and planned cut 
areas (Figure 6). Extensive forest harvesting has occurred along or adjacent to Alternative A 
(approximately 28% of the transmission line passes through recent and historic cutover areas) 
or will occur in the future (8% passes through planned or contingency forest harvest areas; 
Figure 6). Approximately 60% of the alignment passes through moderate to older forest 
communities (greater than 20 to 25 years) and 4% passes through open wetland areas. 
Terrestrial habitats along Alternative A consist mainly of second growth aspen / White Birch 
forest, with substantive pine and black spruce forest, with lesser inclusions of Jack Pine / Black 
Spruce, spruce / fir, elm / ash, and confer swamp (Figure 3). There is an extensive network of 
logging roads and bush trails through the entire length of Alternative A.  

Alternative B passes mainly through second growth aspen and birch woodlands, with lesser 
representation of conifer swamp and thicket swamp wetlands (Figure 3). The easternmost 
approximately 2.6 km of Alternative B passes through pine (Red Pine, White Pine and Jack 
Pine) and Black Spruce woodlands bordering Manomin Road. Similar to Alternative A, forest 
harvesting has occurred along or adjacent to that portion of Alternative B which is located on 
Crown lands and there is an extensive network of logging roads and bush trails through the 
entire length of the alternative (Figure 6). Much less near-term (less than 25 years) forest 
harvesting appears to have occurred within the area of private land holdings along the 
Alternative B routing. 

Similar to Alternative B, Alternative C passes mainly through second growth aspen and birch 
woodlands, with lesser representation of conifer swamp and thicket swamp wetlands, and 
agricultural areas (Figure 3). The easternmost approximately 2.6 km of Alternative C passes 
through the same pine and Black Spruce woodlands as does Alternative B. Similar to 
Alternatives A and B, forest harvesting has occurred along or adjacent to that portion of 
Alternative C which is located on Crown lands and there is an extensive network of logging 
roads and bush trails through the entire length of the alternative (Figure 6). Much less near-term 
(less than 25 years) forest harvesting appears to have occurred within the area of private land 
holdings along the Alternative C routing. 

Natural habitats along the roadways that Alternative D would follow, can be considered as being 
already disturbed due to the presence of the roadways themselves and the adjacent residences 
and associated agricultural areas. Most of the approximately 4.6 km ROW between the mine 
site area and Gallinger Road consists of moderate to older growth forest, the major portion of 
which consists of second growth aspen and birch woodlands, with lesser representation of 
conifer swamp and thicket swamp wetlands (Figure 3). The easternmost approximately 2.7 km 
of Alternative D passes through Jack Pine and Black Spruce forest bordering Manomin Road. 
Similar to Alternatives A, B and C, forest harvesting has occurred along or adjacent to that 
portion of Alternative D which is located on Crown lands but much less near-term (less than 
25 years) forest harvesting appears to have occurred within the area of private land holdings 
along the Alternative D routing (Figure 6).  
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5.4.2 Access Roads 

Access roads for construction and maintenance of a transmission line can also cause loss of 
habitat, fragmentation and the creation of edge and wildlife corridors. No new access roads 
would be needed for any of the four alternatives proposed by this Project due to the presence of 
several roads in the area and that permanent maintenance roads are not proposed (Figure 6).  

The majority of the existing roads and trails were developed to facilitate forest harvesting in the 
area and some lead to residences and cottages. Alternative A is accessible through its mid 
section by Highway 71 and is accessed by two more prominent roads and several smaller bush 
roads and trails (Figure 6). Alternative B is accessible at four north-south road intersections 
(Gallinger Road, Highway 71, Boundary Lake Road and Highway 615) as well as at the mine 
site end of the alignment, and near the east end of the alignment near to Manomin Road. 
Construction access for Alternative C is essentially the same as that described for Alternative B, 
with road intersections at Gallinger Road, Highway 71, Boundary Lake Road and Highway 615, 
as well as at the mine site end of the alignment, and near the east end of the alignment near to 
Manomin Road. Alternative D, except for an approximate 4.6 km gap between the proposed 
mine site and Gallinger Road, follows along existing roads (Korpi and Lampi Roads, Highway 
615 and Manomin Road). As a result, Alternative D has easier construction access compared 
with Alternatives A, B and C, as it follow along existing roads for the majority (76%) of its length. 

5.4.3 Wetlands, Waterbodies and Watercourses 

The wetland composition within a 2 km wide corridor centred on the transmission line routes 
(1 km on either side) is relatively similar amongst the four alternatives (Table 1, Figure 3). The 
four transmission line alternative ROWs contain the following amounts of wetland area: 

 Alternative A: 7.1 ha including 4.4 ha of coniferous swamp; 
 Alternative B: 4.6 ha including 0.4 ha of coniferous swamp; 
 Alternative C: 8.4 ha with no coniferous swamp; and 
 Alternative D: 4.8 ha including 1.4 ha of coniferous swamp. 

Coniferous swamp will require tree clearing for the construction of the selected transmission line 
for safety and operation reasons; otherwise, wherever possible, all other wetland types will be 
spanned (clear spanned) and as such there will be little to no direct footprint of the transmission 
line within these habitats. In cases where wetlands are too large to span, all reasonable 
attempts will be made to minimize disturbance to the wetland groundcover. Therefore, little to no 
aquatic or wetland habitat (excluding the coniferous swamp) will be directly affected (lost) from 
the construction of the transmission line. There is the potential for wetlands, waterbodies and 
watercourses to be indirectly affected to a minor extent through sedimentation during 
construction (during forest clearing), however, this will be minimized by implementing 
standardized industry best management practices. Any such effects are therefore expected to 
be minimal.  
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None of the alternatives are proposed to cross significant waterbodies or watercourses but each 
will need to cross minor watercourses: 

 Alternative A: crosses one minor watercourse (outlet of Beadle Lake); 
 Alternative B: crosses four minor watercourses; 
 Alternative C: crosses four minor watercourses; and 
 Alternative D: crosses seven minor watercourses (Figure 9). 

Alternative A passes in close proximity to the north end of Boundary Lake and to the east side 
of Beadle Lake. Minor adjustments in the alignment are proposed to set the transmission line 
ROW back 120 m from these lakes. Alternative A also has one creek crossing east of Beadle 
Lake (Figure 9). Alternatives B, C and D are not in close proximity (<120 m) to any large lakes 
but all three alternatives have three small unnamed lakes / ponds within 120 m of their 
centrelines. 

5.4.4 Ungulate Habitat 

Table 2 and Figure 7 present the amount of deer and moose winter habitat areas that are found 
within 1 km of either side of each transmission line alternative. All of the deer wintering areas 
along the four alternatives have been identified as Stratum 1 wintering areas (winter 
concentration areas) by the MNR, and are sub-categorized into rankings (1 to 4) based on 
usage. 

Alternative A contains 2,478 ha of Stratum 1 deer wintering areas and Alternatives B, C and D 
contain 1,947, 2,007 and 2,536 ha, respectively. Therefore, there is no substantive difference in 
the amount of deer wintering areas present along the four routing alternatives. 

Alternative A has only 3.9 ha of moose late winter habitat while Alternatives B, C and D contain 
27.7, 27.7 and 32.3 ha, respectively. 

5.4.5 Species at Risk 

Adverse impacts to SAR will likely be greatest for Alternatives B and C as these routings pass 
through more heavily forested environments, compared with Alternatives A and D. Alternative A 
is proximal to SAR territories noted for Whip-poor-will, Common Nighthawk and Canada 
Warbler (Figure 8). SAR surveys were not carried out along Alternatives B, C and D except to a 
limited extent in areas close to the proposed mine site. No definitive information on the 
presence or absence of such species can therefore be provided, with the exception that species 
such as Whip-poor-will, Common Nighthawk and Bobolink have been observed to occur fairly 
widely in areas of suitable habitat, and therefore, are likely to be present in at least modest 
numbers in favourable areas along Alternatives B, C and D. All three species are tolerant of 
open and/or patchy habitats to varying degrees, with Bobolink and Common Nighthawk both 
preferring open habitats, and Whip-poor-will patchy forested habitat. Based on overall habitat 
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considerations, no major differences are expected between the four routing alternatives with 
respect to the presence of SAR.  

5.4.6 Raptors 

No raptor (including eagle, osprey, hawk and owl) or raven stick nests have been recorded 
within 1 km of Alternative A during aerial surveys conducted in 2012 and 2013. One Bald Eagle 
nest and two raven nests were recorded within 1 km of Alternatives B, C and D (Figure 10).  

5.4.7 Summary and Overall Evaluation 

Alternatives A, B and C will all create a new corridor through existing forest stands, and will 
cause forest fragmentation and edge effects along the new ROW. However, all three 
alternatives pass through areas that have seen moderate to extensive forest harvesting in the 
past, and are expected to see harvesting in the future. Alternative D will not create any 
appreciable new forest fragmentation or edge effects as it is positioned along existing roads.  
Alternative D will however, still require the clearing of 72 ha of terrestrial habitat in order to 
construct the 40 m wide ROW and a large portion of Alternative D passes through private lands 
and within close proximity to residences. There are no major differences between the four 
routing alternatives with respect to wetlands, deer wintering areas and SAR. Alternate A has the 
fewest minor water crossings, the least amount of moose late winter habitat and had no raptor 
or raven nests within 1 km. 

Since Alternative D will not create any appreciable new fragmentation or edge effects as it is 
positioned along existing roads, it is rated as preferred for natural environment effects; and 
Alternatives A, B and C are rated as acceptable as all three of these alternatives will contribute 
to further habitat fragmentation. 

5.5 Effects to the Human Environment 

Each transmission line alternative has the potential to impact local residents. Alternative A will 
have the least negative impacts associated with sound during construction, aesthetics and 
property values because it is the more remote option. Alternative D will have the greatest impact 
to local residents as it will require the acquisition of approximately 20 separate land holdings, 
the displacement of a small number of permanent residents and potentially one seasonal 
resident, depending on which side of the road network that the transmission line is constructed 
on. There is the potential to acquire easements for some or all of the properties, rather than to 
purchase properties outright, which would mean that residents might not have to be displaced if 
they are agreeable to a nearby high voltage transmission line. The acceptability of easements to 
local residents, some of which have expressed opposition to the construction of a new high 
voltage transmission line through, or near populated areas, remains uncertain.  
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Alternatives B and C also require the acquisition of several properties, but these alternatives are 
further removed from permanent residents compared with Alternative D, and would generally 
therefore result in less disturbance and concern compared with Alternative D. 

As there is no expectation for a future use for the transmission line connector, no long term 
infrastructure benefits will result. Alternative D has the disadvantage of potentially hindering any 
potential road expansion while the transmission line is in place and operating, but this potential 
effect can be mitigated through appropriate setbacks from the road network.  

The transmission line will generate electromagnetic fields. Electromagnetic field exposure from 
transmission lines is common, and many transmission lines traverse populated urban areas. 
General public concern and uncertainty around this issue (Moulder 2006) may prove 
problematic for Alternative D. Alternative A is located the greatest distance away from 
residences. Alternatives B and C are generally located away from households, with 
Alternative B approaching closer than Alternative C. 

All alternatives will provide opportunities for local and regional businesses as contractors would 
be required to clear the ROW and to construct the transmission line, recognizing that some of 
the work is highly specialized and may not possible by local contractors. 

Overall, Alternative A is rated preferred because it has the least potential for adverse human 
environment effects. Alternatives B and C are rated as unacceptable (although preferred over 
Alternative D) given the need for extensive land acquisition and the potential displacement of 
one permanent resident in the case of Alternative B, and two seasonal residents in the case of 
both alternatives. Alternative D is also rated as being unacceptable, principally because of land 
access concerns, the required displacement of a small number of permanent residents, 
aesthetic considerations, and the potential for concerns over possible health effects related to 
electromagnetic radiation. This latter concern would be negated if residents from acquired 
properties are vacated, as would be presumed if the properties are purchased outright. 

5.6 Amenability to Reclamation  

Each of the alternatives could be transferred to Hydro One Networks upon closure to reinforce 
the Provincial electrical grid, although this is not expected to occur, as there are no currently 
foreseeable end users for such a power source. All four alternatives are equal in amenability to 
reclamation and are rated as preferred. 
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6.0 SUMMARY EVALUATION AND SELECTION OF PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE 

From an overall perspective, Alternative A is preferred as land access for this alternative is 
already available to RRR, or can reasonably be obtained in the case of those portions of the 
ROW positioned on Crown lands; and because there is less potential for conflicts or concerns 
from local residents and landowners, as this routing is the most removed from local residences. 
Alternative A was rated as preferred in five performance objective categories (cost 
effectiveness; technical applicability and/or system integrity and reliability; ability to service the 
site effectively; effects to the human environment; and amenability to reclamation) and 
acceptable in the remaining category (effects to the natural environment).  

MNR has expressed concerns regarding Alternative A in terms of its potential effects on the 
natural environment; particularly with respect to disturbance and increased access to forest 
interior habitat, and resulting adverse effects to wildlife species dependant on such habitats, and 
species which are particularly sensitive to human disturbance. Concern has also been 
expressed by MNR with regard to the potential adverse effects to two Provincially rare plant 
species, namely the New England Violet and the Field Sedge, both classified as S3 (vulnerable 
species) which could potentially occur in the western portion of the Alternative A ROW. A 
detailed analysis of Alternative A has shown that substantial portions of this alignment pass 
through, or are near to, recent and past forest cutover areas, or to areas that are planned and 
contingency forest harvest areas; and that numerous bush roads and trails already provide 
access to the Alternative A alignment (Figure 6). In arriving at this conclusion, RRR is sensitive 
to MNR’s concern that even though the Alignment A routing is subject to considerable existing 
disturbance, from a wildlife perspective it is still desirable to limit any further disturbance. There 
is also the concern that Alternative A passes in close proximity to Boundary and Beatle Lakes. 
Both of these lakes are readily accessible from existing roads (Figure 6). 

MNR has also indicated that there is a lack of environmental baseline survey data along the 
western portion of the alignment, and that additional rare plant and breeding bird surveys should 
be carried out during May and June, 2014 along this portion of the alignment to support future 
permitting, in the event that Alternative A is still selected as the overall preferred alignment.  

Alternatives B and C are broadly comparable in their evaluations, each being rated as preferred 
in two categories (technical applicability and/or system integrity and reliability, and amenability 
to reclamation), and acceptable in one category (effects to the natural environment), and 
unacceptable for the remaining three categories (cost effectiveness; ability to service the site 
effectively; and effects to the human environment). The primarily limitations to Alternatives B 
and C are costs and uncertainties regarding land availability and access, and potential public 
concern due to proximity to a number of permanent and seasonal residences along a portion of 
the routes. It is particularly difficult to enter into a land purchase campaign to acquire from 12 to 
16 private land holdings, associated with Alternatives B and C, when there is a viable alternative 
(Alternative A) which does not require any such purchases, and which in AMEC’s view has an 
acceptable environmental effect, considering that: 
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 Ground cover with shrub growth would characterize the 40 m wide ROW; 
 

 The Alternative A transmission line routing is comparatively short (16.6 km in length); 
 

 Substantial portions of the Alternative A ROW have already been disturbed, mainly by 
past forest harvesting, and by road and trail access including Highway 71 which 
transects the ROW; and 
 

 The transmission line would be removed as part of mine reclamation activities. 

Alternative D has the advantage of the best existing access for construction and maintenance, 
and a reduced potential for disturbance to the natural environment as this alternative follows 
along existing roadways. Alternative D is however, located in very close proximity to a number 
of permanent residences and would require the acquisition of approximately 20 separate 
properties (depending on which side of the road network that the line was constructed on), and 
is therefore the most disruptive of the four alternatives to the human environment. The need to 
acquire the rights to so many private properties also raises the greatest uncertainty over the 
ability of RRR to acquire these properties, since such acquisition would require the relocation of 
the most number of residents. There is also a greater potential for concerns over health aspects 
related to electromagnetic fields, unless the residence owners are relocated. This potential for 
adverse public reaction with Alternative D is also important to investor confidence, and hence 
financing and scheduling for the RRP; again, as per the above, when there is a viable 
alternative (Alternative A) which does not invoke these issues. Alternative D is therefore rated 
as unacceptable. 

Therefore, on balance the selection of a preferred transmission line routing alternative comes 
down principally to one of selecting an alternative that requires the acquisition of a large number 
of individual private land holdings, which may or may not be successfully achievable at 
reasonable costs within a predictable timeframe, and which is unnecessarily disruptive to a 
large number of local persons (i.e., for Alternatives B, C and D); compared with an alternative 
that does not carry such human environment considerations (i.e., Alternative A), but is, on 
balance, somewhat more disruptive to the natural environment, especially in comparison 
Alternative D where the new transmission line would follow along existing road networks.  

In view of the fact that Alternative A is comparatively short and that it passes through forest 
habitat that is already disrupted to a substantive degree from past and planned forest harvesting 
and access, as well as being transacted by Highway 71; and considering the nature and 
timelines for the transmission line, AMEC believes that the additional disruption that 
transmission line construction would cause to the existing natural environment is acceptable, 
considering the other available alternatives. This additional disruption to the existing 
environment can be mitigated to some extent through restrictions on construction processes 
and timing, and through minor adjustments in the alignment routing, to help protect 
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environmental values. Alternative A is therefore recommended as the overall preferred 
alternative.  
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7.0 MITIGATION, FURTHER DATA COLLECTION AND ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT 

7.1 Mitigation 

At a minimum, the following mitigation measures are proposed in connection with the 
construction and maintenance of the Alternative A transmission line to help reduce potential 
adverse effects to the natural environment and human environments. 

Protection of Surface Waters 

● Tree stumps, root mats and ground vegetation cover will be left intact to reduce the 
potential for surface erosion and to help maintain groundcover for plant and wildlife 
habitat;  

 
● Vegetation (shrub) screens will be left to the extent practical along the single creek 

crossing that exists between Beadle and Preachers Lake, near the east end of the 
alignment, for erosion protection, while ensuring clearance requirements for conductors; 

 
● No in-water work will be conducted and all poles will be placed above the high water 

mark; 
 
● Industry standard sediment interception and erosion control practices will be applied 

wherever appropriate / needed; and 
 

● Should any erosion of the ground be identified at the end of the construction period (or 
during any intervening inspections), the exposed area would be re-seeded or otherwise 
stabilized to control erosion until native vegetation takes hold. If the erosion is more 
severe, other methods such as placement of straw matting or equivalent will be used. 

 
Protection of Wildlife Values  

● Additional rare plant and breeding bird surveys to be undertaken in May and June, 2014 
to identify any further potential environmental constraints that might require construction 
modification, such avoidance of disruption to rare plant sites (if present) through site 
specific habitat protection measures; 

● Tree clearing to take place outside of the breeding bird nesting season, defined as the 
period from May 1 to July 31; 

● Undertaking transmission line construction in winter (normally December 1 to March 31) 
to better protect ground cover in sensitive areas where the protection of wetlands, rare 
plants and SAR is required, and completion of the remainder of transmission line 
construction in the late summer and fall, outside of the breeding bird season; 
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 Vegetation removal will be reduced to the extent necessary to support construction 
activities and longer-term transmission line reliability (from interference with conductors 
and fall of adjacent hazard trees). Minimizing vegetation removal includes retaining 
existing low vegetation ground cover; 

 
● Access to the ROW will be provided from existing infrastructure (some of which may 

need to be upgraded, as reasonable for personnel, material and equipment access), but 
no new permanent access roads are proposed. Generally, where access is poor, the 
ROW will be accessed along the ROW itself. Construction vehicles will not be allowed to 
travel through surface waters; 

 
● Direct impacts to raptor nesting areas will be avoided. There are currently no stick nests 

on or near the proposed ROW (Figure 10). Should any stick nests be identified during 
construction, the area will be avoided until a qualified avian biologist can be contacted 
for direction; 

 
● Conductor wire separation distances will be sufficiently far apart to preclude larger avian 

species, particularly raptors which frequently use hydro pole for perching or nesting, 
from electrocution by contacting two conductor wires simultaneously; 

● Construction crews will be advised not to interfere with or harass wildlife. No hunting or 
fishing by construction crews will be allowed. Disciplinary actions will be taken should 
either occur; 

 
● Contractors will be required to handle food and food wastes in a responsible manner, 

and to educate workers to ensure no feeding of wildlife; 

● Should any nuisance wildlife be encountered which pose a risk to construction crews, 
the MNR will be contacted for direction; and 

● Mechanical means will be used for periodic vegetation height maintenance along the 
transmission line, instead of herbicides. 

Material Handling and Storage 

● Where required in larger quantities, construction materials will be stored a minimum 
distance of 200 m from any open (non-frozen) surface water, and from major access 
points; 

 
● Fuelling and maintenance of vehicles will not occur within 50 m of surface waterbodies; 
 
● Compensation will be provided for merchantable timber value where applicable; and 
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● Burning or chipping of wood wastes as appropriate to remove fire hazard potentials 
associated with slash. 

 
Aesthetics 

● Maintain transmission line set back distances of not less than 100 m from area lakes to 
provide effective visual screening from open waters; 

● Landscape screening to minimize the contrast in landscape character; for example by 
leaving shrub cover vegetation that will not affect the conductors (i.e., the wire) in the 
ROW at creek crossings; 

● Minimizing land use conflicts and concerns by consulting with other users and 
stakeholders (i.e., Aboriginal peoples, hunters, trappers, outdoor recreationalists) to 
identify and implement other means of conflict resolution; 

Controlling Adverse Traffic Effects 

● Ensuring that RRR employees and contractors / subcontractors adhere to posted speed 
limits and practical speed limits along the ROW; 

   ● Contractors and their subcontractors will be required to have properly and seasonally 
maintained equipment; and 

● Maintain regular communications with the Township of Chapple, the Ministry of 
Transportation and Ontario Provincial Police representatives, to monitor and mitigate 
traffic effects. 

Protection of Cultural Heritage Values 

● Should human remains be identified during construction, all work in the vicinity of the 
discovery will be suspended immediately, and notification will be made to the Ontario 
Provincial Police, or local police, who will conduct a site investigation and contact the 
district coroner. Notification must also be made to the Ministry of Tourism, Culture and 
Sport, and the Registrar of Cemeteries, Ministry of Government Services. 

● Should cultural heritage values (archaeological or historical materials or features) be 
identified during construction or operations, all activity in the vicinity of the find will be 
suspended and the Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport archaeologist be contacted. 
This condition provides for the potential for deeply buried sites not typically identified; 
and 
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● In addition, RRR will continue to engage Aboriginal people about the transmission line 
construction and will respond should additional culturally significant areas be identified 
that could be impacted by the construction.  

7.2 Further Data Collection 

Prior to transmission line construction, additional data collection will be undertaken for that 
portion of the proposed transmission line routing (Alternative A) west of Highway 71, where 
there is a baseline data gap for rare plants and breeding bird surveys (Figure 8). This additional 
data collection will be undertaken in May and June, 2014 to support transmission line permitting, 
and would consist of the following activities, spread across a 2 km corridor (1 km on either side 
the transmission line): 

 Point count surveys for breeding birds between late May and early July; and 
 

 Transect surveys for vegetation communities including surveys targeting the presence of 
rare plant species. 

 
The purpose of conducting breeding bird surveys is to confirm species presence and 
abundance during the breeding bird season. Surveys will be conducted twice between late May 
and early July following protocols set out in the Ontario Breeding Bird Atlas (Cadman et al., 
2001). Surveys are initiated prior to sunrise and extended to five hours after sunrise, depending 
on weather conditions. Surveys are conducted for ten minutes at each survey station and 
consist of recording species observed or heard vocalizing. Bird observations are recorded at 
four distance regimes: within 50 m; 50 to 100 m; outside 100 m; and flyovers (birds seen flying 
overhead).  

The purpose of conducting surveys of vegetation communities is to determine the presence, if 
any, of rare plant species. Existing Forest Resource Inventory mapping acquired from the MNR 
will be used to guide field transects during surveys. Surveys will consist of verifying existing 
Forest Resource Inventory classifications and identifying all plant species observed. 

Vegetation surveys previously conducted within the Project study area revealed the presence of 
252 species including two rare plant species: New England Violet (Viola novae-angliae; 
Provincial ranking is S3: Vulnerable) and Field Sedge (Carex conoidea; Provincial ranking is S3: 
Vulnerable). Where possible, field surveys will focus on vegetation communities where these 
rare species have been previously identified. New England Violet was most commonly identified 
within vegetation ecosite B012 (Very Shallow, Dry to Fresh: Pine-Black Spruce Conifer) but also 
within ecosite B049 (Dry to Fresh, Coarse: Jack Pine-Black Spruce Dominated). Both 
occurrences of Field Sedge were identified within vegetation ecosite B088 (Fresh, Clayey: 
Aspen-Birch Hardwood). Figure 3 illustrates two large patches of ecosites B012 and B088 within 
the targeted area for these 2014 surveys. These habitat patches will be carefully and thoroughly 
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surveyed in a systematic design that offers maximum survey coverage within 1 km on either 
side of the proposed transmission line location. 

7.3 Adaptive Management 

In the event that unforeseen or unanticipated circumstances are identified during the collection 
of additional field data (as per Section 6.2), during clearing of the ROW, or during construction 
of the transmission line, appropriate actions and contacts will be made to resolve any identified 
concerns or situations. 

Appropriate contacts could include, but are not restricted to: 

 MNR; 
 Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport; 
 Registrar of Cemeteries; 
 Ministry of Government Services; 
 Ontario Provincial Police; 
 Department of Fisheries and Oceans; 
 Local Aboriginal peoples; 
 Township of Chapple; and 
 Adjacent private land owners. 

Results of the rare plant and breeding bird surveys to be conducted in May and June, 2014 will 
be shared with the MNR and any other applicable stakeholders. In response to any acquired 
new information adjustments would be made to ROW placement, clearing, or to transmission 
line construction and scheduling, as appropriate. For example if rare plants were discovered 
within the proposed ROW, measures would be proposed to protect such plants. These 
measures could include such measures as the delineation protection of site specific habitats 
through cutting / clearing restrictions, or the transplanting of individual plants. 

If SAR or other rare or sensitive wildlife species are encountered during the additional planned 
field studies, measures would be proposed to prevent, or limit, possible disturbance to such 
species. These measures could include such things as construction schedule modifications, 
specific habitat protection measures within the proposed ROW, or changes to the transmission 
line placement within the confines of the corridor identified in Figure 3.  

Should human remains or archaeological artefacts were to be encountered these would be 
addressed as described in Section 6.1. 

If inclement weather is encountered such that undue disturbance to plant groundcover and/or 
soil integrity is likely to occur, construction will be curtailed until conditions improve, or the 
concern has otherwise been removed such as through restrictions on the use specific types of 
equipment or construction practices.  
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8.0 APPROVALS 

The following permits and related actions are required prior to, or in association with, 
construction of the transmission line: 

 Work permit / approval pursuant to the Public Lands Act for any access road 
improvements and transmission line construction on Crown lands; 
 

 Forest resource licence (cutting permit) pursuant to the Crown Forest Sustainability Act 
for the clearing and disposal of merchantable timber; 
 

 Land use permit pursuant to the Public lands Act for tenure of the transmission line on 
Crown lands; and 
 

 Leave to construct pursuant to the Ontario Energy Board Act for approval to construct a 
new transmission line. 

Work permits are required for access or trail upgrades on Crown lands, or for works in and 
around waterways. A work permit is also required for the actual construction of the transmission 
line on Crown lands. Approvals may also be needed for construction entrances and/or 
encroachment on existing roads from the Ministry of Transportation. 

A forest resource licence is required for clearing trees on Crown lands, and for clearing trees, or 
certain types of trees such as pine, on private lands, where the trees have been reserved to the 
Crown.  

A land use permit is required from the MNR, on those portions of the transmission line ROW 
that cross Crown lands, to secure title to such lands, to prevent the potential for conflicts with 
other existing, or potential future, incompatible land uses.  

Other engineering approvals may also be required. For example, a leave to construct the 
transmission line is required from the Ontario Energy Board to make sure that the proposed 
transmission line is properly integrated within the overall Ontario operating grid, such that 
sufficient power is available to the end user (in this case RRR), without interfering with other 
existing and potential power users. An aeronautic obstruction clearance is also expected to be 
required from Transport Canada. 
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9.0 FOLLOW-UP MONITORING 

RRR will be responsible for ensuring that all of the commitments made in regards to 
transmission line construction, operation and maintenance are fulfilled; and that construction of 
the transmission line will be compliant with all regulatory matters, including legislation and 
project-specific environmental approvals and permits. Contract documents will specify the 
same, and contractors will be required to follow RRR’s direction on environmental matters and 
comply with all environmental regulatory aspects. RRR will audit its contractors to ensure 
responsible environmental stewardship. Contractors and subcontractors will be subject to the 
findings of the auditing / monitoring program including completion of remedial actions. 

A primary, qualified RRR contact will be identified to provide clear direction on environmental-
related matters. Compliance monitoring will be completed in a manner consistent with the RRP 
Environmental Management System until such time as the transmission line is 
decommissioned, or is transferred to another entity to operate. 

Environmental monitoring will include (but will not be limited to) inspection of: 

● ROW to ensure excessive vegetation clearing is not conducted; 

● Appropriateness of equipment choice and maintenance of equipment to minimize 
environmental impacts; 

● Effectiveness of erosion control measures where applicable; 

● Construction activities and equipment operation, including refueling exercises; 

● Waste management, including wood waste from clearing and domestic wastes; 

● Monitoring of remedial actions associated with malfunctions and accidents (if any); 

● Construction will be supervised by a qualified archaeologist at identified areas of high 
archaeological potential; 

● Should previously undocumented archaeological resources be discovered, there may be 
a new archaeological site which would be subject to Section 48(1) of the Ontario 
Heritage Act. The person discovering the archaeological resources must cease 
alteration of the site immediately and engage a licensed consultant archaeologist to 
carry out archaeological field work, in compliance with Section 48(1) of the Ontario 
Heritage Act; 
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● The Cemeteries Act requires that any person discovering human remains must notify the 
police or coroner and the Registrar of cemeteries, Ministry of Small Business and 
Consumer Services; and 

● Any requirements contained in environmental approvals and permits required to 
construct the transmission line. 

At a minimum, weekly inspections by a qualified person will occur of worksites and related 
areas, during clearing of the ROW and construction of the transmission line. Contractors will be 
required to have properly trained personnel to provide guidance to construction teams in the 
absence of the qualified environmental persons. The results of the inspections will be 
documented and follow-up actions, if any, delineated. Completion of follow-up actions will be 
confirmed during subsequent inspections. Inspection frequency will be increased should the 
need be identified. 

The duration of post-construction inspections, will depend on the results of the construction 
inspection. At a minimum, periodic aerial inspection will occur for environmental aspects during 
operation, coincident with other aerial surveys. 

Regular, ongoing discussions with stakeholders, Aboriginal people and local communities will 
help to monitor any effects to the socio-cultural environment and identify mutually satisfactory 
ways to mitigate negative or enhance positive effects. 

A formal complaints procedure will be established to provide stakeholders and Aboriginal 
peoples a voice during the construction, operation and decommissioning phase of the 
transmission line project. A response protocol will also be established to ensure that follow up 
occurs. 
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10.0 COMMITMENTS 

Mitigation and monitoring measures listed specifically in Sections 6.1 and 8 are regarded as 
commitments made by RRR. 

All commitments will be tracked and documented in tabular format regularly during ROW 
clearing and transmission line construction, and on an annual basis (where applicable) during 
operation. 
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Table 1: ELC Vegetation Communities within a 2 km Corridor Centred on Transmission 
Line Routing Alternatives 

 
Broad 

Vegetation 
Community 

Northwest 
Ontario 
Ecosite 
Code 

Ontario 
Boreal ELC 

Ecosite 
Code 

ELC Ecosite Community Name 
Transmission Line Alternative 

(corridor habitat area in hectares) 

A B C D 

Hardwood 
Forest ES19 B055 Dry to Fresh, Coarse: Aspen – Birch 

Hardwood 820.5 484.6 456.6 362.2 

ES28 B104 Fresh, Silty to Fine Loamy: Aspen – 
Birch Hardwood  9.1 7.3 5.4 0 

ES29 B088 Fresh, Clayey: Aspen – Birch 
Hardwood  658.6 1413.5 1473.4 2003.4 

ES30 B089, B105 Black Ash Hardwood: Fresh, Silty 
Clayey Soil  47.1 34.8 26.2 36.7 

ES33 B119 Moist, Fine: Aspen – Birch Hardwood 16.0 53.4 45.2 33.8 
Total Hardwood Forest 1551.3 1993.6 2006.8 2436.1 

Coniferous 
Swamp 

ES35 B127 Organic Poor Conifer Swamp 44.0 44.5 32.2 66.3 
ES36 B128 Organic Intermediate Conifer Swamp 129.4 39.1 19.0 39.2 
ES37 B129 Organic Rich Conifer Swamp 93.6 85.7 120.4 65.0 
ES38 B130 Intolerant Hardwood Swamp 73.2 91.1 104.3 74.3 

Total Coniferous Swamp 340.2 260.4 275.9 244.8 
Coniferous 
Forest ES11 B011 Very Shallow, Dry to Fresh: Red Pine 

– White Pine Conifer  231.2 5.0 9.0 8.0 

ES12 B012 Very Shallow, Dry to Fresh: Pine – 
Black Spruce Conifer 334.1 44.3 59.1 65.9 

ES13 B034 Dry, Sandy: Jack Pine – Black 
Spruce Dominated  3.5 0 0 0 

ES14 B035 Dry, Sandy: Pine – Black Spruce 
Conifer 0 27.6 27.6 11.9 

ES16 B040 Dry, Sandy: Red Pine – White Pine 
Dominated 44.9 52.3 52.3 52.5 

ES17 B115 Fine, Moist: Cedar (Hemlock) Conifer 30.3 0 0 0 

ES18 B054 Dry to Fresh, Coarse: Red Pine – 
White Pine Mixed Wood 111.7 0 0 0 

ES20 B049 Dry to Fresh, Coarse: Jack Pine – 
Black Spruce Dominated 54.1 167.4 167.4 161.9 

ES21 B052 Dry to Fresh, Coarse: Spruce – Fir 
Conifer 110.3 25.1 25.1 23.5 

ES26 B083 Fresh, Clayey: Black Spruce - Pine 
Conifer 14.2 10.3 4.1 9.3 

ES31 B114 Moist, Fine: Black Spruce – Pine 
Conifer  3.9 27.7 27.7 32.3 

ES32 B116 Fir-Spruce Mixedwood: Moist, Silty-
Clayey Soil 8.9 24.6 28.5 34.8 

Total Coniferous Forest 947.1 384.3 400.8 400.1 
Marsh ES46 B142 Mineral Meadow Marsh  99.4 102.0 102.6 157.8 

B144 Organic Meadow Marsh 7.7 13.2 6.4 35.5 
ES47 B149 Organic Shallow Marsh  8.5 6.5 6.5 9.3 
ES48 B148 Mineral Shallow Marsh 0 7.0 6.8 7.6 

ES49 B150, B152 Open Water Marsh: Floating-Leaved; 
Open Water Marsh: Organic 0 5.2 5.2 5.2 

Total Marsh 115.6 133.9 127.5 215.4 
Thicket 
Swamp ES44 B134 Mineral Thicket Swamp 21.6 40.3 48.8 66.4 

B135 Organic Thicket Swamp 25.7 60.4 49.6 77.5 
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Broad 
Vegetation 
Community 

Northwest 
Ontario 
Ecosite 
Code 

Ontario 
Boreal ELC 

Ecosite 
Code 

ELC Ecosite Community Name 
Transmission Line Alternative 

(corridor habitat area in hectares) 

A B C D 

Fen ES40 B136 Sparse Treed Fen  43.5 31.7 26.4 29.3 
ES41 B139 Poor Fen 0.1 17.1 20.1 10.2 

ES42 B140 
Open Moderately Rich Fen: 
Ericaceous Shrub / Sedge: Organic 
Soil  

9.1 7.3 5.4 0 

ES45 B147 Shrub Shore Fen  27.6 45.5 89.4 11.6 
Total Fen 80.3 101.6 141.3 51.1 

Rock and 
Mineral 
Barren 

ES7 B164 Rock Barren  7.7 3.0 5.3 11.0 

ES9 B007 Active Mineral Barren 0 10.9 10.9 11.3 

Agricultural 
Land -- Agriculture Agriculture 39.0 106.6 79.9 146.7 

Cultural 
Meadow ** CUM Cultural Meadow 40.6 112.3 112.5 98.0 

Open Water -- Open Water Open Water 249.9 42.8 48.3 96.8 
Total Area 3451.5 3242.8 3302.5 3855.1 

 
Note:  ELC Ecological land classification  
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Page 45 

Table 2: Amount of Deer Winter Concentration Areas and Moose Late Winter Habitat 
found within 1 km of either side of each Transmission Line Alternative 

 

Deer / Moose 
Habitat Type 

Habitat Ranking 
(if applicable) 

Transmission Line Alternative  
(habitat area in hectares) 

A B C D 

Deer Winter 
Concentration 
Areas (Yards) 

Stratum 1, Rank 1 771.3 645.9 589.7 607.5 
Stratum 1, Rank 2 1096.9 752.5 689.3 1146.8 
Stratum 1, Rank 3 461.1 381.5 515.5 609.7 
Stratum 1, Rank 4 148.7 167.5 212.9 171.9 

Total Stratum 1, Deer Yards 2478  1947.4 2007.4 2535.9 
Moose Late 

Winter Habitat 
 3.9 27.7 27.7 32.3 
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RAINY RIVER PROJECT

Transmission Line
Route Alternatives

FIGURE: 2

DATE: March 2014

PROJECT No: TC111504

SCALE: 1:75,000

Datum: NAD83
Projection: UTM Zone 15N

Notes:
- Road data extracted from
Land Information Ontario,
Ontario Road Network, MNR
Queen's Printer for Ontario,
2011-2012

- Background topographic and
elevation data extracted from
MNR Land Information
Ontario, Queen's Printer for
Ontario, 2011-2012

Transmission Line:
Preliminary Alternative RoutesElevation Colour Ramp

High ground

Low ground
Approximate Processing Plant Location` Alternative C (approx. 16 km)

Alternative D (approx. 19.2 km)

Alternative B (approx. 15.7 km)

") Residence-House

") Building - Unknown Use

Roads

! ! Existing Transmission Line

Low-lying Area

First Nation Land

Contours, 10 m interval (LIO-MNR)Lodging Cabin-Occasional Use")

_̂ RRP Site

Alternative A (approx. 16.6 km) (Proposed)Approximate Principal RRP Facilities
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RAINY RIVER PROJECT

FIGURE: 3

DATE: March 2014

PROJECT No: TC111504

SCALE: 1:60,000

Datum: NAD83
Projection: UTM Zone 15N

Ecological Land Classifications

Rock and Mineral Barren

Hardwood Forest Coniferous Forest Coniferous Swamp

Fen

Meadow and Shallow Marsh

Thicket Swamp

(1) Agriculture

(2) Cultural Meadow (CUM)

(4) Open Water

(5) Rock Barren (B164)

(6) Active Mineral Barren (B007)

(7) Dry to Fresh, Coarse: Aspen – Birch Hardwood (B055)

(8) Fresh, Silty to Fine Loamy: Aspen – Birch Hardwood (B104)

(9) Fresh, Clayey: Aspen – Birch Hardwood (B088)

(10) Moist, Fine: Aspen – Birch Hardwood (B119)

(11) Intolerant Hardwood Swamp (B130)

(13) Fresh, Clayey : Elm - Ash Hardwood (B089)

(14) Very Shallow, Dry to Fresh: Red Pine – White Pine Conifer (B011)

(15) Very Shallow, Dry to Fresh: Pine – Black Spruce Conifer (B012)

(16) Dry, Sandy: Jack Pine – Black Spruce Dominated (B034)

(17) Dry, Sandy: Pine – Black Spruce Conifer (B035)

(18) Dry, Sandy: Red Pine – White Pine Dominated (B040)

(19) Moist, Fine: Cedar (Hemlock) Conifer (B115)

(20) Dry to Fresh, Coarse: Red Pine – White Pine Mixed Wood (B054)

(21) Dry to Fresh, Coarse: Jack Pine – Black Spruce Dominated (B049)

(22) Dry to Fresh, Coarse: Spruce – Fir Conifer (B052)

(25) Fresh, Clayey: Black Spruce – Pine Conifer (B083)

(27) Moist, Fine: Black Spruce – Pine Conifer (B114)

(28) Moist, Fine: Spruce – Fir Conifer (B116)

(29) Organic Poor Conifer Swamp (B127)

(30) Organic Intermediate Conifer Swamp (B128)

(31) Organic Rich Conifer Swamp (B129)

(32) Sparse Treed Fen (B136)

(33) Poor Fen (B139)

(34) Open Moderately Rich Fen (B140)

(35) Shrub Shore Fen (B147)

(36) Mineral Meadow Marsh (B142)

(37) Organic Shallow Marsh (B149)

(38) Organic Meadow Marsh (B144)

(39) Organic Thicket Swamp (B135)

(40) Mineral Thicket Swamp (B134)

Vegetation Cover Types along
Transmission Line
Route Alternatives

NOTES:
- Road data extracted from
Land Information Ontario,
Ontario Road Network, MNR

- Ontario base data extracted from
Land Information Ontario (MNR)
data warehouse, Queen's Printer
for Ontario, 2011-2012

- Watershed delineations are
approximate
and are derived from MNR Ontario

- Most ecosite data provided by MNR,
some ecosite data derived from FRI
data provided by MNR.

- Base map data from Geogratis
NRCan Toporama DRG 1:50,000 NTS sheets

- ELC data derived from ecosite
classifications
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RAINY RIVER PROJECT

Transmission Line
Route Alternatives

Land Tenure

FIGURE: 4

DATE: March 2014

PROJECT No: TC111504

SCALE: 1:75,000

Datum: NAD83
Projection: UTM Zone 15N

Notes:
- Road data extracted from
Land Information Ontario,
Ontario Road Network, MNR
Queen's Printer for Ontario,
2011-2012

- Background topographic and
elevation data extracted from
MNR Land Information
Ontario, Queen's Printer for
Ontario, 2011-2012

Transmission Line:
Preliminary Alternative RoutesElevation Colour Ramp

High ground

Low ground
Approximate Processing Plant Location` Alternative C (approx. 16 km)

Alternative D (approx. 19.2 km)

Alternative B (approx. 15.7 km)

") Residence-House

") Building - Unknown Use

Roads

! ! Existing Transmission Line

Low-lying Area

First Nation Land

Contours, 10 m interval (LIO-MNR)Lodging Cabin-Occasional Use")

_̂ RRP Site

Alternative A (approx. 16.6 km) (Proposed)Approximate Principal RRP Facilities

NewGold Land - Patent, Leasehold or Claim

Other Claims (Whetstone Minerals Ltd.)

Private Land (not controlled by NewGold)
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RAINY RIVER PROJECT
Transmission Line
Route Alternatives

Residences
FIGURE: 5
DATE: March 2014

PROJECT No: TC111504

SCALE: 1:75,000

Datum: NAD83
Projection: UTM Zone 15N

Notes:
- Road data extracted from
  Land Information Ontario,
  Ontario Road Network, MNR
  Queen's Printer for Ontario,
  2011-2012
- Background topographic and
  elevation data extracted from
  MNR Land Information
  Ontario, Queen's Printer for
  Ontario, 2011-2012

Transmission Line:
Preliminary Alternative RoutesElevation Colour Ramp

High ground

Low groundApproximate Processing Plant Location` Alternative C (approx. 16 km)
Alternative D (approx. 19.2 km)

Alternative B (approx. 15.7 km)

Roads
! ! Existing Transmission Line

Low-lying Area

First Nation Land
Contours, 10 m interval (LIO-MNR)

_̂ RRP Site
Alternative A (approx. 16.6 km) (Proposed)Approximate Principal RRP Facilities

Buildings Within 1 km Of Transmission
Line Alternatives And Off New Gold Land

Buildings Greater Than 1 km From
Transmission Line Alternatives And
Off New Gold Land

#* Residence
!U Cottage, Seasonal Residence
I9 Restaurant

Lodging Cabin-Occasional Use")

Residence-House")
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RAINY RIVER PROJECT

FIGURE: 6

DATE: March 2014

PROJECT No: TC111504

SCALE: 1:60,000

Datum: NAD83
Projection: UTM Zone 15N

Transmission Line Route Alternatives
Approximate Forest Harvest Areas,

Bush Roads and Trails

Notes:
- Road data extracted from
Land Information Ontario,
Ontario Road Network, MNR
Queen's Printer for Ontario,
2011-2012

- Harvest areas and trails/bush roads
approximated from aerial photos and
from Crossroute Forest FMP maps.

- A significant portion of the central and
western areas of alternatives B, C and
D were approximated from aerial photo
only due to no information available
from FMP because of private land
holding.

Transmission Line:
Preliminary Alternative Route

Alternative A (approx. 16.6 km)

Alternative C (approx. 16 km)
Alternative D (approx. 19.2 km)

Alternative B (approx. 15.7 km)

Trails and Bush Roads in Vicinity of TL Alternatives

Recent Forest Harvest Areas (within 5 to 7 years approx.)

Historic Forest Harvest Areas (within 20 to 25 years approx.)

Planned and Contingency Forest Harvest Areas
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RAINY RIVER PROJECT

FIGURE: 7

DATE: March 2014

PROJECT No: TC111504

SCALE: 1:60,000

Datum: NAD83
Projection: UTM Zone 15N

Deer and Moose Habitat along
Transmission Line
Route Alternatives

NOTES:
- Deer wintering data with habitat
quality rank is provided by the
MNR, information access
branch

Deer Wintering Areas by Habitat Quality Rank (all Stratum 1)

Rank 2

Rank 1

Rank 4

Rank 3

Transmission Line:
Preliminary Alternative Route

Alternative A (approx. 16.6 km)

Alternative C (approx. 16 km)
Alternative D (approx. 19.2 km)

Alternative B (approx. 15.7 km)

Potential Moose Late Winter Habitat
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RAINY RIVER PROJECT

FIGURE: 8

DATE: March 2014

PROJECT No: TC111504

SCALE: 1:60,000

Datum: NAD83
Projection: UTM Zone 15N

SAR Observations along
Transmission Line
Route Alternatives

NOTES:
-

Transmission Line:
Preliminary Alternative Route

Alternative A (approx. 16.6 km)

Alternative C (approx. 16 km)
Alternative D (approx. 19.2 km)

Alternative B (approx. 15.7 km)

SAR (Whip-poor-will Observations)

_̂ AMEC 2013 Whip-poor-will Observations

_̂ MNR 2010 Whip-poor-will Observations

_̂ KCB 2010 Whip-poor-will Observations

_̂ AMEC 2011 Whip-poor-will Observations

_̂ AMEC 2012 Whip-poor-will Observations

_̂
MNR/Trent U. (CRA) 2012 Geographic Mean
Centre of Telemetry Record Point Clusters

SAR Observations

"/ Canada Warbler Observation (AMEC 2012)

%L Olive Sided Flycatcher Observation (AMEC 2012)

#0 Common Nighthawk Observation (AMEC 2012)

Golden-winged Warbler Observation (AMEC 2012)"/

Barn Swallow Observations (AMEC 2011)#7
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RAINY RIVER PROJECT

Transmission Line
Route Alternatives

Watercourse Crossings

FIGURE: 9

DATE: March 2014

PROJECT No: TC111504

SCALE: 1:75,000

Datum: NAD83
Projection: UTM Zone 15N

Notes:
- Road data extracted from
Land Information Ontario,
Ontario Road Network, MNR
Queen's Printer for Ontario,
2011-2012

- Background topographic and
elevation data extracted from
MNR Land Information
Ontario, Queen's Printer for
Ontario, 2011-2012

* within 1 km of TL Alternatives,
off NG lands

Transmission Line:
Preliminary Alternative RoutesElevation Colour Ramp

High ground

Low ground
Approximate Processing Plant Location` Alternative C (approx. 16 km)

Alternative D (approx. 19.2 km)

Alternative B (approx. 15.7 km)

") Residence-House

") Building - Unknown Use

Roads

! ! Existing Transmission Line

Low-lying Area

First Nation Land

Contours, 10 m interval (LIO-MNR)Lodging Cabin-Occasional Use")

_̂ RRP Site

Alternative A (approx. 16.6 km) (Proposed)Approximate Principal RRP Facilities

Watercourse Crossings
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RAINY RIVER PROJECT

FIGURE: 10

DATE: March 2014

PROJECT No: TC111504

SCALE: 1:60,000

Datum: NAD83
Projection: UTM Zone 15N

Raptor Survey Results along
Transmission Line
Route Alternatives

NOTES:
-

Transmission Line:
Preliminary Alternative Route

Alternative A (approx. 16.6 km)

Alternative C (approx. 16 km)
Alternative D (approx. 19.2 km)

Alternative B (approx. 15.7 km)

2012 Raptor Aerial Survey Observations

") Nest Observation - Bald Eagle

") Nest Observation - Common Raven

!( Animal Observation - Bald Eagle

!( Animal Observation - Red-tailed Hawk

!( Animal Observation - Turkey Vulture
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Comparative Alternatives Analysis – Transmission Line Routing 

 

 
RAINY RIVER PROJECT 
Appendix A: Comparative Alternatives Analysis – Transmission Line Routing March 2014 
March 2014 
Page 1 

Performance 
Objective / 

Criteria 
Indicator 

Alternative Method 
Alternative A  

(Northern Route) 
Alternative B  
(Direct Route) 

Alternative C  
(Eastern Route) 

Alternative D  
(Along Existing Roads) 

Cost Effectiveness 
Project financing Investor attractiveness or risk  Advantages 

 Located on lands to which 
RRR already has access, or to 
which access can be readily 
attained 

 Alternative avoids populated 
areas (nearest residence 
680 m; nearest seasonal 
residence 590 m)  

Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Advantages 
 Further removed from the 

majority of permanent 
residents compared with 
Alternative D (nearest 
residence 110 m) 

 Comparable setback distance 
from seasonal residents to 
Alternative A (approximately 
500 m)  

Disadvantages 
 Uncertainty as to whether 

acquisition of, or right of 
access to, private lands can 
reasonably be attained for 
transmission line construction 
(62.4% or 9.8 km passes 
through privately held lands to 
which Rainy River does not 
hold title, and 15.9% or 2.5 km 
passes through mineral claims 
held by others)  

 3 permanent and 0 seasonal 
residences positioned within 
500 m of the routing  

Advantages 
 Further removed from the 

majority of permanent 
residents compared with 
Alternatives B and D (nearest 
residence 440 m) 

Disadvantages 
 Uncertainty as to whether 

acquisition of, or right of 
access to, private lands can 
reasonably be attained for 
transmission line construction 
(61.3% or 9.8 km passes 
through privately held lands to 
which Rainy River does not 
hold title, and 15.6% or 2.5 km 
passes through mineral claims 
held by others)  

 Closer to seasonal residences 
compared with Alternatives A 
and B 

 1 permanent and 2 seasonal 
residences positioned within 
500 m of the routing  

Advantages 
 Improved access for 

construction and maintenance 
compared with Alternatives A, 
B and C 

Disadvantages 
 Largest number of permanent 

residents in proximity to the 
alignment (Figure 5 and 
Appendices B and C) 

 Uncertainty as to whether 
acquisition of, or right of 
access to, private lands can 
reasonably be attained for 
transmission line construction 
(56.3% or 10.8 km passes 
through privately held lands to 
which Rainy River does not 
hold title, and 16.1% or 3.1 km 
passes through mineral claims 
held by others)  

 9 permanent and 1 seasonal 
residences positioned within 
500 m of the routing  

 Three local residents have 
expressed concern about a 
high voltage transmission line 
running through their lands and 
passing close to their 
residences, which could delay 
EA and permitting processes, 
and thereby adversely affect 
investor attractiveness  
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March 2014 
Page 2 

Performance 
Objective / 

Criteria 
Indicator 

Alternative Method 
Alternative A  

(Northern Route) 
Alternative B  
(Direct Route) 

Alternative C  
(Eastern Route) 

Alternative D  
(Along Existing Roads) 

Return on 
investment 

Provides a competitive or 
acceptable return on 
investment 

Advantages 
 Provides a competitive return 

on investment as all lands 
required for construction have 
been, or reasonably can be, 
attained, such that there are 
minimal additional anticipated 
costs for land acquisition.  

 Line construction costs 
estimated at $8.8M 

Disadvantages 
 Line slightly longer (16.6 km 

total length) compared with 
Alternatives B and C. 
 

Advantages 
 Shortest of the assessed 

routes (15.7 km) with several 
points of construction access 

 Line construction costs 
estimated at $8.3M 

Disadvantages 
 62.4% or 9.8 km passes 

through privately held lands to 
which Rainy River does not 
hold title, and 15.9% or 
2.5 km, passes through 
mineral claims held by others; 
land acquisition costs 
estimated at approximately 
$8M, based on land 
acquisition costs for similar 
properties in the area 

 Unclear as to whether or not 
surface rights to the entire 
alignment could reasonably be 
attained; one or two holdouts 
could jeopardize access to the 
entire route    

Advantages 
 Route is only slightly longer 

than Alternative B (16.0 km), 
also with several points of 
construction access 

 Line construction costs 
estimated at $8.4M 

Disadvantages 
 61.3% or 9.8 km passes 

through privately held lands to 
which Rainy River does not 
hold title, and 15.6% or 
2.5 km, passes through 
mineral claims held by others; 
land acquisition costs 
estimated at $6.3M, based on 
land acquisition costs for 
similar properties in the area  

 Unclear as to whether or not 
surface rights to the entire 
alignment could reasonably be 
attained; one or two holdouts 
could jeopardize access to the 
entire route    

Advantages 
 Best construction and 

maintenance access of all 
alternatives 

 Line construction costs 
estimated at $10.2M 

Disadvantages 
 Longest of the three 

alternatives (19.2 km) 
 56.3% or 10.8 km passes 

through privately held lands to 
which Rainy River does not 
hold title, and 16.1% or 3.1 km, 
passes through mineral claims 
held by others; land acquisition 
costs estimated at $8.1M, 
based on land acquisition costs 
for similar properties in the 
area  

 Unclear as to whether or not 
surface rights to the entire 
alignment could reasonably be 
attained; one or two holdouts 
could jeopardize access to the 
entire route 

Financial Risk Provides, or is associated 
with, a preferred, manageable 
or acceptable financial risk 

Advantages 
 Avoids populated areas and 

land acquisition uncertainties, 
which in turn decreases risk of 
Project delays from affected 
property owners 

 Preferred financial risk 
Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Advantages 
 Attainment of routing access 

through private lands likely to 
be more certain than for 
Alternative D, and comparable 
to Alternative C; but much less 
certain than for Alternative A 

Disadvantages 
 Potential difficulties with land 

acquisition could delay 
construction, or require 
selection of another alternative 
late in the process, if required 
lands could not be attained 

 Any serious delay in the 
provision of power could 
jeopardize the entire mine 
start-up schedule 

Advantages 
 Attainment of routing access 

through private lands likely to 
be more certain than for 
Alternative D, and comparable 
to Alternative B; but much less 
certain than for Alternative A 

Disadvantages 
 Potential difficulties with land 

acquisition could delay 
construction, or require 
selection of another alternative 
late in the process, if required 
lands could not be attained 

 Any serious delay in the 
provision of power could 
jeopardize the entire mine 
start-up schedule 

Advantages 
 None apparent  

Disadvantages 
 Based on comments received 

from local residents thus far, it 
is uncertain as to whether land 
access rights to Alternative D 
could reasonably be attained, 
especially given that there is a 
viable alternative that does not 
interfere with private land 
holders and their residences 

 Potential for serious scheduling 
risks if there is entrenched 
opposition to this routing  
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Performance 
Objective / 

Criteria 
Indicator 

Alternative Method 
Alternative A  

(Northern Route) 
Alternative B  
(Direct Route) 

Alternative C  
(Eastern Route) 

Alternative D  
(Along Existing Roads) 

Summary evaluation and rating The northern route is a preferred 
option for cost effectiveness as it is 
projected to be similar in 
construction costs to other options, 
is located on lands to which RRR 
has access, or can reasonably 
attain access, and carries more 
limited risks regarding potential 
conflicts with existing residents. 
 

The direct route is projected to be 
slightly lower in construction costs 
compared with other alternatives, 
but has serious land acquisition 
costs and related uncertainties, 
and some potential for conflict with 
local residents. Land access to 
substantive portions of the right-of-
way is not currently available, but 
is more likely attainable compared 
with Alternative D. 
  

Alternative C is the second 
shortest route, but only expected to 
be slightly more expensive to 
construct compared with 
Alternative B, but has serious land 
acquisition costs and related 
uncertainties, and some potential 
for conflict with local residents. 
Land access to substantive 
portions of the right-of-way is not 
currently available, but is more 
likely attainable compared with 
Alternative D. 

The route along existing roads 
provides ease of access for 
construction; but also carries the 
highest property acquisition costs 
and related uncertainties, and is the 
least likely alternative to receive 
support from local landowners / 
residents, unless New Gold is 
prepared to pay a high premium for 
all land rights, and all land owners 
along the route are willing to sell, or 
otherwise grant access rights.  
 

 Summary Rating: Preferred Summary Rating: Unacceptable  Summary Rating: Unacceptable  Summary Rating: Unacceptable  
Technical Applicability and/or System Integrity and Reliability  
Available 
technology 

Used elsewhere in similar 
circumstances, and is 
predictably effective with 
contingencies if and as 
required 

Advantages 
 Construction access and line 

construction methods are 
predicatively effective 

Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 

Advantages 
 Construction access and line 

construction methods are 
predicatively effective 

Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 

Advantages 
 Construction access and line 

construction methods are 
predicatively effective 

Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 

Advantages 
 Construction access and line 

construction methods are 
predicatively effective 

Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 
New technologies supported 
by pilot plant or strong 
theoretical investigations or 
testing, with contingencies if 
and as required 

N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Summary evaluation and rating There are no technology limitations 
to any of the alternatives. 

There are no technology limitations 
to any of the alternatives. 

There are no technology limitations 
to any of the alternatives. 

There are no technology limitations 
to any of the alternatives. 

 Summary Rating: Preferred Summary Rating: Preferred Summary Rating: Preferred Summary Rating: Preferred 
Ability to Service the Site Effectively 
Service Provides a guaranteed supply 

to the site with manageable 
potential for supply disruption, 
and/or contingencies available 

Advantages 
 Appears to be able to provide 

power to  the site effectively 
Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 

Advantages 
 Appears to be able to provide 

power to  the site effectively 
Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 

Advantages 
 Appears to be able to provide 

power to  the site effectively 
Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 

Advantages 
 Appears to be able to provide 

power to  the site effectively 
Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives  
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Performance 
Objective / 

Criteria 
Indicator 

Alternative Method 
Alternative A  

(Northern Route) 
Alternative B  
(Direct Route) 

Alternative C  
(Eastern Route) 

Alternative D  
(Along Existing Roads) 

Accessibility Accessible land base or 
infrastructure needed to 
support component 
development or operation 

Advantages 
 Entire route passes through 

lands to which RRR holds 
surface rights, or through 
Crown lands to which RRR 
can gain access through 
Provincial land use permits or 
easements 

 Fully accessible in winter and 
non-winter conditions 

 Intersected by several roads 
and trails which can generally 
provide access all year 

Disadvantages 
 Scattered wetland areas may 

require use of wide-tracked 
vehicles for non-winter access 

Advantages 
 Fully accessible in winter and 

non-winter conditions 
 Intersected by several roads 

which can provide access all 
year 

Disadvantages 
 Approximately 78.3% or  

12.3 km of the ROW passes 
through private lands, and 
mineral claims to which RRR 
does not hold surface rights 

 Attainment of access through 
lands not held by RRR will be 
costly, estimated at a minimum 
of $8M, and may not be 
feasible 
 

Advantages 
 Fully accessible in winter and 

non-winter conditions 
 Intersected by several roads 

which can provide access all 
year 

Disadvantages 
 Approximately 76.9% or 

12.3 km of the ROW passes 
through private lands, and 
mineral claims to which RRR 
does not hold surface rights 

 Attainment of access through 
lands not held by RRR will be 
costly, estimated at a 
minimum of $6.3M, and may 
not be feasible 
 

Advantages 
 Most readily accessible by 

road of the four alternatives 
Disadvantages 
 Approximately 72.4% or 

13.9 km, of the ROW passes 
through private lands and 
mineral claims, to which RRR 
does not hold surface rights 

 Attainment of access through 
lands not held by RRR will be 
costly, estimated at a minimum 
of $8.1M, and may not be 
feasible 

 Obtaining surface rights or 
easements to construct a 
230 kV transmission line 
across private lands held by 
others, where there are several 
existing residences, as per 
experience with other 
transmission lines, and as 
indicated by some local 
residents, is problematic 

Summary evaluation and rating The northern route is preferred 
because RRR holds, or can obtain 
through the Province, surface 
rights to construct the line. 
 

It remains uncertain as to whether 
or not RRR could reasonably attain 
rights to all the required privately 
held lands and mineral claims 
along this alignment. This 
uncertainty has scheduling 
implications.  

It remains uncertain as to whether 
or not RRR could reasonably attain 
rights to all the required privately 
held lands and mineral claims 
along this alignment. This 
uncertainty has scheduling 
implications.  

It remains uncertain as to whether 
or not RRR could reasonably attain 
rights to all the required privately 
held lands and mineral claims 
along this alignment. This 
uncertainty has scheduling 
implications.  

 Summary Rating: Preferred  Summary Rating: Unacceptable Summary Rating: Unacceptable Summary Rating: Unacceptable 
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Performance 
Objective / 

Criteria 
Indicator 

Alternative Method 
Alternative A  

(Northern Route) 
Alternative B  
(Direct Route) 

Alternative C  
(Eastern Route) 

Alternative D  
(Along Existing Roads) 

Effects to the Natural Environment  
Effect on air 
quality and 
climate 

Attainment or maintenance of 
air quality point of 
impingement standards, or 
scientifically defensible 
alternatives  

Advantages 
 Construction of the 

transmission line will generate 
minimal air emissions 

 No emissions generated by 
the transmission line during 
operations 

Disadvantages 
 Provincial grid power 

generated in part by fossil 
fuels 

Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 

Advantages 
 Construction of the 

transmission line will generate 
minimal air emissions 

 No emissions generated by 
the transmission line during 
operations 

Disadvantages 
 Provincial grid power 

generated in part by fossil 
fuels 

Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 

Advantages 
 Construction of the 

transmission line will generate 
minimal air emissions 

 No emissions generated by 
the transmission line during 
operations 

Disadvantages 
 Provincial grid power 

generated in part by fossil 
fuels 

Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 

Advantages 
 Construction of the 

transmission line will generate 
minimal air emissions 

 No emissions generated by the 
transmission line during 
operations 

Disadvantages 
 Provincial grid power 

generated in part by fossil fuels 
Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 

Emission rates of greenhouse 
gases 

Advantages 
 Minor greenhouse gases 

emitted during construction 
 Negligible greenhouse gasses 

emitted during operations 
Disadvantages 
 Provincial grid power 

generated in part by fossil 
fuels 

Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 

Advantages 
 Minor greenhouse gases 

emitted during construction 
 Negligible greenhouse gasses 

emitted during operations 
Disadvantages 
 Provincial grid power 

generated in part by fossil 
fuels 

Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 

Advantages 
 Minor greenhouse gases 

emitted during construction 
 Negligible greenhouse gasses 

emitted during operations 
Disadvantages 
 Provincial grid power 

generated in part by fossil 
fuels 

Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 

Advantages 
 Minor greenhouse gases 

emitted during construction 
 Negligible greenhouse gasses 

emitted during operations 
Disadvantages 
 Provincial grid power 

generated in part by fossil fuels 
Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 

Effects on fish 
and aquatic 
habitat 

Attainment or maintenance of 
water quality guidelines for 
the protection of aquatic life, 
or scientifically defensible 
alternatives 

Advantages 
 No  potential for water quality 

degradation during operations 
 Only one water crossing 

necessary 
Disadvantages 
 Construction could result in 

fuel spills and erosion which 
would harm fish if entered into 
a watercourse; potential effect 
can be mitigated through use 
of sound construction 
practices 

Advantages 
 No  potential for water quality 

degradation during operations 
Disadvantages 
 Construction could result in 

fuel spills and erosion which 
would harm fish if entered into 
a watercourse; potential effect 
can be mitigated through use 
of sound construction 
practices 

 Four water crossings 
necessary 

Advantages 
 No  potential for water quality 

degradation during operations 
Disadvantages 
 Construction could result in 

fuel spills and erosion which 
would harm fish if entered into 
a watercourse; potential effect 
can be mitigated through use 
of sound construction 
practices 

 Four water crossings 
necessary 

Advantages 
 No  potential for water quality 

degradation during operations 
Disadvantages 
 Construction could result in 

fuel spills and erosion which 
would harm fish if entered into 
a watercourse; potential effect 
can be mitigated through use 
of sound construction practices 

 Seven water crossings 
necessary 
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Performance 
Objective / 

Criteria 
Indicator 

Alternative Method 
Alternative A  

(Northern Route) 
Alternative B  
(Direct Route) 

Alternative C  
(Eastern Route) 

Alternative D  
(Along Existing Roads) 

 Maintenance or provision of 
fish habitat 

N/A N/A N/A N/A 

 Maintenance of water flows or 
conditions suitable for fish 
passage 

N/A N/A N/A N/A 

 Maintenance of groundwater 
flows, levels and quality 

N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Effect on 
wetlands 

Attainment or maintenance of 
water quality guidelines for 
the protection of aquatic life, 
or scientifically defensible 
alternatives 

Advantages 
 Very little wetland habitat 

present (7.1 ha) and no 
negative residual effects to 
wetlands or waterbodies 
expected 

 Winter construction where 
applicable will help maintain 
water quality where the 
transmission line route 
crosses low-lying areas  

Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Advantages 
 Very little wetland habitat 

present (4.6 ha) and no 
negative residual effects to 
wetlands or waterbodies 
expected 

 Winter construction where 
applicable will help maintain 
water quality where the 
transmission line route crosses 
low-lying areas 

Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Advantages 
 Very little wetland habitat 

present (8.4 ha) and no 
negative residual effects to 
wetlands or waterbodies 
expected 

 Winter construction where 
applicable will help maintain 
water quality where the 
transmission line route 
crosses low-lying areas 

Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Advantages 
 Very little wetland habitat 

present (4.8 ha) and no 
negative residual effects to 
wetlands or waterbodies 
expected 

 Winter construction where 
applicable will help maintain 
water quality where the 
transmission line route crosses 
low-lying areas 

Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Area, type and quality 
(functionality) of wetlands that 
would be displaced or altered 

Advantages 
 Area impacted is negligible 

and will be limited to 
transmission line poles and 
guy wires 

Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 

Advantages 
 Area impacted is negligible 

and will be limited to 
transmission line poles and 
guy wires  

Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 

Advantages 
 Area impacted is negligible 

and will be limited to 
transmission line poles and 
guy wires  

Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 

Advantages 
 Area impacted is negligible and 

will be limited to transmission 
line poles and guy wires  

Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 

Maintenance of wetland 
connectivity 

N/A N/A N/A N/A 
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Performance 
Objective / 

Criteria 
Indicator 

Alternative Method 
Alternative A  

(Northern Route) 
Alternative B  
(Direct Route) 

Alternative C  
(Eastern Route) 

Alternative D  
(Along Existing Roads) 

Effect on 
terrestrial 
species and 
habitat 

Area, type and quality 
(functionality) of terrestrial 
habitat that would be 
displaced or altered 

Advantages 
 Although forested habitat will 

be removed, it will be replaced 
by grassland or shrubland 

 Additional forest edge habitat 
may benefit some species 

 No new access roads will be 
necessary for construction or 
maintenance 

 Only 3.9 ha of moose late 
winter habitat present 

 No raptor (eagle, osprey, 
hawk, owl) or raven stick nests 
recorded within 1 km of 
transmission line 

Disadvantages 
 Clearing of ROW will remove 

forested terrestrial habitat 
(each kilometer of 
transmission line through 
woodlands would result in the 
loss of four hectares of forest) 

 ROW clearing can fragment 
forests 

 2478 ha of Stratum 1 deer 
wintering areas present 

Advantages 
 Although forested habitat will 

be removed, it will be replaced 
by grassland or shrubland 

 Additional forest edge habitat 
may benefit some species 

 No new access roads will be 
necessary for construction or 
maintenance 

Disadvantages 
 Clearing of ROW will remove 

forested terrestrial habitat 
(each kilometer of 
transmission line through 
woodlands would result in the 
loss of four hectares of forest) 

 ROW clearing can fragment 
forests 

 27.7 ha of moose late winter 
habitat present 

 1947.4 ha of Stratum 1 deer 
wintering areas present 

 One Bald Eagle nest and two 
raven nests recorded within 1 
km of transmission line 

Advantages 
 Although forested habitat will 

be removed, it will be replaced 
by grassland or shrubland 

 Additional forest edge habitat 
may benefit some species 

 No new access roads will be 
necessary for construction or 
maintenance 

Disadvantages 
 Clearing of ROW will remove 

forested terrestrial habitat 
(each kilometer of 
transmission line through 
woodlands would result in the 
loss of four hectares of forest) 

 ROW clearing can fragment 
forests 

 27.7 ha of moose late winter 
habitat present 

 2007.4 ha of Stratum 1 deer 
wintering areas present 

 One Bald Eagle nest and two 
raven nests recorded within 
1 km of transmission line 

Advantages 
 Although forested habitat will 

be removed, it will be replaced 
by grassland or shrubland 

 Additional forest edge habitat 
may benefit some species 

 ROW may not be cleared as 
wide as other options because 
it will be located adjacent to a 
road network 

 No new access roads will be 
necessary for construction or 
maintenance 

Disadvantages 
 Clearing of ROW will remove 

forested terrestrial habitat 
 32.3 ha of moose late winter 

habitat present 
 2535.9 ha of Stratum 1 deer 

wintering areas present 
 One Bald Eagle nest and two 

raven nests recorded within 
1 km of transmission line 

Potential for noise (or other 
harm and harassment) related 
disturbance 

Advantages 
 Impacts limited to construction 

window 
Disadvantages 
 Potential for sound 

disturbances during 
construction  

Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 

Advantages 
 Impacts limited to construction 

window 
Disadvantages 
 Potential for sound 

disturbances during 
construction  

Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 

Advantages 
 Impacts limited to construction 

window 
Disadvantages 
 Potential for sound 

disturbances during 
construction  

Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 

Advantages 
 Impacts limited to construction 

window 
Disadvantages 
 Potential for sound 

disturbances during 
construction  

Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 
Maintenance or provision of 
plant dispersion and wildlife 
movement corridors 

Advantages 
 None apparent 

Disadvantages 
 Will create a new wildlife 

corridor 
 Could fragment existing 

terrestrial habitat corridors and 
create edge effects 

Advantages 
 None apparent 

Disadvantages 
 Will create a new wildlife 

corridor 
 Could fragment existing 

terrestrial habitat corridors and 
create edge effects 

Advantages 
 None apparent 

Disadvantages 
 Will create a new wildlife 

corridor 
 Could fragment existing 

terrestrial habitat corridors and 
create edge effects 

Advantages 
 None apparent 

Disadvantages 
 None apparent  
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Performance 
Objective / 

Criteria 
Indicator 

Alternative Method 
Alternative A  

(Northern Route) 
Alternative B  
(Direct Route) 

Alternative C  
(Eastern Route) 

Alternative D  
(Along Existing Roads) 

Effect on 
Species at Risk 
(SAR) 

Sensitivity level of involved 
species (Endangered, 
Threatened, Special Concern) 

Various SAR species are present 
in the local area of the mine site 
and ROW, with Whip-poor-will 
being potentially the most sensitive 
species   

Various SAR species are present 
in the local area of the mine site 
and likely the ROW, with Whip-
poor-will being potentially the most 
sensitive species   

Various SAR species are present 
in the local area of the mine site 
and likely the ROW, with Whip-
poor-will being potentially the most 
sensitive species   

Various SAR species are present in 
the local area of the mine site and 
likely the ROW, with Whip-poor-will 
being potentially the most sensitive 
species   

Area, type and quality of SAR 
territories or habitat that would 
be displaced 

Advantages 
 ROW clearing could create 

new Whip-poor-will habitat 
Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 

Advantages 
 ROW clearing could create 

new Whip-poor-will habitat 
Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 

Advantages 
 ROW clearing could create 

new Whip-poor-will habitat 
Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 

Advantages 
 ROW clearing could create 

new Whip-poor-will habitat 
Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 
Potential for noise (or other 
harm and harassment) related 
disturbance 

Advantages 
 Limited potential for 

disturbance because of winter 
construction  

Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 

Advantages 
 Limited potential for 

disturbance because of winter 
construction  

Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 

Advantages 
 Limited potential for 

disturbance because of winter 
construction  

Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 

Advantages 
 Limited potential for 

disturbance if winter 
construction  

Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 
Maintenance or provision of 
wildlife movement corridors 

N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Summary evaluation and rating Most northern route environmental 
impacts occur during the 
construction phase and can be 
mitigated. Habitat changes / 
fragmentation expected to 
adversely affect some species, and 
benefit others, such as possibly 
Whip-poor-will. 
 

Most direct route environmental 
impacts occur during the 
construction phase and can be 
mitigated. Habitat changes / 
fragmentation expected to 
adversely affect some species, and 
benefit others, such as possibly 
Whip-poor-will. 
 

Most eastern route environmental 
impacts occur during the 
construction phase and can be 
mitigated. Habitat changes / 
fragmentation expected to 
adversely affect some species, and 
benefit others, such as possibly 
Whip-poor-will. 
 

Most environmental impacts for the 
route along existing roads occur 
during the construction phase and 
can be mitigated. Habitat changes / 
fragmentation expected to 
adversely affect some species, and 
benefit others, such as possibly 
Whip-poor-will. 
 
This option has the added 
advantage of being located along 
existing roads where habitat is 
marginal compared to forest 
‘interior’ areas through which the 
other routes would cross 

 Summary Rating: Acceptable Summary Rating: Acceptable Summary Rating: Acceptable Summary Rating: Preferred 
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Performance 
Objective / 

Criteria 
Indicator 

Alternative Method 
Alternative A  

(Northern Route) 
Alternative B  
(Direct Route) 

Alternative C  
(Eastern Route) 

Alternative D  
(Along Existing Roads) 

Effects to the Human Environment 
Effect on local 
residents 

Maintenance of property 
values 

Advantages 
 Most remote option and will 

have the least impact on 
property values 

Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Advantages 
 If RRR is required to acquire 

or lease private lands for 
transmission line construction 
the expectation would be that 
RRR would have to pay at 
least fair market value for 
properties, or perhaps higher 
than fair market value in the 
case of hold-outs. 

 Further removed from 
permanent residents 
compared within Alternative D 

Disadvantages 
 Acquisition of properties would 

displace one permanent 
resident and two seasonal 
residents 

 Construction of a transmission 
line on acquired properties 
could potentially decrease the 
value of adjacent lands  

Advantages 
 If RRR is required to acquire 

or lease private lands for 
transmission line construction 
the expectation would be that 
RRR would have to pay at 
least fair market value for 
properties, or perhaps higher 
than fair market value in the 
case of hold-outs. 

 Further removed from 
permanent residents 
compared within Alternative D 

Disadvantages 
 Acquisition of properties would 

displace two seasonal 
residents 

 Construction of a transmission 
line on acquired properties 
could potentially decrease the 
value of adjacent lands  

Advantages 
 If RRR is required to acquire or 

lease private lands for 
transmission line construction 
the expectation would be that 
RRR would have to pay at 
least fair market value for 
properties, or perhaps higher 
than fair market value in the 
case of hold-outs. 

 Further removed from 
permanent residents compared 
within Alternative D 

Disadvantages 
 Acquisition of properties would 

displace a small number of 
permanent residents and 
potentially one seasonal 
resident 

 Construction of a transmission 
line on acquired properties 
could potentially decrease the 
value of adjacent lands, 
particularly in the case of 
Alternative D where there are 
more nearby residences  

 Maintenance or improvement 
of income opportunities 

Advantages 
 Labour and materials are 

required to clear ROW and 
construct transmission line 

 Merchantable timber to be 
provided to the local forestry 
licence holder\ 

 Could encourage future 
resource development in the 
local area 

Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 

Advantages 
 Labour and materials are 

required to clear ROW and 
construct transmission line 

 Merchantable timber to be 
provided to the local forestry 
licence holder\ 

 Could encourage future 
resource development in the 
local area 

Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 

Advantages 
 Labour and materials are 

required to clear ROW and 
construct transmission line 

 Merchantable timber to be 
provided to the local forestry 
licence holder\ 

 Could encourage future 
resource development in the 
local area 

Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 

Advantages 
 Labour and materials are 

required to clear ROW and 
construct transmission line 

 Merchantable timber to be 
provided to the local forestry 
licence holder\ 

 Could encourage future 
resource development in the 
local area 

Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 
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Performance 
Objective / 

Criteria 
Indicator 

Alternative Method 
Alternative A  

(Northern Route) 
Alternative B  
(Direct Route) 

Alternative C  
(Eastern Route) 

Alternative D  
(Along Existing Roads) 

 Maintenance or provision of 
local access 

Advantages 
 Could potentially improve 

hunter, angler and recreational 
vehicle access to highlands to 
the northeast of the RRGP site 
(bush road and trail access to 
most of this area already 
exists) 

Disadvantages 
 Improved hunter access could 

put additional pressures on 
wildlife populations, 
particularly White-tailed Deer 

Advantages 
 Could potentially improve 

hunter and recreational vehicle 
access to areas between 
existing north-south access 
roads 

Disadvantages 
 Improved hunter access could 

put additional pressures on 
wildlife populations, 
particularly White-tailed Deer  

Advantages 
 Could potentially improve 

hunter and recreational vehicle 
access to areas between 
existing north-south access 
roads 

Disadvantages 
 Improved hunter access could 

put additional pressures on 
wildlife populations, 
particularly White-tailed Deer  

Advantages 
 None apparent (road access 

already exists) 
Disadvantages 
 None apparent (road access 

already exists) 

 Attainment of noise by-law 
guidelines, and /or 
background noise levels if 
already above the guidelines 

Advantages 
 Construction will comply with 

by-law requirements 
 Located in a remote area with 

few local residents 
Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Advantages 
 Construction will comply with 

by-law requirements, more 
remote from permanent 
residents compared with 
Alternative D;  

Disadvantages 
 less remote from permanent 

residents compared with 
Alternative A 

Advantages 
 Construction will comply with 

by-law requirements, more 
remote from permanent 
compared with Alternative D;  

Disadvantages 
 less remote from permanent 

residents compared with 
Alternative A 

Advantages 
 Construction will comply with 

by-law requirements 
Disadvantages 
 Construction could cause a 

disturbance to local residents 
as Alternative D is closest to 
the greatest number of 
permanent residents compared 
with other alternatives 

 Non-interference with water 
well supply systems 

N/A N/A N/A N/A 

 Potential for general 
disturbance and adverse 
affects on aesthetics 

Advantages 
 Located in a remote area and 

should not impact aesthetics 
Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Advantages 
 More remote from permanent 

residents compared with 
Alternative D 

Disadvantages 
 Transmission line will 

generally be located away 
from roads, but still near 
settled areas causing aesthetic 
impacts 

Advantages 
 More remote from permanent 

residents compared with 
Alternative D 

Disadvantages 
 Transmission line will 

generally be located away 
from roads, but still near 
settled areas causing 
aesthetic impacts 

Advantages 
 None apparent 

Disadvantages 
 Transmission line will be 

located along existing roads 
and close to a number of 
permanent residents (unless 
residents are bought out and 
move) and will therefore be 
highly visible, presenting 
aesthetic effects  
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Performance 
Objective / 

Criteria 
Indicator 

Alternative Method 
Alternative A  

(Northern Route) 
Alternative B  
(Direct Route) 

Alternative C  
(Eastern Route) 

Alternative D  
(Along Existing Roads) 

 Potential for adverse health 
and safety effects 

Advantages 
 Most remote alignment from 

permanent and seasonal 
residences 

Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Advantages 
 Further removed from 

permanent residents 
compared with Alternative D 

Disadvantages 
 Located within approximately 

150 m of one permanent 
resident (may be associated 
perception concerns, but little 
actual health risk at this 
distance) 

Advantages 
 Better setback from 

permanent residents 
compared with Alternatives B 
and D 

Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Advantages 
 None apparent 

Disadvantages 
 Equivocal data from some 

studies suggest that potential 
health effects could be 
encountered within distances 
of likely <100 m from 230 kV 
transmission lines (Moulder 
2006) 

Effect on 
infrastructure 

Maintenance or provision of 
local and regional access 

Advantages 
 None apparent 

Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Advantages 
 None apparent 

Disadvantages 
 Possible minor interference 

with local traffic during 
construction 

Advantages 
 None apparent 

Disadvantages 
 Possible minor interference 

with local traffic during 
construction 

Advantages 
 None apparent  

Disadvantages 
 Highest potential for 

interference with local traffic 
during construction  

Maintenance and reliability of 
power supply systems 

Advantages 
 Will improve the balance of 

supply and demand in the 
area, probably improve 
economics for some of the 
area generation 

Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Advantages 
 Will improve the balance of 

supply and demand in the 
area, probably improve 
economics for some of the 
area generation 

Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Advantages 
 Will improve the balance of 

supply and demand in the 
area, probably improve 
economics for some of the 
area generation 

Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Advantages 
 Will improve the balance of 

supply and demand in the 
area, probably improve 
economics for some of the 
area generation 

Disadvantages 
 Depending on final placement, 

may hinder expansion of 
roadways, and placement of 
local medium voltage electrical 
lines located along 
transmission line route (with 
good planning this risk can be 
mitigated) 

Maintenance and reliability of 
pipeline systems 

N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Public health and 
safety 

Attainment or maintenance of 
air quality point of 
impingement standards, or 
scientifically defensible 
alternatives 

N/A N/A N/A N/A 

 Maintenance or attainment of 
the quality of drinking water 
supply systems 

N/A N/A N/A N/A 
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Performance 
Objective / 

Criteria 
Indicator 

Alternative Method 
Alternative A  

(Northern Route) 
Alternative B  
(Direct Route) 

Alternative C  
(Eastern Route) 

Alternative D  
(Along Existing Roads) 

 Managing the potential for 
adverse electromagnetic 
exposure 

Advantages 
 Located in a remote area 

away from permanent and 
seasonal residences 

Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Advantages 
 Generally located away from 

permanent and seasonal 
residences 

Disadvantages 
 One nearby permanent 

resident 

Advantages 
 Generally located away from 

permanent and seasonal 
residences 

Disadvantages 
 One nearby seasonal resident 

Advantages 
 None apparent 

Disadvantages 
 Near to several permanent 

residents and one seasonal 
residence 

 Equivocal data from some 
studies suggest a potential link 
with childhood leukemia and 
high voltage transmission lines 
(within 100 m for 230 kV 
transmission lines (Moulder 
2006) 

 Maintaining safe road traffic 
conditions that are within the 
domain of RRR control 

N/A N/A N/A N/A 

 Maintenance or provision of 
health services 

N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Effect on local 
businesses 

Maintenance or improvement 
of business opportunities  

Advantages 
 Opportunity for local 

companies to bid on ROW 
clearing and transmission line 
construction 

Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 

Advantages 
 Opportunity for local 

companies to bid on ROW 
clearing and transmission line 
construction 

Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 

Advantages 
 Opportunity for local 

companies to bid on ROW 
clearing and transmission line 
construction 

Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 

Advantages 
 Opportunity for local 

companies to bid on ROW 
clearing and transmission line 
construction 

Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 
Effect on tourism 
and recreation 

Maintenance or improvement 
of tourism and recreational 
opportunities  

N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Effect on 
agricultural lands 

Potential loss of agricultural 
lands 

Advantages 
 Located away from agricultural 

lands 
Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Advantages 
 None apparent 

Disadvantages 
 Alternative B passes through 

one small area of agricultural 
land at the north end of 
Gallinger Road that appears to 
be used for (or was used for) 
grazing 

Advantages 
 None apparent 

Disadvantages 
 Alternative C passes through 

one small area of agricultural 
land at the north end of 
Gallinger Road that appears to 
be used for (or was used for) 
grazing 

Advantages 
 None apparent 

Disadvantages 
 Alternative D passes through a 

small area of agricultural land 
in the immediate vicinity of 
Finland; greater effects would 
be experienced if the 
transmission line is placed on 
the south side of Korpi and 
Lampi Roads (Appendix B) 

Potential loss of agricultural 
productivity 

N/A N/A N/A N/A 
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Performance 
Objective / 

Criteria 
Indicator 

Alternative Method 
Alternative A  

(Northern Route) 
Alternative B  
(Direct Route) 

Alternative C  
(Eastern Route) 

Alternative D  
(Along Existing Roads) 

Regional 
economy 

Maintenance or improvement 
of the regional economy  

Advantages 
 Opportunity for regional 

companies to bid on ROW 
clearing and transmission line 
construction 

Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 

Advantages 
 Opportunity for regional 

companies to bid on ROW 
clearing and transmission line 
construction 

Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 

Advantages 
 Opportunity for regional 

companies to bid on ROW 
clearing and transmission line 
construction 

Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 

Advantages 
 Opportunity for regional 

companies to bid on ROW 
clearing and transmission line 
construction 

Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 
Effect on 
government 
services 

Maintenance or improvement 
of the capacity of existing 
health, education and family 
support services  

Advantages 
 Construction of transmission 

line will stimulate local and 
regional economy, boosting 
tax revenues 

Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 

Advantages 
 Construction of transmission 

line will stimulate local and 
regional economy, boosting 
tax revenues 

Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 

Advantages 
 Construction of transmission 

line will stimulate local and 
regional economy, boosting 
tax revenues 

Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 

Advantages 
 Construction of transmission 

line will stimulate local and 
regional economy, boosting tax 
revenues 

Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 
Effect on 
resource 
management 
objectives 

Consistency with established 
and planned resource 
management objectives  

Advantages 
 Township of Chapple is a 

resource based economy and 
mine development recognized 
in the official plan for 
contributions to the economic 
and social well being of its 
residents is a highly 
anticipated component of its 
official plan 

 Transmission line construction 
will have a positive impact on 
mining in the local area 

Advantages 
 Township of Chapple is a 

resource based economy and 
mine development recognized 
in the official plan for 
contributions to the economic 
and social well being of its 
residents is a highly 
anticipated component of its 
official plan 

 Transmission line construction 
will have a positive impact on 
mining in the local area 

Advantages 
 Township of Chapple is a 

resource based economy and 
mine development recognized 
in the official plan for 
contributions to the economic 
and social well being of its 
residents is a highly 
anticipated component of its 
official plan 

 Transmission line construction 
will have a positive impact on 
mining in the local area 

Advantages 
 Township of Chapple is a 

resource based economy and 
mine development recognized 
in the official plan for 
contributions to the economic 
and social well being of its 
residents is a highly anticipated 
component of its official plan 

 Transmission line construction 
will have a positive impact on 
mining in the local area 
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Performance 
Objective / 

Criteria 
Indicator 

Alternative Method 
Alternative A  

(Northern Route) 
Alternative B  
(Direct Route) 

Alternative C  
(Eastern Route) 

Alternative D  
(Along Existing Roads) 

  Disadvantages 
 MNR has expressed that its 

preference is not to develop 
new corridors through uncut / 
currently inaccessible forested 
areas, as any such action 
could reduce habitat suitability 
for forest interior species, or to 
other species which are 
sensitive to human 
disturbance (there is no point 
on the Alternative A alignment 
that is more than about 0.9 km 
from a road, bush road, trail; 
or from a past or planned 
forest harvest area) 

Disadvantages 
 MNR has expressed that its 

preference is not to develop 
new corridors through uncut / 
currently inaccessible forested 
areas (including privately held 
lands) as any such action 
could reduce habitat suitability 
for forest interior species, or to 
other species which are 
sensitive to human 
disturbance (there is no point 
on the Alternative B alignment 
that is more than 1.1 km from 
a road, bush road, trail; or than 
about 1.0 km from a past or 
planned forest harvest area) 

Disadvantages 
 MNR has expressed that its 

preference is not to develop 
new corridors through uncut / 
currently inaccessible forested 
areas (including privately held 
lands) as any such action 
could reduce habitat suitability 
for forest interior species, or to 
other species which are 
sensitive to human 
disturbance (there is no point 
on the Alternative C alignment 
that is more than 1.1 km from 
a road, bush road, trail; or than 
about 1.0 km from a past or 
planned forest harvest area) 

Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Excessive waste 
materials 

Limiting the generation of 
unnecessary waste materials  

Advantages 
 All merchantable timber will be 

provided to the local forestry 
licence holder 

 No waste streams generated 
during operations 

Disadvantages 
 Construction wastes  (not 

anticipated to be very 
significant) will be deposited in 
a municipal landfill 

Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 

Advantages 
 All merchantable timber will be 

provided to the local forestry 
licence holder 

 No waste streams generated 
during operations 

Disadvantages 
 Construction wastes  (not 

anticipated to be very 
significant) will be deposited in 
a municipal landfill 

Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 

Advantages 
 All merchantable timber will be 

provided to the local forestry 
licence holder 

 No waste streams generated 
during operations 

Disadvantages 
 Construction wastes  (not 

anticipated to be very 
significant) will be deposited in 
a municipal landfill 

Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 

Advantages 
 All merchantable timber will be 

provided to the local forestry 
licence holder 

 No waste streams generated 
during operations 

Disadvantages 
 Construction wastes  (not 

anticipated to be very 
significant) will be deposited in 
a municipal landfill 

Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 
Effect on built 
heritage and 
cultural heritage 
landscapes 

Avoidance of damage to built 
heritage resources, or 
document heritage values if 
damaged, or relocation 
cannot reasonably be avoided  

Advantages 
 Will not physically disturb any 

built heritage or cultural 
heritage landscapes  

Disadvantages 
 Will be visible from varying 

viewpoints, but not out of 
character with a rural 
landscape 

Advantages 
 Will not physically disturb any 

built heritage or cultural 
heritage landscapes  

Disadvantages 
 Will be visible from varying 

viewpoints, but not out of 
character with a rural / 
agricultural landscape 

Advantages 
 Will not physically disturb any 

built heritage or cultural 
heritage landscapes  

Disadvantages 
 Will be visible from varying 

viewpoints, but not out of 
character with a rural / 
agricultural landscape 

Advantages 
 Will not physically disturb any 

built heritage or cultural 
heritage landscapes  

Disadvantages 
 Will be quite visible through the 

community of Finland; and 
from local roads and highways. 
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Performance 
Objective / 

Criteria 
Indicator 

Alternative Method 
Alternative A  

(Northern Route) 
Alternative B  
(Direct Route) 

Alternative C  
(Eastern Route) 

Alternative D  
(Along Existing Roads) 

Effects on First 
Nation reserves 
and communities 

Maintenance or improvement 
of First Nation reserve and 
community conditions (subject 
limitations of Company 
capacity and community 
members’ personal choice)  

Advantages 
 Employment opportunities 

during construction 
 First Nations construction 

companies will have an 
opportunity to bid on 
transmission line construction 

Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 

Advantages 
 Employment opportunities 

during construction 
 First Nations construction 

companies will have an 
opportunity to bid on 
transmission line construction 

Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 

Advantages 
 Employment opportunities 

during construction 
 First Nations construction 

companies will have an 
opportunity to bid on 
transmission line construction 

Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 

Advantages 
 Employment opportunities 

during construction 
 First Nations construction 

companies will have an 
opportunity to bid on 
transmission line construction 

Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 
Effect on 
spiritual, 
ceremonial, and 
cultural heritage, 
and 
archaeological 
sites 

Avoidance of damage or 
disturbance to known spiritual, 
ceremonial, cultural heritage 
and archaeological sites; or 
implement other forms of 
protection / preservation 
supported by local First 
Nations and Métis 

Advantages 
 Spiritual, ceremonial, cultural 

heritage and archaeological 
sites will be identified through 
TK, TLU and archaeological 
studies and will be avoided 

 Any sites discovered during 
construction can be protected 
and avoided 

Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 

Advantages 
 Spiritual, ceremonial, cultural 

heritage and archaeological 
sites will be identified through 
TK, TLU and archaeological 
studies and will be avoided 

 Any sites discovered during 
construction can be protected 
and avoided 

Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 

Advantages 
 Spiritual, ceremonial, cultural 

heritage and archaeological 
sites will be identified through 
TK, TLU and archaeological 
studies and will be avoided 

 Any sites discovered during 
construction can be protected 
and avoided 

Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 

Advantages 
 Spiritual, ceremonial, cultural 

heritage and archaeological 
sites will be identified through 
TK, TLU and archaeological 
studies and will be avoided 

 Any sites discovered during 
construction can be protected 
and avoided 

Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 
Effects on 
traditional land 
use 

Maintain access to traditional 
lands for current traditional 
land uses, except as 
otherwise agreed to with local 
First Nations and Métis 

Advantages 
 May improve access to interior 

areas  
Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Advantages 
 None apparent 

Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Advantages 
 None apparent 

Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Advantages 
 None apparent 

Disadvantages 
 None apparent 
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Performance 
Objective / 

Criteria 
Indicator 

Alternative Method 
Alternative A  

(Northern Route) 
Alternative B  
(Direct Route) 

Alternative C  
(Eastern Route) 

Alternative D  
(Along Existing Roads) 

Effects on 
Aboriginal and 
Treaty Rights 

Avoid infringement of 
Aboriginal and Treaty Rights, 
except as otherwise agreed to 
with local First Nations and 
Métis  

Advantages 
 Any impacts would be 

managed and mitigated 
through impact benefit 
agreements 

Disadvantages 
 Transmission line would cross 

an access trail used by MNO 
members that links 
Highway 71 in the west with 
the Boundary Lake / Beatle 
Lake area in the east (several 
forest access roads and trails, 
and cutover areas, are already 
present in this area) 

Advantages 
 Any impacts would be 

managed and mitigated 
through impact benefit 
agreements 

Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Advantages 
 Any impacts would be 

managed and mitigated 
through impact benefit 
agreements 

Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Advantages 
 Any impacts would be 

managed and mitigated 
through impact benefit 
agreements 

Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Summary evaluation and rating The northern route is preferred 
from a human environment 
perspective as it avoids more 
populated areas and therefore has 
less impact to the human 
environment. MNR has expressed 
concern over resource 
management objectives relating to 
some wildlife species with 
Alternative A. 
 

The direct route has less potential 
for disturbance to the human 
environment compared with 
Alternative D; but still requires the 
acquisition of several properties 
and the displacement of one 
permanent resident and two 
seasonal residents, unless 
easements can be negotiated. 
Potential for decrease in values of 
adjacent properties, and some 
disturbance to local traffic during 
construction. 

The eastern route is similar in its 
effects to Alternative B, with the 
exception that there would be no 
displacement of any permanent 
residents. 

Alternative D has the highest 
potential for disturbance to local 
residents, requiring the acquisition 
of (or leasing of) several properties 
where there are current local 
residents, and potentially one 
seasonal resident. There is also the 
potential for actual or perceived 
health risks related to 
electromagnetic radiation with this 
Alternative, depending on whether 
or not residents of acquired 
properties are vacated.  

 Summary Rating: Preferred Summary Rating: Unacceptable Summary Rating: Unacceptable Summary Rating Unacceptable 
Amenability to Reclamation 
Effect on public 
safety and 
security 

Avoidance of safety and 
security risks to the general 
public  

Advantages 
 None apparent 

Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 

Advantages 
 None apparent 

Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 

Advantages 
 None apparent 

Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 

Advantages 
 None apparent 

Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 
Effect on 
environmental 
health and 
sustainability 

Attainment or maintenance of 
air quality point of 
impingement standards, or 
scientifically defensible 
alternatives 

N/A N/A N/A N/A 
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Performance 
Objective / 

Criteria 
Indicator 

Alternative Method 
Alternative A  

(Northern Route) 
Alternative B  
(Direct Route) 

Alternative C  
(Eastern Route) 

Alternative D  
(Along Existing Roads) 

 Attainment or maintenance of 
water quality guidelines for 
the protection of aquatic life, 
or scientifically defensible 
alternatives 

N/A N/A N/A N/A 

 Restoration of passive 
drainage systems 

N/A N/A N/A N/A 

 Provision of habitats for 
vegetation and wildlife 
species, including Species at 
Risk 

Advantages 
 ROW may increase SAR 

habitat (Whip-poor-will) 
 Habitats will revert to forested 

communities if allowed to 
Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 

Advantages 
 ROW may increase SAR 

habitat (Whip-poor-will) 
 Habitats will revert to forested 

communities if allowed to 
Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 

Advantages 
 ROW may increase SAR 

habitat (Whip-poor-will) 
 Habitats will revert to forested 

communities if allowed to 
Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 

Advantages 
 ROW may increase SAR 

habitat (Whip-poor-will) 
 Habitats will revert to forested 

communities if allowed to 
Disadvantages 
 None apparent 

Comparative Differences 
 No comparative differences 

between the alternatives 
Effect on land 
use 

Provide opportunities for 
productive land uses following 
completion of mining activities 

Advantages 
 May increase access for 

hunting , fishing, and 
recreational vehicle use along 
reclaimed ROW 

 If transferred to HONI on 
closure, the transmission line 
will reinforce the provincial 
electrical grid in the local area, 
if there are other potential end 
users (none currently 
identified, and such use is 
unlikely, but possible) 

Disadvantages 
 Continued use of the 

transmission line following 
mine closure would preclude 
forest regeneration on the 
ROW 

Advantages 
 May increase access for 

hunting and recreational 
vehicle use along reclaimed 
ROW 

 If transferred to HONI on 
closure, the transmission line 
will reinforce the provincial 
electrical grid in the local area, 
if there are other potential end 
users (none currently 
identified, and such use is 
unlikely, but possible) 

Disadvantages 
 Continued use of the 

transmission line following 
mine closure would preclude 
forest regeneration on the 
ROW 

Advantages 
 May increase access for 

hunting and recreational 
vehicle use along reclaimed 
ROW 

 If transferred to HONI on 
closure, the transmission line 
will reinforce the provincial 
electrical grid in the local area, 
if there are other potential end 
users (none currently 
identified, and such use is 
unlikely, but possible) 

Disadvantages 
 Continued use of the 

transmission line following 
mine closure would preclude 
forest regeneration on the 
ROW 

Advantages 
 If transferred to HONI on 

closure, the transmission line 
will reinforce the provincial 
electrical grid in the local area, 
if there are other potential end 
users (none currently 
identified, and such use is 
unlikely, but possible) 

Disadvantages 
 Continued use of the 

transmission line following 
mine closure would preclude 
forest regeneration on currently 
forested portions of the ROW 

Provide for an aesthetically 
pleasing site 

Advantages 
 None apparent 

Disadvantages 
 ROW would be visible at 

selected locations 

Advantages 
 None apparent 

Disadvantages 
 ROW would be visible at 

selected locations 

Advantages 
 None apparent 

Disadvantages 
 ROW would be visible at 

selected locations  

Advantages 
 None apparent 

Disadvantages 
 None apparent 
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Performance 
Objective / 

Criteria 
Indicator 

Alternative Method 
Alternative A  

(Northern Route) 
Alternative B  
(Direct Route) 

Alternative C  
(Eastern Route) 

Alternative D  
(Along Existing Roads) 

Summary evaluation and rating All alternatives are amenable to 
reclamation  

All alternatives are amenable to 
reclamation  

All alternatives are amenable to 
reclamation  

All alternatives are amenable to 
reclamation  

 Summary Rating: Preferred  Summary Rating: Preferred  Summary Rating: Preferred  Summary Rating Preferred  
Overall Summary Rating – see text for details Preferred Unacceptable Unacceptable Unacceptable 
 
Note:  For a given indicator, where there are no meaningful comparative differences between the alternatives, a separate subheading is provided (Comparative Differences) stating that there are “No 

comparative differences between the alternatives” 
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Response to Comments Provided by the Ministry of Natural Resources on the 
Supplemental Assessment of Transmission Line Routing Alternatives, 

Rainy River Project 
 
Rainy River Resources (RRR), a wholly owned subsidiary of New Gold Inc., is planning to 
construct, operate and eventually reclaim a new open pit and underground gold mine at the 
Rainy River Project (RRP) to produce doré bars (gold with silver) for sale. A meeting was held 
between New Gold and Ministry of Natural Resources (MNR) representatives in Fort Frances on 
February 20, 2014 to discuss the transmission line alternatives assessment, and additional 
information needs related to the assessment as part of the environmental assessment review 
process. As a result of this discussion it was agreed that AMEC / New Gold would prepare a 
supplemental assessment of the four currently defined transmission line alternatives. This 
document was provided to the MNR on March 25, 2014. Comments were received from the 
MNR on the supplementary assessment document on April 17, 2014 which are responded to 
individually below, with the original MNR comment provided in italics for ease of reference.  
 
 
Comment #1: ,…provide the detail with regards to specific locations of proposed point count 
stations and plant survey transects. 
 

Response: The requested details will be provided and discussed with the MNR in advance 
of undertaking the additional field work this spring. 

 
Comment #2: Include Agency comments in the consultation summary. 

 
Response: Agency comments will be provided as requested in the supplemental 
assessment document. 

 
Comment #3: ,…Providing a more complete inventory of stick nests and water crossings within 
1 km of the transmission line corridor centerline. 
 

Response: AMEC has mapped all of the stick nests that it is aware of that lie within 1 km of 
any of the transmission line right-of-way alternatives. If MNR has additional data on stick 
nests that AMEC is not aware of, could these data please be provided so that they can be 
included. With respect to watercourse crossings, there is one additional crossing that should 
be added to Alternatives A and D immediately north of the plant site location symbol on 
Figure 9. Please confirm that this is the missing crossing location.  
 
Any changes to the mapping on these two aspects will be reflected in the revised text in 
Sections 3, 5.4, and 7.1, as well as in the Appendix A tables. 
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Comment #4: Including linear corridor effects as a primary impact to the natural environment. 
 

Response: The text in the first paragraph under Section 5.4.1 will be changed as shown by 
the following underlined text:  
 
“The primary impacts to the natural environment from the transmission line routing 
alternatives are related to forest clearing and the resulting loss of habitat, fragmentation 
(in an already disturbed landscape due to logging, roads and trails), creation of edge 
effects, and the development of a 40 m wide linear corridor that could facilitate wildlife 
movement and invasive plant species migration. Edge effects and corridors are known to 
have a positive effect on some species and a negative effect on others, including 
possible increased hunting pressure due to improved access along linear corridors. 
None of the routing alternatives are expected to increase human access significantly due 
to the current existence of several roads and bush trails in the immediate vicinity of each 
alternative (Figure 6).” 
 

Comment #5: Identifying historic cutovers as existing forest 
 

Response: The text in the second paragraph under Section 3.1 will be changed as 
shown by the following underlined text : 
 
“To the extent possible, Alternative A follows along high ground, bedrock controlled 
ridges, which positions the line back from three small lakes (Little Pine Lake, Boundary 
Lake and Beadle Lake (Figure 2). The area through which the route passes is comprised 
of a mix of moderate to older growth forest (greater than approximately 20 to 25 years 
old), recent cutover areas (harvested within the last 5 to 7 years), historic cutover areas 
(cut within the past 20 to 25 years), and planned cut areas (Figure 6). Historic cutover 
areas are regarded as providing immature forest habitat which can be productive for a 
number of species. Approximately 60% of the alignment passes through moderate to 
older forest communities (greater than 20 to 25 years); approximately 28% passes 
through recent and historic cutover areas; 8% passes through planned or contingency 
forest harvest areas; and 4% passes through open wetland areas.” 
 

Comment #6: Removing reference to extensive network of roads and trails 
 

Response: The text on page 25 in Section 5.4.1 will be altered as shown by as shown by 
the following underlined text: 
 
“… forest (greater than approximately 20 to 25 years old), recent cutover areas 
(harvested within the last 5 to 7 years), historic cutover areas (cut within the past 20 to 
25 years) and planned cut areas (Figure 6). Extensive forest harvesting has occurred 
along or adjacent to Alternative A (approximately 28% of the transmission line passes 
through recent and historic cutover areas) or will occur in the future (8% passes through 
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planned or contingency forest harvest areas; Figure 6). Approximately 60% of the 
alignment passes through moderate to older forest communities (greater than 20 to 25 
years) and 4% passes through open wetland areas. Terrestrial habitats along Alternative 
A consist mainly of second growth aspen / White Birch forest, with substantive pine and 
black spruce forest, with lesser inclusions of Jack Pine / Black Spruce, spruce / fir, elm / 
ash, and confer swamp (Figure 3). There is a network of logging roads and bush trails 
along much of the Alternative A route, with the largest concentration being in the area 
near to and east of Highway 71.  
 
Alternative B passes mainly through second growth aspen and birch woodlands, with 
lesser representation of conifer swamp and thicket swamp wetlands (Figure 3). The 
easternmost approximately 2.6 km of Alternative B passes through pine (Red Pine, 
White Pine and Jack Pine) and Black Spruce woodlands bordering Manomin Road. 
Similar to Alternative A, forest harvesting has occurred along or adjacent to that portion 
of Alternative B which is located on Crown lands and there is a network of logging roads 
and bush trails through the entire length of the alternative (Figure 6). Much less near-
term (less than 25 years) forest harvesting appears to have occurred within the area of 
private land holdings along the Alternative B routing. 
 
Similar to Alternative B, Alternative C passes mainly through second growth aspen and 
birch woodlands, with lesser representation of conifer swamp and thicket swamp 
wetlands, and agricultural areas (Figure 3). The easternmost approximately 2.6 km of 
Alternative C passes through the same pine and Black Spruce woodlands as does 
Alternative B. Similar to Alternatives A and B, forest harvesting has occurred along or 
adjacent to that portion of Alternative C which is located on Crown lands and there is a 
network of logging roads and bush trails through the entire length of the alternative 
(Figure 6). Much less near-term (less than 25 years) forest harvesting appears to have 
occurred within the area of private land holdings along the Alternative C routing.” 
 
The second paragraph under Section 6.0 will be amended to remove the word 
‘numerous’, as per the following: 
 
MNR has expressed concerns regarding Alternative A in terms of its potential effects on 
the natural environment; particularly with respect to disturbance and increased access to 
forest interior habitat, and resulting adverse effects to wildlife species dependant on 
such habitats, and species which are particularly sensitive to human disturbance. 
Concern has also been expressed by MNR with regard to the potential adverse effects 
to two Provincially rare plant species, namely the New England Violet and the Field 
Sedge, both classified as S3 (vulnerable species) which could potentially occur in the 
western portion of the Alternative A ROW. A detailed analysis of Alternative A has 
shown that substantial portions of this alignment pass through, or are near to, recent and 
past forest cutover areas, or to areas that are planned and contingency forest harvest 
areas; and that a number of bush roads and trails already provide access to the 
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Alternative A alignment (Figure 6). In arriving at this conclusion, RRR is sensitive to 
MNR’s concern that even though the Alignment A routing is subject to considerable 
existing disturbance, from a wildlife perspective it is still desirable to limit any further 
disturbance. There is also the concern that Alternative A passes in close proximity to 
Boundary and Beatle Lakes. Both of these lakes are readily accessible from existing 
roads (Figure 6). 

 
Comment #7: Removal of references to corridor development disturbance benefiting species at 
risk 
 

Response: The text on page 8 of the table in Appendix A under ‘Effect on Species at 
Risk’, second row, under the heading ‘Advantages’ will be changed for each Alternative 
to read: None apparent. 
 
And the text under the heading ‘Disadvantages’ will be changed to read: Has the 
potential to remove habitat that otherwise might be utilized by species such as Whip-
poor-will. 

 
Comment #8: Correct dates and proper references to stages of the Environmental Assessment  
 

Response: The dates provided are correct according to our records. The text has been 
revised as follows to incorporate the preparation of an Amended Proposed Terms of 
Reference: 
 
RRR initiated the Provincial EA process through the submission of a draft Terms of 
Reference (ToR) to facilitate ongoing public consultation on the RRP. A draft ToR was 
issued for a 30 day public comment period between May 17, 2012 and June 16, 2012. 
The draft ToR was subsequently revised based on comments received on the document 
and results of open houses, and was re-issued as the Proposed ToR for another 30-day 
public comment on October 26, 2012. The Proposed ToR was amended per direction of 
the Ministry of the Environment to reflect comments received and issued as an Amended 
Proposed ToR for review. The Amended Proposed ToR was approved by the Ontario 
Minister of the Environment on May 15, 2013. The final EA Report (AMEC 2014) was 
prepared in accordance with the Provincially-approved Amended ToR, and Section 
6(2)(c) of the Ontario Environmental Assessment Act. 
 

Comment #9: Correct text to clarify that on finalization, the report will be made available for 
public review by Rainy River Resources  
 

Response: The third bullet under Section 1.2 on page 4 will be changed to read: 
 
 The assessment will be prepared as a stand-alone draft document (this report) and 

submitted to MNR within approximately one month of the meeting date. On finalization, the 
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report will be made available for public review by RRR in addition to the public consultation 
on the alternatives already completed to date as part of the overall RRP EA process; and 

 
Comment #10: Remove personal names in the document 
 

Response: Personal names from Section 4 will be removed as requested. 
 

Comment #11: ,...Suggest that inconsistencies between the supplementary document and 
information in the final EA document be reconciled 
 

Response: The supplementary document supersedes information provided on this topic in 
the final EA document. The errata prepare in follow-up to the Final EA Report will be revised 
to state that a further more detailed assessment of transmission line alternatives has been 
carried out as per the document entitled “Supplemental Assessment of Transmission Line 
Routing Alternatives Rainy River Project” (AMEC April 2014). This supplemental evaluation 
has confirmed that Alternative A, subject to minor alignment adjustments, is the preferred 
routing alternative. 
 

 
In addition to the changes noted above, prior to issuing the final document for public review, 
species at risk locations shown in Figure 8 will be generalized, to obscure specific locations.  
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Stakeholder:   Ministry of Natural Resources 
Point of Contact: c/o Sasha McLeod 
Comments received:  August 20, 2014 
Comments regarding: Rainy River Project, Final Environmental Assessment Report (Ver. 2)  
 

 

Summary of Comment/ Rationale Proponent Response 

1 Wildlife monitoring -- Commitments 91 and 92 say New 
Gold will create a wildlife follow up monitoring program 
in consultation with MNR and EC. However there's no 
indication of how or when this will occur. Could you 
please add these details to the commitments registry? 

See revised commitment 92: 
 
",.. throughout mine operations. A draft plan will be issued to MNR and EC prior 
to construction." 

2 Glossary -- MNR continues to request that a glossary be 
included in the EA. In the absence of a glossary, they 
have asked that the accepted and official definitions will 
be those defined in provincial and federal legislation, 
policies or best management practises and management 
guides. Could you please include a statement in the 
errata to add what MNR suggests, perhaps adding it to 
the frontpiece? 

The existing Glossary and Abbreviation listing in the Final EA has been 
expanded upon to include commonly utilized mining terms that may otherwise 
not be clear to the reader and has been attached to the Errata (Version 8; 
Attachment 13). 

3 Secondary containment -- the commitments registry 
identifies there will be secondary containment in place at 
the water crossing of West Creek (commitment 36), but 
not for the water and TMA pipelines. Could you please 
add this commitment? 

See revised commitment 36: 
 
" There will be secondary containment in place for tailings and contact water 
pipelines at the crossing of West Creek."  
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Summary of Comment/ Rationale Proponent Response 

4 Lake Sturgeon -- MNR is seeking an analysis and 
documentation on Lake Sturgeon as per the other SAR 
in section 7.15 of the EA. They require the same kind of 
reporting for Lake Sturgeon (i.e. environmental effects, 
mitigation, government, Aboriginal and public 
comments/concerns, etc.). Please let me know if you 
can provide additional analysis on Lake Sturgeon, 
provide it to MNR, and include the text in the errata. 
 

This information has been provided as an attachment to the Errata (Version 8; 
Attachment 14). 

5 Rare plants -- MNR expects there to be a rare plant VEC 
separate from the vegetative communities VEC. Could 
you please let me know if you can create a separate 
section for rare plants as a separate VEC within section 
7 and table 7 of the EA, provide it to MNR, and include 
the text in the errata? 

This information has been provided as an attachment to the Errata (Version 8, 
Attachment 14). 

6 East access road -- MNR requests that a road use 
strategy be provided as part of the EA, and that this 
strategy and the map showing access gates be included 
in the EA. There is a section of road that will require 
disposition from MNR to construct. One option is for 
New Gold to provide a road use strategy including the 
map to be included in the EA, provide the strategy to 
MNR, and include the text in the errata. Another option 
is to commit to preparing a road use strategy in 
consultation with MNR, residents on Marr Rd and other 
stakeholders, such as users of Crown land north of Marr 
Rd, for the commitment to indicate how and when the 
strategy will be prepared, and for this to be included in 
the commitments registry. Please let me know your 
thoughts. 

A new commitment has been added (#203) as follows: 
 
"RRR commits to preparing a road use strategy in consultation with the MNR, for 
review and comment by residents on Marr Road and other stakeholders, such as 
users of Crown land north of Marr Road prior to the initiation of onsite 
construction. The document will include identification of the means by which 
users can express concerns in the future (if any) to RRR. A final version will be 
provided to the MNR and will be available at the RRR Emo office and mine site." 
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Summary of Comment/ Rationale Proponent Response 

7 Transmission line bird surveys -- MNR requests that the 
supplemental bird/plant survey document that you 
prepared be part of the EA. Could you please refer to 
these reports in the errata to indicate the intention for the 
documents to be part of the EA? Could you also please 
let me know if these surveys are in the Transmission 
Line Supplemental Report that you had provided to me, 
or if the survey results are in a separate document 
(sorry, I'm at home so I don't have the report in front of 
me)? We intend to append the Supplemental Report to 
the Ministry Review to provide everyone a chance to 
review it. 
 

See revised commitment 84: 
 
" Results will be made available to MNR once the report is complete and the 
report will be referred to in the Errata." 

8 Removal of statements -- MNR requests that their 
comments 9, 22 and 74 be corrected in the errata 
(amended or removed). Please clarify and include in the 
errata. I might have already mentioned one or two of 
these in the comments I sent you on the errata/registry, 
but I don't have MNR's full set of comments in front of 
me so I can't double check at the moment. 
 

Comments 9 and 22 were addressed in the previous (Version 7) Errata. 
 
Comment 74 will be indicated in the revised Errata (Version 8). 
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Summary of Comment/ Rationale Proponent Response 

9 Habitat rehabilitation strategy -- Please clarify that the 
commitments registry includes a commitment that a 
habitat rehabilitation strategy will be developed and 
included in the CP. 

Section 9.18 of the draft Closure Plan currently outlines a habitat rehabilitation 
strategy for the RRP, which includes the following primary objectives: 
 
 Control erosion and ensure physical stability; 
 Improve the appearance and aesthetics of the RRP site; 
 Establish a self-sustaining vegetative cover; and 
 Enhance natural vegetation growth to support various wildlife species, 

including SAR. 
 
The draft Closure Plan strategy for achieving these objectives is focused on a 
testwork program that will be carried out during mine operations, to include: 

 
 An assessment of site area native terrestrial and riparian plant communities 

to determine species which are likely best suited for use during site 
revegetation; 

 
 An assessment of site area native terrestrial and riparian plant communities 

to determine species which are likely best suited for use during site 
revegetation; 

 
 The preparation of test pads to carry out vegetation growth trials, using 

various soil cover and seed mix combinations; 
 
 Determination of suitable seed sources to use during final reclamation 

efforts, focusing on climatically adapted plant and seed stocks; and 
 
 Determination of the role of soil amendments and/or fertilizer to support initial 

revegetation efforts, if any. 
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Summary of Comment/ Rationale Proponent Response 

9 
 

 The draft Closure Plan habitat rehabilitation strategy further states that the 
species mix or mixes for RRP site revegetation will be determined through:  
 
 Consultation with the forestry industry, local regulatory authorities, Aboriginal 

groups and other stakeholders;  
 

 An onsite test work program during the operations phases; and  
 

 Fine tuned during progressive reclamation.  
 
A commitment was also made through the EA process to develop habitats that 
would be likely to support SAR, such as Whip-poor-will, Common Nighthawk, 
and Bobolink; as well as habitats that will support species such as White-tailed 
Deer that are important to local hunters. Wildlife habitat planning details will be 
developed during the period of mine operations, and will be informed by 
monitoring and research programs linked to Whip-poor-will, and other data. Such 
details will be included in future Closure Plan amendments developed toward the 
end of mine operations. 
 
In addition, The Endangered Species Act overall benefit permit currently being 
developed with the Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry (MNRF) in 
relation to Whip-poor-will and Bobolink also includes commitments to develop 
habitats on the RRP site at closure that will support both Whip-poor-will and 
Boblink, with specific habitat targets being set for both species. A commitment is 
being made through the benefit permit to develop specific habitat rehabilitation 
plans relating to Whip-poor-will and Bobolink within two years of project closure, 
wherein project closure is defined as the period of active reclamation following 
the cessation of mining and processing at the Rainy River Project site when the 
majority of site facilities are removed.   
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Summary of Comment/ Rationale Proponent Response 

  Further specific commitments were made during the EA process to involve both 
the Big Grassy River First nation and the Métis Nation of Ontario, and other First 
Nations, in the development of adaptive management techniques related to 
closure planning, including:  
 
 Rehabilitation of habitat for wildlife species such as SAR and ungulates; and 
 Restoring Aboriginal access to RRP lands following mine closure, for the 

purposes of conducting traditional activities, to the extent that such access is 
safe and possible. 

10 Contingency water supply -- Please include clarifying 
statement in the errata (for section 6.11 of the EA) that 
considering area lakes as an alternative to water supply 
is no longer being considered and not part of the EA. 

This comment was addressed in the previous (Version 7) Errata. 
 
See also revised commitment 40. 
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Stakeholder:    Ministry of the Environment 
Point of Contact:  Various as noted – Air Quality 
Comments received:  March 7, 2014 
Comments regarding: Rainy River Project, Final Environmental Assessment Report (Ver. 2)  
 

R
eference # 
R

eview
er 

Reference 
to EIS 

Guidelines 
or ToR 

Reference to 
EIS or ToR Summary of Comment / Rationale Proposed Action 

EA
 or 

R
egulatory 

Proponent Response 

MOE-AQ1 
J.Horihan 

Appendix Q, 
Air Quality 
Monitoring 
Report 

Appendix B, 
Emission Rate 
Calculations,  
Page 1 

Emission estimate calculations for generator sets are not clearly 
shown.  Reviewer could not duplicate estimates. 

Detailed calculations should be shown in ECA submission Both Agreed. Additional information will be 
provided in the Environmental Compliance 
Approval (ECA) -Air application. 

MOE-AQ2 
J.Horihan 

Appendix Q, 
Air Quality 
Monitoring 
Report 

Appendix B, 
Emission Rate 
Calculations, 
Page 3 

Emission estimate for blasting operation based on mfg key data 
sheet.  Data quality is unknown.  For comparison purposes, 
reviewer calculated estimates based on USEPA emission 
factors, resulting in more conservative estimates 

When using supplier info for emission estimates, enough supporting 
documentation should be provided for Ministry verification and data quality 
assessment. 

Both Acknowledged with appreciation. 

MOE-AQ3 
J.Horihan 

Appendix Q, 
Air Quality 
Monitoring 
Report 

Appendix B, 
emission Rate 
Calculations, 
Page 4 

Estimates for material loading and unloading at stockpiles 
assume a water control efficiency of 50%.  Not clear where 
control efficiency is from.  No discussion on Best Management 
Practices Plan provided to verify control efficiency. 

Revisit control efficiency when Best Management Practices Plan developed 
to ensure that conservative control efficiency percentage is applied to 
emission estimate. 

Both Additional information will be provided in the 
ECA -Air application. 

MOE-AQ4 
J.Horihan 

Appendix Q, 
Air Quality 
Monitoring 
Report 

Appendix B 
Emission Rate 
Calculations, 
Page 5 

Data quality of emission estimate not provided. Provide supporting documentation to substantiate emission calculation and 
data quality assessment with ECA submission. 

Both Additional information will be provided in the 
ECA -Air application as requested. 

MOE-AQ5 
J.Horihan 
and S. 
Agarwal 

Appendix Q, 
Air Quality 
Monitoring 
Report 

Appendix B 
Emission Rate 
Calculations, 
Page 6 

Control efficiency for road dust emissions was assumed to be 
85% which the reviewer finds to be in the high end of control 
efficiency range.   

Revisit control efficiency when Best Management Practices Plan developed 
to ensure that conservative control efficiency percentage is applied to 
emission estimate. The following should also be noted for future application 
for an Air ECA: 
 
1. The control efficiency of 95% to 98% provided in USEPA AP-42 Table 13.2.2-2 

are instantaneous efficiencies due to road watering. As indicated in AP-42, as 
the road surface dries, both the moisture ratio and control efficiency decrease. 
Thus the overall efficiency would depend on how fast the road dries which 
would in turn depend upon amount of water added and frequency of application. 
Also note that the data quality for watered roads are suggested in AP-42 to be 
downgraded by two points. 
 

2. If multiple references are used for determining emission factors, the more 
conservative reference should be used for determining emission rates. For 
example the EET AU reference (NPI Manual – Mining, version 3.1) also 
indicates in Table 4 that controls for road watering on haul roads are 50 to 75% 
depending on watering rates. 
 

3. MOE will revisit the control efficiencies and emission rates provided in the 
ESDM Report when an ECA application is made. Acceptance of an emission 
factor/rate by the MOE would depend upon the data quality of the factor, 
predicted POI concentrations for contaminants and other factors. More details 
on data quality and use of conservative estimates are provided in sections 8.2 
and 8.3 of the MOE ESDM Procedure document (PIBs # 3614e03).

Both Acknowledged. Additional information will 
be provided in the ECA -Air application. 
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MOE-AQ6 
J.Horihan 

Appendix Q, 
Air Quality 
Monitoring 
Report 

Appendix B 
Emission Rate 
Calculations 
Page 9 

Emission estimates for CN destruction relied on mfg key data 
sheet.  Data quality is uncertain.  

When using supplier info for emission estimates, enough supporting 
documentation should be provided by the proponent to support the 
emission estimate calculation and for Ministry verification of estimate and 
data quality assessment 

Both Acknowledged. Additional information will 
be provided in the ECA -Air application. 

MOE-AQ7 
J.Horihan 

Appendix Q, 
Air Quality 
Monitoring 
Report 

Appendix B 
Emission Rate 
Calculations 
Page 10 

Emission estimate calculations assumed a silt content of 5.9% 
(what is this based on?).  CEMI ‘Guide to the Preparation of 
BMP Plan for the Control of Fugitive Dust for Ontario Mining 
Sector Aug 2010’ suggests a silt content of 9.14% is typical for 
Ontario Mining Sites.  In addition, a control efficiency of 75% was 
assumed.   

At ECA stage, supporting documentation should be provided to support silt 
content.  Also revisit control efficiency when Best Management Practices 
Plan developed.   

Both Acknowledged. Additional information will 
be provided in the ECA -Air application. 

MOE-AQ8 
EMRB 

Appendix Q-
2: Air Quality 
Modelling 
Report 
Addendum”  

electronic input 
and output files 
for PM2.5 
provided by the 
proponent via 
email on 
January 6, 
2014 

Similar with our findings for the PM modelling in the draft EA, 
total emission rate in the electronic model input file for PM2.5 is 
also about 10% lower than the total emission rate listed in the 
amended Table A3. Response from the proponent on 
September 6, 2013 stated that this discrepancy is a result of 
variable emission rate. This is not clear due to the following 
reason. 
 
Unlike other compounds, emission rates of PM and PM2.5 listed 
in Table A3 are only for 24-hr averaging time. However, in the 
model input files, emissions only occur 12 hours of a day. If the 
total emission rate listed in Table A3 is an average of the 
emissions over 24 hours, the above discrepancy should be 
around 50%, not 10%.   

Further explanation and clarification are needed for  
 averaging time for PM and PM2.5 emissions in Table A3, and 
 the PM and PM2.5 total emission discrepancy between the model input 

file and Table A3.      

Both The Source Summary Table (Emission 
Rates) has been updated to reflect the 
dispersion modelling source inputs and is 
provided in Attachment 1. 

MOE-AQ9 
EMRB 

Appendix Q-
2: Air Quality 
Modelling 
Report 
Addendum”  

electronic input 
and output files 
for PM2.5 
provided by the 
proponent via 
email on 
January 6, 
2014 

NOx, SO2 and CO emissions were added for more sources in 
the amended Table A3, and some of them (i.e. Haul trucks and 
Dozers/Grader in pit) have fair amount of emissions.   

The updated electronic model input and output files for these compounds 
including these additional sources should be provided. 

Both The digital electronic model input and output 
files for NOx, SO2, and CO have be 
provided to the MOE with this submission.  
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MOE-
AQ10  
S. Agarwal 
and G. Qiu 

 EIS report, 
Section 7.3.1 
pages 7-14, 
and 7-17, and 
Table 7-49 
 
Appendix Q, 
Air Quality 
Modelling 
Report, Tables 
A3 and A5 
Source 
Summary 
Table. 
 
RRR 
Response to 
Comments on 
Draft EA 
Report. 

PM10 emissions were provided in the Draft EA Table A3, 
however modelling information was not provided at that time. 
This query was raised and a response provided by RRR 
indicated that PM10 assessment would be provided in the final 
EA Report.  
 
Details on PM10 emissions assessment are however not 
available in the Final EA Report.  For example, Appendix Q2- 
Table A3- Source Summary Table does not include PM10 
emission rates and the final effects tables such as Table ES-1 
Summary of Air Quality Results, Appendix Q and Table 7.4-
Section 7, Effects Assessment, do not include predicted PM10 
concentrations. 
 
Some sections of the EA Report (e.g. section 7.3.1, Table 7-47: 
Significance Determinations of Residual Effects after Mitigation, 
Construction Phase – Natural Environment) seem to suggest 
that PM10 emissions were assessed and compliance with MOE 
air quality criteria is demonstrated. However, as stated above, no 
modelling results were shown in the report, or in the Appendix Q 
regarding the predicted PM10 concentrations. 
 
Thus there are inconsistencies in the Final EA Report with 
respect to assessment of PM10 concentrations and it is unclear 
if PM10 has been assessed for compliance. 

A PM10 criteria of 50 ug/m3 for a 24-hour averaging period is included in 
the Ontario Air Quality Criteria (AAQC) and compliance assessment with 
respect to this criteria is required. 
 
RRR should confirm if PM10 assessment has been completed and update 
relevant sections and tables in the Final EA Report to include PM10 
assessment data. 
 
If PM10 is not included in AQ assessment, a justification for the same 
should be provided. 

EA An assessment of PM10 emissions and 
modelled effects is provided in Attachment 
1. 

MOE-
AQ11  
S. Agarwal 

 EIS report 
sections 
7.20.5.1. 
Table 7-47: 
Significance 
Determinations 
of Residual 
Effects after 
Mitigation, 
Construction 
Phase. 
RRR 
Response to 
Comments on 
Draft EA 
Report. 

The Final EA indicates that impacts of construction phase have 
been considered (Table 7-47 and s.7.20.5.1).  However, 
predicted concentrations of various relevant contaminants during 
construction phase have not been provided. 
 
An earlier response provided by RRR had indicated that 
construction impacts would be significantly lower than operating 
phases.  This determination was a qualitative assessment made 
by comparing the level of activities during operation and 
construction phases of the project.   

As collaborated by Environment Canada, it is recommended that a worst-
case scenario assessment during construction phase is completed.  This 
scenario should include conducting an assessment for NOx, TSP, PM10 
and PM2.5 and compared with relevant applicable criteria. 
 
The assessment is required because RRR response to comments on draft 
EA Report indicated the use of other sand and gravel pits and quarries and 
potential impacts during construction phase on any sensitive receptors near 
these work areas is unknown. 

EA An assessment of the impacts of the 
construction phase activities compared with 
the operations phase is provided in 
Attachment 1. 
 

MOE-
AQ12  
S. Agarwal 

Appendix Q-
2: Air Quality 
Modelling 
Report 
Addendum” 

Appendix Q2 -
Section 1, 
Page 1 and 
Section 2, 
Page 4. 
 
Appendix  Q2- 
Table A3. 

Addendum Q2 - section 1, page 1 states that NOx, SO2 and CO 
emissions for mobile sources are included in the overall effects 
assessment.  Also section 3, page 4 states that “Tailpipe 
emissions from mining equipment such as loaders, drills, and 
graders, used inside the pit were included in the modelling. 
Note that Table A3,Appendix Q2 indicates that NOx, SO2 and 
CO emissions were considered for haul trucks operating inside 
the pit, however these emissions do not appear to be considered 
for haul trucks and other vehicles travelling on site roads located 
outside the pits.   

Provide justification for why tailpipe emissions from haul trucks operating on 
the site roads located outside the pit areas were not included in the 
assessment.  

EA Discussion of haul truck tailpipe emissions 
is provided in Attachment 1. 
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MOE-
AQ13 
G.Qiu 

 Appendix Q-2, 
Air Quality 
Modelling 
Report – 
Addendum 
pages 2-3 and 
Appendix 2, 
Background 
Data for Key 
Metals  

Copper Cliff station in Sudbury was selected and the thirtieth 
percentile of the measured metals data in 2002 was used to 
represent a baseline level for the project study area. There were 
only 14 samples from Copper Cliff station in 2002, which 
represents about three months of monitoring period based on a 
1-in 6 sampling schedule (sampling every 6th day). The statistics 
for metals from this station could be skewed and biased due to 
the insufficient sampling data for the year of 2002. 

A scientific justification/rationale should be provided as to why the limited 
sampling data from Copper Cliff station can be used to assess the baseline 
data in the study area.  

EA A discussion of the baseline data for the 
study area is provided in Attachment 1. 

MOE-
AQ14  
G. Qiu 

 EIS Report, 
Section 7.3.1 
pages 7-14 
and 7-15, and 
Appendix Q, 
Air Quality 
Modelling 
Report pages 
17-18; and 
Appendix Q-2, 
Air Quality 
Modelling 
Report – 
Addendum, 
pages 4-5  

The cumulative air impacts including background concentrations 
for PM and CACs were mentioned and compared with the 
provincial criteria, but no results were included in the report. 

Results for all pollutants with both modelled concentrations and background 
concentrations should be provided in a single table similar as the Table 
ADD1 for cumulative assessment for metals. 

EA Table ADD1 (Addendum #3) has been 
expanded to present the cumulative 
concentrations for the other parameters 
assessed in Attachment 1.  
 

MOE-
AQ15 
G.Qiu 

 Appendix Q, 
Air Quality 
Modelling 
Report page 
31, Table 13, 
and Appendix 
Q-2, Air Quality 
Modelling 
Report – 
Addendum 
page 5, Table 
ADD3  

CO emission rates for 0.5-hr and 8 hr averaging periods 
increased from 27 g/s to 59 g/s when mobile sources were 
included, but there is no change for the 1-hr CO emission rate. 
Also modelled 0.5-hr CO concentration (2634 ug/m3) with mobile 
sources was almost the same as that (2632 ug/m3) without 
mobile sources.  

Provide an explanation as to why there is no change with the 1-hr CO 
emission rate and little change with the modelled concentration for 0.5-hr 
averaging period when mobile sources were included. 

Both For the 1-hour average NO2 and CO, in pit 
blasting is the dominant source that has the 
most significant offsite effect; all emissions 
from blasting are released over a short 
period of time and are modelled as 
emissions during one hour of the day.  For 
this reason, the inclusion of the mobile 
emissions does not significantly affect the 1-
hour averaging time results. The effects are 
more notable when considering the 24-hour 
averaging time.  
Further discussion is provided in the 
attached Addendum #3.  

MOE-
AQ16  
G. Qiu 

 Appendix Q, 
Air Quality 
Modelling 
Report, page 
31, Table 13, 
and Appendix 
Q-2, Air Quality 
Modelling 
Report – 
Addendum 
page 5, Table 
ADD3, and 
Appendix 3 
Figures 7-1a, 
7-1b and 7-3 

The results shown in the Figures 7-1a, 7-1b and 7-3 do not 
match the information provided in the Tables 13, and ADD3. For 
example, the modelled maximum TSP concentration was 86 
ug/m3, while the TSP concentration shown in Figure 7-1a is only 
up to 80 ug/m3.   

Revisit and revise the results shown in the Tables 13, ADD3, and Figures 7-
1a, 7-1b and 7-3. 

Both Figures 7-1a, 7-1b, 7-3, and 7-4 have been 
revised and provided as part of 
Addendum #3 (in Attachment 1).  
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1.0 INTRODUCTION  
 
The Rainy River Project (RRP) is a gold exploration project situated in the Township of Chapple, 
approximately sixty-five kilometres (km; by road) northwest of Fort Frances in northwestern 
Ontario. The RRP site and surrounding lands are dominantly privately held, with Rainy River 
Resources Ltd. (RRR) holding a considerable private land package. RRR has been exploring 
the RRP property since 2005, with the objective of constructing, operating and eventually 
reclaiming a new open pit and underground gold mine and milling complex on the site. RRR is 
pursuing environmental approvals for the development of open pit and underground gold mine 
at this location. AMEC Environment & Infrastructure, a division of AMEC Americas Limited 
(AMEC), was retained by RRR to prepare an Air Quality Assessment Report for the RRP site. 

 
RRR is required to complete a Standard Environmental Assessment pursuant to the Canadian 
Environmental Assessment Act, 2012 and an Individual Environmental Assessment pursuant to 
the Ontario Environmental Assessment Act. In support of the Federal and Provincial 
environmental assessment, AMEC has completed a study of the potential air quality effects of 
the Project. The Air Quality Assessment requires the prediction of offsite effects using 
dispersion modelling, and the comparison of the results to applicable air quality criteria in order 
to determine whether potential adverse effects on the environment and human health exist.  
 
This addendum has been prepared in response to comments (MOE-AQ_) received from the 
Ontario Ministry of the Environment (MOE), and includes the following sections:  
 

 PM and PM2.5 Emissions and Dispersion Model Input (MOE-AQ8); 
 PM10 Assessment (MOE-AQ10); 
 Assessment of Construction Phase Effects (MOE-AQ11); 
 Construction material Truck emissions on site roads (MOE-AQ12); 
 Baseline AIR concentrations FOR METALS (MOE-AQ13); 
 Cumulative Effects Of Project Modelled Effects And Baseline Concentrations 

(MOE-AQ14); 
 Carbon Monoxide Emission Rate And Modelled Effects (MOE-AQ15); and 
 Review of Tables 13, ADD3, and Figures 7-1a, 7-1b, 7-3, and 7-4 (MOE-AQ16). 
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2.0 PM AND PM2.5 ASSESSMENT (MOE-AQ8) 
 
The PM and PM2.5 were both assessed based upon a 24-hour averaging time.  
 
The Source Summary Table (Emission Rates) presented as Table ADD3-1 has been updated to 
reflect the dispersion modelling source inputs. A number of sources at the facility will either not 
be active during the operations phase (concrete batching plant), or were not significant with 
respect to the total particulate emissions and modelled effects. The PM emissions from material 
handling were also updated, as reflected in this version of the Emission Estimates table. For 
example, particulate emissions from the lime baghouse, lime slaker scrubber, and flocculant 
dust collector were estimated to be 0.097 g/s total (less than 0.5% of the total particulate 
emissions from the RRP), and were therefore considered insignificant and not included as 
sources in the dispersion modelling scenario. The fire pump was also excluded from the 
modelled emissions scenario, as it would not be tested concurrently with an emergency 
generator generator which has a higher NOx emission rate.  
 
Table ADD3-1 is consistent with the dispersion modelling input files for particulate and PM2.5 

provided.  
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Table ADD3-1: Particulate Matter and PM2.5 Source Summary Table (Emission Rates) 24-hour 
Averaging Time 

  

Source Source ID Description PM PM2.5

24-hr 24-hr

73.07 4.52

Drill PIT Open Pit Mining - Drilling 0.27 0.14

Blast PIT Open Pit Mining - Blasting 5.76 0.17

Load PIT Open Pit Mining - Load Haul Truck (Shovel) 3.5 0.8

In Pit Road PIT Open Pit Mining - Haul trucks 23.5 0.623

Haul Roads Roads (various)** Road Emissions 33.12 0.877

Dozers/Graders in 
pit

PIT Dozers and Graders in pit 0.5 0.053

Unload 1 PAG (and PAGN) Drop at PAG 1.89 0.43

Dozer WR PAG (and PAGN) Dozer use at PAG 0.50 0.05

Unload 2 NPAG/OB NPAG/OB drop 1.92 0.43

Dozer NPAG NPAGDoz Dozer use at NPAG and OB 0.50 0.05

Unload 3 ORE Ore stockpile unloading 0.34 0.077

Dozer Ore OREDoz Dozer at Ore stockpile 0.25 0.03

Ex Portal 1 Port1 UG exhaust portal in pit 0.10 0.10

Ex Portal 2 Port2 UG exhaust portal west of pit 0.29 0.29

Unload Crusher CRUSH Fugitive Primary Crusher Feed 0.285 0.065

BagHouse1 BH1 PCRUSH baghouse for crusher 0.142 0.142

Induction Furances IND1
dust collector / scrubber to control furnace 

exhaust 0.06 0.057

Lime Baghouse BH11 Lime exhaust for lime bin dust collector

Scrubber lime 
slaker

LS1 scrubber  for lime slaker

Flocculant Dust 
collector FLOC1 flocculant handling cartridge filter

CuSO4 scrubber EF11CuSO4 scrubber to control CuSO4 from loading and 
mixing tank

0.088 0.088

CN-Dest 1 HCND1 CN Destruction Tank 1

Emerg Gen 1 EGEN1 Emergency Diesel Generator 1 0.0504 0.0504

Emerg Gen 2 EGEN2 Emergency Diesel Generator 2

Emerg Gen 3 EGEN3 Emergency Diesel Generator 3

Emerg Gen 4 EGEN4 Emergency Diesel Generator 4

Emerg Gen 5 EGEN5 Emergency Diesel Generator 5

FirePump1 FP1 Diesel Fire Pump 1

source not included in modelling

- The lime baghouse, scrubber lime slaker, and flocculant dust collecter were deemed insignificant and not included as sources in the model. 

only one operating during testing; 
largest unit assumed

Emissions (g/s)

TOTAL EMISSIONS MODELLED
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3.0 PM10 ASSESSMENT (MOE-AQ10) 
 
In response to Comment MOE-AQ10, an emission summary for PM10 was prepared for the 
operations phase of the RRP. The Source Summary (Emission Rates) table was prepared for 
PM10, including both stationary and mobile sources (Table ADD3-2), and dispersion modelling 
was conducted to predict the potential offsite effects of PM10 at the RRP property boundary and 
at sensitive points of impingement (POIs) locating in the surrounding area. The results of the 
assessment for PM10 were compared to the interim Ambient Air Quality Criteria (AAQC) 
guideline for PM10 that is published by the MOE as a guide for decision making only.  
 
The PM10 concentrations are predicted to occasionally exceed the interim AAQC of 50 µg/m3. 
These predicted levels should be considered in the context of the conservative nature of the 
estimates (for example all sources active at maximum all the time, specific activity levels for any 
given source at its maximum level of activity over the entire life of the mine) and the 
conservative modelling (for example results are presented as the maximum meteorological day 
over five years of meteorological data). The modelled concentrations for particulate are at a 
level that is also typical of many sites in Ontario. The potential area of exceedance is located at 
the property boundary that has no current human activity, and where there are no human 
receptors.  
 
The modelled concentrations at all other locations outside the Project site, including at all 
sensitive POI, were well below the AAQC, even with inclusion of the background are well below 
MOE AAQC, as shown in Table ADD3-4. The highest predicted PM10 concentration at a 
sensitive POI was 23.0 µg/m3 , which is lower than the interim AAQC even with the inclusion of a 
baseline concentration of about 20 µg/m3 for PM10 (42.6 µg/m3). 
 
The Emission Summary Table for PM10 is provided as Table ADD3-3, and an isopleth of 
maximum PM10 concentrations is provided as Figure ADD#3-1.  
 
At the receptor along the property boundary that has the maximum predicted concentration, the 
frequency of predicted exceedance is low. The model predicts concentrations above 50 µg/m3

 

for a total of 4 days at one fenceline location over the 5-years considered in the dispersion 
modelling, a frequency of 0.2%; there are no sensitive POIs near this receptor.  
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Table ADD3-2: PM10 Source Summary Table (Emission Rates) 

 
  

Emission Rate (g/s)

PM10

24-hr Averaging Time

21.86

Drill PIT Open Pit Mining - Drilling 0.14

Blast PIT Open Pit Mining - Blasting 2.99

Load PIT Open Pit Mining - Load Haul Truck (Shovel) 2.8

In Pit Road PIT Open Pit Mining - Haul trucks 6.2

Haul Roads Roads (various)** Road Emissions 8.1

Dozers/Graders in pit PIT Dozers and Graders in pit 0.4

Concrete 1 BATCH1 Batch Plant 1 0.372

BagHouse2 BH2 - under crushed ore pile
baghouse for conveyor drop under stockpile feed 

conveyor 0.255

Reclaim RECLAIM Discharge to stockpile 0.228

Unload 1 PAG (and PAGN) Drop at PAG 0.75

Dozer WR PAG (and PAGN) Dozer use at PAG 0.19

Unload 2 NPAG/OB NPAG/OB drop 1.53

Dozer NPAG NPAGDoz Dozer use at NPAG and OB 0.38

Unload 3 ORE Ore stockpile unloading 0.27

Dozer Ore OREDoz Dozer at Ore stockpile 0.19

Ex Portal 1 Port1 UG exhaust portal in pit 0.10

Ex Portal 2 Port2 UG exhaust portal west of pit 0.29

Unload Crusher CRUSH Fugitive Primary Crusher Feed 0.23

BagHouse1 BH1 PCRUSH baghouse for crusher 0.14

Induction Furances IND1 dust collector/scrubber to control furnace exhaust 0.06

Lime Baghouse BH11 Lime exhaust for lime bin dust collector 0.032

Scrubber lime slaker LS1 scrubber  for lime slaker 0.0570

Flocculant Dust collector FLOC1 flocculant handling cartridge filter 0.0076

CuSO4 scrubber EF11CuSO4 scrubber to control CuSO4 from loading and 
mixing tank

0.088

Emerg Gen 1 EGEN1 Emergency Diesel Generator 1 0.0504

Emerg Gen 2 EGEN2 Emergency Diesel Generator 2

Emerg Gen 3 EGEN3 Emergency Diesel Generator 3

Emerg Gen 4 EGEN4 Emergency Diesel Generator 4

Emerg Gen 5 EGEN5 Emergency Diesel Generator 5

FirePump1 FP1 Diesel Fire Pump 1 0.018

source not included in modelling

only one operating
during testing; 

largest unit assumed

- For PM10, the worst-case scenario did not involve blasting in the pit, but rather all other mining activities that occur during non-blasting hours. 

- The lime baghouse, scrubber lime slaker, and flocculant dust collecter were deemed insignificant and not included as sources in the model. 

TOTAL EMISSIONS MODELLED

Source Source ID Description
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Table ADD3-3: PM10 Emission Summary Table 
(Modelled, Background, and Cumulative Concentrations) 

24-hour Averaging Time 
 

 

Facility 
Emission 

Rate 
(g/s) 

Averaging 
Period 

(hr) 

Maximum 
Modelled 

Concentration 
at Sensitive 
POI (µg/m3) 

Background 
Concentration 

(µg/m3) 

Modelled + 
Background 

Concentration  
(µg/m3) 

AAQC1 
(µg/m3) 

PM10 21.86 24 23.0  19.6 42.6 50 
 
1 – The criterion for PM10 is not an AAQCs per se, but is an interim criterion established by the MOE for decision-making purposes 

 
 

Table ADD3-4: Modelled PM10 Concentrations excluding background for 24-hour Averaging Time 
at Sensitive POIs  

Point of 
Reception 
Number 

Receptor Co-ordinates 
Modelled 

Concentration* 
(µg/m3) 

AAQC 
(µg/m3) 

% of 
Criteria 

1 424437 5415498 8.6 50 17% 
2 431274 5412538 11.7 50 23% 
3 431587 5411870 11.8 50 24% 
4 431496 5411644 13.8 50 28% 
5 431095 5410519 12.6 50 25% 
6 431264 5410420 23.0 50 46% 
7 431077 5408660 8.3 50 17% 
8 431034 5406873 11.3 50 23% 
9 430117 5406700 13.4 50 27% 
10 429796 5406515 13.3 50 27% 
11 429116 5406626 18.5 50 37% 
12 428590 5406620 20.4 50 41% 
13 428175 5406947 16.1 50 32% 
14 427715 5406736 16.6 50 33% 
15 427450 5406952 12.9 50 26% 
16 419623 5410178 14.1 50 28% 
17 419645 5410314 10.8 50 22% 
18 419827 5413577 7.8 50 16% 
19 423220 5403777 7.3 50 15% 
20 424076 5403217 7.2 50 14% 
21 427606 5403217 8.6 50 17% 
 

1 – The criterion for PM10 is not an AAQC, but a criterion established by the MOE for decision-making purposes 
2 – The concentrations at the sensitive POIs presented in Table ADD3-4 do not include the baseline concentrations, 

however the highest cumulative effect of modelled + baseline PM10 concentration is presented in Table ADD3-3 (42.6 
µg/m3). The cumulative effect at all other sensitive POIs would be lower. 
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4.0 ASSESSMENT OF CONSTRUCTION PHASE EFFECTS (MOE-AQ11) 
 
The comment received from the MOE requested that RRR provides a modeling assessment for 
the construction phase since the releases of NOx and particulate matter (TSP, PM10 and PM2.5) 
can be of concern during the site preparation and construction phases. The comment reflects 
that impacts could potentially be greater than during operations. 
 
It is important to note, that an Environmental Compliance Approval (ECA) will be sought from 
the MOE for both the construction and operations phases of the mining project. For the 
construction phase, emissions and modelled effects for a number of key sources (e.g., crushers 
and generators) will be provided to the MOE for review and approval as part of the application 
package. 
 
A detailed construction schedule has not yet been developed, nor has the final selection of 
construction equipment been made; therefore it is not possible to provide an accurate or even 
estimated modelling scenario of the construction activities. The staging of construction, 
equipment selection, location of construction and type of construction could have a significant 
impact on potential emissions scenarios, and accurate dispersion modelling would not be 
possible for this phase of the project given the information currently available. 
 
RRR will develop a Fugitive Dust Best Management Practices Plan (BMP Plan) for both the 
construction and operations phases of the RRP. The BMP Plan will be submitted to the MOE for 
review as a component of the application package for an ECA, and will comprehensively 
address dust mitigation measures for point and fugitive sources of dust.  
 
Due to the nature of open pit mining, particulate emissions as part of pit development during the 
construction phase are similar to those during mining in the operations phase. The distances 
travelled from pits and quarries to construction activities onsite would be reasonably equivalent 
to the distances travelled from the open pit to mine rock storage, overburden or the ore 
processing area. In most cases, the pits and quarries that are proposed to supply aggregate for 
construction activities (Figure ADD#3-3) are also sited further from the site boundary than the 
open pit and associated haul roads are (with the exception of the TBT Quarry), and would 
therefore result in lower offsite effects that emissions released from the sources considered in 
the modelling assessment (the open pit and haul roads). 
 
The magnitude of emissions between mining phases would likely differ, and preliminary data 
available from RRR suggests that the hourly and daily particulate emissions during the 
construction phase would be lower than those during any year of the operations phase. The 
preliminary data available includes estimated total quantities of aggregate materials required for 
construction, the quarries and pits that will be used to source this aggregate, and heavy truck 
traffic counts for construction materials supply. This data was compared to the material 
movements of ore, waste rock, and overburden from the pit to other areas of the project site 
during three years of the operations phase (2015, 2016, and 2019), and to the material 
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movements considered for the dispersion modelling assessment, in Table ADD3-5. The years 
with minimum (2015) and maximum (2019) material movements were both considered.  
 
The construction phase is expected to extend well beyond one year (21 months). The total 
annual quantities of material handled are significantly lower than during the operations phase 
and those considered in the dispersion modelling assessment.  
 

Table ADD3-5: Material Handling During Construction and Operations Phase 
 

Ore Waste Rock
(PAG and NPAG) Overburden Aggregate

(Sand, 
Granular) 

Total 
Volume of 
Material 
Handled 

(m3) 
Quantity 

(Mtonnes) 
Volume 

(m3)  
Quantity 

(Mtonnes)
Volume 

(m3)  
Quantity 

(Mtonnes)
Volume 

(m3)  

Construction Phase 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,794,328 2,794,328 
2015 0.33 114,983 4.33 1,546,429 9.72 5,400,000 0 7,061,411 
2016 0.95 331,010 19.99 7,139,286 10.75 5,972,222 0 13,442,518 
Maximum Project 
Year (2019) 15.86 5,526,132 51.31 18,325,000 1.57 872,222 0 24,723,355 

Material Movements 
Considered in 
Dispersion Modelling 
Assessment 

16.68 5,810,453 23.79 8,496,146 48.33 26,851,288 0 41,157,887 

 
1 - The material movements reported for the dispersion modelling scenario group overburden + NPAG, and only PAG as waste rock 
 
Offsite truck movements and movement of heavy delivery trucks onsite during construction 
would also influence airborne particulate concentrations. In the Environment Canada (EC) 
comment #A-8 it was pointed out that the construction phase vehicle traffic, which would 
include, 1,918 heavy trucks, could cause a significant effect on air quality. In fact, the total 
number of 1,918 heavy / bulk material trucks delivering construction materials and supplies to 
the mine site occurs over the 21 month construction period. This is averaged to six heavy 
vehicle trips daily. In comparison, in the Operations Phase there will be up to 16 dedicated haul 
trucks making an assumed 102 round trips per hour along site roads during the operations 
phase; or about 2,400 trips per day. Therefore the maximum onsite road dust emissions 
modelled during the operations phase would be significantly higher than construction phase 
road dust. With respect to offsite road traffic, the additional trucks per day would be insignificant 
compared to current offsite road traffic.  
  
Since particulate emissions are proportional to the quantities handled and total distances 
travelled by site vehicles, the resultant particulate emissions and modelled offsite effects would 
consequently be less during construction than in any of the years when the mine is operational. 
Therefore modelling the maximum particulate emissions scenario for the operations phase is a 
reasonable representation of worst-case air quality effects of the project and impacts during 
construction would be less. 
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For NOx, blasting in the pit was the dominant influence on the maximum hourly modelling 
scenario. For the 24-hour average NOx modelling scenario, NOx emissions from haul trucks 
and construction equipment in the pit were the major sources contributing to the maximum 
modelled offsite effects. As discussed for particulate matter, since the total quantity of material 
(ore, overburden, and mine rock) handled on a daily basis during the operations phase is 
significantly greater that that during the construction phase, the required equipment fleet for 
construction is smaller than during operations, resulting in lower overall NOx emissions and 
lower air quality effects offsite. As with particulate, the NOx emissions from such sources as 
generators and crusher engines will be assessed as part of the ECA application.  
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5.0 HAUL TRUCK EMISSIONS ON SITE ROADS (MOE-AQ12) 
 
Tailpipe emissions from haul trucks, including nitrogen oxides (NOx), carbon monoxide (CO), 
and sulphur dioxide (SO2) were calculated and included in the dispersion modelling scenarios 
with the mobile sources.  

Emissions from a total of 19 haul trucks were included in the scenario, and were modelled along 
the seven road segments outside of the pit. A summary of the emission rates is provided in 
Table ADD3-6.  

Table ADD3-6: Summary of Mobile Source Tailpipe Emissions 

 
The haul road emissions were not included in the previous versions of the Source Summary 
Table (Emission Rates), however these emissions were included in the modelled scenario and 
the reported model results reflect both stationary and mobile source within the pit and outside of 
the pit. A Source Summary Table of the modelling scenario is provided as Table ADD3-7. 

 
  

Description Model Source ID NOx (g/s) CO (g/s) SO2 (g/s)

Total Haul Roads (In Pit) OPIT1,NPPit1,PAGPIT1 11.23 11.23 0.018

Total Equipment (In Pit) OPIT 17.31 19.58 0.033

Total Haul Roads (Outside Pit)
OP1,OS1,NP1,UG1,PAGSD,

PAGSN,PAGS1 34.55 34.55 0.056

Stockpile NPAG 0.67 0.67 0.0011

Stockpile ORE 0.67 0.67 0.0011

Stockpile PAGN 0.67 0.67 0.0011

Stockpile PAG 0.67 0.67 0.0011

Total Emission Rate 65.76 68.03 0.11
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Table ADD3-7: Source Summary (Emission Rates) for Modelling Scenario with Mobile Source 
Tailpipe Emissions 

 

 
 
  

Source Source ID Description

1-hr 24-hr 1-hr 24-hr 1-hr 24-hr

132.4 71.1 499.0 93.5 29.6 3.0

Drill PIT Open Pit Mining - Drilling

Blast PIT Open Pit Mining - Blasting 85.84 4 453 19 27.9 1.2

In Pit Road PIT Open Pit Mining - Haul trucks 11.23 11.23 11.23 11.23 0.02 0.02

Haul Roads Roads (various)** Road Emissions 34.55 34.55 34.55 34.55 0.056 0.06

Dozers/Graders in pit PIT Dozers and Graders in pit 17.3 16.6 19.58 18.8 0.03 0.03

Dozer WR PAG (and PAGN) Dozer use at PAG 1.34 0.67 1.34 0.67 0.0023 0.00

Unload 2 NPAG/OB NPAG/OB drop

Dozer NPAG NPAGDoz Dozer use at NPAG and OB 0.67 0.67 0.67 0.67 0.0011 0.0011

Unload 3 ORE Ore stockpile unloading

Dozer Ore OREDoz Dozer at Ore stockpile 0.67 0.67 0.67 0.67 0.0011 0.0011

Ex Portal 1 Port1 UG exhaust portal in pit 0.53 0.53 2.02 2.02 0.040 0.040

Ex Portal 2 Port2 UG exhaust portal west of pit 1.58 1.58 6.07 6.07 0.040 0.040

SpaceHeat SPACEHEAT space heating in process 
building

0.77 0.77

CN-Dest 1 HCND1 CN Destruction Tank 1 1.63 1.625

Emerg Gen 1 EGEN1 Emergency Diesel Generator 1 6.0672 0.2528 0.7390 0.0308 0.0018 0.0001

Emerg Gen 2 EGEN2 Emergency Diesel Generator 2

Emerg Gen 3 EGEN3 Emergency Diesel Generator 3

Emerg Gen 4 EGEN4 Emergency Diesel Generator 4

Emerg Gen 5 EGEN5 Emergency Diesel Generator 5

FirePump1 FP1 Diesel Fire Pump 1 0.400 0.02 0.08 0.003 0.002 0.00008

Emissions (g/s)

only one operating during testing;
largest unit assumed

- The dozers, graders, and haul trucks in the pit were not included in the 1-hour emissions scenario as the blasting emissions were the dominant source 
and these activities would not occur simultaneously.  

source not included in modelling

NOx CO SO2

TOTAL EMISSIONS MODELLED
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6.0 BASELINE AIR CONCENTRATIONS FOR METALS (MOE-AQ13) 
 

The MOE air quality monitoring station at Copper Cliff provides air monitoring data for the target 
metals identified as significant in terms of the air quality assessment and dispersion modelling.  
 
As noted in Addendum #2, there is little background metal data available for northern Ontario, 
as the Ministry of the Environment (MOE) ceased collecting Total Suspended Particulate (TSP) 
and metals data in 2002. The 2002 Air Quality Ontario report provides the most recent data for 
some of the key metals identified (MOE 2002). There is no data available for arsenic or 
magnesium. Chromium, manganese, nickel, and lead, were measured as constituents of the 
total particulate matter at Copper Cliff, Ontario; zinc was measured as a constituent of PM10 
(and not in TSP) at a number of northern Ontario stations; and mercury was measured in 
Mississauga, Ontario. The Copper Cliff station is anticipated to be highly impacted by the 
smelting and metals operations in the area. The higher levels measured at this station would not 
be representative of baseline levels in the RRP area. To account for the industrial activity in the 
station area, the thirtieth percentile (30%tile) of the measured data was used to represent a 
baseline level (i.e., representative of levels at the stations when the stations were not impacted 
by the industrial emissions). 
 
This approach has been used previously (e.g., De Beers Victor Mine) and was found to be 
acceptable to the reviewers. 
 
It should be noted that the modelled POI concentrations for all of the metals except manganese 
were well below the respective AAQC. For manganese, the modelled concentration is 
significantly higher than the baseline. Therefore a variance in the project area baseline 
concentration selected as representative for any of the metals is unlikely to affect the 
conclusions of the cumulative assessment (modelled plus baseline concentrations).  
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7.0 CUMULATIVE EFFECTS OF PROJECT MODELLED EFFECTS AND BASELINE 
CONCENTRATIONS (MOE-AQ14) 

 

The Rainy River Project site is located in a remote part of northwestern Ontario. There are no 
significant nearby anthropogenic sources of air emissions, and no significant emissions 
currently from the site, although localized dust emissions may result from existing site features 
such as road networks.  
 
Air quality at the RRP area is expected to be excellent although the area would be influenced by 
long range transport of air emissions from the south and also by natural sources, such as 
volatile organic emissions from vegetation or natural fires. The baseline particulate 
concentrations are therefore expected to be low in the absence of anthropogenic emissions.  
 
Only limited background air quality monitoring was undertaken, and as a result baseline air 
quality was estimated from the MOE monitoring stations sited at Thunder Bay, Parry Sound, 
North Bay, and Dorset, Ontario.  

 
To establish a possible range of baseline air quality levels for Criteria Air Contaminants and 
particulate matter, MOE data for northern stations of Thunder Bay and Sault Ste. Marie were 
reviewed for particulate matter, nitrogen oxides, sulphur oxides and carbon monoxide.  
 
The MOE air quality monitoring stations in Thunder Bay and Sault Ste. Marie are located in 
areas where air quality is a concern, such as urban environments a near specific large emitters; 
therefore it was assumed that the higher concentrations measured at these stations are 
reflective of local sources and the urban environment. The lower concentrations measured at 
these stations would be indicative of conditions where anthropogenic sources are not affecting 
the monitoring station (i.e., where winds are blowing from directions not influenced by local 
sources). The lower concentrations provide a potential range of baseline background air quality 
levels for the key pollutants. For those parameters where frequency data is available, the 
baseline air quality for the Project was estimated to be in the 50th percentile range, which is 
expected to be a very conservative estimate given the distance of the RRP site from major 
anthropogenic sources. 
 
The MOE operates a number of air quality stations that are considered representative of 
ambient background concentrations (i.e., not influenced by nearby sources); however, these 
background stations are in southern Ontario and are influenced by regional and even trans-
boundary emissions. The stations in Parry Sound and Dorset are considered more 
representative of rural stations that are not strongly influenced by local sources, however the 
datasets for these stations are more limited. The data for these stations was compared with that 
of Thunder Bay and Sault Ste. Marie, and with the RRP baseline concentrations, to ensure that 
they were representative of a remote area with diminutive influence from local emissions 
sources.  
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Data from the MOE’s Thunder Bay monitoring station was used for nitrogen oxides and PM2.5. 
For sulphur dioxide and carbon monoxide, data from the nearest MOE monitoring station at 
Sault Ste Marie was used. All monitoring data was obtained from the annual report Air Quality in 
Ontario 2008 (Ontario MOE, 2010). 
 
This baseline air quality data was used in conjunction with the results of the air quality modelling 
in order to consider potential cumulative effects on ambient air quality in the vicinity of the Rainy 
River Project.  
 
The assumption that baseline PM10 is twice the PM2.5, and baseline TPM is four times PM2.5 is 
frequently used, and supported by an Environment Canada study of particulate monitoring data 
at 14 sites in Canada between 1986 and 1994 (EC, 2000).  
 
Since the RRP site is a rural site and distant from any significant source of air emissions, the 
50th percentile for PM2.5, NO2, CO, and SO2, was selected as the most representative of 
baseline air quality as it removes the bias of outliers and null values and lessens the influence of 
local anthropogenic sources on the measured air concentrations at the MOE stations. A 
summary of the baseline concentrations considered to be representative of the RRP site is 
provided in Table ADD3-8. 
 

Table ADD3-8: Existing Air Quality in the Project Area 

Parameter (Location) Baseline Air Quality Source of Baseline Air Quality Data 

Nitrogen Oxides  6 ppb (11 µg/m3) (50th percentile of MOE Thunder Bay NO2 data 2007-
2011) 

Sulphur Dioxide 1 ppb (3 µg/m3) (50th percentile of MOE Sault Ste Marie SO2 data 
2007-2011) 

Carbon Monoxide  0.28 ppm (325 µg/m3) (50th percentile of MOE Sault Ste Marie CO data 
2004-2008) 

Total Particulate Matter 39.2 µg/m3  4 x PM2.5 baseline 
PM10 19.6 µg/m3 2 x PM2.5 baseline 
PM2.5  9.8 µg/m3 (90th percentile of Thunder Bay PM2.5 data 2007-2011) 

 
The Emission Summary Table (ADD1) was expanded to include cumulative effects for the 
criteria air contaminants and particulate matter as the combined effect of the maximum 
modelled concentrations and the representative baseline concentrations. Table ADD1-Rev1 has 
been appended to this Memorandum.  
 
This Emission Summary Table includes the mobile source tailpipe emissions for NO2, CO, and 
SO2, although the dispersion modelling did consider these sources; it may therefore differ in the 
Facility Emission Rates cited from other Emission Summary Tables that have been prepared 
without inclusion of tailpipe emissions.  
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Table ADD1-Rev1: Emission Summary Table with Modelled Effects and Baseline Concentrations 
Revision 1 (March 13, 2014) 

 

 

Compounds CAS Number
Facility 

Emission Rate
(g/s)

Modelled 
Concentration 

(µg/m3)

Background 
Concentration 

(µg/m3)

Modelled + 
Background 

Concentration 
(µg/m3)

AAQC 
(µg/m3)***

% of 
Criteria

Averaging 
Period

(hr - unless noted 
otherwise)

Limiting Effect

PM NA 73.07 86.0 39.0 125.0 120 104.2% 24 visibility

PM2.5 NA 4.52 23.9 9.8 33.7 30 112.3% 24 health

Nitrogen Oxides 10102-44-0 71.10 26.7 11.0 37.7 200 18.9% 24 health

132.4 227 11.0 238.0 400 59.5% 1 health

630-08-0 93.5 2632 325 2956.6 6000 49.3% 0.5 health

499 2193 325 2518.0 36200 7.0% 1 health

93.5 366 325 691.0 15700 4.4% 8 health

7446-09-5 2.97 9.3 3.0 12.3 275 4.5% 24 health and veg

29.7 138 3.0 141.0 690 20.4% 1 health and veg

Hydrogen Cyanide 74-90-8 0.15 1.4 no data 1.40 8 17.5% 24 health

CaO** 1305-78-8 0.09 0.80 no data 0.80 13.5 5.9% 24 Corrosion
CuSO4** 7758-99-8 0.09 0.79 no data 0.79 20 4.0% 24 Health

As 7440-38.2 1.04E-02 0.012 no data 0.012 0.3 4.1% 24 Health
Cd 7440-43-9 1.35E-03 0.0016 0.0022 0.004 0.025 15.2% 24 Health
Cr 7440-47-3 1.48E-02 0.017 0.001 0.018 1.5 1.2% 24 Health
Hg 7439-97-6 7.50E-06 8.83E-06 0.0017 0.0017 0.5 0.3% 24 Health
Mg 1309-48-4 2.02E+00 2.38 no data 2.38 120 2.0% 24 Particulate
Mn 1336-36.3 1.09E-01 0.129 0.001 0.130 0.15 86.5% 24 Health
Ni 7440-02-0 5.94E-03 0.007 0.022 0.029 2 1.4% 24 Vegetation
Pb 10099-74-8 0.016 0.019 0.010 0.029 0.5 5.8% 24 Health
Zn 7440-66-6 1.91E-01 0.225 0.010 0.235 120 0.2% 24 Particulate

Modelled concentrations account for met anomalies as per MOE Modelling Guidance; except for CO. Maximums reported for CO.
*** AAQC for PM10 is not an AAQCs per se, rather a guideline published by the MOE for decision-making purposes. 

Carbon Monoxide

Sulfur Dioxide
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8.0 CARBON MONOXIDE EMISSION RATE AND MODELLED EFFECTS  (MOE-AQ15) 
 
For the 1-hour and 0.5 hour average CO scenario, in-pit blasting is the dominant source that 
has the most significant offsite effect; all emissions from blasting are released over a short 
period of time and are modelled as emissions during one hour of the day. For this reason, the 
inclusion of the mobile emissions does not significantly affect the 1-hour averaging time results. 
The effects are more notable when considering the 24-hour averaging time.  

 

As detailed in Section 5.0, a Source Summary Table (Emission Rates) has been prepared that 
includes the tailpipe emissions from mobile sources in the pit and external to the pit 
(Table ADD3-7). The 1-hour average CO emission rates considered in the maximum emission 
scenario for the modelling are summarized in this table.  
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9.0 REVIEW OF TABLES 13, ADD3, AND FIGURES 7-1A, 7-1B, 7-3, AND 7-4 
(MOE-AQ16) 

 
Revised versions of the Figures have been appended to this addendum with updated legends.  
 
In the case of Figures 7-1a and 7-1b, the isopleths do reflect the emissions scenario modelled, 
The maximum modelled concentration occurs at one receptor, therefore the maximum contour 
may in fact be significantly less than the modelled POI. It was the ranges shown in the legends 
that were errant, as the highest range should include the maximum POI concentration).  
 
Figures 7-3 and 7-4 were revised in response to the Environment Canada comments; the 
revised versions are attached for consistency.  
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Rainy River Project 
RRR Response to Comments on Final Environmental Assessment Report (Ver. 2) 
Page 1 of 5 
 
 

Stakeholder:    Ministry of the Environment 
Point of Contact:  Sasha McLeod 
Comments received:  March 7, 2014 
Comments regarding: Rainy River Project, Final Environmental Assessment Report (Ver. 2)  
 
Reference 

# 
Reviewer Name 

and Position 
Ecosystem 

Topic 
Reference to EIS 

Guidelines or 
ToR 

Reference to EIS or 
ToR Summary of Comment/Rationale Proposed Action EA or 

Regulatory Proponent Response 

MOE-
EAS-1 

S. McLeod, 
Project Officer 

Aboriginal 10 Flexibility to 
Accommodate 
New 
Circumstances 
 
Appendix F RRGP 
EA Consultation 
and Engagement 
Plan – Aboriginal 
Groups, s. 1.3, pg 
AppF-3 

3.4.3.2 Draft EA 
Report, pg 3-13 
-and- 
summary comment 
tables in section 3 
-and- 
Appendix D 

Section 3.4.3.2 indicates that Big Grassy River First 
Nation provided a set of comments on the draft EA 
that was separate from the independent review 
comments. However, details on the major concerns 
raised are not provided. Also, neither section 3 nor 
Appendix D contain RRR’s responses to those 
comments. 
 
Section 10 of the ToR indicates that the EA 
document will be prepared in accordance with the 
EA Code of Practice. Section 4.3.7 of the EA Code 
of Practice states that the EA’s consultation 
summary will clearly and accurately summarize the 
comments and concerns raised during the 
preparation of the EA, and describe the proponent’s 
responses to the comments and how concerns 
were considered. 
 
In Appendix F of the ToR, section 1.3 indicates 
RRR understands that their responsibility for 
consultation includes documenting how input 
received was or was not taken into account, 
addressing/resolving concerns, and keeping 
participants informed of how concerns were 
addressed. 

Clarify if Big Grassy’s responses on the draft EA 
were provided, or if responses will be included into 
RRR’s responses for anticipated comments from 
Big Grassy on the final EA. 

EA Response to this comment is in progress and 
will be provided when complete. 

MOE-
EAS-2 

S. McLeod, 
Project Officer 

General – 
EA Type 

10 Flexibility to 
Accommodate 
New 
Circumstances 

3.5.2 Comments and 
Concerns – 
Aboriginal Groups, pg 
3-26 and footnote on 
pg 3-32 

The reference to Appendix D-1e is incorrect as it 
does not exist. Page 3-26 indicates August 2013 
MNO comments on the draft are available in D-1e 
but the material appears to be missing. The 
footnote on page 3-32 should be corrected to 
Appendix D-1d. 
 
Section 10 of the ToR indicates that the EA 
document will be prepared in accordance with the 
EA Code of Practice. Section 4.3.7 of the EA Code 
of Practice states that the EA’s consultation 
summary will include copies of written comments 
received from interested persons. 

Include the missing materials in the EA and/or 
clarify if the responses are available to the public on 
request. 

EA A printing error resulted in Appendix D-1e not 
being included in the PDF file. This information 
is provided in Attachment 1. 
 
The note to Table 3-3 will be corrected in the 
Errata. 
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ToR Summary of Comment/Rationale Proposed Action EA or 
Regulatory Proponent Response 

MOE-
EAS-3 

S. McLeod, 
Project Officer 

Aboriginal 5.0 Description of 
and Rationale for 
Alternatives 
 
6.0 Description of 
the Environment 
 
7.0 Description of 
Potential 
Environmental 
Effects 
 
Table 2 Summary 
of Environmental 
Components to be 
Profiled 
 
Table 3 Summary 
of Proposed 
Environmental 
Data Sources 

5.2.1 Baseline Study 
Methodologies 
Background, pg 5-5 
 
5.12 Aboriginal 
Traditional Land Use, 
pg 5-160 
 
6.2.1 Performance 
Objectives, pg 6-5 
 
7.1.1.1 VECs, 7.1.1.2 
VECs and 7.2 
Selected VECs and 
VSECs 
 
14 Commitments 

As a result of ongoing traditional knowledge studies 
and comments that may be submitted by Aboriginal 
communities, there may be additional information 
that has not been accounted for in the EA. 
 
The following sections illustrate some of the key 
sections of the EA that may need to be revised 
based on results of the TK studies – baseline 
conditions (s. 5), alternatives assessment (s. 6), 
effects assessment (s. 7), commitments (s. 14), and 
possibly others. 
 
Section 5.2.1 indicates that TK/TLU comprises one 
of the study types that have contributed to baseline 
information for the EA. 
 
Section 5.12 states that no traditional activities were 
identified within the RRP area. Section 5.12.1 
provides a summary of current uses of the RRP 
area by each Aboriginal community as identified so 
far, with the stipulation that ongoing discussions will 
continue to verify the extent to which the RRP area 
is being used by Aboriginal communities. 
 
Section 6.2.1 indicates alternatives were evaluated 
based on certain criteria including effects to 
Aboriginal and treaty rights. 
 
Sections 7.1 and 7.2 indicate Aboriginal traditional 
knowledge is part of the framework for the selected 
VECs and VSECs, which were evaluated against a 
number of attributes to determine significance of the 
effects. 
 
Section 14 identifies commitments made by RRR 
related to the project, including continuing 
commitments to Aboriginal communities. 
 
Tables 2 and 3 of the ToR indicate that TK 
information is to be considered in decisions related 
to the project. 

Ensure that any new information provided by 
Aboriginal communities is incorporated into the EA, 
as appropriate, and that any issues identified by 
Aboriginal communities are responded to, 
documented and provided to MOE. 

EA Any new information provided by Aboriginal 
communities will be made available, as 
appropriate. To date, no further information has 
been made available. 
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ToR Summary of Comment/Rationale Proposed Action EA or 
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MOE-
EAS-4 

S. McLeod, 
Project Officer 

General – 
EA Type 

5.0 Description of 
and Rationale for 
Alternatives 

6.0 Evaluation of 
Alternatives 

MOE understands that MNR has a number of 
concerns related to various components of the 
alternatives assessment, including the assessment 
of transmission line alternatives. MOE supports 
ensuring that the alternatives assessment is clear, 
logical and traceable, and for RRR to continue to 
work with MNR to resolve their concerns. 
 
Per section 4.2.4 of the Code of Practice for 
Preparing and Reviewing EAs, January 2014, the 
evaluation method for alternatives must produce an 
assessment that is clear, logical and traceable. 

Review section 6 to ensure that the alternatives 
assessment follows the ToR methodology and EA 
Code of Practice. Work with MNR to address their 
specific comments related to alternatives 
assessments. 

EA Acknowledged. RRR has provided responses to 
the MNR comments in a separate table of 
responses. RRR appreciates MOE’s 
perspective on resolving this issue with MNR.  
 
As an update, RRR representatives met with 
MNR in Fort Frances on February 20 to further 
discuss the transmission line alternatives. 
Following from that meeting RRR agreed to 
produce an additional assessment of the 
transmission line alternatives, with such 
assessment to be prepared as a standalone 
report that MNR could then make available in 
the future for further public comment in parallel 
to the overall Federal and Provincial EA 
processes, and supportive of the environmental 
approvals process. It is expected that this 
additional analysis will be forwarded to MNR by 
the end of March at the latest. The draft report 
is currently being reviewed internally by RRR. 

MOE-
EAS-5 

S. McLeod, 
Project Officer 

General – 
EA Type 

N/A 6.1.1 Evaluation of 
Alternatives 
Rationale, pg 6-1 

Section 6.1.1 states “development of the RRP has 
received very strong Municipal and Provincial 
government support to date.” 
 
MOE is the approving body for the EA. As such, it is 
misleading and inappropriate to say that the 
province is providing strong support for the project 
while the EA process is underway. This comment 
was also made on the draft EA. 

These statements should be removed or properly 
qualified in terms of who made them as well as 
recognizing that, despite support that may have 
been given, the EA review is ongoing and a 
decision has not yet been made. 

EA Statements of support for the project have been 
received from the Townships of Alberton, La 
Vallee, Chapple, Lake of the Woods, Dawson, 
the towns of Fort Frances and Rainy River, and 
the Ministry of Economic Development, Trade 
and Employment as identified in the document. 
The detailed section regarding document 
support provided further details (Section 3.6). 
 
RRR acknowledges that the EA review is an 
ongoing process. 

MOE-
EAS-6 

S. McLeod, 
Project Officer 

General – 
EA Type 

5.0 Description of 
and Rationale for 
Alternatives 

6.1.2 Evaluation of 
Alternatives 
Methodology, pg 6-3 
-and- 
Tables 6-1 to 6-4, pg 
6-123 

Tables 6-1 to 6-4 evaluate three “alternatives to” the 
undertaking, including: proceed with the project in 
the near term, delay the project until circumstances 
are more favourable, or abandon the project (i.e. do 
nothing). 
 
The table concludes that significance for the ‘do 
nothing’ alternative is “not applicable” for all criteria. 
However, these could be ranked as Level 1 
(defined in section 6.1.2 as low or no potential 
environmental effects), which would allow a better 
comparison between the significance of doing 
nothing and implementing the project. The ToR 
section 5.2.1 states that “the assessment of 
alternatives will be carried out at a level sufficient to 
distinguish the relative merits of the different 
alternatives methods.” Further, the EA Code of 
Practice, section 4.2.2, indicates the do nothing 
alternative is a benchmark against the other 
alternatives. To achieve the ToR commitment and 
fulfill the Code of Practice guidance, the 
methodology for evaluating alternatives to should 
be applicable for all the alternatives. 

Provide a revised table of the evaluation of 
‘alternatives to’ to MOE to ensure a complete 
evaluation of the alternatives is documented. 

EA An updated Table 6-1 is provided in Attachment 
2 with all environmental components being 
given a significance rating of “1”, except for the 
“Local, regional, or Provincial economies or 
businesses” environmental component is rated 
as a “5” as there has been considerable and 
very strong support expressed by local and 
regional residents who are anticipating the 
economic benefits which the RRP can bring to 
the area. This is especially the case in the light 
of the sustained downturn in the forestry sector 
that has been experienced in the region, and 
given that many of the skills attained by workers 
in the forestry sector, such as mill processing 
and heavy equipment operations, are readily 
transferable to mining. 
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MOE-
EAS-7 

S. McLeod, 
Project Officer 

General – 
EA Type 

5.0 Description of 
and Rationale for 
Alternatives 
-and- 
Table 1, pg 39 

6.13.1 (Solid Waste 
Management 
Alternatives), pg 6-70 
-and- 
Appendix O, Table O-
10, pg 143 

Section 6.13.1 states that two alternatives for 
hazardous solid waste “will be described in the EA,” 
and the remainder of this section does not seem to 
provide a full assessment. Table 1 of the ToR 
indicates that both offsite shipment and onsite 
remediation of hazardous waste will be assessed in 
the EA. 
 
In addition, this section says “No onsite alternatives 
(such as development of an onsite hazardous 
waste landfill) are considered acceptable.” 
However, Table O-10 rates on-site hazardous 
waste treatment as acceptable. 

Clarify whether these alternatives were assessed. 
Clarify whether on-site hazardous waste 
remediation is acceptable or not and provide details 
in the main EA document to support this conclusion. 

EA Both alternatives of 1) offsite shipment of 
general hazardous waste, and 2) onsite 
remediation of hydrocarbon contaminated soils, 
were assessed in the tables in Appendix O, as 
was described in Table 1 of the ToR. Table 1 
specifically refers to onsite remediation of 
hydrocarbon contaminated soils, not disposal of 
hazardous waste in general. The development 
of a hazardous waste disposal facility (for 
disposal of, e.g. used hydraulic oil, batteries, 
etc.) was specifically excluded from 
consideration, and is not considered acceptable 
for the project as indicated in Section 6.13.1. 
 
Table O-10 rates both the development of an 
onsite landfill (intended for non-hazardous 
waste, as indicated in Table 1 of the ToR) and 
onsite remediation of hydrocarbon 
contaminated soils as acceptable.  

MOE-
EAS-8 

S. McLeod, 
Project Officer 

General – 
EA Type 

7.2.1 VECs and 
VSECs, pg 82 

7.1.1.1 VECs, pg 7-2 Section 7.2.1 of the ToR states that selected VECs 
are to fit into one of six systems, including 
geological systems. However, section 7.1.1.1 of the 
EA indicates VECs selected for the EA fit into one 
of five systems, and geological systems is not 
included. 
 
The EA must be prepared in accordance with the 
approved ToR, per section 6.1(1) of the 
Environmental Assessment Act. 

Explain whether the geological systems framework 
for VEC selection was included in the selection of 
VECs and, if so, how it was incorporated. Confirm if 
this section of the EA was prepared in accordance 
with the approved ToR. 

EA Geological systems were considered in the 
selection of VECs, however there were no 
ecosystem components of either the bedrock or 
surficial geological systems which met the 
criteria listed earlier in S.7.1.1.1. As a result, 
geological systems were inadvertently left off 
the list on p. 7-2. Geological systems were 
however considered within the context of other 
VECs such as ground water and the Pinewood 
River system, both of which have attributes 
which are heavily influenced by the overall 
geological setting, as are vegetation 
communities. 
 
This section of the EA has been prepared in 
accordance with the approved ToR. 

MOE-
EAS-9 

S. McLeod, 
Project Officer 

Aboriginal 7.1 Effects 
Analysis Overview 

Table 14-2 
Commitments 
Resulting from the 
Independent First 
Nations Review of the 
Draft EA Report, pg 
14-10 

Table 14-2 contains a commitment for RRR to 
assemble a map showing locations of First Nation 
community water supply intakes on receipt of 
locations. This commitment originates from 
comment #79 from the independent First Nations 
review of the draft EA, which asks RRR for a site 
map showing the closest First Nations community 
water supply intakes relative to the project site. 
 
Section 7.1 of the ToR commits RRR to assessing 
the environmental effects of the undertaking. 

Confirm if a map showing Aboriginal community 
water intake supplies has been provided to 
Aboriginal communities. If not, MOE advises that 
RRR follow up with First Nations regarding this 
commitment. 

 Follow up has been completed. This information 
has been requested from First Nations but is not 
yet complete. The map will be made available, 
as appropriate, once all of the information has 
been received. 
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MOE-
EAS-10 

S. McLeod, 
Project Officer 

General – 
EA Type 

11.2 Provincial 
Environmental 
Approvals 
Processes 

Table 15-2 Table 15-2 lists anticipated provincial approvals but 
does not include the ECA requirement for noise. In 
addition, MOE notes that MOE’s groundwater 
reviewer and MTO also provided other provincial 
approvals that should also be cited in table 15-2. 

Provide MOE with a revised table of anticipated 
provincial approvals based on this comment and 
other comments received. 

EA Acknowledged. Table 15-2 (and the Description 
column, in particular) was not intended to 
provide a comprehensive listing of all project 
components or approvals required, but rather 
provide the reader with examples of the types of 
activities which may trigger approvals based on 
the design at the time and guidance received 
from regulatory agencies. RRR appreciates the 
recent additional guidance received. It is not 
exclusive of the components referenced by 
MOE and other reviewers.  

MOE-
EAS-11 

S. McLeod, 
Project Officer 

General – 
EA Type 

5.0 Description of 
and Rationale for 
Alternatives 

Appendix O, Table O-
18 

Table O-18, Closure, is missing the alternatives 
assessment for buildings, infrastructure and 
drainage alternatives. It is present in section 6. 

Provide missing tables from Appendix O for the 
buildings, infrastructure and drainage closure 
alternatives assessment. 

EA As outlined in the text for each of these 
categories in Section 6, there are no practical 
alternatives to the closure options presented. 
The Ontario Mining Act stipulates that all such 
structures shall be removed, unless another end 
user can be found for the structures. No such 
end users have been identified, except in the 
case of the Highway 600 realignment and the 
East Access Road, which would become part of 
the permanent local infrastructure. Drainage 
alternatives are essentially fixed by their long-
term fish habitat commitments, or are necessary 
to longterm water management in relation to 
permanent facilities (e.g., tailings dam, mineral 
stockpiles, and flooded open pit). Therefore, an 
assessment of a single alternative for each in 
the tables was not determined to provide any 
value and the tables for these categories were 
not necessary, and were excluded. 

MOE-
EAS-12 

S. McLeod, 
Project Officer 

General – 
EA Type 

9.3 Overview of 
Proposed EA 
Consultation 
Activities, pg 97 
 
Appendix E s. 2.3 
Issues Resolution, 
pg AppE-5 

N/A As RRR is aware, comments on the EA have been 
submitted from other provincial ministries, federal 
agencies, Aboriginal communities, the public and 
other stakeholders. 

Provide responses on how comments have been 
addressed and any additional action taken, 
including whether any amendments to the EA are 
proposed. 

EA RRR will provide tables addressing 
stakeholders’ comments and additional 
supporting information, and where applicable, 
an errata will be issued for the Final EA Report. 
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Stakeholder:    Ministry of the Environment 
Point of Contact:  Simon Haslam 
Comments received:  March 7, 2014; Re-issued April 28 with revision to response to MOE- GW12 
Comments regarding: Rainy River Project, Final Environmental Assessment Report (Ver. 2)  
 
Reference 

# 
Reviewer Name 

and Position 
Ecosystem 

Topic 
Reference to 

EIS Guidelines 
or ToR 

Reference to 
EIS or ToR Summary of Comment/Rationale Proposed Action EA or 

Regulatory Proponent Response 

MOE-GW1 Simon Haslam, 
Regional 
Hydrogeologist 
(in-training) 

Groundwater 
(including 
water quality 
and quantity) 
 

 Appendix S-2 An MOE groundwater comment provided during the draft 
EA review regarding settlement/consolidation due to 
dewatering and loading associate with surface features 
(TMA, stockpiles, process plant, etc.) was not adequately 
addressed. 
 
The Proponent adequately responded to concerns 
regarding settlement due to dewatering but did not mention 
settlement due to loading and mentioned that “settlement 
was not calculated for areas where…there are large 
infrastructure planned (i.e., beneath the overburden 
stockpile)”. 
 
The loading due to surface features could cause 
preferential settlement of the thick underlying clay layers, 
which could result in structural instability.   

In the EA, provide details of how this was 
considered during the design of the surface 
features such as the TMA, stockpiles, and 
process plant.   

EA Settlement due to loading of the thick underlying clays 
under the overburden stockpile and tailings dam will 
not result in structural instability because the pre-
existing area is very flat, and there is no topographic 
slope along which the underlying material would 
collapse.  In fact, consolidation settlement of the 
underlying clay increases the foundation shear 
strength and enhances the stability of the engineered 
stockpile. 

MOE-GW2 Simon Haslam, 
Regional 
Hydrogeologist 
(in-training) 

Groundwater 
(including 
water quality 
and quantity) 
 

 Appendix S-2 Trickle leach tests to predict the final TMA pore water 
quality were to be completed by October 2013.  No results 
were found in the final EA submitted in January 2014.  
However, it appears as though the Proponent has 
adequately identified and described potential risks and 
subsequent mitigation of the environmental issues that may 
be associated with TMA seepage for the purposes of the 
EA.     

While no action is required for the EA, test 
results, associated analysis and descriptions 
of contingencies will be a requirement of the 
application for ECA.  

Regulatory Acknowledged. 
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MOE- 
GW3 

Simon Haslam, 
Regional 
Hydrogeologist 
(in-training) 

Groundwater 
(including 
water quality 
and quantity) 
 

 Appendix S-2 To provide information on the background conditions on 
and offsite, a baseline study of the domestic use wells will 
be completed by RRR prior to applications for Provincial 
approvals.  It may be difficult to obtain representative 
results for background conditions as the extensive 
exploration/feasibility/geotechnical/environmental drilling 
program could have adversely impacted the groundwater in 
these wells. 
 
It is possible that not all existing wells are included in the 
MOE well records database. 

MOE will require that a detailed baseline study 
of area domestic supply wells be carried out to 
support permitting and approvals applications. 
 
Also, the Proponent must discuss the validity 
of the baseline study and background 
conditions given the disturbances that may 
have occurred during activities completed 
onsite prior to the baseline study. 
 
Ensure that the baseline study includes all 
wells that could potentially be affected, not 
just those included in the MOE well records 
database.   
 
 

Regulatory In addition to the MOE records, door to door private 
well surveys were undertaken of properties in the area 
and incorporated into the hydrogeology baseline in 
Appendix H.   
 
RRR has acquired or controls almost all the properties 
within the 1 m zone of influence (ZOI) of the mine. As 
indicated in Section 5 of Appendix S-1, “…through land 
acquisitions, RRR will own all of the water supply wells 
within the anticipated ZOI prior to start of significant 
dewatering. As a result, there are no anticipated 
affects on private water wells, not owned by RRR, all 
of which lie outside the ZOI.”  
 
The type of activities to date at the site primarily 
include exploration drilling. In a few cases, where 
exploration holes have been drilled through the 
regional clay aquitard in low lying areas, artesian flow 
has been observed from the wells. The number of 
exploration holes with flowing conditions and the rate 
of flow from the wells has not been measured, but 
where flowing exploration wells have been reported, 
the rate of flow has been reported to be extremely low 
to almost none, with a trickle of water traceable from 
the exploration hole for no more than a few metres 
indicating the flow is small.  
 
Some area water wells report higher artesian flows 
(approximately 10 gpm); however these wells have 
been screened in the lower, coarse grained 
overburden sediments and not the much tighter 
bedrock like the exploration wells. Because of the very 
low flow rates from the existing exploration holes, there 
is no expectation that groundwater levels reported in 
the baseline report have been significantly depressed 
by activities completed on the site prior to the baseline. 
The largest influence on water levels has been the 
seasonal changes. The area has experienced very dry 
conditions in the last few years.   
 
Other surface activities to date are limited in scope and 
are unlikely to affect either groundwater quality or 
quantity. Given this relatively low level of disturbance 
to the groundwater system, the background conditions 
are considered representative of undisturbed 
conditions and the current baseline study is 
appropriate. 
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MOE- 
GW4 

Simon Haslam, 
Regional 
Hydrogeologist 
(in-training) 

Groundwater 
(including 
water quality 
and quantity) 
 

 §5.5.5 and 
§9.4.2 

The block model summarized in §5.5.5 and associated 
relationship developed for NPR will be used to differentiate 
PAG/NPAG.  The final EA does not provide specific details 
on the frequency of testing for CaCO3 content (i.e., estimate 
of NPR) to confirm the estimates of the block model and 
NPR relationship.     
 
§9.4.2 states that “periodic geochemical testing” will be 
completed but no specifics are provided. 

While no action is required for the EA, a 
detailed monitoring program including CaCO3 
will be a requirement of the application for 
ECA.  It is likely that the testing frequency 
within this program will be governed by 
changes in lithologies rather than on regular 
timing.  It will be important that the Proponent 
thoroughly describe how they will 
appropriately identify and handle all PAG 
material. 

Regulatory Acknowledged. 

MOE- 
GW5 

Simon Haslam, 
Regional 
Hydrogeologist 
(in-training) 

Groundwater 
(including 
water quality 
and quantity) 
 

 §4.8 (Page 4-
19)  

The proponent suggests that PAG material could be used in 
the TMA dam construction as follows: “Zone 2: proposed as 
upstream shell to support Zone 1. Zone 1 will be placed in 
compacted lifts (NPAG or PAG rock)”.  However, they do 
not specify how ARD/ML associated with the placement of 
this material will be mitigated in perpetuity or provide 
contingency measures in the event that PAG material 
placement results in adverse impacts. 

It is the preference of MOE that all PAG 
material report to the PAG stockpile and not 
be used for TMA dam construction purposes.  
It is the responsibility of the Proponent to 
show that ARD/ML mitigation can be achieved 
for any PAG material proposed to be used for 
construction purposes and provide details of 
contingency measures to be taken in the 
event of adverse impacts associated with the 
placement of PAG material. 

EA PAG material would only be used as dam construction 
material on upstream portions of the TMA dams where 
it can be maintained in a saturated state to exclude 
oxygen and inhibit sulphide oxidation and mitigate 
ARD/ML. 

MOE- 
GW6 

Simon Haslam, 
Regional 
Hydrogeologist 
(in-training) 

Groundwater 
(including 
water quality 
and quantity) 
 

 §4.12.4 Water to be used for dust suppression on site roads is 
proposed to be taken from the water management pond, 
which “may contain elevated levels of aquatic parameters” 
(§9.2.6.1).  Since using water for dust suppression 
discharges the water directly to the environment, the water 
used must be of appropriate quality for direct discharge. 

While no action is required for the EA, the use 
of water for dust suppression will be 
conditional on sampling which demonstrates 
that the water is of suitable quality for the 
prescribed use.  A description of how this will 
be demonstrated, including water sampling 
specifics, will be a requirement of the 
application for ECA.  

Regulatory Acknowledged. 

MOE- 
GW7 

Simon Haslam, 
Regional 
Hydrogeologist 
(in-training) 

Groundwater 
(including 
water quality 
and quantity) 
 

 §5.5.4 and 
Appendix G, 
Table 7) 

Shake flask test results (Appendix G, Table 7-15) were 
compared to regulated mining effluent discharge values 
from O.Reg. 560/94 but this regulation has been amended 
by O.Reg. 234/07.   

The Proponent must ensure that all 
references in the EA to provincial regulations 
consider the most recent and relevant 
versions. 

EA Acknowledged. This amendment will be noted in the 
Errata to the report. 

MOE- 
GW8 

Simon Haslam, 
Regional 
Hydrogeologist 
(in-training) 

Groundwater 
(including 
water quality 
and quantity) 
 

 §5.5.5.2 and 
Appendix G, 
§8.2.1.3 and 
Figure 8-8 

The proponent did describe in detail the method through 
which the “-19” figure was determined for use in the 
expression for surrogate NPR in §8.2.1.3 and on Figure 8-8 
in Appendix G.  It appears as though this figure was 
determined simply by shifting the line of best fit to a point 
that eliminates instances of those samples identified as 
PAG using ABA being identified as NPAG using the 
surrogate NP relationship.  It is my opinion that this method 
does not eliminate the potential error range in the gaps in 
the block model, only those errors observed. 

The proponent must describe how this 
relationship was determined and the 
associated implications of any estimations or 
assumptions that were made.  A factor of 
safety is to be used to further protect against 
errors in the surrogate relationship.   

EA The '-19' best fit line was established by shifting the 
regression line to include all  PAG samples that could 
be classified as NPAG. This was done using the 
representative ABA database for the project. A factor of 
safety is already included in the use of the NPR=2 
threshold as data for the project suggests that the site 
specific NPR threshold for the project is 1.7.  Coupled 
with the use of a regression equation that includes all 
potential PAG samples using NPR =2 as the threshold, 
this provide an adequate level of conservatism and 
safety into the classification.  

MOE- 
GW9 

Simon Haslam, 
Regional 
Hydrogeologist 
(in-training) 

Groundwater 
(including 
water quality 
and quantity) 
 

 §5.7.4.2 and 
Appendix S 

The Proponent refers to Table 3-6 in Appendix S, which 
does not exist in the final EA.  It is assumed that this is a 
typographical error that was intended to read Table 2-1 in 
Appendix S-1.  If this assumption is correct, no groundwater 
related issues were noted. 

Please verify that this assumption is correct. EA The reviewer is correct, and this reference should be 
to Table 2-1 in the groundwater modeling report. It will 
be corrected in the errata. 
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MOE- 
GW10 

Simon Haslam, 
Regional 
Hydrogeologist 
(in-training) 

Groundwater 
(including 
water quality 
and quantity) 
 

 §6.7.1 and §7.6 
and §6.4.1 

In this section, and elsewhere in the final EA, the Proponent 
mentions “aging” of adversely impacted water in the TMA 
pond and other ponds but specific timeframes are not 
always presented.  It is mentioned that for adequate 
decomposition of some contaminants in the contact water, 
that temperature conditions and ultra-violet light exposure 
must be appropriate.  Since the Proponent proposes that a 
significant portion of aging will occur during the winter 
months, it is not clear whether or not the right conditions 
and retention time will be achieved. 

The Proponent must describe the anticipated 
retention time, temperature and ultra-violet 
exposure that is required for adequate 
decomposition of contaminants.  It must also 
be shown that these timeframes and 
conditions can reasonably be maintained in 
the appropriate ponds for the life of the 
project.  

EA Effluent aging sequences are described in the 
Appendix W, the Water management Plan. In 
accordance with that plan, effluent aging and exposure 
to the right temperature and ultraviolet lights conditions 
will occur as follows: 
 
 Treated mill effluent will be discharged to the TMA 

pond (the TMA pond provide an average retention 
time of about 400 days, assuming about 5Mm3 
volume and 12,500 m3/d free water input from the 
mill, and not counting precipitation / runoff dilution 
within the TMA. Open air exposure will occur in the 
months of May through November). 

 Effluent from the TMA pond  basin will be 
transferred from the TMA pond to the Water 
Management Pond (WMP) during the months of 
June through August, where retention times will 
vary from about 1 month to several months, 
assuming a base lower limit volume of 1.5Mm3 
held in the WMP at the time of the initial transfer. 

 A further approximate 1 month retention time will 
occur in the Constructed Wetland (CW). 

 At the start of effluent transfer from the WMP  to 
the CW, in mid June, parameter concentrations in 
the WMP will be at their seasonal highest, but 
conditions for wetland treatment (temperature, 
ultraviolet light, biological activity) will be maximal, 
and will continue as such through the remaining 
 summer months into mid September. 

 Water quality in the WMP will improve with aging 
through the summer months, and into the fall 
noting that effluent transfer from the TMA to the 
WMP would normally cease at the end of August. 

 Effluent released from the WMP directly to the 
Pinewood River by pipeline in October / November 
will have had several months of aging in the TMA 
and the WMP, including aging in the WMP after 
transfer from the TMA has ceased. 

 Effluent released by pipeline to the Pinewood River 
from the WMP in the spring will have had the 
benefit of all previously described aging, with no 
new inputs from the TMA over the previous fall and 
winter months. 

 
The system has therefore been optimally designed to 
provide maximum aging / receiver assimilative 
benefits. Further details are presented in Appendix W. 
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MOE- 
GW11 

Simon Haslam, 
Regional 
Hydrogeologist 
(in-training) 

Groundwater 
(including 
water quality 
and quantity) 
 

 §6.8.2 When discussing TMA alternatives the Proponent states 
that Alternative C “will have schedule delays due to the 
requirements to obtain MMER schedule 2” and that 
Alternative B “can function with MMER schedule 2 listing 
requirements while maintaining the RRP construction and 
development schedule.”   
 
Based on these two statements it appears as though an 
MMER schedule 2 is used in terms of a disadvantage for 
Alternative C and an advantage for Alternative B, which is a 
contradiction. 

Re-evaluate the alternatives using a 
consistent definition for the scheduling 
involved in acquiring an MMER schedule 2. 

EA This description is appropriate for the two alternatives, 
as the layout of Alternative B is such that a portion of it 
can be used prior to Schedule 2 listing, with it 
becoming fully commissioned following the listing. The 
topography and layout of Alternative C is not amenable 
to such a staged approach to construction and use, 
and would result in a delay to the project schedule.  

MOE- 
GW12 

Simon Haslam, 
Regional 
Hydrogeologist 
(in-training) 

Groundwater 
(including 
water quality 
and quantity) 
 

 §6.19.3.1, Use 
in Backfill and 
§6.19.3.2 

The proponent states that “rock backfill material can consist 
of NPAG or NPAG materials…”  It is assumed that there is 
a typographical error in this section and it should read, “rock 
backfill material can consist of NPAG or PAG materials…”  
If this assumption is correct then it may be proposed that 
PAG materials will be used for backfilling in during 
underground mining.  While it is anticipated that this 
material will remain submerged post closure and ARD will 
not be an issue here, the Proponent did not explicitly state 
that water cover will be maintained and ARD will be 
avoided. 
 
Again, in §6.19.3.2 the Proponent states that “PAG mine 
rock may be acceptable for selected construction…” 
 

Please verify the assumption made regarding 
the typographical error. 
 
The proponent must discuss the ARD 
potential of the PAG material to be used as 
backfill or for construction.  It is the 
responsibility of the Proponent to show with 
certainty that any PAG material to be used for 
construction purposes will not result in 
adverse impacts to water quality. 

EA The reviewer’s assumption is correct; the text should 
read “…consist of NPAG or PAG materials….” 
 
PAG material would only be used for fill material in 
areas where it can be maintained in a saturated state 
to exclude oxygen and inhibit sulphide oxidation. 
These uses may include underground backfill and 
construction of the upstream portion of the TMA dams. 

MOE- 
GW13 

Simon Haslam, 
Regional 
Hydrogeologist 
(in-training) 

Groundwater 
(including 
water quality 
and quantity) 
 

 §6.19.4.1 and 
Appendix E, 
§4.4 

Regarding closure of the TMA, the Proponent states that 
“oxygen exclusion can be achieved through development of 
an approximately 2 m or greater low permeability 
overburden (or other) cover.  [This] alternative will keep the 
tailings solids saturated…”  It is not apparent how an 
impermeable cover will keep the tailings solids saturated, 
thus limiting the exposure of PAG material to oxygen and 
reducing ARD/ML potential.   

Please describe how the impermeable cover 
will work to maintain saturation in the tailings 
solids for perpetuity and prevent ARD/ML in 
the TMA.   

EA A perimeter zone of tailings beach will be maintained 
to keep the central pond away from the dams. This 
zone of tailings beach will be covered with a layer of 
inorganic low permeability overburden of 
approximately 150 m in width to ensure cover and help 
maintain saturation during seasonal water level 
fluctuations. 
 
The maximum level of tailings, where they have been 
deposited adjacent to the dam, will be at or below the 
level of the spillway such that they remain below the 
maximum level of flooding. In the event that the water 
cover is drawn down slightly as a result of decreased 
precipitation or an increase in evaporation, the tailings 
immediately adjacent to the dam may become partially 
desaturated; however the low permeability overburden 
cover is designed to remain saturated which will inhibit 
oxygen infiltration and oxidation of tailings. 

MOE- 
GW14 

Simon Haslam, 
Regional 
Hydrogeologist 
(in-training) 

Groundwater 
(including 
water quality 
and quantity) 
 

 §13.4 The Proponent mentions that monthly geochemistry testing 
of mill composite tailings samples will be conducted for acid 
base accounting static testing and metals analysis.  It is not 
apparent how this testing frequency was determined or how 
it will ensure that all relevant material types will be included 
in the monitoring program. 

While no action is required for the EA, 
providing an explanation of how the testing 
frequency was determined and how this 
monitoring program will ensure that all 
relevant material types will be tested will be a 
requirement of the application for ECA. 

Regulatory Acknowledged. 

MOE- 
GW15 

Simon Haslam, 
Regional 
Hydrogeologist 
(in-training) 

Groundwater 
(including 
water quality 
and quantity) 
 

 §15 This section describes the provincial approvals that will 
likely be needed during the life of the RRP.  However, this 
section did not mention two potential approvals: a PTTW for 
the enhanced filling of the open pit; and an ECA for the 
potential domestic waste disposal onsite.   

These potential approvals should be included 
in the list outlined in this section of the final 
EA. 

EA Acknowledged. 
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MOE- 
GW16 

Simon Haslam, 
Regional 
Hydrogeologist 
(in-training) 

Groundwater 
(including 
water quality 
and quantity) 
 

 All sections No information regarding a pump test was provided.  Based 
on the volume of water that will be taken to dewater the 
open pit, a pump test will be required for the PTTW 
application and the results of the pump test must be 
incorporated into the existing hydrogeological model.   

No action required for EA.  However a pump 
test will be required and must be used to 
update and validate the hydrogeological 
model in support of the application for PTTW 
and possibly the ECAs for the TMA and the 
waste rock stockpiles. 

Regulatory Klohn drilled 4, six inch test wells at the site in 2010 
(TW10-1 to 4) for the purpose of conducting pumping 
tests, and found three of the wells could be tested at 
rates of up to between 5 and 25 USgpm (5 and 14 
m3/day), with the fourth well not making enough water 
to test. Even at these rates, the pumps in the wells 
often broke suction. The very low pumping rates are 
consistent with the local geology and based on a 
review of area water well records, represent some of 
the highest pumping rates attainable from pit area.  
 
There would be little value in conducting any additional 
pumping tests at these types of rates, as there is 
almost no opportunity to learn anything new about the 
area from such small scale tests, and pumping at large 
rates will not be possible in such tight formations.   

MOE- 
GW17 

Simon Haslam, 
Regional 
Hydrogeologist 
(in-training) 

Groundwater 
(including 
water quality 
and quantity) 
 

 Appendix E, 
§4.3.3 and 
§4.3.4  

Regarding post-closure cover of the East Mine Rock and 
Ore Stockpiles, the Proponent noted that flatter areas will 
be covered but did not mention grading of these areas to 
prevent pooling of water.  Proper grading of all flat areas of 
these stockpiles is warranted to enable suitable runoff. 

While no action is required for the EA, 
inclusion of a discussion of how appropriate 
drainage of surface runoff will be achieved 
during post-closure covering of these 
stockpiles will be a requirement of the 
application for ECA and closure plan 
approvals. 

Regulatory Acknowledged. 

MOE- 
GW18 

Simon Haslam, 
Regional 
Hydrogeologist 
(in-training) 

Groundwater 
(including 
water quality 
and quantity) 
 

 Appendix E, 
§6.2.4 

Regarding active closure and post-closure monitoring of 
sediment quality, the Proponent did not list cyanide, total 
ammonia or unionized ammonia as parameters to be 
analyzed.   

While no actions are required for the EA, the 
Proponent will be required to consider 
inclusion of cyanide, total ammonia and 
unionized ammonia as parameters to be 
analyzed during monitoring of sediment 
quality for ECA application purposes. 

Regulatory Acknowledged. 

MOE- 
GW19 

Simon Haslam, 
Regional 
Hydrogeologist 
(in-training) 

Groundwater 
(including 
water quality 
and quantity) 
 

 Appendix E, 
§7.3.1 

When discussing the flooding of the open pit the Proponent 
states that it is “anticipated to take as little as approximately 
21 years to flood to top of bedrock or 25 years until fully 
flooded by enhanced flooding.”  These timeframes are not 
consistent with other areas of the final EA, specifically 
§4.19.1, which states that “flooding of the underground and 
open pit mine to surface is expected to take approximately 
72 years using a moderately enhanced, flooding process.” 

Ensure that timeframes are consistent 
throughout the final EA document or describe 
the nature of any discrepancies. 

EA Acknowledged. This will be corrected as appropriate in 
the errata. 
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MOE-
GW20 

Simon Haslam, 
Regional 
Hydrogeologist 
(in-training) 

Groundwater 
(including 
water quality 
and quantity) 
 

 Appendix W, 
§9.5 

The Proponent states that “project facilities which pose a 
potential groundwater seepage concern over the longer-
term are limited to the TMA and the east mine rock 
stockpile”.  However, it is anticipated that once the pit is 
flooded, a hydraulic gradient will exist from the pit lake 
toward the Pinewood River, acting as a seepage pathway 
for the contaminated pit lake water.  The impact of such 
seepage was not discussed.  The expected water quality of 
the deep lake will be highly contaminated and the 
movement of this water to the river must be considered.   

The Proponent must consider the seepage 
between the pit lake and the Pinewood River.  
The water quality of the pit lake has already 
been estimated.  An estimation of the loading 
to the river must be provided and impacts 
discussed in order to adequately assess 
compliance for the final EA. 
 
If using the floodway to create a hydraulic trap 
is being considered, or seepage is not 
expected for other reasons, details must be 
provided. 

EA For several decades after mine closure, groundwater 
will flow into the pit lake as it fills, during which there 
will be no groundwater flow out of the pit lake. 
 
The pit lake will eventually flood to the outlet, which will 
be set at close to the elevation of the Pinewood River. 
At this elevation the maximum height of the lake will be 
less than the existing ground surface and several 
metres below the existing (pre-mining) artesian 
potentiometric surface.  
 
Because the thick clay beneath the valley prevents the 
rapid escape of groundwater, the hydraulic head of the 
groundwater in the area of the pit lake will be 
controlled by recharge to the high ground to the north, 
east and south of the pit, and by the hills that extend 
west from the pit on either side of the Pinewood River 
valley. These hills will provide enough water that 
groundwater levels on all sides of the pit lake will be 
higher than the pit lake (much like the existing artesian 
conditions). As such there will be groundwater inflow 
into the pit lake from all sides and there should be no 
groundwater flow out of the lake. 
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Stakeholder:   Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change 
Point of Contact: c/o Sasha McLeod 
Comments received:  September 5, 2014 
Comments regarding: Rainy River Project, Final Environmental Assessment Report (Ver. 2)  
 
 

Summary of 
Comment/ 
Rationale 

Proponent Response 

1 The Ministry seeks 
clarification on 
New Gold’s plan 
for PAG material 
segregation.  
 
Please provide 
details on how the 
accuracy of the 
block model and 
the surrogate NPR 
relationship will be 
verified during 
operations, 
including a 
summary of the 
sampling and 
analysis that will 
be used. This 
information is 
required during the 
EA phase. 

This aspect is more fully addressed in Appendix K of the Draft Closure Plan issued to the regulators previously. 
 
OPERATIONAL MANAGEMENT OF MINE ROCK 
 
Surface mining of the RRP gold deposit will follow the standard practice of an open pit operation, with a conventional 
drill and blast, load and haul cycle using a drill / truck / shovel mining fleet. The mine rock waste will be segregated into 
either potentially acid generating (PAG) or non-potentially acid generating (NPAG) rock. These materials will be hauled 
to either the East Mine Rock Stockpile (PAG) or the West Mine Rock Stockpile (NPAG). The methodologies used will 
be the same that are employed for ore / waste grade control during operations. 
 
During mine planning the ARD block model will be merged with the mine plan to classify the mine rock into the 
following categories and schedule its blasting and excavation from the pit: ore; low grade ore; NPAG rock waste; and 
PAG 1, 2 and 3 rock waste. The distribution of these material types will be determined for each blast and compared 
against the results of the blast hole sampling for confirmatory purposes prior to haulage of the ores and wastes. 
 
Blast Hole Sampling and Analysis 
 
Prior to the blast, blast hole cuttings will be sampled and analyzed to confirm the geochemistry of the blocks. Waste 
rock blast holes will be spaced on an approximate 7.0 m x 7.5 m pattern and an approximate 10 m bench height, 
pending local conditions. Sample collection protocols will follow those used for grade control, with subsamples 
collected from the cuttings surrounding the completed blast holes.  
 
Each blast hole subsample will be analyzed for total sulphur and inorganic carbon using an onsite Leco furnace to 
generate surrogate acid potential (AP) and neutralization potential (NP) values.  
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Comment/ 
Rationale 

Proponent Response 

c
o
n 
t'
d 

 Definition of Dig Limits 
 
Dig limits will be defined using the same protocols are those used for grade control. Blast hole sampling results for acid 
rock drainage (ARD) parameters (NP and AP derived from the Leco carbon and sulphur analysis) will be provided to 
the mine geology department for calculation of neutralization potential ratio (NPR) values for each blast hole and 
incorporation of this information into the grade control database. This information will be used to determine the dig 
limits of the blocks as ore, low grade ore, or waste. Waste block dig limits will be further subdivided into NPAG, PAG 1, 
PAG 2 and PAG 3 using the following criteria: 
 

NPAG NPR>2 
PAG 1 NPR<2, and NP<12.5 
PAG 2 NPR<, and 12.5<NP<19 
PAG 3 NPR<2, and NP>19 

 
Results from the mapping of these ore and waste categories will be transferred to the mine survey so that the dig limits 
can be mapped onto each individual blast pattern.  
 
Waste block results from the blast hole sampling will be compared against the block model results on a monthly basis 
to validate the ARD block model work and to improve the accuracy of the modeling over the long term.  
 
Pit Operations 
 
Dig limits generated by the mine geology department for each individual blast pattern will be transferred via the mine 
survey to pit operations for physical segregation of the rock materials. GPS-based control will be used to mark the dig 
limits so that the shift supervisor and shovel operator can determine the extent of each material type.  
 
Ore (and low grade ore) will be removed from the pit for processing in the mill. NPAG rock will be hauled to the West 
Mine Rock Stockpile, or for use as construction material. PAG rock materials will be hauled to the East Mine Rock 
Stockpile.  
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o
n 
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d 

 MONITORING PROCEDURES AND REPORTING 
 
Mine Rock Monitoring 
 
To track the removal and placement of mine rock, daily shift reports will be completed that describe the materials 
moved (by truck counts) from the pit to the stockpiles, or other locations on site. This information will be maintained in 
a database and used to cross check material inventories/volumes generated from the ARD block model and mine plan, 
plus as-built surveys of the mine rock stockpiles. 
 
On a monthly basis, a comparison of the blast hole Leco analysis for carbon and sulphur will be compared against the 
duplicate check samples analyzed for acid base accounting parameters. These results will be used to improve the 
segregation  
 
The information collected from these confirmatory steps will be compiled and reported annually and reviewed to 
validate and correct, the metal leaching / ARD predictions and the ARD block model results.  
 
Laboratory Testing and Quality Assurance / Quality Control 
 
Regular testing of the blast hole cuttings will be conducted on site using a Leco furnace with sulphur and carbon 
analyzers located in the assay laboratory. Operation of the blast hole testing procedures including sample collection, 
analysis, data processing and interpretation will be integrated with the grade control procedures used to define ore and 
waste volumes. 
 
Monitoring of quality assurance / quality control will be carried out using blind field duplicates, laboratory duplicates and 
reference materials. Each set of 20 samples will include a blind field duplicate, laboratory duplicate and reference 
standard. Laboratory duplicates will be sent to an approved commercial laboratory for analysis, including Leco C and S 
and the full suite of acid base accounting parameters. Reference standards will be inserted at the onsite laboratory.  
 
Reductions to this quality assurance / quality control program may be made as operational experience in the 
monitoring program develops.
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Stakeholder:   Ministry of the Environment 
Point of Contact: Pierre Godbout 
Comments received:  March 7, 2014 
Comments regarding: Rainy River Project, Final Environmental Assessment Report (Ver. 2)  
 
 
# COMMENT RRR RESPONSE 
1 Vacant Lots: the report addressed existing residential dwellings surrounding the 

RRGP with distance setbacks in the range of 2,609 to 6,095 metres.  Aerial 
photography indicates that there are several other structures in the intervening lands 
between the reported points of receptions and the proposed RRGP, such as structures 
on Georgeson Road, Roen Road, Hwy 600, McMillan Road and Tait Road.  
Confirmation should be included in the report that there are no additional existing 
points of reception and/or vacant lots amenable to future noise sensitive developments 
in the intervening lands between the existing residences and the proposed RRGP.  If 
additional noise sensitive receptors are present, all noise sensitive receptors should 
be assessed, including, if applicable, the worst-case potential points of reception on 
vacant lots, using the proper setbacks as defined by the Township of Chapple, in 
accordance with the definition of “Point of Reception” in Part A of NPC-300.  A clear 
aerial photography area map showing the names of nearby roads and the location of 
all applicable (previously and newly identified) points of reception should be included 
in the report, and this figure should clearly indicate the location of the property line for 
the site under study. 

The points of reception have been updated in the 
assessment report (Attachment 1) by including 
accessible vacant lots. Properties with structures 
(e.g., Georgeson Road, Roen Road, Hwy 600, 
McMillan Road and Tait Road) are part of the 
project site. Refer to Figure 1 of the attached 
report for existing dwellings (PORs 01 through 19) 
and identified accessible vacant lots (PORs 20 
through 29) for the projects. The Township of 
Chapple’s latest zoning and map with existing 
roads is provided as Appendix B in the attached 
report. 

2 Night-time Operations: the report indicates the site is expected to operate 24 hours per 
day and 7 days per week, with the continuous operation of all sound sources 
(including haul trucks, front end loaders and all other vehicular activity) throughout the 
day and night hours (with the exception of the testing for emergency generators, which 
will occur only during day hours).  If additional noise sensitive points of reception are 
located in the intervening lands between the existing residences and the proposed 
RRGP, as per paragraph 1, this operation may cause the sound levels to exceed the 
night-time limit of 40 dBA at the nearest applicable receptors.  Additional noise control 
measures may be required such as limiting the operations to the daytime hours only. 

The site is expected to operate 24 hours per day 
and 7 days per week. However, operation of RC 
Drills (RD1 and RD2) and testing of emergency 
generators (G1, G2, G3 and G4) are limited to 
daytime only as indicated in Mitigation Measures 
Summary. A noise abatement plan is provided in 
the attached report as the predicted sound levels 
at two of the vacant lot points of reception (PORs 
18 and 29) exceed the criteria limits for daytime, 
and evening and night-time periods. See the 
revised acoustical assessment report attached 
(Attachment 1). 
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# COMMENT RRR RESPONSE 
3 Tables 1 through 3: these tables should be reformatted to Tables A1 through A3, as 

per Appendix A referenced below, and should include the following information: 
 

(a) The following information need to be included in Table A1 for all significant noise 
sources (i.e. sources that are audible outside the facility): 
i. Source ID's: preferably same as ESDM Source ID's 
ii. Source Description 
iii. Source Power Level: 1/1 Octave Band Sound Power Levels in dBA 
iv. Source Location: Indoor or Outdoor 
v. Source Characteristics: Steady, Quasi Steady Impulsive; Impulsive; Buzzing; Tonal; 

Cyclic 
vi. Noise Control Measures: Silencer/Acoustic Louver/Muffler; Acoustic Lining/Plenum; 

Barrier/Berm/Screening; Lagging; Acoustic Enclosure; Other; Uncontrolled 
 

(b) The following information need to be included in Table A2 for all significant noise 
sources (i.e. sources that are audible outside the facility) and for all noise sensitive 
areas (Points of Reception, POR's): 
i. Source ID's: preferably same as ESDM Source ID's 
ii. Distance to POR in metres 
iii. Sound Level at POR (Leq) in dBA 

 
(c) The following information need to be included in Table A3 for all noise sensitive areas 

(Points of Reception, POR's): 
i. Point of Reception ID's 
ii. Point of Reception Description 
iii. Sound Level at POR (Leq) in dBA – if evening and nighttime levels are identical 

please merge the two rows 
iv. Verified by Acoustic Audit: Yes or No 
v. Performance Limit (Leq) in dBA 
vi. Compliance with Performance Limit: Yes or No. In the event the Acoustic 

Assessment Report demonstrates that the facility is not in compliance with the 
limits set in Publication NPC-205, the Acoustic Assessment Report should include 
a Noise Abatement Action Plan (NAAP) required to achieve compliance with the 
governing noise limits, that includes but is not limited to the following: 
1. required Noise Control Measures (both physical and administrative) to reduce 

the noise emissions from the facility to comply with the limits set in Publication 
NPC-205; and 

2. a timetable for implementation of the Noise Control Measures (both physical 
and administrative), including the date for achieving compliance with the 
applicable sound level limits for the facility.

Please refer the updated tables in the attached 
report (Attachment 1). Note that the MOE 
comment references NPC-205, we understand 
should be read as NPC-300. 
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# COMMENT RRR RESPONSE 
4 Land Use Zoning Designation Plan of the surrounding area complete with legend and 

scale is missing.  The zoning plan is required within a radius of 1,000 metres.  
Confirmation should be provided on whether or not the surrounding lands have noise 
sensitive permitted uses (i.e. if the lands are points of reception or not), and supporting 
documentation from the Township of Chapple should be provided accordingly.  Refer 
to Appendix A referenced below. 

The most recent Land Use Zoning Designation 
Plan of the surrounding area with legend and 
scale is provided in Appendix B of Attachment 1. 
No such confirmation is available from the Town 
as they are private lands. 

5 Scaled Area Location Plan showing the locations/elevations of the facility's noise 
sources and the surrounding points of reception as well as the topography and ground 
cover of the intervening lands between the facility and the surrounding points of 
reception is missing. The area location plan is required within a radius of 1,000 
metres. Distances shown in this figure should match the distances listed under Table 
A2.  Refer to Appendix A referenced below. 

This is provided in Figure 3 of Attachment 1. 

6 Noise Source Data: the information provided to support the source sound power level 
data used in the report should be clearly identified.  Pages that include manufacturer 
sound data should clearly show which sound source ID the data corresponds to.  
Source ID “TD” and “Tuck_XQ” shown in Appendix A have a calculated sound power 
level that is lower than their reported sound pressure level.  Appendix A source IDs do 
not match the source ID used in Table 2 of the report.  Any assumptions, such as but 
not limited to the hourly truck traffic count used for line sources, should be provided. 

Please refer to calculations in Appendix A of the 
attached report. Discrepancies between TD and 
Tuck_XQ sound power levels have been 
corrected.  Source ID discrepancies between 
Appendix A and Table 2 have also been 
corrected.   

7 Sound Level Calculations: one sample sound level calculations should be provided for 
the worst case (i.e. the closest and most exposed) point of reception. 

Sample calculations are provided in Appendix C 
of the attached report. 

8 As indicated in the above-referenced Technical Memorandum prepared by AMEC 
Environment and Infrastructure, dated December 10, 2013, in accordance with NPC-
300, the testing or maintenance of emergency equipment such as emergency 
generators is now assessed independently of all other stationary sources of noise, and 
the sound limits are 5 dB greater than the sound limits otherwise applicable to the 
other stationary sources. 

This has been updated with emergency 
generators assessed separately for the RRP 
operation in the attached report (Attachment 1). 
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# COMMENT RRR RESPONSE 
9 In summary, the submitted noise report does not adequately address the proposed 

RRGP noise impact and therefore, a revised noise report is required.  The revised 
noise report should address the above noted comments and, if applicable, due to the 
addition of new points of reception, should also recommend the necessary noise 
control measures to ensure that the sound levels will be in compliance with the 
applicable sound level criteria.  Please note that the required revised Acoustic 
Assessment Report must be prepared in accordance with the "Basic Comprehensive 
Certificates of Approval (Air), User Guide, Appendix A - Supporting Information for an 
Acoustic Assessment Report or Vibration Assessment Report Required by a Basic 
Comprehensive CofA" prepared by the Environmental Assessment and Approvals 
Branch, Version 2.0, April 2004 (available at: 
http://www.ene.gov.on.ca/stdprodconsume/groups/lr/@ene/@resources/documents/re
source/std01_079111.pdf ) and must contain a completed and signed revised AAR 
Checklist (available at: 
http://www.ene.gov.on.ca/stdprodconsume/groups/lr/@ene/@resources/documents/re
source/std01_079148.pdf ). 
 

Acknowledged. Please refer to the attached report 
(Attachment 1).  
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Rainy River Project (RRP) is a gold exploration project situated in the Township of Chapple, 
approximately sixty-five kilometres (by road) northwest of Fort Frances in northwestern Ontario. 
The RRP site and surrounding lands are dominantly privately held, with Rainy River Resources 
Ltd. (RRR) holding a considerable private land package. RRR has been exploring the RRP 
property since 2005, with the objective of constructing, operating and eventually reclaiming a 
new open pit and underground gold mine and milling complex on the site. RRR is pursuing 
environmental approvals for the development of open pit and underground gold mine at this 
location. AMEC Environment & Infrastructure, a division of AMEC Americas Limited, was 
retained by RRR to prepare an Acoustic Assessment Report for the RRP site. 
 
RRR is required to complete a Standard Environmental Assessment pursuant to the Canadian 
Environmental Assessment Act, 2012 and an Individual Environmental Assessment pursuant to 
the Ontario Environmental Assessment Act and an acoustical assessment report was 
completed as a supplement to a Federal and Provincial environmental assessment. This 
updated acoustical assessment report addresses the comments / concerns raised by the 
Ministry of Environment (MOE) during its review process. The following changes are 
incorporated in this revised report: 
 

 Accessible vacant lots are included as points of reception; 
 Tables have been updated to include material to support the Environmental Compliance 

Approval (ECA) application; 
 Assessment criteria are updated per NPC-300 noise guidelines; 
 Emergency equipment testing is assessed separately per NPC-300; 
 A conceptual noise abatement action plan is prepared and included with this report; and 
 Source ID and sound data discrepancies have been corrected from the previous report. 

 
The major sources of sound that are anticipated from the mining operations at the RRP site 
include underground ventilation fans and heavy equipment such as blast-hole-drills, excavators, 
track dozers, front-end loaders, motor graders and onsite truck traffic.  
 
Sound emissions from the ore process plant will be minimal as most of the plant equipment is 
enclosed within the plant building. The primary sources of sound from the ore process plant will 
be the primary crusher, dust collectors, emergency generators and substation transformers.  
 
A total of 29 representative most exposed points of reception, including 10 accessible vacant 
lots, were identified and considered in the acoustic assessment. Thirty-five sound sources were 
identified as being significant from the RRP non-blasting operations.  
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The significant sound sources considered in the model for this assessment include:  
 

 Blast hole drills; 
 Reverse circulation drills;  
 Excavators (both electric and diesel powered);  
 Wheel loader;  
 Motor graders;  
 Track dozers; 
 Truck traffic / routes;  
 Underground ventilation fans for the mining operations;  
 Crusher; 
 Dust collectors;  
 Emergency generators and substation transformers, for the ore process plant and other 

auxiliary operations.  
 
The site is expected to operate continuously, 24 hours per day and 7 days per week. However, 
reverse circulation drills (RD1 and RD2) operation and emergency generators (G1, G2, G3 and 
G4) testing is limited to daytime (i.e., 07:00 to 19:00) only as part of the noise mitigation strategy 
for the project. Hourly truck traffic count for the line sources (i.e., onsite haul route) for the 
modeled years (Years 2015 and 2020) were calculated based on the material movement 
required as per RRP Prefeasibility Study. 
 
Receptor sound impact associated with the operation of the facility was assessed through 
predictive acoustic modelling. The MOE exclusionary sound limits were used for the 
assessment as the measured ambient sound levels were below these exclusionary limits. 
 
Where preliminary equipment selections have been made, source sound levels were obtained 
from the equipment manufacturers. Where the design has not progressed sufficiently to provide 
equipment types or sizes, reasonable sound emission specifications were estimated and/or 
taken from database for similar equipment. 
 
With the proposed mitigation in place, under the worst sound emission scenario, the RRP is in 
compliance with the applicable MOE NPC-300 guidelines for daytime, evening and night-time 
operations, except for two vacant lots (POR 20 and POR 29). The sound levels at the receptor 
reported as part of this acoustic assessment represent the worst-case operational impact; 
assuming all significant sound sources are operating simultaneously, during daytime, evening 
and night-time hours. No additional sound mitigation is required for its proposed operation, with 
the exception note below.  
 
Should a zoning bylaw come into force and effect for the vacant lot properties (POR 20 and 
POR 29) to permit residential and/or other noise sensitive uses, RRR shall: 
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(a) Develop and submit a Noise Abatement Action Plan that is acceptable to the MOE, not 
later than 3 months after the issuance of an above grade building permit under the 
Building Code Act, 1992, for a building containing Sensitive Uses in respect of the 
Residential Properties or part thereof; and 

 
(b) Implement a Noise Abatement Action Plan, as approved by the MOE, not later than six 

months after the approval of the Noise Abatement Action Plan or 12 months after the 
issuance of an above grade building permit under the Building Code Act, 1992, for a 
building containing Sensitive Uses in respect of the Residential Properties or part 
thereof, whichever occurs later. 

 
A conceptual mitigation plan is provided under the Noise Abatement Action Plan section of this 
report. If a dwelling and/or noise sensitive use is proposed in the vacant lots (POR 20 and/or 
POR 29), RRR will update the acoustic assessment by including the actual location of the 
dwelling/noise sensitive use and a Noise Abatement Action Plan will be prepared for Ministry 
approval. Therefore, the proposed RRP operation can be in compliance with the applicable 
MOE NPC-300 guidelines for daytime, evening and night-time operations for the existing points 
of reception. No additional mitigation is required at this time until issuance of a dwelling/noise 
sensitive use building permit at the vacant lot receptor POR 20 and/or POR 29. 
 
Vibration and overpressure sound from blasting operations are assessed separately as they are 
governed by a different set of guidelines and criteria and are provided under a separate cover. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 
The Rainy River Project (RRP) is a gold exploration project situated in the Township of Chapple 
located primarily on privately held lands, approximately sixty-five kilometres (by road) northwest 
of Fort Frances in northwestern Ontario. Rainy River Resources Ltd. (RRR) has been exploring 
the RRP property since 2005, with the objective of constructing, operating and eventually 
reclaiming a new open pit and underground gold mine and milling complex on the site. RRR is 
pursuing environmental approvals for the development of open pit and underground gold mine. 
AMEC Environment & Infrastructure, a division of AMEC Americas Limited (AMEC), was 
retained by RRR to prepare an Acoustic Assessment Report for the RRP. 
 
RRR is required to complete a Standard Environmental Assessment pursuant to the Canadian 
Environmental Assessment Act, 2012 and an Individual Environmental Assessment pursuant to 
the Ontario Environmental Assessment Act and an acoustical assessment report was 
completed as a supplement to a Federal and Provincial environmental assessment. This 
updated acoustical assessment report addresses the comments/concerns raised by the Ministry 
of Environment during its review process. The following changes are incorporated in this revised 
report: 
 

 Accessible vacant lots are included as points of reception; 
 Tables are updated as they required in the report that supports Environmental 

Compliance Approval (ECA) application; 
 Assessment criteria are updated per NPC-300 noise guidelines; 
 Emergency equipment testing are assessed separately per NPC-300; 
 A noise abatement action plan is prepared and included with this report; and 
 Source ID and sound data discrepancies have been corrected from the previous report. 

 
The main source of vibration (ground borne) and overpressure sound from mining operations at 
the RRP site is from use of explosives (blasting). Vibration and overpressure sound from 
blasting operations are assessed separately as they are governed by a different set of 
guidelines and criteria, and provided under a separate cover. Therefore, this assessment 
concentrates on potential sound impacts from RRP operations, other than blasting. 
 
2.0 DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED UNDERTAKING 
 
The proposed RRP site include an open pit, underground mine and a process plant. Open pit 
mining operations will occur at a rate of approximately 21,000 tonnes per day (tpd) of ore, 
supported by a planned 1,000 tpd underground mining operation. For contingency purposes, a 
nominal 20% additional ore throughput should be considered above the planned output. 
Overburden and mine rock stripped from the open pit will be stored in adjacent stockpiles. Ore 
will be processed in an onsite ore process plant. 
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2.1 Mining 
 
An open pit and an underground mine is proposed for the RRP. Sound from mining operations 
is primarily from the open pit and the activities on the ore stockpile, overburden stockpile, west 
mine rock stockpile, east mine rock stockpile and onsite truck traffic. The major sound sources 
that are anticipated from the mining operations at the RRP site include underground ventilation 
fans and heavy equipment such as blast-hole-drills, excavators, track dozers, front-end loaders, 
motor graders and onsite truck traffic.  
 
The main source of vibration (ground borne) from mining operations at the RRP site is from 
blasting. Blasting is also associated with overpressure sound, which is shock wave generated 
during blasting. Vibration and overpressure sound from blasting operations are assessed 
separately as they are governed by a different set of guidelines and criteria and provided under 
a separate cover. 
 
2.2 Ore Processing 
 
The mill for ore processing is to be located at the RRP site. Sound emissions from the ore 
process plant will be minimal as most of the plant equipment is enclosed within the plant 
building. The primary sources of sound from the ore process plant area will be the primary 
crusher, dust collectors, emergency generators and substation transformers and are included 
for the acoustic assessment. Unlike the mining operations, no major vibration sources are 
expected in the ore process plant. 
 
The points of reception (POR) locations with respect to the RRP site are shown in Figure 1. 
 
3.0 BASELINE STUDIES 
 
A baseline sound survey was conducted for the RRP site area by Klohn Crippen Berger (KCB) 
between 2009 and 2010 with monitoring locations included both human and wildlife receptors 
(KCB 2011). Additional baseline sound measurements were conducted by AMEC and RRR 
between August 17 and August 27, 2012 at four representative human receptors to determine 
the existing sound environment in the area surrounding the proposed project (AMEC 2013). 
 
3.1 Sound Baseline Completed by KCB (2009 to 2010) 
 
The baseline sound measurements were conducted at seven locations by KCB and the 
measurement locations included both residential and wildlife habitat sensitive areas. The 
measurements were conducted in accordance with the Ministry of the Environment (MOE) 
Sound Pollution Control document NPC-103. Baseline measurements were completed using 
Quest Model 2900 advanced Integrating Sound Level Meters. The measurements recorded in 
hourly energy equivalent sound levels Leq (i.e., the energy-average sound level taken over the 
period) and ninetieth percentile sound levels L90 (i.e., sound levels that exceed 90% of the time). 
For Class 3 Areas, L90 represent background sound levels (see section 7.0 below). 
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The measured ambient background sound level at the locations surrounding RRP site ranged 
from 30 to 40 dBA (i.e., L90). Details of the measurements are provided in the KCB Baseline 
Report are summarized in Table 1. 
 
3.2 Sound Baseline Completed by RRR and AMEC 
 
The baseline sound level measurements were conducted at four locations by RRR and AMEC, 
and the measurement locations were human receptors. The measurements were completed for 
about two weeks using Larson Davis model SoundTrack LxT Integrating Sound Level Meters 
equipped with long term measurement gear including wind screens and bird spikes. The 
measurements were conducted in accordance with the MOE NPC-103 guideline. Sound monitor 
Unit 1 was placed near the intersection of Gallinger Road and Korpi Road (UTM coordinate 15U 
0431183E 54116440N). Sound monitor Unit 2 was placed just west of Heatwole Road and 
south of Teeple Road (UTM coordinate 15U 0430995E 5408044N). Sound monitor Unit 3 was 
placed near the intersection of Pine River Road and Hwy 600 (UTM coordinate 15U 0419667E 
5410094N). Sound monitor Unit 4 was placed near the intersection of Tait Road and McMillan 
Road (UTM coordinate 15U 0426050E 5407172N). Sound monitoring locations are shown in 
Figure 2. 
 
The additional baseline sound measurements conducted by AMEC and RRR recorded hourly 
Leq and L90. Sound level measurements conducted by AMEC and RRR were recorded 
continuously for daytime (07:00 to 19:00), evening (19:00 to 23:00) and night-time (23:00 to 
07:00) periods during weekdays and weekends. The hourly sound levels were averaged 
logarithmically for daytime, evening time and night-time periods to calculate the overall 
equivalent sound level for each location over the course of measurement period. The monitoring 
was carried out during proper weather conditions with no precipitation and low wind speeds. 
The measured ambient background sound level at the RRP site by RRR and AMEC ranged 
from 21 to 43 dBA (i.e., L90). Details of the measurements are provided in KCB (2011) and 
AMEC (2013) and the results of the baseline sound level measurements are summarized in 
Table 1. 
 
4.0 SOUND SOURCE SUMMARY 
 
The major operation sound sources that are anticipated from the mining operations at the RRP 
site include underground ventilation fans and heavy equipment such as blast-hole drills, 
excavators, track dozers, front-end loaders, motor graders and onsite truck traffic.  
 
Sound emissions from the ore process plant will be minimal as most of the plant equipment is 
enclosed within the plant building. The primary sources of sound from the ore process plant will 
be primary crusher, dust collectors, emergency generators and substation transformers.  
 
Thirty-five sound sources were identified as being significant from the RRP operations. The 
significant sound sources considered in the model for the worst impact include three blast hole 
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drills, two reverse circulation drills, four excavators (two diesel powered and two electric 
powered), one wheel loader, two motor graders, six track dozers, five truck routes, three 
underground ventilation fans for the mining operations, and one crusher, two dust collectors and 
four emergency generators (i.e., one 2.5 MW, two 1.5 MW and one 250 kW units) and two 
substation transformers for the ore process plant and other auxiliary operations. In the sound 
impact assessment, a continuous operating hour was assumed. The site is expected to operate 
24 hours per day and 7 days per week, reverse circulation drills (RD1 and RD2) operation and 
emergency generators (G1, G2, G3 and G4) testing is limited to daytime (i.e., 07:00 to 19:00) 
only as part of the noise mitigation strategy for the project. Hourly truck traffic count for the line 
sources (i.e., onsite haul route) for the modeled years (Years 2015 and 2020) was calculated 
based on the material movement required as per RRP Prefeasibility Study (BBA 2012). The 
non-emergency operation (i.e., testing and maintenance) of the emergency generators is 
assessed separately as required in NPC-300. 
 
Where preliminary equipment selections have been made, source sound levels were obtained 
from the equipment manufacturers. Where the design has not progressed sufficiently to provide 
equipment types or sizes, reasonable sound emission specifications were estimated and/or 
taken from database for similar equipment. The sound sources considered in the assessment 
are presented in Table 2 and are shown in Figure 3.  
 
Under MOE NPC-104 sound guidelines, additional penalties apply to sound sources with 
annoying natures, including tonal sounds, quasi-impulsive sounds, and beating sounds (sounds 
with cyclically varying amplitudes). A tonal penalty of 5 dB was applied to transformers as per 
MOE’s publication NPC-104 and was incorporated in the acoustic assessment. The 
manufacturer sound levels for the equipment and sound calculations are provided in 
Appendix A.  
 
5.0 MITIGATION MEASURES SUMMARY 
 
RRR has been supportive and sound mitigation proposed measures such as selection of quieter 
equipment and their operations have already been integrated in the modelling. These measures 
are inherent to the current design of the RRP site and are reflected in the sound model 
predictions. The following mitigation options are considered in the assessment: 
 

 Extra quiet mining trucks (CAT 793F XQ) are used for material movement (sound power 
levels 112 dBA); 

 
 Two of three excavators proposed for the open pit are electric drive (i.e., 8 dB quieter 

than the equivalent diesel units); 
 
 Testing and maintenance operations of the emergency generators are limited to daytime 

hours only (07:00 to 19:00); and 
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 Reverse circulation drills (RD1 and RD2) are restricted to operate during daytime hours 
only. 

 
6.0 POINT OF RECEPTION SUMMARY 
 
Sound sensitive receptors of interest under NPC-300 guidelines include the following sound 
sensitive land uses: 
 

 Permanent, seasonal, or rental residences; 
 Hotels, motels and campgrounds; 
 Schools, universities, libraries and daycare centres;  
 Hospitals and clinics, nursing / retirement homes; and 
 Churches and places of worship. 

 
A total of 29 representative most-exposed PORs, including 10 accessible vacant lots, were 
identified and considered in the acoustic assessment. The PORs considered in the assessment 
are shown in Figure 1. The receptor location considered for all PORs are at 4.5 m above grade 
as they are the worst impacted location (i.e., the highest window level for a two storey house). A 
copy of the latest Land Use Zoning map from the Town of Chapple is included in Appendix B. 
 
As the project design advances, equipment selection and site operating parameters may be 
refined. Material refinements, if any, will be captured in the ECA application package. 
 
7.0 APPLICABLE SOUND GUIDELINES 
 
There are four classes of acoustical environment with regard to the assessment of sound to 
classify ambient background sound environments per MOE NPC-300 Guidelines. The MOE 
classifications based on ambient background sound are given below: 
 

 Class 1 Area is used to describe an area with an acoustical environment typical of a 
major population centre, where the background sound level is dominated by the urban 
hum. 
 

 Class 2 Area defines an area with an acoustical environment that has qualities 
representative of both Class 1 and Class 3 Areas. That means, absence of urban hum or 
a low ambient sound level is expected during early evening (i.e., between 19:00 and 
23:00) than that in Class 1 Areas.  

 
 Class 3 Area means a rural area with an acoustical environment dominated by natural 

sounds having little or no road traffic. Examples are small communities with populations 
of less than 1,000, agricultural areas, rural recreational areas such as a cottage or a 
resort area and wilderness areas. 
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 Class 4 Area is a newly classified area that would otherwise be defined Class 1 (urban) 
or Class 2 (suburban). It has a relaxed criteria compared to any other Classes, is added 
for the new noise-sensitive developments in the industrial areas. 

 
The applicable guidelines used for the RRP non-blasting operations are the MOE "Stationary 
Source" guidelines for Class 3 Areas, set out in Publication NPC-300 as the site is located in a 
rural area. The guidelines also stipulate that the assessment consider the potential sound 
impact during a predictable worst case hour of operation, which is defined as a situation when 
the normally busy activity of the sources coincides with an hour low background sound. 
 
The applicable guideline for this project NPC-300 states that the steady one hour sound levels 
(Leq (1hr)) from stationary sound sources in Class 3 Areas shall not exceed that of the 
background, where the background (typically caused by natural sound) is considered to be: 
 

 The higher of 45 dBA or background sound, during daytime hours (07:00 to 19:00); and 
 

 The higher of 40 dBA, or background sound, during the early evening (19:00 to 23:00) 
and night-time (23:00 to 07:00) periods. 
 

These exclusionary limits were adopted since the measured existing ambient sound levels for 
daytime, evening and night-time hours (for both Leq and L90 levels) surrounding the RRP site 
were lower than the MOE exclusionary limits.  
 
8.0 CONSTRUCTION SOUND 
 
Construction sound is excluded from the applicable MOE Sound Control document NPC-300. 
 
The construction activities at the RRP site includes construction of onsite haul route, tailings 
management area (TMA), process plant, ancillary buildings and 230 kilovolt transmission line, 
development of ponds and realignment of Highway 600. Construction activities will contribute to 
a temporary increase in sound levels at the project site, as is typical of any site development 
work. This is unavoidable but is relatively short term for any individual point of reception such as 
residences near the site. Activities involving heavy machinery and sound emitting construction 
activities will be limited to short time periods within the overall estimated construction timeframe 
of about 12 months. Therefore, construction sound assessment is considered as insignificant.  
 
The MOE guideline that addresses construction sound is NPC-115 "Construction Equipment." It 
provides equipment sound levels at reference distance individually and is not required to comply 
with the operation sound guidelines. 
 
9.0 OPERATIONAL NOISE IMPACT ASSESSMENT 
 
The sound control benefit during pit and stockpile phasing is a considerations, whereby at the 
peak operation year (Year 2020, based on truck movements), the pit will go deeper and the 
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stockpiles will grow higher. This will provide some screening to the equipment and operations at 
the site. Further, the equipment and truck requirements will also be change during the course of 
the project, with less heavy equipment and truck round trips at the beginning of the project (e.g., 
Year 2015) than that during the peak operation year (e.g., Year 2020). Both of these sound 
control factors have been considered with respect to the assessment of the RRP site. As such, 
the sound levels are predicted for the Year 2015 (i.e., beginning of the project) and Year 2020 
(i.e., peak operation year). 
 
9.1 Methodology 
 
The sound assessment for the RRP operations was conducted using Cadna/A software, a 
computerized version of the ISO 9613 environmental sound propagation algorithms (accepted 
by the MOE), produced by Datakustik GmbH. Offsite sound exposures due to the mining 
operations along with the ore process plant operations were modelled. All sound sources were 
assumed to operate simultaneously to model the worst-case scenario. The sound propagation 
model is in accordance with ISO Standard 9613, Part 1: Calculation of the absorption of sound 
by the atmosphere, 1993 and Part 2: General method of calculation (ISO 1996).  
 
In order to provide an accurate prediction of sound levels at particular receptors, due to sound 
emissions from a specific source(s) the modelling took into account the following factors: 
 

 Source sound power level and directivity; 
 Distance attenuation; 
 Source-receptor geometry including heights and elevations; 
 Barrier effects of the building and surrounding topography; 
 Ground and air (atmospheric) attenuation; 
 Meteorological effects on sound propagation; and 
 Foliage attenuation. 

 
The site is expected to operate 24 hours per day and 7 days per week, reverse circulation drills 
(RD1 and RD2) operation and emergency generators (G1, G2, G3 and G4) testing is limited to 
daytime (i.e., 07:00 to 19:00) only as part of the noise mitigation strategy for the project. 
Therefore, the predictable worst-case site impact with onsite truck hauling is modelled and 
assessed. The non-emergency operation (i.e., testing and maintenance) of the emergency 
generators is assessed separately as required by the NPC-300 guidelines. 
 
9.2 Modelling Results 
 
Daytime and, evening and night-time sound levels emanating from the RRP site are modelled 
for two worst case scenarios:  
 

 Year 2015 (i.e., beginning of the project); and  
 Year 2020 (i.e., peak operation year). 
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In addition, the non-emergency operation (i.e., testing and maintenance) of the emergency 
generators is assessed separately as required by the NPC-300 guidelines. Sound levels (Leq) in 
dBA for worst-case operations were predicted at the representative points of reception POR01 
through POR29 using the sound emissions from the individual significant sources as 
summarized in Table 2. Sound contours have been generated for the worst-case 
(i.e., Year 2020) daytime, and evening and night-time operations and generator testing 
scenarios, and are shown in Figures 4, 5 and 6. Point of reception impact summary for the 
worst-case (i.e., Year 2020) is provided in Table 3 with individual contributions from all sources. 
Key parameters included in the model and sample calculations are provided in Appendix C. 
 
Predicted sound levels from the RRP site are summarized in Table 4 for year 2015 and year 
2020. With the proposed mitigation in place, under the worst-case sound emission scenario, the 
RRP is in compliance with the applicable MOE NPC-300 guidelines for daytime, evening and 
night-time operations, except for two vacant lots (POR 20 and POR 29). The sound levels at the 
receptors reported as part of this acoustic assessment represent are the worst-case operational 
impact. If a building permit is issued for a dwelling and/or noise sensitive use at the vacant lot 
POR 20 and/or POR 29, RRR will update the acoustic assessment by including the actual 
location of the dwelling/noise sensitive use and a detailed Noise Abatement Action Plan will be 
prepared. A conceptual noise abatement plan is provided in the next section. 
 
10.0 NOISE ABATEMENT ACTION PLAN (NAAP) 

 
The acoustic assessment for the RRP indicates that the offsite sound level exceedances at two 
vacant lots are caused by several sources. The noise impact summary table (Table 3) shows 
the individual contribution from each noise source at the site. Should a zoning bylaw come into 
force and effect for the vacant lot properties (POR 20 and POR 29) to permit residential and/or 
other noise sensitive uses, RRR shall: 
 

(a) Develop and submit a Noise Abatement Action Plan that is acceptable to the MOE, not 
later than 3 months after the issuance of an above grade building permit under the 
Building Code Act, 1992, for a building containing Sensitive Uses in respect of the 
Residential Properties or part thereof; and 

 
(b) Implement a Noise Abatement Action Plan, as approved by the MOE, not later than 

6 months after the approval of the Noise Abatement Action Plan or 12 months after the 
issuance of an above grade building permit under the Building Code Act, 1992, for a 
building containing Sensitive Uses in respect of the Residential Properties or part 
thereof, whichever occurs later. 

 
If a building permit is issued for a dwelling and/or noise sensitive use at the vacant lot POR 20 
and/or POR 29, RRR will update the acoustic assessment by including the actual location of the 
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dwelling/noise sensitive use and a detailed Noise Abatement Action Plan will be prepared. A 
conceptual mitigation plan is included here as part of a Noise Abatement Action Plan.  
 
The following conceptual noise control measures are proposed (or equivalent subject to further 
investigations) to bring the RRP site into compliance with MOE NPC-300 guidelines, only if a 
building permit is issued for a dwelling and/or noise sensitive use at the vacant lots POR 20 
and/or POR 29: 

 
 Overall sound levels of the track dozers on the stockpile and east mine rock will be 

reduced by 4 dB (TD1 and TD3) by adding sound reduction package and their 
operations will be restricted to daytime hours (i.e., 07:00 to 19:00).  
 

 Install one 8 m high acoustic barrier (B1), berm or a combination of both on the north 
side of the stockpile dozer (TD1). The barrier should break the line-of-sight between the 
track dozer and the receptor location at the vacant lot POR 29. The barrier location is 
shown in Figure 7. 
 

 Install one 8 m high L-shaped acoustic barrier (B2) on south-east of the crusher (C). The 
barrier should break the line-of-sight between the crusher and the receptor location at 
the vacant lot POR 29.The barrier location is shown in Figure 7. Alternatively, the truck 
dumping side of the crusher building will be oriented away from POR29 (i.e., the truck 
entrance to the crusher building will from the west side). 
 

 Install one 6 m high L-shaped acoustic barrier (B3) south-east of the substation 
transformers (T1 and T2). The barrier should break the line-of-sight between the 
transformers and the receptor location at the vacant lot POR 29. The barrier location is 
shown in Figure 7. 
 

 Install silencers on three underground ventilation fans (SF1, SF2 and SF3) to get an 
overall sound reduction of 15 dB outdoor on each fan. 
 

 Haul truck traffic to the east mine rock stockpile (TR_PAG) and ore stockpile (TR_SP) 
will be controlled and directed as needed during evening and night-time periods (19:00 
to 07:00); unless an alternative approach can be defined that similarly meets 
requirements.  
 

 For Year 2015, operation of motor grader (MG1) will be limited to the area south of the 
barrier B1 (close to the barrier) during evening and night-time unless an alternative 
approach can be identified that similarly meets requirements. 
 

All barriers should have a minimum face density of 20 kg/m2 and they should be continuous 
without any gaps or penetrations. Acoustic assessment summary after mitigation is provided in 
Table 5 (Mitigated). Note that a berm may be substituted for an acoustic barrier provided it has 
the same noise reduction at the receptor as provided by the barrier. 
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With these noise mitigation measures, the proposed RRP operation is in compliance with the 
applicable MOE NPC-300 guidelines for daytime, evening and night-time operations for the 
existing points of reception.  
 
11.0 CONCLUSIONS 
 
An acoustical assessment has been completed for the proposed RRP operations. As currently 
configured, the sound level contribution from the RRP at the representative PORs is not 
expected to exceed the applicable guideline limits any time of the day, except at vacant lot 
receptor POR 20 and/or POR 29. No additional sound mitigation is required for its proposed 
operation until issuance of a building permit for a dwelling/noise sensitive use at vacant lot 
receptor POR 20 and/or POR 29. If a dwelling and/or noise sensitive use building permit is 
issued at the vacant lot POR 20 and/or POR 29, RRR will update the acoustic assessment by 
evaluating the conceptual noise mitigation in this report and provide a detailed Noise Abatement 
Action Plan to address the vacant lot.  
 
With these noise mitigation measures, the proposed RRP operation is in compliance with the 
applicable MOE NPC-300 guidelines for daytime, evening and night-time operations for the 
existing points of reception.  
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13.0 CLOSING 
 
This acoustic assessment report was prepared by AMEC for the sole benefit of of RRR for 
specific application to the RRP by AMEC. The quality of information, conclusions and estimates 
contained herein are consistent with the level of effort involved in AMEC’s services and based 
on: i) information available at the time of preparation, ii) data supplied by outside sources and iii) 
the assumptions, conditions and qualifications set forth in this document. This report is intended 
to be used by RRR only, and its nominated representatives, subject to the terms and conditions 
of its contract with AMEC. Any other use of, or reliance on, this report by any third party is at 
that party’s sole risk. This report has been prepared in accordance with generally accepted 
industry-standard. No other warranty, expressed or implied, is made. 
 
If you require further information regarding the above or the project in general, please contact 
the undersigned at (905) 568-2929. Thank you for the opportunity to be of service to Rainy 
River Resources Ltd.  
 
Yours truly, 
AMEC Environment & Infrastructure 
a Division of AMEC Americas Limited 
 
Prepared by:      Checked by: 
 
 
        
Alireza Seifzadeh, M.Sc.    Mohammed Salim, P. Eng 
Acoustics Specialist     Senior Acoustics Specialist   
 
Reviewed by: 
 

 

Frank Babic, P. Eng INCE 
Acoustics Practice Lead – Eastern Canada 
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Table 1: Baseline Sound Monitoring Results 

Location 
ID 

Monitoring  
Location 

Monitoring  
Period 

Maximum 
Hourly Leq 

(dBA) 
Average Leq 

(dBA) 
Average L90  

(dBA) 

AMEC-RRR Measurements 

Unit1 North east of RRP 

August 17 - 
August 27 2012 

(Daytime) 

58 46 34 

Unit 2 South east of RRP 40 51 42 

Unit3 West side of RRP 63 43 34 

Unit4 South side of RRP 63 46 43 

Unit1 North east of RRP 

August 17 - 
August 27 2012 

(Night-time) 

55 32 21 

Unit 2 South east of RRP 31 34 28 

Unit3 West side of RRP 59 32 27 

Unit4 South side of RRP 57 31 32 

KCB Measurements [1] 

N1 Human Receptor [2] 

June/July 2009, 
September 2010 

and October 
2010 

72/79 43/49 30/39 

N3 Wildlife Receptor 77 45 33 

N4 Wildlife Receptor 77 40 30 

N5 Wildlife Receptor 77 36 26 

N6 Human Receptor 79 47 40 

N7 Human Receptor 84 48 34 

N8 Human Receptor 79 46 32 

  
Notes: [1] Data recorded was not differentiated between day and night-time periods. 

  [2] Measurements for two seasons. 
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Table 2: Noise Source Summary 

Project: RRP
Location: Township of Chapple

Source ID Source Description Sound 
Power Level

Source 
Location [1]

Sound 
Characteristics 

[2]

Noise Control 
Measures [3]

(dBA/dBAI) (I or O) (S,Q,I,B,T,C) (S,A,B,L,E,O,U)
BD1 Blast Hole Drill 1 119 O S U
BD2 Blast Hole Drill 2 119 O S U
BD3 Blast Hole Drill 3 119 O S U
C Crusher 124 O S U
E1 Excavator 1 (Electric) 110 O S U
E2 Excavator 2 (Electric) 110 O S U
E3 Excavator 3 109 O S U
E4 Excavator 4 118 O S U
DC1 Dust Collector1 101 O S U
DC2 Dust Collector 2 101 O S U
L1 Wheel Loader 1 119 O S U
MG1 Motor Grader 1 111 O S U
MG2 Motor Grader 2 111 O S U
RD1 RC Drill 1 128 O S U
RD2 RC Drill 2 128 O S U
SF1 West Raise Heater 120 O S USF1 West Raise Heater 120 O S U
SF2 East Raise Heater (160000 cfm) 116 O S U
SF3 Portal Heater 290000 cfm 119 O S U
T1 Transformer 1 113 O S, T U
T2 Transformer 2 113 O S, T U
TD1 Track Dozer 1 114 O S U
TD2 Track Dozer 2 114 O S U
TD3 Track Dozer 3 114 O S U
TD4 Track Dozer 4 114 O S U
TD5 Track Dozer 5 114 O S U
TD6 Track Dozer 6 114 O S U
TR Truck (Cat793 XQ) 112 O S U
G1 Genset Engine 1_ 1.5MW 127 O S U
G3 Genset Engine 1_ 1.5MW 127 O S U
G2 Genset Engine 2_ 2.5MW 129 O S U
G4 Gen 4 _ 250 KW 96 O S U

Notes: 1. Source Location: O = Outside of building, including the roof, I = Inside of building
2. Sound Characteristic, per NPC-104

  S = Steady I = Impulsive T = Tonal
  Q = Quasi-Steady Impulsive B = Buzzing C = Cyclic

3. Noise Control Measures To Be Included
  S = Silencer/Muffler L = Lagging O = other
  A = Acoustic lining, plenum E = acoustic enclosure U = uncontrolled
  B = Barrier

4 Sources T1 and T2 include 5 dB tonal penality.
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Table 3: Point of Reception Noise Impact

Project: RRP
Location: Township of Chapple

Point of Reception ID Point of Reception ID Point of Reception ID Point of Reception ID Point of Reception ID
POR01 POR02 POR03 POR04 POR05

Point of Reception Description Point of Reception Description Point of Reception Description Point of Reception Description Point of Reception Description
House 01 - North House 02 - East House 03 - East House 04 - East House 05 - East

Point of reception coordinates Point of reception coordinates Point of reception coordinates Point of reception coordinates Point of reception coordinates
X Y Z [3] X Y Z [3] X Y Z [3] X Y Z [3] X Y Z [3]

424437 5415498 391.2 431274 5412538 384.5 431587 5411870 389.5 431496 5411644 389.5 431095 5410519 386.6

  Point of Reception 1  Point of Reception 2  Point of Reception 3  Point of Reception 4  Point of Reception 5
Distance Sound Level Units [2] Distance Sound Level Units [2] Distance Sound Level Units [2] Distance Sound Level Units [2] Distance Sound Level Units [2]

(m) at PoR (m) at PoR (m) at PoR [3] (m) at PoR [3] (m) at PoR [3]

BD1 Blast Hole Drill 1 6224 12 dBA 6295 11 dBA 6280 12 dBA 6111 12 dBA 5405 13 dBA
BD2 Blast Hole Drill 2 6261 12 dBA 6296 12 dBA 6276 12 dBA 6106 12 dBA 5395 13 dBA
BD3 Blast Hole Drill 3 6250 12 dBA 6330 11 dBA 6313 12 dBA 6143 12 dBA 5433 13 dBA
C Crusher 5818 26 dBA 5024 28 dBA 5043 28 dBA 4886 28 dBA 4277 30 dBA
E1 Excavator 1 (Electric) 5787 8 dBA 6438 6 dBA 6480 6 dBA 6324 7 dBA 5695 8 dBA
E2 Excavator 2 (Electric) 6066 7 dBA 6698 6 dBA 6714 6 dBA 6551 6 dBA 5879 8 dBA
E3 Excavator 3 4614 10 dBA 5571 7 dBA 5749 7 dBA 5634 7 dBA 5243 8 dBA
E4 Excavator 4 5867 15 dBA 6205 15 dBA 6232 15 dBA 6073 15 dBA 5429 16 dBA
DC1 Dust Collector1 5676 2 dBA 5035 4 dBA 5075 3 dBA 4923 4 dBA 4345 5 dBA
DC2 Dust Collector 2 5662 2 dBA 5148 3 dBA 5189 3 dBA 5037 3 dBA 4456 5 dBA
L1 Wheel Loader 1 5864 19 dBA 6492 17 dBA 6526 17 dBA 6369 18 dBA 5726 19 dBA
MG1 Motor Grader 1 7199 7 dBA 4008 16 dBA 3792 17 dBA 3586 18 dBA 2704 22 dBA
MG2 Motor Grader 2 6048 7 dBA 6323 6 dBA 6330 6 dBA 6167 7 dBA 5492 8 dBA

Source DescriptionSource ID [1]

RD1 RC Drill 1 5920 26 dBA 6400 25 dBA 6425 25 dBA 6265 26 dBA 5613 27 dBA
RD2 RC Drill 2 6023 26 dBA 6506 25 dBA 6521 25 dBA 6359 25 dBA 5690 27 dBA
SF1 West Raise Heater 5350 18 dBA 6576 15 dBA 6671 15 dBA 6529 15 dBA 5974 17 dBA
SF2 East Raise Heater (160000 cfm) 5886 13 dBA 5607 13 dBA 5621 13 dBA 5460 13 dBA 4818 15 dBA
SF3 Portal Heater 290000 cfm 6016 15 dBA 5101 17 dBA 5092 17 dBA 4927 17 dBA 4273 19 dBA
T1 Transformer 1 4865 16 dBA 4743 16 dBA 4910 15 dBA 4794 15 dBA 4426 17 dBA
T2 Transformer 2 4876 16 dBA 4747 16 dBA 4911 15 dBA 4795 15 dBA 4424 17 dBA
TD1 Track Dozer 1 6638 22 dBA 4298 23 dBA 4186 23 dBA 4000 24 dBA 3244 26 dBA
TD2 Track Dozer 2 4869 22 dBA 8040 16 dBA 8226 16 dBA 8108 16 dBA 7659 17 dBA
TD3 Track Dozer 3 7774 20 dBA 4594 25 dBA 4300 26 dBA 4078 27 dBA 3070 26 dBA
TD4 Track Dozer 4 5974 19 dBA 8744 15 dBA 8854 15 dBA 8713 15 dBA 8133 16 dBA
TD5 Track Dozer 5 6046 19 dBA 6206 19 dBA 6210 19 dBA 6046 19 dBA 5370 20 dBA
TD6 Track Dozer 6 5937 20 dBA 6709 18 dBA 6740 18 dBA 6582 18 dBA 5930 20 dBA
TR_PAG Truck Route PAG N/A 25 dBA N/A 26 dBA N/A 27 dBA N/A 27 dBA N/A 29 dBA
TR_NPAG Truck Route-NPAG N/A 20 dBA N/A 17 dBA N/A 17 dBA N/A 18 dBA N/A 19 dBA
TR_OB Truck Route-Overburden N/A 19 dBA N/A 17 dBA N/A 17 dBA N/A 17 dBA N/A 18 dBA
TR_SP Truck Route Stockpile N/A 18 dBA N/A 18 dBA N/A 18 dBA N/A 18 dBA N/A 20 dBA
TR_Mill Truck Route Mill N/A 16 dBA N/A 16 dBA N/A 16 dBA N/A 17 dBA N/A 18 dBA
G1 Genset Engine 1_ 1.5MW 4845 33 dBA 4803 33 dBA 4971 32 dBA 4854 32 dBA 4484 33 dBA
G2 Genset Engine 1_ 1.5MW 3489 35 dBA 7896 35 dBA 8206 35 dBA 8127 35 dBA 7884 36 dBA
G3 Genset Engine 2_ 2.5MW 4844 36 dBA 4803 27 dBA 4970 26 dBA 4854 26 dBA 4484 27 dBA
G4 Gen 4 _ 250 KW 5792 0 dBA 5033 2 dBA 5056 1 dBA 4899 2 dBA 4296 3 dBA
Notes:
1. Wherever possible, the Source ID matches the identifiers used in the drawing.
2. Sound Level units
   dBA  = 1-hour energy equivalent sound level (Leq (1-hr)), in terms of A-Weighted decibels.
   dBAI = Logarithmic mean impulsive noise level (LLM), in terms of A-Weighted decibels incorporating an impulsive time weighting
3. Height above local grade 4.5 m for Houses.
4. Points of reception representative of worst-case potential impacts have been selected.  
For the purposes of the assessment, the following land uses (existing or vacant lot) have been considered:
  - permanent , seasonal, or rental residences   - hospitals and clinics
  - hotels, motels and campgrounds   - schools, universities, libraries and daycare centres
  - nursing / retirement homes   - churches and places of worship
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Table 3: Point of Reception Noise Impact

Project: RRP
Location: Township of Chapple

BD1 Blast Hole Drill 1
BD2 Blast Hole Drill 2
BD3 Blast Hole Drill 3
C Crusher
E1 Excavator 1 (Electric)
E2 Excavator 2 (Electric)
E3 Excavator 3
E4 Excavator 4
DC1 Dust Collector1
DC2 Dust Collector 2
L1 Wheel Loader 1
MG1 Motor Grader 1
MG2 Motor Grader 2

Source DescriptionSource ID [1]

Point of Reception ID Point of Reception ID Point of Reception ID Point of Reception ID Point of Reception ID
POR06 POR07 POR08 POR09 POR10

Point of Reception Description Point of Reception Description Point of Reception Description Point of Reception Description Point of Reception Description
House 06 - East House 07 -Southeast House 08 - South House 09 - South House 10 - South

Point of reception coordinates Point of reception coordinates Point of reception coordinates Point of reception coordinates Point of reception coordinates
X Y Z [3] X Y Z [3] X Y Z [3] X Y Z [3] X Y Z [3]

431264 5410420 385.0 431077 5408660 374.5 431034 5406873 378.5 430117 5406700 367.8 429796 5406515 367.9

  Point of Reception 6  Point of Reception 7  Point of Reception 8  Point of Reception 9  Point of Reception 10
Distance Sound Level Units [2] Distance Sound Level Units [2] Distance Sound Level Units [2] Distance Sound Level Units [2] Distance Sound Level Units [2]

(m) at PoR [3] (m) at PoR [3] (m) at PoR [3] (m) at PoR [3] (m) at PoR [3]

5552 13 dBA 5331 2 dBA 5823 13 dBA 5105 9 dBA 4944 9 dBA
5541 12 dBA 5308 1 dBA 5792 9 dBA 5072 7 dBA 4910 7 dBA
5580 13 dBA 5348 2 dBA 5829 10 dBA 5107 9 dBA 4944 9 dBA
4440 29 dBA 4515 29 dBA 5358 27 dBA 4797 28 dBA 4726 28 dBA
5851 8 dBA 5745 7 dBA 6309 7 dBA 5607 8 dBA 5453 8 dBA
6029 7 dBA 5831 7 dBA 6300 7 dBA 5565 8 dBA 5390 8 dBA
5423 7 dBA 5743 7 dBA 6672 5 dBA 6116 6 dBA 6039 6 dBA
5584 16 dBA 5473 16 dBA 6056 15 dBA 5367 16 dBA 5221 17 dBA
4511 5 dBA 4629 4 dBA 5493 2 dBA 4938 4 dBA 4869 4 dBA
4621 4 dBA 4719 4 dBA 5558 2 dBA 4990 3 dBA 4913 4 dBA
5881 19 dBA 5750 18 dBA 6290 18 dBA 5580 19 dBA 5420 19 dBA
2833 21 dBA 2690 18 dBA 3681 14 dBA 3288 15 dBA 3320 15 dBA
5643 7 dBA 5471 4 dBA 5996 7 dBA 5287 8 dBA 5130 9 dBAMG2 Motor Grader 2

RD1 RC Drill 1
RD2 RC Drill 2
SF1 West Raise Heater
SF2 East Raise Heater (160000 cfm)
SF3 Portal Heater 290000 cfm
T1 Transformer 1
T2 Transformer 2
TD1 Track Dozer 1
TD2 Track Dozer 2
TD3 Track Dozer 3
TD4 Track Dozer 4
TD5 Track Dozer 5
TD6 Track Dozer 6
TR_PAG Truck Route PAG
TR_NPAG Truck Route-NPAG
TR_OB Truck Route-Overburden
TR_SP Truck Route Stockpile
TR_Mill Truck Route Mill
G1 Genset Engine 1_ 1.5MW
G2 Genset Engine 1_ 1.5MW
G3 Genset Engine 2_ 2.5MW
G4 Gen 4 _ 250 KW

5643 7 dBA 5471 4 dBA 5996 7 dBA 5287 8 dBA 5130 9 dBA
5767 27 dBA 5626 27 dBA 6168 26 dBA 5460 27 dBA 5303 27 dBA
5842 26 dBA 5665 26 dBA 6170 26 dBA 5449 27 dBA 5284 27 dBA
6139 16 dBA 6141 16 dBA 6773 15 dBA 6089 16 dBA 5942 17 dBA
4975 15 dBA 4926 14 dBA 5617 13 dBA 4982 15 dBA 4870 15 dBA
4430 19 dBA 4426 19 dBA 5213 16 dBA 4632 18 dBA 4552 19 dBA
4609 16 dBA 5043 15 dBA 6110 12 dBA 5639 14 dBA 5606 14 dBA
4607 16 dBA 5037 15 dBA 6102 13 dBA 5630 14 dBA 5596 14 dBA
3392 25 dBA 3372 25 dBA 4306 23 dBA 3838 24 dBA 3825 24 dBA
7831 16 dBA 7913 16 dBA 8519 15 dBA 7801 16 dBA 7629 17 dBA
3164 26 dBA 2582 28 dBA 3225 26 dBA 2706 27 dBA 2689 27 dBA
8293 16 dBA 8140 16 dBA 8513 15 dBA 7720 17 dBA 7502 17 dBA
5522 20 dBA 5359 15 dBA 5904 20 dBA 5204 21 dBA 5053 21 dBA
6083 19 dBA 5920 19 dBA 6416 19 dBA 5688 20 dBA 5517 20 dBA
N/A 29 dBA N/A 28 dBA N/A 26 dBA N/A 28 dBA N/A 28 dBA
N/A 18 dBA N/A 18 dBA N/A 18 dBA N/A 19 dBA N/A 19 dBA
N/A 18 dBA N/A 18 dBA N/A 18 dBA N/A 19 dBA N/A 19 dBA
N/A 19 dBA N/A 19 dBA N/A 18 dBA N/A 19 dBA N/A 19 dBA
N/A 18 dBA N/A 17 dBA N/A 17 dBA N/A 18 dBA N/A 18 dBA

4667 33 dBA 5090 32 dBA 6147 30 dBA 5668 31 dBA 5632 31 dBA
8070 36 dBA 8454 35 dBA 9304 33 dBA 8674 34 dBA 8549 34 dBA
4667 26 dBA 5091 26 dBA 6147 25 dBA 5669 25 dBA 5633 26 dBA
4459 3 dBA 4541 2 dBA 5386 0 dBA 4826 2 dBA 4754 2 dBA
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Table 3: Point of Reception Noise Impact

Project: RRP
Location: Township of Chapple

BD1 Blast Hole Drill 1
BD2 Blast Hole Drill 2
BD3 Blast Hole Drill 3
C Crusher
E1 Excavator 1 (Electric)
E2 Excavator 2 (Electric)
E3 Excavator 3
E4 Excavator 4
DC1 Dust Collector1
DC2 Dust Collector 2
L1 Wheel Loader 1
MG1 Motor Grader 1
MG2 Motor Grader 2

Source DescriptionSource ID [1]

Point of Reception ID Point of Reception ID Point of Reception ID Point of Reception ID Point of Reception ID
POR11 POR12 POR13 POR14 POR15

Point of Reception Description Point of Reception Description Point of Reception Description Point of Reception Description Point of Reception Description
House 11 - South House 12 - South House 13 - South House 14 - South House 15 - South

Point of reception coordinates Point of reception coordinates Point of reception coordinates
X Y Z [3] X Y Z [3] X Y Z [3] X Y Z [3] X Z Z [5]

429116 5406626 361.5 428590 5406620 369.5 428175 5406947 358.6 427749 5406766 365.0 427450 5406952 362.9

  Point of Reception 11  Point of Reception 12  Point of Reception 13  Point of Reception 14  Point of Reception 15
Distance Sound Level Units [2] Distance Sound Level Units [2] Distance Sound Level Units [2] Distance Sound Level Units [2] Distance Sound Level Units [4]

(m) at PoR [3] (m) at PoR [3] (m) at PoR [3] (m) at PoR [3] (m) at PoR [3] (dBA)
4340 8 dBA 3957 6 dBA 3433 4 dBA 3299 14 dBA 2975 14 dBA
4305 6 dBA 3921 4 dBA 3397 3 dBA 3262 12 dBA 2938 12 dBA
4337 8 dBA 3951 6 dBA 3426 4 dBA 3287 13 dBA 2962 13 dBA
4238 30 dBA 3984 30 dBA 3515 32 dBA 3550 32 dBA 3301 33 dBA
4854 10 dBA 4473 11 dBA 3950 12 dBA 3812 13 dBA 3485 14 dBA
4771 10 dBA 4366 11 dBA 3838 10 dBA 3665 13 dBA 3329 15 dBA
5532 7 dBA 5247 8 dBA 4757 9 dBA 4734 9 dBA 4449 10 dBA
4633 18 dBA 4266 19 dBA 3746 18 dBA 3631 21 dBA 3313 23 dBA
4382 5 dBA 4127 6 dBA 3657 7 dBA 3688 7 dBA 3436 8 dBA
4414 5 dBA 4148 6 dBA 3671 7 dBA 3688 7 dBA 3428 8 dBA
4817 21 dBA 4430 22 dBA 3906 23 dBA 3760 24 dBA 3431 25 dBA
3020 17 dBA 2973 17 dBA 2673 18 dBA 2940 17 dBA 2863 17 dBA
4530 10 dBA 4149 10 dBA 3626 8 dBA 3493 14 dBA 3169 16 dBAMG2 Motor Grader 2

RD1 RC Drill 1
RD2 RC Drill 2
SF1 West Raise Heater
SF2 East Raise Heater (160000 cfm)
SF3 Portal Heater 290000 cfm
T1 Transformer 1
T2 Transformer 2
TD1 Track Dozer 1
TD2 Track Dozer 2
TD3 Track Dozer 3
TD4 Track Dozer 4
TD5 Track Dozer 5
TD6 Track Dozer 6
TR_PAG Truck Route PAG
TR_NPAG Truck Route-NPAG
TR_OB Truck Route-Overburden
TR_SP Truck Route Stockpile
TR_Mill Truck Route Mill
G1 Genset Engine 1_ 1.5MW
G2 Genset Engine 1_ 1.5MW
G3 Genset Engine 2_ 2.5MW
G4 Gen 4 _ 250 KW

4530 10 dBA 4149 10 dBA 3626 8 dBA 3493 14 dBA 3169 16 dBA
4703 29 dBA 4321 30 dBA 3797 30 dBA 3659 32 dBA 3333 33 dBA
4675 29 dBA 4283 30 dBA 3757 29 dBA 3605 32 dBA 3274 33 dBA
5349 18 dBA 4973 19 dBA 4450 21 dBA 4314 26 dBA 3986 27 dBA
4324 17 dBA 4008 18 dBA 3507 17 dBA 3465 20 dBA 3177 21 dBA
4053 20 dBA 3789 21 dBA 3316 23 dBA 3345 23 dBA 3095 24 dBA
5165 14 dBA 4949 15 dBA 4497 16 dBA 4555 16 dBA 4313 17 dBA
5155 14 dBA 4937 15 dBA 4485 16 dBA 4543 16 dBA 4301 17 dBA
3437 25 dBA 3296 26 dBA 2912 27 dBA 3088 26 dBA 2934 27 dBA
7006 18 dBA 6590 18 dBA 6062 19 dBA 5857 20 dBA 5511 20 dBA
2329 29 dBA 2255 29 dBA 1954 31 dBA 2239 29 dBA 2191 29 dBA
6842 18 dBA 6378 19 dBA 5858 20 dBA 5579 20 dBA 5226 21 dBA
4460 22 dBA 4088 21 dBA 3567 18 dBA 3448 25 dBA 3128 26 dBA
4901 21 dBA 4500 22 dBA 3972 23 dBA 3803 24 dBA 3467 25 dBA
N/A 29 dBA N/A 31 dBA N/A 30 dBA N/A 31 dBA N/A 32 dBA
N/A 20 dBA N/A 22 dBA N/A 22 dBA N/A 24 dBA N/A 24 dBA
N/A 19 dBA N/A 21 dBA N/A 21 dBA N/A 23 dBA N/A 24 dBA
N/A 20 dBA N/A 21 dBA N/A 22 dBA N/A 23 dBA N/A 23 dBA
N/A 19 dBA N/A 20 dBA N/A 21 dBA N/A 22 dBA N/A 23 dBA

5185 32 dBA 4963 32 dBA 4508 33 dBA 4560 33 dBA 4314 34 dBA
7974 34 dBA 7609 35 dBA 7087 36 dBA 6947 36 dBA 6615 36 dBA
5186 27 dBA 4964 27 dBA 4509 28 dBA 4561 28 dBA 4315 29 dBA
4265 3 dBA 4010 4 dBA 3540 5 dBA 3574 5 dBA 3324 6 dBA
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Table 3: Point of Reception Noise Impact

Project: RRP
Location: Township of Chapple

BD1 Blast Hole Drill 1
BD2 Blast Hole Drill 2
BD3 Blast Hole Drill 3
C Crusher
E1 Excavator 1 (Electric)
E2 Excavator 2 (Electric)
E3 Excavator 3
E4 Excavator 4
DC1 Dust Collector1
DC2 Dust Collector 2
L1 Wheel Loader 1
MG1 Motor Grader 1
MG2 Motor Grader 2

Source DescriptionSource ID [1]

Point of Reception ID Point of Reception ID Point of Reception ID Point of Reception ID Point of Reception ID
POR16 POR17 POR18 POR19 POR20

Point of Reception Description Point of Reception Description Point of Reception Description Point of Reception Description Point of Reception Description
House 16 - South House 17 - West House 18 - West House 19 - Nothwest Vacant Lot 56036-0118

X Y Z [5] X Y Z X Y Z X Y Z X Y Z
426533 5407000 377.4 419623 5410178 358.5 419645 5410314 359.5 419827 5413577 372.5 428632 5408442 394.6

  Point of Reception 16  Point of Reception 17  Point of Reception 18  Point of Reception 19  Point of Reception 20
Distance Sound Level Units [4] Distance Sound Level Units [4] Distance Sound Level Units [4] Distance Sound Level Units [4] Distance Sound Level Units [4]

(m) at PoR [3] (dBA) (m) at PoR [3] (dBA) (m) at PoR [3] (dBA) (m) at PoR [3] (dBA) (m) at PoR [3] (dBA)
2538 9 dBA 6227 12 dBA 6223 12 dBA 7277 9 dBA 2999 15 dBA
2502 7 dBA 6249 12 dBA 6245 12 dBA 7311 9 dBA 2972 13 dBA
2515 7 dBA 6209 12 dBA 6206 12 dBA 7277 9 dBA 3010 16 dBA
3209 33 dBA 7207 24 dBA 7186 24 dBA 7777 27 dBA 2514 34 dBA
3008 15 dBA 5838 8 dBA 5827 8 dBA 6772 6 dBA 3466 13 dBA
2785 13 dBA 5727 8 dBA 5723 8 dBA 6834 6 dBA 3491 15 dBA
4168 14 dBA 6334 6 dBA 6293 6 dBA 6540 9 dBA 3834 12 dBA
2895 23 dBA 6111 15 dBA 6100 15 dBA 7014 13 dBA 3206 17 dBA
3325 8 dBA 7133 -1 dBA 7110 -1 dBA 7656 1 dBA 2653 11 dBA
3286 9 dBA 7024 -1 dBA 7001 -1 dBA 7572 1 dBA 2709 11 dBA
2940 26 dBA 5823 19 dBA 5813 19 dBA 6801 17 dBA 3454 24 dBA
3289 15 dBA 8951 1 dBA 8939 1 dBA 9594 3 dBA 1154 31 dBA
2721 12 dBA 6093 7 dBA 6087 7 dBA 7093 5 dBA 3162 8 dBAMG2 Motor Grader 2

RD1 RC Drill 1
RD2 RC Drill 2
SF1 West Raise Heater
SF2 East Raise Heater (160000 cfm)
SF3 Portal Heater 290000 cfm
T1 Transformer 1
T2 Transformer 2
TD1 Track Dozer 1
TD2 Track Dozer 2
TD3 Track Dozer 3
TD4 Track Dozer 4
TD5 Track Dozer 5
TD6 Track Dozer 6
TR_PAG Truck Route PAG
TR_NPAG Truck Route-NPAG
TR_OB Truck Route-Overburden
TR_SP Truck Route Stockpile
TR_Mill Truck Route Mill
G1 Genset Engine 1_ 1.5MW
G2 Genset Engine 1_ 1.5MW
G3 Genset Engine 2_ 2.5MW
G4 Gen 4 _ 250 KW

2721 12 dBA 6093 7 dBA 6087 7 dBA 7093 5 dBA 3162 8 dBA
2864 33 dBA 5945 26 dBA 5936 26 dBA 6919 24 dBA 3330 30 dBA
2778 32 dBA 5896 26 dBA 5890 26 dBA 6936 24 dBA 3345 33 dBA
3488 24 dBA 5507 18 dBA 5486 17 dBA 6291 16 dBA 3916 23 dBA
2928 23 dBA 6697 11 dBA 6682 11 dBA 7448 13 dBA 2748 22 dBA
3007 25 dBA 7234 12 dBA 7217 12 dBA 7891 15 dBA 2356 29 dBA
4208 17 dBA 7173 10 dBA 7133 10 dBA 7293 13 dBA 3357 21 dBA
4196 17 dBA 7171 10 dBA 7132 10 dBA 7297 13 dBA 3347 21 dBA
3169 26 dBA 8305 16 dBA 8290 16 dBA 8912 18 dBA 1575 34 dBA
4848 22 dBA 3857 27 dBA 3818 27 dBA 4598 22 dBA 5675 20 dBA
2720 28 dBA 8977 15 dBA 8976 15 dBA 9870 17 dBA 450 45 dBA
4443 22 dBA 3414 28 dBA 3414 28 dBA 5013 21 dBA 5767 20 dBA
2713 24 dBA 6208 19 dBA 6201 19 dBA 7175 17 dBA 3063 18 dBA
2924 26 dBA 5642 20 dBA 5635 20 dBA 6705 18 dBA 3597 25 dBA
N/A 32 dBA N/A 22 dBA N/A 22 dBA N/A 23 dBA N/A 39 dBA
N/A 25 dBA N/A 24 dBA N/A 24 dBA N/A 20 dBA N/A 24 dBA
N/A 24 dBA N/A 23 dBA N/A 23 dBA N/A 19 dBA N/A 23 dBA
N/A 24 dBA N/A 16 dBA N/A 16 dBA N/A 16 dBA N/A 26 dBA
N/A 23 dBA N/A 15 dBA N/A 16 dBA N/A 16 dBA N/A 24 dBA

4196 34 dBA 7112 28 dBA 7072 28 dBA 7239 29 dBA 3384 37 dBA
6054 37 dBA 4259 31 dBA 4177 31 dBA 3827 32 dBA 6436 39 dBA
4197 30 dBA 7112 34 dBA 7073 34 dBA 7239 36 dBA 3385 29 dBA
3226 6 dBA 7187 -3 dBA 7166 -3 dBA 7750 -1 dBA 2542 8 dBA
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Table 3: Point of Reception Noise Impact

Project: RRP
Location: Township of Chapple

BD1 Blast Hole Drill 1
BD2 Blast Hole Drill 2
BD3 Blast Hole Drill 3
C Crusher
E1 Excavator 1 (Electric)
E2 Excavator 2 (Electric)
E3 Excavator 3
E4 Excavator 4
DC1 Dust Collector1
DC2 Dust Collector 2
L1 Wheel Loader 1
MG1 Motor Grader 1
MG2 Motor Grader 2

Source DescriptionSource ID [1]

Point of Reception ID Point of Reception ID Point of Reception ID Point of Reception ID Point of Reception ID
POR21 POR22 POR23 POR24 POR25

Point of Reception Description Point of Reception Description Point of Reception Description Point of Reception Description Point of Reception Description
Vacant Lot 56042-0174 Vacant Lot 56041-0219 Vacant Lot 56041-0138 Vacant Lot 56036-0023 Vacant Lot 56036-0184

X Y Z X Y Z X Y Z X Y Z X Y Z
421490 5410287 354.7 425327 5406999 371.4 425325 5406877 373.2 429474 5408438 384.1 428602 5406751 366.5

  Point of Reception 21  Point of Reception 22  Point of Reception 23  Point of Reception 24  Point of Reception 25
Distance Sound Level Units [4] Distance Sound Level Units [4] Distance Sound Level Units [4] Distance Sound Level Units [4] Distance Sound Level Units [4]

(m) at PoR [3] (dBA) (m) at PoR [3] (dBA) (m) at PoR [3] (dBA) (m) at PoR [3] (dBA) (m) at PoR [3] (dBA)
4400 17 dBA 2478 16 dBA 2598 16 dBA 3804 6 dBA 3875 6 dBA
4424 17 dBA 2449 14 dBA 2569 14 dBA 3779 4 dBA 3839 4 dBA
4384 17 dBA 2443 14 dBA 2564 14 dBA 3818 6 dBA 3869 5 dBA
5341 27 dBA 3532 32 dBA 3643 31 dBA 3174 31 dBA 3873 31 dBA
3989 12 dBA 2809 17 dBA 2931 16 dBA 4254 10 dBA 4390 11 dBA
3901 12 dBA 2502 17 dBA 2624 17 dBA 4301 11 dBA 4291 11 dBA
4475 10 dBA 4157 15 dBA 4278 14 dBA 4478 10 dBA 5142 8 dBA
4262 19 dBA 2807 25 dBA 2928 24 dBA 3988 15 dBA 4179 19 dBA
5265 3 dBA 3613 7 dBA 3726 7 dBA 3306 8 dBA 4017 6 dBA
5156 3 dBA 3541 8 dBA 3655 7 dBA 3378 8 dBA 4039 6 dBA
3979 23 dBA 2726 28 dBA 2848 27 dBA 4248 22 dBA 4349 22 dBA
7099 4 dBA 4142 12 dBA 4221 12 dBA 1477 26 dBA 2843 18 dBA
4257 12 dBA 2611 18 dBA 2732 18 dBA 3960 7 dBA 4066 10 dBAMG2 Motor Grader 2

RD1 RC Drill 1
RD2 RC Drill 2
SF1 West Raise Heater
SF2 East Raise Heater (160000 cfm)
SF3 Portal Heater 290000 cfm
T1 Transformer 1
T2 Transformer 2
TD1 Track Dozer 1
TD2 Track Dozer 2
TD3 Track Dozer 3
TD4 Track Dozer 4
TD5 Track Dozer 5
TD6 Track Dozer 6
TR_PAG Truck Route PAG
TR_NPAG Truck Route-NPAG
TR_OB Truck Route-Overburden
TR_SP Truck Route Stockpile
TR_Mill Truck Route Mill
G1 Genset Engine 1_ 1.5MW
G2 Genset Engine 1_ 1.5MW
G3 Genset Engine 2_ 2.5MW
G4 Gen 4 _ 250 KW

4257 12 dBA 2611 18 dBA 2732 18 dBA 3960 7 dBA 4066 10 dBA
4103 31 dBA 2699 35 dBA 2820 35 dBA 4123 29 dBA 4238 30 dBA
4062 31 dBA 2579 35 dBA 2701 35 dBA 4148 29 dBA 4203 30 dBA
3641 24 dBA 3200 30 dBA 3322 30 dBA 4685 20 dBA 4889 19 dBA
4839 15 dBA 3084 26 dBA 3200 26 dBA 3490 19 dBA 3908 18 dBA
5374 16 dBA 3358 23 dBA 3468 23 dBA 3044 24 dBA 3680 22 dBA
5312 14 dBA 4430 17 dBA 4547 16 dBA 3901 18 dBA 4833 15 dBA
5310 14 dBA 4419 17 dBA 4535 16 dBA 3893 18 dBA 4822 15 dBA
6447 19 dBA 3854 24 dBA 3947 24 dBA 2098 30 dBA 3172 26 dBA
2000 30 dBA 4183 23 dBA 4292 23 dBA 6456 19 dBA 6520 18 dBA
7156 17 dBA 3689 24 dBA 3754 24 dBA 1063 36 dBA 2125 30 dBA
1624 33 dBA 3562 25 dBA 3654 25 dBA 6593 18 dBA 6327 19 dBA
4369 23 dBA 2658 27 dBA 2778 27 dBA 3855 17 dBA 4002 21 dBA
3807 24 dBA 2623 28 dBA 2745 27 dBA 4402 23 dBA 4423 22 dBA
N/A 25 dBA N/A 31 dBA N/A 31 dBA N/A 33 dBA N/A 30 dBA
N/A 28 dBA N/A 27 dBA N/A 26 dBA N/A 21 dBA N/A 21 dBA
N/A 27 dBA N/A 26 dBA N/A 25 dBA N/A 21 dBA N/A 20 dBA
N/A 19 dBA N/A 24 dBA N/A 24 dBA N/A 23 dBA N/A 21 dBA
N/A 19 dBA N/A 24 dBA N/A 23 dBA N/A 20 dBA N/A 20 dBA

5251 31 dBA 4403 33 dBA 4520 33 dBA 3938 35 dBA 4848 32 dBA
2674 34 dBA 5525 36 dBA 5639 36 dBA 7142 37 dBA 7523 35 dBA
5252 39 dBA 4404 31 dBA 4521 31 dBA 3938 28 dBA 4849 27 dBA
5321 1 dBA 3541 5 dBA 3653 5 dBA 3202 5 dBA 3900 4 dBA
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Table 3: Point of Reception Noise Impact

Project: RRP
Location: Township of Chapple

BD1 Blast Hole Drill 1
BD2 Blast Hole Drill 2
BD3 Blast Hole Drill 3
C Crusher
E1 Excavator 1 (Electric)
E2 Excavator 2 (Electric)
E3 Excavator 3
E4 Excavator 4
DC1 Dust Collector1
DC2 Dust Collector 2
L1 Wheel Loader 1
MG1 Motor Grader 1
MG2 Motor Grader 2

Source DescriptionSource ID [1]

Point of Reception ID Point of Reception ID Point of Reception ID Point of Reception ID
POR26 POR27 POR28 POR29

Point of Reception Description Point of Reception Description Point of Reception Description Point of Reception Description
Vacant Lot 56041-0037 Vacant Lot 56041-0135 Vacant Lot 56041-0139 Vacant Lot 56042-0155

X Y Z X Y Z X Y Z X Y Z
424360 5407033 369.5 425216 5406873 372.2 426109 5406850 378.7 427870 5410177 381.8

  Point of Reception 26  Point of Reception 27   Point of Reception 28  Point of Reception 29
Distance Sound Level Units [4] Distance Sound Level Units [4] Distance Sound Level Units [4] Distance Sound Level Units [4]

(m) at PoR [3] (dBA) (m) at PoR [3] (dBA) (m) at PoR [3] (dBA) (m) at PoR [3] (dBA)
2798 10 dBA 2624 16 dBA 2598 10 dBA 2203 15 dBA
2779 7 dBA 2596 14 dBA 2564 8 dBA 2198 13 dBA
2760 9 dBA 2588 14 dBA 2570 9 dBA 2235 15 dBA
4012 30 dBA 3693 31 dBA 3421 32 dBA 1040 46 dBA
2978 14 dBA 2941 16 dBA 3028 15 dBA 2455 16 dBA
2643 7 dBA 2629 17 dBA 2769 17 dBA 2655 16 dBA
4361 10 dBA 4297 14 dBA 4273 14 dBA 2195 20 dBA
3063 23 dBA 2948 24 dBA 2953 23 dBA 2192 18 dBA
4065 6 dBA 3772 7 dBA 3526 8 dBA 1124 21 dBA
3974 6 dBA 3698 7 dBA 3476 8 dBA 1229 20 dBA
2894 24 dBA 2857 27 dBA 2953 26 dBA 2490 27 dBA
4914 9 dBA 4306 11 dBA 3675 14 dBA 900 26 dBA
2876 13 dBA 2752 18 dBA 2767 13 dBA 2268 11 dBAMG2 Motor Grader 2

RD1 RC Drill 1
RD2 RC Drill 2
SF1 West Raise Heater
SF2 East Raise Heater (160000 cfm)
SF3 Portal Heater 290000 cfm
T1 Transformer 1
T2 Transformer 2
TD1 Track Dozer 1
TD2 Track Dozer 2
TD3 Track Dozer 3
TD4 Track Dozer 4
TD5 Track Dozer 5
TD6 Track Dozer 6
TR_PAG Truck Route PAG
TR_NPAG Truck Route-NPAG
TR_OB Truck Route-Overburden
TR_SP Truck Route Stockpile
TR_Mill Truck Route Mill
G1 Genset Engine 1_ 1.5MW
G2 Genset Engine 1_ 1.5MW
G3 Genset Engine 2_ 2.5MW
G4 Gen 4 _ 250 KW

2876 13 dBA 2752 18 dBA 2767 13 dBA 2268 11 dBA
2908 32 dBA 2834 35 dBA 2893 33 dBA 2379 32 dBA
2778 30 dBA 2713 35 dBA 2793 32 dBA 2464 33 dBA
3252 25 dBA 3321 30 dBA 3483 29 dBA 2740 29 dBA
3487 20 dBA 3239 25 dBA 3077 26 dBA 1577 31 dBA
3868 21 dBA 3520 22 dBA 3226 24 dBA 1033 37 dBA
4793 16 dBA 4584 16 dBA 4396 17 dBA 1539 31 dBA
4782 16 dBA 4573 16 dBA 4384 17 dBA 1531 31 dBA
4540 22 dBA 4021 24 dBA 3503 25 dBA 336 45 dBA
3812 24 dBA 4248 23 dBA 4711 22 dBA 4465 23 dBA
4534 22 dBA 3848 24 dBA 3135 26 dBA 1450 33 dBA
2990 27 dBA 3589 25 dBA 4214 23 dBA 4891 22 dBA
2957 25 dBA 2802 27 dBA 2780 25 dBA 2147 21 dBA
2731 22 dBA 2747 27 dBA 2905 27 dBA 2697 28 dBA
N/A 28 dBA N/A 30 dBA N/A 31 dBA N/A 36 dBA
N/A 26 dBA N/A 26 dBA N/A 26 dBA N/A 26 dBA
N/A 24 dBA N/A 25 dBA N/A 25 dBA N/A 26 dBA
N/A 23 dBA N/A 24 dBA N/A 23 dBA N/A 36 dBA
N/A 22 dBA N/A 23 dBA N/A 23 dBA N/A 28 dBA

4755 33 dBA 4556 33 dBA 4379 33 dBA 1579 45 dBA
5230 36 dBA 5605 36 dBA 5977 36 dBA 4908 47 dBA
4756 32 dBA 4557 31 dBA 4380 30 dBA 1580 33 dBA
4015 4 dBA 3701 5 dBA 3436 6 dBA 1061 19 dBA
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Table 4:  Acoustic Assessment Summary (Unmitigated)

Project: RRP
Location: Township of Chapple

Point of 
Reception 

ID
Point of Reception 

Description Activity Time Period [1]
Verified by 

Acoustic Audit [3]
Performance 

Limit [4]

Peformance 
Limit Source 

[5]

Compliance with 
Performance 

Limit

Year 2015 Year 2020 (Yes/No) (dBA/dBAI) (C / M/ D) (Yes/No)

Daytime 33 35 No 45 Yes

Evening/Night 32 33 No 40 Yes

Emergency 
Equipment Testing Daytime No 50 Yes

Daytime 33 35 No 45 Yes

Evening/Night 33 34 No 40 Yes

Emergency 
Equipment Testing Daytime No 50 Yes

Daytime 33 35 No 45 Yes

Evening/Night 33 34 No 40 Yes

Emergency 
Equipment Testing Daytime No 50 Yes

Daytime 34 35 No 45 Yes

Evening/Night 33 34 No 40 Yes

Emergency 
Equipment Testing Daytime No 50 Yes

Daytime 36 37 No 45 Yes

Evening/Night 35 36 No 40 Yes

E

D

D

D

POR04 House 04 - East

POR05

POR01 House 01 - North

POR03 House 03 - East

POR02 House 02 - East D

House 05 - East

D

Total Sound Level at 
POR (dBA) [2] 

Regular Operation

Regular Operation

Regular Operation

Regular Operation

Regular Operation

40

38

37

37

Emergency 
Equipment Testing Daytime No 50 Yes

Daytime 35 36 No 45 Yes

Evening/Night 35 35 No 40 Yes

Emergency 
Equipment Testing Daytime No 50 Yes

Daytime 35 36 No 45 Yes

Evening/Night 34 35 No 40 Yes

Emergency 
Equipment Testing Daytime No 50 Yes

Daytime 33 35 No 45 Yes

Evening/Night 32 34 No 40 Yes

Emergency 
Equipment Testing Daytime No 50 Yes

Daytime 34 36 No 45 Yes

Evening/Night 34 35 No 40 Yes

Emergency 
Equipment Testing Daytime No 50 Yes

Daytime 35 36 No 45 Yes

Evening/Night 34 35 No 40 Yes

Emergency 
Equipment Testing Daytime No 50 Yes

Daytime 36 38 No 45 Yes

Evening/Night 35 36 No 40 Yes

Emergency 
Equipment Testing Daytime No 50 Yes

House 06 - East

POR09 House 09 - South

POR08 House 08 - South

POR10 House 10 - South D

POR11 House 11 - South D

D

POR07 House 07 -Southeast

DPOR06

Regular Operation

Regular Operation

Regular Operation

37

35

36

36

37

D

D
Regular Operation

Regular Operation

Regular Operation

38

38
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Table 4:  Acoustic Assessment Summary (Unmitigated)

Project: RRP
Location: Township of Chapple

Point of 
Reception 

ID
Point of Reception 

Description Activity Time Period [1]
Verified by 

Acoustic Audit [3]
Performance 

Limit [4]

Peformance 
Limit Source 

[5]

Compliance with 
Performance 

Limit

Year 2015 Year 2020 (Yes/No) (dBA/dBAI) (C / M/ D) (Yes/No)

Total Sound Level at 
POR (dBA) [2] 

Daytime 37 38 No 45 Yes

Evening/Night 36 37 No 40 Yes

Emergency 
Equipment Testing Daytime No 50 Yes

Daytime 38 39 No 45 Yes

Evening/Night 37 38 No 40 Yes

Emergency 
Equipment Testing Daytime No 50 Yes

Daytime 38 40 No 45 Yes

Evening/Night 37 38 No 40 Yes

Emergency 
Equipment Testing Daytime No 50 Yes

Daytime 39 41 No 45 Yes

Evening/Night 38 39 No 40 Yes

Emergency 
Equipment Testing Daytime No 50 Yes

Daytime 40 41 No 45 Yes

Evening/Night 38 39 No 40 Yes

E

POR14 House 14 - South D

POR15 House 15 - South D

POR12 House 12 - South D

POR13 House 13 - South D

Regular Operation

Regular Operation

Regular Operation

Regular Operation

37

38

38

39

POR16 House 16 - South D
Regular Operation

Emergency 
Equipment Testing Daytime No 50 Yes

Daytime 32 35 No 45 Yes

Evening/Night 31 34 No 40 Yes

Emergency 
Equipment Testing Daytime No 50 Yes

Daytime 33 35 No 45 Yes

Evening/Night 32 34 No 40 Yes

Emergency 
Equipment Testing Daytime No 50 Yes

Daytime 32 33 No 45 Yes

Evening/Night 31 32 No 40 Yes

Emergency 
Equipment Testing Daytime No 50 Yes

Daytime 49 47 No 45 No

Evening/Night 49 47 No 40 No

Emergency 
Equipment Testing Daytime No 50 Yes

Daytime 38 39 No 45 Yes

Evening/Night 37 38 No 40 Yes

Emergency 
Equipment Testing Daytime No 50 Yes

Daytime 41 42 No 45 Yes

Evening/Night 39 40 No 40 Yes

Emergency 
Equipment Testing Daytime No 50 Yes

POR18 House 18 - West D

POR19 House 19 - Nothwest D

POR17 House 17 - West D
Regular Operation

Regular Operation

Regular Operation

38

39

36

37

POR22 Vacant Lot 56041-0219 D

POR20 Vacant Lot 56036-0118 D

POR21 Vacant Lot 56042-0174 D

Regular Operation

Regular Operation

Regular Operation

42

41

39
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Table 4:  Acoustic Assessment Summary (Unmitigated)

Project: RRP
Location: Township of Chapple

Point of 
Reception 

ID
Point of Reception 

Description Activity Time Period [1]
Verified by 

Acoustic Audit [3]
Performance 

Limit [4]

Peformance 
Limit Source 

[5]

Compliance with 
Performance 

Limit

Year 2015 Year 2020 (Yes/No) (dBA/dBAI) (C / M/ D) (Yes/No)

Total Sound Level at 
POR (dBA) [2] 

Daytime 40 42 No 45 Yes

Evening/Night 39 39 No 40 Yes

Emergency 
Equipment Testing Daytime No 50 Yes

Daytime 40 41 No 45 Yes

Evening/Night 39 40 No 40 Yes

Emergency 
Equipment Testing Daytime No 50 Yes

Daytime 37 38 No 45 Yes

Evening/Night 36 37 No 40 Yes

Emergency 
Equipment Testing Daytime No 50 Yes

Daytime 40 39 No 45 Yes

Evening/Night 38 37 No 40 Yes

Emergency 
Equipment Testing Daytime No 50 Yes

Daytime 40 42 No 45 Yes

Evening/Night 39 39 No 40 Yes

E

D

POR23 Vacant Lot 56041-0138 D
Regular Operation

39

POR24 Vacant Lot 56036-0023 D

POR25 Vacant Lot 56036-0184 D

POR26 Vacant Lot 56041-0037

Regular Operation

Regular Operation

Regular Operation

40

37

38

POR27 Vacant Lot 56041-0135 D
Regular Operation

Emergency 
Equipment Testing Daytime No 50 Yes

Daytime 40 41 No 45 Yes

Evening/Night 39 39 No 40 Yes

Emergency 
Equipment Testing Daytime No 50 Yes

Daytime 53 50 No 45 No

Evening/Night 53 50 No 40 No

Emergency 
Equipment Testing Daytime No 50 Yes

Notes :
1 Daytime occurs from 0700-1900h.  Evening occurs from 1900h to 2300h.  Night-time occurs from 2300-0700h
2 Worst-case cumulative sound level from all applicable sources operating.
3 Has an acoustic audit (as defined in Publication NPC-233) been conducted with source in place and operating?
4 Applicable worst-case NPC-300 sound level limit. 
5 Performance limit (aka guideline limit) based on following:

   C = Calculated based on road traffic volumes in compliance with NPC-206 requirements.
   M = Measured based on monitoring for a minimum 48 hour period, in accordance with NPC-233 requirements.
   D = Default guideline minima per NCP300, as applicable (e.g., 45 dBA daytime limit for Class 3 Areas)

POR29 Vacant Lot 56042-0155 D
Regular Operation

49

POR28 Vacant Lot 56041-0139 D
Regular Operation

39

39
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Table 5:  Acoustic Assessment Summary (Mitigated)

Project: RRP
Location: Township of Chapple

Point of 
Reception 

ID
Point of Reception 

Description Activity Time Period [1]
Verified by 

Acoustic Audit [3]
Performance 

Limit [4]

Peformance 
Limit Source 

[5]

Compliance with 
Performance 

Limit

Year 2015 Year 2020 (Yes/No) (dBA/dBAI) (C / M/ D) (Yes/No)

Daytime 32 34 No 45 Yes

Evening/Night 31 32 No 40 Yes

Emergency 
Equipment Testing Daytime No 50 Yes

Daytime 31 33 No 45 Yes

Evening/Night 28 30 No 40 Yes

Emergency 
Equipment Testing Daytime No 50 Yes

Daytime 31 34 No 45 Yes

Evening/Night 29 31 No 40 Yes

Emergency 
Equipment Testing Daytime No 50 Yes

Daytime 32 34 No 45 Yes

Evening/Night 29 31 No 40 Yes

Emergency 
Equipment Testing Daytime No 50 Yes

Daytime 33 35 No 45 Yes

Evening/Night 30 32 No 40 Yes

E

POR05 House 05 - East
Regular Operation

D

POR03 House 03 - East
Regular Operation

D

37

POR04 House 04 - East
Regular Operation

D

37

Total Sound Level at 
POR (dBA) [2] 

POR01 House 01 - North
Regular Operation

D

40

POR02 House 02 - East
Regular Operation

D

38

Emergency 
Equipment Testing Daytime No 50 Yes

Daytime 33 35 No 45 Yes

Evening/Night 29 32 No 40 Yes

Emergency 
Equipment Testing Daytime No 50 Yes

Daytime 32 34 No 45 Yes

Evening/Night 28 31 No 40 Yes

Emergency 
Equipment Testing Daytime No 50 Yes

Daytime 31 33 No 45 Yes

Evening/Night 28 30 No 40 Yes

Emergency 
Equipment Testing Daytime No 50 Yes

Daytime 32 35 No 45 Yes

Evening/Night 30 31 No 40 Yes

Emergency 
Equipment Testing Daytime No 50 Yes

Daytime 33 35 No 45 Yes

Evening/Night 30 32 No 40 Yes

Emergency 
Equipment Testing Daytime No 50 Yes

Daytime 34 36 No 45 Yes

Evening/Night 31 33 No 40 Yes

Emergency 
Equipment Testing Daytime No 50 Yes

POR11 House 11 - South
Regular Operation

D

37

POR09 House 09 - South
Regular Operation

D

36

POR10 House 10 - South
Regular Operation

D

36

POR07 House 07 -Southeast
Regular Operation

D

37

POR08 House 08 - South
Regular Operation

D

35

38

POR06 House 06 - East
Regular Operation

D

38
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Table 5:  Acoustic Assessment Summary (Mitigated)

Project: RRP
Location: Township of Chapple

Point of 
Reception 

ID
Point of Reception 

Description Activity Time Period [1]
Verified by 

Acoustic Audit [3]
Performance 

Limit [4]

Peformance 
Limit Source 

[5]

Compliance with 
Performance 

Limit

Year 2015 Year 2020 (Yes/No) (dBA/dBAI) (C / M/ D) (Yes/No)

Total Sound Level at 
POR (dBA) [2] 

Daytime 35 37 No 45 Yes

Evening/Night 32 34 No 40 Yes

Emergency 
Equipment Testing Daytime No 50 Yes

Daytime 36 37 No 45 Yes

Evening/Night 32 33 No 40 Yes

Emergency 
Equipment Testing Daytime No 50 Yes

Daytime 36 39 No 45 Yes

Evening/Night 34 35 No 40 Yes

Emergency 
Equipment Testing Daytime No 50 Yes

Daytime 37 40 No 45 Yes

Evening/Night 34 36 No 40 Yes

Emergency 
Equipment Testing Daytime No 50 Yes

Daytime 39 39 No 45 Yes

Evening/Night 36 36 No 40 Yes

E

POR15 House 15 - South
Regular Operation

D

39

POR16 House 16 - South
Regular Operation

D

POR13 House 13 - South
Regular Operation

D

38

POR14 House 14 - South
Regular Operation

D

38

POR12 House 12 - South
Regular Operation

D

37

Emergency 
Equipment Testing Daytime No 50 Yes

Daytime 32 35 No 45 Yes

Evening/Night 30 34 No 40 Yes

Emergency 
Equipment Testing Daytime No 50 Yes

Daytime 33 35 No 45 Yes

Evening/Night 32 34 No 40 Yes

Emergency 
Equipment Testing Daytime No 50 Yes

Daytime 31 33 No 45 Yes

Evening/Night 30 32 No 40 Yes

Emergency 
Equipment Testing Daytime No 50 Yes

Daytime 45 45 No 45 Yes

Evening/Night 36 36 No 40 Yes

Emergency 
Equipment Testing Daytime No 50 Yes

Daytime 37 39 No 45 Yes

Evening/Night 36 38 No 40 Yes

Emergency 
Equipment Testing Daytime No 50 Yes

Daytime 40 41 No 45 Yes

Evening/Night 37 38 No 40 Yes

Emergency 
Equipment Testing Daytime No 50 Yes

POR21 Vacant Lot 56042-0174
Regular Operation

D

41

POR22 Vacant Lot 56041-0219
Regular Operation

D

39

POR19 House 19 - Nothwest
Regular Operation

D

38

POR20 Vacant Lot 56036-0118
Regular Operation

D

42

POR17 House 17 - West
Regular Operation

D

36

POR18 House 18 - West
Regular Operation

D

37

39
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Table 5:  Acoustic Assessment Summary (Mitigated)

Project: RRP
Location: Township of Chapple

Point of 
Reception 

ID
Point of Reception 

Description Activity Time Period [1]
Verified by 

Acoustic Audit [3]
Performance 

Limit [4]

Peformance 
Limit Source 

[5]

Compliance with 
Performance 

Limit

Year 2015 Year 2020 (Yes/No) (dBA/dBAI) (C / M/ D) (Yes/No)

Total Sound Level at 
POR (dBA) [2] 

Daytime 39 41 No 45 Yes

Evening/Night 37 38 No 40 Yes

Emergency 
Equipment Testing Daytime No 50 Yes

Daytime 37 39 No 45 Yes

Evening/Night 32 33 No 40 Yes

Emergency 
Equipment Testing Daytime No 50 Yes

Daytime 35 37 No 45 Yes

Evening/Night 32 33 No 40 Yes

Emergency 
Equipment Testing Daytime No 50 Yes

Daytime 39 39 No 45 Yes

Evening/Night 37 37 No 40 Yes

Emergency 
Equipment Testing Daytime No 50 Yes

Daytime 39 41 No 45 Yes

Evening/Night 37 38 No 40 Yes

E

POR27 Vacant Lot 56041-0135
Regular Operation

D

POR25 Vacant Lot 56036-0184
Regular Operation

D

37

POR26 Vacant Lot 56041-0037
Regular Operation

D

38

POR23 Vacant Lot 56041-0138
Regular Operation

D

39

POR24 Vacant Lot 56036-0023
Regular Operation

D

40

Emergency 
Equipment Testing Daytime No 50 Yes

Daytime 39 40 No 45 Yes

Evening/Night 37 37 No 40 Yes

Emergency 
Equipment Testing Daytime No 50 Yes

Daytime 45 44 No 45 Yes

Evening/Night 40 40 No 40 Yes

Emergency 
Equipment Testing Daytime No 50 Yes

Notes :
1 Daytime occurs from 0700-1900h.  Evening occurs from 1900h to 2300h.  Night-time occurs from 2300-0700h
2 Worst-case cumulative sound level from all applicable sources operating.
3 Has an acoustic audit (as defined in Publication NPC-233) been conducted with source in place and operating?
4 Applicable worst-case NPC-300 sound level limit. 
5 Performance limit (aka guideline limit) based on following:

   C = Calculated based on road traffic volumes in compliance with NPC-206 requirements.
   M = Measured based on monitoring for a minimum 48 hour period, in accordance with NPC-233 requirements.
   D = Default guideline minima per NCP300, as applicable (e.g., 45 dBA daytime limit for Class 3 Areas)

POR29 Vacant Lot 56042-0155
Regular Operation

D

49

39

POR28 Vacant Lot 56041-0139
Regular Operation

D

39
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Rainy River Project  
Updated Acoustic Assessment Report 

APPENDIX A 
 

MANUFACTURER’S SOUND DATA AND SOUND CALCULATIONS
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CONVERSION OF SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS TO SOUND POWER LEVELS AND SHAPING SPECTRAL DATA

Project Name: RRP

Project Number:TC111504

Location: Town of Chapple ON

-26.2 -16.1 -8.6 -3.2 0.0 1.2 1.0 -1.1

1.361 0.686 0.343 0.172 0.086 0.043 0.021 0.011

Calc SPL Ref Length Area Partition Net
Source Source Type Distance Coefficient Surface Spectral (dB or dBA) Total Total

ID Description (S or C) (C only) (A only) (S or C) Area Weighting 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000 Purpose 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

(A, C, or S) (m) (m) (m2) (%) (m2) (A or Flat) (dBA) (dB) (dBA)
TD Track Dozer S 2.0 50% 25.1 A 116 121 124 119 117 114 108 102 128 -28 shaping 102.4 107.4 110.4 105.4 103.4 100.4 94.4 88.4 114
TR Cat 793F XQ S 2 0 50% 25 1 A 110 115 118 113 111 108 102 96 121 -23 shaping 100 3 105 3 108 3 103 3 101 3 98 3 92 3 86 3 112

Adjustment (dB or dBA)

A-WEIGHTING (dB) - Applied to total PWL

1/4 WAVELENGTH CRITERION (m)

Octave Band Sound Pressure Level Data Sound Power Level Octave Band Sound Power Level Data

TR Cat 793F XQ S 2.0 50% 25.1 A 110 115 118 113 111 108 102 96 121 -23 shaping 100.3 105.3 108.3 103.3 101.3 98.3 92.3 86.3 112
C Crusher S 15.0 50% 1413.0 Flat 93 86 79 81 75 71 66 59 81 11 shaping 135.5 128.5 121.5 123.5 117.5 113.5 108.5 101.5 124
E Electric Excavator (E1&E2) S 7.0 50% 307.7 Flat 91 86 80 81 80 78 77 70 85 0 shaping 115.7 110.7 104.7 105.7 104.7 102.7 101.7 94.7 110
E3 Excavator CAT390DL S 7.0 50% 307.7 Flat 91 86 80 81 80 78 77 70 85 -1 shaping 114.7 109.7 103.7 104.7 103.7 101.7 100.7 93.7 109
E4 Hitachi Excavator EX5600 S 7.0 50% 307.7 Flat 91 86 80 81 80 78 77 70 85 8 shaping 123.6 118.6 112.6 113.6 112.6 110.6 109.6 102.6 118
L Loader Cat 994 S 15.0 50% 1413.0 Flat 87 82 77 78 73 70 64 57 79 8 shaping 126.5 121.5 116.5 117.5 112.5 109.5 103.5 96.5 118

RD RC Drill Atlas Copco ROC65 S 150.0 50% 141300.0 Flat 85 93 78 79 80 79 76 74 86 -10 shaping 126.8 134.8 119.8 120.8 121.8 120.8 117.8 115.8 127
MG Motor Grader CAT16M S 15.0 50% 1413.0 Flat 88 87 83 79 84 78 74 65 87 -7 shaping 112.5 111.5 107.5 103.5 108.5 102.5 98.5 89.5 111
G1 Genset 1.5 MW Cat S 15.0 50% 1413.0 Flat 98 107 98 89 83 83 81 84 95 129.5 138.5 129.5 120.5 114.5 114.5 112.5 115.5 127
G2 Genset 2.5 MW Cat S 15.0 50% 1413.0 Flat 100 110 100 91 85 85 82 86 98 131.5 141.5 131.5 122.5 116.5 116.5 113.5 117.5 129
G4 Genset 250 kw Cat S 15.0 50% 1413.0 Flat 76 72 69 63 56 52 50 45 65 107.6 103.1 100.3 94.0 87.3 83.0 81.7 76.8 96
T Substation Transformer T & T2 A 266.0 266.0 Flat 87 89 84 84 78 73 68 61 84 110.9 112.9 107.9 107.9 101.9 96.9 91.9 84.9 108
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From: Andrew Moebus [mailto:AMoebus@toromont.com]  
Sent: Monday, February 25, 2013 3:42 PM 
To: Freddy Bravo 
Subject: RE: Operator Noise 
 
Freddy, 
Again, to our conversation. I apologize for our miscommunication last week. 
Here is data on dozers and Trucks. 
These tests represent working machines under load. 
 
Track Dozers (TD) D10T – Dynamic test, moving 1st gear, high idle 
Std North American Package – 114 dB 
 
Haul Truck (TR) 793F – Dynamic test, climbing 10% grade loaded  
793F XQ – 111.5 dB 
 
Please let me know if this is more like what you are looking for. 
 
A. 
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Transformer Performance Specification (T) 

For:  Amec- Database Date: 8/24/2011 
Quote:  10Q1325733 Item: 10 Spec:  
 
Rating 
Type Substation Non-Auto Class H Winding X Winding Y Winding 
Phase 3  240 kV 34.5 kV -  
Hertz 60 ONAN 65000 KVA 65000 KVA - KVA 
Temp Rise 65 C ONAF 85000 KVA 85000 KVA - KVA 
Insulating Type Mineral Oil ONAF 110000 KVA 110000 KVA - KVA 
 
Additional Tap Voltages 
H Winding (kV) +16 , -16 x 1.25%, OLTC Full Capacity Below Nominal 
X Winding (kV) No Taps 
Y Winding () - 
 
Connections for Operation 

Transformers 
in Bank 

To 
Transform 

from 
Phase Connected 

To 
Transform 

from 
Phase Connected 

To 
Transform 

To 
Phase Connected 

1 240 kV 3 Wye 34.5 kV 3 Delta -  3 - 
 
Dielectric Tests Insulation Levels 

Applied Voltage (To other 
windings and ground) 

H Winding 95 kV 
 
 

ITEMS 

Basic Lightning 
Impulse Insulation 
Level (BIL kV) X Winding 95 kV 

Y Winding - kV 
H line 900 

Induced Voltage 
Enhancement level / 7200 Cycle (L-G) 360 kV H neutral 250 

X line 250 

One hour level (L-G) 315 kV X neutral - 
Y line - 

 
Loss Data based on  NL @ 20C, LL @ 85C 
Based on loading at 240 kV To 34.5 kV 
Winding Load KVA H 110000 X 110000 Y - 

No Load Loss 60 kW 
Load Losses 116.3 kW 
Total Loss 333 kW 

 

Regulation at 
240 kV / 34.5 kV 

110000 KVA 
Power 
Factor 

% 
Reg % Load 

1.0 1.03 100 
0.8 7.69 100 

 

 
Auxiliary Losses (Not 

included in above) Percent Exciting Current  Mechanical Data 
Not for Construction Purposes 

4.5 kW 
100% V 110% V  

0.08 0.20   
Drawing   

Average Sound Level  Height (A) 336 in  
dB(A) Class  Length (B) 388 in  

81 ONAN  Width (C) 228 in  
 Height over Cover (D) 187 in  

83 ONAF  Untanking (Plus Slings) (E) 331 in  
 Shipping Height  189 in  

84 ONAF  Shipping Width  124 in  
 Shipping Length  292 in  

   Oil Preservation  Cops  
Percent Impedance Voltage  Weights (approximate) (lbs)  

% IZ Between 
Windings At KVA  Core and Coils 167924 lbs  

 Tank and Fittings 63094 lbs  
7 HV-LV 65000  Fluid 14952 gal  112140 lbs  

 

 Total Weight 343179 lbs  
 Untanking Weight 167924 lbs  
 Shipping Weight 205407 lbs  
 Shipped in Dry Air  
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RC Drill Sound power levels (RD) 
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Material Movement (Truck Trip Calculation)
Total 2015 2020

Area
Mine to Mill (Mt) 68 700 000 6 600 000
Mine COG1 5 850 000  600 000  500 000
Mine to Stockpile (Mt) 40 700 000 1 000 000 5 800 000
Stockpile to Mill (Mt) 40 600 000
Overburden (Mt) 71 600 000 12 300 000
NPAG 204 509 789 8 514 916 18 069 384
PAG 145 115 064 1 785 048 23 789 209
Overburden and NPAG 276 109 789 20 814 916 18 069 384
Mine to COG and Stockpile 46 550 000 1 600 000 6 300 000

Truck Movements to specific areas
PER YEAR 2015 2020

Mine to Mill (Mt) 624545 60000
Mine to Stockpile and COG 423182 14545 57273
Overburden (Mt) 650909 111818
NPAG 1859180 77408 164267
PAG 1319228 16228 216266

PER DAY Round Trips ("loads x 2") PER DAY
Mine to Mill (Mt) 164
Mine to Stockpile and COG 40 157
Overburden (Mt) 306
NPAG 212 450
PAG 44 593

PER HOUR Truck Route ID 2015 2020 2015 2020

Mine to Mill (Mt) TR_Mill 7.5 0 8
Mine to Stockpile and COG TR_SP 1.8 7.1 2 7
Overburden TR_OB 13.9 14 10
NPAG TR_NPAG 9.6 20.5 10 11
PAG TR_PAG 2.0 26.9 2 27
Note: Year 2020 NPAG Truck data is distributed between NPAG and OB Truck Route as there is no overburden for year 2020.

Calculated Data Data Used for Model
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 TOWNSHIP OF CHAPPLE ZONING MAP 
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TOWNSHIP OF
CHAPPLE

ZONING BY-LAW
SCHEDULE A

Village Settlement Area
Zone Boundary
A - Agricultural Zone
RU - Rural Zone
C1 - Highway Commercial Zone
I - Institutional
M1 - Industrial Zone
MX - Aggregate Extraction Zone
WD - Waste Disposal Zone
OS - Open Space Zone
CEP - Conservation and Environmental
            Protection Zone

Transportation
Provincial Highway
Township Roads
CN Railway

Watercourses

Council Adoption October 8, 2013

Digital Map Created By:

CGIS Spatial Solutions
52 South Street
Perth, ON  K7H 2G7
TEL: 613-368-4321
www.cgis.com



500m 1000m 1500m 2000m 2500m

Note:  The base information on this plan was prepared from a variety
of map sources and was used by permission of the Township of
Chapple.  It is not a legal plan of survey.  For precise location of plan
features recourse should be had to the original source data.
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Rainy River Project  
Updated Acoustic Assessment Report 

APPENDIX C 
 

KEY PARAMETERS INCLUDED IN THE NOISE MODEL AND SAMPLE CALCULATIONS 
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Key Parameters Included in the Noise Model

Project: RRP
Location: Township of Chapple

Parameter Value Rationale

Ground Absorption 0.7 Accounts mostly soft surface between facility and receptors of interest.
Temperature 10°C Ontario standard conditions
Relative Humidity 70% Ontario standard conditions
Max. Order of Reflection 1 To account reflections from buildings and structures.
Reflection Coefficient N/A Accounts for absorption/attenuation from building surfaces
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Year 2015 Unmitigated

   Receiver
   Name: Vacant Lot 56042-0155
   ID: POR29
   X: 427870.31
   Y: 5410177.41
   Z: 381.80

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Blast Hole Drill 1'', ID: ''BD1''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 425803.43 5409427.16 342.00 0 0 118.5 118.5 0.0 0.0 77.8 7.7 0.2 0.0 0.0 3.8 -0.0 -0.0 28.9 28.9

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Crusher'', ID: ''C''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 426830.18 5410194.46 373.68 0 0 123.9 123.9 0.0 0.0 71.3 2.7 0.3 0.0 0.0 3.5 -0.0 -0.0 46.1 46.1

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Excavator 1 (Electric)'', ID: ''E1''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 425447.73 5409801.97 342.00 0 0 110.0 110.0 0.0 0.0 78.8 8.2 0.5 0.0 0.0 3.2 -0.0 -0.0 19.3 19.3

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Excavator 2 (Electric)'', ID: ''E2''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 425913.15 5411113.23 362.00 0 0 110.0 110.0 0.0 0.0 77.7 7.6 0.4 0.0 0.0 3.3 -0.0 -0.0 20.9 20.9

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Dust Collector 1'', ID: ''DC1''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 426754.77 5410317.21 370.17 0 0 100.8 100.8 0.0 0.0 72.0 3.2 1.7 0.0 0.0 2.4 -0.0 -0.0 21.4 21.4

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Dust Collector 2'', ID: ''DC2''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 426645.85 5410284.25 367.00 0 0 100.8 100.8 0.0 0.0 72.8 3.4 1.8 0.0 0.0 2.3 -0.0 -0.0 20.4 20.4

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Wheel Loader 1'', ID: ''L1''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 425426.70 5409719.87 342.00 0 0 118.5 118.5 0.0 0.0 78.9 5.8 0.9 0.0 0.0 3.0 -0.0 -0.0 29.8 29.8

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Motor Grader 1'', ID: ''MG1''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 428554.57 5409593.22 394.00 0 0 111.0 111.0 0.0 0.0 70.1 3.7 -0.2 0.0 0.0 3.8 -0.0 -0.0 33.6 33.6

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''RC Drill 1'', ID: ''RD1''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 425546.62 5409685.19 342.00 0 0 127.5 -88.0 0.0 0.0 78.5 7.1 2.6 0.0 0.0 1.7 -0.0 -0.0 37.6 -88.0

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''West Raise Heater'', ID: ''SF1''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 425130.00 5410193.00 354.00 0 0 119.9 119.9 0.0 0.0 79.8 8.5 -1.2 0.0 0.0 4.4 -0.0 -0.0 28.5 28.5

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''East Raise Heater (160000 cfm)'', ID: ''SF2''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 426315.00 5409920.00 368.91 0 0 115.9 115.9 0.0 0.0 75.0 5.8 -0.6 0.0 0.0 4.4 -0.0 -0.0 31.4 31.4
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Year 2015 Unmitigated

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Portal Heater 290000 cfm'', ID: ''SF3''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 426855.00 5409989.00 377.67 0 0 118.9 118.9 0.0 0.0 71.3 4.4 -0.0 0.0 0.0 4.8 -0.0 -0.0 38.5 38.5

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Transformer 1'', ID: ''T1''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 426722.50 5411203.18 375.99 0 0 113.3 113.3 0.0 0.0 74.8 3.6 1.3 0.0 0.0 3.0 -0.0 -0.0 30.6 30.6

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Transformer 2'', ID: ''T2''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 426722.32 5411191.07 376.55 0 0 113.3 113.3 0.0 0.0 74.7 3.5 1.3 0.0 0.0 3.0 -0.0 -0.0 30.7 30.7

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Track Dozer 1'', ID: ''TD1''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 427921.60 5409848.01 373.01 0 0 114.0 114.0 0.0 0.0 61.5 0.5 1.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.0 -0.0 51.0 51.0

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Track Dozer 2'', ID: ''TD2''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 424199.80 5410651.50 354.65 0 0 114.0 114.0 0.0 0.0 82.4 3.7 1.8 0.0 0.0 1.5 -0.0 -0.0 24.7 24.7

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Track Dozer 3'', ID: ''TD3''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 428504.13 5408873.03 394.00 0 0 114.0 114.0 0.0 0.0 74.2 1.8 2.1 0.0 0.0 1.6 -0.0 -0.0 34.3 34.3

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Track Dozer 4'', ID: ''TD4''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 423851.84 5409395.21 349.36 0 0 114.0 114.0 0.0 0.0 83.2 4.0 1.7 0.0 0.0 1.5 -0.0 -0.0 23.6 23.6

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Track Dozer 5'', ID: ''TD5''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 425804.33 5409610.03 342.00 0 0 114.0 114.0 0.0 0.0 77.6 2.4 2.0 0.0 0.0 1.5 -0.0 -0.0 30.4 30.4

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Track Dozer 6'', ID: ''TD6''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 425235.89 5409617.14 342.00 0 0 114.0 114.0 0.0 0.0 79.6 2.9 1.9 0.0 0.0 1.5 -0.0 -0.0 28.1 28.1

Line Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Truck Route PAG'', ID: ''TR_PAG''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 427435.88 5409421.67 394.50 0 0 95.9 95.9 0.0 0.0 69.8 1.2 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.0 -0.0 24.4 24.4
2 427717.33 5409432.09 394.50 0 0 92.9 92.9 0.0 0.0 68.6 1.1 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.0 -0.0 22.7 22.7
3 427904.97 5409439.04 394.50 0 0 92.9 92.9 0.0 0.0 68.4 1.0 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.0 -0.0 22.9 22.9
4 428155.04 5409442.09 394.50 0 0 95.1 95.1 0.0 0.0 68.9 1.1 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.0 -0.0 24.6 24.6
5 428556.46 5409112.76 394.50 0 0 97.5 97.5 0.0 0.0 73.0 1.6 1.6 0.0 0.0 2.0 -0.0 -0.0 19.2 19.2
6 426990.15 5409469.82 393.55 0 0 97.4 97.4 0.0 0.0 72.1 1.5 1.6 0.0 0.0 2.1 -0.0 -0.0 20.2 20.2
7 425934.87 5409694.77 342.50 0 0 95.8 95.8 0.0 0.0 77.0 2.3 1.5 0.0 0.0 2.0 -0.0 -0.0 13.0 13.0
8 428344.08 5409432.48 394.50 0 0 88.5 88.5 0.0 0.0 69.9 1.2 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.0 -0.0 16.9 16.9
9 426669.58 5409480.71 388.04 0 0 92.0 92.0 0.0 0.0 73.8 1.7 1.6 0.0 0.0 2.0 -0.0 -0.0 12.8 12.8

10 426356.20 5409420.88 364.81 0 0 93.4 93.4 0.0 0.0 75.6 2.0 1.6 0.0 0.0 2.0 -0.0 -0.0 12.3 12.3
11 426534.39 5409432.17 377.49 0 0 91.8 91.8 0.0 0.0 74.7 1.9 1.6 0.0 0.0 2.0 -0.0 -0.0 11.7 11.7
12 428408.00 5409370.83 394.50 0 0 87.7 87.7 0.0 0.0 70.7 1.3 1.6 0.0 0.0 2.1 -0.0 -0.0 12.0 12.0
13 428389.23 5409410.94 394.50 0 0 85.6 85.6 0.0 0.0 70.3 1.3 1.6 0.0 0.0 2.1 -0.0 -0.0 10.3 10.3
14 426007.34 5409385.32 342.50 0 0 92.0 92.0 0.0 0.0 77.1 2.3 1.5 0.0 0.0 2.0 -0.0 -0.0 9.0 9.0
15 426212.11 5409381.01 353.86 0 0 90.2 90.2 0.0 0.0 76.3 2.2 1.5 0.0 0.0 3.3 -0.0 -0.0 7.0 7.0
16 426131.23 5409319.41 346.05 0 0 90.3 90.3 0.0 0.0 76.8 2.3 1.5 0.0 0.0 2.4 -0.0 -0.0 7.3 7.3
17 426047.75 5409292.65 342.50 0 0 89.3 89.3 0.0 0.0 77.1 2.3 1.5 0.0 0.0 2.0 -0.0 -0.0 6.3 6.3
18 426021.40 5409479.40 342.50 0 0 86.0 86.0 0.0 0.0 76.9 2.3 1.5 0.0 0.0 2.0 -0.0 -0.0 3.3 3.3
19 426017.74 5409514.35 342.50 0 0 85.2 85.2 0.0 0.0 76.9 2.3 1.5 0.0 0.0 2.0 -0.0 -0.0 2.6 2.6
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Year 2015 Unmitigated

Line Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Truck Route PAG'', ID: ''TR_PAG''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
20 426001.33 5409297.82 342.50 0 0 81.0 81.0 0.0 0.0 77.3 2.4 1.5 0.0 0.0 2.0 -0.0 -0.0 -2.1 -2.1
21 425994.74 5409305.81 342.50 0 0 80.1 80.1 0.0 0.0 77.3 2.4 1.5 0.0 0.0 2.0 -0.0 -0.0 -3.0 -3.0

Line Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Truck Road-NPAG'', ID: ''TR_NPAG''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 424011.30 5409603.08 353.20 0 0 106.0 106.0 0.0 0.0 82.8 3.9 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 16.1 16.1
2 425044.83 5409545.79 342.50 0 0 102.6 102.6 0.0 0.0 80.2 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 15.9 15.9
3 425351.39 5409588.17 342.50 0 0 101.6 101.6 0.0 0.0 79.3 2.8 1.5 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 16.1 16.1
4 424556.78 5409755.11 352.50 0 0 100.9 100.9 0.0 0.0 81.5 3.4 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 12.7 12.7
5 424800.48 5409572.37 342.50 0 0 99.1 99.1 0.0 0.0 80.9 3.3 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 11.6 11.6
6 424710.85 5409643.12 345.83 0 0 96.6 96.6 0.0 0.0 81.1 3.3 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 8.8 8.8
7 424412.44 5409719.84 354.40 0 0 96.0 96.0 0.0 0.0 81.8 3.6 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 7.4 7.4
8 424680.47 5409699.41 350.83 0 0 93.3 93.3 0.0 0.0 81.2 3.4 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 5.5 5.5
9 424423.75 5409781.94 352.50 0 0 89.7 89.7 0.0 0.0 81.8 3.5 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 1.2 1.2

10 424436.49 5409791.68 352.50 0 0 89.3 89.3 0.0 0.0 81.8 3.5 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 0.8 0.8
11 424418.90 5409766.04 352.50 0 0 89.3 89.3 0.0 0.0 81.8 3.6 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 0.7 0.7
12 424403.56 5409675.18 356.21 0 0 88.7 88.7 0.0 0.0 81.9 3.6 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 -0.0 -0.0
13 424395.62 5409664.93 356.03 0 0 88.3 88.3 0.0 0.0 81.9 3.6 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 -0.4 -0.4

Line Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Truck Road-Overburden'', ID: ''TR_OB''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 424232.68 5410444.68 356.11 0 0 106.1 106.1 0.0 0.0 82.2 3.7 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 17.0 17.0
2 425045.67 5409547.82 342.50 0 0 104.0 104.0 0.0 0.0 80.2 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 17.4 17.4
3 425351.82 5409589.65 342.50 0 0 103.0 103.0 0.0 0.0 79.3 2.8 1.5 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 17.5 17.5
4 424538.98 5409857.14 352.24 0 0 104.4 104.4 0.0 0.0 81.5 3.5 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 16.2 16.2
5 424800.57 5409573.19 342.50 0 0 100.5 100.5 0.0 0.0 80.9 3.3 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 13.0 13.0
6 424428.69 5410091.66 353.91 0 0 100.6 100.6 0.0 0.0 81.7 3.5 1.0 0.0 0.0 4.4 -0.0 -0.0 9.9 9.9
7 424710.85 5409643.12 345.83 0 0 98.0 98.0 0.0 0.0 81.1 3.3 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 10.3 10.3
8 424447.39 5410230.30 355.74 0 0 95.5 95.5 0.0 0.0 81.7 3.5 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 7.1 7.1
9 424680.31 5409699.99 350.83 0 0 94.9 94.9 0.0 0.0 81.2 3.4 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 7.1 7.1

10 424456.73 5410187.14 355.72 0 0 94.9 94.9 0.0 0.0 81.7 3.5 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 6.5 6.5
11 424405.51 5410006.93 352.06 0 0 92.0 92.0 0.0 0.0 81.8 3.5 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 3.4 3.4

Line Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Truck Route Stockpile'', ID: ''TR_SP''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 427570.78 5409899.94 377.59 0 0 91.4 91.4 0.0 0.0 63.2 0.6 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.0 -0.0 26.9 26.9
2 427697.11 5409859.68 376.08 0 0 91.4 91.4 0.0 0.0 62.2 0.6 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.0 -0.0 27.9 27.9
3 427823.44 5409819.43 374.57 0 0 91.4 91.4 0.0 0.0 62.1 0.6 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.0 -0.0 27.9 27.9
4 427949.77 5409779.17 373.06 0 0 91.4 91.4 0.0 0.0 63.2 0.6 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.0 -0.0 26.9 26.9
5 427289.02 5410006.38 386.31 0 0 94.7 94.7 0.0 0.0 66.6 0.9 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.0 -0.0 26.6 26.6
6 427468.45 5409950.33 378.60 0 0 90.1 90.1 0.0 0.0 64.3 0.7 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.0 -0.0 24.5 24.5
7 426510.23 5409632.81 373.83 0 0 97.9 97.9 0.0 0.0 74.3 1.8 1.5 0.0 0.0 3.5 -0.0 -0.0 16.7 16.7
8 426840.44 5409879.98 381.30 0 0 94.0 94.0 0.0 0.0 71.6 1.4 1.6 0.0 0.0 2.1 -0.0 -0.0 17.3 17.3
9 427008.34 5409958.34 388.80 0 0 91.5 91.5 0.0 0.0 70.0 1.2 1.6 0.0 0.0 2.2 -0.0 -0.0 16.5 16.5

10 425934.62 5409694.94 342.50 0 0 95.8 95.8 0.0 0.0 77.0 2.3 1.5 0.0 0.0 2.0 -0.0 -0.0 13.0 13.0
11 427088.04 5409997.99 396.38 0 0 87.4 87.4 0.0 0.0 69.1 1.1 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.0 -0.0 16.7 16.7
12 427133.17 5410031.13 395.07 0 0 85.1 85.1 0.0 0.0 68.5 1.1 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.0 -0.0 15.0 15.0
13 426228.22 5409396.45 358.38 0 0 91.9 91.9 0.0 0.0 76.2 2.1 1.5 0.0 0.0 2.8 -0.0 -0.0 9.2 9.2
14 426007.23 5409385.32 342.50 0 0 92.0 92.0 0.0 0.0 77.1 2.3 1.5 0.0 0.0 2.0 -0.0 -0.0 9.0 9.0
15 427110.18 5410024.96 396.83 0 0 82.7 82.7 0.0 0.0 68.8 1.1 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.0 -0.0 12.3 12.3
16 426131.22 5409318.00 346.04 0 0 90.3 90.3 0.0 0.0 76.8 2.3 1.5 0.0 0.0 2.4 -0.0 -0.0 7.3 7.3
17 426047.64 5409292.23 342.50 0 0 89.4 89.4 0.0 0.0 77.1 2.3 1.5 0.0 0.0 2.0 -0.0 -0.0 6.3 6.3
18 426021.36 5409479.29 342.50 0 0 86.0 86.0 0.0 0.0 76.9 2.3 1.5 0.0 0.0 2.0 -0.0 -0.0 3.3 3.3
19 426017.69 5409514.33 342.50 0 0 85.3 85.3 0.0 0.0 76.9 2.3 1.5 0.0 0.0 2.0 -0.0 -0.0 2.6 2.6
20 426001.41 5409298.06 342.50 0 0 80.7 80.7 0.0 0.0 77.3 2.4 1.5 0.0 0.0 2.0 -0.0 -0.0 -2.4 -2.4
21 425994.85 5409305.73 342.50 0 0 80.2 80.2 0.0 0.0 77.3 2.4 1.5 0.0 0.0 2.0 -0.0 -0.0 -3.0 -3.0
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Year 2015 Mitigated

   Receiver
   Name: Vacant Lot 56042-0155
   ID: POR29
   X: 427870.31
   Y: 5410177.41
   Z: 381.80

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Blast Hole Drill 1'', ID: ''BD1''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 425803.43 5409427.16 242.00 0 0 118.5 118.5 0.0 0.0 77.9 7.7 1.5 0.0 0.0 16.9 -0.0 -0.0 14.5 14.5

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Crusher'', ID: ''C''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 425821.14 5409394.10 242.00 0 0 118.5 118.5 0.0 0.0 77.8 7.7 1.5 0.0 0.0 18.2 -0.0 -0.0 13.2 13.2

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Excavator 1 (Electric)'', ID: ''E1''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 425781.10 5409395.86 242.00 0 0 118.5 118.5 0.0 0.0 78.0 7.8 1.5 0.0 0.0 16.7 -0.0 -0.0 14.5 14.5

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Excavator 2 (Electric)'', ID: ''E2''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 426830.18 5410194.46 373.68 0 0 123.9 123.9 0.0 0.0 71.3 2.7 -0.1 0.0 0.0 16.7 -0.0 -0.0 33.3 33.3

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Dust Collector 1'', ID: ''DC1''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 425447.73 5409801.97 242.00 0 0 110.0 110.0 0.0 0.0 78.8 8.2 0.9 0.0 0.0 6.5 -0.0 -0.0 15.7 15.7

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Dust Collector 2'', ID: ''DC2''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 425307.96 5409497.01 242.00 0 0 110.0 110.0 0.0 0.0 79.5 8.6 0.9 0.0 0.0 4.9 -0.0 -0.0 16.2 16.2

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Wheel Loader 1'', ID: ''L1''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 425886.71 5411117.73 362.00 0 0 109.0 109.0 0.0 0.0 77.8 7.7 0.5 0.0 0.0 3.3 -0.0 -0.0 19.8 19.8

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Motor Grader 1'', ID: ''MG1''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 425719.81 5409774.63 242.00 0 0 117.9 117.9 0.0 0.0 77.8 7.7 0.5 0.0 0.0 14.2 -0.0 -0.0 17.7 17.7

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''RC Drill 1'', ID: ''RD1''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 426754.77 5410317.21 370.17 0 0 100.8 100.8 0.0 0.0 72.0 3.2 1.7 0.0 0.0 2.4 -0.0 -0.0 21.4 21.4

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''West Raise Heater'', ID: ''SF1''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 426645.85 5410284.25 367.00 0 0 100.8 100.8 0.0 0.0 72.8 3.4 1.8 0.0 0.0 2.3 -0.0 -0.0 20.4 20.4

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''East Raise Heater (160000 cfm)'', ID: ''SF2''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 425426.70 5409719.87 242.00 0 0 118.5 118.5 0.0 0.0 78.9 5.8 1.1 0.0 0.0 6.0 -0.0 -0.0 26.6 26.6
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Year 2015 Mitigated

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Portal Heater 290000 cfm'', ID: ''SF3''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 428554.57 5409593.22 407.00 0 0 111.0 111.0 0.0 0.0 70.1 3.7 1.0 0.0 0.0 10.5 -0.0 -0.0 25.7 25.7

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Transformer 1'', ID: ''T1''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 425686.14 5409581.81 242.00 0 0 111.0 111.0 0.0 0.0 78.1 7.5 1.7 0.0 0.0 12.6 -0.0 -0.0 11.1 11.1

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Transformer 2'', ID: ''T2''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 425546.62 5409685.19 242.00 0 0 127.5 -88.0 0.0 0.0 78.5 7.1 3.5 0.0 0.0 6.0 -0.0 -0.0 32.3 -88.0

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Track Dozer 1'', ID: ''TD1''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 425486.54 5409569.42 242.00 0 0 127.5 -88.0 0.0 0.0 78.8 7.2 3.5 0.0 0.0 4.7 -0.0 -0.0 33.2 -88.0

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Track Dozer 2'', ID: ''TD2''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 425130.00 5410193.00 354.00 0 0 104.9 104.9 0.0 0.0 79.8 8.5 -1.2 0.0 0.0 4.4 -0.0 -0.0 13.5 13.5

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Track Dozer 3'', ID: ''TD3''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 426315.00 5409920.00 368.91 0 0 100.9 100.9 0.0 0.0 75.0 5.8 -0.6 0.0 0.0 4.9 -0.0 -0.0 15.8 15.8

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Track Dozer 4'', ID: ''TD4''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 426855.00 5409989.00 377.67 0 0 103.9 103.9 0.0 0.0 71.3 4.4 0.1 0.0 0.0 6.1 -0.0 -0.0 22.0 22.0

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Track Dozer 5'', ID: ''TD5''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 426722.50 5411203.18 375.99 0 0 113.3 113.3 0.0 0.0 74.8 3.6 2.2 0.0 0.0 8.9 -0.0 -0.0 23.9 23.9

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Track Dozer 6'', ID: ''TD6''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 426722.32 5411191.07 376.55 0 0 113.3 113.3 0.0 0.0 74.7 3.5 2.2 0.0 0.0 10.7 -0.0 -0.0 22.1 22.1

%3, ISO 9613, Name: ''%1'', ID: ''%2''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 427921.60 5409848.01 421.00 0 0 110.0 -88.0 0.0 0.0 61.5 0.5 1.4 0.0 0.0 9.8 -0.0 -0.0 36.8 -88.0

%3, ISO 9613, Name: ''%1'', ID: ''%2''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 423439.58 5410732.24 379.48 0 0 114.0 114.0 0.0 0.0 84.0 4.3 1.7 0.0 0.0 1.4 -0.0 -0.0 22.7 22.7

%3, ISO 9613, Name: ''%1'', ID: ''%2''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 428504.13 5408873.03 407.00 0 0 110.0 -88.0 0.0 0.0 74.2 1.8 2.0 0.0 0.0 3.5 -0.0 -0.0 28.5 -88.0

%3, ISO 9613, Name: ''%1'', ID: ''%2''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 423003.35 5409698.30 369.14 0 0 114.0 114.0 0.0 0.0 84.8 4.6 1.6 0.0 0.0 1.4 -0.0 -0.0 21.6 21.6
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%3, ISO 9613, Name: ''%1'', ID: ''%2''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 425804.33 5409610.03 242.00 0 0 114.0 114.0 0.0 0.0 77.6 2.4 0.9 0.0 0.0 12.2 -0.0 -0.0 20.9 20.9

%3, ISO 9613, Name: ''%1'', ID: ''%2''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 425235.89 5409617.14 242.00 0 0 114.0 114.0 0.0 0.0 79.6 2.9 1.9 0.0 0.0 2.1 -0.0 -0.0 27.5 27.5

Line Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Truck Route PAG (night)'', ID: ''TR_PAG_N''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 427360.31 5409418.20 396.13 0 0 105.0 -88.0 0.0 0.0 70.2 1.2 1.1 0.0 0.0 9.2 -0.0 -0.0 23.3 -88.0
2 427584.44 5409425.15 399.38 0 0 105.0 -88.0 0.0 0.0 69.1 1.1 1.1 0.0 0.0 9.0 -0.0 -0.0 24.6 -88.0
3 427808.56 5409432.11 402.63 0 0 105.0 -88.0 0.0 0.0 68.5 1.1 0.7 0.0 0.0 12.6 -0.0 -0.0 22.2 -88.0
4 428032.69 5409439.07 405.88 0 0 105.0 -88.0 0.0 0.0 68.6 1.1 0.9 0.0 0.0 11.2 -0.0 -0.0 23.2 -88.0
5 428460.07 5409284.08 407.50 0 0 106.4 -88.0 0.0 0.0 71.6 1.4 1.6 0.0 0.0 2.8 -0.0 -0.0 29.0 -88.0
6 428619.04 5409016.31 407.50 0 0 106.4 -88.0 0.0 0.0 73.8 1.7 1.6 0.0 0.0 2.2 -0.0 -0.0 27.0 -88.0
7 427006.31 5409473.63 394.01 0 0 108.4 -88.0 0.0 0.0 71.9 1.5 1.4 0.0 0.0 6.0 -0.0 -0.0 27.7 -88.0
8 428219.60 5409444.36 407.50 0 0 103.2 -88.0 0.0 0.0 69.2 1.1 1.0 0.0 0.0 10.3 -0.0 -0.0 21.6 -88.0
9 426436.27 5409424.98 371.48 0 0 106.6 -88.0 0.0 0.0 75.2 2.0 1.4 0.0 0.0 4.4 -0.0 -0.0 23.7 -88.0

10 428337.52 5409432.07 407.50 0 0 101.0 -88.0 0.0 0.0 69.9 1.2 1.6 0.0 0.0 3.5 -0.0 -0.0 24.8 -88.0
11 426682.45 5409483.12 386.02 0 0 104.3 -88.0 0.0 0.0 73.8 1.7 0.9 0.0 0.0 10.0 -0.0 -0.0 17.9 -88.0
12 425218.30 5409771.98 242.50 0 0 108.3 -88.0 0.0 0.0 79.6 2.9 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.3 -0.0 -0.0 22.1 -88.0
13 425593.70 5409223.61 290.76 0 0 106.3 -88.0 0.0 0.0 78.8 2.7 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.7 -0.0 -0.0 20.6 -88.0
14 426021.02 5409258.83 332.34 0 0 103.2 -88.0 0.0 0.0 77.3 2.4 0.9 0.0 0.0 7.6 -0.0 -0.0 15.1 -88.0
15 425120.14 5409440.15 248.73 0 0 105.4 -88.0 0.0 0.0 80.1 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.2 -0.0 -0.0 18.6 -88.0
16 426131.23 5409318.13 344.85 0 0 101.6 -88.0 0.0 0.0 76.8 2.3 0.9 0.0 0.0 7.8 -0.0 -0.0 13.8 -88.0
17 425364.18 5409257.26 271.30 0 0 103.6 -88.0 0.0 0.0 79.5 2.9 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.1 -0.0 -0.0 17.6 -88.0
18 425901.13 5409214.36 319.77 0 0 101.8 -88.0 0.0 0.0 77.8 2.5 1.2 0.0 0.0 4.9 -0.0 -0.0 15.4 -88.0
19 425797.10 5409205.85 310.01 0 0 101.7 -88.0 0.0 0.0 78.2 2.6 1.3 0.0 0.0 3.6 -0.0 -0.0 16.0 -88.0
20 426194.69 5409365.63 352.31 0 0 99.0 -88.0 0.0 0.0 76.4 2.2 0.8 0.0 0.0 8.7 -0.0 -0.0 10.9 -88.0
21 425004.41 5409585.38 242.50 0 0 102.7 -88.0 0.0 0.0 80.3 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.0 -0.0 -0.0 15.9 -88.0
22 425234.71 5409307.14 260.53 0 0 102.2 -88.0 0.0 0.0 79.9 3.0 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.0 -0.0 -0.0 15.9 -88.0
23 426253.83 5409403.63 360.38 0 0 98.0 -88.0 0.0 0.0 76.1 2.1 0.7 0.0 0.0 10.5 -0.0 -0.0 8.6 -88.0
24 424942.27 5409656.12 242.50 0 0 99.4 -88.0 0.0 0.0 80.5 3.2 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 12.5 -88.0
25 424939.19 5409713.56 242.50 0 0 99.0 -88.0 0.0 0.0 80.5 3.2 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 12.1 -88.0
26 426225.78 5409387.74 355.67 0 0 94.7 -88.0 0.0 0.0 76.2 2.2 0.8 0.0 0.0 9.6 -0.0 -0.0 6.0 -88.0
27 424962.04 5409761.34 242.50 0 0 98.6 -88.0 0.0 0.0 80.4 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 11.8 -88.0

Line Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Truck Road-NPAG'', ID: ''TR_NPAG''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 425218.79 5409775.13 242.50 0 0 104.4 104.4 0.0 0.0 79.6 2.9 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.3 -0.0 -0.0 18.2 18.2
2 423142.91 5409977.39 370.10 0 0 107.1 107.1 0.0 0.0 84.5 4.5 1.2 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 15.1 15.1
3 425121.93 5409443.85 248.44 0 0 101.5 101.5 0.0 0.0 80.1 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.2 -0.0 -0.0 14.7 14.7
4 424559.53 5409761.85 352.50 0 0 101.2 101.2 0.0 0.0 81.5 3.4 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 13.0 13.0
5 423724.50 5410091.90 372.92 0 0 102.8 102.8 0.0 0.0 83.3 4.1 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 12.3 12.3
6 425194.74 5409275.17 287.51 0 0 99.6 99.6 0.0 0.0 80.0 3.0 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 13.2 13.2
7 425349.07 5409265.42 270.00 0 0 98.7 98.7 0.0 0.0 79.6 2.9 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.1 -0.0 -0.0 12.6 12.6
8 425006.19 5409588.83 242.50 0 0 98.8 98.8 0.0 0.0 80.3 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.0 -0.0 -0.0 12.0 12.0
9 425236.24 5409310.82 259.98 0 0 98.3 98.3 0.0 0.0 79.9 3.0 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.0 -0.0 -0.0 12.0 12.0

10 424274.11 5409764.76 373.37 0 0 100.6 100.6 0.0 0.0 82.2 3.7 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 11.5 11.5
11 425315.29 5409228.91 277.72 0 0 97.6 97.6 0.0 0.0 79.7 3.0 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.0 -0.0 -0.0 11.5 11.5
12 424781.20 5409563.16 334.24 0 0 98.8 98.8 0.0 0.0 81.0 3.3 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 11.3 11.3
13 423978.28 5410026.04 373.15 0 0 100.3 100.3 0.0 0.0 82.8 3.9 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 10.5 10.5
14 425026.01 5409421.73 308.47 0 0 97.9 97.9 0.0 0.0 80.4 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 11.1 11.1
15 424408.67 5409710.24 357.56 0 0 99.3 99.3 0.0 0.0 81.9 3.6 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 10.6 10.6
16 425095.48 5409349.75 299.51 0 0 97.3 97.3 0.0 0.0 80.2 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 10.6 10.6
17 424878.23 5409501.41 322.86 0 0 97.6 97.6 0.0 0.0 80.7 3.2 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 10.4 10.4
18 424127.65 5409971.06 373.24 0 0 98.7 98.7 0.0 0.0 82.5 3.8 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 9.3 9.3
19 424712.63 5409646.68 345.24 0 0 97.0 97.0 0.0 0.0 81.1 3.3 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 9.3 9.3
20 424322.99 5409623.50 369.36 0 0 97.6 97.6 0.0 0.0 82.1 3.6 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 8.6 8.6
21 424216.10 5409900.93 374.41 0 0 97.6 97.6 0.0 0.0 82.3 3.7 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 8.4 8.4
22 424955.40 5409470.44 315.52 0 0 95.7 95.7 0.0 0.0 80.5 3.2 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 8.7 8.7
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Line Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Truck Road-NPAG'', ID: ''TR_NPAG''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
23 424944.05 5409659.53 242.50 0 0 95.6 95.6 0.0 0.0 80.5 3.2 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 8.6 8.6
24 424940.99 5409717.07 242.50 0 0 95.1 95.1 0.0 0.0 80.5 3.2 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 8.2 8.2
25 424963.78 5409764.95 242.50 0 0 94.7 94.7 0.0 0.0 80.4 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 7.9 7.9
26 425382.91 5409221.34 275.91 0 0 93.1 93.1 0.0 0.0 79.5 2.9 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.2 -0.0 -0.0 7.1 7.1
27 424389.79 5409609.09 365.06 0 0 95.3 95.3 0.0 0.0 82.0 3.6 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 6.5 6.5
28 424680.41 5409703.55 351.00 0 0 94.0 94.0 0.0 0.0 81.2 3.4 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 6.2 6.2
29 425411.13 5409240.40 275.12 0 0 89.8 89.8 0.0 0.0 79.4 2.9 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.2 -0.0 -0.0 3.9 3.9
30 425406.04 5409227.13 276.15 0 0 89.2 89.2 0.0 0.0 79.4 2.9 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.2 -0.0 -0.0 3.2 3.2
31 424357.05 5409575.83 367.50 0 0 91.7 91.7 0.0 0.0 82.0 3.6 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 2.8 2.8
32 424427.77 5409792.50 352.50 0 0 91.3 91.3 0.0 0.0 81.8 3.5 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 2.7 2.7
33 424442.97 5409802.40 352.50 0 0 90.0 90.0 0.0 0.0 81.8 3.5 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 1.5 1.5
34 424376.76 5409576.95 367.50 0 0 89.5 89.5 0.0 0.0 82.0 3.6 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 0.6 0.6

Line Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Truck Road-Overburden'', ID: ''TR_OB''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 425218.37 5409772.40 242.50 0 0 104.0 104.0 0.0 0.0 79.6 2.9 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.3 -0.0 -0.0 17.8 17.8
2 423446.20 5410480.92 382.09 0 0 105.5 105.5 0.0 0.0 83.9 4.3 1.2 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 14.2 14.2
3 424541.13 5409850.69 352.22 0 0 102.8 102.8 0.0 0.0 81.5 3.5 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 14.6 14.6
4 425120.06 5409440.44 248.72 0 0 101.0 101.0 0.0 0.0 80.1 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.2 -0.0 -0.0 14.3 14.3
5 423896.97 5410222.96 385.95 0 0 102.9 102.9 0.0 0.0 83.0 3.9 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 12.8 12.8
6 425192.01 5409272.63 288.05 0 0 99.3 99.3 0.0 0.0 80.0 3.0 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 12.9 12.9
7 424187.68 5410120.96 383.71 0 0 101.0 101.0 0.0 0.0 82.3 3.7 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 11.8 11.8
8 425347.40 5409262.64 270.33 0 0 98.3 98.3 0.0 0.0 79.6 2.9 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.1 -0.0 -0.0 12.2 12.2
9 425004.37 5409585.36 242.50 0 0 98.4 98.4 0.0 0.0 80.3 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.0 -0.0 -0.0 11.5 11.5

10 425234.37 5409307.40 260.48 0 0 97.9 97.9 0.0 0.0 79.9 3.0 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.0 -0.0 -0.0 11.6 11.6
11 424779.44 5409559.50 334.08 0 0 98.4 98.4 0.0 0.0 81.0 3.3 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 10.9 10.9
12 425309.94 5409226.02 278.05 0 0 96.9 96.9 0.0 0.0 79.7 3.0 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.0 -0.0 -0.0 10.8 10.8
13 425024.28 5409418.11 308.36 0 0 97.5 97.5 0.0 0.0 80.4 3.1 0.3 0.0 0.0 12.6 -0.0 -0.0 1.2 1.2
14 424876.51 5409497.72 322.83 0 0 97.2 97.2 0.0 0.0 80.7 3.2 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 9.9 9.9
15 425092.96 5409346.85 299.86 0 0 96.8 96.8 0.0 0.0 80.3 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 10.1 10.1
16 424375.32 5410103.16 383.19 0 0 98.0 98.0 0.0 0.0 81.9 3.6 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 9.3 9.3
17 424710.85 5409643.12 344.91 0 0 96.6 96.6 0.0 0.0 81.1 3.3 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 8.8 8.8
18 424953.68 5409466.81 315.34 0 0 95.3 95.3 0.0 0.0 80.5 3.2 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 8.3 8.3
19 424942.31 5409655.90 242.50 0 0 95.2 95.2 0.0 0.0 80.5 3.2 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 8.2 8.2
20 424939.22 5409713.54 242.50 0 0 94.7 94.7 0.0 0.0 80.5 3.2 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 7.7 7.7
21 424427.99 5410104.50 363.99 0 0 95.9 95.9 0.0 0.0 81.7 3.5 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 7.4 7.4
22 424962.04 5409761.38 242.50 0 0 94.3 94.3 0.0 0.0 80.4 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 7.5 7.5
23 425376.53 5409218.81 276.00 0 0 93.2 93.2 0.0 0.0 79.5 2.9 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.1 -0.0 -0.0 7.2 7.2
24 424405.33 5410046.81 354.54 0 0 94.3 94.3 0.0 0.0 81.8 3.5 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 5.7 5.7
25 424679.91 5409700.09 350.83 0 0 93.5 93.5 0.0 0.0 81.2 3.4 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 5.7 5.7
26 424404.96 5410003.32 352.26 0 0 93.6 93.6 0.0 0.0 81.8 3.5 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 5.0 5.0
27 424317.29 5410061.51 383.05 0 0 93.5 93.5 0.0 0.0 82.0 3.6 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 4.6 4.6
28 425409.85 5409236.96 275.42 0 0 90.0 90.0 0.0 0.0 79.4 2.9 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.2 -0.0 -0.0 4.0 4.0
29 425403.36 5409223.75 276.36 0 0 89.1 89.1 0.0 0.0 79.5 2.9 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.2 -0.0 -0.0 3.1 3.1
30 424424.00 5410154.12 380.25 0 0 90.9 90.9 0.0 0.0 81.8 3.5 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 2.3 2.3
31 424438.03 5410147.95 374.76 0 0 90.4 90.4 0.0 0.0 81.7 3.5 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 1.9 1.9

Line Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Truck Route Stockpile'', ID: ''TR_SP''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 427813.02 5409828.70 421.50 0 0 96.4 -88.0 0.0 0.0 62.0 0.6 1.2 0.0 0.0 8.5 -0.0 -0.0 24.1 -88.0
2 427923.96 5409785.17 421.50 0 0 96.4 -88.0 0.0 0.0 63.0 0.6 1.1 0.0 0.0 8.1 -0.0 -0.0 23.5 -88.0
3 427994.15 5409757.63 421.50 0 0 90.6 -88.0 0.0 0.0 63.9 0.7 1.2 0.0 0.0 6.9 -0.0 -0.0 17.9 -88.0
4 427562.94 5409899.68 416.48 0 0 95.9 -88.0 0.0 0.0 63.4 0.7 1.5 0.0 0.0 2.5 -0.0 -0.0 27.9 -88.0
5 427665.60 5409873.72 419.13 0 0 95.9 -88.0 0.0 0.0 62.3 0.6 1.5 0.0 0.0 5.4 -0.0 -0.0 26.1 -88.0
6 427737.24 5409855.61 420.98 0 0 91.8 -88.0 0.0 0.0 61.9 0.6 1.0 0.0 0.0 9.8 -0.0 -0.0 18.6 -88.0
7 427310.04 5410000.78 400.79 0 0 99.2 -88.0 0.0 0.0 66.4 0.9 1.5 0.0 0.0 2.9 -0.0 -0.0 27.6 -88.0
8 427466.23 5409944.24 411.12 0 0 96.1 -88.0 0.0 0.0 64.4 0.7 1.5 0.0 0.0 2.5 -0.0 -0.0 27.0 -88.0
9 426509.97 5409631.34 373.80 0 0 103.3 -88.0 0.0 0.0 74.3 1.8 0.9 0.0 0.0 9.7 -0.0 -0.0 16.6 -88.0

10 427137.31 5410001.57 394.99 0 0 96.8 -88.0 0.0 0.0 68.5 1.1 1.5 0.0 0.0 2.2 -0.0 -0.0 23.5 -88.0
11 426842.65 5409879.91 381.35 0 0 99.4 -88.0 0.0 0.0 71.6 1.4 1.6 0.0 0.0 2.2 -0.0 -0.0 22.7 -88.0
12 427011.00 5409959.53 388.85 0 0 96.9 -88.0 0.0 0.0 70.0 1.2 1.6 0.0 0.0 3.4 -0.0 -0.0 20.7 -88.0
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Year 2015 Mitigated

Line Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Truck Route Stockpile'', ID: ''TR_SP''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
13 425219.17 5409772.09 242.50 0 0 102.4 -88.0 0.0 0.0 79.6 2.9 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.3 -0.0 -0.0 16.2 -88.0
14 425598.05 5409222.91 290.93 0 0 100.4 -88.0 0.0 0.0 78.8 2.7 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.8 -0.0 -0.0 14.6 -88.0
15 426021.94 5409258.74 332.41 0 0 97.4 -88.0 0.0 0.0 77.3 2.4 0.9 0.0 0.0 7.6 -0.0 -0.0 9.2 -88.0
16 425120.96 5409440.33 248.67 0 0 99.5 -88.0 0.0 0.0 80.1 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.2 -0.0 -0.0 12.8 -88.0
17 426132.11 5409318.00 344.95 0 0 95.7 -88.0 0.0 0.0 76.8 2.3 0.9 0.0 0.0 7.9 -0.0 -0.0 7.9 -88.0
18 425368.05 5409256.64 271.47 0 0 97.9 -88.0 0.0 0.0 79.5 2.9 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.1 -0.0 -0.0 11.9 -88.0
19 425902.07 5409214.36 319.80 0 0 95.9 -88.0 0.0 0.0 77.8 2.5 1.2 0.0 0.0 4.9 -0.0 -0.0 9.6 -88.0
20 426259.35 5409418.18 361.76 0 0 94.0 -88.0 0.0 0.0 76.0 2.1 0.8 0.0 0.0 10.1 -0.0 -0.0 5.0 -88.0
21 425798.38 5409205.75 310.03 0 0 95.8 -88.0 0.0 0.0 78.2 2.6 1.3 0.0 0.0 3.6 -0.0 -0.0 10.1 -88.0
22 426195.60 5409365.58 352.40 0 0 93.2 -88.0 0.0 0.0 76.4 2.2 0.8 0.0 0.0 8.7 -0.0 -0.0 5.0 -88.0
23 425005.19 5409585.37 242.50 0 0 96.8 -88.0 0.0 0.0 80.3 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.0 -0.0 -0.0 10.0 -88.0
24 425235.50 5409307.23 260.49 0 0 96.3 -88.0 0.0 0.0 79.9 3.0 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.0 -0.0 -0.0 10.1 -88.0
25 424943.12 5409656.01 242.50 0 0 93.6 -88.0 0.0 0.0 80.5 3.2 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 6.6 -88.0
26 426227.14 5409388.14 355.77 0 0 89.0 -88.0 0.0 0.0 76.2 2.2 0.8 0.0 0.0 9.6 -0.0 -0.0 0.2 -88.0
27 424940.10 5409713.51 242.50 0 0 93.1 -88.0 0.0 0.0 80.5 3.2 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 6.2 -88.0
28 424962.93 5409761.41 242.50 0 0 92.8 -88.0 0.0 0.0 80.4 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 5.9 -88.0

Line Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Truck Route Mill'', ID: ''TR_Mill''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 426509.30 5409631.03 373.62 0 0 103.9 103.9 0.0 0.0 74.3 1.8 0.9 0.0 0.0 9.7 -0.0 -0.0 17.2 17.2
2 426787.88 5409998.03 377.70 0 0 101.9 101.9 0.0 0.0 71.8 1.4 1.6 0.0 0.0 2.2 -0.0 -0.0 24.8 24.8
3 425218.09 5409771.54 242.50 0 0 103.0 103.0 0.0 0.0 79.6 2.9 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.3 -0.0 -0.0 16.8 16.8
4 425593.61 5409224.38 290.66 0 0 101.0 101.0 0.0 0.0 78.8 2.7 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.7 -0.0 -0.0 15.3 15.3
5 426021.09 5409258.71 332.36 0 0 97.9 97.9 0.0 0.0 77.3 2.4 0.9 0.0 0.0 7.6 -0.0 -0.0 9.8 9.8
6 426131.24 5409317.98 344.87 0 0 96.3 96.3 0.0 0.0 76.8 2.3 0.9 0.0 0.0 7.8 -0.0 -0.0 8.6 8.6
7 425363.68 5409257.97 271.19 0 0 98.3 98.3 0.0 0.0 79.5 2.9 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.1 -0.0 -0.0 12.3 12.3
8 425901.18 5409214.35 319.78 0 0 96.5 96.5 0.0 0.0 77.8 2.5 1.2 0.0 0.0 4.9 -0.0 -0.0 10.2 10.2
9 426257.78 5409417.45 361.53 0 0 94.6 94.6 0.0 0.0 76.0 2.1 0.8 0.0 0.0 10.0 -0.0 -0.0 5.7 5.7

10 425797.10 5409205.90 310.00 0 0 96.4 96.4 0.0 0.0 78.2 2.6 1.3 0.0 0.0 3.6 -0.0 -0.0 10.7 10.7
11 425142.94 5409403.31 248.71 0 0 98.2 98.2 0.0 0.0 80.1 3.0 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 11.7 11.7
12 426194.74 5409365.57 352.32 0 0 93.8 93.8 0.0 0.0 76.4 2.2 0.8 0.0 0.0 8.7 -0.0 -0.0 5.6 5.6
13 425234.34 5409307.24 260.50 0 0 96.9 96.9 0.0 0.0 79.9 3.0 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.0 -0.0 -0.0 10.6 10.6
14 425079.42 5409507.65 242.50 0 0 95.6 95.6 0.0 0.0 80.2 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.1 -0.0 -0.0 8.9 8.9
15 425026.92 5409567.70 242.50 0 0 94.9 94.9 0.0 0.0 80.3 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.0 -0.0 -0.0 8.1 8.1
16 424942.31 5409656.11 242.50 0 0 94.2 94.2 0.0 0.0 80.5 3.2 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 7.2 7.2
17 424974.71 5409608.47 242.50 0 0 93.8 93.8 0.0 0.0 80.4 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.0 -0.0 -0.0 6.9 6.9
18 424939.22 5409713.53 242.50 0 0 93.7 93.7 0.0 0.0 80.5 3.2 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 6.8 6.8
19 426225.83 5409387.68 355.68 0 0 89.4 89.4 0.0 0.0 76.2 2.2 0.8 0.0 0.0 9.6 -0.0 -0.0 0.7 0.7
20 424962.03 5409761.23 242.50 0 0 93.3 93.3 0.0 0.0 80.4 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 6.5 6.5

Line Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Truck Route PAG (Day)'', ID: ''TR_PAG_D''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 427006.31 5409473.63 394.01 0 0 -88.0 110.2 0.0 0.0 71.9 1.5 1.4 0.0 0.0 6.0 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 29.4
2 426436.27 5409424.98 371.48 0 0 -88.0 108.4 0.0 0.0 75.2 2.0 1.4 0.0 0.0 4.4 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 25.4
3 426682.45 5409483.12 386.02 0 0 -88.0 106.1 0.0 0.0 73.8 1.7 0.9 0.0 0.0 10.0 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 19.7
4 425218.30 5409771.98 242.50 0 0 -88.0 110.1 0.0 0.0 79.6 2.9 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.3 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 23.9
5 425593.70 5409223.61 290.76 0 0 -88.0 108.1 0.0 0.0 78.8 2.7 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.7 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 22.4
6 426021.02 5409258.83 332.34 0 0 -88.0 105.0 0.0 0.0 77.3 2.4 0.9 0.0 0.0 7.6 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 16.8
7 425120.14 5409440.15 248.73 0 0 -88.0 107.1 0.0 0.0 80.1 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.2 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 20.4
8 426131.23 5409318.13 344.85 0 0 -88.0 103.3 0.0 0.0 76.8 2.3 0.9 0.0 0.0 7.8 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 15.6
9 425364.18 5409257.26 271.30 0 0 -88.0 105.3 0.0 0.0 79.5 2.9 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.1 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 19.3

10 425901.13 5409214.36 319.77 0 0 -88.0 103.6 0.0 0.0 77.8 2.5 1.2 0.0 0.0 4.9 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 17.2
11 425797.10 5409205.85 310.01 0 0 -88.0 103.5 0.0 0.0 78.2 2.6 1.3 0.0 0.0 3.6 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 17.7
12 426194.69 5409365.63 352.31 0 0 -88.0 100.8 0.0 0.0 76.4 2.2 0.8 0.0 0.0 8.7 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 12.7
13 425004.41 5409585.38 242.50 0 0 -88.0 104.5 0.0 0.0 80.3 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.0 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 17.6
14 425234.71 5409307.14 260.53 0 0 -88.0 104.0 0.0 0.0 79.9 3.0 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.0 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 17.7
15 426253.83 5409403.63 360.38 0 0 -88.0 99.8 0.0 0.0 76.1 2.1 0.7 0.0 0.0 10.5 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 10.4
16 424942.27 5409656.12 242.50 0 0 -88.0 101.2 0.0 0.0 80.5 3.2 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 14.2
17 424939.19 5409713.56 242.50 0 0 -88.0 100.8 0.0 0.0 80.5 3.2 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 13.8
18 426225.78 5409387.74 355.67 0 0 -88.0 96.4 0.0 0.0 76.2 2.2 0.8 0.0 0.0 9.6 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 7.7
19 424962.04 5409761.34 242.50 0 0 -88.0 100.4 0.0 0.0 80.4 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 13.5
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Year 2015 Mitigated

%3, ISO 9613, Name: ''%1'', ID: ''%2''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 426509.97 5409631.34 373.80 0 0 -88.0 105.1 0.0 0.0 74.3 1.8 0.9 0.0 0.0 9.7 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 18.3
2 427137.31 5410001.57 394.99 0 0 -88.0 98.6 0.0 0.0 68.5 1.1 1.5 0.0 0.0 2.2 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 25.2
3 426842.65 5409879.91 381.35 0 0 -88.0 101.2 0.0 0.0 71.6 1.4 1.6 0.0 0.0 2.2 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 24.4
4 427011.00 5409959.53 388.85 0 0 -88.0 98.7 0.0 0.0 70.0 1.2 1.6 0.0 0.0 3.4 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 22.5
5 425219.17 5409772.09 242.50 0 0 -88.0 104.2 0.0 0.0 79.6 2.9 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.3 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 18.0
6 425598.05 5409222.91 290.93 0 0 -88.0 102.1 0.0 0.0 78.8 2.7 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.8 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 16.4
7 426021.94 5409258.74 332.41 0 0 -88.0 99.1 0.0 0.0 77.3 2.4 0.9 0.0 0.0 7.6 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 10.9
8 425120.96 5409440.33 248.67 0 0 -88.0 101.3 0.0 0.0 80.1 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.2 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 14.5
9 426132.11 5409318.00 344.95 0 0 -88.0 97.5 0.0 0.0 76.8 2.3 0.9 0.0 0.0 7.9 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 9.7

10 425368.05 5409256.64 271.47 0 0 -88.0 99.6 0.0 0.0 79.5 2.9 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.1 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 13.7
11 425902.07 5409214.36 319.80 0 0 -88.0 97.7 0.0 0.0 77.8 2.5 1.2 0.0 0.0 4.9 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 11.3
12 426259.35 5409418.18 361.76 0 0 -88.0 95.8 0.0 0.0 76.0 2.1 0.8 0.0 0.0 10.1 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 6.8
13 425798.38 5409205.75 310.03 0 0 -88.0 97.6 0.0 0.0 78.2 2.6 1.3 0.0 0.0 3.6 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 11.8
14 426195.60 5409365.58 352.40 0 0 -88.0 94.9 0.0 0.0 76.4 2.2 0.8 0.0 0.0 8.7 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 6.8
15 425005.19 5409585.37 242.50 0 0 -88.0 98.6 0.0 0.0 80.3 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.0 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 11.7
16 425235.50 5409307.23 260.49 0 0 -88.0 98.1 0.0 0.0 79.9 3.0 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.0 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 11.8
17 424943.12 5409656.01 242.50 0 0 -88.0 95.4 0.0 0.0 80.5 3.2 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 8.4
18 426227.14 5409388.14 355.77 0 0 -88.0 90.8 0.0 0.0 76.2 2.2 0.8 0.0 0.0 9.6 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 2.0
19 424940.10 5409713.51 242.50 0 0 -88.0 94.9 0.0 0.0 80.5 3.2 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 8.0
20 424962.93 5409761.41 242.50 0 0 -88.0 94.5 0.0 0.0 80.4 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 7.7
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Year 2020 Unmitigated

   Receiver
   Name: Vacant Lot 56042-0155
   ID: POR29
   X: 427870.31
   Y: 5410177.41
   Z: 381.80

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Blast Hole Drill 1'', ID: ''BD1''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 425803.43 5409427.16 242.00 0 0 118.5 118.5 0.0 0.0 77.9 7.7 1.5 0.0 0.0 16.9 -0.0 -0.0 14.5 14.5

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Blast Hole Drill 2'', ID: ''BD2''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 425821.14 5409394.10 242.00 0 0 118.5 118.5 0.0 0.0 77.8 7.7 1.5 0.0 0.0 18.2 -0.0 -0.0 13.2 13.2

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Blast Hole Drill 3'', ID: ''BD3''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 425781.10 5409395.86 242.00 0 0 118.5 118.5 0.0 0.0 78.0 7.8 1.5 0.0 0.0 16.7 -0.0 -0.0 14.5 14.5

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Crusher'', ID: ''C''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 426830.18 5410194.46 373.68 0 0 123.9 123.9 0.0 0.0 71.3 2.7 0.3 0.0 0.0 3.5 -0.0 -0.0 46.1 46.1

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Excavator 1 (Electric)'', ID: ''E1''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 425447.73 5409801.97 242.00 0 0 110.0 110.0 0.0 0.0 78.8 8.2 0.9 0.0 0.0 6.5 -0.0 -0.0 15.7 15.7

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Excavator 2 (Electric)'', ID: ''E2''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 425307.96 5409497.01 242.00 0 0 110.0 110.0 0.0 0.0 79.5 8.6 0.9 0.0 0.0 4.9 -0.0 -0.0 16.2 16.2

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Excavator 3'', ID: ''E3''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 425886.71 5411117.73 362.00 0 0 109.0 109.0 0.0 0.0 77.8 7.7 0.5 0.0 0.0 3.3 -0.0 -0.0 19.8 19.8

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Excavator 4'', ID: ''E4''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 425719.81 5409774.63 242.00 0 0 117.9 117.9 0.0 0.0 77.8 7.7 0.5 0.0 0.0 14.2 -0.0 -0.0 17.7 17.7

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Dust Collector1'', ID: ''DC1''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 426754.77 5410317.21 370.17 0 0 100.8 100.8 0.0 0.0 72.0 3.2 1.7 0.0 0.0 2.4 -0.0 -0.0 21.4 21.4

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Dust Collector 2'', ID: ''DC2''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 426645.85 5410284.25 367.00 0 0 100.8 100.8 0.0 0.0 72.8 3.4 1.8 0.0 0.0 2.3 -0.0 -0.0 20.4 20.4

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Wheel Loader 1'', ID: ''L1''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 425426.70 5409719.87 242.00 0 0 118.5 118.5 0.0 0.0 78.9 5.8 1.1 0.0 0.0 6.0 -0.0 -0.0 26.6 26.6
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Year 2020 Unmitigated

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Motor Grader 1'', ID: ''MG1''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 428554.57 5409593.22 407.00 0 0 111.0 111.0 0.0 0.0 70.1 3.7 1.0 0.0 0.0 10.5 -0.0 -0.0 25.7 25.7

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Motor Grader 2'', ID: ''MG2''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 425686.14 5409581.81 242.00 0 0 111.0 111.0 0.0 0.0 78.1 7.5 1.7 0.0 0.0 12.6 -0.0 -0.0 11.1 11.1

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''RC Drill 1'', ID: ''RD1''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 425546.62 5409685.19 242.00 0 0 127.5 -88.0 0.0 0.0 78.5 7.1 3.5 0.0 0.0 6.0 -0.0 -0.0 32.3 -88.0

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''RC Drill 2'', ID: ''RD2''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 425486.54 5409569.42 242.00 0 0 127.5 -88.0 0.0 0.0 78.8 7.2 3.5 0.0 0.0 4.7 -0.0 -0.0 33.2 -88.0

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''West Raise Heater'', ID: ''SF1''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 425130.00 5410193.00 354.00 0 0 119.9 119.9 0.0 0.0 79.8 8.5 -1.2 0.0 0.0 4.4 -0.0 -0.0 28.5 28.5

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''East Raise Heater (160000 cfm)'', ID: ''SF2''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 426315.00 5409920.00 368.91 0 0 115.9 115.9 0.0 0.0 75.0 5.8 -0.6 0.0 0.0 4.9 -0.0 -0.0 30.8 30.8

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Portal Heater 290000 cfm'', ID: ''SF3''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 426855.00 5409989.00 377.67 0 0 118.9 118.9 0.0 0.0 71.3 4.4 0.1 0.0 0.0 6.1 -0.0 -0.0 37.0 37.0

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Transformer 1'', ID: ''T1''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 426722.50 5411203.18 375.99 0 0 113.3 113.3 0.0 0.0 74.8 3.6 1.3 0.0 0.0 3.0 -0.0 -0.0 30.6 30.6

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Transformer 2'', ID: ''T2''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 426722.32 5411191.07 376.55 0 0 113.3 113.3 0.0 0.0 74.7 3.5 1.3 0.0 0.0 3.0 -0.0 -0.0 30.7 30.7

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Track Dozer 1'', ID: ''TD1''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 427921.60 5409848.01 421.00 0 0 114.0 114.0 0.0 0.0 61.5 0.5 1.9 0.0 0.0 5.1 -0.0 -0.0 45.0 45.0

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Track Dozer 2'', ID: ''TD2''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 423439.58 5410732.24 379.48 0 0 114.0 114.0 0.0 0.0 84.0 4.3 1.7 0.0 0.0 1.4 -0.0 -0.0 22.7 22.7

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Track Dozer 3'', ID: ''TD3''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 428504.13 5408873.03 407.00 0 0 114.0 114.0 0.0 0.0 74.2 1.8 2.0 0.0 0.0 3.5 -0.0 -0.0 32.5 32.5

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Track Dozer 4'', ID: ''TD4''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 423003.35 5409698.30 369.14 0 0 114.0 114.0 0.0 0.0 84.8 4.6 1.6 0.0 0.0 1.4 -0.0 -0.0 21.6 21.6
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Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Track Dozer 5'', ID: ''TD5''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 425804.33 5409610.03 242.00 0 0 114.0 114.0 0.0 0.0 77.6 2.4 0.9 0.0 0.0 12.2 -0.0 -0.0 20.9 20.9

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Track Dozer 6'', ID: ''TD6''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 425235.89 5409617.14 242.00 0 0 114.0 114.0 0.0 0.0 79.6 2.9 1.9 0.0 0.0 2.1 -0.0 -0.0 27.5 27.5

Line Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Truck Route PAG'', ID: ''TR_PAG''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 427360.31 5409418.20 396.13 0 0 105.0 105.0 0.0 0.0 70.2 1.2 1.1 0.0 0.0 9.2 -0.0 -0.0 23.3 23.3
2 427584.44 5409425.15 399.38 0 0 105.0 105.0 0.0 0.0 69.1 1.1 1.0 0.0 0.0 10.8 -0.0 -0.0 23.0 23.0
3 427808.56 5409432.11 402.63 0 0 105.0 105.0 0.0 0.0 68.5 1.1 0.9 0.0 0.0 12.7 -0.0 -0.0 21.9 21.9
4 428032.69 5409439.07 405.88 0 0 105.0 105.0 0.0 0.0 68.6 1.1 0.9 0.0 0.0 11.8 -0.0 -0.0 22.6 22.6
5 428460.07 5409284.08 407.50 0 0 106.4 106.4 0.0 0.0 71.6 1.4 1.6 0.0 0.0 2.8 -0.0 -0.0 29.0 29.0
6 428619.04 5409016.31 407.50 0 0 106.4 106.4 0.0 0.0 73.8 1.7 1.6 0.0 0.0 2.2 -0.0 -0.0 27.0 27.0
7 427006.31 5409473.63 394.01 0 0 108.4 108.4 0.0 0.0 71.9 1.5 1.4 0.0 0.0 6.0 -0.0 -0.0 27.7 27.7
8 428219.60 5409444.36 407.50 0 0 103.2 103.2 0.0 0.0 69.2 1.1 1.0 0.0 0.0 10.3 -0.0 -0.0 21.6 21.6
9 426436.27 5409424.98 371.48 0 0 106.6 106.6 0.0 0.0 75.2 2.0 1.4 0.0 0.0 4.4 -0.0 -0.0 23.7 23.7

10 428337.52 5409432.07 407.50 0 0 101.0 101.0 0.0 0.0 69.9 1.2 1.6 0.0 0.0 3.5 -0.0 -0.0 24.8 24.8
11 426682.45 5409483.12 386.02 0 0 104.3 104.3 0.0 0.0 73.8 1.7 0.9 0.0 0.0 10.0 -0.0 -0.0 17.9 17.9
12 425218.30 5409771.98 242.50 0 0 108.3 108.3 0.0 0.0 79.6 2.9 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.3 -0.0 -0.0 22.1 22.1
13 425593.70 5409223.61 290.76 0 0 106.3 106.3 0.0 0.0 78.8 2.7 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.7 -0.0 -0.0 20.6 20.6
14 426021.02 5409258.83 332.34 0 0 103.2 103.2 0.0 0.0 77.3 2.4 0.9 0.0 0.0 7.6 -0.0 -0.0 15.1 15.1
15 425120.14 5409440.15 248.73 0 0 105.4 105.4 0.0 0.0 80.1 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.2 -0.0 -0.0 18.6 18.6
16 426131.23 5409318.13 344.85 0 0 101.6 101.6 0.0 0.0 76.8 2.3 0.9 0.0 0.0 7.8 -0.0 -0.0 13.8 13.8
17 425364.18 5409257.26 271.30 0 0 103.6 103.6 0.0 0.0 79.5 2.9 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.1 -0.0 -0.0 17.6 17.6
18 425901.13 5409214.36 319.77 0 0 101.8 101.8 0.0 0.0 77.8 2.5 1.2 0.0 0.0 4.9 -0.0 -0.0 15.4 15.4
19 425797.10 5409205.85 310.01 0 0 101.7 101.7 0.0 0.0 78.2 2.6 1.3 0.0 0.0 3.6 -0.0 -0.0 16.0 16.0
20 426194.69 5409365.63 352.31 0 0 99.0 99.0 0.0 0.0 76.4 2.2 0.8 0.0 0.0 8.7 -0.0 -0.0 10.9 10.9
21 425004.41 5409585.38 242.50 0 0 102.7 102.7 0.0 0.0 80.3 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.0 -0.0 -0.0 15.9 15.9
22 425234.71 5409307.14 260.53 0 0 102.2 102.2 0.0 0.0 79.9 3.0 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.0 -0.0 -0.0 15.9 15.9
23 426253.83 5409403.63 360.38 0 0 98.0 98.0 0.0 0.0 76.1 2.1 0.7 0.0 0.0 10.5 -0.0 -0.0 8.6 8.6
24 424942.27 5409656.12 242.50 0 0 99.4 99.4 0.0 0.0 80.5 3.2 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 12.5 12.5
25 424939.19 5409713.56 242.50 0 0 99.0 99.0 0.0 0.0 80.5 3.2 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 12.1 12.1
26 426225.78 5409387.74 355.67 0 0 94.7 94.7 0.0 0.0 76.2 2.2 0.8 0.0 0.0 9.6 -0.0 -0.0 6.0 6.0
27 424962.04 5409761.34 242.50 0 0 98.6 98.6 0.0 0.0 80.4 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 11.8 11.8

Line Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Truck Route-NPAG'', ID: ''TR_NPAG''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 425218.79 5409775.13 242.50 0 0 104.4 104.4 0.0 0.0 79.6 2.9 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.3 -0.0 -0.0 18.2 18.2
2 423142.91 5409977.39 370.10 0 0 107.1 107.1 0.0 0.0 84.5 4.5 1.2 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 15.1 15.1
3 425121.93 5409443.85 248.44 0 0 101.5 101.5 0.0 0.0 80.1 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.2 -0.0 -0.0 14.7 14.7
4 424559.53 5409761.85 352.50 0 0 101.2 101.2 0.0 0.0 81.5 3.4 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 13.0 13.0
5 423724.50 5410091.90 372.92 0 0 102.8 102.8 0.0 0.0 83.3 4.1 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 12.3 12.3
6 425194.74 5409275.17 287.51 0 0 99.6 99.6 0.0 0.0 80.0 3.0 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 13.2 13.2
7 425349.07 5409265.42 270.00 0 0 98.7 98.7 0.0 0.0 79.6 2.9 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.1 -0.0 -0.0 12.6 12.6
8 425006.19 5409588.83 242.50 0 0 98.8 98.8 0.0 0.0 80.3 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.0 -0.0 -0.0 12.0 12.0
9 425236.24 5409310.82 259.98 0 0 98.3 98.3 0.0 0.0 79.9 3.0 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.0 -0.0 -0.0 12.0 12.0

10 424274.11 5409764.76 373.37 0 0 100.6 100.6 0.0 0.0 82.2 3.7 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 11.5 11.5
11 425315.29 5409228.91 277.72 0 0 97.6 97.6 0.0 0.0 79.7 3.0 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.0 -0.0 -0.0 11.5 11.5
12 424781.20 5409563.16 334.24 0 0 98.8 98.8 0.0 0.0 81.0 3.3 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 11.3 11.3
13 423978.28 5410026.04 373.15 0 0 100.3 100.3 0.0 0.0 82.8 3.9 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 10.5 10.5
14 425026.01 5409421.73 308.47 0 0 97.9 97.9 0.0 0.0 80.4 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 11.1 11.1
15 424408.67 5409710.24 357.56 0 0 99.3 99.3 0.0 0.0 81.9 3.6 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 10.6 10.6
16 425095.48 5409349.75 299.51 0 0 97.3 97.3 0.0 0.0 80.2 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 10.6 10.6
17 424878.23 5409501.41 322.86 0 0 97.6 97.6 0.0 0.0 80.7 3.2 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 10.4 10.4
18 424127.65 5409971.06 373.24 0 0 98.7 98.7 0.0 0.0 82.5 3.8 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 9.3 9.3
19 424712.63 5409646.68 345.24 0 0 97.0 97.0 0.0 0.0 81.1 3.3 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 9.3 9.3
20 424322.99 5409623.50 369.36 0 0 97.6 97.6 0.0 0.0 82.1 3.6 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 8.6 8.6
21 424216.10 5409900.93 374.41 0 0 97.6 97.6 0.0 0.0 82.3 3.7 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 8.4 8.4
22 424955.40 5409470.44 315.52 0 0 95.7 95.7 0.0 0.0 80.5 3.2 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 8.7 8.7
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Line Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Truck Route-NPAG'', ID: ''TR_NPAG''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
23 424944.05 5409659.53 242.50 0 0 95.6 95.6 0.0 0.0 80.5 3.2 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 8.6 8.6
24 424940.99 5409717.07 242.50 0 0 95.1 95.1 0.0 0.0 80.5 3.2 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 8.2 8.2
25 424963.78 5409764.95 242.50 0 0 94.7 94.7 0.0 0.0 80.4 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 7.9 7.9
26 425382.91 5409221.34 275.91 0 0 93.1 93.1 0.0 0.0 79.5 2.9 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.2 -0.0 -0.0 7.1 7.1
27 424389.79 5409609.09 365.06 0 0 95.3 95.3 0.0 0.0 82.0 3.6 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 6.5 6.5
28 424680.41 5409703.55 351.00 0 0 94.0 94.0 0.0 0.0 81.2 3.4 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 6.2 6.2
29 425411.13 5409240.40 275.12 0 0 89.8 89.8 0.0 0.0 79.4 2.9 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.2 -0.0 -0.0 3.9 3.9
30 425406.04 5409227.13 276.15 0 0 89.2 89.2 0.0 0.0 79.4 2.9 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.2 -0.0 -0.0 3.2 3.2
31 424357.05 5409575.83 367.50 0 0 91.7 91.7 0.0 0.0 82.0 3.6 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 2.8 2.8
32 424427.77 5409792.50 352.50 0 0 91.3 91.3 0.0 0.0 81.8 3.5 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 2.7 2.7
33 424442.97 5409802.40 352.50 0 0 90.0 90.0 0.0 0.0 81.8 3.5 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 1.5 1.5
34 424376.76 5409576.95 367.50 0 0 89.5 89.5 0.0 0.0 82.0 3.6 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 0.6 0.6

Line Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Truck Route-Overburden'', ID: ''TR_OB''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 425218.37 5409772.40 242.50 0 0 104.0 104.0 0.0 0.0 79.6 2.9 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.3 -0.0 -0.0 17.8 17.8
2 423446.20 5410480.92 382.09 0 0 105.5 105.5 0.0 0.0 83.9 4.3 1.2 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 14.2 14.2
3 424541.13 5409850.69 352.22 0 0 102.8 102.8 0.0 0.0 81.5 3.5 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 14.6 14.6
4 425120.06 5409440.44 248.72 0 0 101.0 101.0 0.0 0.0 80.1 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.2 -0.0 -0.0 14.3 14.3
5 423896.97 5410222.96 385.95 0 0 102.9 102.9 0.0 0.0 83.0 3.9 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 12.8 12.8
6 425192.01 5409272.63 288.05 0 0 99.3 99.3 0.0 0.0 80.0 3.0 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 12.9 12.9
7 424187.68 5410120.96 383.71 0 0 101.0 101.0 0.0 0.0 82.3 3.7 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 11.8 11.8
8 425347.40 5409262.64 270.33 0 0 98.3 98.3 0.0 0.0 79.6 2.9 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.1 -0.0 -0.0 12.2 12.2
9 425004.37 5409585.36 242.50 0 0 98.4 98.4 0.0 0.0 80.3 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.0 -0.0 -0.0 11.5 11.5

10 425234.37 5409307.40 260.48 0 0 97.9 97.9 0.0 0.0 79.9 3.0 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.0 -0.0 -0.0 11.6 11.6
11 424779.44 5409559.50 334.08 0 0 98.4 98.4 0.0 0.0 81.0 3.3 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 10.9 10.9
12 425309.94 5409226.02 278.05 0 0 96.9 96.9 0.0 0.0 79.7 3.0 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.0 -0.0 -0.0 10.8 10.8
13 425024.28 5409418.11 308.36 0 0 97.5 97.5 0.0 0.0 80.4 3.1 0.3 0.0 0.0 12.6 -0.0 -0.0 1.2 1.2
14 424876.51 5409497.72 322.83 0 0 97.2 97.2 0.0 0.0 80.7 3.2 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 9.9 9.9
15 425092.96 5409346.85 299.86 0 0 96.8 96.8 0.0 0.0 80.3 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 10.1 10.1
16 424375.32 5410103.16 383.19 0 0 98.0 98.0 0.0 0.0 81.9 3.6 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 9.3 9.3
17 424710.85 5409643.12 344.91 0 0 96.6 96.6 0.0 0.0 81.1 3.3 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 8.8 8.8
18 424953.68 5409466.81 315.34 0 0 95.3 95.3 0.0 0.0 80.5 3.2 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 8.3 8.3
19 424942.31 5409655.90 242.50 0 0 95.2 95.2 0.0 0.0 80.5 3.2 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 8.2 8.2
20 424939.22 5409713.54 242.50 0 0 94.7 94.7 0.0 0.0 80.5 3.2 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 7.7 7.7
21 424427.99 5410104.50 363.99 0 0 95.9 95.9 0.0 0.0 81.7 3.5 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 7.4 7.4
22 424962.04 5409761.38 242.50 0 0 94.3 94.3 0.0 0.0 80.4 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 7.5 7.5
23 425376.53 5409218.81 276.00 0 0 93.2 93.2 0.0 0.0 79.5 2.9 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.1 -0.0 -0.0 7.2 7.2
24 424405.33 5410046.81 354.54 0 0 94.3 94.3 0.0 0.0 81.8 3.5 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 5.7 5.7
25 424679.91 5409700.09 350.83 0 0 93.5 93.5 0.0 0.0 81.2 3.4 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 5.7 5.7
26 424404.96 5410003.32 352.26 0 0 93.6 93.6 0.0 0.0 81.8 3.5 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 5.0 5.0
27 424317.29 5410061.51 383.05 0 0 93.5 93.5 0.0 0.0 82.0 3.6 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 4.6 4.6
28 425409.85 5409236.96 275.42 0 0 90.0 90.0 0.0 0.0 79.4 2.9 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.2 -0.0 -0.0 4.0 4.0
29 425403.36 5409223.75 276.36 0 0 89.1 89.1 0.0 0.0 79.5 2.9 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.2 -0.0 -0.0 3.1 3.1
30 424424.00 5410154.12 380.25 0 0 90.9 90.9 0.0 0.0 81.8 3.5 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 2.3 2.3
31 424438.03 5410147.95 374.76 0 0 90.4 90.4 0.0 0.0 81.7 3.5 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 1.9 1.9

Line Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Truck Route Stockpile'', ID: ''TR_SP''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 427820.38 5409825.82 421.50 0 0 96.9 96.9 0.0 0.0 62.1 0.6 1.4 0.0 0.0 6.0 -0.0 -0.0 26.8 26.8
2 427946.04 5409776.51 421.50 0 0 96.9 96.9 0.0 0.0 63.3 0.6 1.3 0.0 0.0 7.0 -0.0 -0.0 24.8 24.8
3 427573.09 5409897.12 416.74 0 0 96.6 96.6 0.0 0.0 63.3 0.6 1.5 0.0 0.0 2.5 -0.0 -0.0 28.8 28.8
4 427696.07 5409866.02 419.91 0 0 96.6 96.6 0.0 0.0 62.1 0.6 1.5 0.0 0.0 5.1 -0.0 -0.0 27.4 27.4
5 427310.04 5410000.78 400.79 0 0 99.2 99.2 0.0 0.0 66.4 0.9 1.5 0.0 0.0 2.9 -0.0 -0.0 27.6 27.6
6 427466.23 5409944.24 411.12 0 0 96.1 96.1 0.0 0.0 64.4 0.7 1.5 0.0 0.0 2.5 -0.0 -0.0 27.0 27.0
7 426509.97 5409631.34 373.80 0 0 103.3 103.3 0.0 0.0 74.3 1.8 0.9 0.0 0.0 9.7 -0.0 -0.0 16.6 16.6
8 427137.31 5410001.57 394.99 0 0 96.8 96.8 0.0 0.0 68.5 1.1 1.5 0.0 0.0 2.2 -0.0 -0.0 23.5 23.5
9 426842.65 5409879.91 381.35 0 0 99.4 99.4 0.0 0.0 71.6 1.4 1.6 0.0 0.0 2.2 -0.0 -0.0 22.7 22.7

10 427011.00 5409959.53 388.85 0 0 96.9 96.9 0.0 0.0 70.0 1.2 1.6 0.0 0.0 3.4 -0.0 -0.0 20.7 20.7
11 425219.17 5409772.09 242.50 0 0 102.4 102.4 0.0 0.0 79.6 2.9 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.3 -0.0 -0.0 16.2 16.2
12 425598.05 5409222.91 290.93 0 0 100.4 100.4 0.0 0.0 78.8 2.7 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.8 -0.0 -0.0 14.6 14.6
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   Receiver
   Name: Vacant Lot 56042-0155
   ID: POR29
   X: 427870.31
   Y: 5410177.41
   Z: 381.80

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Blast Hole Drill 1'', ID: ''BD1''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 425803.43 5409427.16 242.00 0 0 118.5 118.5 0.0 0.0 77.9 7.7 1.5 0.0 0.0 16.9 -0.0 -0.0 14.5 14.5

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Blast Hole Drill 2'', ID: ''BD2''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 425821.14 5409394.10 242.00 0 0 118.5 118.5 0.0 0.0 77.8 7.7 1.5 0.0 0.0 18.2 -0.0 -0.0 13.2 13.2

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Blast Hole Drill 3'', ID: ''BD3''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 425781.10 5409395.86 242.00 0 0 118.5 118.5 0.0 0.0 78.0 7.8 1.5 0.0 0.0 16.7 -0.0 -0.0 14.5 14.5

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Crusher'', ID: ''C''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 426830.18 5410194.46 373.68 0 0 123.9 123.9 0.0 0.0 71.3 2.7 -0.1 0.0 0.0 16.7 -0.0 -0.0 33.3 33.3

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Excavator 1 (Electric)'', ID: ''E1''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 425447.73 5409801.97 242.00 0 0 110.0 110.0 0.0 0.0 78.8 8.2 0.9 0.0 0.0 6.5 -0.0 -0.0 15.7 15.7

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Excavator 2 (Electric)'', ID: ''E2''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 425307.96 5409497.01 242.00 0 0 110.0 110.0 0.0 0.0 79.5 8.6 0.9 0.0 0.0 4.9 -0.0 -0.0 16.2 16.2

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Excavator 3'', ID: ''E3''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 425886.71 5411117.73 362.00 0 0 109.0 109.0 0.0 0.0 77.8 7.7 0.5 0.0 0.0 3.3 -0.0 -0.0 19.8 19.8

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Excavator 4'', ID: ''E4''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 425719.81 5409774.63 242.00 0 0 117.9 117.9 0.0 0.0 77.8 7.7 0.5 0.0 0.0 14.2 -0.0 -0.0 17.7 17.7

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Dust Collector1'', ID: ''DC1''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 426754.77 5410317.21 370.17 0 0 100.8 100.8 0.0 0.0 72.0 3.2 1.7 0.0 0.0 2.4 -0.0 -0.0 21.4 21.4

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Dust Collector 2'', ID: ''DC2''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 426645.85 5410284.25 367.00 0 0 100.8 100.8 0.0 0.0 72.8 3.4 1.8 0.0 0.0 2.3 -0.0 -0.0 20.4 20.4

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Wheel Loader 1'', ID: ''L1''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 425426.70 5409719.87 242.00 0 0 118.5 118.5 0.0 0.0 78.9 5.8 1.1 0.0 0.0 6.0 -0.0 -0.0 26.6 26.6
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Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Motor Grader 1'', ID: ''MG1''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 428554.57 5409593.22 407.00 0 0 111.0 111.0 0.0 0.0 70.1 3.7 1.0 0.0 0.0 10.5 -0.0 -0.0 25.7 25.7

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Motor Grader 2'', ID: ''MG2''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 425686.14 5409581.81 242.00 0 0 111.0 111.0 0.0 0.0 78.1 7.5 1.7 0.0 0.0 12.6 -0.0 -0.0 11.1 11.1

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''RC Drill 1'', ID: ''RD1''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 425546.62 5409685.19 242.00 0 0 127.5 -88.0 0.0 0.0 78.5 7.1 3.5 0.0 0.0 6.0 -0.0 -0.0 32.3 -88.0

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''RC Drill 2'', ID: ''RD2''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 425486.54 5409569.42 242.00 0 0 127.5 -88.0 0.0 0.0 78.8 7.2 3.5 0.0 0.0 4.7 -0.0 -0.0 33.2 -88.0

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''West Raise Heater'', ID: ''SF1''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 425130.00 5410193.00 354.00 0 0 104.9 104.9 0.0 0.0 79.8 8.5 -1.2 0.0 0.0 4.4 -0.0 -0.0 13.5 13.5

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''East Raise Heater (160000 cfm)'', ID: ''SF2''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 426315.00 5409920.00 368.91 0 0 100.9 100.9 0.0 0.0 75.0 5.8 -0.6 0.0 0.0 4.9 -0.0 -0.0 15.8 15.8

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Portal Heater 290000 cfm'', ID: ''SF3''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 426855.00 5409989.00 377.67 0 0 103.9 103.9 0.0 0.0 71.3 4.4 0.1 0.0 0.0 6.1 -0.0 -0.0 22.0 22.0

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Transformer 1'', ID: ''T1''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 426722.50 5411203.18 375.99 0 0 113.3 113.3 0.0 0.0 74.8 3.6 2.2 0.0 0.0 8.9 -0.0 -0.0 23.9 23.9

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Transformer 2'', ID: ''T2''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 426722.32 5411191.07 376.55 0 0 113.3 113.3 0.0 0.0 74.7 3.5 2.2 0.0 0.0 10.7 -0.0 -0.0 22.1 22.1

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Track Dozer 1'', ID: ''TD1''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 427921.60 5409848.01 421.00 0 0 110.0 -88.0 0.0 0.0 61.5 0.5 1.4 0.0 0.0 9.8 -0.0 -0.0 36.8 -88.0

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Track Dozer 2'', ID: ''TD2''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 423439.58 5410732.24 379.48 0 0 114.0 114.0 0.0 0.0 84.0 4.3 1.7 0.0 0.0 1.4 -0.0 -0.0 22.7 22.7

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Track Dozer 3'', ID: ''TD3_D''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 428504.13 5408873.03 407.00 0 0 110.0 -88.0 0.0 0.0 74.2 1.8 2.0 0.0 0.0 3.5 -0.0 -0.0 28.5 -88.0

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Track Dozer 4'', ID: ''TD4''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 423003.35 5409698.30 369.14 0 0 114.0 114.0 0.0 0.0 84.8 4.6 1.6 0.0 0.0 1.4 -0.0 -0.0 21.6 21.6
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Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Track Dozer 5'', ID: ''TD5''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 425804.33 5409610.03 242.00 0 0 114.0 114.0 0.0 0.0 77.6 2.4 0.9 0.0 0.0 12.2 -0.0 -0.0 20.9 20.9

Point Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Track Dozer 6'', ID: ''TD6''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 425235.89 5409617.14 242.00 0 0 114.0 114.0 0.0 0.0 79.6 2.9 1.9 0.0 0.0 2.1 -0.0 -0.0 27.5 27.5

Line Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Truck Route PAG (Daytime)'', ID: ''TR_PAG_D''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 427360.31 5409418.20 396.13 0 0 105.0 -88.0 0.0 0.0 70.2 1.2 1.1 0.0 0.0 9.2 -0.0 -0.0 23.3 -88.0
2 427584.44 5409425.15 399.38 0 0 105.0 -88.0 0.0 0.0 69.1 1.1 1.1 0.0 0.0 9.0 -0.0 -0.0 24.6 -88.0
3 427808.56 5409432.11 402.63 0 0 105.0 -88.0 0.0 0.0 68.5 1.1 0.7 0.0 0.0 12.6 -0.0 -0.0 22.2 -88.0
4 428032.69 5409439.07 405.88 0 0 105.0 -88.0 0.0 0.0 68.6 1.1 0.9 0.0 0.0 11.2 -0.0 -0.0 23.2 -88.0
5 428460.07 5409284.08 407.50 0 0 106.4 -88.0 0.0 0.0 71.6 1.4 1.6 0.0 0.0 2.8 -0.0 -0.0 29.0 -88.0
6 428619.04 5409016.31 407.50 0 0 106.4 -88.0 0.0 0.0 73.8 1.7 1.6 0.0 0.0 2.2 -0.0 -0.0 27.0 -88.0
7 427006.31 5409473.63 394.01 0 0 108.4 -88.0 0.0 0.0 71.9 1.5 1.4 0.0 0.0 6.0 -0.0 -0.0 27.7 -88.0
8 428219.60 5409444.36 407.50 0 0 103.2 -88.0 0.0 0.0 69.2 1.1 1.0 0.0 0.0 10.3 -0.0 -0.0 21.6 -88.0
9 426436.27 5409424.98 371.48 0 0 106.6 -88.0 0.0 0.0 75.2 2.0 1.4 0.0 0.0 4.4 -0.0 -0.0 23.7 -88.0

10 428337.52 5409432.07 407.50 0 0 101.0 -88.0 0.0 0.0 69.9 1.2 1.6 0.0 0.0 3.5 -0.0 -0.0 24.8 -88.0
11 426682.45 5409483.12 386.02 0 0 104.3 -88.0 0.0 0.0 73.8 1.7 0.9 0.0 0.0 10.0 -0.0 -0.0 17.9 -88.0
12 425218.30 5409771.98 242.50 0 0 108.3 -88.0 0.0 0.0 79.6 2.9 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.3 -0.0 -0.0 22.1 -88.0
13 425593.70 5409223.61 290.76 0 0 106.3 -88.0 0.0 0.0 78.8 2.7 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.7 -0.0 -0.0 20.6 -88.0
14 426021.02 5409258.83 332.34 0 0 103.2 -88.0 0.0 0.0 77.3 2.4 0.9 0.0 0.0 7.6 -0.0 -0.0 15.1 -88.0
15 425120.14 5409440.15 248.73 0 0 105.4 -88.0 0.0 0.0 80.1 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.2 -0.0 -0.0 18.6 -88.0
16 426131.23 5409318.13 344.85 0 0 101.6 -88.0 0.0 0.0 76.8 2.3 0.9 0.0 0.0 7.8 -0.0 -0.0 13.8 -88.0
17 425364.18 5409257.26 271.30 0 0 103.6 -88.0 0.0 0.0 79.5 2.9 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.1 -0.0 -0.0 17.6 -88.0
18 425901.13 5409214.36 319.77 0 0 101.8 -88.0 0.0 0.0 77.8 2.5 1.2 0.0 0.0 4.9 -0.0 -0.0 15.4 -88.0
19 425797.10 5409205.85 310.01 0 0 101.7 -88.0 0.0 0.0 78.2 2.6 1.3 0.0 0.0 3.6 -0.0 -0.0 16.0 -88.0
20 426194.69 5409365.63 352.31 0 0 99.0 -88.0 0.0 0.0 76.4 2.2 0.8 0.0 0.0 8.7 -0.0 -0.0 10.9 -88.0
21 425004.41 5409585.38 242.50 0 0 102.7 -88.0 0.0 0.0 80.3 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.0 -0.0 -0.0 15.9 -88.0
22 425234.71 5409307.14 260.53 0 0 102.2 -88.0 0.0 0.0 79.9 3.0 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.0 -0.0 -0.0 15.9 -88.0
23 426253.83 5409403.63 360.38 0 0 98.0 -88.0 0.0 0.0 76.1 2.1 0.7 0.0 0.0 10.5 -0.0 -0.0 8.6 -88.0
24 424942.27 5409656.12 242.50 0 0 99.4 -88.0 0.0 0.0 80.5 3.2 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 12.5 -88.0
25 424939.19 5409713.56 242.50 0 0 99.0 -88.0 0.0 0.0 80.5 3.2 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 12.1 -88.0
26 426225.78 5409387.74 355.67 0 0 94.7 -88.0 0.0 0.0 76.2 2.2 0.8 0.0 0.0 9.6 -0.0 -0.0 6.0 -88.0
27 424962.04 5409761.34 242.50 0 0 98.6 -88.0 0.0 0.0 80.4 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 11.8 -88.0

Line Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Truck Route-NPAG'', ID: ''TR_NPAG''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 425218.79 5409775.13 242.50 0 0 104.4 104.4 0.0 0.0 79.6 2.9 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.3 -0.0 -0.0 18.2 18.2
2 423142.91 5409977.39 370.10 0 0 107.1 107.1 0.0 0.0 84.5 4.5 1.2 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 15.1 15.1
3 425121.93 5409443.85 248.44 0 0 101.5 101.5 0.0 0.0 80.1 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.2 -0.0 -0.0 14.7 14.7
4 424559.53 5409761.85 352.50 0 0 101.2 101.2 0.0 0.0 81.5 3.4 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 13.0 13.0
5 423724.50 5410091.90 372.92 0 0 102.8 102.8 0.0 0.0 83.3 4.1 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 12.3 12.3
6 425194.74 5409275.17 287.51 0 0 99.6 99.6 0.0 0.0 80.0 3.0 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 13.2 13.2
7 425349.07 5409265.42 270.00 0 0 98.7 98.7 0.0 0.0 79.6 2.9 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.1 -0.0 -0.0 12.6 12.6
8 425006.19 5409588.83 242.50 0 0 98.8 98.8 0.0 0.0 80.3 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.0 -0.0 -0.0 12.0 12.0
9 425236.24 5409310.82 259.98 0 0 98.3 98.3 0.0 0.0 79.9 3.0 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.0 -0.0 -0.0 12.0 12.0

10 424274.11 5409764.76 373.37 0 0 100.6 100.6 0.0 0.0 82.2 3.7 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 11.5 11.5
11 425315.29 5409228.91 277.72 0 0 97.6 97.6 0.0 0.0 79.7 3.0 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.0 -0.0 -0.0 11.5 11.5
12 424781.20 5409563.16 334.24 0 0 98.8 98.8 0.0 0.0 81.0 3.3 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 11.3 11.3
13 423978.28 5410026.04 373.15 0 0 100.3 100.3 0.0 0.0 82.8 3.9 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 10.5 10.5
14 425026.01 5409421.73 308.47 0 0 97.9 97.9 0.0 0.0 80.4 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 11.1 11.1
15 424408.67 5409710.24 357.56 0 0 99.3 99.3 0.0 0.0 81.9 3.6 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 10.6 10.6
16 425095.48 5409349.75 299.51 0 0 97.3 97.3 0.0 0.0 80.2 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 10.6 10.6
17 424878.23 5409501.41 322.86 0 0 97.6 97.6 0.0 0.0 80.7 3.2 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 10.4 10.4
18 424127.65 5409971.06 373.24 0 0 98.7 98.7 0.0 0.0 82.5 3.8 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 9.3 9.3
19 424712.63 5409646.68 345.24 0 0 97.0 97.0 0.0 0.0 81.1 3.3 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 9.3 9.3
20 424322.99 5409623.50 369.36 0 0 97.6 97.6 0.0 0.0 82.1 3.6 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 8.6 8.6
21 424216.10 5409900.93 374.41 0 0 97.6 97.6 0.0 0.0 82.3 3.7 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 8.4 8.4
22 424955.40 5409470.44 315.52 0 0 95.7 95.7 0.0 0.0 80.5 3.2 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 8.7 8.7
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Year 2020 Mitigated

Line Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Truck Route-NPAG'', ID: ''TR_NPAG''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
23 424944.05 5409659.53 242.50 0 0 95.6 95.6 0.0 0.0 80.5 3.2 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 8.6 8.6
24 424940.99 5409717.07 242.50 0 0 95.1 95.1 0.0 0.0 80.5 3.2 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 8.2 8.2
25 424963.78 5409764.95 242.50 0 0 94.7 94.7 0.0 0.0 80.4 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 7.9 7.9
26 425382.91 5409221.34 275.91 0 0 93.1 93.1 0.0 0.0 79.5 2.9 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.2 -0.0 -0.0 7.1 7.1
27 424389.79 5409609.09 365.06 0 0 95.3 95.3 0.0 0.0 82.0 3.6 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 6.5 6.5
28 424680.41 5409703.55 351.00 0 0 94.0 94.0 0.0 0.0 81.2 3.4 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 6.2 6.2
29 425411.13 5409240.40 275.12 0 0 89.8 89.8 0.0 0.0 79.4 2.9 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.2 -0.0 -0.0 3.9 3.9
30 425406.04 5409227.13 276.15 0 0 89.2 89.2 0.0 0.0 79.4 2.9 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.2 -0.0 -0.0 3.2 3.2
31 424357.05 5409575.83 367.50 0 0 91.7 91.7 0.0 0.0 82.0 3.6 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 2.8 2.8
32 424427.77 5409792.50 352.50 0 0 91.3 91.3 0.0 0.0 81.8 3.5 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 2.7 2.7
33 424442.97 5409802.40 352.50 0 0 90.0 90.0 0.0 0.0 81.8 3.5 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 1.5 1.5
34 424376.76 5409576.95 367.50 0 0 89.5 89.5 0.0 0.0 82.0 3.6 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 0.6 0.6

Line Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Truck Route-Overburden'', ID: ''TR_OB''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 425218.37 5409772.40 242.50 0 0 104.0 104.0 0.0 0.0 79.6 2.9 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.3 -0.0 -0.0 17.8 17.8
2 423446.20 5410480.92 382.09 0 0 105.5 105.5 0.0 0.0 83.9 4.3 1.2 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 14.2 14.2
3 424541.13 5409850.69 352.22 0 0 102.8 102.8 0.0 0.0 81.5 3.5 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 14.6 14.6
4 425120.06 5409440.44 248.72 0 0 101.0 101.0 0.0 0.0 80.1 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.2 -0.0 -0.0 14.3 14.3
5 423896.97 5410222.96 385.95 0 0 102.9 102.9 0.0 0.0 83.0 3.9 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 12.8 12.8
6 425192.01 5409272.63 288.05 0 0 99.3 99.3 0.0 0.0 80.0 3.0 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 12.9 12.9
7 424187.68 5410120.96 383.71 0 0 101.0 101.0 0.0 0.0 82.3 3.7 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 11.8 11.8
8 425347.40 5409262.64 270.33 0 0 98.3 98.3 0.0 0.0 79.6 2.9 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.1 -0.0 -0.0 12.2 12.2
9 425004.37 5409585.36 242.50 0 0 98.4 98.4 0.0 0.0 80.3 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.0 -0.0 -0.0 11.5 11.5

10 425234.37 5409307.40 260.48 0 0 97.9 97.9 0.0 0.0 79.9 3.0 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.0 -0.0 -0.0 11.6 11.6
11 424779.44 5409559.50 334.08 0 0 98.4 98.4 0.0 0.0 81.0 3.3 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 10.9 10.9
12 425309.94 5409226.02 278.05 0 0 96.9 96.9 0.0 0.0 79.7 3.0 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.0 -0.0 -0.0 10.8 10.8
13 425024.28 5409418.11 308.36 0 0 97.5 97.5 0.0 0.0 80.4 3.1 0.3 0.0 0.0 12.6 -0.0 -0.0 1.2 1.2
14 424876.51 5409497.72 322.83 0 0 97.2 97.2 0.0 0.0 80.7 3.2 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 9.9 9.9
15 425092.96 5409346.85 299.86 0 0 96.8 96.8 0.0 0.0 80.3 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 10.1 10.1
16 424375.32 5410103.16 383.19 0 0 98.0 98.0 0.0 0.0 81.9 3.6 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 9.3 9.3
17 424710.85 5409643.12 344.91 0 0 96.6 96.6 0.0 0.0 81.1 3.3 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 8.8 8.8
18 424953.68 5409466.81 315.34 0 0 95.3 95.3 0.0 0.0 80.5 3.2 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 8.3 8.3
19 424942.31 5409655.90 242.50 0 0 95.2 95.2 0.0 0.0 80.5 3.2 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 8.2 8.2
20 424939.22 5409713.54 242.50 0 0 94.7 94.7 0.0 0.0 80.5 3.2 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 7.7 7.7
21 424427.99 5410104.50 363.99 0 0 95.9 95.9 0.0 0.0 81.7 3.5 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 7.4 7.4
22 424962.04 5409761.38 242.50 0 0 94.3 94.3 0.0 0.0 80.4 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 7.5 7.5
23 425376.53 5409218.81 276.00 0 0 93.2 93.2 0.0 0.0 79.5 2.9 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.1 -0.0 -0.0 7.2 7.2
24 424405.33 5410046.81 354.54 0 0 94.3 94.3 0.0 0.0 81.8 3.5 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 5.7 5.7
25 424679.91 5409700.09 350.83 0 0 93.5 93.5 0.0 0.0 81.2 3.4 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 5.7 5.7
26 424404.96 5410003.32 352.26 0 0 93.6 93.6 0.0 0.0 81.8 3.5 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 5.0 5.0
27 424317.29 5410061.51 383.05 0 0 93.5 93.5 0.0 0.0 82.0 3.6 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 4.6 4.6
28 425409.85 5409236.96 275.42 0 0 90.0 90.0 0.0 0.0 79.4 2.9 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.2 -0.0 -0.0 4.0 4.0
29 425403.36 5409223.75 276.36 0 0 89.1 89.1 0.0 0.0 79.5 2.9 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.2 -0.0 -0.0 3.1 3.1
30 424424.00 5410154.12 380.25 0 0 90.9 90.9 0.0 0.0 81.8 3.5 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 2.3 2.3
31 424438.03 5410147.95 374.76 0 0 90.4 90.4 0.0 0.0 81.7 3.5 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 1.9 1.9

Line Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Truck Route Stockpile (Day)'', ID: ''TR_SP_D''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 427813.02 5409828.70 421.50 0 0 96.4 -88.0 0.0 0.0 62.0 0.6 1.2 0.0 0.0 8.5 -0.0 -0.0 24.1 -88.0
2 427923.96 5409785.17 421.50 0 0 96.4 -88.0 0.0 0.0 63.0 0.6 1.1 0.0 0.0 8.1 -0.0 -0.0 23.5 -88.0
3 427994.15 5409757.63 421.50 0 0 90.6 -88.0 0.0 0.0 63.9 0.7 1.2 0.0 0.0 6.9 -0.0 -0.0 17.9 -88.0
4 427562.94 5409899.68 416.48 0 0 95.9 -88.0 0.0 0.0 63.4 0.7 1.5 0.0 0.0 2.5 -0.0 -0.0 27.9 -88.0
5 427665.60 5409873.72 419.13 0 0 95.9 -88.0 0.0 0.0 62.3 0.6 1.5 0.0 0.0 5.4 -0.0 -0.0 26.1 -88.0
6 427737.24 5409855.61 420.98 0 0 91.8 -88.0 0.0 0.0 61.9 0.6 1.0 0.0 0.0 9.8 -0.0 -0.0 18.6 -88.0
7 427310.04 5410000.78 400.79 0 0 99.2 -88.0 0.0 0.0 66.4 0.9 1.5 0.0 0.0 2.9 -0.0 -0.0 27.6 -88.0
8 427466.23 5409944.24 411.12 0 0 96.1 -88.0 0.0 0.0 64.4 0.7 1.5 0.0 0.0 2.5 -0.0 -0.0 27.0 -88.0
9 426509.97 5409631.34 373.80 0 0 103.3 -88.0 0.0 0.0 74.3 1.8 0.9 0.0 0.0 9.7 -0.0 -0.0 16.6 -88.0

10 427137.31 5410001.57 394.99 0 0 96.8 -88.0 0.0 0.0 68.5 1.1 1.5 0.0 0.0 2.2 -0.0 -0.0 23.5 -88.0
11 426842.65 5409879.91 381.35 0 0 99.4 -88.0 0.0 0.0 71.6 1.4 1.6 0.0 0.0 2.2 -0.0 -0.0 22.7 -88.0
12 427011.00 5409959.53 388.85 0 0 96.9 -88.0 0.0 0.0 70.0 1.2 1.6 0.0 0.0 3.4 -0.0 -0.0 20.7 -88.0
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Year 2020 Mitigated

Line Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Truck Route Stockpile (Day)'', ID: ''TR_SP_D''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
13 425219.17 5409772.09 242.50 0 0 102.4 -88.0 0.0 0.0 79.6 2.9 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.3 -0.0 -0.0 16.2 -88.0
14 425598.05 5409222.91 290.93 0 0 100.4 -88.0 0.0 0.0 78.8 2.7 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.8 -0.0 -0.0 14.6 -88.0
15 426021.94 5409258.74 332.41 0 0 97.4 -88.0 0.0 0.0 77.3 2.4 0.9 0.0 0.0 7.6 -0.0 -0.0 9.2 -88.0
16 425120.96 5409440.33 248.67 0 0 99.5 -88.0 0.0 0.0 80.1 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.2 -0.0 -0.0 12.8 -88.0
17 426132.11 5409318.00 344.95 0 0 95.7 -88.0 0.0 0.0 76.8 2.3 0.9 0.0 0.0 7.9 -0.0 -0.0 7.9 -88.0
18 425368.05 5409256.64 271.47 0 0 97.9 -88.0 0.0 0.0 79.5 2.9 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.1 -0.0 -0.0 11.9 -88.0
19 425902.07 5409214.36 319.80 0 0 95.9 -88.0 0.0 0.0 77.8 2.5 1.2 0.0 0.0 4.9 -0.0 -0.0 9.6 -88.0
20 426259.35 5409418.18 361.76 0 0 94.0 -88.0 0.0 0.0 76.0 2.1 0.8 0.0 0.0 10.1 -0.0 -0.0 5.0 -88.0
21 425798.38 5409205.75 310.03 0 0 95.8 -88.0 0.0 0.0 78.2 2.6 1.3 0.0 0.0 3.6 -0.0 -0.0 10.1 -88.0
22 426195.60 5409365.58 352.40 0 0 93.2 -88.0 0.0 0.0 76.4 2.2 0.8 0.0 0.0 8.7 -0.0 -0.0 5.0 -88.0
23 425005.19 5409585.37 242.50 0 0 96.8 -88.0 0.0 0.0 80.3 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.0 -0.0 -0.0 10.0 -88.0
24 425235.50 5409307.23 260.49 0 0 96.3 -88.0 0.0 0.0 79.9 3.0 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.0 -0.0 -0.0 10.1 -88.0
25 424943.12 5409656.01 242.50 0 0 93.6 -88.0 0.0 0.0 80.5 3.2 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 6.6 -88.0
26 426227.14 5409388.14 355.77 0 0 89.0 -88.0 0.0 0.0 76.2 2.2 0.8 0.0 0.0 9.6 -0.0 -0.0 0.2 -88.0
27 424940.10 5409713.51 242.50 0 0 93.1 -88.0 0.0 0.0 80.5 3.2 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 6.2 -88.0
28 424962.93 5409761.41 242.50 0 0 92.8 -88.0 0.0 0.0 80.4 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 5.9 -88.0

Line Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Truck Route Mill'', ID: ''TR_Mill''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 426509.30 5409631.03 373.62 0 0 103.9 103.9 0.0 0.0 74.3 1.8 0.9 0.0 0.0 9.7 -0.0 -0.0 17.2 17.2
2 426787.88 5409998.03 377.70 0 0 101.9 101.9 0.0 0.0 71.8 1.4 1.6 0.0 0.0 2.2 -0.0 -0.0 24.8 24.8
3 425218.09 5409771.54 242.50 0 0 103.0 103.0 0.0 0.0 79.6 2.9 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.3 -0.0 -0.0 16.8 16.8
4 425593.61 5409224.38 290.66 0 0 101.0 101.0 0.0 0.0 78.8 2.7 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.7 -0.0 -0.0 15.3 15.3
5 426021.09 5409258.71 332.36 0 0 97.9 97.9 0.0 0.0 77.3 2.4 0.9 0.0 0.0 7.6 -0.0 -0.0 9.8 9.8
6 426131.24 5409317.98 344.87 0 0 96.3 96.3 0.0 0.0 76.8 2.3 0.9 0.0 0.0 7.8 -0.0 -0.0 8.6 8.6
7 425363.68 5409257.97 271.19 0 0 98.3 98.3 0.0 0.0 79.5 2.9 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.1 -0.0 -0.0 12.3 12.3
8 425901.18 5409214.35 319.78 0 0 96.5 96.5 0.0 0.0 77.8 2.5 1.2 0.0 0.0 4.9 -0.0 -0.0 10.2 10.2
9 426257.78 5409417.45 361.53 0 0 94.6 94.6 0.0 0.0 76.0 2.1 0.8 0.0 0.0 10.0 -0.0 -0.0 5.7 5.7

10 425797.10 5409205.90 310.00 0 0 96.4 96.4 0.0 0.0 78.2 2.6 1.3 0.0 0.0 3.6 -0.0 -0.0 10.7 10.7
11 425142.94 5409403.31 248.71 0 0 98.2 98.2 0.0 0.0 80.1 3.0 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 11.7 11.7
12 426194.74 5409365.57 352.32 0 0 93.8 93.8 0.0 0.0 76.4 2.2 0.8 0.0 0.0 8.7 -0.0 -0.0 5.6 5.6
13 425234.34 5409307.24 260.50 0 0 96.9 96.9 0.0 0.0 79.9 3.0 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.0 -0.0 -0.0 10.6 10.6
14 425079.42 5409507.65 242.50 0 0 95.6 95.6 0.0 0.0 80.2 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.1 -0.0 -0.0 8.9 8.9
15 425026.92 5409567.70 242.50 0 0 94.9 94.9 0.0 0.0 80.3 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.0 -0.0 -0.0 8.1 8.1
16 424942.31 5409656.11 242.50 0 0 94.2 94.2 0.0 0.0 80.5 3.2 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 7.2 7.2
17 424974.71 5409608.47 242.50 0 0 93.8 93.8 0.0 0.0 80.4 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.0 -0.0 -0.0 6.9 6.9
18 424939.22 5409713.53 242.50 0 0 93.7 93.7 0.0 0.0 80.5 3.2 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 6.8 6.8
19 426225.83 5409387.68 355.68 0 0 89.4 89.4 0.0 0.0 76.2 2.2 0.8 0.0 0.0 9.6 -0.0 -0.0 0.7 0.7
20 424962.03 5409761.23 242.50 0 0 93.3 93.3 0.0 0.0 80.4 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 6.5 6.5

Line Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Truck Route PAG (Night)'', ID: ''TR_PAG_N''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 427006.31 5409473.63 394.01 0 0 -88.0 110.2 0.0 0.0 71.9 1.5 1.4 0.0 0.0 6.0 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 29.4
2 426436.27 5409424.98 371.48 0 0 -88.0 108.4 0.0 0.0 75.2 2.0 1.4 0.0 0.0 4.4 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 25.4
3 426682.45 5409483.12 386.02 0 0 -88.0 106.1 0.0 0.0 73.8 1.7 0.9 0.0 0.0 10.0 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 19.7
4 425218.30 5409771.98 242.50 0 0 -88.0 110.1 0.0 0.0 79.6 2.9 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.3 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 23.9
5 425593.70 5409223.61 290.76 0 0 -88.0 108.1 0.0 0.0 78.8 2.7 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.7 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 22.4
6 426021.02 5409258.83 332.34 0 0 -88.0 105.0 0.0 0.0 77.3 2.4 0.9 0.0 0.0 7.6 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 16.8
7 425120.14 5409440.15 248.73 0 0 -88.0 107.1 0.0 0.0 80.1 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.2 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 20.4
8 426131.23 5409318.13 344.85 0 0 -88.0 103.3 0.0 0.0 76.8 2.3 0.9 0.0 0.0 7.8 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 15.6
9 425364.18 5409257.26 271.30 0 0 -88.0 105.3 0.0 0.0 79.5 2.9 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.1 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 19.3

10 425901.13 5409214.36 319.77 0 0 -88.0 103.6 0.0 0.0 77.8 2.5 1.2 0.0 0.0 4.9 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 17.2
11 425797.10 5409205.85 310.01 0 0 -88.0 103.5 0.0 0.0 78.2 2.6 1.3 0.0 0.0 3.6 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 17.7
12 426194.69 5409365.63 352.31 0 0 -88.0 100.8 0.0 0.0 76.4 2.2 0.8 0.0 0.0 8.7 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 12.7
13 425004.41 5409585.38 242.50 0 0 -88.0 104.5 0.0 0.0 80.3 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.0 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 17.6
14 425234.71 5409307.14 260.53 0 0 -88.0 104.0 0.0 0.0 79.9 3.0 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.0 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 17.7
15 426253.83 5409403.63 360.38 0 0 -88.0 99.8 0.0 0.0 76.1 2.1 0.7 0.0 0.0 10.5 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 10.4
16 424942.27 5409656.12 242.50 0 0 -88.0 101.2 0.0 0.0 80.5 3.2 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 14.2
17 424939.19 5409713.56 242.50 0 0 -88.0 100.8 0.0 0.0 80.5 3.2 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 13.8
18 426225.78 5409387.74 355.67 0 0 -88.0 96.4 0.0 0.0 76.2 2.2 0.8 0.0 0.0 9.6 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 7.7
19 424962.04 5409761.34 242.50 0 0 -88.0 100.4 0.0 0.0 80.4 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 13.5
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Year 2020 Mitigated

Line Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Truck Route Stockpile (Night)'', ID: ''TR_SP_N''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 426509.97 5409631.34 373.80 0 0 -88.0 105.1 0.0 0.0 74.3 1.8 0.9 0.0 0.0 9.7 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 18.3
2 427137.31 5410001.57 394.99 0 0 -88.0 98.6 0.0 0.0 68.5 1.1 1.5 0.0 0.0 2.2 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 25.2
3 426842.65 5409879.91 381.35 0 0 -88.0 101.2 0.0 0.0 71.6 1.4 1.6 0.0 0.0 2.2 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 24.4
4 427011.00 5409959.53 388.85 0 0 -88.0 98.7 0.0 0.0 70.0 1.2 1.6 0.0 0.0 3.4 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 22.5
5 425219.17 5409772.09 242.50 0 0 -88.0 104.2 0.0 0.0 79.6 2.9 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.3 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 18.0
6 425598.05 5409222.91 290.93 0 0 -88.0 102.1 0.0 0.0 78.8 2.7 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.8 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 16.4
7 426021.94 5409258.74 332.41 0 0 -88.0 99.1 0.0 0.0 77.3 2.4 0.9 0.0 0.0 7.6 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 10.9
8 425120.96 5409440.33 248.67 0 0 -88.0 101.3 0.0 0.0 80.1 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.2 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 14.5
9 426132.11 5409318.00 344.95 0 0 -88.0 97.5 0.0 0.0 76.8 2.3 0.9 0.0 0.0 7.9 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 9.7

10 425368.05 5409256.64 271.47 0 0 -88.0 99.6 0.0 0.0 79.5 2.9 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.1 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 13.7
11 425902.07 5409214.36 319.80 0 0 -88.0 97.7 0.0 0.0 77.8 2.5 1.2 0.0 0.0 4.9 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 11.3
12 426259.35 5409418.18 361.76 0 0 -88.0 95.8 0.0 0.0 76.0 2.1 0.8 0.0 0.0 10.1 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 6.8
13 425798.38 5409205.75 310.03 0 0 -88.0 97.6 0.0 0.0 78.2 2.6 1.3 0.0 0.0 3.6 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 11.8
14 426195.60 5409365.58 352.40 0 0 -88.0 94.9 0.0 0.0 76.4 2.2 0.8 0.0 0.0 8.7 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 6.8
15 425005.19 5409585.37 242.50 0 0 -88.0 98.6 0.0 0.0 80.3 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.0 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 11.7
16 425235.50 5409307.23 260.49 0 0 -88.0 98.1 0.0 0.0 79.9 3.0 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.0 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 11.8
17 424943.12 5409656.01 242.50 0 0 -88.0 95.4 0.0 0.0 80.5 3.2 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 8.4
18 426227.14 5409388.14 355.77 0 0 -88.0 90.8 0.0 0.0 76.2 2.2 0.8 0.0 0.0 9.6 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 2.0
19 424940.10 5409713.51 242.50 0 0 -88.0 94.9 0.0 0.0 80.5 3.2 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 8.0
20 424962.93 5409761.41 242.50 0 0 -88.0 94.5 0.0 0.0 80.4 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 -88.0 7.7
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Year 2020 Unmitigated

Line Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Truck Route Stockpile'', ID: ''TR_SP''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
13 426021.94 5409258.74 332.41 0 0 97.4 97.4 0.0 0.0 77.3 2.4 0.9 0.0 0.0 7.6 -0.0 -0.0 9.2 9.2
14 425120.96 5409440.33 248.67 0 0 99.5 99.5 0.0 0.0 80.1 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.2 -0.0 -0.0 12.8 12.8
15 426132.11 5409318.00 344.95 0 0 95.7 95.7 0.0 0.0 76.8 2.3 0.9 0.0 0.0 7.9 -0.0 -0.0 7.9 7.9
16 425368.05 5409256.64 271.47 0 0 97.9 97.9 0.0 0.0 79.5 2.9 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.1 -0.0 -0.0 11.9 11.9
17 425902.07 5409214.36 319.80 0 0 95.9 95.9 0.0 0.0 77.8 2.5 1.2 0.0 0.0 4.9 -0.0 -0.0 9.6 9.6
18 426259.35 5409418.18 361.76 0 0 94.0 94.0 0.0 0.0 76.0 2.1 0.8 0.0 0.0 10.1 -0.0 -0.0 5.0 5.0
19 425798.38 5409205.75 310.03 0 0 95.8 95.8 0.0 0.0 78.2 2.6 1.3 0.0 0.0 3.6 -0.0 -0.0 10.1 10.1
20 426195.60 5409365.58 352.40 0 0 93.2 93.2 0.0 0.0 76.4 2.2 0.8 0.0 0.0 8.7 -0.0 -0.0 5.0 5.0
21 425005.19 5409585.37 242.50 0 0 96.8 96.8 0.0 0.0 80.3 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.0 -0.0 -0.0 10.0 10.0
22 425235.50 5409307.23 260.49 0 0 96.3 96.3 0.0 0.0 79.9 3.0 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.0 -0.0 -0.0 10.1 10.1
23 424943.12 5409656.01 242.50 0 0 93.6 93.6 0.0 0.0 80.5 3.2 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 6.6 6.6
24 426227.14 5409388.14 355.77 0 0 89.0 89.0 0.0 0.0 76.2 2.2 0.8 0.0 0.0 9.6 -0.0 -0.0 0.2 0.2
25 424940.10 5409713.51 242.50 0 0 93.1 93.1 0.0 0.0 80.5 3.2 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 6.2 6.2
26 424962.93 5409761.41 242.50 0 0 92.8 92.8 0.0 0.0 80.4 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 5.9 5.9

Line Source, ISO 9613, Name: ''Truck Route Mill'', ID: ''TR_Mill''
Nr. X Y Z Refl. Freq. LxT LxN K0 Dc Adiv Aatm Agr Afol Ahous Abar Cmet RL LrT LrN

(m) (m) (m) (Hz) dB(A) dB(A) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) dB(A) dB(A)
1 426509.30 5409631.03 373.62 0 0 103.9 103.9 0.0 0.0 74.3 1.8 0.9 0.0 0.0 9.7 -0.0 -0.0 17.2 17.2
2 426787.88 5409998.03 377.70 0 0 101.9 101.9 0.0 0.0 71.8 1.4 1.6 0.0 0.0 2.2 -0.0 -0.0 24.8 24.8
3 425218.09 5409771.54 242.50 0 0 103.0 103.0 0.0 0.0 79.6 2.9 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.3 -0.0 -0.0 16.8 16.8
4 425593.61 5409224.38 290.66 0 0 101.0 101.0 0.0 0.0 78.8 2.7 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.7 -0.0 -0.0 15.3 15.3
5 426021.09 5409258.71 332.36 0 0 97.9 97.9 0.0 0.0 77.3 2.4 0.9 0.0 0.0 7.6 -0.0 -0.0 9.8 9.8
6 426131.24 5409317.98 344.87 0 0 96.3 96.3 0.0 0.0 76.8 2.3 0.9 0.0 0.0 7.8 -0.0 -0.0 8.6 8.6
7 425363.68 5409257.97 271.19 0 0 98.3 98.3 0.0 0.0 79.5 2.9 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.1 -0.0 -0.0 12.3 12.3
8 425901.18 5409214.35 319.78 0 0 96.5 96.5 0.0 0.0 77.8 2.5 1.2 0.0 0.0 4.9 -0.0 -0.0 10.2 10.2
9 426257.78 5409417.45 361.53 0 0 94.6 94.6 0.0 0.0 76.0 2.1 0.8 0.0 0.0 10.0 -0.0 -0.0 5.7 5.7

10 425797.10 5409205.90 310.00 0 0 96.4 96.4 0.0 0.0 78.2 2.6 1.3 0.0 0.0 3.6 -0.0 -0.0 10.7 10.7
11 425142.94 5409403.31 248.71 0 0 98.2 98.2 0.0 0.0 80.1 3.0 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 11.7 11.7
12 426194.74 5409365.57 352.32 0 0 93.8 93.8 0.0 0.0 76.4 2.2 0.8 0.0 0.0 8.7 -0.0 -0.0 5.6 5.6
13 425234.34 5409307.24 260.50 0 0 96.9 96.9 0.0 0.0 79.9 3.0 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.0 -0.0 -0.0 10.6 10.6
14 425079.42 5409507.65 242.50 0 0 95.6 95.6 0.0 0.0 80.2 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.1 -0.0 -0.0 8.9 8.9
15 425026.92 5409567.70 242.50 0 0 94.9 94.9 0.0 0.0 80.3 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.0 -0.0 -0.0 8.1 8.1
16 424942.31 5409656.11 242.50 0 0 94.2 94.2 0.0 0.0 80.5 3.2 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 7.2 7.2
17 424974.71 5409608.47 242.50 0 0 93.8 93.8 0.0 0.0 80.4 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.0 -0.0 -0.0 6.9 6.9
18 424939.22 5409713.53 242.50 0 0 93.7 93.7 0.0 0.0 80.5 3.2 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 6.8 6.8
19 426225.83 5409387.68 355.68 0 0 89.4 89.4 0.0 0.0 76.2 2.2 0.8 0.0 0.0 9.6 -0.0 -0.0 0.7 0.7
20 424962.03 5409761.23 242.50 0 0 93.3 93.3 0.0 0.0 80.4 3.1 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.0 -0.0 6.5 6.5
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Rainy River Project 
RRR Response to Comments on Final Environmental Assessment Report (Ver. 2) 
Page 1 of 7 
 
 

Stakeholder:    Ministry of the Environment 
Point of Contact:  Paula Spencer, Surface Water Specialist 
Comments received:  March 7, 2014 
Comments regarding: Rainy River Project, Final Environmental Assessment Report (Ver. 2)  
    Revised response provided to MOE-SW-1 (italics and red font) 
 
Reference 

# 
Ecosystem 

Topic 
Reference to 
EIS or ToR Summary of Comment/Rationale Proposed Action Proponent Response (Revised / new text shown in italics) 

MOE- SW 
-1 

Surface 
Water  

Appendix W-1 
WMP 

The Pinewood River has been proposed as the primary surface water receptor for the mine’s final effluent.  
The hydrological component of the EIS indicates that there is insufficient flow in the Pinewood River and the 
assimilation capacity of this small river would be exceeded if it was to receive the mine’s effluent. Based on 
the current information within the EIS, only effluent quality criteria equivalent to PWQO (or background) 
would be consistent with this Ministry’s water quality management policies and Procedure B-1-5 (Deriving 
Receiving-Water Based, Point-Source effluent Requirements for Ontario Waters, July 1994).  The current 
proposal for effluent discharge to the Pinewood River is not consistent with MOE Water Quality Management 
Policies 1, 2 and 5, and may result in unacceptable changes in Pinewood River water chemistry.  
 
Receiving water targets should be set at Provincial Water Quality Objectives (PWQO).  Where background 
concentrations were above the PWQO, the background water quality should be used as receiving water 
target.  In accordance with the Ministry's "Deriving Receiving-Water Based, Point-Source effluent 
Requirements for Ontario Waters, July 1994" (Procedure B-1-5), the 75th percentile should be used to define 
background water quality conditions.  
 
The constructed wetland will be designed to discharge to the Pinewood River through Loslo Creek.  The 
estimated retention time in the wetland is 30 days.  Section of 6.8.1 of the Water Management Plan 
(Appendix W-1) indicates that “it will be necessary to return water to the Pinewood River at times when there 
is very little flow in the river, such that reliance cannot always be placed on mixing with river to achieve 
protection of aquatic life criteria.”  Section 4.4.1 of MOE Procedure B-1-5 requires that the low flow statistic 
(7Q20) be used as the design flow for the receiving system.  The 7Q20 documented in Table 5-21 of the 
draft EIS is 8 m3/day, (which is essentially zero flow), indicating that the Pinewood River has no assimilative 
capacity.  Because the Pinewood River has no assimilative capacity, and effluent from the wetland 
will be discharged during low flow periods, effluent quality will be required to meet PWQO (or 
background) at the wetland discharge point.  
 
Section 6.8.2 indicates that effluent released from the Water Management Pond (WMP) to the Pinewood 
River by pipeline will occur in spring and fall periods to take advantage of greater assimilative capacity. The 
proponent has estimated that average mixing ratios will be in excess of 5:1 (receiver to effluent flows), 
including provision for effluent loading released upstream through the constructed wetland.  In order to 
ensure PWQO’s are met within an acceptable mixing zone, a modeling exercise should be conducted 
and should include consideration/rationalization of a minimum dilution ratio for effluent discharged 
from the WMP to the Pinewood River, the boundaries of a mixing zone (using PWQO or 75th 
percentile background as the receiving water target); and predicted concentrations of contaminants 
in the mixing zone. The results of the modeling exercise also need to consider potential impacts of 
the effluent on the Pinewood River.  Available retention time in the Tailings Management Area (TMA) 
and/or WMP must provide sufficient capacity in the event minimum dilution ratios and/or effluent criteria are 
not able to be met for an extended period of time.  This should be considered in the project design. 

The proponent needs to provide more 
information on how very stringent effluent 
criteria will be met at the proposed 
discharge points to the Pinewood River.  
This will be required at the EA phase. 
 
The water balance should include adequate 
storage, including contingency storage, in the 
event discharge limits are not being achieved 
for extended periods of time (several years).   
 

In order to protect the receiving water (i.e., the Pinewood River) 
AMEC has proposed PWQO equivalent discharge limits, for a number 
of metals, based on hardness equivalent values. A number of PWQO 
metals (but not all) are based in part on hardness modifiers. MOE has 
also accepted hardness modifiers, and other site specific receiver 
values, for other mine sites in Ontario. The application of hardness 
modifiers for protection of aquatic life is consistent with the scientific 
literature, and evolving changes to a number of PWQO metal values 
reflect the increasing use of hardness modifiers, since it is known that 
the laboratory test work used to generate a number of PWQO metal 
values where hardness values are not invoked (such as zinc) are 
based on test work conducted with soft waters. 
 
We are aware of MOE receiver policies, and acknowledge that the 
flows in the Pinewood River under extreme conditions such as the 
7Q20 condition can go to a zero, or near zero, flow condition. Under 
more normal flow conditions, including the 5th percentile annualized 
low flow condition, monthly average mixing ratios of from 0.9 :1 to 
8.34:1 (average of 3.15:1) would be provided for the Pinewood River 
at Loslo Creek, and from 2.0:1 to 15:8:1 (average of 7.0:1) for the 
Pinewood River at McCallum Creek, for the annual 5th percentile low 
flow condition.  
 
However, we would also note that MOE Water Quality Management 
Policy 2 (parts 3 and 4) provides for some flexibility and interpretation 
in conditions. 
 
RRR is proposing to use best available technology (in-plant SO2/Air 
treatment, extended aging, and wetland treatment) to achieve the 
highest quality effluent reasonably achievable. Further, evidence is 
presented in Appendix W that the use of hardness modifiers is a 
reasonable and acceptable approach to receiving water protection, 
and that at the discharge values proposed, the receiving water would 
be fully protected. 
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Rainy River Project 
RRR Response to Comments on Final Environmental Assessment Report (Ver. 2) 
Page 2 of 7 
 
 

Reference 
# 

Ecosystem 
Topic 

Reference to 
EIS or ToR Summary of Comment/Rationale Proposed Action Proponent Response (Revised / new text shown in italics) 

MOE- 
SW-1 
cont’d 

    With regard to contingency storage of effluent, potentially for several 
years, RRR is able to offer the following, with the understanding that 
further discussions are planned with the MOE for the week of April 
14, 2014. The average retention time provided by the TMA pond, for 
a typical hydrological year, during later mine life is calculated at 
approximately 350 days. The Water Management Pond will provide a 
further average retention time of approximately 75 days during the 
period of effluent transfer, and several months retention time outside 
of this period. The Constructed Wetland will provide a further 
approximately 30 days of retention time. Retention times within the 
system will vary with the time of year, dam construction / staging, 
runoff conditions during any given year, month to month water 
management strategies, and receiver assimilative capacity. Retention 
times will be longer than the above averages during earlier mine life, 
as the net runoff from developed project lands is expected to increase 
in volume over time. This will allow greater flexibility for water 
management during earlier years which is important to system 
optimization.  
 
With regard to the potential to hold effluent without release for several 
years, such retention is not practicable, as the annual average water 
surplus in the system during later mine life is calculated at 
approximately 4.2 Mm3. It might be possible to hold effluent for 1 or 2 
years, depending on runoff conditions, but not for periods of several 
years. Providing increased capacity beyond that already planned 
would require much higher dams which poses its own risk; or 
additional tailings facilities which would unnecessarily expand the 
overall project footprint and increase overall water management 
demands, as any new tailings facility would generate additional 
runoff.      
 
Further discussion on specifics is required (and is planned) with the 
MOE for the week of April 14, 2014 and during the permitting stage. 

MOE- SW 
-2 

Surface 
Water 

Appendix W-1 
WMP 

The proponent must consider the lack of assimilative capacity in the Pinewood River when designing the 
proposed treatment system, in order to produce a very high quality effluent that can meet stringent criteria at 
all direct discharge points to the Pinewood River. Alternative treatment processes should be proposed to the 
Ministry for evaluation.  
 
The current proposal includes SO2/Air treatment for cyanide destruction and lime precipitation of metals, with 
60 days of aging in the Tailings Management Area (TMA) and/or Water Management Pond (WMP).  A 
constructed wetland is proposed for treatment of a portion of the effluent to enhance water quality.  
 
Based on predicted effluent quality in Table 4-4, the proposed treatment processes may not be adequate to 
meet highly restrictive effluent criteria needed to protect aquatic life in the Pinewood River.  
 
In Table 4-4, concentrations of antimony, cadmium, copper, molybdenum, zinc, and un-ionized ammonia 
exceed PWQO after 60 day of aging. Effluent criteria will be considered during the provincial permitting 
process for parameters in Table 4-4 which exceed PWQO, in addition to the parameters currently 
proposed in Table 13b.  

During provincial permitting, the proponent 
may be required to provide documentation to 
the Ministry on alternative treatment 
processes that can achieve a higher quality 
of effluent, taking into consideration the need 
to meet PWQO’s in the Pinewood River. 

Acknowledged. Also please note that the proposed post SO2/Air 
aging that will be provided in the TMA pond and in the Water 
Management Pond collectively will be considerably greater than 60-
days. The 60-day treatment was the duration of the laboratory test 
work, which was conducted to determine the likely effectiveness of 
post treatment effluent aging. 
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MOE- SW 
-3 

Surface 
Water 

Appendix W-1 
WMP 
4.12 
6.11 

For initial start-up of the project, water will be taken from the Pinewood River.  The 7Q5, 7Q10, and 7Q20 are 
all less than 50 m3/day for the Pinewood River. Both the ministry and the proponent have stated that the 
7Q20 in the Pinewood River is essentially zero. 
 
At plant start-up and early phase operations the following water takings are proposed: 
 20% flow reduction in the Pinewood River (below McCallum Creek) from April to June 
 15% reduction in Pinewood River flow at other times of the year 
 
The proponent’s preferred source for water taking during operations (1,647 m3/day) is the West Creek.  The 
West Creek will be diverted around site features.  The diversion will create the West Creek Pond (proposed 
water source).  The West Creek Diversion enters the Pinewood River via Loslo Creek. 
 
After West Creek Diversion is put in place, the following permanent reductions are predicted: 
 28% permanent reduction in Pinewood River flow between West Creek and Marr Creek 
 34% permanent reduction in Pinewood River flow between Marr Creek and Loslo Creek 
 
These reductions will impact on all flows of the natural hydrograph (including flushing flows and minimum 
flows) and will extend the period where flow in the river is negligible.  The impacts of these flow reductions on 
water quality and aquatic life must be fully assessed. 
 
The site water balance needs to include adequate fresh water storage to supply water during periods of low 
flow or winter conditions. Further information is needed to assess the impacts of proposed water takings on 
the watershed. The information presented in the EIS suggests that the Pinewood River may not be an 
acceptable water source.  In addition, information on proposed alternate sources of water is very limited.   
 
Further flow monitoring will be required during provincial permitting, construction and operations to verify 
predictions and to develop a robust hydrograph for the potentially impacted watersheds.  
 

The proposed water takings are not 
consistent with the ministry’s Permit to 
Take Water Manual (April 2005).   
 
The proponent needs to provide further 
information on the potential impacts of water 
taking on the proposed surface water 
sources. The ministry considers the 
permanent reductions in the Pinewood River 
to be significant.  
 
In addition, further information needs to be 
provided regarding the use of alternate water 
sources. 
 
The above listed information will be 
required at the EA phase. 
 
 

As per Appendix W there is no proposed water taking from West 
Creek, with the exception of that proposed for potable water at a 
taking of approximately 150 m3/d. The previously proposed taking of 
1,647 m3/d for processing plant ‘freshwater’ demands will be fulfilled 
with reclaim water taken from the Water Management Pond.  
 
Regarding the permanent flow reductions of 28% and 34%, these are 
due in large measure to the necessary diversion of West Creek 
around the open pit, as West Creek currently flows through the open 
pit area, and it is not possible to develop the RRP mine without 
diverting West Creek. This diversion does not remove water from the 
Pinewood River system, but does change the configuration of river 
inflows from its tributaries. The fish habitat effects of this diversion 
and resulting localized flow reduction are assessed in the Appendix 
X. It is believed, subject to DFO concurrence, that the flow changes 
will not have a significant adverse effect on Pinewood River 
commercial, recreational or Aboriginal fisheries.  
 
In developing the Water Management Plan for the RRP, the 
proponent has made best efforts to reduce water demands to the 
lowest amount reasonably possible, and to operate the processing 
plant on 100% recycle water. The proposed water taking location on 
the Pinewood River has also been pushed as far downstream as 
reasonably possible. The proponent understands that a water taking 
rate of 20 and 15% is more than is usually acceptable, but such 
takings have been approved in other circumstances where there are 
strong constraints on water taking potentials. Also the 20 and 15% 
water taking are proposed to be short-term, and are absolutely 
required in order to build the initial water inventory necessary to 
support process plant start-up. 
 
The potential use of alternative water sources was considered in 
Section 6.11 of the EA Report. The only other potentially identified 
sources were Off and Burditt Lakes located 20 to 25 km to the 
northeast of the RRP site by road. These alternatives were rejected 
because of costs, potential scheduling delays, and concerns over the 
likely response of local cottage owners to taking water from these 
lakes. Cottages are prevalent on both lakes. 
 
The short-term taking of water from the Pinewood River at the 
proposed rates is considered reasonable given the available 
alternatives, and is not anticipated to have a meaningful adverse 
effect on Pinewood river aquatic habitat as detailed in Appendix W. 
 
Overall water management for the RRP has been optimized to the 
extent reasonably practicable. Additional optimizations to the current 
system which the MOE may suggest to RRR are welcome.   
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MOE-SW 
-4 

Surface 
Water 

Appendix T 
WQ 
predictions 
 
Appendix E - 
Conceptual 
Closure Plan 
 

The expected pit lake closure scenario predicts that concentrations of Contaminants of Concern (COC’s) will 
initially be high due to seepage from the East Mine Rock Stockpile (EMRS).  Concentrations in the upper pit 
lake will increase after stratification as a result of loading from the pit walls as they mineralize.   
 
The spillway will discharge passively to the Pinewood River approximately 72 years after closure in the 
preferred scenario.  Initial discharge at 72 years will exceed PWQO for all parameters (by several orders of 
magnitude in some cases) except Molybdenum and Arsenic (exceeds interim PWQO and CWQG).  After 300 
years, considered to be the steady state concentrations, PWQO will be exceeded for the following 
parameters: Fe, Al, and Cr. 
 
Metal loadings from the pit walls seem to be optimistic and assume that water chemistry will be similar to 
background conditions in the long term (300 years).  MOE’s experience at other sites is that, once exposed, 
the pit walls can contribute significant metals to the water, making it necessary to treat the pit water prior to 
discharge to the natural environment.  
Because the Pinewood River has no assimilative capacity, pit lake discharge will be required to meet very 
stringent discharge criteria at the point of discharge to the receiver.   
 
In order to assess potential impacts to the Pinewood River from pit lake discharges, an estimation of the 
contaminant loading to the Pinewood River and an assessment of potential long term impacts associated 
with this discharge are necessary.  
 
Surface water discharge, which exceeds PWQO, to a very low flow receiver, for several hundred years, is 
concerning, and alternate scenarios need to be assessed. 
 
In addition, the proponent is proposing to accelerate pit flooding with diversion of 20% of Pinewood River 
watershed in the spring and 15% of Pinewood River watershed in the summer and fall. 
 
The 7Q5, 7Q10, and 7Q20 are less than 50 m3/day for the Pinewood River.  The proponent needs to 
consider the impacts of water takings on this limited system. 

The MOE has significant concerns about 
the pit lake scenarios presented in the 
EIS.   
 
The proponent needs to assess potential 
impacts to surface water from the pit lake 
discharge, including potential contaminant 
loadings.   
 
In addition, the proponent needs to consider 
alternate scenarios for establishing the pit 
lake and achieving a higher quality 
discharge. This is required at the EA phase 
of the project. 
 
 
 

The effect of discharging pit lake water to the Pinewood River is 
assessed in Section 9.2 of Appendix W. Pinewood River low flow 
conditions are not relevant to this discharge scenario as the outflow 
from the open pit will be largely proportional to area (and hence 
Pinewood River) runoff conditions. When taking hardness modifiers in 
consideration, protection of aquatic life is projected to be achieved 
with the open pit overflow discharge as described in Section 9.2 and 
Table 30 of Appendix W.  
 
As well RRR continues to undertake further studies to optimize final 
pit overflow water quality. This more recent work has been completed 
by Lorax (2014) as part of closure planning and is included as 
Appendix E of the draft Closure Plan. The Lorax model is based on 
conservative assumptions for activity in the water column, and 
projects more favourable water quality in the pit overflow with the 
additional water management program proposed. It also outlines 
measures which can be utilized to further optimize open pit water 
quality.     

MOE-SW 
-5 

Surface 
Water 

Appendix E - 
Conceptual 
Closure Plan 
 
Appendix T 
WQ 
predictions 

The proponent is proposing to maintain a water cover over a portion of the tailings in the TMA approximately 
1.15 m deep.  The proposed TMA flooding could involve a 10% flow diversion from the Pinewood River 
watershed to flood the TMA, over several years  
 
The 7Q5, 7Q10, and 7Q20 are less than 50 m3/day for the Pinewood River.  The proponent needs to 
consider the cumulative impacts of water takings on this limited system. 
 

The MOE has significant concerns about 
the implications of establishing a TMA 
water cover on the site water balance.  In 
addition, MOE has concerns regarding 
increased contaminant loadings if a water 
cover cannot be adequately maintained. 
 
The proponent needs to assess potential 
impacts to surface water from TMA discharge 
post-closure, as well as assessing the 
cumulative impacts of water takings on the 
Pinewood River. 
 
This is required at the EA phase of the 
project. 

The final method of pit flooding and the means to allow it to overflow 
to the Pinewood River will be consistent with fisheries protection 
provisions, and also will not compromise the constructed fish habitat 
offset measures. The diversion from the Pinewood River is an 
interception of flow; there are no active water takings (i.e. pumping) 
from the Pinewood currently under consideration for flooding the TMA 
at closure. 
 
As per Section 9.1 of Appendix W-1, the TMA is expected to take as 
little as 3 to 4 years to flood, depending on whether or not some water 
is pumped from the Pinewood River to the TMA following closure. 
Further optimization of tailings deposition plans for the TMA, to 
deposit tailings to near struck level, has reduced the total water cover 
volume from approximately 25 Mm3 to about 18 Mm3, approximately 8 
Mm3 of which would already be contained within the TMA system as 
part of the normal operating water inventory, leaving a need to 
accumulate an additional 10 Mm3 for closure needs (Appendix G of 
the draft Closure Plan). This volume could be accumulated from TMA 
basin runoff, under average annual hydrologic conditions, within 3 to 
4 years, without having to pump water from the Pinewood River. 
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MOE-SW 
-6 

Surface 
Water 

Appendix W 
Appendix S 

Although the proponent has committed to the installation and operation of a seepage collection system for 
their TMA and ERMS, there will be a percentage of seepage that cannot be collected and will discharge to 
the Pinewood River. 
 
Expected seepage quality information indicates COC’s will exceed PWQO.  Because the Pinewood River 
has no assimilative capacity, seepage will be required to meet very stringent criteria at the point of discharge 
to surface waters (ie. PWQO or background concentrations).  The proponent will need to quantify potential 
seepage and provide expected loading calculations.   
 
The impacts of seepage from the TMA and mine rock stockpiles needs to be further assessed given that 
estimated concentrations of COC’s may exceed PWQO’s and seepage will be discharging to a very low flow 
receiver (Pinewood River). 
 
In addition, metal leaching potential from mine rock and tailings is being further assessed by ongoing kinetic 
tests.  Because work is ongoing, the predicted impacts on surface water features cannot be adequately 
assessed at this time. Once the results from further geochemical evaluations are available, the updated 
source concentrations and calculated discharge loadings to surface water receivers will need to be 
incorporated into the assessment to evaluate the impact to surface waters. 
 
 

The proponent will be required to provide the 
following at provincial permitting: 
1. Quantification of potential seepage 
2. Predicted loadings of COC’s from 

seepage 
3. Assessment of potential impacts from 

discharge of seepage to surface water 
receivers 

 
Discharge criteria and treatment options will 
be considered during the provincial 
permitting process and will reflect the 
assimilative capacity of the Pinewood River 
to receive seepage. A monitoring program 
will be defined in the provincial ECA for the 
site. A contingency plan will be required and 
the potential contingencies will be identified 
in the ECA, along with mitigation triggers. 
 
Post-closure, MNDM and MOE will work 
together in the provincial closure plan and 
approvals processes.  MOE will identify 
additional requirements outside of closure 
plan to address seepage, if necessary, which 
would be applied through an ECA (i.e. 
collection, treatment and discharge). 

Acknowledged. 

MOE-SW 
-7 

Surface 
Water 

EA Text 
Section 4.19.2 
Section 4.6.2 

The west mine rock stockpile (WMRS) will contain NPAG, while the EMRS will store PAG.  Section 4.19.2 
states that Acid Rock Drainage (ARD) in the WMRS will not be an issue.  In addition, NPAG rock is being 
proposed as an aggregate source for on-site construction.   
Extensive testing, following accepted protocols, will be needed to ensure that the waste rock is accurately 
classified based on potential acid generating properties.   
Previous experience at minesites has identified NPAG rock as a significant contributor of metal leaching and 
ARD.  The proponent should provide a contingency plan in the event that ongoing monitoring reveals that the 
NPAG rock is creating an ARD issue. 
 

A monitoring program will be defined in the 
provincial ECA for the site. A contingency 
plan will be required and potential 
contingencies will be identified in the ECA, 
along with appropriate trigger mechanisms 
for mitigation. 

Acknowledged. 

MOE-SW 
-8 

Surface 
Water 

EA Text 
Section 4.12.8 
Section 
4.12.7.3 

The flow in the Pinewood River is very low during the winter months. It is not typical for northern minesites to 
discharge effluent in winter conditions. Water balance calculations should account for potential difficulties 
with winter discharge to ensure adequate storage capacity. 
 
In addition, the proponent is reminded that all discharge entering the Pinewood River will need to meet 
restrictive effluent criteria.  It is unlikely effluent quality will meet required criteria during the winter months 
because ammonia and cyanide breakdown is greatly reduced in winter climatic conditions.  The reliance on 
winter discharge of effluent may result in inadequate storage capacity and affect water balance calculations. 

The water balance should reflect potential 
issues with winter discharge. 
 
 

Discharge is not planned during the typical winter periods of lowest 
flow (February and March), and will be undertaken in early winter 
months as conditions allow. The purpose of the discharge is to return 
flows captured by the site to the Pinewood, not to manage excess 
water on the site. Should the need arise to hold discharge until a 
more suitable period (e.g. over the winter until freshet), the system 
has sufficient capacity to do so. 
 
RRR acknowledges the need to meet effluent criteria for any 
discharge to the environment. 
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MOE- SW 
-9 

Surface 
Water – 
Aquatic 
Conditions 

Appendix I The purpose of baseline studies is to characterize the physical, chemical, and biological aspects of 
watersheds to be potentially impacted by mining activities.   
 
The design of the baseline surface water monitoring program needs to include multi-year seasonal sampling 
to identify temporal variability associated with the collected data and to identify trends over time.  Monitoring 
programs must be designed to statistically detect changes from baseline conditions.   

 
Surface water, sediment, benthic, fish community and fish tissue samples should be collected from all 
locations within the predicted zone of influence of the project including direct discharge locations, surface 
drainage locations, areas of water taking, and areas that may be influenced by groundwater seepage.  
 
The following needs to be considered when selecting sampling locations:   

 adequacy to produce high quality samples that can be replicated;  
 effectiveness of the location to define baseline conditions;  
 use of the location for long term evaluation of potential effects of the project; and 
 development of a reference condition for the watershed to facilitate comparisons with non-impacted 

watersheds and to evaluate watershed changes. 

The proponent should note that adequate 
baseline data will be required as part of the 
provincial permitting process.  
 
Aquatic surveys will be a requirement of the 
provincial ECA and will include analysis of 
water and sediment chemistry, assessments 
of benthic macroinvertebrate and fish 
communities, and fish tissue analyses, in 
order to detect potential changes in the 
Pinewood River. 
 

Acknowledged. The extensive baseline studies which have been 
conducted to inform the final EA Report will form the basis for 
monitoring programs to be developed in discussion with the 
appropriate regulatory agencies as part of the approvals process. 

MOE- SW 
-10 

Surface 
Water 

Appendix I Additional information is needed to assess the potential impact of mercury loadings to surface water 
receivers. 
 
This information should include, but not necessarily be limited to, consideration of the following: 
 Establishing pre-development  mercury loadings from the various watersheds; 
 Estimate the potential concentration of mercury within the final effluent and other associated drainages; 
 The potential impact that increased sulphates may have on increasing the methylation rates; 
 Potential mitigation measures to reduce the discharge of mercury from the site; 
 The development of a monitoring plan that considers mercury in, at a minimum, the water column and 

fish tissue. Criteria should be developed that would trigger remedial measures.  Data should be 
collected using advanced sampling and analytical protocols for mercury to define baseline conditions, 
determine potential loadings, and to monitor the potential impacts of the project over time.   

The MOE will require additional information 
prior to provincial permitting.   

Acknowledged. 

MOE- SW 
-11 

Surface 
Water - 
Hydrology 

Appendix W-1  
WMP 

The site water balance is based on a conceptual model.  On-going validation of this model will be required, 
both prior to provincial permitting and during mine operations, in order to confirm assumptions and/or update 
water balance predictions as necessary.  As additional hydrology data becomes available, MOE 
recommends that the Water Management Plan be reviewed and refined to reflect additional water balance 
information.  This may include modifications or alterations of operational designs based on updated water 
balance modeling.  Contingencies may be identified in the provincial permits, in conjunction with appropriate 
trigger mechanisms.   
 
 

A more detailed assessment of hydrological 
changes will be required by the MOE at the 
provincial permitting phase. 
In order to address uncertainty in hydrology 
modeling, further flow monitoring will be 
required during provincial permitting, 
construction and operations to verify 
predictions and to develop a robust 
hydrograph for the potentially impacted 
watersheds.   

Acknowledged. 

MOE- SW 
-12 

Surface 
Water 

Appendix G Metal Leaching and ARD characterization tests appear to be ongoing.  Metal leaching potential from mine 
rock and tailings is being further assessed by continuing kinetic tests, such as humidity cell tests and field 
cell tests.  Because work is ongoing, the predicted impacts on surface water features cannot be fully 
assessed. Given the uncertainty in contaminant loading predictions, and the unknown potential impacts to 
water quality, monitoring and contingencies will be needed to address potential impacts to surface water 
features.   

A monitoring program and contingency plan 
will be defined in the provincial ECA, along 
with appropriate trigger mechanisms for 
mitigation.   
 

Acknowledged. 
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MOE- SW 
-13 

Surface 
Water 

Appendix W-1 
WMP – pages 
39-40 
Table 16 

Sediment ponds #1 and #2 are proposed for collection of runoff and seepage from the overburden stockpile 
and the WMRS.  They will be designed to discharge directly to the environment, rather than the TMA.  The 
water collected is anticipated to contain TSS and residual ammonia from blasting agents.  Metals are not 
anticipated to require treatment in these ponds, as water will only be in contact with NPAG material.  
Previous experience at minesites has identified NPAG rock as a significant contributor of metal leaching and 
acid rock drainage (ARD).  The proponent should provide a contingency plan in the event that ongoing 
monitoring reveals that the NPAG rock is creating a water quality issue. In addition, ongoing tests may alter 
current metal leaching predictions.  A monitoring program and contingency plan will be defined in the 
provincial ECA, along with appropriate mitigation trigger mechanisms. 
 
The proponent is proposing a pond retention time of 5 days to provide effective settlement of solids.  
Flocculant and/or coagulant would be added as required to assist with solids removal.  Multiple cells are 
expected to enhance performance efficiencies.   
The ponds will discharge into the West Creek Diversion.  The proponent states that the sediment ponds will 
only discharge to the environment under run-off conditions, when discharge from the ponds would be 
proportional to their watersheds.  The predicted watershed ratio for sediment pond #1 discharge is 17:1 and 
the predicted watershed ratio for sediment pond #2 is 3.5:1.  The proposed final effluent limits in Table 16 
are not consistent with MOE Water Quality Management Policies 1, 2 and 5, and may result in unacceptable 
changes in to surface water receivers.  

During provincial permitting, effluent criteria 
will be developed for Sediment Ponds #1 and 
#2 using the ministry’s water quality 
management policies and Procedure B-1-5 
(Deriving Receiving-Water Based, Point-
Source effluent Requirements for Ontario 
Waters, July 1994). 
 

Acknowledged. 
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808 rue Robertson 
Kenora, ON   P9N 1X9 
Télécopieur: (807) 468-2735 
Téléphone: (807) 468-2718 

 
 

 
July 17, 2014 

 
MEMORANDUM: 
 
TO:  Sasha McLeod 
  Project Officer - Environmental Approvals Branch 
 
FROM:  Paula Spencer 

Surface Water Specialist -Technical Support Section, Northern Region 
 

RE:  Rainy River Gold Project 
  Effluent Criteria Discussion and Water Taking Thresholds 
 
1.0 Introduction 
 
As requested, I have reviewed the memos submitted on May 28, 2014 by AMEC and New Gold titled 
“Consolidated Follow-up to Meetings regarding the Rainy River Project Held with Ministry of the 
Environment on April 15 and May 22, 2014” and on July 14, 2014, titled “Follow-up on MOE 
Teleconference of June 24, 2014 regarding Effluent Discharge Permit Limits and Constraints.  
 
The objective of my review was to determine the suitability, at the EA phase, of the proposed effluent 
criteria, CORMIX results, proposed minimum dilution ratio and proposed minimum flow thresholds in the 
Pinewood River. 
 
2.0 Effluent Criteria and Minimum Dilution Ratios 
 
The Ministry of Environment and Climate Change (MOECC) will require stringent effluent limits to be 
included as part of the Environmental Compliance Approval (ECA).   Effluent limits are enforceable 
benchmarks that MOECC will require the company to meet for all site discharges.   
 
The Pinewood River has been proposed as the primary surface water receptor for the Rainy River Gold 
Project’s final effluent.  Final effluent limits are developed taking into consideration the Ministry's 
"Deriving Receiving-Water Based, Point-Source Effluent Requirements for Ontario Waters, July 1994" 
(Procedure B-1-5).  Because baseline and background information is used in the development of 
receiver-based effluent criteria, the physical, chemical, and biological conditions of receiving waterbodies 
must be characterized.  The baseline data for the Rainy River Gold Project was reviewed and 
determined to be adequate for characterizing background conditions at the EA phase. Additional 
baseline data requirements may be identified during provincial permitting.  
 
The Pinewood River is a small receiver with very limited assimilative capacity, with a 7Q20 (lowest 7-day 
average flow that occurs once every 20 years) of 8 m3/day.  Because of the limitations of the Pinewood 
River watershed, effluent limits will need to be very stringent. Section 4.4.1 of Procedure B-1-5 indicates 
that, in systems with limited assimilative capacity such as the Pinewood River, discharges may be rated 
proportionally to flow.  Specifically, effluent requirements are stipulated to maintain set dilution ratios 
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based on the flow in the receiving waterbody and concentrations of parameters in the receiver after 
mixing.  Application of this discharge scenario for the Rainy River Gold Project would allow for an 
increased level of protection for aquatic communities in the Pinewood River. 
 
In the consolidated document provided to the MOECC on May 28, 2014, New Gold proposed a minimum 
receiver to final effluent dilution ratio of 1:1.  CORMIX was used to analyze near-field mixing of the 
effluent (ie. mixing zone).  Results of CORMIX modeling are summarized below: 
 
 Mixing zone size = 30 m 
 Minimum dilution ratio proposed = 1:1 
 At a 0.116 m3/s river flow rate and 10,000 m3/day effluent discharge rate, complete mixing was 

achieved at 30 m from the diffuser. 
 Water quality beyond the mixing zone is expected to remain constant in the Pinewood River, to the 

confluence with the Rainy River, because of minimal watershed inputs. 

At the EA phase, New Gold has committed to the following effluent criteria, to assess potential impacts to 
the Pinewood River, based on a 1:1 minimum dilution ratio: 
 

Parameter 
(in mg/L) 

Monthly Average 
Concentrations Limit proposed 

at 1:1 minimum dilution ratio  

Provincial Water 
Quality Objectives 

(PWQO) 

Canadian Water 
Quality 

Guidelines 
(CWQG) 

British Columbia 
(BC) – Surface 

water target – 30 
day average 

Cyanide 
(total) 

0.05 mg/L  
(5 x free cyanide) 

------------- ------------- ------------- 

Cyanide 
(free) 

0.01 mg/L 
 (2 x PWQO) 

0.005 0.005 0.005 

Arsenic  0.017 mg/L 
 (2 x 0.01 mg/L minus 
background concentration) 

0.1 
(Interim -0.005)  

0.005 0.005 

Copper(a)(b) 0.014 mg/L 
(2x BC surface water target 
minus background 
concentration) 

0.005 at hardness > 
20 mg/L CaCO3 

0.004 at 
hardness > 180 
mg/L CaCO3 

0.008 at 
hardness 200 
mg/L CaCO3 - 30 
day average 

Nickel 0.047 mg/L 
(2 x PWQO minus background 
concentration) 

0.025  0.150 at 
hardness >180 
mg/L CaCO3 

------------- 

Lead(a)(b) 0.015 mg/L 
(USEPA hardness equation 
(0.008 mg/L) minus background 
concentration) 

0.025 at alkalinity >80 
mg/L CaCO3 (Interim -
0.005 at hardness > 
80 mg/L CaCO3) 

0.007 at 
hardness >180 
mg/L CaCO3 

0.011 at 
hardness 200 
mg/L CaCO3  - 
30 day average 

Zinc(a)(b) 0.174 mg/L 
(2x BC surface water target 
minus background 
concentration) 

0.030 
(Interim - 0.020) 

0.030 
 

0.090 at 
hardness 200 
mg/L CaCO3  - 
30 day average 

NH3-U 0.04 mg/L 
 (2 x PWQO) 

0.020 0.019 pH and temp. 
based 

(a) MOECC considered the fact that some PWQO’s do not take more recent toxicological information into 
account and that some jurisdictions have more recently updated surface water criteria based on hardness 
as a toxicity modifier.   

(b) Proposed effluent criteria is based on a hardness of 200 mg/L CaCO3.  Baseline and predicted effluent 
concentrations for hardness will be further assessed during provincial permitting and criteria will be 
adjusted if required. 
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The modeling information and proposed effluent criteria was reviewed by the Ministry to evaluate the 
potential impacts of effluent discharge to the Pinewood River. At the EA phase, MOECC will accept a 
minimum 1:1 dilution ratio and proposed effluent criteria, with the following conditions: 
 
1. New Gold commits to implementing enhanced mixing measures (boulder clusters, rock groynes) in 

the mixing zone prior to effluent discharge. These enhanced mixing measures will become part of the 
detailed discharge configuration design that will be finalized during provincial permitting. 

2. New Gold commits to receiving water monitoring at the boundary of the mixing zone. Based on 
current CORMIX modeling results, the mixing zone is 30 m from the discharge point.  A more 
detailed assessment of water quality modeling, discharge configurations and mixing zone boundaries 
will be conducted at provincial permitting phase.  If MOE’s detailed assessment during provincial 
permitting indicates that the proposed minimum dilution ratio and/or modeling conclusions are not 
consistent with those proposed at the EA phase, effluent criteria may be adjusted.   

3. New Gold commits to meeting PWQO or scientifically defensible surface water benchmarks at the 
mixing zone boundary.  Results of receiver monitoring will be used to assess if benchmarks are being 
met at the mixing zone boundary.  The ability to consistently meet surface water benchmarks at 
the mixing zone boundary will be enforced through conditions in the provincial approval (ie. 
Environmental Compliance Approval).   
 

The MOECC acknowledges that the water quality predictions are dependent on accurate model inputs, 
including hydrological information and source concentrations of contaminants of potential concern 
(COPC). Further sensitivity analysis of water quality modeling inputs and outputs will be required at the 
provincial permitting and approvals stage.  Based on this analysis, mixing zone boundaries, minimum 
dilution ratio requirements, and effluent criteria may be re-evaluated.  In addition, MOECC will require the 
exact discharge configuration to be optimized during the engineering design and provincial permitting 
phase.    
 
MOECC recommends that effluent criteria proposed during the provincial permitting and approvals 
process is consistent with the criteria proposed and analyzed during the Environmental Assessment (EA) 
process.  The assessment of potential impacts is based on the modeling information and proposed 
effluent criteria provided to the MOECC during the EA.   If further information becomes available during 
provincial permitting that affects modeling conclusions and/or effluent criteria, MOECC will consider this 
when determining final effluent limits for inclusion in the ECA.  In addition, after a more detailed review of 
hydrological and modeling data during provincial permitting, a condition will be included in the ECA 
requiring a minimum dilution ratio to be maintained during periods of discharge to the Pinewood River.   
 
3.0 Pinewood River Water Taking Thresholds 
 
For initial start-up of the project, water will be taken from the Pinewood River.  The 7Q5, 7Q10, and 7Q20 
are all less than 50 m3/day for the Pinewood River.  
 
At plant start-up and early phase operations the following water takings are proposed: 
 
 20% flow reduction in the Pinewood River (below McCallum Creek) from April to June 
 15% reduction in Pinewood River flow at other times of the year 

In response to MOECC concerns regarding the impact of water taking on all flows of the natural 
hydrograph (including flushing flows and minimum flows) and possible impacts of these flow reductions 
on water quality and aquatic life, New Gold is proposing a spring water taking threshold of 10,000 m3/day 
and a July – November water taking threshold of 5,000 m3/day.  Direct water taking from the Pinewood 
River would cease if Pinewood River flow is below these thresholds. 
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More information will be required during provincial permitting to determine the acceptability of these 
proposed minimum thresholds.  At the EA phase, MOECC recommends that New Gold commit to 
developing minimum flow thresholds during provincial permitting that are acceptable to MOECC and 
other relevant regulatory agencies.   
 
During provincial permitting, New Gold will be required to develop minimum flow thresholds that will 
maintain fish passage and protect aquatic habitats.  A more detailed assessment of hydrological changes 
and potential water taking impacts will be required by the MOECC at the permitting phase of the project.  
Monitoring and contingency plans will be required as part of a provincial Permit to Take Water, in 
conjunction with appropriate trigger mechanisms.  Further flow monitoring will be required during 
provincial permitting, construction and operations to verify predictions and to develop a robust 
hydrograph for the potentially impacted watersheds.   On-going validation of the water balance model will 
be required to assess the potential impacts of hydrological changes throughout the project. 
 
If you have any questions regarding the above comments, please call me at (807) 468-2725.   
 

Regards, 

 
Paula Spencer 
Surface Water Specialist 
 
/PS 
 
cc: Drew Stajkowski, Senior Environmental Officer  
 Trina Rawn, District Manager   
 Todd Kondrat, Group Leader – Surface Water Specialist 
 Simon Haslam, Regional Hydrogeologist 
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Page 1 of 3 
 

Stakeholder:   Ministry of the Environment 
Point of Contact: Dale Gable 
Comments received:  March 7, 2014 
Comments regarding: Rainy River Project, Final Environmental Assessment Report (Ver. 2)  
 
 
# COMMENT RRR RESPONSE 

1 RRRL has identified the preferred option for managing waste at the Site 
to be transporting waste off-site for final disposal. There are no EA 
requirements for the transportation of waste. However, the assessment 
for the preferred option assumes that the Township will have future 
capacity which will be granted through a landfill expansion EA and EPA 
approval. It should be stated that the Township has yet to undertake the 
EA process for an expansion and there is no guarantee that they will be 
granted EA approval. As such, should disposal at the Township’s 
landfill not be a long-term viable option, comments are provided below 
discuss the potential on-site landfill option and transportation of waste 
to a landfill currently not approved to accept waste from RRRL’s 
proposed site. 

Acknowledged with appreciation. 

2 RRRL indicated that the Township’s landfill sites had capacity for waste 
and that their waste could be transported for final disposal. RRRL 
reference a capacity study conducted by K Smart Associates for these 
sites. These reports were not provided in the EA but obtained during 
the review. It should be noted that the consultant has made 
assumptions to calculate the approved capacity for a site. However, the 
ministry has a protocol in place to determine a site’s approved capacity 
for these older sites. K Smart made operation assumptions and did not 
follow the ministry’s protocol. Therefore, the statement that there is 
available capacity at these sites to support the preferred option may not 
be accurate as available capacity may not be available. As RRRL’s 
preferred option is off-site transportation, it may be in their best interest 
to discuss the landfill capacity with the owner of these sites as there 
may not be available capacity. 

Acknowledged with appreciation. 
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# COMMENT RRR RESPONSE 
3 For alternative sites, it should be noted that these landfills may not be 

currently approved to accept RRRL’s waste. If they are not approved to 
accept RRRL’s waste, then the Owner of the site may be subject to 
Regulation 101/07 under the Environmental Assessment Act to 
undertake the Environmental Screening Process to expand their service 
area to include RRRL. This undertaking would delay any waste from 
RRRL going to the Site and require RRRL to find another waste 
management option until the issue is clarified / resolved. 

Acknowledged with appreciation. 

4 In the event, the Township is not granted approval for an expansion and 
RRRL determines that an on-site waste disposal site is required, then 
RRRL must follow the EA process as required by Ontario Regulation 
101/07 (Waste Management Project) made under the Environmental 
Assessment Act. The EA currently being considered does not 
adequately address the potential impacts for an on-site landfill. 

Acknowledged. 

5 In Section 4.0, RRRL indicates that demolition / decommissioning 
waste will be placed in an on-site waste disposal site. RRRL did not 
provide the estimated capacity requirements for the landfill or provide 
adequate details on the proposed landfill. As such, the EA did not 
adequately address the potential environmental impacts due to the 
waste disposal site. The proposed landfill is subject to the 
Environmental Protection Act and depending on the volume may be 
subject to the Ontario Regulation 101/07. 

Acknowledged. 

6 Should an on-site waste disposal site be considered for either and/or 
both a waste disposal site for operational waste generated and a waste 
disposal site for decommissioning waste, the combined waste volume 
would need to be considered when assessment the applicability of 
Regulation 101/07. 

Acknowledged. Should an onsite waste disposal site be pursued 
at some point in the future, the ECA application will contain this 
information as requested. 

7 The proposed closure plan for the Site did not provide detail on the 
closure plan for the potential of a waste disposal site located at the Site. 
This omission may impact the amount of financial assurance the will be 
required by the Ministry of Northern Development and Mines (MNDM). 
Closure costs for the landfill are required as a component of the site 
closure. RRRL will have to provide additional detail on the potential 
waste disposal sites to ensure adequate financial assurance is provided 
for the site. 

Acknowledged. The final Closure Plan will meet MNDM 
requirements and will support financial assurance needs. 
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Page 3 of 3 
 

# COMMENT RRR RESPONSE 
8 Placement of decommissioning waste rock pile does not exempt RRRL 

from requiring an Environmental Compliance Approval for a waste 
disposal site. 

Acknowledged. 

9 For any on-site waste disposal sites, the type of assessment to 
consider are identified in the document entitled “Landfill Standards: A 
Guideline to the Regulatory Approval Requirements for New and 
Expanded Landfills,..... 

Acknowledged with appreciation. We are aware of the document 
and its requirements. 

10 The EA indicates that RRRL would temporary store hazardous waste 
generated on the Site until it can be transported to a licensed facility. 
The storage facilities should meet the requirements of the Ministry’s 
“Guidelines for Environmental Protection Measures at Chemical and 
Waste Storage Facilities” dated 2007. 

Acknowledged with appreciation. We are aware of the document 
and its requirements. 

11 The EA indicates that petroleum-hydrocarbon contaminated soils would 
be treated at the Site. The report should clarify where these soils are 
being generated. This operation is considered waste processing and as 
a result the on-site treatment process will required an EPA approval. 

Acknowledged. 

12 RRRL should be made aware that any final disposal of wastes through 
landfilling at the Site not exempted by Regulation 347 must be placed in 
the area approved by an Environmental Compliance Approval related to 
waste management. If the approval does not specifically approve solid 
non-hazardous waste, then the waste cannot be placed in that area. 

Acknowledged. 

13 With regards to on-site waste disposal for both operation waste and 
demolition waste, RRRL has not provided the information required for 
an Environmental Assessment for a waste management site,.... 

Acknowledged. As discussed with the MOE, Environmental 
Assessment Branch, the document was not intended to support 
the EA requirements for an onsite operational or demolition 
landfill, if applicable. Should it been deemed required at some 
point in the future, RRR will pursue the necessary EA / approvals 
at that time. 
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Rainy River Project 
RRR Response to Comments on Final Environmental Assessment Report (Ver. 2) 
Page 1 of 2 
 

Stakeholder:   Ministry of the Environment 
Point of Contact: Stefanos Habtom 
Comments received:  March 7, 2014 
Comments regarding: Rainy River Project, Final Environmental Assessment Report (Ver. 2)  
 
 
# COMMENT RRR RESPONSE 

1 Section 8.2.5 – Process Effluent Management – Rainy River Project – 
Final Environmental Assessment Report identifies in-plant SO2/Air 
treatment, followed by natural degradation (as a polishing step) as the 
preferred treatment technology train. Section 6.6 – Process Plant 
Effluent Treatment – Appendix W – Water Management Approach - 
provides further details on the in-plant SO2/Air treatment system for 
cyanide destruction. The preferred treatment technology is widely used 
technology and it is acceptable as proposed. 

Acknowledged with appreciation. 

2 Section 8.2.6 – Tailings Management – Rainy River Project – Final 
Environmental Assessment Report identifies the ‘Loslo Creek Basin’ 
tailings management as the preferred alternative meeting four of the 
assessment criteria and being acceptable for the remaining two 
assessment criteria. Section 6.0 – Operation Phase Water Management 
Plan - Appendix W- Water Management Approach – also provides 
further details on the performance of the preferred tailings management 
alternative. The preferred tailings management alternative is acceptable 
as proposed. 

Acknowledged with appreciation. 

3 Section 4.0 – Design Criteria – Appendix W- Water Management 
Approach- provides general design criteria for the proposed wastewater 
treatment facilities and the proposed approach is acceptable. 

Acknowledged with appreciation. 

4 Section 8.2.12 – Domestic Sewage Management - Rainy River Project – 
Final Environmental Assessment Report identifies the use of a package 
sewage treatment system to manage sanitary sewage generated from 
the on-site workforce. The preferred domestic sewage treatment system 
is acceptable as proposed. 

Acknowledged with appreciation. 
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# COMMENT RRR RESPONSE 
5 With respect to the mandate of the Environmental Approval Services 

Section, EAB, the final EA for the Rainy River Gold Mine provides 
adequate assessment of available process wastewater treatment 
alternatives and selection of the preferred alternatives. The final EA 
provides a general technical description of the preferred wastewater 
treatment alternatives and at this stage I do not have any further 
comments or concerns. 

Acknowledged with appreciation. 

6 It should be noted that the application for Environmental Compliance 
Approval (ECA) for the proposed mine wastewater treatment system 
needs to include detailed final design specifications and performance 
assessment to show how the proposed wastewater treatment system 
meets ministry’s design standards.  
 
The ECA application documentation also needs to include review 
comments and recommendation of effluent limits from MOE Technical 
Support Section based on the assimilative capacity study of the 
receiving surface water (Pinewood River). 

Acknowledged. The ECA application will contain this information 
as requested. 
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Rainy River Project 
RRR Response to Comments on Final Environmental Assessment Report (Ver. 2) 
Page 1 of 6 
 
 

Stakeholder:    Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport 
Point of Contact:  Amy Didrikson 
Comments received:  March 7, 2014 
Comments regarding: Rainy River Project, Final Environmental Assessment Report (Ver. 2) 
 
 

R
eference 

# 

Reference to 
EIS 

Guidelines 
or ToR 

Reference to 
EIS or ToR Summary of Comment/ Rationale Proposed Action EA or Regulatory Proponent Response 

MTCS - 1 Table 3 of the 
ToR 
(Summary of 
Proposed 
Environmental 
Data Sources) 

EIS 
Volume 1 
Section 7.13 
Page 40 

This section states that “Preliminary application of the 
Stage 3 criteria, indicate that four pre-contact 
archaeological sites and two historic archaeological 
sites will require Stage 3 excavations.  Further Stage 4 
work may also be required depending on the Stage 3 
results”. 

We would add that further Stage 4 work may be 
required depending on MTCS’s review of the Stage 3 
work. 

Regulatory – Ontario Heritage Act 
archaeological licensing requirements 
to be met – which includes adherence 
to the Standards and Guidelines for 
Consultant Archaeologists  

Acknowledged with appreciation and 
understood. 

MTCS - 2 Section 5.2.2 of 
ToR (Evaluation 
Criteria and 
Indicators – 
Effects to the 
Human 
Environment) 
 
Section 7.2.1 of 
ToR (Valued 
Socio-Economic 
Components) 
 
Section 7.2.2 of 
ToR 
(Effects Analysis) 

EIS 
Volume 1 
Table S-9 

Our concerns relate to the level of assessment of built 
heritage resources and cultural heritage landscapes 
informing the evaluation of significance of effects.  
Please see the comments in row MTCS-19 below. 
 
 

Please see the proposed action in row MTCS-19 
below. 

EA - MTCS policies and programs 
established under the Ontario 
Heritage Act 
 
CEAA (1996) Reference Guide on 
Physical and Cultural Heritage 
Resources (primarily Steps 3 and 4) 
 

Acknowledged. See below in response 
to MTCS-19. 

MTCS - 3 Table 2 of the 
ToR 
(Summary of 
Environmental 
Components to be 
Profiled) 

EIS 
Volume 1 
Section 13.1 

This section indicates that the FMP addresses 
monitoring of: 
 Heritage resources; and 
 Cultural heritage landscapes and built heritage 

resources. 

It is unclear what is meant by “heritage resources”.  
Please clarify whether this is intended to refer to 
“archaeological resources”. 

EA & Regulatory  Yes. This edit will be included in the EA 
Report Errata. 

MTCS - 4 Section 5.2.2 of 
ToR (Evaluation 
Criteria and 
Indicators – 
Effects to the 
Human 
Environment) 

EIS 
Volume 2 
Section 5.2.1 of 
the EIS 

Out of the three archaeological assessment reports 
listed in this section, only one has been deemed 
compliant and accepted into the public register of 
archaeological reports.   

Note that until the archaeological work is completed 
and the archaeological reports are reviewed, MTCS 
has outstanding concerns regarding this proposed 
project.  Construction work involving ground 
disturbance cannot proceed until the Ministry has 
reviewed all reports and confirms in writing that it 
supports the recommendations included in the reports.  

Regulatory – Ontario Heritage Act 
archaeological licensing requirements 
to be met – which includes adherence 
to the Standards and Guidelines for 
Consultant Archaeologists (2011). 

Acknowledged and understood. 
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R
eference 

# 

Reference to 
EIS 

Guidelines 
or ToR 

Reference to 
EIS or ToR Summary of Comment/ Rationale Proposed Action EA or Regulatory Proponent Response 

MTCS - 5 Section 6.1 of the 
ToR (6.1 
Overview and 
Study Area) 

EIS 
Volume 2 
Section 5.2.1 of 
the EIS 

In this section it states that Cultural Heritage 
Resources were addressed by Woodland Heritage 
Services.  The term cultural heritage resources 
includes built heritage resources and cultural heritage 
landscapes in addition to archaeology.  It is our 
understanding that Woodland Heritage Services 
conducted archaeological assessment reports that did 
not comprehensively address built heritage resources 
and cultural heritage landscapes.   

The following bullet should be modified: 
 
 Cultural heritage resources Archaeological 

Resources (Woodland Heritage Services). 

EA & Regulatory  Acknowledged. This edit will be 
included in the EA Report Errata. 

MTCS - 6 Table 2 of the 
ToR 
(Summary of 
Environmental 
Components to be 
Profiled) 

EIS 
Volume 2 
Section 5.2.18 of 
the EIS 

This section states that “Stage 1 and 2 Archaeological 
and Cultural Heritage Resource Assessment baseline 
studies were conducted in 2010, 2011, 2012 and 2013 
in accordance with the Ontario Heritage Act and the 
MTCS technical guidelines”.   
 
Compliance with the Ontario Heritage Act and the 
Standards and Guidelines for Consultant 
Archaeologists has yet to be determined for most of the 
archaeological assessment reports. 

The following statement would be more accurate: 
“Stage 1 and 2 Archaeological Assessments were 
conducted in 2010, 2011, 2012 and 2013 and have/will 
be submitted to the Ministry of Tourism, Culture and 
Sport for review.” 

Regulatory – Ontario Heritage Act 
archaeological licensing requirements 
to be met – which includes adherence 
to the Standards and Guidelines for 
Consultant Archaeologists 
(2011).Standards and Guidelines for 
Consultant Archaeologists (2011) 

Acknowledged. This edit will be 
included in the EA Report Errata. 

MTCS - 7 Section 7.2.1 of 
ToR (Valued 
Socio-Economic 
Components) 
 
 

EIS 
5.15.2 
Registered 
Archaeological 
Sites 

This section states that “the level of cultural heritage 
value associated with an archaeological resource may 
influence whether it will be conserved as an 
archaeological site by the MTCS”.  
 
To clarify our role: MTCS registers archaeological sites 
into our Ontario Archaeological Sites Database.  
Licensed archaeologists contact us when beginning an 
archaeological assessment or a research project to get 
information from the database about archaeological 
sites near the property they will be investigating.  
 
Municipalities and First Nations regularly contact us for 
sites database information within their communities for 
land-use planning purposes. Researchers, engineers 
and lawyers acting on behalf of property owners also 
obtain this information to ensure sites are conserved. 

This section should read “the level of cultural heritage 
value associated with an archaeological resource may 
influence whether it will be registered as an 
archaeological site in the Ontario Archaeological Sites 
Database”. 

Regulatory  Acknowledged. This edit will be 
included in the EA Report Errata. 
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R
eference 

# 

Reference to 
EIS 

Guidelines 
or ToR 

Reference to 
EIS or ToR Summary of Comment/ Rationale Proposed Action EA or Regulatory Proponent Response 

MTCS - 8 Section 7.2.1 of 
ToR (Valued 
Socio-Economic 
Components) 
 

EIS 
Volume 2 
Section 5.16 
(Cultural 
Heritage 
Landscapes and 
Built Heritage 
Resources) 

While this section includes information on whether any 
of the built heritage resources and cultural heritage 
landscapes are formally recognized on government 
inventories, there is no evaluation of the heritage 
attributes or description of cultural heritage value or 
interest (CHVI). 

We recommend providing a description of heritage 
attributes or evaluation of CHVI to supplement the 
information currently contained in the final EIS.  We 
understand, based on our review of a memorandum 
between the heritage consultant, Unterman McPhail 
Associates and Stacey Jack, Community Co-ordinator 
with Rainy River Resources that two cultural heritage 
landscapes were identified as having “particular 
interest and worthy of further research, physical 
examination and photographic record”.  This 
conclusion should be reflected in the description of the 
environment in the final EIS. 

EA - MTCS policies and programs 
established under the Ontario 
Heritage Act 
 
CEAA (1996) Reference Guide on 
Physical and Cultural Heritage 
Resources 

Acknowledged. This edit will be 
included in the EA Report Errata. 
 
Traditionally a CHAR does not evaluate 
but identifies heritage sensitivities, listed 
or designated properties and makes 
recommendations based on impact for 
further study which has been done. In 
this rural area the overall community 
settlement history is of a higher value 
for the most part than the individual 
cultural heritage resources. 

MTCS - 9 Section 7.2.1 of 
ToR (Valued 
Socio-Economic 
Components) 
 
 

EIS 
Volume 2 
Table 5-40 

In the summary table of identified cultural heritage 
landscapes and built heritage resources there is no 
description of cultural heritage value or interest (CHVI) 
or heritage attributes.  For example, we understand 
that the technical studies informing the final EIS have 
determined that sites #11 and #13 warrant additional 
evaluation.   

We recommend providing a description of heritage 
attributes evaluation of CHVI to supplement the 
information currently contained in the final EIS.  We 
understand, based on our review of a memorandum 
between the heritage consultant, Unterman McPhail 
Associates and Stacey Jack, Community Co-ordinator 
with Rainy River Resources that two cultural heritage 
landscapes were identified as having “particular 
interest and worthy of further research, physical 
examination and photographic record”.  This 
conclusion should inform the information in the final 
EIS.  Please also see our proposed action in row 
MTCS-19. 

EA - MTCS policies and programs 
established under the Ontario 
Heritage Act 
 
CEAA (1996) Reference Guide on 
Physical and Cultural Heritage 
Resources 

Acknowledged. This edit will be 
included in the EA Report Errata. 

MTCS - 
10 

EIS Guidelines 
section 3.2 

EIS 
Volume 2 
Section 7.23.3 
(Mitigation) 

We are pleased to see a mitigation process described 
in this section that appears to promote conservation 
commensurate with cultural heritage value or interest; 
however, this section does not indicate how further 
technical study will inform such decisions.  While it is 
critical that community values and concerns have been 
considered in an evaluation of cultural heritage value or 
interest, the evaluation must also be informed by 
accepted policies, programs and standards developed 
at various government levels (federal, provincial, or 
municipal) and the evaluation of a qualified 
professional. 

Please see the proposed action in row MTCS-19 
below. 

EA - MTCS policies and programs 
established under the Ontario 
Heritage Act 
 
CEAA (1996) Reference Guide on 
Physical and Cultural Heritage 
Resources 

Acknowledged. See below in response 
to MTCS-19. 
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R
eference 

# 

Reference to 
EIS 

Guidelines 
or ToR 

Reference to 
EIS or ToR Summary of Comment/ Rationale Proposed Action EA or Regulatory Proponent Response 

MTCS - 
11 

EIS Guidelines 
section 3.2 

EIS 
Volume 2 
Section 7.23.4 
(Residual 
environmental 
effects) 

This section states that “none of the identified cultural 
heritage resources identified within and adjacent to 
RPP have been designated under the Ontario Heritage 
Act, or included in a Municipal heritage inventory or 
register and are not expected to have any significance 
outside of the HLSA”. 
 
As stated in the CEAA Reference Guide on Physical 
and Cultural Heritage Resources, not all valued cultural 
heritage resources have official designation status and 
therefore may not always be identified in government 
heritage registries.   
 
The cultural heritage value or interest of the identified 
built heritage resources and cultural heritage 
landscapes, which will be directly impacted by the 
proposed project, should not be disregarded until the 
evaluation of such resources is informed by the 
technical studies prepared by qualified professionals. 

Please see the proposed action in row MTCS-19 
below. 

EA - MTCS policies and programs 
established under the Ontario 
Heritage Act 
 
CEAA (1996) Reference Guide on 
Physical and Cultural Heritage 
Resources 

Acknowledged. See response to MTCS-
19. 
 
We have added professional judgment 
and looked at comparable resources 
within and adjacent the study area to 
inform the evaluation. We have also 
separated those resources which will be 
directly versus indirectly affected. 

MTCS - 
12 

ToR section 6.1 
(specialized 
studies will be 
used to inform the 
EA) 

EIS 
Volume 2 
Section 7.23.5 
(Significance 
Determination) 

This section states that the “Cultural heritage 
landscapes or built heritage resources that will be fully 
or partially displaced by development of the RRP, or 
are peripheral to the project footprint, are indicative of 
the history of settlement in the area, but are otherwise 
“unremarkable”. 
 
The Cultural Heritage Assessment Report completed 
as part of this EA does not conclude that the identified 
cultural heritage landscapes and built heritage 
resources are “unremarkable”.  It is unclear how the EA 
documentation has come to include this significance 
determination.  This concern relates to our overall 
concern outlined in row MTCS-19. 

Please see the proposed action in row MTCS-19 
below. 

EA - MTCS policies and programs 
established under the Ontario 
Heritage Act 
 
CEAA (1996) Reference Guide on 
Physical and Cultural Heritage 
Resources 

Acknowledged. See response to MTCS-
19. 

MTCS - 
13 

Section 7.2.2 of 
ToR 
(Effects Analysis) 

EIS 
Volume 2 
Table 7-48 
(Significance 
Determinations 
of Residual 
Effects after 
Mitigation, 
Construction 
Phase – Human 
Environment) 

There appears to be an inconsistency in the number of 
cultural heritage landscape and built heritage resource 
features identified as being directly affected by the 
RRP development.  Table 7-48 notes that a total of four 
built heritage resources/cultural heritage landscapes 
will be directly impacted, but section 7.23.5 indicates 
that five will be directly impacted. 

Clarification is required. EA  The text in Section 7.23 is correct. A 
total of five built heritage 
resources/cultural heritage landscapes 
will be directly impacted. Table 7-48 is 
in error, and an errata will be issued.  
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R
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# 

Reference to 
EIS 

Guidelines 
or ToR 

Reference to 
EIS or ToR Summary of Comment/ Rationale Proposed Action EA or Regulatory Proponent Response 

MTCS - 
14 

Section 7.2.2 of 
ToR 
(Effects Analysis) 

EIS 
Volume 2 
Table 7-54 
(Significance 
Determinations 
of Residual 
Effects after 
Mitigation, 
Closure / 
Decommissionin
g Phase– 
Human 
Environment) 

A residual effect listed in the row regarding Built 
Heritage Resources and Cultural Heritage Landscapes 
indicates that “resources which remain on RRR 
property at closure may be required to be demolished 
for public safety”, with no commitment to undertake 
further evaluation prior to demolition.  Depending on 
the cultural heritage value or interest of the built 
heritage resource and cultural heritage landscape in 
question, a site specific conservation plan may be 
required. 

Include a mitigation commitment to evaluate the 
cultural heritage value or interest of built heritage 
resources and cultural heritage landscapes that may 
be demolished during closure / decommissioning, as 
recommended through consultation with a qualified 
professional. 

MTCS policies and programs 
established under the Ontario 
Heritage Act 
 
CEAA (1996) Reference Guide on 
Physical and Cultural Heritage 
Resources (primarily Step 4) 

At closure, RRR will undertake an 
evaluation of any remaining cultural 
heritage resources / structures located 
on RRR property in consultation with a 
qualified professional, and also 
incorporating any liability/public safety 
concerns. 

MTCS - 
15 

ToR section 8 
(Monitoring) 

EIS 
Volume 2: 
Section 13.10 
 
Archaeology 
FMP 

We are pleased to see that Rainy River Resources will 
develop adaptive management measures for 
archaeological resources in consultation with local 
residents, MTCS and local Aboriginal groups.  Please 
follow-up directly with our archaeology program unit on 
the FMP. 

Follow-up with MTCS Archaeology Program Unit / the 
Archaeology Review Officer who has reviewed the 
archaeological assessment work submitted to date. 

EA  RRR will follow-up as recommended. 

MTCS - 
16 

 EIS 
Volume 2: 
Section 13.10 
 
Archaeology 
FMP 

This section applies to archaeological resources and 
therefore should use consistent terminology. The term 
cultural heritage resources includes built heritage 
resources and cultural heritage landscapes and 
archaeological resources.  Therefore the references in 
this section to cultural heritage resources are 
confusing. 

Refer consistently to archaeological resources in this 
section regarding the Archaeology Follow-up 
Monitoring Program. 

EA Acknowledged. Edits have been 
included in the EA Report Errata. 

MTCS - 
17 

 EIS 
Volume 2: 
Section 13.11 
 
Cultural Heritage 
Landscapes and 
Built Heritage 
Resources FMP 

The cultural heritage landscape and built heritage 
resource FMP appears to disregard the potential 
significance of the built heritage resources and cultural 
heritage landscapes identified due to the fact they are 
not designated under the Ontario Heritage Act or “other 
regulatory instruments”.  We wish to emphasize that 
not all valued built heritage resources have official 
designation status and therefore may not always be 
identified in government heritage registries.  For this 
reason, we recommend a process where potential built 
heritage resources and cultural heritage landscapes 
are properly evaluated by a qualified professional for 
cultural heritage value or interest when they are faced 
with potential impacts. 

Please see the proposed action in row MTCS-19 
below. 

EA - MTCS policies and programs 
established under the Ontario 
Heritage Act 
 
CEAA (1996) Reference Guide on 
Physical and Cultural Heritage 
Resources 

Acknowledged. See response to MTCS-
19. 
 
It should be further noted that many of 
the properties are vacant and of 
minimal interest but will be captured in 
the community history study. 
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R
eference 

# 

Reference to 
EIS 

Guidelines 
or ToR 

Reference to 
EIS or ToR Summary of Comment/ Rationale Proposed Action EA or Regulatory Proponent Response 

MTCS - 
18 

Table 2 of the 
ToR (Summary of 
Environmental 
Components to be 
Profiled) 

EIS 
Appendix M-1 
and 2 
Cultural Heritage 
Assessment 

Both the Stage 1 and 2 Archaeological Assessment 
reports included in the Appendices are under review by 
the Archaeology Programs Unit at MTCS, after an 
expedited review request was submitted on February 
10, 2014.   

Note that until the archaeological work is completed 
and the archaeological reports are reviewed, MTCS 
has outstanding concerns regarding this proposed 
project.  Construction work involving ground 
disturbance cannot proceed until the Ministry has 
reviewed all reports and confirms in writing that it 
supports the recommendations included in the reports. 

Regulatory – Ontario Heritage Act 
archaeological licensing requirements 
to be met – which includes adherence 
to the Standards and Guidelines for 
Consultant Archaeologists. 

Acknowledged and understood. 

MTCS - 
19 

Section 3.2 of the 
EIS Guidelines. 
 
Table 2 of the 
ToR (Summary of 
Environmental 
Components to be 
Profiled) 
 
Section 7.2.1 of 
ToR (Valued 
Socio-Economic 
Components) 
 
Section 7.2.2 of 
ToR 
(Effects Analysis) 
 
   

EIS 
Appendix M-3 
Cultural Heritage 
Assessment 
Report (CHAR) 

We have concerns regarding the level of assessment 
informing this final stage of the EA, and specifically the 
outstanding evaluation of cultural heritage value or 
interest (CHVI) of built heritage resources (BHRs) and 
cultural heritage landscapes (CHLs) that will be directly 
impacted by the project and the associated 
consideration of mitigation measures in the final EIS.   
 
The CHAR indicates that additional assessment will be 
undertaken during detailed design; however, we 
recommend that additional detail on the cultural 
heritage attributes and CHVI of the BHRs and CHLs 
identified for demolition/removal is required as part of 
the current EA, before irreversible decisions are made.  
 
In addition, at this level of detail and evaluation, the link 
between the cultural heritage resources identified and 
the mitigation (documentation) recommended is 
unclear.  
 
Consistent with provincial policy and programs, and the 
CEAA Reference Guide on Physical and Cultural 
Heritage Resources (1996), the effectiveness of any 
proposed conservation or mitigation or avoidance 
measures must be evaluated on the basis of 
established principles, standards and guidelines for 
heritage conservation.  In this way, a range of 
conservation approaches should be considered for 
cultural heritage resources of CHVI, such as salvaging 
important heritage attributes or relocation of the 
resources.   

The public documentation should include additional 
information on (i) plans to evaluate the resources 
identified for cultural heritage value or interest; and, (ii) 
associated mitigation measures.  For example, the 
memorandum regarding mitigation recommendations, 
dated September 11, 2013 prepared by Unterman and 
McPhail Associates and addressed to Stacey Jack, 
Community Co-ordinator, Rainy River should be made 
publicly available.  The commitment to conduct further 
evaluation on sites #11 and #13 should also be 
incorporated into the EA documentation, as 
recommended above. 
 
Please ensure that a range of conservation 
approaches are considered in the recommended 
CHER/Cultural Heritage Documentation Reports for 
Sites #11 and #13 identified in the above-noted 
memorandum, and any subsequent cultural heritage 
evaluations.  
 
Note that the Chapple Heritage Committee may have 
an interest in reviewing the above-noted 
CHER/Cultural Heritage Documentation Reports. 
 
We recommend offering the subsequent 
documentation to the following local museums and 
archives: 
 
 The Chapple Museum 
 Kay-Nah-Chi-Wah-Nung Historial Centre (Manitou 

Mounds) 
 Rainy River District Women’s Institute Museum 
 Fort Frances Museum and Cultural Centre 

EA - MTCS policies and programs 
established under the Ontario 
Heritage Act 
 
CEAA (1996) Reference Guide on 
Physical and Cultural Heritage 
Resources (primarily Steps 3 and 4) 
 
 

The Unterman and McPhail report in its 
entirety was included as part of the 
Final EA Report / EIS (Appendix M-3) 
which was available for public review at 
the same time as the remainder of the 
document. This document included their 
mitigation recommendations, but not the 
mitigations memo which is included 
herein as Attachment 1. A fuller 
description of the evaluation process 
will be provided in a subsequent memo 
which will be completed by Unterman 
McPhail.  
 
A range of conservation approaches will 
be considered in the recommended 
CHER/Cultural Heritage Documentation 
Reports for Sites #11 and #13 as 
suggested.  
 
RRR will provide follow-up 
documentation to the local museums 
and archives as recommended. 
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Attachment 1: Unterman McPhail Mitigations Memorandum 
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Unterman McPhail Associates  September 11, 2013 
Heritage Resource Management Consultants 

 
 
Mitigation Recommendations for Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (CHAR) Rainy 
River Gold Project EA, Township of Chapple and Township of Morley, District of Rainy 
River, Ontario 
 
The introduction of the mining operations will alter the character of the existing agricultural 
landscape that has been identified as a cultural heritage landscape of potential heritage value. The 
existing road network, active and abandoned farm complexes and hamlets are characteristic 
components of the agricultural landscape. Generally, the farm complexes can be described as 
modest operations. However, as a group, they convey the settlement history of the area and 
commemorate the lives of the early settlers. The following mitigation actions are recommended. 
 
1) Illustrated Settlement History of the study area 

The principle mitigation recommendation identified for the project is the preparation of an 
illustrated settlement history of the RRGP site. This report would include, but not be limited 
to, the following information: 
o Historical research that would include interviews with pioneer farming families who live 

in the area to describe area development;1 
o Collection of historical photographs, maps and other graphic material; and 
o Photographic documentation of the agricultural landscape including, farm complexes 

comprising agricultural fields, fence lines, tree lines, farmhouses, barns and outbuildings, 
current and former road rights-of-way, utility lines, hamlets and schools, as required. 

 
2) Site #11 and Site #13  
 
Two (2) farm complexes, namely, Site #11 and Site #13, are identified as being of particular 
interest and worthy of further research, physical examination and photographic documentation 
record. The following mitigation actions are recommended. 

o Prepare two (2) separate combined Cultural Heritage Evaluation Report (CHER)/Cultural 
Heritage Documentation Report (CHDR) for Sites #11 and #13. The evaluation and

                                                
1 Between the Ripples, Stories of Chapple (Township of Chapple: Chapple Heritage Committee, 1997) 
includes family histories from some residents in the Black Hawk and Dearlock areas and these contacts and 
the information provided could serve as a starting point for conducting further research. 

 
memorandum 
to: 

 
 
Stacey Jack, Community Coordinator, Rainy River 

from: Richard Unterman, Principal 
date: September 11, 2013 
re: Mitigation Recommendations for Cultural Heritage Assessment 

Report (CHAR) Rainy River Gold Project EA, Township of Chapple and 
Township of Morley, District of Rainy River, Ontario 
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Memorandum: Mitigation Recommendations   Page 2 
Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (CHAR) Rainy River Gold Project EA 
Township of Chapple and Township of Morley, District of Rainy River, Ontario 
 
 

Unterman McPhail Associates  September 11, 2013 
Heritage Resource Management Consultants 

documentation work prepared for the individual sites should inform the development of 
the settlement history. For properties in private ownership, the Cultural Heritage 
Evaluation Reports (CHERs), as needed, will follow the evaluation criteria set out under 
the Ontario Regulation 9/06, which were developed for the purpose of identifying and 
evaluating the cultural heritage value or interest of a property proposed for protection 
under Section 29 of the Ontario Heritage Act.  

o Incorporate information from the two (2) CHER/CHDRs into the illustrated settlement 
history of the local study area. 
 

3) Distribution of the recommended mitigation reports 
 
It is recommended copies of the illustrated settlement history of the local study area and the 
individual CHER/CHDC reports be provided to residents of the area, the municipalities and local 
libraries and museums and posted on line for broader accessibility. 
 
A summary of potential impacts and recommended mitigation measures for each of the identified 
cultural heritage sites along the road corridors is included in Table 1: Potential Impacts and 
Mitigation Recommendations.  
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Memorandum: Mitigation Recommendations:  Page 3 
Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (CHAR) Rainy River Gold Project EA 
Township of Chapple and Township of Morley, District of Rainy River, Ontario 
 
 

Unterman McPhail Associates  September 11, 2013 
Heritage Resource Management Consultants 

TABLE 1: POTENTIAL IMPACTS AND MITIGATION RECOMMENDATIONS 
Site 

# 
Resource 
Category 

Resource 
Type 

Location Potential Impacts Mitigation Recommendations 

1 CHL Rural 
Landscape: 
Agriculture 

Rural Landscape 
Geographic Townships of Tait and 
Richardson 
Township of Chapple 
Geographic Township of Sifton 
Township of Morley 

Direct impact: 
The introduction of the open pit and 
underground mine will result in 
alterations to the existing rural 
landscape. 

Review conditions during detailed 
design to confirm the design has not 
changed in this area. 
Include a description of this site in 
the illustrated settlement history of 
the local study area. 

2 CHL Township 
Survey 

Township of Tait 
Geographic Township of Tait 
Township of Chapple 

Indirect: 
The realignment of Secondary 
Highway 600 will result in 
modifications to Tait Road and 
increased traffic in the area. 

Review conditions during detailed 
design to confirm design has not 
changed in this area. 
Include a description of this site in 
the illustrated settlement history of 
the local study area. 

3 CHL Township 
Survey 

Township of Richardson 
Geographic Township of Richardson 
Township of Chapple 

Indirect: 
The introduction of the open pit and 
underground mine and the 
realignment of Secondary Highway 
600 will alter historic land uses, lot 
patterns and roadways. 

Review conditions during detailed 
design to confirm the design has not 
changed in this area. 
Include a description of this site in 
the illustrated settlement history of 
the local study area. 

4 CHL Township 
Survey 

Township of Sifton 
Geographic Township of Sifton 
Township of Morley 

Indirect: 
The introduction of the open pit and 
underground mine may result in the 
introduction of physical, visual, 
audible or atmospheric elements that 
are not in keeping with the existing 
rural character. 

Review conditions during detailed 
design to confirm the design has not 
changed in this area. 
Include a description of this site in 
the illustrated settlement history of 
the local study area. 
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Memorandum: Mitigation Recommendations:  Page 4 
Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (CHAR) Rainy River Gold Project EA 
Township of Chapple and Township of Morley, District of Rainy River, Ontario 
 
 

Unterman McPhail Associates  September 11, 2013 
Heritage Resource Management Consultants 

TABLE 1: POTENTIAL IMPACTS AND MITIGATION RECOMMENDATIONS 
Site 

# 
Resource 
Category 

Resource 
Type 

Location Potential Impacts Mitigation Recommendations 

5 CHL Transportation: 
Roadscape 

Secondary Highway 600 
Geographic Townships of Tait and 
Richardson 
Township of Chapple 
Geographic Township of Sifton 
Township of Morley 

Indirect impact: 
The realignment of the highway will 
result in changes to the original 
route of the roadway. 

Review conditions during detailed 
design to confirm the design has not 
changed in this area. 
Include a description of this site in 
the illustrated settlement history of 
the local study area. 

6 CHL Settlement: 
Hamlet 

Black Hawk 
Geographic Townships of Tait and 
Mather 
Township of Chapple 

Indirect impact: 
Increased traffic is anticipated 
during construction and operation of 
the mine. 

Review conditions during detailed 
design to confirm the design has not 
changed in this area. 
Include a description of this site in 
the illustrated settlement history of 
the local study area. 

7 BHR Agricultural: 
Farm Complex 

2923 Tait Road 
SE ¼ Section 36, geographic 
Township of Tait 
Township of Chapple 

Indirect impact: 
The realignment of Secondary 
Highway 600 will result in increased 
traffic. 

Review conditions during detailed 
design to confirm the design has not 
changed in this area. 
Include a description of this site in 
the illustrated settlement history of 
the local study area. 

8 BHR Agricultural: 
Farm Complex 

2635 Tait Road 
SW ¼ Section 36, geographic 
Township of Tait 
Township of Chapple 

Indirect impact: 
The realignment of Secondary 
Highway 600 will result in increased 
traffic. 

Review conditions during detailed 
design to confirm the design has not 
changed in this area. 
Include a description of this site in 
the illustrated settlement history of 
the local study area. 
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Memorandum: Mitigation Recommendations:  Page 5 
Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (CHAR) Rainy River Gold Project EA 
Township of Chapple and Township of Morley, District of Rainy River, Ontario 
 
 

Unterman McPhail Associates  September 11, 2013 
Heritage Resource Management Consultants 

TABLE 1: POTENTIAL IMPACTS AND MITIGATION RECOMMENDATIONS 
Site 

# 
Resource 
Category 

Resource 
Type 

Location Potential Impacts Mitigation Recommendations 

9 CHL Agricultural: 
Farm Complex 

Sheppard Road, north of Tait Road 
SW ¼ Section 35, geographic 
Township of Tait 
Township of Chapple 

Indirect impact: 
The realignment of Secondary 
Highway 600 will increase 
accessibility to the property and may 
result in health and safety concerns. 

Review conditions during detailed 
design to confirm the design has not 
changed in this area. 
Include a description of this site in 
the illustrated settlement history of 
the local study area. The physical 
remains on this property are 
considered to be of particular 
heritage interest.  

10 BHR Agricultural: 
Farm Complex 

1006 Teeple Road 
South Part Lot 3, Concession 1, 
geographic Township of Richardson 
Township of Chapple 

Direct impact:  
The buildings are identified for 
removal as part of the mine 
development. 

The Teeple family formerly owned 
the property and they are longtime 
residents in the Black Hawk area. 
The farm complex is considered to 
be altered.  
Include a description of this site in 
the illustrated settlement history of 
the local study area. 

11 CHL Agricultural: 
Farm Complex 

116 Roen Road 
South Part Lot 4, Concession 2, 
geographic Township of Richardson 
Township of Chapple 

Direct impact: 
The buildings are identified for 
removal as part of the mine 
development. 

Prepare a combination Cultural 
Heritage Evaluation Report 
(CHER)/Cultural Heritage 
Documentation Report (CHDR). 
Incorporate information from the 
CHER/CHDR into the illustrated 
settlement history of the local study 
area. 
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Memorandum: Mitigation Recommendations:  Page 6 
Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (CHAR) Rainy River Gold Project EA 
Township of Chapple and Township of Morley, District of Rainy River, Ontario 
 
 

Unterman McPhail Associates  September 11, 2013 
Heritage Resource Management Consultants 

TABLE 1: POTENTIAL IMPACTS AND MITIGATION RECOMMENDATIONS 
Site 

# 
Resource 
Category 

Resource 
Type 

Location Potential Impacts Mitigation Recommendations 

12 BHR Residence 365 Roen Road 
North Part Lot, Lot 5, Concession 2, 
geographic Township of Richardson 
Township of Chapple 

Direct impact: 
The building is identified for 
removal as part of the mine 
development. 

The potential cultural heritage value 
of the property is considered to be 
minimal. It contributes in a minor 
way to the understanding and 
appreciation of the rural landscape.  
Include a description of this site in 
the illustrated settlement history of 
the local study area. 

13 CHL Farm Complex 414 Roen Road 
South Part Lot 5, Concession 3, 
geographic Township of Richardson 
Township of Chapple 

Direct impact: 
The buildings are identified for 
removal as part of the mine 
development. 

Prepare a combination Cultural 
Heritage Evaluation Report 
(CHER)/Cultural Heritage 
Documentation Report (CHDR). 
Incorporate information from the 
CHER/CHDR into the illustrated 
settlement history of the local study 
area. 

14 CHL Residence 614 Roen Road 
South Part Lot 6, Concession 3, 
geographic Township of Richardson 
Township of Chapple 

Direct impact: 
The building is identified for 
removal as part of the mine 
development. 

The potential cultural heritage value 
of the property is considered to be 
minimal. It contributes in a minor 
way to the understanding and 
appreciation of the rural landscape.  
Include a description of this site in 
the illustrated settlement history of 
the local study area. 
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Memorandum: Mitigation Recommendations:  Page 7 
Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (CHAR) Rainy River Gold Project EA 
Township of Chapple and Township of Morley, District of Rainy River, Ontario 
 
 

Unterman McPhail Associates  September 11, 2013 
Heritage Resource Management Consultants 

TABLE 1: POTENTIAL IMPACTS AND MITIGATION RECOMMENDATIONS 
Site 

# 
Resource 
Category 

Resource 
Type 

Location Potential Impacts Mitigation Recommendations 

15 CHL Recreation: 
Trail 

Richardson Trail 
Northwestern part of the geographic 
Township of Richardson 
Township of Chapple 

Direct impact: 
The trail is identified for removal as 
part of the mine development. 

The potential cultural heritage value 
of the property is considered to be 
minimal. It contributes in a minor 
way to the understanding and 
appreciation of the rural landscape.  
Include a description of this site in 
the illustrated settlement history of 
the local study area. 

16 CHL Settlement: 
Hamlet 

Dearlock 
Geographic Township of Richardson 
Township of Chapple 
Geographic Township of Sifton 
Township of Morley 

Indirect impact: 
The introduction of the open pit and 
underground mine may result in the 
introduction of physical, visual, 
audible or atmospheric elements that 
are not in keeping with the existing 
character of the Dearlock area. 

Review the conditions during 
detailed design to confirm the design 
has not changed in this area. 
Include a description of this site in 
the illustrated settlement history of 
the local study area. 

17 CHL Farm Complex 3175 Sec Highway 600 
North Part Lot 12, Concession 1, 
Geographic Township of Richardson 
Township of Chapple 

Indirect impact: 
The introduction of the open pit and 
underground mine may result in the 
introduction of physical, visual, 
audible or atmospheric elements that 
are not in keeping with the existing 
character of the Dearlock area. 

Review the conditions during 
detailed design to confirm the design 
has not changed in this area. 
Include a description of this site in 
the illustrated settlement history of 
the local study area. 

18 BHR Residence 3226 Sec Highway 600 
South Part Lot 12, Concession 2, 
Geographic Township of Richardson 
Township of Chapple 

Indirect impact: 
The introduction of the open pit and 
underground mine may result in the 
introduction of physical, visual, 
audible or atmospheric elements that 
are not in keeping with the existing 
character of the Dearlock area. 

Review the conditions during 
detailed design to confirm the design 
has not changed in this area. 
Include a description of this site into 
in the illustrated settlement history 
of the local study area 
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Memorandum: Mitigation Recommendations:  Page 8 
Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (CHAR) Rainy River Gold Project EA 
Township of Chapple and Township of Morley, District of Rainy River, Ontario 
 
 

Unterman McPhail Associates  September 11, 2013 
Heritage Resource Management Consultants 

TABLE 1: POTENTIAL IMPACTS AND MITIGATION RECOMMENDATIONS 
Site 

# 
Resource 
Category 

Resource 
Type 

Location Potential Impacts Mitigation Recommendations 

19 CHL Farm Complex 3522 Sec Highway 600 
North Part Lot 12, Concession 2, 
Geographic Township of Richardson 
Township of Chapple 

Indirect impacts: 
The introduction of the open pit and 
underground mine may result in the 
introduction of physical, visual, 
audible or atmospheric elements that 
are not in keeping with the existing 
character of the Dearlock area. 

Review conditions during detailed 
design to confirm the design has not 
changed in this area. 
Include a description of this site in 
the illustrated settlement history of 
the local study area. The physical 
remains on this property are 
considered to be of particular 
heritage interest. 

20 CHL Farm Complex 3221 Sec Highway 600 
South Part Lot 1, Concession 2, 
Geographic Township of Sifton 
Township of Morley 

Indirect impact: 
The introduction of the open pit and 
underground mine may result in the 
introduction of physical, visual, 
audible or atmospheric elements that 
are not in keeping with the existing 
character of the Dearlock area. 

Review conditions during detailed 
design to confirm the design has not 
changed in this area. 
Include a description of this site in 
the illustrated settlement history of 
the local study area. 

21 CHL Farm Complex 3443 Sec Highway 600 
North Part Lot 1, Concession 2, 
Geographic Township of Sifton 
Township of Morley 

Indirect impact: 
The introduction of the open pit and 
underground mine may result in the 
introduction of physical, visual, 
audible or atmospheric elements that 
are not in keeping with the existing 
character of the Dearlock area. 

Review conditions during detailed 
design to confirm the design has not 
changed in this area. 
Include a description of this site in 
the illustrated settlement history of 
the local study area. 
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Stakeholder:   Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport 
Point of Contact: Jim Antler 
Comments received:  March 7, 2014 
Comments regarding: Rainy River Project, Final Environmental Assessment Report (Ver. 2)  

 

R
e
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re
n

c
e
 #

 

Ecosystem 
Topic 

Reference 
to EIS 

Guidelines 
or ToR 

Reference to 
EIS or ToR 

Summary of 
Comment / Rationale 

Proposed Action 
E

A
 o

r 
R

e
g

u
la

to
ry

 

Proponent Response 

MTCS 
- 1 

Socio-
Economic 
Environment 
 

ToR 
Section 
5.3.12 
 
Power 
Supply 
Alternative 
Methods 

EIS  
Volume 2 
Section 4.16  
 
Power Supply 

Page 4-44 outlines that 
the transmission line 
will be constructed 
over an approximate 
six month period to 
avoid breeding bird 
and main tourist 
seasons as much as 
possible. 

Recommend the proponent work 
with local tourism interests to 
help determine a construction 
schedule that will have the least 
impact on tourism operations in 
proximity to the transmission 
line. 
 

EA Acknowledged. RRR will 
engage with local 
stakeholders as 
appropriate to provide 
notification of project 
activities and to mitigate 
potential impacts as 
practical. 

MTCS 
- 2 

Socio-
Economic 
Environment 
 

ToR 
Section 
5.3.12 
 
Power 
Supply 
Alternative 
Methods 
 
 

EIS 
Volume 2 
Section 
5.13.2.4 
 
Outdoor 
Recreation 
(Other 
Recreation 
Uses) 

Page 5-165 notes that 
there are no cottages 
or outfitter camps in 
the HLSA but point out 
that east of the HLSA 
there are cottages or 
outfitter camps on 
Burditt Lake, Off Lake, 
West Jackfish Lake 
and Lake Despair 

Linking to comment MTCS -1 
above, the preferred 
transmission  line route would be 
roughly 3 kilometres northwest of 
Off Lake and the southern end of 
Burditt Lake (at its closest point) 
based on Figure 6-5.  The 
proponent should inform tourism 
facilities on those lakes, within a 
reasonable proximity, regarding 
the construction schedule for the 
transmission line to ensure any 
potential concerns are 
considered. 

EA Acknowledged. As a best 
practice and acting as a 
responsible neighbor, RRR 
will notify local 
stakeholders of project 
activities as appropriate. 
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Ecosystem 
Topic 

Reference 
to EIS 

Guidelines 
or ToR 

Reference to 
EIS or ToR 

Summary of 
Comment / Rationale 

Proposed Action 

E
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r 

R
e
g

u
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ry

 

Proponent Response 

MTCS 
-3 

Socio-
Economic 
Environment 
 

ToR 
Section 
6.8.5  
 
Recreation 
and Tourism 

EIS 
Volume 2 
Section 
5.14.3.3 
 
Regional 
Economy, 
Labour and 
Business 
(Recreation 
and Tourism) 

Page 5-169 outlines 
several tourism-related 
economic impact 
numbers from 2009 for 
the Rainy River 
District.  

As part of our comments on the 
draft EA report in September 
2013 we provided the proponent 
with 2010 tourism data for the 
Rainy River District.  The 2010 
data was not included in the EIS.  
We are now attaching 2011 data 
for the District.  We suggest that 
the EIS should include the most 
recent tourism data available. 

EA Information accepted with 
appreciation.  
 
The EA Report / EIS is a 
final document. The 
information provided will 
be used to inform ongoing 
communications with 
location establishments. 

MTCS 
– 4 

Socio-
Economic 
Environment 
 

ToR 
Section 5.0 
 
Description 
and 
Rationale for 
Alternatives 

EIS 
Volume 2 
Table 6.3:  
 
Social, Cultural 
and Economic 
Considerations 
(Tourism 
Values) 
 
Also relates to 
Section 6.1.2 
(Evaluation of 
Alternatives – 
Methodology) 

Page 6-131 indicates 
that for both Alternative 
1 (proceed with Rainy 
River Project as 
planned) and 
Alternative 2 (Rainy 
River Project is 
delayed) adverse 
effects to tourism are 
expected to be minor 
and that the project’s 
boost to the local 
economy “may extend 
to the tourism sector.” 

Suggest that some additional 
detail would be helpful here to 
reflect what “boost” may occur.  
The EIS does speak to the 
potential for hosting workers at 
commercial accommodation 
facilities.  But, if there are other 
benefits expected those should 
be noted. 

EA The discussion of 
alternatives per the 
methodology provided in 
the final EA Report / EIS, 
is meant to allow a 
qualitative comparison 
between different 
alternatives. RRR does not 
have sufficient information 
to be able to provide exact 
details. 
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Summary of 
Comment / Rationale 
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ry

 

Proponent Response 

MTCS 
– 5 

Socio-
Economic 
Environment 
 

ToR 
Section 
5.3.12 
 
Power 
Supply 
Alternative 
Methods 

EIS 
Volume 2 
Section 7.18.1 
 
Land Use Plan 
and Policies 

Pages 7-112 and 7-
113 outline that part of 
the area where the 
transmission line is 
proposed to run is 
included in Crown 
Land Use Policy Atlas 
General Use Area G-
2573.  Management of 
this area is directed 
toward protection of 
existing tourist, 
recreational and 
cottaging interests.  
Furthermore, mineral 
exploration and 
extraction activity can 
continue with operating 
guidelines for the 
protection of tourism 
and other interests to 
be reflected in project 
approvals. 

See the proposed actions 
identified in MTCS -1 and MTCS 
-2. 

EA Acknowledged. 
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Proponent Response 

MTCS 
– 6 

Socio-
Economic 
Environment 
 

ToR 
Section 
6.8.5  
 
Recreation 
and Tourism 

EIS 
Volume 2 
Section 
7.18.5.1 
 
Hunting - 
Environmental 
Effects 

Page 7-119 identifies 
the four Bear 
Management Areas 
(BMAs) that overlap 
the HLSA.  However, 
there is no information 
about expected 
impacts to the tourism 
operators who hold 
these areas should the 
mine be developed or 
how their interests will 
be addressed. 

If not already done, recommend 
the proponent engage the four 
BMA holders, as well as MNR, to 
ensure the operators are aware 
of the potential impacts to their 
BMAs.  Measures to address 
potential loss of use should also 
be discussed with the operators 
(and MNR if relevant). 

EA Acknowledged. 
 
RRR has and will continue 
to actively engage the 
MNR and local outfitters 
including those that hold 
the BMAs that will be 
affected by the RRP.  
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Proponent Response 

MTCS 
– 7 

Socio-
Economic 
Environment 

ToR 
Section 
7.2.2 
 
Effects 
Analysis 
(including 
Table 14) 

EIS  
Volume 2 
Section 
7.19.1.4 
 
Direct, Indirect 
and Induced 
Employment 
Opportunities 

Pages 7-129 and 7-
130 describe the 
percentage of workers 
and goods/ services 
expected to come from 
the HRSA during the 
construction phase.  
However, page 7-130 
does not estimate what 
percentage of goods 
and services are 
expected to come from 
the HRSA during the 
operations phase.  
Page 132 references 
Table 7-28 which only 
outlines the expected 
purchase of goods and 
services from the 
“region” in dollars.   

It is suggested that an estimate 
also be made of the percentage 
of goods and services expected 
to be purchased in the HRSA 
during the operations phase. 

EA RRGP estimates that 7% 
of goods and services (not 
including wages and 
salaries of workers) will be 
sourced from the HRSA 
based on current 
production capabilities. 
Procurement levels are 
expected to vary between 
industries: for example, 
10% of professional and 
administrative services 
would be sourced from the 
HRSA, whereas all 
reagents purchased will be 
sourced from outside the 
HRSA. This is a 
conservative assumption, 
since the development of 
the Project would likely 
change the capabilities of 
regional businesses which 
in turn would likely 
increase the share of 
procurement and 
contracting derived from 
the region. 
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Proponent Response 

MTCS 
– 8 

Socio-
Economic 
Environment 

ToR 
Section 
7.2.2 
 
Effects 
Analysis 
(including 
Table 14) 

EIS 
Volume 2 
Section 
7.19.1.7 
 
Economic 
Diversification 

This section notes the 
transportation and 
warehousing, trade, 
accommodation and 
food services sectors 
lost an average of 900 
jobs per year from 
2006-2012.  It also 
suggests the 
accommodation and 
food services sectors 
can expect to benefit 
from the project’s 
annual average 
induced economic 
activity of $3.3 
million/year. 

It is acknowledged that the 
accommodation and food 
services sector may see some 
benefit from the project.  
However, a little more discussion 
of why there were job declines in 
the identified sectors would 
provide some useful context. 

EA There are a number of 
factors in the decline of the 
transportation, 
warehousing and trade 
sectors within the region. A 
2009 survey found that 
many firms in the Rainy 
River District were facing 
declining business activity 
owing largely to the decline 
in the forestry sector, but 
also due to increasing 
competition in the capital 
goods market from 
southern Ontario firms and 
by a change in the 
composition of agricultural 
production away from 
(logistically-intensive) dairy 
farming (Harry Cummings 
and Associates. 2009. 
Rainy River District 
Agricultural Economic 
Impact Study. Guelph, 
Ontario. Accessed from: 
www.rrfdc.on.ca/sites/defa
ult/files/rainy-river-district-
agri-impact-report-final-oct-
30-2009.pdf). 
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Proponent Response 

MTCS 
– 9 

Socio-
Economic 
Environment 

ToR 
Section 
7.2.2 
 
Effects 
Analysis 
(including 
Table 14) 

EIS 
Volume 2 
Section 
7.20.2.1 
 
Housing and 
Accommodatio
n 
(Environmental 
Effects) 

Page 7-143 notes that 
due to recent tourism 
declines in the area, 
many resort owners 
are looking to fill their 
accommodations with 
work crews. 

Declines in US visitation have 
negatively impacted many 
tourism operations in 
Northwestern Ontario over the 
last 5-7 years.  While this opens 
up vacancy that could be filled 
by work crews, if US visitation 
rebounds significantly during the 
life of the mine it could change 
potential vacancies available to 
workers.  This should be 
addressed.  
 
The note on page 7-145 that the 
proponent will work with hoteliers 
and town officials to avoid 
negatively affecting 
accommodation capacity needed 
to support the tourism season is 
welcome.  However, if the intent 
is also to utilize tourism lodges 
and camps as potential 
accommodation facilities then 
they also need to be directly 
engaged. 

EA RRR will continue to 
engage with potentially 
affected stakeholders as 
the project develops, 
including those local and 
regional businesses which 
may provide 
accommodation facilities 
for the RRP workforce. 
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Proponent Response 

MTCS 
– 10 

Socio-
Economic 
Environment 

ToR 
Section 
6.8.5  
 
Recreation 
and Tourism 

EIS 
Appendix N: 
Rainy River 
Gold Project 
Baseline 
Report 2008-
2010 
 
Section 14.3.6 
 
Recreation and 
Tourism 

Page 475 notes that 
there are 146 “licensed 
tourism operations” in 
the Regional Study 
Area. 
 
 

Please note that the Ministry of 
Tourism, Culture and Sport has 
not licensed tourism 
establishments since December 
2009.   
 
It is acknowledged that the 
baseline report was written in 
2011 and it may be too late to 
update it. 
 
No future reference to “licensed” 
properties should be made in 
any project-related documents. 

EA Acknowledged. 
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Stakeholder:   Ministry of Transportation 
Point of Contact: Jim McKever 
Comments received:  March 7, 2014 
Comments regarding: Rainy River Project, Final Environmental Assessment Report (Ver. 2)  
 
 
# COMMENT RRR RESPONSE 

1 ,…Consequently, from this Ministry’s perspective, all of the discussion in this Environmental Assessment 
document with respect to this realignment should be located in one area of the document, with technical 
support provided in the appendices. This would allow for ease of review, and assurance to this Ministry 
that all of the necessary requirements for the realignment are captured. Even though this was a 
comment of this Ministry with respect to the draft EA, this was not changed in the final document.  
 
From a general perspective, we found the former draft report, and this final document to be confusing, 
with references to the realignment of Provincial Highway 600 and the affects of this scattered throughout 
the various volumes of this document. When this Ministry commented on this with respect to the draft 
Environmental Assessment, we were advised that “there was no previous request by either EA leads or 
the Ministry of Transportation (MTO) for a stand/alone section describing only the Highway 600 
realignment.” The fact that this was requested as part of the draft EA review should have been sufficient 
for this to occur in the final EA document. A considerable amount of time was spent crossing and 
crisscrossing the document in an attempt to ensure that, not only will this Ministry’s interests be 
thoroughly considered, but also those of others that will be affected by this realignment. These scattered 
references to this Highway 600 realignment also make it very difficult to have this document reviewed by 
other technical sections within the Ministry’s Regional Office. 

Acknowledged and understood. 
The EA Report / EIS was 
structured in accordance with the 
Approved Terms of Reference 
and EIS Guidelines to address 
the entire multi-faceted project 
and meet all regulatory agency’s 
needs. 
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# COMMENT RRR RESPONSE 
2 As part of its response to the Ministry’s draft EA review comments, the proponent indicated that “a 

highway engineering report that pulls together the realignment design aspects will be prepared … for 
MTO review…”. This report, which is known as the Preliminary Design Report, or PDR, was submitted 
as a draft to the Ministry in November 2013.  
 
In an initial feasibility study, the proponent and its consultant identified and reviewed a number of route 
alternatives for the realigned section of Highway 600. They then selected an alternative from this list, 
(known as Alternative C), and indicated that it was their preferred alternative route due to its location 
along unopened road allowances that the Municipality owned. Despite being advised on numerous 
occasions that the final recommended route for this realignment must be determined by the EA process, 
the proponent and its consultant proceeded with investigations and steps that moved this preferred 
alternative along. This PDR encompassed the preliminary design of their preferred alternative, but also 
included a required Traffic Impact Study, their proposed Construction Traffic Mitigation Study, and 
information that was determined to be more appropriately a part of a Property Strategy Plan. The 
proponent and its consultant have been advised to remove the latter three from the PDR so that it stood 
alone as a true Preliminary Design Report.  
 
This Ministry has accepted the final draft of the Traffic Impact Study, and is currently reviewing the latest 
version of the Construction Traffic Mitigation Study. The draft PDR, with this Ministry’s review 
comments, has recently been provided to the proponent and their consultant.  The Property Strategy 
Plan is still to be received from the proponent and its consultant.  

Acknowledged with appreciation. 

3 The final EA document indicates that the PDR and the Traffic Impact Study are to be found in Appendix 
Y, but are not included in the final as indicated above. The Construction Traffic Mitigation Study and any 
other technical documentation related to the proposed realignment, (ie. a Property Strategy Plan) will 
also need to be included in the Appendices, and all of these will need to be referenced in the final EA 
document.  
 
We are unable to locate any reference in the Highway 600 realignment discussion of the status of 
utilities within the ROW. Aside from reference to them in the PDR, this should also be outlined in the 
main body of the EA document.  
 

Appendix Y of the Final EA 
Report / EIS included the 
Highway 600 Re-alignment 
Engineering Aspects referenced 
in the document as follows: 
 Y-1  Final Draft Mine Traffic 

Impact Study 
 Y-2  Draft Preliminary Design 

Report: Highway 600 Re-
alignment Dearlock to 
Blackhawk 

 
Utility relocation as needed will be 
addressed during the regulatory 
approvals phase. 
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# COMMENT RRR RESPONSE 
4 The proponent and its consultant requested regular monthly progress meetings with Ministry personnel. 

These meetings are to mirror progress meetings that are normally part of a highway project. These 
monthly progress meetings are chaired by the proponent and/or its consultant, and essentially involve 
the discussion of the technical aspects of the realignment of Highway 600 following the proponent’s 
preferred Alternate C alignment. In an effort to assist the proponent with its timeline, the Ministry 
concurred with these meetings, but advised the proponent that the final location of the Highway 600 
realignment is still to be determined by the EA process. These progress meetings have included several 
sections within the Ministry’s Regional Office including Planning and Design, Geomatics, Geotech, 
Structures, Property, Operations and Corridor Management.  

Acknowledged with appreciation. 

5 In the last paragraph of subsection 6.15.1 and in the Cost-effectiveness paragraph of subsection 6.15.2, 
the statements are made that MTO supports or has preference for Alternative C. These statements are 
incorrect as MTO has not stated a preference for any of the studied alternatives. While the proponent 
and the Municipality have indicate their preference, this Ministry has consistently stated that the EA will 
determine the preferred alternative location for the relocated portion of Highway 600. Consequently, all 
such references to a selected realignment by MTO are to be removed from the document. A similar 
statement had been made in the draft EA, and MTO was assured that this would be removed.  

The statement referenced 
previously by the MTO in its 
comments to the draft EA Report / 
EIS was removed. While similar 
statements were searched for 
removal, these other statements 
were inadvertently not identified 
and will be included in the report 
Errata with apologies. 

6 The governing legislation for this Ministry with respect to development along provincial highways is the 
Public Transportation and Highway Improvement Act. This is referenced in Table 15-2: Anticipated 
Provincial Environmental Approvals. The following is to be added to the second last reference at the 
bottom of this Table: 
 
For planning, design, construction of the realignment of Highway 600, the following permits are required: 
 Building & Land Use Permits for any construction and development occurring within 45 metres of the 

ROW of a King’s Highway and within 180 metres of the intersection of a side road with this 
provincial highway; 

 Entrance Permits are required for any entrance onto a King’s Highway; 
 Encroachment Permits are required for any work over, under or upon a King’s Highway ROW; 
 Sign Permits are required for any signage within 400 metres of this King’s Highway.  
 All Permits are required prior to any construction and/or development occurring.  

Acknowledged with appreciation. 
This additional information will be 
included in the Errata as 
applicable. 
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# COMMENT RRR RESPONSE 
7 This Ministry had asked the proponent to undertake a Traffic Impact Study, not only for the affects of the 

proposed development on Highway 600, but also on the proposed access road that is proposed to 
connect Highway 71 to the project area and Roen Road along Korpi Road. Besides providing additional 
access to the project area, this road will also provide access to the residents on Marr Road who will be 
cut off when Highway 600 is re-aligned. This is mentioned in the last paragraph of subsection 7.20.5.2. 
The Study is to be found in Appendix Y. 

Acknowledged. 

8 A separate Construction Traffic Mitigation Study is discussed in subsection 7.20.5.3 and is to also be 
included in Appendix Y. This study is still under review.  
 

Acknowledged. 

9 In summary, the Ministry of Transportation would still like to see a dedicated section within the EA that 
focuses on the Highway 600 realignment. 

Acknowledged with respect.  
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Federal Comments and New Gold Responses 
 
 
Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency 
- Information Request 1 
- Information Request 2 
- Information Request 3 
- Information Request 4 
- Information Request 5 
- Information Request 6 
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        Rainy River Project: Response to Final Environmental Assessment Report (Environmental Impact Statement) comments submitted by the  
Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency 

 
 

Appendix C: Ministry of Northern Development and Mines’ Comments on Rainy River Resources Ltd.’s Final Environmental Assessment Report 
(Environmental Impact Statement) that are of Interest for the Federal Environmental Assessment Process 

 
 

.R
ef # 

Ecosystem 
Topic 

Reference to 
EIS or ToR Summary of Comment/ Rationale Information Request 

EA
 or 

R
egulatory 

Proponent Response 

C-1 Geology Final EA Section 
5 – Section 
5.5.2.1 pp 5-51 
and 
Environment, 
EIS Volume 3, 
App G MLARD 
Baseline 
Section 3.1 
Overburden 
pp10 

There may not be sufficient characterization of the 
ABA and ML/ARD characteristics of the overburden.

Proponent should develop a plan to identify and characterize potential 
PAG overburden during development and operations so it can be 
segregated and stored with other PAG material.  Particular care should 
be paid to the basal units of the overburden where they lie in contact 
with sulphide or PAG material. 

R
egulatory – O

. R
eg. 

240/00 

During operations overburden will be visually screened to 
assess its ML/ARD potential. Suspect materials will be 
tested to determine their ML/ARD potential. Any PAG 
overburden will be segregated and placed within the east 
mine rock stockpile. Current indications are that the extent 
of PAG overburden is limited and likely restricted to 
materials close to the bedrock / till contact.  
 

C-2 Groundwater 
(including 
water quality 
and quantity) 
 

Final EA Section 
5, subsection 
5.7.6 Water 
Wells pp 5-79 
and 
EIS Volume 3, 
App H 
Hydrogeology 
Baseline 
Section 2.6 pp 
17 

The proponent has utilized existing MOE data to 
determine the locations of drinking water wells but 
does not appear to have determined if there are 
domestic wells that serve residences in the project 
area which are not listed in these databases. 

Proponent should determine if any wells currently serving residences 
in the project area are not listed in the MOE databases and include 
these when assessing impacts on domestic water supplies due to 
project-related activities. 

M
O

E
 O

W
R

A 
M

N
D

M
 O

. R
eg. 240/00 

The vast majority of the private wells are located on 
property owned by Rainy River Resources (RRR). A door 
to door survey was conducted on non-RRR owned 
properties adjacent to the site in 2013 and located half a 
dozen wells on the west side of Highway 600, west of the 
project area. These results will be included in the PTTW 
application documents. 
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Ecosystem 
Topic 

Reference to 
EIS or ToR Summary of Comment/ Rationale Information Request 

EA
 or 

R
egulatory 

Proponent Response 

C-3 Surface Water 
(including 
water quality 
and quantity) 

Final EA Section 
7 – Effects 
Management 
Subsection 
7.7.1 

Following mine closure, the open pit will act as a 
“sink” preventing groundwater discharge to the 
Pinewood River until the pit lake over flows.  Given 
that, even under the proponent’s proposed 
“moderately enhanced” flooding process, the pit 
lake will take 72 years to fill, the proponent has not 
provided a sufficient contingency plan to address 
the impact that significantly reduced inputs over this 
time period will have on the Pinewood River which 
already experiences little or no flow during low flow 
periods. 

The proponent must expand on the mitigation measures and include 
conceptual designs for the hypothetical plan to release water to the 
Pinewood River from the tailings area water management pond or the 
pit lake for short periods following closure of the mine.  These must 
include appropriate triggers to implement the mitigation measures as 
well as the impact these measures will have on water quality and/or pit 
filling rates as appropriate. 

M
O

E
 O

W
R

A 
M

N
D

M
 O

. R
eg. 240/00 

Discussion of water release from the TMA is provided in 
Section 9.1 of the Appendix W. As per Section 9.1, the 
TMA is expected to take as little as 3 to 4 years to flood, 
depending on whether or not some water is pumped from 
the Pinewood River to the TMA following closure. Further 
optimization of tailings deposition plans for the TMA, to 
deposit tailings to near struck level, has reduced the total 
water cover volume from approximately 25 Mm3 to about 
18 Mm3, approximately 8 Mm3 of which would already be 
contained within the TMA system as part of the normal 
operating water inventory, leaving a need to accumulate 
an additional 10 Mm3 for closure needs. This volume 
could be accumulated from TMA basin runoff, under 
average annual hydrologic conditions, within 3 to 4 years, 
without having to pump water from the Pinewood River.  
 
As soon as the TMA water meets discharge requirements, 
defined as modified receiver targets, as per Section 6.8.1 
of Appendix W, or Provincial Environmental Compliance 
Approval (ECA) discharge objectives and limits, passive 
discharge from the TMA through the constructed wetland 
would be allowed to occur.  
 
Flooding of the open pit and water release from the 
flooded pit lake is described in Section 9.2 of Appendix W. 
Modified receiver targets in relation to this discharge are 
provided in Table 30b of Appendix W. 
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Ecosystem 
Topic 

Reference to 
EIS or ToR Summary of Comment/ Rationale Information Request 

EA
 or 

R
egulatory 

Proponent Response 

C-4 Surface Water 
(including 
water quality 
and quantity) 

Vol 3 App T 
Final EA WQ 
Predictions   
Section 4.3 Pit 
Lake Model 
pp11 

The “Expected Case” assumes anticipates that, 
following closure, 20% of the water flow from the 
Pinewood River in spring melt and 15% of the water 
flow during the summer and fall will be diverted into 
the open pit to accelerate the flooding rate.  It does 
not appear that the cumulative impacts of these 
diversions and the reduced ground water inputs to 
the Pinewood River have been considered and 
assessed. 

The proponent must explore and address the cumulative impacts of 
the proposed reductions in inputs to the Pinewood River from both the 
proposed diversions and loss of groundwater input, particularly during 
periods of low flow. 

E
A

, O
. R

eg. 240/00 

The draft closure plan for the open pit does not include 
active water taking from the Pinewood River at closure to 
accelerate flooding of the open pit. The pit will be flooded 
from groundwater inflow and runoff from the surrounding 
pit catchment including runoff from the east mine rock 
stockpile, and a small portion of the west mine rock and 
overburden stockpiles. The total watershed catchment 
expected to report to the open pit at closure is 
approximately 8 km2. Once the open pit is flooded, this 
catchment will be reduced to approximately 5 km2, per 
Section 9.2 (Appendix W). An additional up to 3,400 m3/d 
inflow will be received from groundwater. This inflow will 
diminish over time as the open pit is filled.  
 
The average annual flow for the Pinewood River 
measured at Loslo Creek is 20,670,000 m3/a, based on a 
watershed area of 106 km2, and a mean annual runoff of 
195 mm. The 8 km2 catchment area that will be 
intercepted to flood the open pit represents 7.5% of the 
106 km2 Pinewood River watershed as measured at the 
Loslo Creek inflow. The groundwater inflow volume to the 
open pit represents a further maximum 6.0% of the base 
case Pinewood River flow. However, only a portion of this 
groundwater inflow to the pit represents groundwater that 
would surface at this section of the Pinewood River, as 
some portion of this groundwater inflow would otherwise 
report to the regional aquifer. The maximum post closure, 
total flow reduction to the Pinewood River, measured at 
the Loslo Creek inflow, is therefore likely to be in the order 
of 10%.  

C-5 Surface Water 
(including 
water quality 
and quantity) 

Vol 3 App T 
Final EA WQ 
Predictions   
Section 4.4 
Tailings Pond 
Model pp 14 

The text indicates that the tailings “will be covered 
by a water cover approximately 1.15 m deep” and 
that “approximately 400,000 m2 of tailings beach will 
exist at closure.  It is difficult to reconcile the image 
of a water cover 1.15 m deep with a large exposed 
area of tailings beach. 

The proponent proposes a clay cover over the tailings beach; text in 
the EA should not imply that there will be a complete water cover over 
the tailings. 

EA 

The model was constructed with conservative 
assumptions regarding the final water cover and exposure 
of tailings; namely a shallow water cover and an 
allowance for an exposed tailings beach.  
 
The final configuration of the TMA will consist of a ~3 m 
water cover with a narrow (~100 m wide) zone of covered 
tailings around the interior perimeter of the TMA. The 
decant water level in the TMA will be above the highest 
elevation of the tailings surface, ensuring that the tailings 
remain saturated.  
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.R
ef # 

Ecosystem 
Topic 

Reference to 
EIS or ToR Summary of Comment/ Rationale Information Request 

EA
 or 

R
egulatory 

Proponent Response 

C-6 Surface Water 
(including 
water quality 
and quantity) 

Vol 3 App W 
Final EA Water 
Management 
Section 9.1, pp 
57 

The text describing TMA Closure indicates that “the 
plan is to flood the tailings with a minimum 2 m 
depth water cover and to cover remaining exposed 
tailings along with the potential zone of water 
fluctuation with low permeability overburden”.  The 
thickness of the water cover is different than that 
described in Appendix W – Water Quality 
predictions 

The proponent must ensure that the approximate thickness of the 
water cover is consistent throughout the EA and supporting 
documentation and that the appropriate thickness of the water cover 
has been used to model post-closure water quality. 

E
A

, O
. R

eg. 
240/00 

Acknowledged. This will be clarified in the draft Closure 
Plan. 

C-7 Decommission
ing and 
Reclamation 

Vol 3 App W 
Final EA Water 
Management 
Section 9.1, pp 
57 

The proponent has not shown that the 2 m depth 
will be sufficient to prevent wave action causing 
disturbance/mobilization of the tailings which could 
result in oxidation and/or suspension of tailings and 
subsequent increased contaminant loading in the 
discharge. 

The proponent must demonstrate that the thickness of the water cover 
will be sufficient to prevent wave action from disturbing the tailings 
surface. 

E
A

, O
. R

eg. 240/00 

The TMA may be configured with one or more splitter 
dykes or berms during operations to aid with distribution 
of the tailings throughout the TMA, which will also serve to 
reduce the fetch, and therefore reduce the impact of wind 
and wave action on the tailings surface. 
 
An analysis will be carried out for submission of the final 
closure plan, to optimize the configuration which meets 
operational requirements as well as providing adequate 
protection against re-suspension of tailings. 
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C-8 Surface Water 
(including 
water quality 
and quantity) 

Vol 3 App W 
Final EA Water 
Management 
Section 9.1, pp 
57-58 

The TMA Closure section indicates that, by using 
approximately 10% of the Pinewood River flow the 
TMA could be flooded in about 3 to 4 years.  The 
proponent does not appear to address the 
cumulative impacts of this water in addition to 
diversions and reduced ground water inputs 
proposed for accelerating the rate of pit filling.   

The proponent must explore and address the cumulative impacts of 
the proposed reductions in inputs to the Pinewood River from both the 
proposed diversions and loss of groundwater input, particularly during 
periods of low flow. 

E
A

,O
W

R
A

, O
. R

eg. 240/00 

The draft closure plan for the open pit does not include 
active water taking from the Pinewood River at closure to 
accelerate flooding of the open pit. The pit will be flooded 
from groundwater inflow and runoff from the surrounding 
pit catchment including runoff from the east mine rock 
stockpile, and a small portion of the west mine rock and 
overburden stockpiles. The total watershed catchment 
expected to report to the open pit at closure is 
approximately 8 km2. Once the open pit is flooded, this 
catchment will be reduced to approximately 5 km2, per 
Section 9.2 (Appendix W). An additional up to 3,400 m3/d 
inflow will be received from groundwater. This inflow will 
diminish over time as the open pit is filled.  
 
The average annual flow for the Pinewood River 
measured at Loslo Creek is 20,670,000 m3/a, based on a 
watershed area of 106 km2, and a mean annual runoff of 
195 mm. The 8 km2 catchment area that will be 
intercepted to flood the open pit represents 7.5% of the 
106 km2 Pinewood River watershed as measured at the 
Loslo Creek inflow. The groundwater inflow volume to the 
open pit represents a further maximum 6.0% of the base 
case Pinewood River flow. However, only a portion of this 
groundwater inflow to the pit represents groundwater that 
would surface at this section of the Pinewood River, as 
some portion of this groundwater inflow would otherwise 
report to the regional aquifer. The maximum post closure, 
total flow reduction to the Pinewood River, measured at 
the Loslo Creek inflow, is therefore likely to be in the order 
of 10%. 

C-9 Surface Water 
(including 
water quality 
and quantity) 

Vol 3 App W 
Final EA Water 
Management 
Section 9.1, pp 
57-58 

The text describing TMA Closure indicates that “the 
plan is to flood the tailings with a minimum 2 m 
depth water cover and to cover remaining exposed 
tailings along with the potential zone of water 
fluctuation with low permeability overburden”.  
There is no discussion as to how the overburden 
cover will be protected from erosion due to wind 
and ice in consideration of the sizeable fetch (5 
km2) of the proposed flooded area. 

The proponent must describe how they will ensure the integrity of the 
proposed low permeability cover of the tailings in the face of potential 
wind and ice erosive forces. 

E
A

,O
W

R
A

, O
. R

eg. 
240/00 

The interior of the overburden cover along the beach zone 
will be armored with NPAG rock to protect the cover from 
wave action and ice disturbance. The surface of the cover 
will be revegetated with suitable grasses and shrubs to 
stabilize the surface against erosion. 
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C-10 Surface Water 
(including 
water quality 
and quantity) 

Vol 3 App W 
Final EA Water 
Management 
Section 9.1.1, 
Potential Effects 
of Climate 
Change pp 57-
58 

The proponent makes a case that multiple years of 
low precipitation would “not appreciably reduce 
TMA pond water cover thickness by a significant 
amount”.  Discussion of the relative fluctuations of 
water levels in the areas of exposed tailings 
covered with low permeability soil is absent from 
this discussion.  

The proponent must describe the anticipated water level fluctuations 
within the TMA due to seasonal and long term climatic conditions and 
describe how they may impact the oxidation rates of the tailings with 
consideration of potential impacts to discharge water quality due to 
Metal Leaching and ARD. 

E
A

, O
. R

eg. 240/00 

Assuming a 1 m drawdown in water levels, over a 
prolonged drought period (as stipulated by Environment 
Canada), this would still leave a 1 m minimum water cover 
over the tailings. All that is required for ARD control is to 
maintain the tailings in a saturated condition. The purpose 
of the 2 m water cover is to provide a sufficient buffer 
against water cover drawdown in response to prolonged 
drought conditions, such that the tailings will remain 
saturated under all reasonably foreseeable conditions. 
The average planned water depth cover is 3 m, with the 
bottom 1 m of this depth being to provide allowance for 
topographic variation in the deposited tailings surface; 
yielding a 2 m minimum average cover over the tailings.  
 
Also, as per Appendix G, the reactivity of the tailings is 
such that it would take an estimated 30 years of 
cumulative exposure for the tailings to generate acidic 
conditions. Periodic exposure of the portions of the 
tailings beach under extreme drought conditions, would 
therefore not be expected to generate acidic conditions.  
 
With regard to the climate change data in Table 29 of 
Appendix W, the information contained in this table was 
generated from a broad range of climate change model 
predictions, over the period of 2020 to 2080, with all 
scenarios from the 5th to 95th percentile condition 
showing a net increase in precipitation over lake 
evaporation compared with the current condition.  
 
A minimum 2 m water cover (and 3 m accounting for 
tailings surface undulations) is therefore considered 
sufficient for managing ARD from tailings. The 
contingency remains to pump additional water to the 
system, if ever required, in response to series of extreme 
drought years, as per Section 8.5; but it is not expected 
that such pumping would be required. 

C-11  Volume 3 App E 
Final EA 
Conceptual 
Closure Plan 
Section 4.1 
Open Pit 

The CCP indicates that enhanced flooding of the 
open pit is preferred and that natural flow into the pit 
lake could “potentially” come from a portion of West 
Creek and Pinewood River flows.  This is 
inconsistent with other documents submitted with 
the EA which indicate that diversion/interception are 
planned for filling the pit lake and that this is an 
important factor in reducing ML/ARD from the pit 
walls and establishing a state of meromixis in the pit 
lake. 

The proponent should ensure that statements regarding the need to 
divert, intercept or otherwise utilize water resources that contribute to 
the Pinewood River are consistently presented throughout the EA 
documents.  The proponent must also explore and address the 
cumulative impacts of the proposed input reductions to the Pinewood 
River from the proposed diversions and loss of groundwater input, 
particularly during periods of low flow. 

O
. R

eg. 240/00 

Routing of water from the Pinewood River and West 
Creek to enhance the flooding rate of the open pit was 
identified as a potential opportunity. The base case used 
in the conceptual closure plan assumes that these flows 
are not available, and that the pit will flood from waters 
sourced from the pit catchment and the east mine rock 
stockpile. 
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C-12  Volume 3 App E 
Final EA 
Conceptual 
Closure Plan 
Section 4.3.3 
pp15 

The CCP indicates that a three layer “sandwich” 
cover will be placed over the side slopes of the PAG 
material in the East Mine Rock Stockpile and a two 
layer cover will placed over the flatter areas.  Since 
drainage will be poorer and infiltration greater on 
areas with less slope, it is not clear that a two layer 
cover on the flatter areas will provide sufficient 
protection against water infiltration and oxidation.  

The proponent must provide an appropriate technical justification for 
the cover design on the flatter areas of the PAG stockpile. 

O
. R

eg. 240/00 

Modeling suggests that the interior clay layer on the 
slopes does not significantly reduce the infiltration of 
water into the pile, due to its saturated condition in the 
long term. However the exterior clay cover has been 
demonstrated to reduce infiltration rates by approximately 
90% on flat surfaces. The role of the interior clay layer is 
to act as a diffusion barrier and force any air that enters 
the exterior cover from cracks and fractures that could 
form on the side slopes to flow within the NPAG rock layer 
before it can interact with the PAG rock in the centre of 
the stockpile. The saturated condition of the interior layer 
will effectively block diffusion of air through this material. 
Cracks in the exterior layer will be less prevalent on the 
top surfaces of the dump. The top of the dump will be 
graded to promote runoff to the side slopes and eliminate 
ponding. Shallow drainage channels may also be 
employed to promote runoff and reduce infiltration. 

C-13  Volume 3 App E 
Final EA 
Conceptual 
Closure Plan 
Section 4.4 
Tailings 
Management 
Area pp 17 

The CCP indicates that a partial water cover will be 
maintained over the PAG tailings and the exposed 
tailings beach will be covered with low permeability 
soil.  It is not clear that the proposed cover will 
maintain a saturated condition in the tailings during 
drought conditions.  There is no information 
presented regarding anticipated water table 
fluctuations within the tailings pile and it is not 
certain that the proposed strategy will prevent 
periodic oxidation and wetting of the tailings which 
would increase ML/ARD outputs. 

More information regarding how the low permeability cover will 
maintain saturation in the tailings during drought conditions is required.  
The proponent must provide information regarding the anticipated 
water table fluctuations in the tailings pile and provide certainty that the 
proposed cover will prevent periodic oxidation and wetting of PAG 
material. 

O
. R

eg. 240/00 
The maximum level of tailings, where they have been 
deposited adjacent to the dam, will be at or below the 
level of the spillway such that they remain saturated below 
the maximum level of flooding. In the event that the water 
cover is drawn down as a result of decreased precipitation 
or an increase in evaporation, the tailings immediately 
adjacent to the dam may become partially unsaturated; 
however the low permeability overburden cover is 
expected to remain saturated which will inhibit oxygen 
infiltration and periodic oxidation.  
 
Based on available climate data, anticipated water table 
fluctuations under average conditions are expected to be 
minimal. Data reported in the Water Management Plan 
was generated from a broad range of climate change 
model predictions, over the period of 2020 to 2080, with 
all scenarios from the 5th to 95th percentile condition 
showing a net increase in precipitation over lake 
evaporation compared with the current condition. 
Further details on the TMA water balance are included in 
Appendix G of the draft Closure Plan. 
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C-14  Volume 3 App E 
Final EA 
Conceptual 
Closure Plan 
Section 4.4 
Tailings 
Management 
Area pp 17 

The CCP is silent with respect to monitoring and 
contingencies with respect to the cover over the 
PAG tailings.  Drought conditions could cause 
desiccation and cracking in claying soils and this 
could result in water infiltration and oxidation of the 
PAG material, leading to ML/ARD output.  
Additionally, rooting trees can penetrate the cover 
and/or breach the cover integrity due to uprooting 
following blow-down. 

The proponent must provide information regarding a monitoring and 
contingency plan to ensure that the integrity of the cover is maintained 
over the long term. 

O
. R

eg. 240/00 

Quarterly site inspections and physical monitoring, along 
with annual dam inspections are proposed up to year 10 
post closure, and annually thereafter, with appropriate 
site-specific remedial measures taken, if necessary. 

C-15  Volume 3 App E 
Final EA 
Conceptual 
Closure Plan 
Section 4.4 
Tailings 
Management 
Area pp17 

The CCP is silent with respect to erosion protection 
on the cover material placed over the tailings 
beaches.  The height of the tailings pile combined 
with the open fetch of water in the pond could see 
significant wave action causing erosion of the fine 
grained low permeability cover material.   

The proponent must provide information as to how erosion of the cover 
material on the exposed tailings beaches will be prevented and details 
of a monitoring/contingency plan to address erosion if/when it occurs. 

O
. R

eg. 240/00 

Approximately two thirds of the cover is expected to be 
placed progressively during operations, which will include 
seeding or hydroseeding of a vegetative cover to inhibit 
erosion on the upper surface. The remaining area will be 
covered and seeded / hydroseeded at closure. The 
transition zone between the cover and the tailings will be 
armoured with NPAG mine rock to prevent suspension 
due to wave action. 
 
Quarterly site inspections and physical monitoring, along 
with annual dam inspections are proposed up to year 10 
post closure, and annually thereafter, with appropriate 
site-specific remedial measures taken, if necessary. 

C-16  Volume 3 App E 
Final EA 
Conceptual 
Closure Plan 
Section 4.8 ARD 
Inhibition pp 25 

The CCP identifies a contingency to re-direct 
discharge and seepage from the TMA and the East 
Mine Rock / Ore stockpile to the open pit.  It is not 
clear that this contingency is consistent water 
management measures presented in other sections 
of the EA where water will be deliberately directed 
to the pit to accelerate the fill rate.  There are 
concerns that these approaches, combined with the 
“sink” created by the open pit itself will adversely 
affect water inputs to the Pinewood River for an 
extended period of time following closure of the 
mine. 

The proponent must ensure that a more comprehensive post-closure 
water management plan is developed to support the project.  This 
must clearly provide the proponents intentions as to how water will be 
managed, how these measures will affect inputs to the Pinewood 
River, what affect these will have on the pit filling rate and how these 
impacts will affect other aspects of the proposed development. 

O
. R

eg. 240/00 

Details on post-closure water management have been 
addressed in Appendix G of the draft Closure Plan. 

C-17 Surface Water 
(including 
water quality 
and quantity) 
 

Vol 2 Final EA 
Section 4 
Project 
Description pp 
4-19 

The proposed TMA dam is proposed to be 
comprised of 4 zones.  The upstream Zone 2 is 
proposed for both NPAG and PAG rock.  Given the 
fine grained nature of the tailings, it is not certain 
that PAG material in Zone 2 will become or remain 
flooded to prevent ML/ARD.  Additionally, any PAG 
material used in Zone 2 near the top of the dam 
could be exposed (at least periodically) to air and 
flushing by percolating rainwater, resulting in 
ML/ARD. 

The proponent will need to provide information as to how ML/ARD 
from PAG materials used in dam construction will be mitigated.   

EA  
O

. R
eg. 240/00 

The TMA dam will be built in progressive stages to 
accommodate the progressive filling of the TMA with 
tailings and water. PAG rock used in the upstream dam 
construction will be placed in stages and covered with 
saturated tailings well prior to the onset of acid conditions. 
The final volumes of rock required for the Zone 2 of the 
dams will consist of NPAG rock to ensure that no PAG 
rock will be above the level of saturated tailings at closure. 
Further, the cover material on the dam and tailings beach 
area will be graded over the upstream side of the dam 
resulting in additional restrictions to the flow of air and 
infiltration of water into the dam. 
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C-18 Surface Water 
(including 
water quality 
and quantity) 
 

Vol 2 Final EA 
Section 6 – 
Evaluation of 
Alternatives pp 
6.19.3.1 

The Evaluation of Alternatives indicates that rock 
backfill can consist of NPAG or PAG materials. 

PAG rock should only be utilized as backfill in situations where it will 
become submerged by flooding before the onset of ML/ARD.   

O
. R

eg. 
240/00 

Agreed.  
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Rainy River Project – Final Environmental Assessment Report (Environmental Impact Statement) comments submitted by the 
Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency 

Appendix A: Federal Comments on Rainy River Resources Ltd.’s Final Environmental Assessment Report (Environmental Impact Statement) related to the 
Atmospheric Environment and Climate 
 

R
ef # Ecosystem 

Topic 
Reference 
to EIS or 

ToR 
Summary of Comment/ Rationale Information Request 

EA
 or 

R
egulatory 

Proponent Response 

A-1 Atmospheric 
Environment 

Sections 4.1, 
5.12, 5.13, 
7.21.1.1 

Based on a review of the project description in Section 4.1, only the 
perimeter of open pit portion of the site will be fenced to limit public 
access. The remainder of the project area will not have restricted 
access. Based on a review of current traditional and non-traditional 
land use in Sections 5.12 and 5.13, it appears that the area is 
currently being used for recreational activities, including hunting, 
fishing and hiking. The southern portion of the Richardson Trail 
(which is reportedly well used), is located in the project area and a 
portion of it will be impacted by the tailings management area. 
Section 7.21.1.1 indicates that the worst-case scenario for air quality 
from a health risk perspective is an individual exposed to air 
emissions at the project site boundary (i.e. the point of impingement) 
as defined by land ownership.  
Given that there are no restrictions on access to the project site and 
there are known human activities taking place within the area, it is 
unclear why the project site boundary was selected as the worst-case 
scenario for air quality.  
In addition, some of the air contaminants identified as being elevated 
on-site (e.g. NOx) are acute respiratory irritants and even short-term 
exposures can result in adverse health effects, making them of 
concern for not only off-site residents but potentially on-site 
recreational/resource users as well. 

Please provide additional 
justification to show that the 
project site boundary represents 
the worst-case scenario from an 
air quality and human health 
perspective. Alternatively, an on-
site Aboriginal/traditional 
recreational/resource user 
exposure scenario could be 
evaluated to predict human 
health risks to these receptors 
using on-site contaminant 
concentrations. 

EA The boundaries used for the assessment are boundaries 
of the properties owned by RRR.  As such, access is 
restricted and will be so posted.  
 
Any visitors to the site will only be there with RRR 
permission and road access will be restricted by gates 
(see Attachment 1). As such, there is no public onsite 
exposure. 
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EA
 or 

R
egulatory 

Proponent Response 

A-2 Atmospheric 
Environment 

Appendix Q-2 
Table ADD1 

To determine baseline metals concentrations in air in the study area, 
Appendix Q-2 indicates that for chromium, manganese, nickel and 
lead, the 30th percentile of measured data from the Copper Cliff 
monitoring station was used. For mercury, levels measured in 
Mississauga, Ontario were used. No background data was found for 
arsenic and magnesium.  
 
It is unclear why the 30th percentile was used to determine 
background concentrations of Cr, Mn, Ni, and Pb at the project site.  
For mercury, Mississauga, ON is approximately 1100 km southeast of 
the site, and Hg concentrations in air in Mississauga are likely 
influenced by other sources (e.g. local pollution sources in the 
Greater Toronto Area). As such, using background Hg data from 
Mississauga may not be representative of Hg concentrations in the 
project area.  
Since background concentrations of As and Mg were not found they 
were not included in the calculation of modelled + background 
concentrations, which may underestimate the future air 
concentrations of these substances in the project area. 

Clarify why the 30th percentile 
was used to determine 
background concentrations of 
CR, Mn, Ni, and Pb at the 
project site. 

EA Typically where we have site data available, the 90th 
percentile would be used as a representative background 
level for the assessment. No site specific background data 
was available. In this case, the site would be considered 
remote with respect to sources that emit these metals. As 
such, using the higher results from the various stations 
reporting metals would significantly over estimate the 
current baseline metal concentrations. The 30th percentile 
was chosen as a reasonable approximation of data 
collected at the stations under conditions where the 
stations were not impacted by local sources of the metal 
emissions. This approach has been used previously (e.g. 
De Beers Victor Project) and was accepted by reviewers. 

A-3 Atmospheric 
Environment 

Appendix Q-2: 
Table ADD1, 
ADD2 and 
Table 26 

For cadmium, it is unclear how the background concentration was 
calculated in Tables ADD1 and ADD2 of Appendix Q-2. Tables ADD1 
and ADD2 present the background concentration of Cd as 0.0022 
µg/m3. Table 26 indicates that for Copper Cliff, the 30 percentile of the 
14 samples collected for Cd was 0.1 µg/m3. 
 

Provide a discussion about how 
the background concentration 
for cadmium was calculated. 

EA The data in the MOE’s air quality report for 2002 indicates 
that all values at all percentiles for cadmium are 0.1 µg/m3. 
The document states that the air quality for cadmium are 
all measured at below detection limits. As such, the data 
for cadmium for Copper Cliff was not usable due to very 
high detection limits. Instead, the MOE’s support document 
to develop the air quality standards for cadmium were 
used. As explained in Appendix Q, this led to an estimated 
background level of 0.0022 µg/m3. 

A-4 Atmospheric 
Environment 

Section 7.2.1 Section 7.2.1 of the EIS Report states that “Air quality is selected as a 
VEC since adverse air quality parameters such as excess dust, and 
SO2 emissions from fuel combustion, can have a detrimental effect on 
sensitive plant species.” It should be noted that in addition to sensitive 
plant species, air quality impacts can also have detrimental effects on 
humans. 

Provide a discussion of whether 
and how the effects of the 
project on air quality could 
ultimately affect human health. 

EA Acknowledged. Standards are set based on the most 
sensitive environmental effect, and are not specific to land 
use or to the presence of sensitive receptors. For SO2 the 
most critical effect is impact on plants. As such, if results 
show no impact on plants, then the levels are considered 
to be protective of human health.  
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A-5 Atmospheric 
Environment 

Figure 13-1 Figure 13-1 of the EIS Report identifies the two proposed air 
monitoring station locations. It is recognized that these stations are 
between the project site and the nearest residences; however, in 
addition to these it would be useful to have a monitoring station in the 
location of the highest predicted off-site air contaminant 
concentrations in order to validate the model predictions. 

Please consider monitoring air 
quality in the area(s) where the 
highest predicted air 
contaminant concentrations 
were modeled, in addition to 
monitoring air quality in the 
vicinity of the nearestresidences, 
in order to validate the model 
predictions and implement 
adaptive management if 
necessary. 

EA Acknowledged with thanks. The final locations of the 
monitoring stations will decided in consultation with the 
MOE as part of the Provincial Environmental Compliance 
Approval (Air). The monitoring plan will need to be 
submitted to MOE for approval. The location of the model 
results, sensitive receptors and major sources will be key 
consideration of where the monitors are located. 

A-6 Atmospheric 
Environment and 
Acoustic 
Environment 

Section 4.3.2.3 Section 4.3.2.3 of the EIS report indicates that explosives may be 
required “at quarries if any are developed”. Depending on location(s) 
and their proximity to the project site, these quarries may result in 
increased air emissions and noise near the project site. It is unclear 
whether future quarries have been evaluated with respect to air 
quality and noise. These aspects of the project may have an effect (or 
cumulative effect) on Aboriginal health should they occur. 

Provide additional information 
about any proposed quarries, 
including their location(s) and 
proximity to the Project site and 
nearby human receptors, and 
whether their development may 
result in increased air emissions 
and noise near the current 
Project site. If so, their effects on 
Aboriginal health will need to be 
assessed.  
 
In addition, discuss the potential 
cumulative effects on Aboriginal 
health taking into consideration 
the proposed quarries.  

EA Proposed aggregate operations are shown in Figure 
ADD2_4 and are all proximal to the RRP or within the RRP 
immediate site area. Please see response provided in 
Attachment 2. They are not located close to Aboriginal 
communities. 
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A-7 Atmospheric 
Environment 
(including Air 
Quality) 
 

EIS Report, 
Section 7.3.1,   
pg.7-14; 
EIS Report, 
Section 7.3.1,   
Pg. 7-17; 
Appendix Q-2 -
Air Quality 
Modeling 
Report – 
Addendum, 
Appendix 1, 
Table A3 
Source 
Summary, 
pg.9 
Volume 1 
(Summary), 
Table S-6: 
Significance 
Determination 
of Residual 
Effects after 
Mitigation, 
Construction 
Phase – 
Natural 
Environment, 
pg. 61 

It is noted that PM10 has not been considered in the Air Quality 
assessment and that there is a criterion under Ontario Ambient Air 
Quality (AAQC) that could be used for comparison (50 ug/m3 for 24-
hr averaging period).EC is of the view that PM10 is a contaminant of 
concern and should be included in the assessment. According to 
residual environmental effects analysis, the predicted maximum 
concentrations of PM10 at the property line or near the site were below 
the applicable AQ standards, yet this is not included in the results 
table and there is no isopleth figure provided for PM10. 

 
The EIS report states that PM10 assessment has been conducted 
(Table S-6: Significance Determination of Residual Effects after 
Mitigation, Construction Phase – Natural Environment, pg. 61; 
System/component/feature: Air Quality) but it is not included in the 
table of results found within the Air Quality Modelling Report.  
There are inconsistencies in the main report and Appendix Q report 
as to whether PM10 has or has not been included in the assessment. 
PM10 analysis and modelling should be conducted and included in the 
final table for both AQ results (Table 13?) and source summary table 
(A3?). It was also noted that there should also be an isopleth for 
PM10 (24 hr. average). 

Clarify whether or not PM10 were 
assessed. If not, provide a 
rationale why PM10 is not 
included in the air quality 
assessment.  
 
If human (Aboriginal peoples) 
receptors are present, include 
PM10 modelling results from 
construction and operation 
phase with the diagram of 
isopleth in the Air Quality 
Modelling report or provide an 
explanation.  
 

EA The nearest aboriginal communities were identified, and 
the project effects of TSP, PM10, and PM2.5 were modelled 
at these receptors.  
 
The results of the modelling predict the following maximum 
effects at the nearest aboriginal communities: 
 
 Maximum 24-hour TSP Concentration; 3.0 µg/m3 (3% 

of standard) 
 Maximum 24-hour PM10 Concentration: 1.9 µg/m3 (4% 

of standard) 
 Maximum 24-hour PM2.5 Concentration: 0.7 µg/m3 (3% 

of standard) 
 
The concentrations cited do not include the baseline 
concentrations, however the cumulative effects of 
modelled + baseline would also be well below the 
respective criterion. For PM10, the cumulative effect would 
be 21.5 µg/m3, which is less than 50% of the interim AAQC 
of 50 µg/m3.  
 
Further discussion of the PM10 assessment is provided in 
the Attachment 2. 
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R
ef # Ecosystem 

Topic 
Reference 
to EIS or 

ToR 
Summary of Comment/ Rationale Information Request 

EA
 or 

R
egulatory 

Proponent Response 

A-8 Atmospheric 
Environment 
(including Air 
Quality) 
 

EIS Report, 
Section 
7.20.5.1,  
pg.7-154 
EIS Report, 
Table 7-47, 
pg.7-218; 
Appendix Q - 
Air Quality 
Modelling 
Report 
(original and 
addendum), 
pg. 4; 
EC disposition 
table response 
to Draft EIS 
#87; 
Volume 1 
(Summary), 
Table S-6: 
Significance 
Determination 
of Residual 
Effects after 
Mitigation, 
Construction 
Phase – 
Natural 
Environment, 
pg. 61; 

EC previously requested during the draft EIS review that the 
proponent identify the important emission sources associated with the 
RRP construction phase (this was submitted as EC disposition 
table#87). The proponent responded stating that the worst period 
would be the operation phase and as such no air quality assessment 
would be conducted for the site preparation and construction phase. 
The Proponent stated that in their experience with EA work that 
quantitative assessment of construction impacts is not practical.  
As the EIS claims to have assessed construction phase for AQ in 
Table 7-47 and as the EIS Guidelines state “The temporal boundaries 
of the EA should span all phases of the project” (Section 7.2.2, pg. 
13), EC feels that a worst-case scenario assessment for construction 
should be completed.It is EC’s experience (including reviewing many 
mining projects) that a construction phase air quality assessment is 
practical and has successfully been conducted by proponents for 
other mining projects. 
 
In EC’s experience exceedances of air quality standards for 
particulate matter and NOx has been observed during this phase. In 
the proposed construction of the RRP an estimate of range of 
activities will include: off road and on road vehicles and equipment, 
passengers vehicles (174 personal vehicles), 1,918 heavy/bulk trucks 
delivering construction materials and supplies, loaders, dozers, 
excavators, diesel power generators, drilling and blasting, 
construction of highway and mine site roads, tailings management 
area and process plant (EIS, Section 7.20.5.1, Environmental Effects, 
pg. 7-154).  
An assessment of this worst- case scenario for these parameters is 
important to ensure compliance is achieved and also to prove that the 
operation phase is the bounding case for this project. 
EC feels that a worst-case scenario assessment during the 
construction phase should be completed. This scenario would include 
conducting an assessment for NOx, TSP, PM10 and PM2.5 (for 1-hr 
and 24-hr averaging period) and compared with AAQC and /or 
NAAQO. 
 
It should also be noted that Proponent clearly states in the EIS 
Section 7, Table7-47 (Significance Determinations of Residual Effects 
after Mitigation, Construction Phase, pg. 7-218) regarding the overall 
significance of residual effects: “Air quality modeling shows that with 
mitigation, as proposed, concentrations of NOx, HCN, key metals, 
PMtot, PM10 and PM2.5 are expected to meet MOE air quality 
standards for the site specific emissions, at the property line.” Thus, 
the residual effect was determined to be minor.  
We understand that no construction phase modelling for air quality 
was completed so we question how the assessment for air quality 
statements in Table S-6 (Volume 1 – Summary, pg. 61) can be 
accurate. 

 
It is requested that the 
proponent provide a table with 
the modeling results for the 
construction phase since the 
releases of NOx and particulate 
matter (TSP, PM10 & PM2.5) are 
the main issues in the site 
preparation and construction 
phase.  
 
 

EA An assessment of the impacts of the construction phase 
activities compared with the operations phase is provided 
in Attachment 2. 
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R
ef # Ecosystem 

Topic 
Reference 
to EIS or 

ToR 
Summary of Comment/ Rationale Information Request 

EA
 or 

R
egulatory 

Proponent Response 

A-9 Atmospheric 
Environment 
(including Air 
Quality) 
 

Appendix Q - 
Air Quality 
Modelling 
Report, Table 
13, pg. 31;  
 
Appendix Q-2 -
Air Quality 
Modelling 
Report 
Addendum 
Table ADD3,  
pg. 5  
 
Appendix Q-2 -
Air Quality 
Modelling 
Report 
Addendum, 
Appendix 3, 
Figure 7-3 and 
Figure 7-4; 

EC suggests that the revised table ADD3 (Appendix Q-2) be 
combined with Table 13 (Appendix Q) into one table to be able to see 
the results of air quality assessment in one place.  
 
During EC’s review it was also noted that Figures 7-3 & 7-4 in the 
AQ-2 Addendum (isopleths for modelled NOx emission for 24-hr and 
1-hr averaging period) they appear to show the concentrations of only 
point sources and has not yet been revised to show the revised 
numbers which include the combined mobile and point source 
emissions. For example in Figure 7-3 the range of concentration is up 
to 28ug/m3 whereas NOX concentration was remodelled and showed 
93 ug/m3 for 24-hr average.  

It is requested that the 
proponent confirm if background 
concentrations have been 
included in the modelling results 
(it appears they have not, from 
Table ADD1 for metals).  
 
It is also requested that the 
proponent add a column to the 
final table to include background 
concentrations and another 
column for combined 
background and modelled 
concentrations for each 
compound in the final table (as it 
is not clear what the exact 
background concentration for 
each compound is (CACs and 
HCN).  
 

EA In Table ADD1, there was no background concentration 
considered in the “modelled” concentrations. A separate 
column in Table ADD1 provides the background 
concentration for each parameter, and the cumulative 
effect of modelled + background are also shown in the 
third column.    
 
Table ADD1 (Addendum #2 in Attachment 2) has been 
expanded to present the cumulative concentrations for the 
other parameters assessed.  
 
For the 1-hour average NO2 and CO, in pit blasting is the 
dominant source that has the most significant offsite effect; 
all emissions from blasting are released over a short 
period of time and are modelled as emissions during one 
hour of the day.  For this reason, the inclusion of the 
mobile emissions does not significantly affect the 1-hour 
averaging time results. The effects are more notable when 
considering the 24-hour averaging time.  
 
The isopleths provided as Figures 7-3 and 7-4 have been 
updated to show the maximum modelled concentration at 
each receptor, considering both stationary and mobile 
emissions, and are provided as Attachments 3 and 4.  
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R
ef # Ecosystem 

Topic 
Reference 
to EIS or 

ToR 
Summary of Comment/ Rationale Information Request 

EA
 or 

R
egulatory 

Proponent Response 

A-9 
Cont’d 

   In EC’s review it was found that 
a lot of information is provided 
for background concentrations 
and data sources but it was not 
very clear what the final 
background concentrations used 
for this study were. This would 
be a component of cumulative 
effects assessment as well 
(similar to table ADD1 but for all 
compounds and not just metals). 
All this information should be in 
one table (revised Table 13). 
It is requested that the 
proponent provide a rationale as 
to why the revised 
concentrations of NO2 (242 
generate much higher emissions 
from mobile sources.  
Additionally, revise Figures 7-3 
and 7-4 to reflect the revised 
numbers which include the 
combined mobile and point 
source emissions. 
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Attachment 1: Site plan showing restricted access  
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Attachment 2: Addendum #2  
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1.0 INTRODUCTION  

The Rainy River Project (RRP) is a gold exploration project situated in the Township of Chapple, 
approximately sixty-five kilometres (km; by road) northwest of Fort Frances in northwestern 
Ontario. The RRP site and surrounding lands are dominantly privately held, with Rainy River 
Resources Ltd. (RRR) holding a considerable private land package. RRR has been exploring 
the RRP property since 2005, with the objective of constructing, operating and eventually 
reclaiming a new open pit and underground gold mine and milling complex on the site. RRR is 
pursuing environmental approvals for the development of open pit and underground gold mine 
at this location. AMEC Environment & Infrastructure, a division of AMEC Americas Limited 
(AMEC), was retained by RRR to prepare an Air Quality Assessment Report for the RRP site. 

RRR is required to complete a Standard Environmental Assessment pursuant to the Canadian 
Environmental Assessment Act, 2012 and an Individual Environmental Assessment pursuant to 
the Ontario Environmental Assessment Act. In support of the Federal and Provincial 
environmental assessment, AMEC completed a study of the potential air quality effects of the 
Project. The Air Quality Assessment requires the prediction of offsite effects using dispersion 
modelling, and the comparison of the results to applicable air quality criteria in order to 
determine whether potential adverse effects on the environment and human health exist.  

This addendum #2 has been prepared in response to comments received from the Canadian 
Environmental Assessment Agency (CEA Agency), and includes the following sections:  

 PM10 Assessment; 
 Cumulative Effects of Project Modelled Effects And Baseline Concentrations; 
 Potential Aggregate Sources; and 
 Assessment of Construction Phase Effects.  

2.0 PM10 ASSESSMENT 

In response to Comment A-7, an emission summary for PM10 was prepared for the operations 
phase of the RRP. The emission summary table was prepared for PM10, including both 
stationary and mobile sources (Table ADD2-4), and dispersion modelling was conducted to 
predict the potential offsite effects of PM10 at the RRP property boundary and at sensitive points 
of impingement (POIs) locating in the surrounding area.  

As well, dispersion modelling was conducted to predict the maximum ground level effects of 
TSP, PM10, and PM2.5 at the nearest First Nations communities (Figure M-1): Rainy Lake I.R. 
No. 17B; Manitou Rapids I.R. No. 11; Assabaska I.R.; and Big Grassy River I.R. No 35G. The 
results of the assessment for PM10 were compared to the interim Ambient Air Quality Criteria 
(AAQC) guideline for PM10 that is published by the MOE as a guide for decision making only. 
TSP was compared against the Ministry of the Environment (MOE) AAQC, and PM2.5 was 
compared against the AAQC and the Canada Wide Standard. 
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The emission summary table for PM10 is provided as Table ADD2-1, and an isopleth of 
maximum PM10 concentrations is provided as Figure ADD2-1. The emission summary tables for 
TSP and PM2.5 were previously provided and have not changed.  

The PM10 concentrations are predicted to occasionally exceed the interim AAQC of 50 µg/m3 
along the RRP property boundary to the north, and southeast of the haul roads between the 
open pit and the stockpiles to the east. These predicted levels should be considered in the 
context of the conservative nature of the estimates (for example all sources active at maximum 
all the time, specific activity levels for any given source at its maximum level of activity over the 
entire life of the mine) and the conservative modelling (for example results are presented as the 
maximum meteorological day over five years of meteorological data). The modelled 
concentrations for particulate are at a level that is also typical of many sites in Ontario. The 
potential area of exceedance is located at the property boundary that has no current human 
activity, and where there are no human receptors. The modelled concentrations at all other 
locations outside the Project site, including at all sensitive points of impingement (POI), were 
well below the AAQC, even with inclusion of the background are well below MOE AAQC. The 
highest predicted PM10 concentration at a sensitive POI was 23.0 µg/m3 , which is lower than the 
interim AAQC even with the inclusion of a baseline concentration (see Section 3.0) of about 20 
µg/m3 for PM10 (42.6 µg/m3).  

At the receptor along the property boundary that has the maximum predicted concentration, the 
frequency of predicted exceedance is low. The model predicts concentrations above 50 µg/m3

 

for a total of 4 days at one receptor over the 5 years considered in the dispersion modelling, a 
frequency of 0.2%; there are no sensitive POIs near this receptor. 

The results of the modelling at the nearest First Nations community are presented in ADD2-2; 
the maximum predicted PM10 concentration of 1.85 µg/m3 was determined to be at Manitou 
Rapids; the modelled effects at all the other First Nations communities were lower. The 
maximum predicted PM10 concentrations at the sensitive POIs in the surrounding area are 
provided in Table ADD2-3. The locations of the First Nations communities considered in the 
modelling assessment are provided in Figure ADD2-2, and each of the POIs is depicted in 
Figure ADD2-3.  

3.0 CUMULATIVE EFFECTS OF PROJECT MODELLED EFFECTS AND BASELINE 
CONCENTRATIONS 

The RRP site is located in a remote part of northwestern Ontario. There are no significant 
nearby anthropogenic sources of air emissions, and no significant emissions currently from the 
site, although localized dust emissions may result from existing site features such as road 
networks.  

Air quality at the RRP area is expected to be excellent although the area would be influenced by 
long range transport of air emissions from the south and also by natural sources, such as 
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volatile organic emissions from vegetation or natural fires. The baseline particulate 
concentrations are therefore expected to be low in the absence of anthropogenic emissions.  

Only limited background air quality monitoring was undertaken, and as a result baseline air 
quality was estimated from the MOE monitoring stations sited at Thunder Bay, Parry Sound, 
North Bay, and Dorset, Ontario. To establish a possible range of baseline air quality levels for 
criteria air contaminants and particulate matter, MOE data for northern stations of Thunder Bay 
and Sault Ste. Marie were reviewed for particulate matter, nitrogen oxides, sulphur oxides and 
carbon monoxide. This approach is commonly used to establish baseline concentrations for air 
quality assessments of this nature.  

The MOE air quality monitoring stations in Thunder Bay and Sault Ste. Marie are located in 
areas where air quality is a concern, such as urban environments a near specific large emitters; 
therefore it was assumed that the higher concentrations measured at these stations are 
reflective of local sources and the urban environment. The lower concentrations measured at 
these stations would be indicative of conditions where anthropogenic sources are not affecting 
the monitoring station (i.e., where winds are blowing from directions not influenced by local 
sources). The lower concentrations provide a potential range of baseline background air quality 
levels for the key pollutants. For those parameters where frequency data is available, the 
baseline air quality for the Project was estimated to be in the 50th percentile range, which is 
expected to be a very conservative estimate given the distance of the RRP site from major 
anthropogenic sources.  

The MOE operates a number of air quality stations that are considered representative of 
ambient background concentrations (i.e., not influenced by nearby sources), however, these 
background stations are in southern Ontario and are influenced by regional and even trans-
boundary emissions. The stations in Parry Sound and Dorset are considered more 
representative of rural stations that are not strongly influenced by local sources, however the 
datasets for these stations are more limited. The data for these stations was compared with that 
of Thunder Bay and Sault Ste. Marie, and with the RRP baseline concentrations, to ensure that 
they were representative of a remote area with diminutive influence from local emissions 
sources.  

Data from the MOE’s Thunder Bay monitoring station was used for nitrogen oxides and PM2.5. 
For sulphur dioxide and carbon monoxide, data from the nearest MOE monitoring station at 
Sault Ste Marie was used. All monitoring data was obtained from the annual report Air Quality in 
Ontario 2008 (Ontario MOE, 2010). 

This baseline air quality data was used in conjunction with the results of the air quality modelling 
in order to consider potential cumulative effects on ambient air quality in the vicinity of the RRP.  

The assumption that baseline PM10 is twice the PM2.5, and baseline TPM is four times PM2.5 is 
frequently used, and supported by an Environment Canada (EC) study of particulate monitoring 
data at 14 sites in Canada between 1986 and 1994 (EC 2000).  
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Since the RRP site is a rural site and distant from any significant source of air emissions, the 
50th percentile for PM2.5, NO2, CO, and SO2, was selected as the most representative of 
baseline air quality as it removes the bias of outliers and null values and lessens the influence of 
local anthropogenic sources on the measured air concentrations at the MOE stations. A 
summary of the baseline concentrations considered to be representative of the RRP site is 
provided in Table ADD2-5.  

The emission summary table (ADD1) was expanded to include cumulative effects for the criteria 
air contaminants and particulate matter as the combined effect of the maximum modelled 
concentrations and the representative baseline concentrations. Table ADD1-Rev1 has been 
appended to this report. 
 
4.0 POTENTIAL AGGREGATE SOURCES (QUARRIES) 

In Comment A-6, additional information about any proposed quarries, including their location(s) 
and proximity to the RRP site was requested.  

Figure ADD2-4 provides the location of the five sand pits and rock quarries proximate to the 
RRP site that may be developed to provide aggregate materials required for backfill and 
construction, identified as “Outcrops 1, 2, 3, 4” and the “MTO Pit”. It is estimated that these pits 
and quarries will provide approximately 80% of the total aggregate needs for the project. These 
aggregate sources are situated on the north side of the Plant Site.  

A sixth potential aggregate source, identified as the “TBT” is proposed to provide less than 20% 
of the aggregate (granular A, B, and aggregate for road construction). The TBT is located with 
the bounds of the RRP to the southwest of the open pit at approximately 2.5 km from the open 
pit perimeter and 4.5 km from the primary crusher.  

The Outcrops and MTO Pit are sited further from the RRP project boundary than the open pit, 
and the maximum quantity of aggregate handled in a 24-hour period during construction would 
be significantly less than what was considered for the modelling assessment of the activities 
within the open pit and at the primary crusher during operations. The material handling rates for 
the operations phase that were used for the modelling assessment are summarized in Table 
ADD2-6.  

Approximately 3.7Mm3 of aggregate is required, the equivalent of 30 days of mining during the 
operations phase; based upon this comparison, it is reasonable to consider the potential effects 
on air quality from aggregate handling in the pits and quarries as minor compared to the 
potential air quality effects during the operations phase.  

5.0 ASSESSMENT OF CONSTRUCTION PHASE EFFECTS 

Comment A-8 received from the CEA Agency requested that RRR provides a modeling 
assessment for the construction phase since the releases of NOx and particulate matter (TSP, 
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PM10 and PM2.5) can be of concern during the site preparation and construction phases. The 
comment reflects that impacts could potentially be greater than during operations. 

It is important to note, that an Environmental Compliance Approval (ECA) will be sought from 
the MOE for both the construction and operations phases of the mining project. For the 
construction phase, emissions and modelled effects for a number of key sources (e.g., crushers 
and generators) will be provided to the MOE for review and approval as part of the application 
package. 

A detailed construction schedule has not yet been developed, nor has the final selection of 
construction equipment been made; therefore it is not possible to provide an accurate or even 
estimated modelling scenario of the construction activities. The staging of construction, 
equipment selection, location of construction and type of construction could have a significant 
impact on potential emissions scenarios, and accurate dispersion modelling would not be 
possible for this phase of the project. 

RRR will develop a Fugitive Dust Best Management Practices Plan (BMP Plan) for both the 
construction and operations phases of the RRP. The BMP Plan will be submitted to the MOE for 
review as a component of the application package for an ECA, and will comprehensively 
address dust mitigation measures for point and fugitive sources of dust.  

Due to the nature of open pit mining, the sources of particulate emissions during construction 
are similar to those used in pit development and mining during the operations phase. The 
distances travelled from pits and quarries to construction activities on-site would be reasonably 
equivalent to the distances travelled from the open pit to mine rock storage, overburden or the 
processing area. The pits and quarries that are proposed to supply aggregate for construction 
activities are also sited further from the site boundary than the open pit and associated haul 
roads are (with the exception of the TBT quarry), and would therefore result in lower offsite 
effects that emissions released from the sources considered in the modelling assessment (the 
open pit and haul roads).  

The magnitude of emissions between mining phases would likely differ, and preliminary data 
available from RRR suggests that the hourly and daily particulate emissions during the 
construction phase would be lower than those during any year of the operations phase. The 
preliminary data available includes estimated total quantities of aggregate materials required for 
construction, the quarries and pits that will be used to source this aggregate, and heavy truck 
traffic counts for construction materials supply. This data was compared to the material 
movements of ore, waste rock, and overburden from the pit to other areas of the project site 
during three years of the operations phase (2015, 2016, and 2019), and to the material 
movements considered for the dispersion modelling assessment, in Table ADD2-7. The years 
with minimum (2015) and maximum (2019) material movements were both considered.  
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The construction phase is expected to extend well beyond one year (21 months); the total 
annual quantities of material handled are significantly lower than during the operations phase 
and those considered in the dispersion modelling assessment.  

Offsite truck movements and movement of heavy delivery trucks onsite during construction 
would also influence airborne particulate concentrations. In comment A-8 it was pointed out that 
the construction phase vehicle traffic, which would include, 1,918 heavy trucks, could cause a 
significant effect on air quality. In fact, the total number of 1,918 heavy / bulk material trucks 
delivering construction materials and supplies to the mine site occurs over the 21 month 
construction period. This is averaged to six heavy vehicle trips daily. In comparison, in the 
operations phase there will be up to 16 dedicated haul trucks making an assumed 102 round 
trips per hour along site roads during the operations phase; or about 2,400 trips per day. 
Therefore the maximum on-site road dust emissions modelled during the operations phase 
would be significantly higher than construction phase road dust. With respect to off-site road 
traffic, the additional trucks per day would be insignificant compared to current off-site road 
traffic.  

Since particulate emissions are proportional to the quantities handled and total distances 
travelled by site vehicles, the resultant particulate emissions and modelled offsite effects would 
consequently be less during construction than in any of the years when the mine is operational. 
Therefore modelling the maximum particulate emissions scenario for the operations phase is a 
reasonable representation of worst-case air quality effects of the project and impacts during 
construction would be less..  

For NOx, blasting in the pit was the dominant influence on the maximum hourly modelling 
scenario. For the 24-hour average NOx modelling scenario, NOx emissions from haul trucks 
and construction equipment in the pit were the major sources contributing to the maximum 
modelled off-site effects. As discussed for particulate matter, since the total quantity of material 
(ore, overburden, and mine rock) handled on a daily basis during the operations phase is 
significantly greater that that during the construction phase, the required equipment fleet for 
construction is smaller, resulting in lower overall NOx emissions and lower air quality effects off-
site. As with particulate, the NOx emissions from such sources as generators and crusher 
engines will be assessed as part of the ECA application.  

6.0 REFERENCES 

Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency (CEA Agency). 2014. Rainy River Project – Final 
Environmental Assessment Report (Environmental Impact Statement) Appendix A: 
Federal Comments on Rainy River Resources Ltd.’s Final Environmental Assessment 
Report (Environmental Impact Statement) related to the Atmospheric Environment and 
Climate. 

Environment Canada (EC). 2000. Priority Substances List Assessment Report – Respirable 
Particulate Matter Less Than or Equal to 10 Microns. 
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Table ADD2-1: PM10 Emission Summary Table (Modelled, Background, and Cumulative 
Concentrations) 24-hour Averaging Time 

 

 
CAS 

Number 

Facility 
Emission 

Rate 
(g/s) 

Averaging 
Period 

(hr) 

Maximum 
Modelled 

Concentration 
at Sensitive 
POI (µg/m3) 

Background 
Concentration 

(µg/m3) 

Modelled + 
Background 

Concentration  
(µg/m3) 

AAQC1 
(µg/m3) 

PM10 NA 21.86 24 23.0  19.6 42.6 50 
  
1 – The criterion for PM10 is not an AAQCs per se, but is an interim criterion established by the MOE for decision-making purposes  
 
 
 

Table ADD2-2: Maximum Modelled Concentrations at a First Nations Community 
24-hour Averaging Time 

 

 
CAS 

Number 

Facility 
Emission 

Rate 
(g/s) 

Modelled 
Concentration 

at Manitou 
Rapids2 
(µg/m3) 

Background 
Concentration 

(µg/m3) 

Cumulative 
Modelled + 

Background 
Concentration 

(µg/m3) 

AAQC 
(µg/m3) 

TPM NA 81.08 3.01 39 42 120 
PM10 NA 26.53 1.85 20 21.9 501 
PM2.5 NA 4.77 0.7 10 10.7 301 

 
1 –  The criteria for PM2.5 and PM10 are not AAQCs per se, but are criteria established by the MOE for decision-

making purposes 
 

2 –  The modelled concentrations at the other First Nations’ communities were lower than the concentrations 
modelled at Manitou Rapids 
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Table ADD2-3: Modelled PM10 Concentrations for 24-hour Averaging Time at Sensitive POIs  
 

Point of 
Reception 
Number 

Receptor Co-ordinates 
Modelled 

Concentration 
(µg/m3) 

AAQC 
(µg/m3) 

% of 
Criteria 

1 424437 5415498 8.6 50 17% 
2 431274 5412538 11.7 50 23% 
3 431587 5411870 11.8 50 24% 
4 431496 5411644 13.8 50 28% 
5 431095 5410519 12.6 50 25% 
6 431264 5410420 23.0 50 46% 
7 431077 5408660 8.3 50 17% 
8 431034 5406873 11.3 50 23% 
9 430117 5406700 13.4 50 27% 
10 429796 5406515 13.3 50 27% 
11 429116 5406626 18.5 50 37% 
12 428590 5406620 20.4 50 41% 
13 428175 5406947 16.1 50 32% 
14 427715 5406736 16.6 50 33% 
15 427450 5406952 12.9 50 26% 
16 419623 5410178 14.1 50 28% 
17 419645 5410314 10.8 50 22% 
18 419827 5413577 7.8 50 16% 
19 423220 5403777 7.3 50 15% 
20 424076 5403217 7.2 50 14% 
21 427606 5403217 8.6 50 17% 

 
1 - The criterion for PM10 is not an AAQC, but a criterion established by the MOE for decision-making purposes  
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Table ADD2-4: PM10 Emission Rate Estimates  

 
  

Emission Rate (g/s)

PM10

24-hr Averaging Time

21.86

Drill PIT Open Pit Mining - Drilling 0.14

Blast PIT Open Pit Mining - Blasting 2.99

Load PIT Open Pit Mining - Load Haul Truck (Shovel) 2.8

In Pit Road PIT Open Pit Mining - Haul trucks 6.2

Haul Roads Roads (various)** Road Emissions 8.1

Dozers/Graders in pit PIT Dozers and Graders in pit 0.4

Concrete 1 BATCH1 Batch Plant 1 0.372

BagHouse2 BH2 - under crushed ore pile
baghouse for conveyor drop under stockpile feed 

conveyor 0.255

Reclaim RECLAIM Discharge to stockpile 0.228

Unload 1 PAG (and PAGN) Drop at PAG 0.75

Dozer WR PAG (and PAGN) Dozer use at PAG 0.19

Unload 2 NPAG/OB NPAG/OB drop 1.53

Dozer NPAG NPAGDoz Dozer use at NPAG and OB 0.38

Unload 3 ORE Ore stockpile unloading 0.27

Dozer Ore OREDoz Dozer at Ore stockpile 0.19

Ex Portal 1 Port1 UG exhaust portal in pit 0.10

Ex Portal 2 Port2 UG exhaust portal west of pit 0.29

Unload Crusher CRUSH Fugitive Primary Crusher Feed 0.23

BagHouse1 BH1 PCRUSH baghouse for crusher 0.14

Induction Furances IND1 dust collector/scrubber to control furnace exhaust 0.06

Lime Baghouse BH11 Lime exhaust for lime bin dust collector 0.032

Scrubber lime slaker LS1 scrubber  for lime slaker 0.0570

Flocculant Dust collector FLOC1 flocculant handling cartridge filter 0.0076

CuSO4 scrubber EF11CuSO4 scrubber to control CuSO4 from loading and 
mixing tank

0.088

Emerg Gen 1 EGEN1 Emergency Diesel Generator 1 0.0504

Emerg Gen 2 EGEN2 Emergency Diesel Generator 2

Emerg Gen 3 EGEN3 Emergency Diesel Generator 3

Emerg Gen 4 EGEN4 Emergency Diesel Generator 4

Emerg Gen 5 EGEN5 Emergency Diesel Generator 5

FirePump1 FP1 Diesel Fire Pump 1 0.018

source not included in modelling

only one operating
during testing; 

largest unit assumed

- For PM10, the worst-case scenario did not involve blasting in the pit, but rather all other mining activities that occur during non-blasting hours. 

- The lime baghouse, scrubber lime slaker, and flocculant dust collecter were deemed insignificant and not included as sources in the model. 

TOTAL EMISSIONS MODELLED

Source Source ID Description
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Table ADD2-5: Existing Air Quality in the Project Area 
 

Parameter (Location) Baseline Air Quality Source of Baseline Air Quality Data 
Nitrogen Oxides  6 ppb (11 µg/m3) (50th percentile of MOE Thunder Bay NO2 data 2007-2011) 
Sulphur Dioxide 1 ppb (3 µg/m3) (50th percentile of MOE Sault Ste Marie SO2 data 2007-2011) 
Carbon Monoxide  0.28 ppm (325 µg/m3) (50th percentile of MOE Sault Ste Marie CO data 2004-2008) 
Total Particulate Matter 39.2 µg/m3 4 x PM2.5 baseline 
PM10 19.6 µg/m3 2 x PM2.5 baseline 
PM2.5  9.8 µg/m3 (90th percentile of Thunder Bay PM2.5 data 2007-2011) 

 
 
 

Table ADD2-6: Quantities of Material Handling for Dispersion Modelling Assessment  
 

 Operations Phase Quantities 
Tonnes/hr Tonnes/day m3/day1 

Ore to Crusher from Open Pit 822 19,726 6,873 
Ore to Crusher from UG  100 2,400 836 
Ore to stockpile 982 23,562 8,210 
Overburden and Non-PAG (NPAG) Rock  5,517 132,417 73,565 
Potential Acid Generating (PAG) Waste Rock  2,716 65,176 23,277 
Total 10,137 243,281 112,761 

 
1. Densities of ore, overburden, and waste rock assumed to be 2.9 t/m3, 1.8 t/m3, and 2.8 t/m3, respectively 

 
 
 

TABLE ADD2-7: Material Handling During Construction and Operations Phase 
 

  
  

Ore Waste Rock
(PAG and NPAG) Overburden Aggregate

(Sand, 
Granular) 

Total 
Volume of 
Material 
Handled 

(m3) 
Quantity 

(Mtonnes) 
Volume 

(m3)  
Quantity 

(Mtonnes)
Volume 

(m3)  
Quantity 

(Mtonnes)
Volume 

(m3)  

Construction Phase 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,794,328 2,794,328 
2015 0.33 114,983 4.33 1,546,429 9.72 5,400,000 0 7,061,411 
2016 0.95 331,010 19.99 7,139,286 10.75 5,972,222 0 13,442,518 
Maximum Project Year 
(2019) 15.86 5,526,132 51.31 18,325,000 1.57 872,222 0 24,723,355 

Material movements 
considered in dispersion 
modelling assessment 

16.68 5,810,453 23.79 8,496,146 48.33 26,851,288 0 41,157,887 

 
1 - The material movements reported for the dispersion modelling scenario group overburden + NPAG, and only PAG as waste rock 
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TABLE ADD1-Rev1: Emission Summary Table with Modelled Effects and Baseline Concentrations 
Revision 1 (March 13, 2014) 

 

 

Compounds CAS Number
Facility Emission 

Rate
(g/s)

Modelled 
Concentration 

(µg/m3)

Background 
Concentration 

(µg/m3)

Modelled + 
Background 

Concentration 
(µg/m3)

AAQC 
(µg/m3)***

% of 
Criteria

Averaging 
Period

(hr)

PM NA 78.40 86.0 39.2 125.2 120 104.3% 24

PM2.5 NA 4.70 23.9 9.8 33.7 30 112.3% 24

Nitrogen Oxides 10102-44-0 36.6 26.7 11.0 37.7 200 18.9% 24

126.4 227 11.0 238.0 400 59.5% 1

630-08-0 59.0 2632 325 2956.6 6000 49.3% 0.5

495 2193 325 2518.0 36200 7.0% 1

59.0 366 325 691.0 15700 4.4% 8

7446-09-5 2.92 9.3 3.0 12.3 275 4.5% 24

29.7 138 3.0 141.0 690 20.4% 1

Hydrogen Cyanide 74-90-8 0.15 1.4 no data 1.40 8 17.5% 24

CaO** 1305-78-8 0.09 0.80 no data 0.80 13.5 5.9% 24

CuSO4** 7758-99-8 0.09 0.79 no data 0.79 20 4.0% 24

As 7440-38.2 1.09E-02 0.012 no data 0.012 0.3 4.0% 24

Cd 7440-43-9 1.41E-03 0.0015 0.0022 0.004 0.025 15.0% 24

Cr 7440-47-3 1.54E-02 0.017 0.001 0.018 1.5 1.2% 24

Hg 7439-97-6 7.84E-06 8.60E-06 0.0017 0.0017 0.5 0.3% 24

Mg 1309-48-4 2.11E+00 2.32 no data 2.32 120 1.9% 24

Mn 1336-36.3 1.14E-01 0.125 0.001 0.126 0.15 84.2% 24

Ni 7440-02-0 6.21E-03 0.007 0.022 0.029 2 1.4% 24

Pb 10099-74-8 0.017 0.019 0.010 0.029 0.5 5.7% 24

Zn 7440-66-6 2.00E-01 0.219 0.010 0.229 120 0.2% 24

Modelled concentrations account for met anomalies as per MOE Modelling Guidance; except for CO. Maximums reported for CO.
*** AAQC for PM10 and PM2.5 are not AAQCs per se, rather guidelines published by MOE for decision -making purposes. 

Carbon Monoxide

Sulfur Dioxide
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Rainy River Project – Final EA Report (EIS) comments from the Government of Canada on the Atmospheric Environment and Climate – Submitted by the Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency on February 19, 2014 
- Attachments 
 

Attachment 3: Updated Figure 7-3 (Comment A-9) 
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Attachment 4: Updated Figure 7-4 (Comment A-9) 
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Rainy River Project: Response to Final Environmental Assessment Report (Environmental Impact Statement) comments submitted by the 
Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency 

Appendix B: Other Federal Comments, Suggestions and Corrections on Rainy River Resources Ltd.’s Final Environmental Assessment Report (Environmental 
Impact Statement) - for the proponent’s consideration.   
 

.R
ef # 

Ecosystem Topic 
Reference 
to EIS or 

ToR 
Summary of Comment/ Rationale Information Request 

EA
 or 

R
egulatory 

Proponent Response 

B-1 
 

EIS Summary:  
Regulations 
Designating Physical 
Activities 

Volume 1, 
Executive 
Summary 

Section 5 of the EIS Summary identifies the regulatory framework 
for the designated project. In the Agency’s previous comment, it 
was requested that all sections within the Regulations Designating 
Physical Activities are indicated in the EIS Summary for 
completeness. The Agency appreciates that the revision was made 
to the EIS Summary. However, the Regulations Designating 
Physical Activities were amended in November 2013 and the 
following section was removed, “Section 8: The construction, 
operation, decommissioning and abandonment of a facility for the 
extraction of 200,000 m3/a or more of ground water...”  
 
The sections of the amended Regulations Designating Physical 
Activities that apply to the project have been revised to the 
following:  

“16. The construction, operation, decommissioning and 
abandonment of a new 

(b) metal mill with an ore input capacity of 4 000 t/day or more; 
(c) rare earth element mine or gold mine, other than a placer 
mine, with an ore production capacity of 600 t/day or more 

 

Confirm acknowledgement of the change.  EA 

Acknowledged 
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.R
ef # 

Ecosystem Topic 
Reference 
to EIS or 

ToR 
Summary of Comment/ Rationale Information Request 

EA
 or 

R
egulatory 

Proponent Response 

B-2 Clarification of 
Proposed Monitoring 
Plans 
 

Volume 2; 
Table 14-1 

Table 14-1 states that environmental monitoring will be conducted 
in accordance with standard practice and regulatory requirements, 
including any site-specific environmental approvals.  
 
Although it is understood that several monitoring requirements will 
be identified in regulatory and site specific environmental 
approvals, it is also important to note that the federal environmental 
assessment decision issued by the Minister of the Environment, 
should it be a positive decision, will likely contain additional 
monitoring requirements. The monitoring requirements will largely 
be based on the plans identified in section 13.0 of the proponent’s 
Final EIS/EA Report as it relates to section 5 of the Canadian 
Environmental Assessment Act, 2012. Additional monitoring 
requirements including reporting requirements will likely be included 
as further discussions are held to clarify monitoring plans during the 
EA process.  

No action required. EA 

Acknowledged 

B-3 General – EA Type: 
Characterization of 
Section 5  
Environmental Effects 

Volume 2: 7 
(T7-47, T7-
56) 

Tables 7-47 to 7-56 were revised as per the Agency’s previous 
comment on the draft EIS where an additional column identifying 
whether the valued ecosystem component (VEC)/valued socio-
economic component (VSEC) was linked to section 5 of the 
Canadian Environmental Assessment Act (CEAA) 2012. However, 
the meaning/intention of the ‘Section 5 Link’ column was not 
described.  
 
 

Provide an explanation of the “Section 5 Link” 
used in Tables 7-47 to 7-56 and provide further 
articulation and rationale of the link (or lack 
thereof) with Section 5 of CEAA 2012.  
 
 

EA  
The footnote at the end of each table in this series places 
the link (yes / no) in the context of Section 5  of Canadian 
Environmental Assessment Act, 2012 (CEAA, 2012) 

B-4 EA Methodology  Volume 2 
Section 7, 7-
4, 7-252 

In Table 7-54 on page 7-252, both Economics and Demographics 
and Population have the exact same significance levels for all the 
categories of “residual significance after mitigation or 
enhancement” but have a different overall significance. Also, 
Economics is listed as “significant” despite having a Level I for 
magnitude, which goes against the definition used to determine a 
significant effect. In this case, it is unclear how RRR is using the 
criteria to determine what is a significant environmental effect.  

Clarify the method used to determine 
significance for the VSEC “Economics”.  

EA 

The overall significance rating for economics is a 
typographic / copying error. The level of significance for this 
VSEC should read “not significant” given the mitigations / 
enhancements listed in column 4. 
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.R
ef # 

Ecosystem Topic 
Reference 
to EIS or 

ToR 
Summary of Comment/ Rationale Information Request 

EA
 or 

R
egulatory 

Proponent Response 

B-5 Aboriginal (including 
potential rights 
impacts, traditional 
use of lands and 
resources) 

Appendix D-1  
Table D-1b 

Under 'participating organization,' some of the Aboriginal groups 
listed were not in fact part of the Dillon Report. 

Provide clarification on Aboriginal groups that 
took part in the Dillon report. 

EA 

The following Aboriginal groups took part in the Dillon 
report per Section 3.4.3.1: 
 

 Big Grassy River First Nation; 
 Couchiching First Nation; 
 Lac La Croix First Nation; 
 Mitaanjigamiing First Nation; 
 Naicatchewenin First Nation; 
 Rainy River First Nations; and 
 Seine River First Nation.  

 
Other groups were also provided the opportunity to review 
a digital version of the draft EA Report (Version 1) at the 
same time (May 17, 2013): 
 

 Anishinaabeg of Naongashiing First Nation; 
 Buffalo Point First Nation; 
 Naotkamegwanning First Nation; 
 Nigigoonsiminikaaning First Nation; 
 Ojibways of Onigaming First Nation; 
 RCC Region #1 / MNO; and 
 Fort Frances Chiefs Secretariat.  

 
Subsequently, the Technical Review was also shared with 
Buffalo Point and Naotkamegwanning First Nations. 

B-6 Atmospheric 
Environment 

Section 
7.3.1.1 and 
Appendix Q-2 

Appendix Q-2 indicates that the air quality modelling was revisited 
to include emissions from mobile sources such as heavy mining 
equipment and haul trucks. 
 
Section 7.3.1.1 of the EIS Report indicates that the modelled 
emission sources included: 

 Emissions from blasting; 
 Material handling in the open pit; 
 Dust from crushing; 
 Road dust emissions (re-entrained dust); 
 Dust from managing mine rock, ore and overburden; and 
 Exhaust from back-up power generation. 

 
There is no mention of modelling of emissions from mobile sources 
in the EIS report text. Table 7-4 of the EIS does not reflect the 
modelling results presented in Table ADD1 of Appendix Q-2. There 
is no reference in Section 7.3.1 of the EIS to the addendum in 
Appendix Q-2. 

At a minimum, there should be some 
explanatory text in the EIS report indicating 
that the air modelling has been updated and 
the updated information, particularly in relation 
to mobile sources, and can be found in 
Appendix Q-2. 

EA 

Acknowledged. Reference to the appendix has been 
provided in an Errata to the report. 
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.R
ef # 

Ecosystem Topic 
Reference 
to EIS or 

ToR 
Summary of Comment/ Rationale Information Request 

EA
 or 

R
egulatory 

Proponent Response 

B-7 Atmospheric 
Environment 

Section 7.2.1 Section 7.2.1 of the EIS Report states that “Air quality is selected 
as a VEC since adverse air quality parameters such as excess 
dust, and SO2 emissions from fuel combustion, can have a 
detrimental effect on sensitive plant species.” It should be noted 
that in addition to sensitive plant species, air quality impacts can 
also have detrimental effects on humans. 

Provide a discussion of whether and how the 
effects of the project on air quality could 
ultimately affect human health. 

EA 

Standards are set based on the most sensitive 
environmental effect. For SO2 the most critical effect is 
impact on plants. As such, if results show no impact on 
plants, then the levels are protective of human health. 

B-8 Human Health  Section 
7.21.1 

Section 7.21.1 of the EIS report indicates that with respect to 
human health, the project may have the following effects: 

 Possible release of contaminants of potential concern 
(COPC) that could potentially bioaccumulate in the food 
chain and ultimately affect human consumers; 

 Possible spill of controlled materials that could potentially 
affect human health; and 

 Traffic accidents resulting in direct physical injury. 
 
Although described in other sections of the EIS report, it would be 
helpful for the reader/reviewer to include all potential effects the 
project may have on human health in this section, including, but not 
limited to the following: 

 Possible release of contaminants that could affect human 
health through inhalation exposure; 

 Possible groundwater contamination which may 
contaminate potable drinking water supplies;  

 Possible releases of contaminants that could directly 
contaminate country foods; and 

 Possible noise that could adversely affect residents. 

Include a consolidated section on all potential 
adverse effects the project may have on 
human health. At a minimum, the other 
sections where human health is addressed 
should be referenced in Section 7.21.1 (e.g. Air 
Quality in Section 7.3.1, Sound and Vibration 
in Section 7.4.1, Groundwater in Section 7.7, 
etc.) 

EA 

Section 7.21.1.1 discusses  
 
 air emissions on page 7-162, and in that section 

references modeling results presented in Section 7.3.1 
and in Table 7-4, where property boundary contaminant 
concentrations are compared with health based 
standards; 

 contaminants of potential concern contained in site 
water discharges, and their potential for health effects 
cross-referred to Section 7.6 where water discharges to 
the Pinewood River are discussed; 

 country food considerations are discussed in Section 
7.21.1.2. 

 
Sound and vibration effects were not discussed in the 
health effects section, as pointed out by the reviewer; and it 
would have been prudent to reiterate sound and vibration 
model predictions in Section 7.21.1, as suggested. 
Modeling predicts that applicable Ontario Ministry of the 
Environment (MOE) thresholds for sound and vibration will 
be met at the nearest receptors.  
 
Groundwater quality in relation to seepage from the two 
principal contaminant seepage sources (the TMA and the 
east mine rock stockpile) where PAG materials will be 
contained, are discussed in Section 9.5 of Appendix W. 
These materials could also have been referenced in 
Section 7.21.1, as suggested. 
 
Additional material on the potential for carcinogenic effects 
is included in the response to comments T-13 and T-14.   
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B-9 Human Health Section 
7.18.4.5 

Section 7.18.4.5 of the EIS discusses significance determination for 
this VEC, which is identified as “Agriculture and Adjacent 
Residents”. Significance determination for agriculture is discussed 
in this section, however, the significance determination for residents 
is not discussed. 

Provide a discussion about significance 
determination for adjacent residents in this 
section. 

EA 

A majority of local residents in the immediate project area 
(approximately 70%) are involved in some form of 
agriculture (mainly cattle, hay cropping, honey production), 
and as Section 7.18 is focused on land and resource use, 
directing the discussions to agricultural effects in the 
context of “Agriculture and Adjacent Residents” considers 
both agriculture and adjacent residences. Some local 
residents, mainly retirees reside on properties that are no 
longer used for agriculture. There are also a few seasonal 
cabins in the area that are used by local and outside land 
owners for hunting.  
 
To avoid the confusion raised by the reviewer, the above 
context could have been better clarified in the text for this 
section (i.e., that virtually all local residents in the 
immediate project area are, or were involved in 
agricultural).  

B-10 General Concern- 
Significance 
Determination 

EIS Volume 1 
(Summary), 
Tables S-6 to 
S-15, pg. 61 
to 102; 
EIS Report, 
Section 
7.16.1.1, pg. 
7-91;  
Section 
7.16.3 pg. 7-
199; 

During the review it was noted that the Significance Determination 
tables shown in the EIS Report (Tables S6 to S15) are very 
confusing to read and do not highlight the key specifics related to 
mitigation for issues under Section 5 of CEAA 2012. It would be 
more useful to see the cumulative impact on a specific key 
component (VEC) under Section 5 for all phases (Construction, 
Operation and Closure) located together. 
 
It was also noted that the determination of the magnitude and 
reversibility seemed to be quite subjective. For example, the phrase 
“Effect is reversible at substantial cost or with difficulty” does not 
really provide a true picture of what impacts are likely to persist 
beyond closure.  

Consider simplifying Tables S-6 to S-15 and 
focus on the key components (VECs) that are 
impacted. This could be done by grouping 
different stages of the project (construction, 
operation and closure) by VEC in order to 
allow for a clear picture of effects and 
mitigation measures and the differences 
associated with each phase of the project. 

EA 
The summary tables are in the same format as presented 
in the Draft EA Report / EIS reviewed previously, although 
additional information has been provided in responses to 
comments on that document.  
 
Either grouping arrangement (by project phase or by VEC / 
VSEC) introduces considerable repetition into the 
document.  
 
The major effect on all VECs and VSECs associated with 
the RRP is with the project operations phase, so it is 
perhaps easier for reviewers to focus on Tables S-8 and S-
9 to best understand overall effects on VECs / VSECs.  
 
If the CEA Agency should determine that re-grouping the 
information by VEC / VSEC makes for a better summary 
presentation, then AMEC could assist the Agency with 
reformatting the tables for its own reporting. 
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B-11 Surface Water EIS Report 
Section 5.6.2, 
Table 5-19,  
Table 5-20, 
Figure 5-19,  
Figure 5-20 
Pg. 5-62 to  
5-63; 
 

The review of the computations of the baseline flow data in the 
Pinewood River and resultant annual runoff it was noted that, 
although the annual trends in mean flow over the 47 years of the 
historical Pinewood River gauge do not show any definitive trends, 
the proportional flow distribution annually may have been trending 
(due to climate change, etc.). In order to use the current Pinewood 
gauge and the annual proportional flow to estimate the historical 
proportional flow at the historical Pinewood gauge, the trending of 
proportions should be examined. 

Evaluate the trending of proportions of open 
vs. ice covered flow over time to validate the 
use of the current Pinewood proportional 
relationship applied to the historical Pinewood 
gauge. A selection of regional gauges that 
span the entire time range could be used to 
examine these trends.  Adequate validation of 
the assumption will confirm the baseline data 
that is being used from the historical Pinewood 
gauge for annual runoff values (as used in 
many other calculations). The current 
Pinewood gauge indicates a higher annual 
runoff than the historical gauge by about 7%. 
 
It should also be noted that the flows are now 
finalized for 2011 and 2012 and now available. 

EA 

The relevance of flow proportions during the period of ice 
cover, versus the period of open water is unclear to AMEC. 
Water taking from the Pinewood River in order to build an 
initial water inventory for process plant start-up, is only 
proposed from the onset of the spring melt, until the end of 
November, and is not otherwise constrained or influenced 
by under ice flows.  
 
Outside of building an initial water inventory to support 
process plant start-up, all remaining water in the system 
will derive from local site water capture as detailed in 
Appendix W. Such water is captured and managed as an 
annual inventory and is not dependant on Pinewood River 
flows, except in relation to final effluent discharges to the 
Pinewood River as described in Appendix W, and 
discussed below.  
 
Ice cover thickness is important to access process plant 
reclaim water from the TMA and water management ponds; 
but the main driver is minimizing pond surface areas while 
maximizing pond volumes; as well as ensuring that tailings 
are discharged in winter in a manner which maximizes 
reclaim water availability while minimizing slush ice 
formation. General climate change projections would 
suggest more favourable ice conditions (thinner ice, over a 
shorter time period) going forward; but the system is by 
necessity designed to accommodate a wide range of 
conditions, as severe winters can still occur; witness this 
past winter during which ice cover on the Great Lakes 
reached its greatest extent in 35 years (91% overall ice 
coverage as of March 4, 2014).    
 
Water discharge from the TMA system by pipeline will 
occur only during the spring and fall periods, and is also not 
constrained by ice season. The main drivers for this 
discharge are water quality treatment within the processing 
plant (SO2/Air system) and extended effluent aging within 
the TMA and water management ponds (Appendix W). 
 
Water discharge through the constructed wetland will occur 
in all months except where prevented by doing so during 
the winter months (January through March), as described 
in Appendix W. 
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B-12 Surface Water EIS Report 
Section 13.5.2, 
Bullet C, 
Pg. 13-12 

It is noted that currently the Pinewood Water Survey of Canada 
gauge is funded by MNR, and the data is available publicly in real 
time. It should be pointed out that the negotiation of any agreements 
has yet to be done. 

Consider developing a Memorandum of 
Understanding (between Environment Canada-
Water Survey of Canada and New Gold Inc.) for 
communication of data, gauge health and 
discharge relationships. 

EA Rainy River Resources (RRR) agrees that entering into 
such an agreement would be beneficial, and has a keen 
interest in ensuring that this station remains fully functional 
with data available to RRR in real time. 

B-13 Surface Water Appendix W -
Water 
Management 
Plan, 
Section 3.3, 
pg. 7 

Although only provisional 2011 data for the current Pinewood 
gauge was available, 2011 and 2012 have now been finalized for 
statistical use. 
It should be noted that the bridge at the Current Pinewood gauge 
will be replaced in 2018 or thereabouts. When this bridge is to be 
altered, removing the existing support piles and changing the 
existing banks (allowing for reduced flooding due to log jamming), 
then both the low flow and medium flow relationships that provide 
the real time flow data will be affected. 

Incorporate the final 2011 and 2012 data for 
the current Pinewood gauge into computations.
 
Note: It is recommended that the proponent 
ensure that a contact is made with MTO in 
order that when planning for bridge 
construction activities in 2018 commence, they 
are communicated to RRP and EC-Water 
Survey as soon as possible, and develop a 
back-up plan in case the gauge is not reliable 
in real-time for as much as 1-2 years in the low 
and mid flow range. 

EA 

The data for 2012 were previously requested and have 
been provided by Environment Canada (EC; e-mail from 
Tom Arsenault to David Simms dated Oct 3, 2013) but 
there are substantive data gaps in the 2012 data set that 
render its application unsuited to analysis. The online final 
data from WSC substantial missing data for January 
through March.  
 
Use of the final (as opposed to earlier provisional) 2011 
data to update Table 7 of Appendix W does not materially 
change the results. The new runoff value for 2011 changes 
from 186.9 mm to 186.1 mm, and the average annual 
runoff value for the 5-year period changes from 215.1 mm 
to 214.9 mm.  
  
Recalculation of the predicted lowest flow values from 
Table 9 of Appendix W results in slightly lower values, 
including a 7Q20 value of 0 m3/d compared with 8 m3/d, but 
the previous values were already extremely low. Extreme 
low flows for the system, continue to be regarded as zero 
to negligible.  
 
Contact will be made with MTO as suggested to ensure 
that reliable data continue to be obtained on Pinewood 
River flows when Highway 617 bridge construction is 
underway in 2018. 
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B-14 Atmospheric 
Environment 
(including Air Quality) 
 

EIS Report, 
Section 
7.3.1.3,  
pg.7-15; 
Section 
7.3.2.3,  
pg. 7-19; 
Appendix Q -
Air Quality 
Modeling 
Report, 
Section 8.0, 
Pgs. 19-20; 

The proposed mitigation measures for air quality and greenhouse 
gases do not provided details in terms of:  

 objectives to be achieved through air quality mitigation 
measures 

 listing of methods to be applied and the conditions that 
trigger mitigation measures;  

 frequency and record keeping to demonstrate adoption of 
actions; and 

 best management plan for fugitive dust and planning 
measures aimed at reducing fuel and power consumption 
for the site. 

 
Compliance with the following regulations and code of practice would help to ensure 
that emissions are reduced throughout all phases of the project: 
 
Vehicle and fuel regulations addressing air pollutants and GHGs:  
- On-road vehicle and engine regulations that establish maximum levels for a 

number of pollutants including particulate matter and ozone precursors such as 
NOx and VOCs: 

- On-Road Vehicle and Engine Emission Regulations: 
http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/regulations/SOR-2003-2/index.html 
- Off-road diesel engine emission regulations that also control these air 

pollutants. These have been recently updated to align with US EPA’s Tier 4 
regulations: 

- Off-Road Compression Ignition Engine Emission Regulations: 
http://laws-lois.gc.ca/eng/regulations/SOR-2005-32/index.html 
- Sulphur in gasoline and in diesel regulations are in place that ensure that the 

fuel will not impede the effective operation of advanced emissions control 
technologies installed on vehicles and engines (technologies such as 
particulate filters):  

- Sulphur in Gasoline Regulations: 
http://laws-lois.gc.ca/eng/regulations/SOR-99-236/index.html 
- Sulphur in Diesel Fuels Regulations: 
http://laws-lois.gc.ca/eng/regulations/SOR-2002-254/index.html 
- Passenger Automobile and Light Truck Greenhouse Gas Emission 

Regulations, SOR/2010–201; 74, aligned with the US, setting progressively 
stricter GHG emissions standards for 2011-2016 model years: 

http://laws-lois.gc.ca/eng/regulations/SOR-2010-201/index.html 
- Heavy-duty Vehicle and Engine Greenhouse Gas Emission Regulations, 

SOR/2013-24, apply to 2014 and later model years. 
http://laws-lois.gc.ca/eng/regulations/SOR-2013-24/index.html 
- Renewable Fuels Regulations, SOR/2010–189; 
http://laws-lois.gc.ca/eng/regulations/SOR-2010-189/index.html 
- Management practices for reducing emissions from mine fleet equipment 

including compliance with EC’s off-road diesel engines regulations and use of 
tier 4 technologies and engine operation and maintenance guidelines as per 
EC’s Environmental Code of Practice for Metal Mines (2009). 

http://www.ec.gc.ca/lcpe-cepa/default.asp?lang=En&n=CBE3CD59-1

Confirm whether there is an intention to 
incorporate the regulations and code of 
practice, listed in the previous column into its 
Best Management Plan (BMP) for dust and 
other mitigation actions.  
 
It is suggested that The BMP or other 
mitigation plan documents be submitted for 
review to EC and other regulatory agencies 
prior to commencing work for the construction 
phase. 

E
A

, R
eg. 

The regulations listed under the Summary of Comments 
will be part of the company’s requirements for operating the 
facility. They are aware of these regulations and will 
manage the operation accordingly.  
 
The detailed BMP has not yet been developed.  Specific 
commitments to fugitive dust management, source control 
and operational constraints to minimize emissions have 
been made in the Air Quality Modelling report. These will 
be developed into a full BMP including monitoring, triggers, 
training, responsibilities and tracking of mitigation. 
 
The BMP will be a requirement under the Environmental 
Compliance Approval (ECA) required by MOE. MOE will 
review the detailed BMP as part of their ECA review and 
the BMP will form part of the ECA for the site.  
 
The BMP will also be provided to EC for review on request. 
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B-15 
Cont’d 

  The following guidance document prepared for Environment Canada by ChemInfo 
Services is a valuable source of information on air quality mitigation (for example on 
the use of water and dust suppressants to mitigate fugitive dust from site 
preparation, storage piles, unpaved roads, etc.): 
 
- “Best Practices for the Reduction of Air Emissions from Construction and 

Demolition Activities” (ChemInfo, 2005).  
 

A copy of this document can be provided to the proponent if requested.

   

B-15 Wildlife (Terrestrial 
and/or Aquatic, 
including Species at 
Risk) 

EIS Report, 
Section 5, 
Table 5-27,  
pg. 5-212;  

EC noted that the term “Critical Habitat” is used as a table heading. 
This term should be used only with respect to “Critical Habitat” 
defined within Federal Recovery Strategies as it has a specific and 
significant meaning. Using the term more broadly as in this table is 
confusing and misleading. 
 

It is suggested that the terms “Habitat” or 
“Habitat Requirements” are used to avoid 
confusion with Critical Habitat from a Federal 
Recovery Strategy. 

C
orrection  

Acknowledged. Required changes to the text have been 
provided in the Errata to the report. 

B-16 Wildlife (Terrestrial 
and/or Aquatic, 
including Species at 
Risk) 

EIS Report, 
Section 
7.16.1.6,  
pg. 7-95; 
EIS Volume 1 
(Summary), 
Tables S-6 to 
S-15, pg. 61 
to 102; 

The EIS states that “The Red-headed Woodpecker is both 
Federally and Provincially listed as Special Concern” (EIS Report, 
Section 7.16.1.6,pg.7-95). 
 
This is incorrect as this species is listed on SARA Schedule 1 as 
Threatened. This has implications on the requirements for 
protection of this species under SARA. 

The statement in sec. 7.16.1.6 and the relevant 
“Significance Determinations of Residual 
Effects after Mitigation” tables should be 
corrected. 

C
orrection 

Acknowledged. Required changes to the text have been 
provided in the Errata to the report. 

B-17 Wildlife (Terrestrial 
and/or Aquatic, 
including Species at 
Risk) 

EIS Report, 
Section 
7.16.1.7, 
pg. 7-95; 
EIS Volume 1 
(Summary), 
Tables S-6 to 
S-15, pg. 61 
to 102; 

The EIS states that “The Snapping Turtle is both Federally and 
Provincially listed as Special Concern, as such this species is not 
protected under Species at Risk Act nor the Endangered Species 
Act” (EIS Report, Section 7.16.1.7,pg. 7-95). 
 
This statement is incorrect as species listed as Special Concern 
under SARA do have certain protections or requirements in relation 
to them (see comment EC-23 below). 
 

This statement is incorrect and needs to be 
modified to reflect that Snapping Turtle 
individuals are still protected under SARA. The 
relevant “Significance Determinations of 
Residual Effects after Mitigation” tables should 
also be corrected. 

C
orrection 

Acknowledged. Required changes to the text have been 
provided in the Errata to the report. 
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B-18 Wildlife (Terrestrial 
and/or Aquatic, 
including Species at 
Risk) 

EIS Report, 
Section 
7.16.1.7, 
pg. 7-96; 
EIS Report, 
Section 
7.16.3, pg. 7-
99; 
Dillon Report, 
Bullet #117, 
pg.92; 

The EIS does not include any mitigation related to restricting 
snapping turtles (a SAR) and any other amphibians to the site 
during the construction phase to prevent mortality due to 
construction activities (EIS Report, Section 7.16.3, pg. 7-99). 
The only mention of a possible mitigation that could be found was 
in the RRP response to the Dillon report where it stated that “the 
TMA will be fenced to limit access by ground-based fauna” (Dillon 
report, Bullet #117, pg. 92). However, no mention was made of the 
treatment wetland or the north shore of the Pinewood River. 
 
Potential adverse effects of the RRP on SARA listed wildlife 
species have been identified for the Snapping Turtle (listed as 
Special Concern). If the Project is carried out, the Federal Authority 
that conducts the environmental assessment must ensure that 
under SARA ss. 79(2) measures are taken to avoid or lessen and 
to monitor those effects on SARA listed wildlife species which 
include species of Special Concern.  
 
Even though the Snapping Turtle is a species of Special Concern 
and the general prohibitions and permitting requirements under 
SARA do not apply to this species, requirements under ss. 79(2) of 
SARA still apply (as above). Snapping Turtle is also provincially 
listed as Special Concern (Species at Risk in Ontario List, Ontario 
Regulation 230/08). Given that the species is at risk both federally 
and provincially, We are recommending that turtles be captured on 
site prior to construction and restricted from the construction site. 

Given that the species is at risk both federally 
and provincially, it is recommended that turtles 
captured on site, at nearby nesting locations, 
and against the inside edge of the exclusion 
fence be relocated outside the project site. 
 
Generally, Environment Canada recommends 
trapping to remove all Snapping Turtles (if any) 
and relocating the individuals prior to and 
during construction and operation. Setting a 
large, commercially available ‘Hoop’ or 
‘Rectangular Box Trap’ in the deeper (i.e., 
northern) area of “Wetland” when the water 
levels are high and the turtles are most active 
(typically the end of May to early June, but as 
late as the end of June during cooler summers) 
is recommended. Cans of sardines in spring 
water are an effective bait when holes are 
poked in the cans, but care must be taken to 
prevent the turtles from drowning once they 
enter the traps. More specifically, the traps 
must be set so at least part of the trap will be 
above water level, keeping in mind how much 
the water level is expected to rise due to 
severe spring storms. Traps should be 
checked daily.  
 

EA 

The use of exclusion fencing for reptiles and amphibians 
will be considered as a mitigation measure during 
construction and operations as appropriate. The placement 
of fencing will be decided upon through consultation with 
the MNR and EC.  
 
The use of a snapping turtle trapping and relocation 
program as further mitigation during construction and 
operations will be considered; but requires further 
discussion with the MNR and EC in order to design an 
efficient and cost effective program considering that few 
snapping turtles are expected in the area. 
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B-18 
Cont’d 

   Since the stream corridor (north shore of the 
Pinewood River) could contain some small 
patches of suitable spring/summer habitat for 
turtles, exclusion (silt) fencing for reptiles 
(including both turtles and snakes) should be 
erected as a mitigation measure in early 
spring, the year prior to site preparation and 
construction. More specifically, this fencing 
would need to extend along the southern edge 
of the RRP site (along the stream corridor) at 
the RRP site. This would prevent entry of 
turtles into the RRP site from the stream 
corridor area to the east of the site, during the 
active season (i.e., early April to the end of 
October). Should a nest become established 
with the footprint EC and MNR shall be 
consulted. 
 
It is recommended  that the proponent refer to 
a document recently-published by the Ontario 
Ministry of Natural Resources (OMNR), 
Species at Risk Branch, entitled “Reptile and 
Amphibian Exclusion Fencing” for further 
details on exclusion fencing specifications 
(available at: 
http://www.mnr.gov.on.ca/en/Business/Species/2Col
umnSubPage/MNR_SAR_TLBX_EN.html).  
 
If turtles are found against the inside edge (i.e., 
construction side) of the exclusion fence during 
regular inspections (as above) they should be 
relocated to safe areas of suitable habitat 
outside of the fence. In addition to trapping and 
moving turtles from the inside edge of the 
exclusion fence during inspections, female 
Snapping Turtles should be captured during a 
two week period beginning from late May to 
early June, with the input and advice of the 
OMNR, if they attempt to nest inside of the 
exclusion fence along the shoulders of 
roadways to be constructed, or in piles of fine 
aggregate (if any). It would not be difficult to 
capture the Snapping Turtles, collecting them 
along the inside of the exclusion fence, and 
collecting them at nest sites within the RRP 
Site. 
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B-19 Assessment of 
Alternatives for 
Storage of Mine 
Waste 

Appendix P - 
Assessment 
of 
Alternatives 
for Tailings 
and Mine 
Rock Storage 

EC had the opportunity to review the draft assessment of 
alternatives dated Sept 2013 and provided comments to the 
proponent. EC had also participated in meetings with the proponent 
to discuss the comments related to mine waste management.  
 
EC has now reviewed the proponent’s assessment of alternatives 
for the disposal of mine waste dated October 2013, which was 
submitted along with the final EIS.  
Based on the review of this document, EC is of the view that the 
proponent has generally followed EC’s Guidelines for the 
Assessment of Alternatives for Mine Waste Disposal (EC, 2011). 
Based on the review, EC makes the following particular 
observations: 
- The proponent has made reasonable efforts to identify key 

candidate sites and pre-screen them for detailed analysis.  
- The alternatives characterization and the multiple accounts 

analysis (MAA) ledger format are detailed enough with 
adequate coverage of sub-accounts and indicators. 

- The proponent has adopted EC’s recommended weightings for 
the accounts in the MAA. As for the sub-accounts and 
indicators, the selection of weightings and scorings are 
generally reasonable.  

- The proponent has made changes to the assessment of 
alternatives that were suggested by EC during the review of the 
previous draft submitted with the draft EIS. 

- The proponent has included a section on the outcome of the 
Aboriginal and stakeholder engagement and consultation in the 
assessment of alternatives report. The proponent has stated 
that no specific comments on mine waste alternatives have 
been received to date from the Aboriginal and Stakeholder 
engagement and consultations. 

- Keeping in mind the proponent’s overall approach to minimize 
environmental, technical, economic and socio-economic 
impacts from the mine waste storage locations, the value-
based decision process and the MAA undertaken by the 
proponent is acceptable.  

 
Based on the review, Environment Canada is of the view that the 
assessment of alternatives undertaken by the proponent is 
acceptable and generally addresses the key environmental, socio-
economic, technical and economic considerations that are 
identified in EC’s Guidelines for the Assessment of Alternatives for 
Mine Waste Disposal. 

No action required E
A

, R
eg 

Acknowledged 
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Summary of Comment/ Rationale Information Request 

EA
 or 

R
egulatory 

Proponent Response 

B-20  Fisheries and fish 
habitat 

Throughout 
including 
Appendix X1-
3 – Draft Fish 
Habitat Offset  
Strategy 
 
15.1 Federal 
Government 
Environmenta
l Approvals 
Process 
Table 15-1: 
Anticipated 
Federal 
Environmenta
l Approvals, 
p. 15-1, p.15-
5 
 
Appendix I-5 
2013 
Aquatics 
Baseline: 
Pinewood 
River/Highwa
y 600 
Crossing 

The amended Fisheries Act came into force November 25, 2013.  The text from the previous Act (e.g. harmful 
alteration or disruption or destruction of fish 
habitat, compensation, DFO policies, no net 
loss, etc.), should be revised to reflect the new 
Fisheries Protection Provisions. 

E
A

 and regulatory (Fisheries A
ct) 

Acknowledged. The text in the No Net Loss Plan 
documents (Appendices X1, X2 and X3) will be updated to 
reflect the amended Fisheries Act as of November 25, 
2013. Text within the EA document (Section 15) will be 
corrected as needed within an Erratum. The Appendix I-5 
(aquatic baseline report) is a final document representing 
the baseline conditions at the time of document completion 
(October 2013).   
 

B-21 Fish and Fish Habitat 
(Open Pit and 
Underground Mine) 

Volume 2, 
Section 
4.19.1, p.4-46 

Section 4.19.1 states that a spillway may be constructed to allow 
the flooded open pit to overflow to Pinewood River.  It also states 
that consultation will be required to determine the preferred flooding 
approach.  
 
The section also states that the overburden pit slopes will be 
shaped to create riparian habitat along pit lake margins.   

Flooding of the pit needs to be undertaken in a 
manner that does not impact offset fish habitat 
created on the site.   
 
DFO understands that the pit is not being 
considered as potential fish habitat at post-
closure.   

E
A

 
and 

regulatory 
(Fisheries Act) 
 E

A
and

regulatory

The final method of pit flooding and the means to allow it to 
overflow to the Pinewood River will be consistent with 
fisheries protection provisions, and will not compromise the 
constructed fish habitat offset measures.  
 
RRR is not currently considering the open pit to be fish 
habitat upon closure. The reshaping of the overburden 
open pit slopes will help maintain long term stability of the 
slopes, and it is consistent with the Project team’s efforts to 
naturalize the site at closure. The created riparian habitat is 
not intended to provide fish habitat. 

B-22 Fish Volume 3,  
Table I-1 Fish 
List  
 
Appendix I-1 
Aquatic 
Resources 
Baseline 

 Please note that Lake Sturgeon is listed as 
Special Concern under COSEWIC.  

EA 

Acknowledged. Appendix I-1, Table I-1 will be corrected in 
an Erratum to show Lake Sturgeon as having special 
concern (SC) COSEWIC Status. 
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.R
ef # 

Ecosystem Topic 
Reference 
to EIS or 

ToR 
Summary of Comment/ Rationale Information Request 

EA
 or 

R
egulatory 

Proponent Response 

B-23 Fish Habitat Section 4.0 
Offset 
Strategy p.7  

Pond creation for offsetting Please note that it is DFO’s view that pond 
creation is not entirely like for like habitat 
creation. 

 Acknowledged. We recognize that the proposed ponds are 
larger and deeper than the beaver ponds and natural 
depressions that they are replacing, and that there is more 
weighing on created pond habitat than created small creek 
habitat. However, RRR has tried to maximize the available 
onsite offset opportunities and feel that the ponds and 
diversion channel will provide a good quality habitat offset 
for the local fish species present in the system.    

B-24 Water Quality 4.0 Offset 
Strategy, p7  
5.2.1 
Watershed 
Based 
Enhancement
s p.9 

Water quality Update wording to reflect discussions on 
restoration of fish habitat rather than “general 
watershed/water quality enhancement”  
 
Section 5.2.1 of the final EA report  should be 
updated to reflect discussions with the fish 
working group regarding habitat improvements, 
defining locations of proposed works, 
outcomes of works, responsibility under the 
Fisheries Act authorization, etc. 

 Acknowledged. Appropriate changes will be made to the 
Offset Strategy and associated No Net Loss Plans to reflect 
the restoration of fish habitat. 
 
Section 5.2.1 is a comprehensive summary of studies and 
background reports used in assessing the Project. In order 
to include the information requested, we will reference the 
draft Offset Strategy Document and draft No Net Loss 
Plans in an erratum.   
 

B-25 Fish Habitat 8.1 
Contingencie
s p.27 

Uncertainties related to project. 
 
There is no discussion included about the uncertainties related to 
the offsite fish habitat restoration plans.  Until sites are selected 
and plans are further developed, these proposed mitigation 
measures remain a source of uncertainty. 

 E
A

 and 
R

egulatory 
(Fisheries Act) 

As discussed in the November 27, 2013 fisheries working 
group meeting, the contingency for the offsite work would 
be the creation of additional onsite pond habitat at the 
Teeple Road Pond location. There is sufficient area and 
capacity within the topography to accommodate the 
required area increase in the event that the offsite works 
could not be completed. 
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.R
ef # 

Ecosystem Topic 
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to EIS or 

ToR 
Summary of Comment/ Rationale Information Request 

EA
 or 

R
egulatory 

Proponent Response 

B-26 
 

Hydrology Appendix W - 
Water 
Management 
Plan, 
Section 2.3, 
pg. 5;  
Appendix W,  
Section 9.1.1 
pg. 58; 
Appendix W, 
Table 29,  
pg. 94; 
Appendix C – 
Conceptual 
Closure Plan 
EC 
disposition 
table 
response to 
Draft EIS #14; 

The water budget prepared to determine whether the TMA will stay 
wetted after the mine closure is not sufficient to eliminate concern 
that the tailings may dry resulting in ARD. A combination of 
impermeable cover and a nominal depth of 2.0 m of water depth 
over tailings that are not covered have been proposed to mitigate 
ARD.  
 
Concern remains that the TMA area will not remain permanently 
wetted after closure of the mine and that ARD will result. EC has 
done calculations indicating that water level fluctuations of 1.0 m or 
more may occur based on precipitation data from Barwick. Extreme 
hot and dry conditions could result in greater loss of water depth. 
This leaves concerns that loss of water cover may expose tailings 
to the air and result in ARD after site closure. This range of 
fluctuation also puts into question the feasibility of partially covering 
the TMA to avoid fully flooding the area. 
 
There are concerns that with climate change evaporation losses 
may exceed the potential for precipitation gains so the expected 
increase in water balance (Appendix W, Table 29,pg. 94) predicted 
by AMEC may not be realized in closure phase.  

Given the limits of water storage after mine 
closure and the potential for a series of dry 
years with high evaporation, provide an 
analysis that demonstrates that drying of the 
tailings is not likely. Additional water budget 
analysis may be completed to show that the 
TMA site closure mitigation is adequate for 
ARD. However, note that calculations prepared 
by EC indicate that the 2m of water depth and 
partial cover option may not eliminate the 
potential for adverse environmental effect due 
to ARD because of water level fluctuation. 
 
A 2 m depth of water may not be sufficient to 
mitigate ARD. Additional depth of water over 
the tailings should be considered to provide 
sufficient buffer to allow for long term water 
level fluctuations and prevent ARD. 
 
Complete coverage of the TMA with an 
appropriately designed impermeable soil cover 
could also mitigate ARD from the TMA.  
 
Additional details of the closure plan for the 
TMA are required to fully assess proposed 
mitigation for ARD and its potential impacts on 
water quality. 

E
A

, R
eg 

AMEC was not provided access to EC’s calculations to 
assess the assumptions made in the calculations referred 
to.  
 
Assuming that EC has calculated a 1 m drawdown in water 
levels (and as stipulated by Environment Canada), over a 
prolonged drought period, this would still leave a 1 m 
minimum water cover over the tailings. All that is required 
for ARD control is to maintain the tailings in a saturated 
condition. The purpose of the 2 m water cover is to provide 
a sufficient buffer against water cover drawdown in 
response to prolonged drought conditions, such that the 
tailings will remain saturated under all reasonably 
foreseeable conditions. The average planned water depth 
cover is 3 m, with the bottom 1 m of this depth being to 
provide allowance for topographic variation in the deposited 
tailings surface; yielding a 2 m minimum average cover 
over the tailings.  
 
Also, as per Appendix G, the reactivity of the tailings is 
such that it would take an estimated 30 years of cumulative 
exposure for the tailings to generate acidic conditions. 
Periodic exposure of the portions of the tailings beach 
under extreme drought conditions would therefore not be 
expected to generate acidic conditions.  
 
With regard to the climate change data in Table 29 of 
Appendix W, the information contained in this table was 
generated from a broad range of climate change model 
predictions, over the period of 2020 to 2080, with all 
scenarios from the 5th to 95th percentile condition showing 
a net increase in precipitation over lake evaporation 
compared with the current condition.  
 
A minimum 2 m water cover (and 3 m accounting for 
tailings surface undulations) is therefore considered 
sufficient for managing ARD from tailings. The contingency 
remains to pump additional water to the system, if ever 
required, in response to series of extreme drought years, 
as per Section 8.5; but it is not expected that such pumping 
would be required. 
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Rainy River Project: Table 1 Supplemental Responses to Comments by Fisheries and Oceans Canada on the Final Environmental Assessment Report (Environmental Impact Statement)  
contained in Table 2 Letter from the Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency received April 25, 2014 and discussed at the May 1, 2014 meeting   

 

.R
ef # 

Ecosystem Topic 
Reference 
to EIS or 

ToR 
Summary of Comment / Rationale Information Request 

EA
 or 

R
egulatory 

Proponent Response /  
Supplemental Response 

T-49 Surface Water 
Quantity 

Volume 1,  
Table S-12: 
Significance 
Determination
s of Residual 
Effects after 
Mitigation, 
Closure / 
Decommissio
ning Phase – 
Natural 
Environment 
 
Table S-14: 
Significance 
Determination
s of Residual 
Effects after 
Mitigation, 
Post 
Reclamation 
Phase – 
Natural 
Environment 
 
p.89, p.98 

Table S-12 states that the effects of water taking in the Pinewood 
River are reversible at cessation of water taking. However, it does 
not address the anticipated permanent flow reduction in the 
Pinewood River. The flow reductions between Clark and Loslo 
Creeks will continue due to the permanent diversion of the creeks 
on the mine site.  

Clarify how the effects of the Pinewood River 
flow reductions were considered in the 
determination of reversibility.  

EA 

Upon closure, the effect of flow reduction predicted during 
operations between West Creek and Loslo Creek will continue 
(27.5% to 34% reduction) until the open pit is flooded and 
overflows. At that time, additional flows from the immediate pit 
catchment and the east mine rock stockpile (approximately 8 km2 
drainage area) will report back to the Pinewood River, 
immediately adjacent to the open pit. The additional 8 km2 of 
drainage area will decrease the residual flow reduction to 
approximately 17% to 25% between West Creek and Loslo Creek. 
This residual flow reduction will be permanent from West Creek to 
Loslo Creek due to the permanent realignment of West Creek and 
Marr Creek drainages. Downstream of Loslo Creek the flows are 
expected to be approximately equal to baseline conditions.   
 
Habitats within the Pinewood River are controlled to a substantive 
degree by the low gradient nature of the system (averaging 
0.06%) and by the abundance of beaver dams and log jams that 
help to create a comparatively stable, shallow cascading pool 
environment throughout much of the river. This condition 
effectively maintains areas of suitable fish habitat even under very 
low flow conditions. Consequently, the Pinewood River is not 
sensitive to expected flow reductions related to the RRP 
development. Photos of comparable upstream and downstream 
habitat, despite substantively different watershed areas, were 
presented by AMEC at the May 1, 2014 Federal regulatory team 
meeting to illustrate this condition. 
 
Also discussed in the May 1 2014, Federal Regulatory Team 
meeting, an Adaptive Management Plan (AMP) will be developed 
as a condition of the fisheries authorization. The AMP will define 
monitoring criteria, and ecological targets to ensure that the 
Pinewood River continues to provide for all life functions for all 
resident fish species during operation and at closure. The AMP 
will include contingency mitigation or offset provisions in the event 
that unanticipated effects beyond the ecological targets are 
detected.   
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.R
ef # 
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Reference 
to EIS or 

ToR 
Summary of Comment / Rationale Information Request 

EA
 or 

R
egulatory 

Proponent Response /  
Supplemental Response 

T-52 Alternatives 
Assessment 
(Reclamation and 
Closure Open Pit) 

Volume 2, 
Section 
6.19.1.1 
Reclamation 
and Closure 
Open Pit 
Alternatives, 
p.6-96, 
Section 
6.19.1.3, 
Summary 
Evaluation 
p.6-100 

Enhanced flooding of the open pit is chosen as the preferred 
alternative. It is suggested that enhanced flooding will require flow 
from the West Creek diversion channel and Pinewood River.  

How will the water withdrawal required for the 
flooding of the pit impact fish and fish habitat 
in the West Creek diversion channel and the 
Pinewood River?  
 
Note to proponent: The West Creek Diversion 
is being constructed as offsetting under the 
Fisheries Act; any changes will require 
discussion with DFO. 

EA 

Routing of water from the Pinewood River and West Creek to 
enhance the flooding rate of the open pit was identified as a 
potential opportunity. The base case used in the Conceptual 
Closure Plan assumes that these flows are not available, and that 
the pit will flood from waters sourced from the pit catchment and 
the East Mine Rock Stockpile. 
 
Discussions with the Ministry of the Environment at a Provincial 
regulatory team meeting on April 15, 2014, determined that the 
Province would like the option of using a portion of Spring 
Pinewood River flows to enhance pit flooding to be retained for 
future consideration. Currently the base case does not include this 
enhanced flooding. In the event that enhanced flooding occurs, 
the monitoring associated with the required permits would include 
ecological indicators to ensure protection of fisheries in the river. 

T-53 Fish and Fish Habitat 
(Loslo Creek / Cowser 
Drain Water Flow 
Effects) 

Volume 2, 
Section 
7.5.1.1, p.7-28 

Section 7.5.1.1 states that except during very low runoff years, the 
discharge of treated excess water through the constructed wetland 
will be maintained at a proposed nominal rate of 10,000 m3/day 
during all months other than February and March. 
 

During low flow years, it is not clear whether 
the volume of water discharged to the West 
Creek Diversion channel will be sufficient to 
maintain aquatic productivity. Provide 
clarification.  
 
DFO noted that the channel is intended to be 
designed to provide refuge areas. 
 

EA 

The watershed of West Creek, above its confluence with the 
constructed wetland discharge, after the West Creek diversion is 
completed will be approximately 13.8 km2. This compares with its 
current watershed area of 16.34 km2, translating to watershed 
reduction of 15.5%. Water taking for potable use, calculated at a 
peak average rate of 150 m3/d, will result in further annual 
average flow reduction of 1.7% from the baseline condition, for a 
combined total annual average flow reduction of 17.2% from the 
West Creek baseline condition. 
 
The West Creek diversion channel has been designed to reflect 
the modeled flows and includes a low flow channel, as well as a 
floodplain channel for storm events and the Spring freshet. This 
two tier channel will provide for appropriately-sized habitat areas 
as well as seasonal flow regimes similar to the original channel.  
 
Monitoring criteria and contingency measures are included in the 
NNLP to ensure that the channel is constructed appropriately and 
that it functions according to the plans.  
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.R
ef # 

Ecosystem Topic 
Reference 
to EIS or 

ToR 
Summary of Comment / Rationale Information Request 

EA
 or 

R
egulatory 

Proponent Response /  
Supplemental Response 

T-60 Surface Water 
Quantity 

Volume 2, 
Section 4.2.2 
Pinewood 
River p.20 
Tables 4.3-4.6 

Tables showing monthly flow changes Provide justification/rationale for the model 
used to develop the changes to wetted width, 
depth and flow. 

 The WinXSPro is developed and supported by the US Forestry 
Service Stream Systems Technology Center, for the analysis of 
stream channel cross section data for geometric, hydraulic, and 
sediment transport parameters. The model automatically 
calculates the data including wetted dimensions and other 
parameters of a surveyed cross-section under various flow 
conditions and roughness values. The data generated by the 
model was consistent with the data requested by the fisheries 
working group to assess potential effects to the Pinewood River, 
such as reduced wetted width and depth. 
 
As discussed in the Federal Regulatory Team meeting on May 1, 
2014, an AMP will be developed as a condition of the fisheries 
authorization. The AMP will define monitoring criteria, and 
ecological targets to ensure that the diversion channel continues 
to provide for all life functions for all resident fish species during 
operation and at closure. The AMP will include contingency 
mitigation or offset provisions in the event that unanticipated 
effects beyond the ecological targets are detected.   
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.R
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to EIS or 

ToR 
Summary of Comment / Rationale Information Request 

EA
 or 

R
egulatory 

Proponent Response /  
Supplemental Response 

T-62 Streamflow, Aquatic 
Habitats and Species 

Volume 1: 
section 9.2.2, 
p.56 
 
 
Volume 2; 
7.6.1.1 Water 
Flow Effects 
Pinewood 
River, page 7-
34 and 7-35 
Table S-6: 
Significance 
Determination
s of Residual 
Effects after 
Mitigation, 
Construction 
Phase – 
Natural 
Environment 
 
Table S-8: 
Significance 
Determination
s of Residual 
Effects after 
Mitigation, 
Operation 
Phase – 
Natural 
Environment 
Volume 3: 
Appendix X-1, 
section 3.2 
page 4 
Appendix X-2, 
section 4.2.2, 
page 19 
 
 

Section 15.1 states that the No Net Loss Plan addresses flow 
reductions. However, Fisheries and Oceans Canada is of the 
opinion that the effects of the flow reductions are not considered in 
the No Net Loss Plan. 
 
Section 9.2.2 of the EA Report states that Pinewood River will not 
be directly altered by any proposed mining works.  
 
Although the project will not directly overprint the Pinewood River, 
it will physically alter it. Appendix X-1 and X-2 indicates that there 
will be 34% and 27.5% flow reductions for the reaches between 
Marr and Loslo Creeks and West and Marr Creeks, respectively. 
Section 7.6.1.1 also states that an estimated approximately 8.1% 
to 34.2% of the Pinewood River watershed between the current 
Marr Creek and Loslo Creek outflows will essentially be 
permanently removed from the Pinewood River. Net increases 
over mine life expected in Pinewood River below Loslo Creek 
confluence; permanent flow loss above Loslo Creek confluence. 
 
Section 7.6.1.1 of the Final EA Report states that percentage flow 
reductions in the Pinewood River will be lowest during low runoff 
years and highest during high runoff years. The net effect will be to 
better maintain Pinewood River flows during low flow years when 
water is needed to maintain fish habitat, and to proportionately 
reduce Pinewood River flows during high flow years when water to 
maintain fish habitat is less critical. It is not clear how this will have 
an impact on channel morphology over time.   
 
In Table S-6, the magnitude of the residual effect the project has 
on the Pinewood River is noted as low because the flow effects will 
be minor <20% in average flow years. It is not clear whether the 
magnitude took into account the anticipated 34% flow reduction 
between Marr Creek and Loslo Creek.  
 
Table S-6 also states that the effects of water flow reductions in 
the Pinewood River are reversible over a very long time period. 
However, the flow from local creeks is anticipated to be 
permanently diverted from the Pinewood River between Marr 
Creek and Loslo Creek. Thus it is not clear how the effects of the 
Pinewood River will be reversible.   

 Provide clarification on how the potential 
effects of flow reduction in the Pinewood River 
will offset the effects on fish and fish habitat.  
 
Describe how the anticipated 34% and 27.5% 
flow reductions and changes in flow during 
high and low runoff years in the Pinewood 
River may impact fish and fish habitat in 
relation to habitat function, channel 
morphology, substrate types and fish 
passage.  
 
Provide rationale for why year 2 has been 
selected for the example of flow changes. 
 
The Pinewood River channel downstream of 
Loslo Creek will have seasonally modified 
flows from baseline. Provide clarification on 
whether an assessment has been completed 
on how these changes in flows may affect 
habitat features and function downstream of 
Loslo Creek. If not, provide an assessment of 
the impact the changes in flow will have on 
fish and fish habitat.  
 
Provide clarification on whether the 
permanent 34% and 27.5% flow reductions 
below the mine has been considered in the 
framework for determining significance of the 
environmental effect on the Pinewood River. 
Revise Table S-6 to incorporate any changes 
in the assessment.  
 
Clarify whether the effects on the Pinewood 
River are reversible. Revise Table S-6 to 
incorporate any changes in assessment.  

E
A

 and regulatory (Fisheries A
ct) 

Detailed discussion on the potential flow effects on the Pinewood 
River are provided in Appendix W, and Appendices X-1 and X-2. 
As presented in the existing draft of the Section 35 No Net Loss 
Plan, the Project team feels that the potential affects to fisheries 
due to flow changes is low to moderate. In cooperation with DFO, 
within the framework of the fisheries working group, the Project 
team is continuing to assess whether offset measures will be 
required for flow losses to the Pinewood River. If it is decided that 
offset measures are required, then an increase in the amount of 
offsets within Section 35 No Net Loss Plan would be required. The 
Project team is confident that additional offset opportunities exist if 
required.  
 
The typical creek and river habitats including sediment have been 
comprehensively sampled within the study area and summarized 
by habitat type (see Appendix X-2, Table 3-1 and Figure 3-1). The 
data show that habitat types are well dispersed within the 
watercourses, and that there is considerable overlap in 
dimensions and habitat characteristics between habitat types. For 
example, habitat types 3 and 4 which make up the majority of 
tributary channels in the study area are present in the upper 
reaches of the tributaries and the lower terminal portions, despite 
significant differences in watershed areas. Likewise, channel 
habitat types within the Pinewood River between West Creek and 
Loslo Creek include alternating segments of Type 1, 2 and 3 
habitats. The proposed 27.5% to 34% watershed reduction 
between West Creek and Loslo Creek would roughly equate to 
the same Pinewood River watershed area at Clark Creek. Given 
that Habitat types 1, 2 and 3 are also the primary Pinewood River 
habitat types in the vicinity of the Clark Creek inflow, we do not 
anticipate significant changes to habitat form and function, or 
sediment characteristics due to the flow reductions including high 
or low flow years.  
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.R
ef # 

Ecosystem Topic 
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to EIS or 

ToR 
Summary of Comment / Rationale Information Request 

EA
 or 

R
egulatory 

Proponent Response /  
Supplemental Response 

T-62 
Cont’d 

 Appendix X-2 
Fish Habitat 
No Net Loss 
Plan Section 
35(2) 
Waterbodies 
4.2.2 
Pinewood 
River 

   RRR expects that although gradual changes to the channel may 
occur in response to long term flow alteration, (i.e., the channel 
may reduce) that the overall form and function of the resulting 
channel will remain compatible with the rest of the watercourse 
and provide for the life cycle requirements, including fish passage, 
for the resident fish communities. 
 
RRR selected year 2 of operations as it was a good 
representation of a period with the greatest flow changes. Flow 
reductions are expected to be greatest during the early years of 
operations. The year 2 conditions represent a point early in the 
operations but when site conditions are expected to be stabilized 
to generate an optimized water balance.  
 
The seasonally modified flows and potential effect on fish habitat 
downstream of Loslo Creek were assessed by the Project team 
(see Table 4-5 of Appendix X-2). As per our response above 
regarding a 27.5% to 34% flow reduction, we do not anticipate 
changes to the form and function of the channel, or changes to 
sediment characteristics of the river. 
 
As discussed in the Federal Regulatory Team meeting on May 1, 
2014, an AMP will be developed as a condition of the fisheries 
authorization. The AMP will define monitoring criteria, and 
ecological targets to ensure that the diversion channel continues 
to provide for all life functions for all resident fish species during 
operation and at closure. The AMP will include contingency 
mitigation or offset provisions in the event that unanticipated 
effects beyond the ecological targets are detected. 
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.R
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EA
 or 

R
egulatory 
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Supplemental Response 

T-63 Fish and Fish Habitat Volume 2,  
Section 5.1.1 
Natural 
Environment 
Study Areas 
p.5-2 
Section 6.11.1 
Water Supply 
Alternatives, 
p. 6-68 
 
Section 8.2.1 
Insufficient 
Water, p8-2 

Section 5.1.1. does not state what effect water taking will have on 
middle and lower reaches of Pinewood River. DFO requested this 
information be included following review of the draft EIS. 
 
Section 6.11.1 states that …taking water directly from the 
Pinewood River…is to develop an initial water inventory to support 
process plant start-up (Section 4.12). Water takings for this 
purpose will be restricted to not more than 20% of the spring flow 
and to not more than 15% of river flows during the remaining open 
water period as measured just downstream of the Loslo Creek 
outlet(Section 4.12). 
 
Section 8.2.1 states that from engineering perspective water taking 
from the Pinewood River could continue during low flow years, so 
long as such taking did not exceed 20% of the spring flow and 
15% of the flow during the remainder of the open water period. 

Provide a discussion on what these volumes 
of water taking will mean for flows (depth and 
wetted width) on the Pinewood River. How far 
downstream will these impacts occur? 
 
What impact do these water takings and the 
potential for insufficient water supply have on 
fish and fish habitat? 

EA 

Section 5.1.1 specifies that the entire Pinewood River watershed 
is included in the NRSA in order to address potential effects to the 
mid and lower reaches of the Pinewood River.  
 
A detailed assessment of operational flow changes (1.5% to 3.5% 
flow reduction) on wetted habitat in the middle to lower reached is 
provided in Appendices X-1 and X-2. The potential effects of 
taking 20% and 15% of the Pinewood flows at startup were not 
specifically modeled for change to habitat area, as it is a short 
term condition (likely one year maximum of two) and unlikely to 
result in changes to the channel cross section beyond the period 
of taking. However, for comparison of similar predicted effects, the 
Pinewood River adjacent to the site was modeled for changes to 
wetted width and depth under a 34% flow reduction. Generally, 
the model results show that the percent habitat reduction is 
roughly less than 50% of the flow reduction value; meaning that a 
20% flow reduction should result in changes to wetted width and 
depth by less than10%.   
 
As per Appendix W, water taking from the Pinewood River will 
only occur during preparation for and during ore processing start-
up, likely over only one year, but possibly over two years in the 
event of low runoff conditions. 
 
As discussed in the Federal Regulatory Team meeting on May 1, 
2014, an Adaptive Management Plan (AMP) will be developed as 
a condition of the fisheries authorization. The AMP will define 
monitoring criteria, and ecological targets to ensure that the 
diversion channel continues to provide for all life functions for all 
resident fish species during operation and at closure. The AMP 
will include contingency mitigation or offset provisions in the event 
that unanticipated effects beyond the ecological targets are 
detected.   

 

Red font refers to additional clarification provided by RRR based on April 25, 2015 comment submission letter from the Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency associated with the Table 2 comments. 
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Rainy River Project: Response to Comments on the Final Environmental Assessment Report (Environmental Impact Statement) submitted by the 
Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency 

 
Table 2: Additional Federal Information Requests on the Final Environmental Assessment Report (Environmental Impact Statement)  

 

.Ref 
# 1 

Ecosystem 
Topic 

R
eference 
to EIS 

G
uidelines 

Reference to 
EIS  

Summary of Comment/Rationale 
 

Information Request RRR Response 

T-7 
 

Cumulative 
Effects 
Assessment 

12.1.2 Volume 2, 
Section 10 

The response from Rainy River Resources Ltd. 
(RRR) did not address the previous comment. For 
the assessment of cumulative effects on some 
environmental component such as migratory birds, it 
is not sufficient to consider the existing baseline as a 
reflection of past activities. Such an approach would 
not provide a clear picture of the effects already 
sustained by some wildlife species caused by past 
projects or activities. In order to better illustrate how 
birds populations may have been affected already by 
those past activities and projects at the regional 
level, the proponent may consult past Breeding Bird 
Atlas data to look at population changes of migratory 
birds regionally and how the RRP and other likely 
future projects and/or activities will add to these 
changes over time. This is necessary in order to 
determine the additive effect of Rainy River Project 
activities on migratory birds at a population level. 
 

Provide a more complete 
assessment of the cumulative 
environmental effects on 
migratory birds, taking into 
account effects of past projects 
and activities on migratory birds 
in the region or provide a 
rationale not conducting this 
assessment. 

As indicated in Section 10.1, the baseline condition provided in detail in Section 5 and the 
associated baseline reports provided as appendices to the Final Environmental Assessment (EA) 
Report reflect the cumulative environmental effects of past and existing projects and activities 
already. Related to migratory birds and other wildlife, there is no question that animals have adapted 
to the changes in the regional land use, such that certain species are no longer present and others 
are introduced. For example, Bobolink a local species at risk (SAR) would not be present at all if the 
site were still heavily forested, as was the case prior to the introduction of agriculture and forestry to 
the area. The Operational Policy Statement, Assessing Cumulative Environmental Effects under the 
Canadian Environmental Assessment Act, 2012 (CEA Agency 2013b) states:  
 
CEAA 2012 requires that each EA of a designated project take into account any cumulative 
environmental effects that are likely to result from the designated project in combination with the 
environmental effects of other physical activities that have been or will be carried out;  
 
and further that:  
 
A cumulative environmental effects assessment of a designated project must include future physical 
activities that are certain and should generally include physical activities that are reasonably 
foreseeable.” 
 
The cumulative environmental effects assessment is to allow for the consideration of additional 
mitigation measures, in addition to those identified based on the environmental effects of the project 
on VECs and VSECs, if appropriate. Any cumulative effects are to be considered prior to 
determining the significance of adverse environmental effects for the EA decision.  
 
The Operational Policy Statement on Assessing Cumulative Effects under CEAA, 2012 (CEA 
Agency 2013b), also indicates that information on the environmental effects of past or existing 
physical activities in the circumstances should be considered, where: 
 
 Effects of past or existing physical activities on a specific valued component (VEC or VSEC) will 

help predict the environmental effects of a designated project; 
 Information on past or existing physical activities will assist in the identification of appropriate 

mitigation measures for the designated project; or 
 An existing physical activity will be decommissioned in the future and this decommissioning 

would affect the future condition of a specific valued component. 
 

                                            
1 Reference numbers refer to those previously identified in the Agency’s submission to the proponent dated February 19, 2014 entitled “Table 1: Federal Information Requests on Rainy River Resources Ltd.’s Final Environmental Assessment Report (Environmental 
Impact Statement)” and “Appendix A: Federal Comments on Atmospheric Environment and Climate” 
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.Ref 
# 1 
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R
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to EIS 

G
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EIS  

Summary of Comment/Rationale 
 

Information Request RRR Response 

T-7 
Cont’d 

     None of these three circumstances apply to the RRP. The existing Section 10.1 is consistent with 
this approach and the precedent set from other approved Ontario EA projects in the past, including 
the Detour Lake Mine and Victor Mine.  
 
RRR recognizes that there can be threshold considerations, wherein past cumulative effects may 
have resulted in a condition which causes further stress on a particular VEC to be unsupportable. If 
one were to take this position with respect to migratory birds, the main previous stressors in the 
environment that have affected avian habitats in the RRP area are: forestry, agriculture, fires, and 
increased beaver activity (linked to forestry and fires). The expression of these stressors is waning, 
due to long term regional economic trends (for example, reduction in active agricultural practices), 
allowing the landscape to begin to morph back in part, to a form where the effects of these stressors 
were less prevalent. In this sense, while the RRP will put some additional stress on avian habitats, 
mitigation measures to limit the effects of these new stresses have been proposed. In addition, this 
aspect coupled with the reversal of the effects of regional stressors (forestry, agriculture and fires) 
would help to reduce overall effects in the longer term. For these reasons the EA remain valid.  

T-14 Human Health  10.1.2, 
10.1.3 

Section 7.21.1.1 In order to validate the conclusion that there are no 
elevated health risks, it would be helpful if RRR 
provided a risk calculation worked example for one 
carcinogen and one non-carcinogen. 
 

Provide a risk calculation 
example for one carcinogen and 
one non-carcinogen.  

The risk characterization of a contaminant compares the time-adjusted exposures to the appropriate 
toxicological reference values (TRVs). For chemicals that operate via a threshold-type of dose-
response (i.e., non-carcinogen), the comparison most often used is termed a hazard quotient (HQ) 
which is simply the ratio between the estimated exposure divided by the TRV as shown in the 
following equation:  
 
HQ = Predicted Concentration/TRV 
 
To account for potential exposure to the same chemical from multiple sources, the Ontario Ministry 
of the Environment, as well as several other regulatory agencies including Health Canada use an 
HQ of 0.2 to define an acceptable level of exposure. This accounts for the potential exposure via 
other sources (e.g., consumer products, drinking water, food, etc.).  
 
To examine the potential for non-carcinogenic effects from arsenic, a TRV of 0.015 µg/m3 was 
utilized.  Assuming a predicted annual concentration of 0.0017 µg/m3 (maximum predicted 
concentration for off-site receptors), then a hazard quotient of 0.11 is calculated which is below the 
acceptable level of exposure indicating that no adverse effects (e.g., non-carcinogenic effects) are 
expected to occur as a result of exposure to arsenic in the air.  
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T-14 
Cont’d 

     For carcinogens that are assumed to operate via a non-threshold mechanism of action, the risk 
characterization identifies the incremental lifetime cancer risk (ILCR) associated with a particular 
exposure pathway per the following: 
 
ILCR = Predicted Concentration x Fraction of Lifetime Exposed x Carcinogenic TRV 
 
The ILCR represents the probability of developing cancer for a specified level of exposure average 
over a lifetime (assumed to be 75 years). The Ontario MOE considers incremental cancer risks of 
one in a million (10-6) or less as de minimis, which means they are below a level that would be of 
concern.  
 
In comparison, Health Canada considers ILCR of one in 100,000 (10-5) or less as de minimis. Health 
Canada considers a cancer risk of 10-6 to be essentially negligible and more an issue of policy rather 
than science. In general, for the general population, cancer risks ranging between 10-4 and 10-6 are 
considered acceptable. When Health Canada derived the human health soil quality guidelines in 
support of the CCME process, it applied the concentration of carcinogenic substances in soil 
associated with risks ranging between 10-4 and 10-7.In the case of chromium, the predicted annual 
concentration for Cr VI was expected to be 0.00001936 µg/m3, assuming that only 8% of total 
chromium is considered to be the hexavalent form.  In addition, taking into account an exposure that 
has been pro-rated for 20 years (which is the duration of the project) rather than a lifetime (e.g., 75 
years), the predicted ILCR is 1.0E-06 (assuming an inhalation unit risk of 0.02 (µg/m3)-1 which is 
below the level of de minimis for cancer risk. 

T-15 Human Health 10.1.2 Section 7.21.3 Given that samples collected to date have not been 
analyzed based on expected food preparation 
methods, it is unclear how the baseline results can 
be compared to the future results.   
 
This information is required to gain a better 
understanding of the monitoring commitments as it 
relates to potential impacts on Aboriginal Peoples.   
 
 

Explain how the baseline 
samples that have been collected 
and analyzed will be compared to 
future samples that may be 
prepared differently prior to 
analysis. 

Fish flesh and fish organ tissue samples from the Pinewood River have been analyzed for metals in 
walleye and northern pike in the baseline condition. A commitment has been made to continue to 
monitor metals in these two fish species after mine start-up, as per the original response to 
Comment T-15.  
 
With regard to the supplementary question on Comment T-15; all local and Aboriginal traditional 
knowledge indicates very limited, if any, regular fishing of the Pinewood River, except possibly in the 
Rainy River near to the mouth of the Pinewood River. There are therefore no prepared fish foods 
currently that could have been sampled in the baseline condition from the Pinewood River. It is 
expected that this situation will continue, irrespective of mine development; however, should there 
be future evidence to show that fish are being taken from the Pinewood River on a more regular 
basis and prepared as a food source, RRR would be pleased to work with these fishermen to collect 
and analyze a reasonable sampling to reflect any applied methods of food preparation.    
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EIS  
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Information Request RRR Response 

T-18 Surface Water 10.1.2 EIS Report, 
Table 4-4, Pg. 4-
54 

As indicated in the Final EIS Section 4.12.6 (Final 
Effluent Quality and Discharge) the purpose of this 
testing was “to assess the effectiveness of the 
effluent treatment and aging at the Rainy River 
Project site”.  
 
The response from RRR suggests that the purpose 
for this testing was for metallurgical testing.  This is 
incorrect. The purpose of Table 12: Laboratory Aging 
of Synthetic Process Plant Discharge (Appendix W) 
was to show the expected water quality after 60-day 
aging. Without using a correct method detection limit 
it is uncertain whether modified receiver targets are 
even necessary for some of the parameters.   
 
The lack of valid testing may result in potential 
adverse environmental effects to water quality and 
ultimately fish which influence the Minor Creek 
Systems Valued Ecosystem Component (VEC) and 
the Pinewood River VEC. 
 

Provide the projected final 
effluent quality discharge results 
using the correct Method 
Detection Limits 

The 60-day post SO2/Air aging test work was conducted at SGS Lakefield laboratory facilities as part 
of the overall metallurgical and environmental test work program. This program involved: 
 
 Preparation of a representative composite ore sample from a large composite of drill core 

materials; 
 Processing the composite ore sample to remove the gold using grinding, cyanide leach and 

activated carbon recovery of the gold; 
 Oxidation of cyanide residuals and lime precipitation of metals using the SO2/Air process on the 

tailings slurry; and 
 Passive aging of the resultant post SO2/Air destruct effluent, at room temperature, under natural 

lighting conditions over a period of 60 days. 
 
The post SO2/Air aging test work was conducted by placing treated slurry samples in individual 
containers, where the tailings solids were allowed to settle, and then sampling the water supernatant 
at time intervals ranging up to 60 days. Each time interval sample was specific to a single container 
dedicated to that time interval (i.e., each container was sampled only once). 
 
The purpose of the SO2/Air and 60-day post SO2/Air aging test work was to determine the 
effectiveness of SO2/Air and post SO2/Air aging processes for destroying cyanide and precipitating 
metals. The 60-day period was not meant to mimic a particular tailings management area (TMA) 
aging scenario, but rather to obtain an understanding of the response of SO2/Air time zero product to 
aging over a reasonable period of time (in this case 60 days).  
 
Retention times within the TMA, the water management pond, and the constructed wetland will vary 
from year to year, seasonally, and depending on the stage of dam development. On average these 
facilities will provide retention times of approximately: 350 days (TMA), 75 plus days (water 
management pond), and 30 days (constructed wetland). This shows much longer retention times 
than provided for in the test work. 
 
SO2/Air aging metallurgical test programs are expensive to set up, costing in the range of $50,000 to 
$75,000, and require about four to five months to select the samples, and run the test work. The 
tested composite sample was comprised of 212 drill core samples, selected from the five major ore 
domains. Re-sampling to a different detection limit is therefore not a simple matter; nor is the setting 
of a different detection limit necessary. The only parameters where the detection limits were greater 
than the either Provincial Water Quality Objectives (PWQO) or Canadian Environmental Quality 
Guidelines (CEQG) values were for free cyanide and aluminum that had detection limits only slightly 
greater than the PWQO and CEQG values (i.e., <0.1 mg/L for aluminum compared with a PWQO 
value of 0.075 mg/L; and <0.01 mg/l for free cyanide compared with PWQO / CEQG values of 0.005 
mg/L). It is nevertheless clear from the test work that PWQO / CEQG values can readily be attained 
for these two parameters. For example, free cyanide is normally less than about 20% of the total 
cyanide value in real system aged gold processing effluents; and as the total cyanide value after 60 
day of aging was <0.01 mg/L, the free cyanide value would be much less than the detection limit. 
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T-19 Surface Water 10.1.2 EIS Report, 
Table 4-4, Pg. 4-
54 

The current projected final effluent quality discharge 
values may result in potential adverse environmental 
effects to water quality and ultimately fish which 
influence the Minor Creek Systems VEC and the 
Pinewood River VEC. 
 
It is recommended that RRR commit to using Best 
Available Technology Economically Achievable in 
their effluent treatment.   
 

Does RRR commit to use the 
Best Available Technology 
Economically Achievable for the 
treatment of effluent for the Rainy 
River Project? If not, provide 
details on RRR’s commitment 
regarding effluent treatment. 

Collectively and individually, the processes and water management strategies proposed for the RRP 
are considered Best Management Practices and/or Best Available Technology Economically 
Achievable (BATEA), and RRR has committed to the use of such processes and water management 
strategies in the Final EA Report. Examples of such BATEA committed to by RRR are provided 
below: 
 
 Use of the in-plant SO2/Air process for cyanide destruction and metal precipitation, as well as to 

extended post SO2/Air treatment effluent aging in the TMA and water management ponds, 
followed by constructed wetland treatment for a major portion of the TMA discharge.  

 Detailed plans and designs to manage potentially acid generating rock on site, including ongoing 
progressive reclamation at the stockpile to limit acid generation, with drainage from this stockpile 
reporting to the mine rock pond, for re-use as part of the mill process water supply thereby 
reducing fresh water requirements. Dissolved metals associated with east mine rock stockpile 
drainage would ultimately report to the process plant SO2/Air and hydroxide precipitation circuit, 
and then to tailings during operations and into the open pit post mine closure.  

 Use of emulsion and/or emulsion blend explosives as a means of limiting ammonia residuals from 
the use of blasting agents at source.  

 Collection of site runoff and seepage as per Metal Mining Effluent Regulations, and to the use of 
continuous recycle of site contact water for the processing plant water supply during operations. 

T-22 Surface Water 10.1.2 EIS Report, 
Section 7.6.1.2,  
Pg. 7-38; 
Appendix W – 
Water 
Management 
Plan, Table 13a, 
pg. 76; 
Appendix 
W,Table 13b, 
pg.76 

RRR has not numerically clarified what is meant by 
“lesser quality.” A reasonable estimate should be 
provided comparing the normal effluent quality to the 
“lesser quality” effluent discussed in Section 7.6.1.2. 
This affects the ability to evaluate the effluent 
proposed to be discharged.  
 
This issue may result in potential adverse 
environmental effects to water quality and ultimately 
fish which influence the Minor Creek Systems VEC 
and the Pinewood River VEC.  
 
For further discussion see T- 30. 
 
 

In order to numerically clarify the 
meaning of lesser quality, 
provide the lab calculations.  

There are no specific laboratory calculations per se that would correspond to a particular point in 
time, in the overall tailings effluent quality. The term “lesser quality” used in connection with the 
effluent discharged from the water management pond to the constructed wetland during the summer 
months, and particularly during the earlier portion of the summer period was meant as a 
comparative term that reflects the progress of the seasonal effluent aging process on effluent 
quality. These seasonal aging effects have been well documented at Ontario gold mines with which 
AMEC is familiar, where the maximum benefits of effluent aging in holding ponds is typically reached 
at the end of the summer warm period (i.e., by the end of September), and before temperatures start 
to decline in the Fall. 
 
The water management system has been designed to accommodate the varying seasons to achieve 
a final effluent that will meet anticipated Ministry of the Environment (MOE) approval final effluent 
limits under all circumstances, irrespective of the expression of any one treatment component, and 
needs to be viewed holistically. Final effluent quality will vary within the above constraint, as will 
receiving water assimilative capacity. The best way to view the system is to consider operation and 
balancing of effluent discharge conditions during representative seasonal periods, as per the 
following. 
 
April / May: 
 Effluent in the water management pond (WMP) has not had new inputs since end of August of the 

previous year and therefore reflects the period of maximum aging; 
 Discharge will occur through both the constructed wetland to the Loslo Creek inflow area, and by 

pipeline to the downstream McCallum Creek inflow area; and  
 Receiver mixing ratios in Pinewood River are high during the spring period: averaging from 11.4:1 

to 15.3:1 (Loslo Creek inflow); 7.6:1 to 9.8:1 (McCallum Creek inflow). 
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     June: 
 Approximately 1.3 Mm3 of long-aged effluent retained in the WMP from the previous years’ inflow 

is available for initial in-system mixing during the start of the TMA effluent transfer to the WMP; 
 Effluent discharged from the TMA to the WMP is subject to less, but still several months, retention 

time for post SO2/Air effluent aging;  
 Discharge will occur through the constructed wetland only; 
 Constructed wetland near its peak assimilative capacity; and 
 Receiver mixing ratios in Pinewood River are high: averaging 17.2:1 (Loslo Creek inflow); 36.9:1 to 

(McCallum Creek inflow) 
 
August: 
 Effluent in WMP subject to more extensive post treatment aging; 
 Discharge will occur through the constructed wetland only; 
 Constructed wetland near its peak assimilative capacity; 
Receiver mixing ratios in Pinewood River are comparatively low: averaging 2.5:1 (Loslo Creek 
inflow).  
 
October / November: 
 Effluent in WMP subject to prolonged post treatment aging, normally without any new effluent 

input from the TMA pond since the end of August;  
 Discharge will occur through both the constructed wetland to the Loslo Creek inflow area and by 

pipeline to the downstream McCallum Creek inflow area;  
 Assimilative capacity of the constructed wetland is low; and 
 Receiver mixing ratios in the Pinewood River are moderately low: averaging 3.1:1 to 3.8:1 (Loslo 

Creek inflow); 3.9:1 to 5.0:1 (McCallum Creek inflow). 
 
December: 
 Effluent in WMP maximally aged, normally without any new effluent input from the TMA since the 

end of August;  
 Discharge will occur through the constructed wetland only; 
 Constructed Wetland has negligible assimilative capacity (effluent prone to freezing); and 
 Receiver mixing ratios in the Pinewood River are low: averaging 1.9:1 (Loslo Creek inflow); 4.1:1 

(McCallum Creek inflow). 
 
Each discharge season has its advantages and disadvantages. The overall system is designed to 
achieve a balance between achieving optimal final effluent quality and receiver mixing ratios, and 
minimizing potential adverse flow effects to the Pinewood River. The overall system has been 
designed to provide maximum system flexibility, and its operation will be refined with increasing 
operator experience, as with any such system. 
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T-24 Surface Water 10.1.2 Appendix W - 
Water 
Management 
Plan, Section 3.2, 
pg. 7; 
Appendix W - 
Table 9, pg. 71; 
Appendix W - 
Tables 21-26, pg. 
86-91 

It is assumed RRR actually means to refer to Station 
05PC023 and has made a typographical error when 
stating “Based on monthly average data from WSC 
Station 05PC011 (Table 5-20) it is reasonable to 
conclude that the 7Q20 flow for the Pinewood River 
is (zero)”. If this assumption is correct then the 
response is sufficient.  
 
Note – It is assumed that the broad designation of 
7Q20 flow (zero flow) is not being used exclusively to 
assess the potential impacts to other VECs (e.g. the 
Pinewood River VEC) as more detailed data 
capturing seasonal or monthly variability may be 
warranted. 

Confirm that RRR’s response 
was to refer to Station 05PC023 
and not Station 05PC011 (Table 
5-20).    

The statement “Based on monthly average data from WSC Station 05PC011 (Table 5-20) it is 
reasonable to conclude that the 7Q20 flow for the Pinewood River is “zero”, in the original response 
to Comment T-24 is correct. 
 
Table 5-20 of the Final EA Report, shows 10 of the 40 average March flows as zero flows, and 4 of 
the 46 monthly average September flows as zero flows, for WSC Station 05PC011. A number of 
monthly average August flows were also extremely low (4 values measured at <0.02 m3/s). With this 
data set, any statistical analyses of 7-day low flows for the period of record would generate annual 
and open water period 7Q20 values of zero flow for the Pinewood River. It was not necessary to run 
the statistics to generate this conclusion given the nature of the data. 
 

T-25 Surface Water 10.1.2 Appendix W - 
Water 
Management 
Plan: 
Section 3.3, pg.8; 
Section 4.10, pg. 
17; 
Table 7, pg.69;  
Table 8, pg. 70 

There remains some uncertainty in the hydrologic 
calculations as there could be up to 30% more runoff 
then predicted if the 0.3 runoff coefficient is used 
versus 0.4.  
 
By using the 0.3 coefficient the water management 
structures may be too small to contain effluent. If 
effluent is released due to inappropriate containment 
it may result in potential adverse environmental 
effects to water quality and ultimately fish which 
influence the Minor Creek Systems VEC and the 
Pinewood River VEC. 
 

Provide further information to 
validate the choice of the runoff 
coefficients used for hydrologic 
calculations. 

As per AMEC’s original response to Comment T-25, the longer term runoff records for the Pinewood 
River support a base condition runoff coefficient of 0.3. It is nevertheless recognized that during 
some years runoff coefficients will be higher (or lower), especially during years of above average 
precipitation. The overall water management facility proposed for the RRP has been designed to 
provide operational flexibility to accommodate sequences of wet and dry years.  
 
Also, as project timelines progress, runoff factors are expected to increase generating more site-
wide overall runoff in later years. Table 20 of the Water Management Plan (Final EA Report, 
Appendix W) shows that the expected average annual effluent discharge from the WMP during in 
the early years (Year 2) at a modest 2.7 Mm3; with the annual discharge expected to increase to 4.2 
Mm3 by Year 15.  
 
It is recognized that there will be an increase in pond surface area (TMA pond, WMP, mine rock 
pond, constructed wetland, and other) and that evaporation from these ponded surfaces will 
increase compared with the baseline condition. These pond areas will collectively total about 4 to 
4.5 km2, or about 20 to 22% of the ultimate site area that will report to the TMA. Compared with the 
natural environment base condition evapotranspiration value of approximately 500 mm/yr, these 
ponded areas will have lake evaporation values of approximately 600 mm/yr, yielding a ponded area 
runoff coefficient of approximately 0.14. Runoff rates from the remaining site areas (tailings 
beaches, open pit, overburden and mine rock stockpiles, are however, expected to increase over 
that of the baseline condition, generating an overall net surplus in runoff per unit area, for the entire 
site, compared with the baseline condition value of 0.3.  
 
Should there prove to be greater than expected volumes of runoff ultimately reporting to the TMA 
system, such additional runoff would serve to dilute the final effluent quality, and it would also be 
possible to extend the TMA discharge period to the water management pond into September, and 
even into early October if necessary without compromising final effluent quality. Other adaptive 
measures such as accelerating the TMA dam raise schedule and increasing system water transfer 
rates are also possible. The key to the system is operational flexibility which has purposefully been 
considered in the current design and water management plan. 
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T-27 Surface 
water, 
Wastewater 
/Effluent 

10.1.2 EIS Report, 
Section 4.3.2.2, 
pg. 4-5; 

 Confusion about retention time in Sediment Pond#2. Confirm that the retention time in 
Sediment Pond #2 is now 12 
days (providing further aging) 
rather than the 5 days as stated 
on page 39 of Appendix W 

The reviewer is correct. The retention time for Sediment Ponds #1 and #2 should have been stated 
as 12 days without the use of flocculants / coagulants, and 3 days with the use of flocculants / 
coagulants, or a variant in between depending on the dosing of flocculants / coagulants.  
 

T-30 Surface 
water, 
Wastewater 
/Effluent 

10.1.2 EIS Report, 
Figure 4-1, pg.4-
62; 
EIS Report, 
Figure 4-10, pg. 
4-71; 

RRR’s responses indicated that runoff and seepage 
collection ditches bordering the south side of the 
TMA will report directly to the Water Discharge Pond. 
The input of this seepage to this pond may adversely 
affect the quality of the treated water it contains 
resulting in an adverse environmental effect when 
discharged.  
 
This issue may result in potential adverse 
environmental effects to water quality and ultimately 
fish which influence the Minor Creek Systems VEC 
and the Pinewood River VEC.   

Provide an explanation as to why 
the seepage on the Tailings 
Management Area (TMA) south 
side is not being collected and 
sent back into the TMA. 
 
Clarify if the wetland (in all 
seasons) has the capacity to 
treat the seepage being input 
from the south side of the TMA 
ditching.   

The TMA seepage that reports to the water discharge pond would flow to the constructed wetland 
and eventually to the terminal pond (the last pond in the wetland) which is a final effluent compliance 
point. A control structure will be developed at the terminal wetland pond discharge outlet, as 
committed to at the May 1, 2014 meeting with the Federal regulatory team, consistent with MMER 
requirements. The TMA seepage will therefore be captured and monitored in accordance with 
Provincial Environmental Compliance Approval (ECA) and MMER requirements. The quantities of 
TMA seepage are expected to be small because the TMA dam will have clay till core, and the 
underlying ground consists of clay till and lacustrine clay. During the winter seepage rates are 
expected to diminish to very low levels, such that a winter flow path that passes completely through 
the constructed wetland is unlikely, as any minor quantities of seepage would be expected to freeze 
within the upper portions of the wetland. TMA seepage will also be of good quality because of the in-
plant SO2/Air treatment which will limit tailings pore water contaminant concentrations at source. 
 

T-31 Surface 
water, 
Wastewater 
/Effluent 

10.1.2 Appendix W - 
Water 
Management 
Plan, Section 5.1, 
page 18; 

Confirmation from RRR on information regarding the 
aggregate pits as stated “Sediment ponds will 
therefore not be required in association with these 
facilities. (New Gold to confirm)” has not yet been 
received.  
 
This issue may result in potential adverse 
environmental effects to water quality and ultimately 
fish which influence the Minor Creek Systems VEC 
and the Pinewood River VEC.  

In RRR’s response, it states that 
“Sediments ponds will therefore 
not be required in association 
with these facilities. (New Gold to 
confirm)”. Can RRR now provide 
this confirmation? If not, when 
will RRR be in a position to 
confirm whether or not the 
sediments ponds will be required 
or not.  

This is a typographic error with apologies. The “New Gold to confirm” comment was for internal 
purposes only and was intended to be removed but was inadvertently missed in final editing. 
 
NG has confirmed that sediment ponds will not be required in association with these facilities. 
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T-32 Surface 
water, 
Wastewater 
/Effluent 

11.4 Appendix W- 
Water 
Management 
Plan, Section 
6.10, page 39-40;  
Appendix W, 
Figure 1, pg.97; 

While RRR clarified that they have updated 
geochemical information for the mine materials, they 
have not described the mitigation measures to 
manage effluent from the two ponds should it not 
meet discharge criteria (as outlined in T-19).  
 
This issue may result in potential adverse 
environmental effects to water quality and ultimately 
fish which influence the Minor Creek Systems VEC 
and the Pinewood River VEC. 

Provide the contingency and 
adaptive management plans that 
would be used to manage 
effluent from the two sediment 
ponds in the event that discharge 
effluent quality criteria cannot be 
met. 
Provide confirmation that 
Sediment ponds will not be 
required in association with 
excavated quarry pits. 

Treatability test work conducted by AMEC has shown that total suspended solids (TSS) levels for 
clay material sediments can be reduced to a value of <7.5 mg/L with a 12-day retention time, or to 
<7.5 mg/L with a 3-day retention time if settling is assisted by the application of flocculants / 
coagulants. The 7.5 mg/L TSS test threshold was purposefully set at half the Ontario Regulation 
560/94 final effluent criterion in order to introduce conservativeness into the test results. Sediment 
Ponds #1 and #2 may be subdivided into two or more cells to further improve settling efficiencies of 
suspended solids if needed.         
 
In the event that Sediment Ponds #1 and #2 should fail to perform as expected, further contingency / 
adaptive management strategies that could be employed include: 
 
 Provide for internal runoff containment within the west stockpile area (operating sump 

depressions within the stockpile) to remove a portion of the runoff TSS load, prior to runoff 
entering Sediment Ponds #1 or #2; 

 Altering flocculant / coagulant dosing to achieve more effective settling; 
 Expanding settling pond retention times, possibly including additional upstream settling pond 

capacity as separate ponds designed to operate in series; 
 Pumping the settling pond effluent to the head of the constructed wetland system; and/or  
 Pumping the settling pond effluent to the TMA. 
 
With regard to offsite quarries and pits, any such operations would be limited to short term operation 
to supply material for offsite road construction, and would be developed as faces cut into raised rock 
outcrops, with rock removal planned to take place from areas above the water table. There would 
consequently be no need to manage groundwater inflow, or to take any water requiring a permit to 
take water from the MOE. Site runoff would be managed using standard construction measures 
consistent with Ontario Provincial Standards and Specifications commonly used for large scale 
municipal and provincial transportation projects; and consisting of such measures as light and heavy 
duty sediment barriers, flow checks, sediment traps, and filter barriers. These discharges are not 
regarded as Ontario Water Resources Act Section 53 discharge compliance points.   
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T-33 Surface 
water, 
Wastewater 
/Effluent 

10.1.2 Appendix W – 
Water 
Management 
Plan, Figure 1, 
pg.97; 

The response to T-33 and T-26 raises concerns as to 
the design and function of the water collecting pond 
on the east side of the East Mine Rock Stockpile. 
The function of this pond is still unclear. 
RRR indicates that the water collected in this pond 
will follow natural drainage (the former Clark Creek 
channel) through the base of the stockpile to the 
Mine Rock Pond. It is unclear as to why RRR would 
collect runoff and seepage from the PAG stockpile 
into this pond and then have the collected water run 
through the base of the stockpile to the Mine Rock 
Pond thus potentially enriching the contamination of 
this effluent.  
 
This issue may result in potential adverse 
environmental effects to water quality and ultimately 
fish which influence the Minor Creek Systems VEC 
and the Pinewood River VEC. 

From the April 16, 2014 technical 
meeting on the closure plan, 
information was provided on the 
design and function of the pond 
located on the east side of the 
east mine rock stockpile. Provide 
written clarification on the design 
and function of this pond.  
 
Provide an explanation of why 
the effluent from the ditching 
around the East Mine Rock 
Stockpile cannot drain via the 
ditches to the Mine Rock Pond.  
 

The configuration of the completed East Mine Rock Stockpile and the surrounding natural 
topography will not allow the gravity flow of water to the Mine Rock Pond. Therefore a small pond 
will be constructed in a natural topographic low point near the former Clark Creek channel on the 
east side of the East Mine Rock Stockpile (the east pond), once the creek has been diverted. The 
east pond will collect runoff and seepage from the east perimeter zone of the stockpile only. The 
majority of the precipitation falling directly on the east mine rock stockpile will be shed off the 
stockpile to the surrounding ditches or percolate downward through the mine rock and collect within 
the former channel of Clark Creek. This water will drain through the mine rock southwest to the mine 
rock pond. To help limit the exposure of potentially acid generating materials to this base drainage 
through the former Clark Creek channel zone, a layer of non-potentially acid generating rock will be 
placed in the former creek channel bed area.  
 
Following completion of open pit mining in approximately year 11 of operations, the east mine rock 
stockpile will be virtually completely encapsulated within a composite clay till and non-potentially 
acid generating cover. The purpose of this cover will be to limit ingress of precipitation and oxygen 
into the east mine rock stockpile, and thereby limit the potential for acid mine drainage development. 
Flow through the base of the stockpile, from the east pond bordering the east margin of the stockpile 
at closure, would therefore not be desirable at this stage. To prevent water from the east pond from 
draining under the east mine rock stockpile at closure, a drainageway will be developed to direct 
runoff and seepage collected in the east pond to the Clark Creek diversion, connecting to the 
diversion at a point just south of the proposed Teeple Pond. Connection to a point south of the 
Teeple Pond, rather than directly to Teeple Pond, is necessitated by topographic constraints (i.e., 
the elevation of Teeple Pond will be slightly higher than the elevation of the east pond). 
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T-35 Groundwater, 
Surface 
water, 
Wastewater/E
ffluent 

11.4 Appendix W - 
Water 
Management 
Plan, Section 
6.13, pgs. 43-46; 
 
Appendix S – 
Hydrogeology 
Modeling Report, 
Section 4.0, pg. 
26 
Appendix S – 
Hydrogeology 
Modeling Report, 
Section 5.22, 
page 37; 

RRR did not provide details and clarification on all 
the requested components related to seepage for the 
TMA and Mine Rock Pond. This potential seepage 
may result in potential adverse environmental effects 
to water quality and ultimately fish which influence 
the Minor Creek Systems VEC and the Pinewood 
River VEC. 

Provide details and clarification 
on:  
 groundwater monitoring plans 

for the TMA and Mine Rock 
Pond during operation; 

 adaptive management plans 
to mitigate any adverse effects 
identified through groundwater 
monitoring.    

A number of groundwater monitoring wells will be placed around the TMA and east mine rock 
stockpile and pond areas, as shown in Figure 13-3 of the Final EA Report. This groundwater 
monitoring network may be amended or expanded through the MOE approvals process. Water 
levels in these monitoring wells will be measured continuously with data downloaded semi-annually. 
Groundwater samples will be collected quarterly, as described in Section 13.6 of the Final EA 
Report. 
 
The TMA and mine rock pond areas are underlain by low permeability clay tills, and the Pinewood 
River is perched within a thick sequence of clay tills and lacustrine clays. These limit the volume of 
seepage which could potentially enter the river, and which would delay such entry for a period of 
decades if not centuries (see original response to Comment T-35). The clay minerals themselves 
will also serve to bind and hold metal cations contained within groundwater seepage as the clay 
minerals are negatively charged. 
 
Adaptive management plans to control the quantity and quality of seepage from the TMA include:  
 
 Use of perimeter seepage collection facilities; 
 In-plant SO2/Air treatment to control cyanide and metal levels at source;  
 Development of a water cover at closure to prevent the development of acid rock drainage 

conditions; and  
 If residual TMA seepage should prove to be problematic for any reason (which is not expected), 

the seepage collection ditches could be deepened to increase seepage capture efficiency.  
 
If seepage from the mine rock pond proves to be of concern, contingency measures could include: 
 
 Reduce the water level in the pond to reduce hydraulic gradients driving the seepage; or  
 Develop perimeter seepage collection ditches downstream and to the south and west, with 

collected seepage to be pumped back to the mine rock pond.   
 
If a seepage concern with the mine rock pond were to develop, it would do so gradually over several 
years because of the low permeability of the underlying clay till providing sufficient time to implement 
needed measures. Reducing the water level in the mine rock pond during the post closure period is 
a feasible and likely desirable measure. 
 
The Draft Closure Plan provided the following comment (Section 9.15):  
 

At closure, the only water reporting to the mine rock pond will be runoff and seepage from 
the East Mine Rock Stockpile which will then be directed to the open pit to help flood the pit, 
and to help manage site runoff and seepage. At closure there will likely still be some value in 
maintaining the mine rock pond, but the quantity of ponded water could be considerably 
reduced by lowering the dam and stabilizing in place. 
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 Hydrology 10.1.2, 
11.4 

EIS Report 
Section 4.19.3, 
page 4-48; 
EIS Report, 
Section 8.5, pg. 8 
to 9 
Appendix W - 
Water 
Management 
Plan, 
Section 9, pg. 57 
to 63; 
Appendix C – 
Conceptual 
Closure Plan 
EC disposition 
table response to 
Draft EIS #14; 

1. RRR did not provide any rational or explanation 
on how the proposed design will be effective in 
mitigating for water level fluctuations in covered 
and uncovered areas of the TMA. The proposed 
mitigation for this TMA still has the potential for 
exposure of the tailings to oxygen through 
wetting and drying and the potential pathway for 
movement of ARD through the tailings to the 
surface water pond as pond water levels drop 
causing groundwater gradients toward the pond.  
It is also noted that the cover is proposed to be 
vegetated and the root system of plants may also 
create pathways for exchange of oxygen 
between the atmosphere and tailings below the 
proposed cover. 

2. This response is sufficient. 
3. The response only addressed erosion at the 

proposed overburden-pond interface.  It did not 
address the potential for wave action to suspend 
tailings from the pond area, especially during dry 
periods.  This has the potential of exposing the 
tailings to oxygenated conditions and producing 
ARD. 

4. This response is sufficient. 
5. This response is sufficient.  

However, the examples provided of a successful 
use of this type of cover were not appropriate to 
compare to what this project is proposing.     

6. A viable contingency plan for monitoring and 
continuation of long-term pumping after mine 
closure is needed to assist in the evaluation of 
the adverse environmental effects. 

These outstanding concerns may result in potential 
adverse environmental effects to water quality and 
ultimately fish which influence the Minor Creek 
Systems VEC and the Pinewood River VEC. 

Provide additional detail as to 
maintaining an adequate water 
cover, in perpetuity, to keep the 
tailings saturated (under the low 
permeability overburden 
perimeter zone, the transition 
armour zone and in the tailings 
zone) to prevent the generation 
of ARD. In addition, confirm that 
RRR commits to developing and 
completing a monitoring plan 
which evaluates the integrity of 
the cover system (e.g. low 
permeability overburden zone) 
and the continuous saturation of 
the tailings. 

 
Provide a discussion on the 
consideration of greater depth of 
water over the tailings. For 
instance, defining the 375.5 m 
elevation as the maximum height 
of tailings and eliminating the 1 m 
allowance for tailings undulation 
may provide additional mitigation 
against suspension of tailings 
during dry, low water depth 
periods. 

 
Provide a contingency plan for 
the monitoring and continuation 
of the long-term pumping of the 
TMA after mine closure to 
augment water to the tailings 
area and the other relevant 
environmental effects associated 
with this activity. 
 

Figure 6-2 from the Draft Closure Plan as provided in Attachment 1 shows the relative position of 
TMA surface elements to the TMA dam crest and spillway invert elevation at closure. The key points 
shown in the figure relative to Comment T-37 are the following: 
 
 Tailings dams will be constructed with a low permeability clay till core; 
 The top of the tailings surface below the perimeter low permeability overburden cover will be 

positioned at the elevation of the spillway invert, thus maintaining saturation of the tailings under 
all possible scenarios, except possibly in response to an extreme drawdown of the water cover 
below the spillway invert in the event of a prolonged, severe drought condition (tailings in the 
immediate vicinity of the spillway will be partially excavated and covered with rip rap to prevent 
erosion of the tailings surface near to the spillway); 

 The clay till perimeter overburden cover would tend to remain saturated through the majority of its 
thickness even during prolonged drought conditions, thereby limiting any potential oxygen contact 
with the underlying tailings, even if these were to become partially de-saturated during an 
extreme drought condition; 

 Tailings surface will be covered with a nominal 2 to 3 m water cover, which includes a nominal 1 
m allowance for an undulating tailings surface (it is not possible to achieve a completely struck-
level tailings surface); 

 Under an exceptionally extreme drought condition such as with no precipitation over a two year 
period, the water cover would only be drawn down 1.2 m (given a 600 mm annual lake 
evaporation condition), which would still leave an approximate minimum 0.8 m water cover (such 
an extreme condition is not reasonably expected); 

 An analysis of climate change projections, as reported in Appendix W of the Final EA Report, 
shows an expected net increase in runoff under all 5th to 95th percentile conditions; and 

 The tailings, while being PAG, are slow to react, requiring an estimated exposure of 25 years 
prior to the onset of acid rock drainage conditions.   

 
The above measures and conditions, as provided for in the Draft Closure Plan are expected to be 
sufficient to keep the tailings in a state of permanent saturation. As discussed at the April 16, 2014 
meeting with the Provincial and Federal regulating agencies, RRR also wishes to limit the risk of 
tailings exposure to the atmosphere, and as per discussions held at the May 1, 2014 with the 
Federal regulatory team. RRR herein commits to maintaining the deposited tailings during the post 
closure period in a saturated condition. RRR also proposes to amend the Closure Plan periodically 
as part of adaptive management and as required by the Ontario Mining Act. Typically the last 
Closure Plan amendment during operations would occur within two years of the implementation of 
active closure, or about 16 years from the start of construction. This will give time to include any 
additional climate data, including long term climate change predictions that may evolve during that 
period. 
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Hydrology 
cont’d 

    Should additional data become available in the future that suggests that a more robust water cover 
condition would be required to prevent possible aerial exposure of the tailings, potential mitigation 
measures that could be applied to ensure that the deposited tailings remain saturated would include: 
 
 Increasing the invert elevation of the spillway by up to approximately 0.2 m to increase the 

average water cover thickness by a corresponding amount (in such a case the spillway would 
have to be widened to be allow passage of the required flood event); 

 Pumping additional water to the TMA basin as required from either the Pinewood River, or from 
the upper water column of the then flooded open pit; or 

 Placing a small upstream lift on the dam crest to raise the average water level on the TMA pond 
by up to approximately 1 m. 

 
All of these contingencies are readily achievable within a short timeframe. Post closure tailings pond 
water levels would be monitored on a frequent basis (minimum monthly) during the open water 
period to ensure maintenance of an adequate water cover, to allow sufficient time to react in the 
event that additional mitigation measures proved warranted.  

T-39 Geology/ 
Geochemistry 
– Metal 
Leaching/ 
Acid Rock 
Drainage 
Potential, 
Effluent  
 

10.1.2 Appendix G - 
Report on Metal 
Leaching / Acid 
Rock Drainage 
Characterization 
of Mine Rock and 
Tailings 

The MEND Prediction Manual (MEND 1.20.1) 
provides the best practices for inspection/ 
characterization of PAG material, including 
overburden.  The Manual notes that visual evaluation 
to determine geochemical composition is generally 
not considered appropriate.  
 
Poorly screened materials may result in potential 
adverse environmental effects to water quality and 
ultimately fish which influence the Minor Creek 
Systems VEC and the Pinewood River VEC. 

Provide an explanation of why 
visual inspection is adequate.  
Specify the criteria that will be 
used to visually screen the ARD 
materials in the Labradorean till 
unit. 
 
 

Visual evaluation alone for determination of the geochemical composition is not proposed. RRR 
proposes to utilize visual and geochemical data to identify that portion of the till overlying the 
bedrock which requires handling as potentially acid generating (PAG) material, based on the 
characteristics of the clasts (loose stones) contained therein. Segregation is commonly utilized and 
MEND 5.4.2d (MEND Manual, Volume 4, Prevention and Control) indicates that segregation is 
applicable where a clean separation can be made and where a disposal location is available for the 
potentially acid generating material – both of which apply to the RRP. This PAG till would be treated 
as PAG material and would be directed to the east mine rock stockpile for disposal along with PAG 
mine rock. 
 
The local potentially PAG till is quite distinctive from the surrounding materials and is readily 
identified in field from the overlying unit as demonstrated by the photographs in Attachment 2; and 
similarly from the bedrock below. The till contains coarse clasts and the surrounding matrix is of a 
distinctive colour compared to the surrounding materials.  
 
As planned, RRR is conducting a detailed sampling and analysis program of the overburden within 
the pit area. The study will be used to delineate the thickness of till over the bedrock that may 
contain locally derived PAG rock materials so that these materials can be segregated during 
operations and placed into the East Mine Rock stockpile, or otherwise maintained in a saturated 
condition.  
 
Periodic confirmation analysis will be conducted during the stripping program to ensure that the 
initial interpretation of the thickness of till requiring handling as PAG remains accurate. 
 
A draft mine rock and overburden management plan was submitted with the Draft Closure Plan, that 
will be finalized and submitted with the Final Closure Plan for filing with the Ministry of Northern 
Development and Mines later in 2014. The plan will be revised during operations if necessary to 
ensure it remains current and as part of future Closure Plan amendments. 
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T-42 Geology/ 
Geochemistry 
– Metal 
Leaching/ 
Acid Rock 
Drainage 
Potential, 
Effluent  
 

10.1.2 Appendix G - 
Report on Metal 
Leaching / Acid 
Rock Drainage 
Characterization 
of Mine Rock and 
Tailings, Section 
4.5,  pg. 13; 
Appendix G -
Section 6.3.1,  
pg. 26; 
Appendix G -
Section 8.3.2,  
pg. 102; 
Appendix G -
Section 9.1.1,  
pg. 122; 
Appendix G -
Section 9.1.2,  
pg. 124 

Clarification is required on the additional information 
provided as it relates to an issue that may result in 
potential adverse environmental effects to water 
quality and ultimately fish which influence the Minor 
Creek Systems VEC and the Pinewood River VEC. 
 

Confirm whether a new report 
updating the laboratory and field 
kinetic testing program, produced 
in February 2014, refers to the 
AMEC technical memo dated 
February 21, 2014 that was 
provided as “Attachment 5: Copy 
of Updated Kinetic Testing 
Results (Response to Federal 
Comment T-40)”. If not, provide 
the new ML-ARD report with 
updated laboratory and field 
kinetic testing program for 
review. 

Yes, the updated report in a memo format including appendices containing further detail (142 pp) 
was attached to the responses to Table 1 responses as “Attachment 5”. 
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T-45 Wildlife 
(Terrestrial 
and/or 
Aquatic, 
including 
Species at 
Risk) 

10.1.2, 
11.4 

EIS Report, 
Section 
7.14.3, 
pg. 7-77; 
 
EIS Report, 
Section 
7.15.1.1,  
pg.7-80; 
EIS Report, 
Section 
7.15.1.2,  
pg. 7-81; 
EIS Report, 
Section 
7.15.1.3,  
pg.7-82 & 7-83; 
EIS Report, 
Section 
7.15.2.3,  
pg.7-85; 
EIS Report, 
Section 
7.16.1.1,  
pg.7-91 
EIS Report, 
Section 
7.16.3,  
pg.7-99; 

Environment Canada provides the following advice 
for consideration by the proponent to prevent 
incidental take of migratory birds: 
“Project works or activities, such as, construction 
access, site grubbing, vegetation clearing and 
construction activities, are potentially destructive or 
disruptive activities to birds, their nests or eggs and 
in light of prohibitions under the MBCA, must  be 
avoided at key locations or during key periods, 
including the breeding periods and periods of high 
usage such as migration and/or feeding.  These 
locations and periods vary by region and by species.  
While avoidance is the best approach, in order to 
minimize the risk of detrimental effects to migratory 
birds, appropriate preventive and mitigative 
measures need to be developed and implemented to 
minimize the risk of incidental take and to help 
maintain sustainable populations of migratory birds.  
Additional information about incidental take can be 
found at: (http://www.ec.gc.ca/paom-
itmb/default.asp?lang=En&n=1B16EAFB-1).” 
 
 

In regards to the Common 
Nighthawk and Eastern Whip-poor-
will, confirm whether monitoring and 
mitigation will include the following: 
 
Avoid migratory bird mortality 
 
In managing activities within the 
project footprint and transportation 
route(s) created for the Rainy River 
Project, the Proponent shall avoid 
migratory bird mortality. 
 
Reporting 
 
Annual reporting to Environment 
Canada shall include: 
A description of incidents of bird 
mortalities at tailings ponds, mine 
rock storage areas, and 
transportation routes created for the 
Rainy River Project including: 
(a) species; 
(b) number and type of individuals; 
(c) location; 
(d) dates, time and duration; and 
(e) identification of the cause(s) of 
the mortality event; and 
(f) measures implemented or to be 
implemented to avoid such events 
occurring in the future; 
 
An evaluation of the effectiveness of 
the methods implemented to avoid 
migratory bird mortality while 
managing activities within the project 
footprint and transportation route(s) 
created for the Rainy River Project.

Yes, mitigation measures were included in the Final EA Report to avoid migratory bird mortality to 
the extent practicable (direct mortalities are expected to be low). A wildlife monitoring program will 
record the efficacy of these avoidance measures (will evaluate the effectiveness of the methods 
implemented) and annual reporting to EC and the MNR will provide the information requested by the 
reviewer. 

T-66 
 

Summary of 
Commitments  
(NEW 
COMMENT) 

11.5 11.1.2 The Agency will require an updated table of 
mitigation measures, follow-up monitoring and any 
other commitments (i.e., those measures that are 
essential to ensure that the project will not result in 
significant adverse environmental effects). 

Provide an updated version of 
Table 14-1 EA Commitments 
Registry with any new 
commitments, mitigation 
measures, and follow-up 
monitoring. Please also revise 
the table by listing the measures 
and commitments by 
environmental components.  

Please see Attachment 3 to this table “Table 14-1 – Revised”. The first part of the table has been 
unchanged with new commitments provided thereafter. 
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T-67 Atmospheric 
Environment 
(NEW 
COMMENT) 

10.1.2  It is recommended that the monitoring for air quality 
include TSP, PM10, PM2.5, NOx, metals and other 
substances of concern. 
 

Confirm the following 
commitment: “RRR will commit to 
monitoring for air quality which 
includes TSP, PM10, PM2.5, 
NOx, metals and other 
substances of concern during 
construction, operations and 
active closure phases.” 

Per Section 13.2.2, RRR will directly manage emissions from point sources, such as bag houses, as 
stipulated in applicable Provincial Environmental Compliance Approvals. 
 
Provincial Environmental Compliance Approvals for mining operations typically require an ambient 
air monitoring program as a condition of approval to assess effects of fugitive dust from roads, 
stockpiles and open pit operations. The air monitoring program will be developed in consultation with 
the MOE in order to ensure that it is appropriate and protective of ambient air quality. Following 
consultation, a monitoring plan will be submitted to MOE by RRR for approval that details the target 
parameters, methodologies, and the number and location of monitor stations. RRR expects that the 
monitoring required by the MOE approval will include: TSP and metals on the TSP size fraction, 
PM10, dustfall and passive monitoring for NO2 and SO2. RRR commits to conducting this monitoring 
which is also expected to be an approval requirement. 
 
PM2.5 concentrations would be monitored as a fraction of the PM10; this monitoring for PM2.5 is 
appropriate as it is the larger size fractions that are of primary concern from material handling and 
mining activities, while PM2.5 is emitted from combustion sources and not these fugitive dust 
sources. Further, significant transboundary influences of PM2.5 are not anticipated due to both the 
limited production rates and prevailing wind directions. The final selection of target parameters 
would be done as part of the consultation process with the MOE.   

T-68 Migratory 
Birds  
(NEW 
COMMENT) 

10.1.2 7.12.3, 7.15.1.3 Further information on the protection of suitable 
breeding habitat for migratory birds will assist in 
gaining a better understanding of how the effects to 
migratory birds will be mitigated. 

Provide more detail on the 
compensatory measures 
proposed to mitigate the effects 
on the following VECs: migratory 
birds, Eastern whip-poor will, 
Bobolink, Common Nighthawk, 
Golden Winged Warbler, Olive-
sided Flycatcher, Canada 
Warbler, and the Short-eared 
Owl. 

Compensatory measures to mitigate Project-related effects to avian VECs include the following: 
 
 Development of a compact site; 
 Avoidance of tree clearing and ground disturbance during the nesting period; 
 Sound mitigation at source; 
 Site optimization to avoid direct the displacement of Eastern Whip-poor-will territories to the 

extent feasible, especially for the TMA area; 
 Protection of a minimum of 1,080 ha of Eastern Whip-poor-will off-set habitat outside of the 

project footprint as a special Eastern Whip-poor-will habitat management area;  
 Protection of a minimum of 350 ha of Bobolink habitat outside of the project footprint as a special 

Bobolink habitat management area; 
 Approximately 7,000 ha of land owned by RRR (patented, leaseholds or to be brought to lease) 

around the periphery of the footprint and outside of the 50 dBA daytime operations contour will 
not be developed; and  

 Progressive reclamation activities and reclamation at closure, including active revegetation, with 
a commitment to develop habitats that are supportive of SAR species such as Whip-poor-will and 
Common Nighthawk. 
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.Ref 
# 1 

Ecosystem 
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R
eference 
to EIS 

G
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EIS  

Summary of Comment/Rationale 
 

Information Request RRR Response 

T-69 Terrestrial 
Habitat (NEW 
COMMENT) 

10.1.2 EIS Report Table 
7-11, page 7-45 

In the final EIS Report, Table 7-11 portrays a 
Summary of Creek Habitat Disturbance. This table 
provides an overview of the amount of fish habitat 
that will be lost or displaced by the mine. A similar 
table is not provided for the loss of terrestrial habitat, 
but section 7.8 (Vegetation Communities and Rare 
Plants) does provide text on the percentage of 
vegetation community types within the Natural 
Environment Local Study Area and the percentage of 
those that will be lost as a result of mining activities. 
It is recommended that the amounts of aquatic and 
terrestrial habitat lost are presented in a consistent 
manner. The preferred method is that of Table 7-11. 
 
 
  

Provide a table similar to Table 
7-11 as a summary of terrestrial 
habitat disturbance. The same 
column headings as Table 7-11 
can be used, with Creek Name 
becoming Vegetation 
Community Type. 

Please see Attachment 4. 

A-2 Atmospheric 
Environment 

10.1.2, 
10.1.3 

Appendix Q-2 
Table ADD1 

Given the uncertainty with using the background 
values from other locations and the lack of any data 
on As and Mg in ambient air, actual baseline 
monitoring of metals in air in the project area would 
provide a more realistic understanding of current 
background metals concentrations in air in the 
project area.  
 
This information is required to gain a better 
understanding of the potential impacts on Aboriginal 
Peoples.   

Provide information about the 
lack of background arsenic and 
magnesium data and the 
implications associated with this 
lack of data on future air 
concentrations. 

The predicted effects of arsenic and magnesium are low. The point of impingement (POI) for arsenic 
was found to be 0.012 µg/m3 which is 4% of the AAQC of 0.3 µg/m3. The predicted effect of 
magnesium as a POI concentration was 2.3 µg/m3, which is less than 2% of the Ambient Air Quality 
Criteria. Based upon these modeled POI concentrations, we do not expect the cumulative effect of 
emissions from RRP and background arsenic or magnesium concentrations to result in significant 
offsite effects. Lack of baseline data is therefore not of concern. 
 
Ambient concentrations of metals that are constituents of the particulate matter, including arsenic 
and magnesium, will be monitored as part of the ambient air monitoring program. 
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Attachment 1: 
 
Figure 6-2 from the Draft Closure Plan 
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Attachment 2: 
 
Photographs of bedrock and local till 
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Attachment 2: Bedrock / Till Photographs 

 
Plate 1: Distinctiveness of local till from overlying materials  

 

 
Plate 2: Close up of smaller clasts in local till 
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Plate 3: Bedrock / till interface 
 

 
 

Plate 4: Bedrock / till interface 
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Attachment 3: 
 
Revised Table 14-1 
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Table 14-1: EA Report Commitments Registry - Revised 
 

Commitment EA Report 
Section Status 

Commitments in Final Environmental Assessment Report   
Document and respond to comments, issues or concerns.  
 

3.3 to 3.6 
App D1 to  
D-3, D-8,  

D-11 
(and others) 

Ongoing 

Distribute copies of a draft Environmental Assessment (EA) Report for 30 day reviews - hard copies available at strategic 
public locations and available for downloading from the Rainy River Project (RRP) webpage. 

3.4.4 
App D-4,  
D-5, D-9 

Complete 

The Métis Nation of Ontario (MNO) is in the process of completing a Traditional Knowledge / Traditional Land Use (TK / TLU) 
study and technical review of the RRP EA Report. Rainy River Resources (RRR) anticipates that as part of the consultation 
process with the MNO an addendum outlining any follow-up programs or agreements may need to be submitted in parallel 
with the final EA Report review. 

3.4.3.1 Ongoing 

RRR made 13 significant commitments (Tables 3-4 and 14-2) arising from the independent technical review of the draft EA 
Report (Version 1) on behalf of Aboriginal groups. 

3.4.3.1 Ongoing 

Big Grassy River First Nation (BGRFN) undertook a second independent review of the draft EA Report provided to the RRR 
on October 18, 2013. The review concluded that additional work with the community was required and RRR has committed to 
continuing the close engagement with the community in support of the RRP development. 

3.4.3.2 Ongoing 

Post a Notice of Public Information Event(s) to invite stakeholders and Aboriginal groups to be updated on the RRP and EA 
process and findings. Host two Public Information Events, one in the Township of Chapple (Barwick) and at another local 
venue. Offer to host Public Information Events or open houses in each of the Aboriginal communities that RRR is to consult. 

3.4.5, 3.4.8 Complete 

A copy of the final EA Report will also be uploaded to the RRP website after Federal conformity review. 3.4.11 Complete 
Surface water runoff will be diverted from entering the pit or flowing through stockpiles by ditching or other means. 4.3.2.2, 

4.6.2, 
4.12.7, 

4.12.7.2, 
4.12.7.4 

Ongoing 

Open pit dewatering water will be contained and if necessary, treated before it is discharged to the environment. 4.3.2.2, 4.5 
App W-1 

Ongoing 

A blasting plan will be developed describing all proposed blasting operations at the RRP site. All personnel who handle 
explosives will have appropriate training; all other individuals will be restricted from access. 

9.3.1.2 Ongoing 

In regards to final reclamation, the open pit will be flooded at closure to create a pit lake either passively through natural 
groundwater entry and precipitation inputs; or by active enhanced flooding. Discussions will be held with the various 
government agencies to determine the optimal balance between maintaining Pinewood River flows and filling the open pit on 
an expedited basis. 

4.19.1, 
7.6.1.3 
App E 

App W-1 

Ongoing 
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Commitment EA Report 
Section Status 

West Creek Diversion will be positioned far enough from the pit perimeter to ensure the integrity and stability and is expected 
to provide like-for-like fish habitat replacement. 

4.3.2.2, 
4.12.7.4 

Ongoing 

Ditches (and ponds as appropriate), will be established around the stockpiles to collect and manage runoff. Diversions will be 
sized to convey the environmental design flood. All sedimentation ponds will be designed with a retention period to meet the 
Metal Mining Effluent Regulation discharge requirement for total suspended solids.  

4.3.3, 
4.6.2, 
4.12.7, 
7.21.3, 
9.2.5.2 

App W-1 

Ongoing 

A detailed mine rock segregation program / management strategy will be developed around the distribution of non-potentially 
acid generating (NPAG) and potentially acid generating (PAG) materials, and a program of ongoing testing to be carried out 
during mining operations of the mine rock being removed. 

4.6.2 Ongoing 

Progressive rehabilitation of mine rock and overburden stockpiles will be undertaken where practical once the maximum 
height of each stockpile has been reached and/or as each lift is completed. 

4.3.2.1, 
4.19.2, 
7.8.3, 
App E 

Ongoing 

Encapsulation of the east mine rock stockpile under a multi-layered cover is proposed with a long term goal of controlling acid 
rock drainage. 

4.19.2 Ongoing 

Runoff and seepage from the tailings management area and stockpiles will be captured, monitored, and either released to the 
environment if applicable criteria are met and/or re-used in the process plant during operations. Cyanide and metal 
concentrations in the tailings management area seepage and all treated effluent discharges to the environment will be 
controlled through the use of in-plant cyanide destruction and heavy metal precipitation, augmented by extended effluent 
aging in the tailings management area ponds. 

4.3.2.2, 
4.6.2, 
4.12.7, 

4.12.7.2, 
7.21.3, 
AppW-1 

Ongoing 

Generally abiotic conditions will be created within the fenced tailings management area during operations to limit the interest 
of the pond to waterfowl.  

7.12.3 Ongoing 

All active pipelines will be inspected twice per 12 hour shift and informally at other times. Should flow unexpectedly lessen or 
stop in a pipeline, an inspection will be immediately conducted. 

9.3.3.2 Ongoing 

The exposed tailings beach will be covered at closure with a layer of overburden, with flooding of the remaining tailings with a 
layer of water to prevent the tailings from oxidizing over the longer term. This will ensure that the tailings pond water remains 
of high quality, such that it will not pose a threat to wildlife. 

4.19.3, 
7.10.3, 
App E 

Ongoing 

The tailings management area dams will meet strict regulatory requirements including the requirements of the Provincial 
Lakes and Rivers Improvement Act and will be constructed to withstand the probable maximum flood and maximum credible 
earthquake. A remedial action plan would be developed in consultation with appropriate government agencies in the event of 
dam breach. 

9.2.4.2, 
9.2.4.3, 

App W-1 

Ongoing 
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Commitment EA Report 
Section Status 

All process reagents and materials, and wastes, will be handled and stored responsibly, according to supplier and safety 
guidance, regulatory requirements and industry best practices.  

4.7.6,  
4.7.7, 
4.13, 
4.14, 

9.3.5.2, 
9.3.8, 

9.3.9.2 

Ongoing 

Any chemical spills within the process plant / chemical storage areas will be controlled through provision of secondary 
containment as appropriate, and will not enter the environment. Spills of potentially hazardous materials during transport, or 
from on-site material storage and handling facilities will be managed. Measures will be taken to prevent and clean up any 
hydrocarbon spills (and other spills) at source to ensure such materials do not enter surrounding waters as practical. 

4.5,  
4.13,  

7.21.1.3, 
7.21.3, 
9.3.4.2, 
9.3.5.2, 
9.3.6.1  

Ongoing 

Excess water discharged to the environment will meet applicable Federal and Provincial guidelines for the protection of 
aquatic life, or other scientifically defensible alternatives, in the receiver, as well as any site-specific approval requirements.  

4.5, 4.12.1,  
4.14, 

7.5.1.1, 
7.6.1.2, 
7.21.3, 
9.4.1.2 

App W-1 

Ongoing 

Generate a reliable water source for process plant operations and ancillary uses by maximizing the rate of water recycled to 
the process plant. Water demands are expected to be met by capturing and reusing the effluents and contact water within the 
site footprint. 

4.12.2, 
7.6.3, 

App W-1 

Ongoing 

Water will be taken from the Pinewood River for the purpose of developing an initial water inventory, only during the 
construction phase. RRR does not intend to take water directly from the Pinewood River thereafter, except possibly for 
contingency purposes. 

4.12.2, 
App W-1 

Ongoing 

The West Creek pond will only contain natural, non-contact water. The West Creek diversion channel will be kept separate 
from the constructed wetland downstream of the tailings management area, so as not to mix the natural creek water with 
excess water discharged from the tailings management area. 

4.12.4, 
7.5.1.3, 

App W-1 

Ongoing 

The re-aligned Highway 600 will be constructed by RRR to Ministry of Transportation (MTO) standards so that RRR can 
pursue transfer of the road to the Province after construction. 

4.15, 
App W-1 

Ongoing 

A new East Access Road will connect Highway 71 with Roen Road by means of Korpi Road, to provide access for the limited 
number of properties on Marr Road north of the RRP site. 

4.15, 
App W-1 

Ongoing 
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Scheduling of RRP development activities will consider environmental aspects, such as fish spawning and bird nesting 
seasons. Tree and woodland clearing will be restricted to periods outside of the breeding bird season (May 1 to August 15). 
Clearing or modification of known Trumpeter Swan breeding habitat will be restricted to outside the breeding season (March 
15 to August 15). Clearing of forests having a density of at least 10 cavity trees per hectare with a diameter at breast height 
greater than 25 cm will be limited to outside of the bat roosting season (April 1 to November 15) unless cleared by a bat 
biologist that has surveyed the trees for bat activity. Timing of the transmission line construction will be planned to avoid the 
breeding bird and main tourist season, as possible.  

4.16,  
4.18, 

7.11.3, 
7.12.3, 

7.15.3.3, 
7.16.3 

Ongoing 

The site will be rendered suitable for other compatible land uses and functions after the mine has closed and the land has 
been reclaimed. RRR will encourage and, as practical, actively restore the RRP site to productive, naturalized vegetation 
communities on cessation of mining capable of supporting a diversity of wildlife species. RRP revegetation efforts at closure 
will include providing suitable habitat for Species at Risk (SAR) species, most notably whip-poor-will, and other species of 
interest, if practical.  

4.1, 
4.3.2.1, 
4.19.1, 
4.19.2, 
7.8.3, 
7.9.3 

Ongoing 

The RRP will monitor and mitigate air emissions, particularly dust, through implementation of current industry best 
management practices. 

7.3.1.2, 
7.3.1.3, 
7.8.3 

Ongoing 

A fugitive dust best management practices plan will be prepared to identify all potential sources of fugitive dusts, outline 
mitigative measures that will be employed to control dust generation, and detail the inspection and recordkeeping required to 
demonstrate that fugitive dusts are being effectively managed. 

7.3.1.3 Ongoing 

Sound mitigation measures will be used, such as selection of quieter equipment. Implementation of sound abatement 
strategies to dampen sound infiltrating habitats and migratory bird leks surrounding high traffic areas of the mine. 

7.4.1.3, 
7.12.3, 
7.14.3, 

7.15.2.3, 
7.15.3.3, 
7.16.3, 

7.18.4.1 

Ongoing 

Should the final equipment selections determine through detailed engineering and sound level assumptions made herein vary 
materially from those presented in the EA, an updated assessment with the new information will be prepared as part of the 
detailed design and approvals application(s) for the RRP. 

7.4.1.3 Ongoing 

The maximum charge size per delay for blasting is limited to 1,000 kg as the vibration and overpressure mitigation option. If 
the charge size is larger than 1,000 kg per delay, the vibration and overpressure levels emanating from RRP blasting 
operations will be reassessed in a detailed study to confirm that the predicted levels are within guideline limits. 

7.4.2.3 Ongoing 

RRR will continue to work actively with local residents throughout the period of mine construction, operation and active 
closure to further manage and reduce any disturbances due to air and sound emissions to the extent possible, as well as for 
other effects. 

7.18.4.3 Ongoing 

A No Net Loss Plan and compensation strategy will be developed and implemented by RRR to create new like for like habitats 
as project compensation and/or enhance existing restoration programs, to offset the RRP habitat losses. 

7.5.3, 
7.5.4,  

App X-1,  
X-2, X-3 

Ongoing 
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Except where aquatic habitat will be overprinted (and compensated for as part of Fisheries and Oceans Canada 
authorizations) for project development, a 120 m buffer zone will be maintained adjacent to rivers and creeks to the extent 
practical, to protect watercourses and their associated vegetated margins. 

7.11.3 Ongoing 

Wildlife awareness information will be included in regular safety and environmental inductions performed by the mine, along 
with Species at Risk identification and sensitivities, permit conditions and cultural awareness. Wildlife sighting logs or 
information boards will be installed to notify workers of local bear, wolf or other large mammal or furbearer observations. 
Workers and contractors will be made aware of seasonal changes in local mammal behaviour or presence in proximity to the 
mine. Food wastes generated on site will be managed in a manner that limits the attraction of wildlife, such as Black Bear. 

7.9.3, 
7.10.3, 
7.13.3, 

7.15.1.3, 
7.15.2.3, 
7.16.3 

Ongoing 

Road-killed animals or any other carcasses found onsite will be removed in a timely manner to limit the attraction of wildlife. 7.13.3 Ongoing 
If frog mortality on roadways is found to be a problem along mine access roads or the re-aligned Highway 600, silt fencing 
may be installed to prevent frogs from crossing the road and may direct them to the nearest culvert(s). 

7.14.3 Ongoing 

Alter the RRP footprint through consultation with the Ministry of Natural Resources (MNR) in order to further avoid known 
whip-poor-will territories where feasible, including maintenance of forest buffers between RRP components and whip-poor-will 
nesting and foraging habitat where practical. Provide compensatory whip-poor-will habitat that protects known territories and 
other identified suitable habitat. Where feasible, manage site lighting fixtures to reduce excess light production near whip-
poor-will foraging areas, so as to minimize disturbing these nocturnal birds (with all appropriate health and safety issues 
considered).  

7.15.1.3, 
7.16.3 

Ongoing 

Implement a monitoring plan for Eastern Whip-poor-will populations and nesting in proximity to the proposed mine and 
transmission line sites, within compensatory habitat areas. Continue funding external research programs in collaboration with 
the MNR in order to further our understanding of this poorly studied species, as part of a larger overall benefits compensation 
package required by the Endangered Species Act permit. 

7.15.1.3 Ongoing 

Implement a monitoring plan for Bobolink populations and nesting in proximity to the proposed mine site within compensatory 
habitat areas, and in appropriate control areas - developed through consultation with the MNR. Acquire and protect 
compensatory open country breeding bird habitat suitable for Bobolink breeding at a ratio of 1:1 for open-country habitat 
removed for RRP development. 

7.15.2.2, 
13.7.1, 
13.7.3 

Ongoing 

Identify Barn Swallow nesting colonies prior to mine construction. Establish zones where Barn Swallow colonization is 
desired, tolerated or not wanted. Create artificial nesting structures to encourage recolonization or new colonization by Barn 
Swallows in areas where farm structures are removed. Implement a monitoring plan for Barn Swallow populations in proximity 
to the proposed mine and transmission line sites and in appropriate control areas. 

7.15.3.3 Ongoing 

Where feasible, RRP lighting fixtures will be directed in such a fashion as to reduce excess production of light to the 
surrounding environment (for Common Nighthawk and Short-eared Owl). 

7.15.1.3, 
7.16.3 

Ongoing 

RRR will implement a hiring policy that encourages employment of local workers, including members of human environment 
regional study area First Nations and Métis communities. Where feasible, goods and services will be procured from local and 
regional suppliers as well as suppliers that can further demonstrate Aboriginal employee content. Provide on the job Common 
Core training to assist local workers to develop mining-specific skills, and implement career training and development 
opportunities for employees once hired. RRR will provide continuous, on the job safety training. 

7.19.3 Ongoing 

As the mine approaches the end of mine life, RRR will implement strategies to transition the workforce to buffer the effects of 
job losses, as well as an Adjustment Committee. 

7.19.3 Ongoing 
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Monitor regional housing supply, particularly in the Chapple, Emo, and Fort Frances markets during the planning and 
construction phase of the RRP and in advance of each wave of new operations employment. Engage in regular discussions 
with Municipal planning officials in these communities to understand the anticipated evolution of their resale and new-home 
markets, and the extent to which each community desires growth or does not. RRR will continue to work with hoteliers and 
town officials, to help avoid possible construction employment demands that would negatively affect accommodation capacity 
needed to support the tourist season. 

7.20.2.3 Ongoing 

Develop suitable policies and initiatives to encourage car pooling amongst employees, with the aim of reducing commuter-
related traffic and reducing the individual burden of commuting. RRR may explore alternate accommodation strategies to 
support its employees. 

7.20.2.3, 
7.20.5.1, 
7.20.5.3 

Ongoing 

RRR will continue to discuss the RRP and potential additional demands that could be placed on the services of regional 
Municipalities. RRR will continue to support government-led initiatives that support social sustainability during all project 
phases. RRR with work with local service agencies to gather information about social issues or service capacity issues so that 
they may be addressed in a collaborative manner. RRR will maintain communications with local and regional service 
providers to monitor and work collaboratively to address any Project-related changes that may be experienced. 

7.20.3.3, 
7.20.4.3 

Ongoing 

RRR has had extensive consultations with the MTO in Thunder Bay related to the RRP highway planning and will continue to 
discuss issues related to the Highway 600 re-alignment and associated maintenance and safety issues with MTO, the 
Township of Chapple, Stratton, the Rainy River Valley Safety Coalition, school bus operators, utility companies and 
emergency response groups.   

7.20.5.3 Ongoing 

RRR will schedule the delivery of major equipment at off peak times where practical and ensuring that heavy loads are sized 
appropriately and transported only on highways that have sufficient load capacities while observing half-load seasonal 
restrictions. 

7.20.5.3 Ongoing 

The health and safety of workers will be ensured by meeting applicable occupational health and safety legislation standards, 
as well as utilizing other best management practices for industrial hygiene hazard control as appropriate. 

7.21.3 Ongoing 

Environmental monitoring will be conducted in accordance with standard practice and regulatory requirements, including any 
site-specific environmental approvals. 

7.21.3, 13 
(and others) 

Ongoing 

All final discharge points have a point of control to immediately cease discharge. All discharge locations will be regularly 
sampled in accordance with environmental approval requirements and will provide insight as to ongoing treatment system 
performance. 

4.12.1, 
7.21.3, 
9.4.1.2 

Ongoing 

Potential health risks associated with the consumption of ungulate organ meats will be mitigated through the voluntary 
submission of organ meats by local hunters for analysis. Results of any such analysis would be made available to local 
residents and Aboriginal communities. 

7.21.3 Ongoing 

RRR has committed to undertaking a mitigation program related to cultural heritage landscapes and built heritage resources 
consisting of an illustrated history of the study area. 

7.23.3 Ongoing 

Should it be determined in the future that additional fire break is required, appropriate approvals will be obtained from the 
MNR. 

8.4.3 Ongoing 

Emergency response procedures will be established as part of the environmental management system. After any incident, a 
review will be conducted to ensure that the required design changes and procedures and appropriate monitoring measures 
are in place to ensure that incident will not be repeated. 

9.1 
App V 

Ongoing 
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Pond dams will be inspected on a regular interval by site employees for any visible signs of concern and particularly during 
and after major storm events. They will also be inspected periodically by a qualified geotechnical engineer on an interval that 
meets regulatory requirements at a minimum. 

9.2.5.2 Ongoing 

Drivers will be required to meet all applicable regulatory training requirements, be trained in spill response procedures for the 
materials they transport, and carry the appropriate Material Safety Data Sheets. 

9.3.4.2, 
9.3.6.2 

Ongoing 

Vehicles transporting materials to site will be required to maintain a supply of basic emergency response equipment, including 
communication equipment, first aid materials and a fire extinguisher, where appropriate. 

9.3.4.2, 
9.3.6.2 

Ongoing 

Operational procedures to minimize the potential of accidents or malfunctions will be incorporated into the environmental 
management system. Penalties will be imposed for operational violations. 

4.5, 
4.7.7, 
4.13, 

4.19.1, 
9.3.4.2, 
9.3.5.2, 
9.3.6.2, 
9.3.8, 
9.3.9.2   

Ongoing 

Procedures will be regularly reviewed as part of the environmental management system. 9.3.5.2, 
13.14 

Ongoing 

The emergency response plan included in the environmental management system will address the primary hazardous 
materials on site including procedures for spill response on the trucking route to the RRP site. 

7.21.3, 
9.3.4.2, 
9.3.6.1,  
App V 

Ongoing 

Notification and/or reporting of any vehicular accidents and spills will follow Provincial (Ministry of the Environment) and other 
applicable requirements. 

9.3.7.1 Ongoing 

All chemicals used at the site will have a Material Safety Data Sheet, in order to comply with the best practices in the industry 
for health and safety, and to provide relevant regulatory standards for the safe use of these materials. 

4.7.7, 
9.3.8 

Ongoing 

The RRP has been designed to meet all applicable fire protection system requirements and codes. Regular fire drills will occur 
to ensure that all workers are familiar with fire response procedures, as dictated within the environmental management 
system. All workers and visitors on site will receive an orientation which includes fire reporting and response procedures. 

9.4.3.2,  
App V 

Ongoing 

Monitoring details be developed through ongoing stakeholder consultation during the EA process, and through conditions 
placed on regulatory instruments such as permits, authorizations and approvals, issued by the Federal and Provincial 
regulatory agencies. 

13.1 Ongoing 

Subject to acceptance in writing of the Follow up Monitoring Program (FMP) by the Federal and Provincial governments, 
monitoring results will be provided to the parties involved in the FMP annually during the construction and operation phases of 
the RRP. 

13._.4 Ongoing 
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Commitment EA Report 
Section Status 

A list of FMP commitments made during the EA process will be maintained, indicating where appropriate: 
 The nature of the commitment; 
 To whom, or to what group or agency the commitment was made, if specific; 
 Whether the commitment is related to the EA process alone; 
 Whether the commitment is addressed or linked to a regulatory instrument, such as a regulation or environmental 

approval; 
 Any applicable timeline if any; 
 The status of the commitment; and 
 Additional actions required to fulfil the commitment. 

13, 14 Ongoing 

Environmental aspects and potential impacts of the project will be managed within an environmental management system 
which integrates environmental performance with overall project management. 

13.14 Ongoing 

Implementation and maintenance of the environmental management system will be driven by the RRR commitment to 
ongoing compliance with the environmental requirements. Worker awareness of this commitment and requirements related to 
their work will be communicated through formal programs such as project orientation, job training or contractor packages. 

13.14 Ongoing 

Periodic management reviews will completed to consider changing circumstances which could affect the continued suitability 
and adequacy of the plans, and to support continual improvement in overall effectiveness. 

13.14 Ongoing 
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Commitment Response Status
Detailed Additional Commitments in Responses to Comments on the Final EA Report  
(not already present in the Final EA Report) – Responses to Federal Comments 
Table 1   
Proposed (subject to modification to ensure participation and data sharing is adequate to meet the expectations of the First 
Nations) surface water sampling program would include a First Nation training component followed by a rotating schedule 
whereby a First Nation representative would accompany New Gold / RRR staff on the monthly surface water sampling 
program. Laboratory results will be received by New Gold / RRR, reviewed and submitted to the identified individuals of each 
participating First Nation along with a summary explanation.  

T-4  

West Creek pond and West Creek diversion flows will be measured on a continuous basis using water level transducers, 
supported by monthly manual measurements during the winter period, when transducer results experience interference 
caused by ice pressure. 

T-9  

Monitoring would occur for the following durations: 
 Air quality: during construction, operations and active closure phases as per Section 13.1.1 
 Sound and vibration: sound will be monitored during construction, operations and active closure phases consistent with 

Ministry of the Environment (MOE) requirements 
 Geochemistry: runoff and seepage related to tailings and stockpiles as per surface and groundwater monitoring; blast hole 

sampling from open pit operations for mine rock segregation to be carried out throughout the open pit operations phase; 
tailings samples to be collected at regular intervals during the mine operations phase; field trials to be carried out during all 
or a portion of the mine construction and operations phases as required to generate data need to confirm modeling results 

 Surface and groundwater: to be monitored during construction, operations and active closure phases, with post active 
closure monitoring expected to continue for a decade (or more) at reduced frequencies pending ongoing analysis of data 

 Key terrestrial systems and SAR: during the construction and operations phase, with post closure habitat development and 
utilization by wildlife to continue at reduced frequencies consistent with SAR Permit requirements 

 Traditional land use: as defined by ongoing consultations with Aboriginal groups 
 Archaeology: construction phase 
 Built heritage: construction phase 

T-10  

Fish tissue (dorsal muscle tissue and livers) sampling will include both northern pike and walleye. If contaminant 
concentrations increase over time, potential consumers and the applicable Provincial departments (MOE and MNR) would be 
informed and information related to increased health risks (if any) would be provided, as suggested. Consideration of modes 
of food preparation would be included in the analysis. 

T-15 
(and Table 

2, T-15) 

 

The deepest local till layer resting directly on bedrock contains PAG material and will be visually segregated and treated as 
PAG material unless otherwise determined, and will be stockpiled within the east mine rock stockpile, or disposed of in a 
manner where acid rock drainage potentials will be controlled.   

T-32, T-39 
(and Table 

C, C-1; 
Annex 1, 
MNDM-1) 

 

There will be secondary containment in place at the crossing of West Creek. T-34 
(and MNR 

45 MM) 
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Commitment Response Status
A monitoring plan will be developed for Common Nighthawk and Eastern Whip-poor-will, in partnership with the MNR, 
Environment Canada (EC) and interested First Nation Communities including the standardized information suggested well as 
a mortality trigger that will be decided upon during consultation with the MNR and EC, and in consideration of conditions 
under the Net Benefit Permit being developed by the MNR. 

T-45  

The West Creek diversion will be permanent, and there is no further consideration being given to diverting any flows from this 
creek into the open pit to help accelerate pit flooding at or following closure. 

T-65  

Table 2   
Fish flesh and fish organ tissue samples from the Pinewood River have been analyzed for metals for walleye and northern 
pike in the baseline condition. A commitment has been made to continue to monitoring metals in these two fish species after 
mine start-up. Should there be future evidence to show that fish are being taken from the Pinewood River on a more regular 
basis and prepared as a food source, RRR would be pleased to work with these fishermen to collect and analyze a 
reasonable sampling to reflect any applied methods of food preparation.    

T-15  

Collectively and individually, the processes and water management strategies proposed for the RRP are Best Management 
Practices and/or Best Available Technology Economically Achievable (BATEA), and RRR has committed to the use of such 
processes and water management strategies in the Final EA Report. Examples of such BATEA committed to by RRR are 
provided below: 
 
 Use of the in-plant SO2/Air process for cyanide destruction and metal precipitation, as well as to extended post SO2/Air 

treatment effluent aging in the tailings management area and water management ponds, followed by constructed wetland 
treatment.  

 Detailed plans and designs to manage potentially acid generating rock on site, including ongoing progressive reclamation 
at the stockpile to limit acid generation, with drainage from this stockpile reporting to the mine rock pond, for re-use as part 
of the mill process water supply thereby reducing fresh water requirements. Dissolved metals associated with east mine 
rock stockpile drainage would ultimately report to the process plant SO2/Air and hydroxide precipitation circuit, and then to 
tailings.  

 Use of emulsion and/or emulsion blend explosives as a means of limiting ammonia residuals from the use of blasting 
agents at source.  

 Collection of site runoff and seepage as per Metal Mining Effluent Regulations, and to maximize the use of near 100 % 
contact water recycle for the processing plant water supply. 

T-19  

RRR herein commits to maintaining the deposited tailings during the post closure period in a saturated condition.  Hydrology  
RRR also proposes to amend the Closure Plan periodically as more information becomes available and as required by the 
Ontario Mining Act. 

Hydrology  

A wildlife monitoring program will record the efficacy of these avoidance measures (will evaluate the effectiveness of the 
methods implemented) and annual reporting to EC and the MNR will provide the information requested by the reviewer. 

T-45  

RRR expect that the monitoring required will include: total suspended particulate (TSP) and metals on the TSP size fraction, 
PM10, dustfall and passive monitoring for NO2 and SO2. RRR commits to conducting this monitoring which is also expected to 
be an approval requirement. 

T-67  
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Commitment Response Status
Appendix B   
The best management plan related to fugitive dust management, source control and operational constraints required by the 
Provincial Environmental Compliance Approval will be provided to EC on request.  

B-14  

Appendix C   
The thickness and maintenance of water cover over the tailings management area will be clarified in the Closure Plan. C-5, C-6 

(Annex 1, 
MNDM-11,  
-12, -15) 

 

Appendix D    
RRR will follow up directly with the BGRFN regarding mitigation measures related to TK / TLU, including continuing to work 
with local Aboriginal people to undertake ceremonies at different times of the year to show respect for the land and its spiritual 
aspects. 

D-3  

RRR agrees to conduct a risk assessment of the potential long-term exposure of fish and wildlife to accumulated metals within 
the constructed wetland. Such a study will be carried out within one to two years prior to mine closure, and if a meaningful risk 
is determined to exist the risk will be mitigated as part of overall mine closure by removing and disposing the contaminated 
sediments to the bottom of the pit lake. This could readily be accomplished by a small dredging operation.   

D-8  

RRR will calculate the areas of forest lands that will be removed utilizing public sources and provide this information to the 
First Nation on delineation of the traditional territory by the BGRFN.  

D-9  

RRR is supportive of the further development of mitigation measures in relation to traditional hunting (and plant gathering), 
which could potentially involve: 
 Continuing to involve BGRFN members in the development of adaptive management techniques related to closure 

planning, including the rehabilitation of habitat for wildlife; and 
 Restoring access to RRP lands following mine closure to the extent that such access is safe / possible. 

D-21  
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Commitment Response Status
Detailed Additional Commitments in Responses to Comments on the Final EA Report  
(not already present in the Final EA Report) – Responses to Provincial Comments 
Ministry of Natural Resources   
The detailed Fire Response Plan proposed to be developed (Final EA Report, Section 8.2). This document will be made 
available for MNR review prior to construction initiation.  

3 MB  

Breeding bird and rare plant surveys are proposed to be carried out along portions of the preferred transmission line corridor 
in late Spring / early Summer, 2014. Results will be made available to MNR once the report is complete. 

6 CM, 7 CM  

Further assessment of transmission line routing alternatives is to be provided to MNR to meet there needs. 13 CM, 14 CM Complete 
A more detailed wildlife follow-up monitoring plan will be developed through consultation with the MNR and EC. As suggested 
by the reviewer, additional control sites around the periphery of the mine footprint can be developed and monitored following 
mine construction and periodically throughout mine operations. 

21 CM,  
73 JV 

 

All staff and contractors will be provided with training in animal encounters as part of the site orientation process. 23 CM  
Specific erosion and sediment control measures and their locations will be provided in the permit application documents once 
detailed design is completed to avoid direct impacts to fish during the mine construction phase. 

25 CM  

The run-of-mine stockpile is the temporary, working stockpile for the processing plant; the low grade ore stockpile is proposed 
to be depleted during the latter part of operations. As a contingency only, it is proposed that should an ore stockpile remain at 
closure, it will be managed similar to PAG in the East Mine Rock Stockpile with a multi-layer cover and seeded. Runoff and 
seepage will be directed to the open pit as part of the passive water management system. 

50 MM  

Enhanced pit flooding using these West Creek or the Pinewood River sources is no longer under consideration and has been 
clarified in the draft Closure Plan submitted for review. 

52 MM Complete 

Pit lake water quality will be monitored regularly as part of the post-closure monitoring program. 54 MM  
Sampling of sediments will take place to evaluate soil quality parameters prior to undertaking any further closure activities for 
any contact water ponds (including stockpile sediment ponds) where breaching is proposed and drainage works. 

62 MM,  
64 MM 

 

Confirmed that area lakes are not being considered for water supply to the RRP. 79 RH  
Ministry of the Environment   
PAG material would only be used for fill material in areas where it can be maintained in a saturated state to exclude oxygen 
and inhibit sulphide oxidation. These uses may include underground backfill and construction of the upstream portion of the 
TMA dams. 

MOE-
GW12(Rev) 

 

RRR is proposing to use best available technology (in-plant SO2/Air treatment, extended aging, and wetland treatment) to 
achieve the highest quality effluent reasonably achievable. 

MOE-SW-1 
(Rev) 

 

RRR acknowledges the need to meet effluent criteria for any discharge to the environment. MOE-SW-8  
Use of the SO2/Air process for cyanide destruction and metal precipitation in the process plant, followed by extended post 
SO2/Air treatment effluent aging in the TMA pond and water management pond, and by constructed wetland treatment for a 
major portion of the TMA discharge.  

MOE Follow Up 
Commitment 

 

Management of PAG mine rock (and ore), with drainage from the PAG mine rock and ore stockpile reporting to the mine rock 
pond, for re-use as part of the process plant water supply. 

MOE Follow Up 
Commitment 

 

Use and effective management of emulsion and/or emulsion blend explosives to limit ammonia residuals from the use of 
blasting agents, at source. 

MOE Follow Up 
Commitment 
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Collection, management and treatment of site runoff and seepage as per Metal Mining Effluent Regulations requirements. MOE Follow Up 

Commitment 
 

Minimize the overall site footprint and watershed capture to the extent practicable, so as to minimize the quantity runoff and 
seepage requiring treatment and management. 

MOE Follow Up 
Commitment 

 

Maximize water recycle by using approximately 100% water recycle for the processing plant water supply. MOE Follow Up 
Commitment 

 

Minimize the number of final effluent compliance points as reasonable. MOE Follow Up 
Commitment 

 

Optimize the timing and positioning of final effluent discharges to the Pinewood River so as to limit the potential for adverse 
flow effects to the river. 

MOE Follow Up 
Commitment 

 

In developing final effluent discharge arrangements for the RRP, RRR commits to the discharge of effluents to the Pinewood 
River in a manner that will achieve rapid mixing within the river. 

MOE Follow Up 
Commitment 

 

RRR agrees to work with the MOE to develop a mutually acceptable minimum flow threshold, below which water from the 
Pinewood River would not be taken to build up the initial water inventory to support processing plant start up operations. 

MOE Follow Up 
Commitment 

 

Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport (MTCS)   
RRR will engage with local stakeholders as appropriate to provide notification of project activities and to mitigate potential 
impacts as practical. 

MTCS-1  

As a best practice and acting as a responsible neighbour, RRR will notify local stakeholders of project activities as 
appropriate. 

MTCS-2  

RRR has and will continue to actively engage the MNR and local outfitters including those that hold the Bear Management 
Areas that will be affected by the RRP. 

MTCS-6  

RRR will continue to engage with potentially affected stakeholders as the project develops, including those local and regional 
businesses which may provide accommodation facilities for the RRP workforce. 

MTCS-9 
(Antler) 

 

At closure, RRR will undertake an evaluation of any remaining cultural heritage resources / structures located on RRR 
property in consultation with a qualified professional, and also incorporating any liability/public safety concerns. 

MTCS-14 
(Didrikson) 

 

Unterman McPhail will prepare a complete description of the evaluation process for resources identified of cultural heritage 
value or interest in a memo format. 

MTCS-14 
(Didrikson) 

 

A range of conservation approaches will be considered in the recommended Cultural Heritage Assessment Report / Cultural 
Heritage Documentation Reports for Sites #11 and #13 as suggested by MTCS. 

MTCS-14 
(Didrikson) 

 

RRR will provide follow-up documentation related to Cultural Heritage Assessment Report / Cultural Heritage Documentation 
Reports to the following local museums and archives:  
 Chapple Museum 
 Kay-Nah-Chi-Wah-Nung Historical Centre (Manitou Mounds) 
 Rainy River District Women’s Institute Museum 
 Fort Frances Museum and Cultural Centre. 

MTCS-14 
(Didrikson) 
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Commitment Response Status
Detailed Additional Commitments in Responses to Comments on the Final EA Report  
(not already present in the Final EA Report) – Responses to Aboriginal Comments 
Métis Nation of Ontario    
Rainy River Resources has not as yet selected its materials suppliers; but only licenced supplies and carriers will be selected 
for the supply and transport of hazardous materials to the RRP site. When suppliers are selected, Rainy River will share 
supplier handling and transport information with the MNO. 

MNO-3  

Rainy River will be consulting with First Nations and the MNO on the draft Closure Plan, and would welcome the input of the 
MNO on all aspects of the plan. 

MNO-5  

Big Grassy River First Nation    
RRR is proposing to work with the BGRFN to provide access to alternative private lands for the purposes of supporting TLU 
on such lands; and potentially providing financial compensation or incentives through collaborative agreements between the 
First Nation and RRR. 

1, 9  

RRR will communicate with BGRFN on traditional teachings and ceremony. 2  
RRR will review the BGRFN TK / TLU study and discuss accommodations of the cultural heritage sites identified.   8  
Fish habitat compensation will be provided onsite related to the Federal Fisheries Act. A portion of this compensation habitat, 
notably the Clark Creek, Clark Creek pond and Teeple pond, could potentially be provided to licensed bait fishermen on a 
preferred property access basis; or financial compensation could be provided through First Nation agreements.   

11  

RRR will conduct a risk assessment of the potential long-term exposure of fish and wildlife to accumulated metals within the 
constructed wetland. Such a study will be carried out within one to two years prior to mine closure, and if a meaningful risk is 
determined to exist the risk will be mitigated as part of overall mine closure by removing and disposing the contaminated 
sediments to the bottom of the pit lake. This could readily be accomplished by a small dredging operation.   

12  

RRR will calculate the area of forest land that will be removed from the total forest land within BGRFN territory, utilizing public 
sources and provide this information to the First Nation on delineation of the traditional territory by the BGRFN. 

13  

RRR is fully supportive of BGRFN’s Aboriginal and Treaty Rights, and is working with the community to develop a collective 
agreement that will include mutually acceptable means for mitigation of accepted impacts. 

14  

RRR is fully agreeable to work with local Aboriginal peoples on an ongoing basis to monitor metal concentrations in country 
foods (notably fish muscle and liver tissues, and White-tailed Deer liver tissue).  

15, 17  

Should it be determined that future treatment is needed for stockpile runoff / seepage and overflow from the pit at closure, 
passive treatment options would be fully considered during the detailed design stage. 

18  

RRR staff are willing to describe the ongoing water quality program in detail and provide freshet data on request. The water 
management plan for the RRP provides for the management of all site contact waters in accordance with accepted industry 
standards including periods of high runoff, and sequences of high precipitation years. 

23  

RRR is open to discussing closure objectives in relation to the results of the TK / TLU study. 28  
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Detailed Additional Commitments in Responses to Comments on the Final EA Report  
(not already present in the Final EA Report) – Responses to Public Comments 

  

DeLaRonde / Gallinger   
A groundwater level (flow) and quality monitoring program of regular sampling and dipping of dedicated monitoring wells will 
be implemented to confirm that no area wells are affected by the mine. Furthermore, local well owners will be asked to 
participate in a well water quality program to monitor water quality in their wells. 

3  

If water quality or availability in local wells is compromised, RRR is obligated to replace the system or offer water treatment 
systems to rectify issues related to water quality or availability shown to be caused by the mine. 

4 
(and Roen 1) 

 

If local artesian wells stop flowing, RRR will need to provide and install a pump to replace the artesian flow used by the 
homeowner. 

5  

Neilson   
Light pollution: Recognizing that safety of workers is paramount, RRR will attempt to reduce light pollution as possible. 6  
Puffballs: RRR and AMEC would be happy to receive photos and/or samples of this species and have AMEC experts identify 
it. If AMEC experts are unable to identify the species they will consult with staff at the Royal Ontario Museum or the Canadian 
Museum of Nature. 

7  

Resolute   
Where RRR has control, commercially reasonable efforts will be made to work with Resolute, MNR and local loggers to 
facilitate the use of merchantable timber by local mills, in recognition of the importance of mills to the local economy. 

2  

RRR will make reasonable efforts to accommodate Resolute in providing access through New Gold lands to Crown lands over 
which Resolute has an interest provided that the access does not interfere with mine construction or operation; that the 
access does not put the safety and security of New Gold or Resolute personnel or property at risk; and subject to the prior 
execution of any land access agreement(s) which New Gold deems appropriate. 

3  

Roen   
A targeted site investigation will be conducted at the end of mine life to identify soils that may have been affected by 
hydrocarbons or chemicals in specific areas (e.g. truck refuelling area). Soil materials found to exceed the appropriate 
cleanup criteria for hydrocarbons will be remediated according to government requirements. If there is reason to suspect an 
area of soil has been affected by chemicals other than hydrocarbons, soil samples will be collected and tested. If the 
applicable regulatory requirements are exceeded, an appropriate method of disposal will be sought in consultation with the 
relevant authorities. 

4  

RRR will ensure that safe access to properties is maintained during the construction and operation phases of the project. 
Once detailed plans are progressed, RRR would welcome the opportunity to discuss this with you further. 

6  

Any infrastructure, such as hydro services, that require relocation will be completed as expediently as possible, to minimize 
disruption to local users. It is currently envisioned that the disruption will only occur during the switchover from the existing to 
the (at that time) newly built line. 

6  

 
 '_' Underscore is used in referencing multiple sections, to reflect the heading level that sequentially changes (for example: S7._.1, represents S7.1.1, 7.2.1, 7.3.1,...) 
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Attachment 4: 
 
Displaced Vegetation Data and Map  
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Attachment 4: Area Removed for Displaced Vegetation Communities  

according to Boreal Ecological Land Classification Type 
 

Boreal ELC Community Type ELC Code 

Area 
Available 
within the 

NLSA  
(ha) 

Area 
Disturbed 
by Project 

(ha) 

% Area 
Disturbed 
by Project 
within the 

NLSA 

Rock Barren (B164) B164 71.1 5.6 7.9 
Very Shallow, Dry to Fresh: Red Pine - White Pine Conifer (B011) B011 397.0 9.8 2.5 
Very Shallow, Dry to Fresh: Pine - Black Spruce Conifer (B012) B012 1109.8 68.4 6.2 
Dry, Sandy: Red Pine - White Pine Dominated (B040) B040 56.1 0.1 0.2 
Dry to Fresh, Coarse: Aspen - Birch Hardwood (B055) B055 1640.3 50.4 3.1 
Dry to Fresh, Coarse: Jack Pine - Black Spruce Dominated (B049) B049 79.9 24.7 30.9 
Dry to Fresh, Coarse: Spruce - Fir Conifer (B052) B052 202.9 4.7 2.3 
Fresh, Silty-Fine Loamy: Spruce - Fir Conifer (B101) B101 75.6 10.0 13.2 
Fresh, Clayey: Aspen - Birch Hardwood (B088) B088 10523.8 1073.6 10.2 
Moist, Fine: Black Spruce - Pine Conifer (B114) B114 138.1 0.7 0.5 
Moist, Fine: Aspen - Birch Hardwood (B119) B119 219.1 4.0 1.8 
Organic Poor Conifer Swamp (B127) B127 2260.5 22.2 1.0 
Organic Intermediate Conifer Swamp (B128) B128 1646.2 158.8 9.6 
Organic Rich Conifer Swamp (B129) B129 705.7 42.1 6.0 
Intolerant Hardwood Swamp (B130) B130 262.2 1.8 0.7 
Sparse Treed Fen (B136) B136 462.6 47.3 10.2 
Poor Fen (B139) B139 88.9 26.3 29.5 
Shrub Shore Fen (B147) B147 389.4 49.6 12.7 
Mineral Meadow Marsh (B142) B142 959.3 87.3 9.1 
Organic Shallow Marsh (B149) B149 124.8 51.5 41.3 
Agriculture Agriculture 2044.3 286.7 14.0 
Cultural Meadow (CUM) CUM 569.5 112.3 19.7 
Open Water Open Water 714.4 18.4 2.6 
Active Mineral Barren (B007) B007 5.9 5.3 90.0 
Fresh, Clayey : Elm - Ash Hardwood (B089) B089 109.8 4.1 3.7 
Organic Thicket Swamp (B135) B135 242.3 1.6 0.6 
Mineral Thicket Swamp (B134) B134 622.9 28.2 4.5 
 
ELC: ecological land classification 
ha: hectare 
NLSA: natural environment local study area 
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FIGURE:

DATE: May 2014

PROJECT No: TC111504

SCALE: 1:110,500

Datum: NAD83
Projection: UTM Zone 15N

NOTES:
- Road data extracted from
Land Information Ontario,
Ontario Road Network, MNR

- Ontario base data extracted from
Land Information Ontario (MNR)
data warehouse, Queen's Printer
for Ontario, 2011-2012

- Watershed delineations are
approximate
and are derived from MNR Ontario

- Most ecosite data provided by MNR,
some ecosite data derived from FRI
data provided by MNR.

- Base map data from Geogratis
NRCan Toporama DRG 1:50,000 NTS sheets

- ELC data derived from ecosite
classifications

Ecological Land Classifications

Natural Environment
Local Study Area (NLSA)

Overview of Displaced Vegetation
Communities within the NLSARock and Mineral Barren

Hardwood Forest
Coniferous Forest Coniferous Swamp

Fen

Meadow and Shallow Marsh

Thicket Swamp

(1) Agriculture

(2) Cultural Meadow (CUM)

(3) Open Bog (B138)

(4) Open Water

(5) Rock Barren (B164)

(6) Active Mineral Barren (B007)

(7) Dry to Fresh, Coarse: Aspen – Birch Hardwood (B055)

(8) Fresh, Silty to Fine Loamy: Aspen – Birch Hardwood (B104)

(9) Fresh, Clayey: Aspen – Birch Hardwood (B088)

(10) Moist, Fine: Aspen – Birch Hardwood (B119)

(11) Intolerant Hardwood Swamp (B130)

(12) Fresh, Silty to Fine Loamy : Elm - Ash Hardwood (B105)

(13) Fresh, Clayey : Elm - Ash Hardwood (B089)

(14) Very Shallow, Dry to Fresh: Red Pine – White Pine Conifer (B011)

(15) Very Shallow, Dry to Fresh: Pine – Black Spruce Conifer (B012)

(16) Dry, Sandy: Jack Pine – Black Spruce Dominated (B034)

(17) Dry, Sandy: Pine – Black Spruce Conifer (B035)

(18) Dry, Sandy: Red Pine – White Pine Dominated (B040)

(19) Moist, Fine: Cedar (Hemlock) Conifer (B115)

(20) Dry to Fresh, Coarse: Red Pine – White Pine Mixed Wood (B054)

(21) Dry to Fresh, Coarse: Jack Pine – Black Spruce Dominated (B049)

(22) Dry to Fresh, Coarse: Spruce – Fir Conifer (B052)

(23) Moist, Coarse: Black Spruce – Pine Conifer (B065)

(24) Fresh, Silty to Fine Loamy: Black Spruce –

(25) Fresh, Clayey: Black Spruce – Pine Conifer (B083)

(26) Fresh, Silty-Fine Loamy: Spruce – Fir Conifer (B101)

(27) Moist, Fine: Black Spruce – Pine Conifer (B114)

(28) Moist, Fine: Spruce – Fir Conifer (B116)

Jack Pine
Dominated (B098)

(29) Organic Poor Conifer Swamp (B127)

(30) Organic Intermediate Conifer Swamp (B128)

(31) Organic Rich Conifer Swamp (B129)

(32) Sparse Treed Fen (B136)

(33) Poor Fen (B139)

(34) Open Moderately Rich Fen (B140)

(35) Shrub Shore Fen (B147)

(36) Mineral Meadow Marsh (B142)

(37) Organic Shallow Marsh (B149)

(38) Organic Meadow Marsh (B144)

(39) Organic Thicket Swamp (B135)

(40) Mineral Thicket Swamp (B134)

Approximate Principal
RRP Facilities
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Rainy River Project Response to: Response to Table 1: Additional Federal Information Requests – Received from the Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency on June 3, 2014 
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Rainy River Project: Responses to Additional Federal Information Requests (June 3, 2014) on the Final Environmental Assessment Report (Environmental Impact Statement)  
 

Table 1: Additional Federal Information Requests on the Final Environmental Assessment Report (Environmental Impact Statement) for the Rainy River Project 	

R
ef # 1 

Ecosystem
 

Topic 

R
eference to 

EIS G
uidelines 

Reference to 
EIS Summary of Comment/Rationale Information Request Proponent Response 

T-14 Human Health  10.1.2, 
10.1.3 

Section 
7.21.1.1 

Both of the examples provided by the proponent 
were for adult receptors. The use of an adult 
receptor may underestimate the potential health 
risks.  
 
The most sensitive receptor for a carcinogenic 
compound would be a composite receptor (lifetime - 
which includes all phases of life, including infant, 
toddler, child, teen and adult), and for a non-
carcinogen, the most sensitive receptor would be a 
toddler. 

Calculate the carcinogenic and non-carcinogenic risks for the most 
sensitive receptor(s). Provide a worked example for a composite 
receptor (carcinogen) and a toddler (non-carcinogen). 

Please see Attachment 1. 

T-37 Hydrology 10.1.2, 
11.4 

EIS Report 
Section 
4.19.3, pg 4-
48; 
 
EIS Report, 
Section 8.5, 
pg. 8 to 9 
 
Appendix W, 
Section 9, pg. 
57 to 63 
 
Appendix C  
 
EC disposition 
table response 
to Draft EIS 
#14 

Taking into account the plans provided by the 
proponent, EC continues to be concerned that there 
might be greater variability in water elevations in the 
TMA and thus potential effects may occur that are 
not currently being mitigated for post closure.  
 
EC is of the view that additional mitigation and 
contingency plans beyond what has been proposed 
may be required. 

Confirm that a monitoring plan to evaluate the integrity of the cover 
system (e.g. low permeability overburden zone) and the continuous 
saturation of the tailings will be completed and maintained 
permanently. 
 
Comment on when this monitoring plan will be developed and made 
available for review. 
 

A detailed monitoring plan will be developed as part of the Provincial 
closure planning process to ensure that the deposited tailings solids 
remain permanently saturated in the post-closure condition. This plan 
will include consideration of the low permeability overburden 
perimeter cover bordering the tailings dams to ensure that the 
deposited tailings beneath the perimeter overburden cover remain 
saturated, or alternatively that the overburden zone cover itself 
remains sufficiently saturated so as to prevent oxidation of the 
underlying tailings. 
 
The monitoring program will consist of the following principal 
elements: 
 
 Establishment of a field trial to simulate the performance of the 

low permeability cover, with initiation during the development 
phase and monitoring during operations to support the closure 
design to ensure saturation levels in the cover and underlying 
tailings to confirm, or modify, design criteria; 

 
 Survey of the final tailings surface prior to flooding for closure, 

with results of the survey tied to TMA dam crest elevations and 
the spillway invert elevation; 

                                            
1 Reference numbers refer to those previously identified in the Agency’s submission to the proponent dated February 19, 2014 entitled “Table 1: Federal Information Requests on Rainy River Resources Ltd.’s Final Environmental Assessment Report (Environmental 
Impact Statement)” and “Appendix A: Federal Comments on Atmospheric Environment and Climate” 
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R
ef # 1 

Ecosystem
 

Topic 

R
eference to 

EIS G
uidelines 

Reference to 
EIS Summary of Comment/Rationale Information Request Proponent Response 

T-37 
cont 

      Establishment of a water level monitoring station within the 
tailings pond, near to the spillway, with measurements to be taken 
at regular intervals; 
 

 Establishment of a series of  piezometers positioned around the 
TMA overburden zone perimeter that would measure water levels 
within both the overburden and the underlying deposited tailings, 
with such piezometers to be fitted with data loggers that would 
take continuous water level measurements at approximately daily 
intervals; 

 
 Updating the hydrological data for analyses of the TMA basin at a 

point approximately two years prior to implementing final closure 
of the TMA to confirm, or modify, applicable water balance 
parameters;   
 

 Undertaking an updated review of climate change scenarios at a 
point approximately two years prior to implementing final closure 
of the TMA to confirm, or modify, anticipated future hydrological 
conditions related to climate change scenarios; and 

 
 Annual reviews of water cover performance. 
 
In the event that observed water levels within the TMA pond were to 
decline to a level where there was a risk of the deposited tailings 
solids becoming partially unsaturated for extended periods, the 
available contingencies to mitigate that condition would be the 
following: 
 
 Periodically pump water from the Pinewood River during spring 

freshet, or during other high water periods, to maintain the TMA 
post closure water cover within an optimal zone (alternatively 
water could be periodically pumped to the TMA from the upper 
water column of the flooded open pit – pending suitable water 
quality);  
 

 Raise the spillway invert to further increase the depth of the TMA 
water cover (this action would require a widening of the spillway 
to continue to allow for passage of the probable maximum flood); 
or 

 
 Raising the dam crest, as well as the spillway invert to further 

increase the depth of the TMA water cover.  
 
In development of the above contingencies, trigger levels would be 
developed for implementation of the contingencies.    
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ef # 1 

Ecosystem
 

Topic 

R
eference to 

EIS G
uidelines 

Reference to 
EIS Summary of Comment/Rationale Information Request Proponent Response 

T-66 
 

Summary of 
Commitments  

11.5 11.1.2 EC is of the view that clarification is required on the 
information provided and certain commitments that 
have been made by the proponent have been 
missed in Table 14.  
 

1. Update the format of the mitigations and commitments as per the 
Sample Table (attachment #1 below) so that items can be 
managed and tracked in a more consistent manner.  
Updates include grouping commitments into VECs (please note 
that the Agency will be using a series of valued components that 
more closely link to S.5 of CEAA 2012) and giving each 
commitment a unique tracking number. VEC groupings are listed 
in the sample table. 
 

2. Review recommended revisions suggested by EC to Table 14 
(attachment #2 below). This attachment summarizes commitment 
additions and modifications as interpreted from discussion to 
date. 
 

3. The Follow up Monitoring Plan (Commitments 72 & 73) requires 
more information. Specifically, comment on when the following 
will be available for review:  

 
 the related regulatory instrument, 
 a timeframe for implementation for key commitments, and; 
 who will be responsible for implementation of each 

commitment. 
 
See commitments #72 and #73 for further detail. 

The revised and updated commitments list (previously labeled as 
Table 14-1 REV) will be provided under separate cover.  
 
Commitments 72 and 73 have been expanded upon therein as 
requested and further detail provided by EC. 

T-68 Migratory 
Birds  

10.1.2 7.12.3, 
7.15.1.3 

Two measures proposed by the proponent to 
mitigate or compensate the effects of the project on 
migratory birds are:  
 
 Protection of a minimum of 1,080 ha of Eastern 

Whip-poor-will off-set habitat outside of the 
project footprint as a special Eastern Whip-poor-
will habitat management area;  
 

 Protection of a minimum of 350 ha of Bobolink 
habitat outside of the project footprint as a 
special Bobolink habitat management area; 

 
Those two additional commitments to protect the 
Eastern Whip-poor-will and the Bobolink habitat are 
welcomed measures. In order to determine to what 
extent these measures can be effective in mitigating 
the effect on those two species, additional details 
are required. 

Provide additional details on the protection measures for the special 
Eastern Whip-poor-will and Bobolink habitat management areas.  
Include details such as: 
 
a) why these species were selected from the list provided,   

 
b) how the sites have been or will be selected, the criteria used to 

select the area,  
 
c) the protection status that will be given to those sites (if any); 

when the sites will be protected and who will own and manage 
the land; and will those two areas be protected in perpetuity.  

 

a) Compensatory habitat management areas are being provided 
and maintained for Eastern Whip-poor-will and Bobolink because 
they are two Species at Risk that have been deemed to be 
impacted by the proposed Project and because both species 
require habitat offsets as part of the provincial Species at Risk, 
Endangered Species Act (ESA), overall benefits permitting 
process. It is also believed that by protecting large areas of 
habitat for Whip-poor-will (forested areas and edge habitats) and 
Bobolink (open fields and grasslands), the Project will be 
protecting habitats used by most migratory birds in the NRSA, 
thereby offsetting the loss of habitats in the Project footprint. 
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R
eference to 

EIS G
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Reference to 
EIS Summary of Comment/Rationale Information Request Proponent Response 

T-68 
cont 

     b) A significant portion of the compensatory habitat areas have 
already been purchased by Rainy River Resources and set 
aside, but a few remaining hectares are still being finalized. 
Selection of these lands has been made through regular 
consultation with the MNR, which has included consideration of 
results of the 2009 to 2013 baseline surveys for the Project, 
results of the 2011 to 2012 collaborative Whip-poor-will research 
program between Rainy River Resources, the MNR and Trent 
University in 2011, and the expertise of MNR staff who are very 
familiar with the NRSA. Criteria used to select compensatory 
sites are multi-factorial and include known habitat preferences, 
known territories in the case of Whip-poor-will, occupied fields in 
the case of Bobolink, and an attempt to provide large contiguous 
compensation areas rather than small isolated patches. Also, the 
MNR has published guidelines for providing compensatory 
Bobolink habitat for ESA permitting and the criteria listed therein 
have also been adhered to (mainly habitat type and minimum 
patch size). 
 

c) All of the Whip-poor-will and Bobolink compensatory habitat sites 
have been or will be purchased outright by Rainy River 
Resources (RRR) and will be protected and managed for the life 
of the Project by RRR, beginning immediately upon acquisition. 
AS part of the ESA permitting process, RRR has committed to 
working with the MNR to develop long-term site management 
plans for the compensatory habitats of both species. These 
management plans are to be developed within approximately two 
years of the ESA permit issuance. It is expected that all 
compensatory areas will be finalized and protected by August, 
2014. Activities that would harm or harass these two species, or 
that would result in habitat loss in these designated management 
areas, will be restricted. No Project activities will occur within 
these designated areas but access to First Nations for hunting 
and gathering will be granted as appropriate. 
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Attachments 
 

Attachment 1: 
 
Worked Example for Exposure to the Carcinogen and Non-Carcinogen 
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Rainy River Project Response to: Additional Federal Information Requests  
– Received from the Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency on June 3, 2014 
Attachments 
 

Attachment 1: Worked Example for Exposure to the Carcinogen, Chromium VI 
via Air Inhalation by a Composite Receptor (all life stages) in the Rainy River Project Area 
 

Dose (mg/kg-day) =  CA x IRA x RAFinh x D1 x D2 x D3 x D4  
                            BW x LE 

 
Where: 
CA = Predicted concentration of chromium VI in air = 1.936E-07 mg/m3 (annual maximum – off-Site) 
BW = Body weight = 8.2 kg (infant); 16.5 kg (toddler); 32.9 kg (child); 59.7 kg (teen); and, 70.7 kg (adult) (Health 
Canada, 2012) 
IRA = Inhalation rate = 2.2 m3/day  (infant); 8.3 m3/day  (toddler); 14.5 m3/day (child); 15.6 m3/day (teen); and, 16.6 
m3/day (adult) (Health Canada, 2012) 
RAFinh = relative absorption factor (bioavailability) from lungs = 100% (1.0) (Health Canada, 2012) 
D1 = hours per day/24 hours = 24 hours/day = 1 (assumed) 
D2 = days per week/7 days = 7 days/7days = 1 (assumed) 
D3 = weeks exposed per year/52 weeks = 52 weeks/52 weeks = 1 (assumed) 
D4 = total years exposed to site = 0.5 years (infant); 5 years (toddler); 7 years (child); 8 years (teen); and, 20 years 
(adult- duration of project) (Health Canada, 2012; assumption (adult)) 
LE = life expectancy (years) = 80 years (Health Canada, 2012) 
 
Estimated Exposure Dose (mg/kg/day)  (All Life stages) 
 
Infant 
= 1.936E-07 mg/m3 x 2.2 m3/day x 1.0 x 1 x 1 x 1 x 0.5 years 

8.2 kg x 80 years 
= 3.23E-10 mg/kg/day 
 
Toddler 
= 1.936E-07 mg/m3 x 8.3 m3/day x 1.0 x 1 x 1 x 1 x 5 years 

16.5 kg x 80 years 
= 6E-09 mg/kg/day 
 
Child 
= 1.936E-07 mg/m3 x 14.5 m3/day x 1.0 x 1 x 1 x 1 x 7 years 

32.9 kg x 80 years 
= 7E-09 mg/kg/day 
 
Teen 
= 1.936E-07 mg/m3 x 15.6 m3/day x 1.0 x 1 x 1 x 1 x 8 years 

59.7 kg x 80 years 
= 5E-98 mg/kg/day 
 
Adult 
=  1.936E-07 mg/m3 x 16.6 m3/day x 1.0 x 1 x 1 x 1 x 20 years 

70.7 kg x 80 years 
 
= 1.1E-08 mg/kg/day 
 
Total Estimated Exposure Dose (all life stages) 
= 3.23E-10 mg/kg/day + 6E-09 mg/kg/day + 7E-09 mg/kg/day +5E-08 mg/kg/day + 1.1E-08 mg/kg/day 
= 2.93E-08 mg/kg/day 
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Rainy River Project Response to: Additional Federal Information Requests  
– Received from the Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency on June 3, 2014 
Attachments 
 

Note:  Total estimated exposure dose is a conservative estimate.  Exposure to the Project and Project-
related activities is only expected to occur for a period of 20 years. However, the composite receptor 
exposure estimate have been calculated assuming that the infant, toddler, child and teen would be 
present during their complete life stages which equals a period of 20.5 years, plus an adult who would be 
present for a period of 20 years.  Therefore, the composite receptor exposure estimate is based on a 
longer exposure duration (i.e., 40 years) rather than 20 years which is the expected duration of the 
Project. 
 
Incremental Lifetime Cancer Risk (ILCR) 
 
= Total Estimated Exposure (Dose) (mg/kg/day) * cancer slope factor (mg/kg/day)-1 
 
Where: 
Cancer slope factor for chromium VI = 320 (mg/kg-day)-1 (Health Canada, 2010) 
Estimated Exposure Dose = 2.93E-08 mg/kg/day 
 
= 2.93E-08 mg/kg/day * 320 (mg/kg/day)-1 
 
ILCR = 9.4E-06 
 
Predicted ILCR is less than one in 100,000, the level at which Health Canada considers as de minimis, 
below a level that would be of concern. 
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Rainy River Project Response to: Additional Federal Information Requests  
– Received from the Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency on June 3, 2014 
Attachments 
 

Worked Example for Exposure to the Non-Carcinogen, Nickel,  
via Air Inhalation by a Toddler in the Rainy River Project Area 

 
Dose (mg/kg-day) =  CA x IRA x RAFinh x D1 x D2 x D3   

                            BW 
 
Where: 
CA = Predicted concentration of nickel in air = 9.72E-07 mg/m3 (annual maximum – off-Site) 
BW = Body weight = 16.5 kg (Health Canada, 2012) 
IRA = Inhalation rate = 8.3 m3/day (Health Canada, 2012) 
RAFinh = relative absorption factor (bioavailability) from lungs = 100% (1.0) (Health Canada, 2012) 
D1 = hours per day/24 hours = 24 hours/day = 1 (assumed) 
D2 = days per week/7 days = 7 days/7days = 1 (assumed) 
D3 = weeks exposed per year/52 weeks = 52 weeks/52 weeks = 1 (assumed) 
 
Estimated Exposure Dose (mg/kg/day)  
 
=  9.72E-07 mg/m3 x 8.3 m3/day x 1.0 x 1 x 1 x 1  
                                     16.5 kg 
 
Estimated Exposure Dose = 4.88E-07mg/kg/day 
 
Hazard Quotient (HQ) 
 
= Estimated Exposure (Dose) (mg/kg/day) / Non-carcinogenic TRV (mg/kg/day) 
 
Where: 
Estimated Exposure Dose = 4.88E-07 mg/kg/day 
Non-carcinogenic TRV for nickel = 4.15E-06 mg/kg/day (for nickel metallic; converted from the inhalation 
tolerable concentration for nickel of 2E-05 mg/m3 using an inhalation rate of 8.3 m3/day and body weight 
of 16.6 kg (Health Canada, 2010)  
 
= 4.88E-07 mg/kg/day / 4.22E-06 mg/kg/day 
 
HQ = 0.11 
 
Predicted HQ is below 0.2, the acceptable level of exposure as considered by Health Canada, indicating 
that there are no unacceptable health risks attributable to inhalation exposure to emissions containing 
nickel from the Project to the most sensitive receptor (i.e., toddler). 
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Rainy River Project: Responses to Additional Federal Information Requests (June 12, 2014) on the Final Environmental Assessment Report (Environmental Impact Statement)  
 

Table 1: Additional Federal Information Requests on the Final Environmental Assessment Report (Environmental Impact Statement) for the Rainy River Project 	
 

R
ef # 1 

Ecosystem
 

Topic 

R
eference 
to EIS 

G
uidelines 

Reference 
to EIS Summary of Comment/Rationale Information Request Proponent Response 

T-14 Human 
Health  

10.1.2, 
10.1.3 

Section 
7.21.1.1 

Given that the worked examples are for metals 
which are not volatile substances but most likely 
a component of dusts, a more appropriate 
equation to use for carcinogenic metals would 
be the Inhalation of Fugitive Dust Equation from 
Health Canada (2012). See Fugitive Dust 
Equation A - for carcinogenic metals (below). 
 
For non-carcinogenic metals which are most 
likely a component of dusts, the most 
appropriate equation to use would be to use the 
Inhalation of Fugitive Dust equation from Health 
Canada (2012). See Fugitive Dust Equation B - 
for non-carcinogenic metals (below). 
 
In addition, the toddler receptor age range is 
from 6 months to 4 years, which is 4.5 years 
instead of 5 years. 

Consider using equations for 
inhalation of fugitive dusts 
instead of inhalation of volatile 
substances in order to 
evaluate human exposure to 
metals in air.  
 
If the equation for fugitive 
dusts is not suitable for the 
scenario, provide an 
explanation as to why the 
equations provided in 
Attachment 1 of the 
proponent’s -response2 are 
appropriate to evaluate metals 
in air. 

The equation for fugitive dusts was not used to evaluate human exposure to metals in air as it was not the 
appropriate equation for use in the current assessment. The source term for CA (concentration in air) used in 
the worked example provided is the annual average concentration at the maximum point of impingement 
predicted using AERMOD. In developing a predicted airborne concentration the model factored the following 
emission sources: 
 
 Emissions from blasting; 
 Material handling in the open pit; 
 Dust from crushing; 
 Road dust emissions (re-entrained dust); 
 Dust from managing mine rock, ore and overburden; 
 Concrete batching; 
 Underground mining activities; 
 Gold ore processing; and, 
 Exhaust from back-up power generation. 
 
As the model accounts for the airborne concentration of metals in particulate (inclusive of fugitive 
emissions), the use of the Fugitive Dust Equation which uses Csoil (concentration of metal in soil) as the 
source term would not be considered appropriate. Indeed, the use of such an equation would underestimate 
exposure as it would not account for other potential sources of emissions. 
 
The reviewer is correct and the age range for the toddler is to 4.5 years rather than 5 years. This has been 
modified in the calculation of exposure for the composite receptor but has minimal effect on the incremental 
lifetime cancer risk. A revised sample collection with the corrected value is provided in Attachment 1. The 
worked example for non-carcinogens has also been included. 

                                            
1 Reference numbers refer to those previously identified in the Agency’s submission to the proponent dated February 19, 2014 entitled “Table 1: Federal Information Requests on Rainy River Resources Ltd.’s Final Environmental Assessment Report (Environmental Impact 
Statement)” and “Appendix A: Federal Comments on Atmospheric Environment and Climate” 
2 Newgold Rainy River Project. 2014. Rainy River Project: Responses to Additional Federal Information Requests (June 3, 2014) on the Final Environmental Assessment Report (Environmental Impact Statement). Attachment 1. 
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Table 1: Additional Federal Information Requests on the Final Environmental Assessment Report (Environmental Impact Statement) for the Rainy River Project 	
 

R
ef # 1 

Ecosystem
 

Topic 

R
eference 
to EIS 

G
uidelines 

Reference 
to EIS Summary of Comment/Rationale Information Request Proponent Response 

T-70 
(NEW 
COMMENT) 

Migratory 
Birds 

10.1 Volume 2, 
Section 
5.10.1.2, 
Section 
5.10.3, 
Section 
7.12, 
Appendix J 

In section 5.10.1.2, 15 significant wildlife habitat 
(SWH) types used in boreal Ontario are 
identified; 10 of these “may” be occurring in the 
NLSA according to the literature.  
 
In section 5.10.3.1, it’s indicated that only 7 
habitats were actually observed.  
 
Table G-3 from MNR 2000 referenced in EIS 
shows 15 different SWHs that do not match 
those in section 5 or 7. 

Clarify the source for the 15 
listed SWH habitats in the EIS. 

The main source of the 15 listed Significant Wildlife Habitat (SWH) types is as referenced in the 
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) (MNR 2000: SWH Technical Guide) using text therein and the SWH 
lists and criteria provided in Appendices I, K and Q.  
 
No SWH Ecoregion Criteria Schedules have been developed specifically for Ecoregion 5S. The Ministry of 
Natural Resources (MNR) Fort Frances District Office was also consulted for information on SWH that may 
occur within the Natural Environment Local Study Area (NLSA) and data was made available by the MNR 
by way of GIS shapefiles and is presented in Section 5.10.1 and 5.10.2.     
 
Table G-3 from Appendix G of the same document (MNR 2000) does not list SWH categories. Table G-3 
lists 15 general habitat types across Ontario that birds may be associated with and provides a species-
specific checklist for use of these habitats by all native Ontario birds. 
 
The records review discussed in Section 5.10.1.2 indicated that 15 SWH types may occur within the NLSA. 
However, 2009 to 2012 baseline studies confirmed that only seven of these were present (Section 5.10.3.1). 

T-71 
(NEW 
COMMENT) 

Migratory 
Birds 

10.1 Volume 2, 
Section 
5.10.1.2, 
Section 
5.10.3, 
Section 
7.12, 
Appendix J 

Birds that appear to be specified in Section 
5.10.1.2 are woodland, wetland, waterfowl, 
marsh, colonially-nesting, shore, open country, 
and shrub/early succession. We note that 
waterfowl are stated not to be anticipated. 
Section 5.10.3.1 describes only woodland, 
wetland, open country, and shrub/early 
succession. It is unclear if the term “wetland” is 
referring to only marshes as they appear to be 
used interchangeably at times. 
Similarly, Section 7.12.1.1 describes only 
woodland, marsh, and open-country birds. It is 
unclear if marsh includes waterfowl. 
 

1. Clarify when the 
study/studies were 
focused on marshes and 
when they were focused 
on all wetland types.  

‘Wetlands’ and/or ‘wetland communities’ are general terms that encompass all types of marshes, swamps, 
fens, bogs and small shallow bodies of open water showing appropriate vegetation compositions as per the 
Ontario Wetland Evaluation System (OWES) and Ontario’s Ecological Land Classification System (ELC).  
 
The terms wetland and marsh are not used interchangeably, per se (a marsh is a wetland, but a wetland is 
not necessarily a marsh). In the RRP EIS, the term wetland is simply used when discussing all types of 
Marsh Bird Breeding Habitat, Waterfowl Nesting Areas, and Waterfowl Stopover and Staging Areas, all of 
which are SWH categories with specific definitions and evaluation criteria outlined by the MNR in:  
 
 Appendix M (SWH: Waterfowl) of the MNR’s SWH Technical Guide (MNR 2000); and 
 Various SWH Ecoregion Criteria Schedules. 
 
For example, one of the MNR “Defining Criteria” for the SWH category Marsh Bird Breeding Habitat is “All 
wetland habitat is to be considered as long as there is shallow water with emergent vegetation present”. All 
wetland habitat was assessed together as potential habitat for Waterfowl and Marsh Breeding Birds. There 
was no need to evaluate marshes, swamps, fens, bogs and small bodies of water separately. The 
assessment of project-related effects on Waterfowl and Marsh Breeding Birds is provided in Section 7.8. 
AMEC does not believe there is value in specifying survey timing details beyond that presented in the 
detailed environmental baseline study reports (Appendices J, K and N).  
 
Detailed descriptions and ecosites / habitat mapping for marshes, swamps, fens, bogs and waterbodies are 
provided in Section 5.9 (vegetation baseline summary) and specific survey locations for all bird studies are 
provided in Figures 5-14 and 5-16. Breeding bird point count surveys targeted most habitat types found 
within the NLSA; however, specific marsh bird surveys (different survey protocol) were also conducted at 
various wetlands within the NLSA. 
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Table 1: Additional Federal Information Requests on the Final Environmental Assessment Report (Environmental Impact Statement) for the Rainy River Project 	
 

R
ef # 1 

Ecosystem
 

Topic 

R
eference 
to EIS 

G
uidelines 

Reference 
to EIS Summary of Comment/Rationale Information Request Proponent Response 

     2. Explain why waterfowl 
nesting areas and 
marshes are not 
distinguished in the 
environmental effects 
discussion (Section 7 of 
the EIS). 

All wetland types (marshes, swamps, fens, bogs and small shallow bodies of open water with emergent 
vegetation) were assessed for Project-related effects in Section 7.8 (Vegetation Communities).  
 
No SWH in the form of Waterfowl Nesting Areas or Marsh Bird Breeding Habitat were present within the 
NLSA, as confirmed by the 2009 to 2012 baseline surveys (as per the MNR SWH evaluation criteria). 
Therefore, these habitat types were not considered to be Valued Ecosystem Components (VECs) and were 
not specifically assessed in Section 7.12 (Migratory Birds). However, waterfowl and marsh breeding birds 
were assessed in Section 7 as a component of the VEC Migratory Birds (Section 7.12 and 7.12.1.2). 

     3. Clarify which migratory 
bird habitats were located 
in the NLSA/Project site 
and the relevant 
environmental effects. 

Migratory bird habitats are described in detail throughout Sections 5.10.1.2 (Birds) and the effects 
assessment on migratory birds and their habitats is provided in detail throughout Section 7.12 (Migratory 
Birds). Additional information regarding habitat types present is available in Section 5.9 (vegetation/habitat 
baseline summary) and in Section 7.8 (effects assessment of vegetation/habitat types). 
 
Migratory bird habitat types are not specifically assessed individually in Section 7 as they were not 
considered to be VECs (individually). Migratory birds were considered to be a VEC and were assessed in 
Section 7.12. 
 
All vegetation communities and habitat types were assessed for Project-related effects in Section 7.8 
(Vegetation Communities). 

     4. Why are there no 
environmental affects 
discussions on colonially-
nesting habitat types 
(bank / cliff, tree / shrub 
and ground)? Were these 
habitat types simply 
absent and/or missing bird 
populations?  

No colonially-nesting habitat types were located within the NLSA, nor were any breeding colonies located 
during the 2009 to 2012 baseline surveys.  
 
Section 5.10.1.2 describes the results of the records review for the potential occurrence of SWH in the form 
of colonially-nesting habitats within the NLSA including the following: 
 
 Colonially-nesting breeding bird habitat (bank and cliff); 
 Colonially-nesting breeding bird habitat (trees / shrubs); and. 
 Colonially-nesting breeding bird habitat (ground). 
 
Section 5.10.3 describes that no colonially-nesting habitat types were located within the NLSA during 
baseline studies, and therefore, Section 7 does not discuss environmental effects on these habitat types or 
on colonially-nesting species. 
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Table 1: Additional Federal Information Requests on the Final Environmental Assessment Report (Environmental Impact Statement) for the Rainy River Project 	
 

R
ef # 1 

Ecosystem
 

Topic 

R
eference 
to EIS 

G
uidelines 

Reference 
to EIS Summary of Comment/Rationale Information Request Proponent Response 

T-72 
(NEW 
COMMENT) 

Migratory 
Birds 

10.1 Volume 2, 
Section 
5.10.1.2, 
Section 
5.10.3, 
Section 
7.12, 
Appendix J 

Section 5.10.1.2 states, historically, there have 
been 175 bird species. Section 5.10.3 mentions 
that 167 species were observed between 2009 
and 2012. Section 5.10.3.1 says 152 species 
were believed to be “breeding” species and 81% 
of the observed breeding species are migratory. 
Section 7.12.1 indicates there are 45 area 
sensitive bird species. 
 
There is mention of the most common migratory 
birds, but table 7-18 shows only 100 spp.; table 
7-19 shows 57 woodland spp.; 7-20 shows 15 
open-country; there’s no table for the 
marshes/wetlands impacted.  
 
Appendix J-2 claims there are 113 avian spp. 
with 106 nesting spp., but Table 2 of J-2 only 
shows 82 species. It is assumed the numbers in 
Appendix J are lower than in Section 5, because 
Appendix J only discusses 2011.  

1. Clarify the number of bird 
species and compile a 
complete list of birds. 
Divide the list into habitat 
type. State whether the list 
relates to the NLSA or to 
the Rainy River Project 
area only. 

The reviewer is correct in their listing of the various number of bird species in the various contexts 
mentioned, and all numbers relate to the NLSA.  
 
To clarify further: 
 
 Section 5.10.1.2 is part of the background records review (sources listed in Section 5.10.1) and correctly 

stated that 175 bird species had been recorded in the NLSA prior to the RRP baseline studies; 
 Section 5.10.3 presents the results of the RRP baseline studies (2009 to 2012) in which 167 bird 

species were actually recorded within the NLSA by KCB and AMEC; 
 A complete species list was provided in Appendix J-1, including species recorded between 2009 to 2012 

and species expected to occur in the NLSA, as per the footnotes listed; 
 Section 5.10.3.1 states that 152 species of the 167 species recorded were considered to be breeding 

within the NLSA;  
 81% of the observed breeding species are considered to be migratory species;  
 45 of the 167 species recorded are considered to be ‘Area Sensitive Species’ based on criteria listed in 

the MNR SWH Technical Guide (MNR 2000); 
 Table 7-18 presents the number of species recorded during the “Breeding Bird” point count surveys (n = 

100 species); 
 Table 7-19 presents the number of species recorded during the “Breeding Bird” point count surveys 

within woodland habitats (n = 57 species); 
 Table 7-20 presents the number of species recorded during the “Breeding Bird” point count surveys 

within open-country habitats (n = 15 species). 
 

Tables 7-18, 7-19 and 7-20 specifically provide the densities of bird species based on point count survey 
results only. Point count surveys measure the number of birds and species within a defined survey plot 
(within a radius of 100 m). Tables 7-18, 7-19 and 7-20 are not meant to list all migratory birds recorded 
during the various types of baseline surveys (e.g., marsh bird surveys, raptor surveys, crepuscular bird 
surveys, or opportunistic observations while conducting surveys for other wildlife such as mammals or 
amphibians), nor are they meant to represent a list of species recorded in all migratory bird habitats. 
 
Appendix J-2 is correct in stating that during the 2011 AMEC baseline studies, 113 bird species were 
recorded and of these, 106 species were believed to be breeding/nesting in the study area. Table 2 of J-2 
presents the results from point count surveys only and is not meant to list all 113 species recorded (some 
species were not recorded during point count surveys, but instead were recorded during marsh bird surveys, 
raptor surveys, crepuscular bird surveys, or were opportunistic observations while conducting surveys for 
other wildlife such as mammals or amphibians). 
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Table 1: Additional Federal Information Requests on the Final Environmental Assessment Report (Environmental Impact Statement) for the Rainy River Project 	
 

R
ef # 1 

Ecosystem
 

Topic 

R
eference 
to EIS 

G
uidelines 

Reference 
to EIS Summary of Comment/Rationale Information Request Proponent Response 

     2. Are the 81% of observed 
bird species classified as 
migratory bird species as 
presented in Article I of the 
Migratory Birds 
Convention?  

In the context of this particular statement in the RRP EIS, “migratory bird species” are referred to in a 
biological context rather than a legal context (e.g., the species are not necessarily listed in Article I of the 
Migratory Birds Convention Act). That is to say that 81% of the bird species recorded during the 2009 to 
2012 baseline studies are known to migrate away from the NLSA during winter months.  
 
The following paragraph is in Section 5.10.1.6: “All migratory birds listed under the Migratory Birds 
Convention Act are protected. The Migratory Birds Convention Act prohibits harming and/or killing these 
birds and/or destroying or collecting their eggs or nests, but does not protect their habitat. The Fish and 
Wildlife Conservation Act protects several species of (migratory) birds, in particular raptors and other 
species such as blackbirds not listed in the Migratory Birds Convention Act.” 

     3. Provide clarification as to 
what requirements were 
used for “breeding” 
species.  Clarify if this term 
is used interchangeably 
with “nesting” when used 
in other sections. Are 
these species also 
considered “area 
sensitive”? Are all 
migratory bird species 
considered to be 
breeding? 

A species referred to as being a “breeding” species within the RRP EIS refers to a bird species that is 
exhibiting aggressive territorial behavior, courting and/or mating behaviors, or nesting and/or parental care 
behaviors such as carrying nesting material, food to nests, showing distressed or distraction behaviors when 
approached, or are actually seen caring for offspring (e.g., feeding fledglings or brood rearing). Breeding 
bird species may be either migrant or non-migrant. The term “breeding” is used interchangeably with 
“nesting”.  
 
“Area Sensitive” is a term defined by the MNR (MNR 2000) when categorizing SWH and specific species’ 
habitat requirements (some species are more sensitive in their habitat requirements; e.g., are specialist as 
opposed to generalist). Not all breeding bird species are “Area Sensitive”. For example, area sensitivity can 
refer to an individual species’ preference to nest within the interior portion of a habitat patch that exceeds a 
minimum area size requirement (e.g., Areas Sensitive Woodland Breeding Species or “interior species”). 

     4. List the migratory bird 
species in their respected 
habitats. This has been 
done for some habitats in 
tables 7-19 and 7-20. This 
has not been done for 
marshes or early 
succession. 

Migratory birds and their respective habitats are discussed in detail in the text of Section 5.10.1.2 and 5.10.3 
(e.g., Woodland Birds, Wetland Birds, Open Country Birds, Shorebirds, Colonially-nesting birds, Shrub and 
Early Successional Birds) and are assessed in Section 7 if they were recorded in the NLSA. Also, all bird 
species recorded in the NLSA are listed in Appendix J-1. Therefore, it is AMEC’s opinion that an additional 
table listing all bird species in their respective habitats would be repetitive to information presented in the 
text of the EIS and would not contribute new information the effects assessment nor alter the results of the 
assessment or prescribed mitigation measures. 
 
Tables 7-18, 7-19 and 7-20 specifically provide the densities of bird species based on point count survey 
results only and were provided for a separate contextual discussion. These tables are not meant to 
represent a complete list of all species recorded in all habitats during all surveys (e.g., marsh bird surveys, 
raptor surveys, crepuscular bird surveys, or opportunistic observations while conducting surveys for other 
wildlife such as mammals or amphibians). 
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Table 1: Additional Federal Information Requests on the Final Environmental Assessment Report (Environmental Impact Statement) for the Rainy River Project 	
 

R
ef # 1 

Ecosystem
 

Topic 

R
eference 
to EIS 

G
uidelines 

Reference 
to EIS Summary of Comment/Rationale Information Request Proponent Response 

     5. Explain why Appendix J is 
limited to 2011 and does 
not cover 2009-2012. 

Appendix J is not limited to 2011 as it includes AMEC baseline survey reports conducted in 2011, 2012 and 
2013:  
 
 Appendix J-1 presents a compiled species list for all plant and bird species recorded during the 2009 to 

2012 baseline surveys (by both KCB and AMEC); 
 Appendix J-2 is the 2011 AMEC baseline survey report; 
 Appendix J-3 is the 2012 AMEC baseline survey report; 
 Appendix J-4 is the 2012 AMEC aerial survey report; and 
 Appendix J-5 is the 2013 AMEC aerial survey report. 
 
The 2009 to 2010 KCB baseline survey report is presented in Appendix N. 
 
Please note, per the Errata issued to the CEA Agency, that a printing error resulted in the last three pages 
of Table J-2 of Appendix J-1 not being included in the PDF file.  
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Attachment 1: 

 
Example for Exposure to the Carcinogen, Chromium VI, via Air Inhalation by a Composite 

Receptor (all lifestages) in the Rainy River Project Area 
 

Dose (mg/kg-day) =  CA x IRA x RAFinh x D1 x D2 x D3 x D4  
                            BW x LE 

 
Where: 
CA = Predicted concentration of chromium VI in air = 1.936E-07 mg/m3 (annual maximum – off-
Site) 
BW = Body weight = 8.2 kg (infant); 16.5 kg (toddler); 32.9 kg (child); 59.7 kg (teen); and, 70.7 kg 
(adult) (Health Canada, 2012) 
IRA = Inhalation rate = 2.2 m3/day  (infant); 8.3 m3/day  (toddler); 14.5 m3/day (child); 15.6 m3/day 
(teen); and, 16.6 m3/day (adult) (Health Canada, 2012) 
RAFinh = relative absorption factor (bioavailability) from lungs = 100% (1.0) (Health Canada, 
2012) 
D1 = hours per day/24 hours = 24 hours/day = 1 (assumed) 
D2 = days per week/7 days = 7 days/7days = 1 (assumed) 
D3 = weeks exposed per year/52 weeks = 52 weeks/52 weeks = 1 (assumed) 
D4 = total years exposed to site = 0.5 years (infant); 4.5 years (toddler); 7 years (child); 8 years 
(teen) (Health Canada, 2012); and, 20 years (adult- duration of project- assumption which is a 
deviation from the typical 60 year duration that is outlined by Health Canada, 2012.  See *note 
below.  
LE = life expectancy (years) = 80 years (Health Canada, 2012) 
 
Estimated Exposure Dose (mg/kg/day)  (All Lifestages) 
 
Infant 
= 1.936E-07 mg/m3 x 2.2 m3/day x 1.0 x 1 x 1 x 1 x 0.5 years 

8.2 kg x 80 years 
= 3.23E-10 mg/kg/day 
 
Toddler 
= 1.936E-07 mg/m3 x 8.3 m3/day x 1.0 x 1 x 1 x 1 x 4.5 years 

16.5 kg x 80 years 
= 6E-09 mg/kg/day 
 
 
 
Child 
= 1.936E-07 mg/m3 x 14.5 m3/day x 1.0 x 1 x 1 x 1 x 7 years 

32.9 kg x 80 years 
= 7E-09 mg/kg/day 
 
Teen 
= 1.936E-07 mg/m3 x 15.6 m3/day x 1.0 x 1 x 1 x 1 x 8 years 

59.7 kg x 80 years 
= 5E-98 mg/kg/day 
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Adult 
=  1.936E-07 mg/m3 x 16.6 m3/day x 1.0 x 1 x 1 x 1 x 20 years 

70.7 kg x 80 years 
 
= 1.1E-08 mg/kg/day 
 
Total Estimated Exposure Dose (all lifestages) 
= 3.23E-10 mg/kg/day + 6E-09 mg/kg/day + 7E-09 mg/kg/day +5E-08 mg/kg/day + 1.1E-08 
mg/kg/day 
= 2.93E-08 mg/kg/day 
 
*Note:  Total estimated exposure dose is a conservative estimate.  Exposure to the Project and 
Project-related activities is only expected to occur for a period of 20 years.   However, the 
composite receptor exposure estimate have been calculated assuming that the infant, toddler, 
child and teen would be present during their complete lifestages which equals a period of 20 
years, plus an adult who would be present for a period of 20 years.  Therefore, the composite 
receptor exposure estimate is based on a longer exposure duration (i.e., 40.5 years) rather than 
20 years which is the expected duration of the Project. 
 
Incremental Lifetime Cancer Risk (ILCR) 
 
= Total Estimated Exposure (Dose) (mg/kg/day) * cancer slope factor (mg/kg/day)-1 
 
Where: 
Cancer slope factor for chromium VI = 320 (mg/kg-day)-1 (Health Canada, 2010) 
Estimated Exposure Dose = 2.93E-08 mg/kg/day 
 
= 2.93E-08 mg/kg/day * 320 (mg/kg/day)-1 
 
ILCR = 9.4E-06 
 
Predicted ILCR is less than one in 100,000, the level at which Health Canada considers as de 
minimis, below a level that would be of concern. 
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Rainy River Project: Responses to Additional Federal Information Requests (June 27, 2014) on the Final Environmental Assessment Report (Environmental Impact Statement)  
 

Table 3: Additional Federal Information Requests and Requests for Clarifications on the Final Environmental Assessment Report (Environmental Impact Statement) for the Rainy River Project 
 

.Ref 
# 

Ecosystem 
Topic 

Reference to 
EIS or ToR Summary of Comment/ Rationale Information Request Proponent Response 

T-66 

 

Summary of 
commitments 

 

14; Rainy 
River Project 
Commitments 
Registry 

1. The following commitment related to comment #T-33 did not 
appear in the revised Commitments Registry Table: “The first 
layer in the East Waste Rock Stockpile will be composed of 
NPAG waste rock.”  

 
This commitment is important given that any water infiltration 
through the PAG waste rock pile cover will sit in this layer 
potentially for a long period of time before eventually draining to 
the Waste Rock Pond. This extended contact time could 
promote the potential for a greater amount of ARD/ML.  

1. Confirm whether the first layer in the East Waste Rock 
Stockpile will be composed of NPAG waste rock. If so, please 
include the commitment into the commitments registry. If not, 
provide an explanation of how the potential for ARD/ML will be 
avoided.  

 

1. See new Commitment #75 which is per the response to T-33: 
 

“To help limit the exposure of potentially acid generating 
materials to this base drainage through the former Clark Creek 
channel zone, a layer of non-potentially acid generating rock 
will be placed in the former creek channel bed area.” 

   2. Regarding the status column, it would be more helpful to link 
each commitment to the project phase(s) in which they are 
anticipated to be conducted, rather than stating that 
commitments are ‘complete’ or ‘ongoing’. 

2. Include an additional column indicating the project phase(s) in 
which each commitment is anticipated to be conducted.  

2. See revised commitment list. Note that the following 
commitments have been added: #115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 
120, 121, 122, 123, 124, 145, 146 and 204 (all from Table 3-4 
of the Final EA Report); and 205 and 206. 

   3. Commitment #25: “PAG material would only be used for fill 
material in areas where it can be maintained in a saturated 
state to exclude oxygen and inhibit sulphide oxidation. These 
uses may include underground backfill and construction of the 
upstream portion of the TMA dams.” 

 
It is our understanding that at the April 16, 2014 meeting, the 
proponent had voluntary agreed to drop the proposed use of 
any PAG material as construction material – especially given 
the good supply of NPAG rock.  

3. Confirm that, as per the discussion at the April 16, 2014 
meeting, use of PAG material as construction material is no 
longer under consideration and if so, change the wording of 
Commitment #25 accordingly. 

3. There was concern expressed in the April 16 meeting 
regarding the use of PAG material for road construction in the 
overburden stockpile. RRR agreed in the meeting that this 
would not be conducted. It was also discussed and agreed in 
the meeting, that it was reasonable for PAG material to be 
used in a controlled manner for construction purposes where 
saturated conditions can be maintained (for example the 
upstream portion of the TMA dam which will be maintained in 
saturated conditions). The wording of Commitment #25 is 
consistent with the discussions held in the meeting.   
 

   4. In the proponent’s response to comment T-66, dated June 3, 
2014, it is unclear how the proponent expanded upon 
commitments 72 and 73 as requested.   Commitments 72 and 
73 in Table 14-1 of the EIS are listed as commitments 180 and 
181 in the Commitments Registry dated June 6, 2014.   

 
It is important to have the information listed in commitment 
#181 to accompany the follow-up monitoring plan framework 
described in Chapter 13 of the EIS as well as the mitigation 
measures.    

4. For each mitigation measure and monitoring plan commitment 
identified in the commitments registry, provide the additional 
information listed below in additional columns of the 
Commitments Registry.   
 To whom, or to what group or agency the commitment 

was made, if specific; 
 Whether the commitment is related to the EA process 

alone; 
 Whether the commitment is addressed or linked to a 

regulatory instrument, such as a regulation or 
environmental approval; 

 Any applicable timeline if any; and 
 Additional actions required to fulfil the commitment 

4. See revised commitment list. 
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Rainy River Project Response to: IR5 Additional Federal Information Requests – Received from the Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency on July 18, 2014 
Page 1 of 2 
 

Rainy River Project: Responses to Additional Federal Information Requests (July 18, 2014) on the Final Environmental Assessment Report (Environmental Impact Statement)  
 

Table 4: Additional Federal Information Requests and Requests for Clarifications on the Final Environmental Assessment Report (Environmental Impact Statement) for the Rainy River Project 
 

.Ref # Ecosystem 
Topic 

Reference to 
EIS or ToR Summary of Comment/ Rationale Information Request Proponent Response 

T-73 
(New 
Comment) 
 

Species at 
Risk 
 

Section 7 
Effects 
Assessment 

In section 7.16.1, the environmental effects on Eastern Wood-
Pewee are described. It identifies that the project will result in the 
removal of suitable habitat which is likely to displace at least five 
pairs of this species.  In section 7.16.4 the residual effects on the 
Eastern Wood-pewee are not clear. The residual effects for the 
other species of special concern are identified except for the 
Eastern Wood-pewee. The determination of significance was not 
conducted for the Eastern Wood-pewee.   
 
The complete effects assessment including the determination of 
any residual environmental effects; ranking of each residual 
adverse environmental effect based on various criteria; and, 
determination of the potential significance of any residual 
environmental effect following the implementation of mitigation are 
required to identify adverse effects of the Project on those species 
considered for designation by COSEWIC.  

Provide an assessment of the residual effects, if any, on the 
Eastern Wood-pewee, including clear indication of the nature of 
the effect, mechanism, magnitude, direction, duration, frequency 
and timing, geographic extent, and the degree to which it may be 
reversible. Also provide a determination of the potential 
significance of any residual environmental effect following the 
implementation of mitigation. If it is determined that there are no 
residual effects on the Eastern Wood-pewee, provide a rationale.  
 

Please see tables included as Attachment 1 and as referenced in 
the revised Errata (Version 6). No changes are required to the 
associated text.  

T-74 
(New 
Comment) 

Accidents 
and 
Malfunctions 

Section 9 
Malfunctions 
and Accidents; 
Table 9-1 

In Table 9-1 of the EIS, the issue of concern, likelihood, 
consequence and risk ranking are outlined for all accidents and 
malfunctions described in the EIS except for the creek diversion 
failure.  
 
Although the effects of a possible creek diversion failure are 
described, the risk summary of the creek diversion failure is needed 
to better understand the likelihood and ranking of the accident.  
 
 
 
 

Provide information on the issue of concern, likelihood, 
consequence and risk ranking for a creek diversion failure, as laid 
out in Table 9-1 of the EIS.  

Please see revised Table 9-1 included as Attachment 2 and as 
referenced in the revised Errata (Version 6).  
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Table 4: Additional Federal Information Requests and Requests for Clarifications on the Final Environmental Assessment Report (Environmental Impact Statement) for the Rainy River Project 
 

.Ref # Ecosystem 
Topic 

Reference to 
EIS or ToR Summary of Comment/ Rationale Information Request Proponent Response 

T-66 Summary of 
commitments 
 

14; Rainy 
River Project 
Commitments 
Registry 

Thank you for providing the requested information on the revised 
commitments registry.  
 
The Agency requests that two columns of the revised registry be 
changed. The column “to whom the commitment was made” is 
helpful, however, in order to coordinate with other agencies in the 
development of a possible EA condition statement, the Agency 
needs to know the name of the listed regulatory instrument and 
which federal department or provincial ministry the proponent will 
report to fro each commitment, if applicable.  
  
For example, if a condition relates to the offsetting plan for the loss 
of fish habitat, the regulatory instrument that authorizes the works 
and serious harm to fish is the Fisheries Act authorization and/or 
Metal Mining Effluent Regulations (MMER) s27.1. The federal 
department that the proponent would report to is Fisheries and 
Oceans Canada for a Fisheries Act authorization, Environment 
Canada for MMER and the Agency under the CEAA 2012. The 
proponent may also need to report to the Ministry of Natural 
Resources and Forestry.    
 
This information will be used to assist in the development and 
preparation of the draft EA Report. It may also be used to draft an 
EA condition statement should the project receive a positive EA 
Decision.   

Revise the following column “to whom the commitment was made” 
to provide information on which federal department(s) or provincial 
ministry(ies) the proponent will need to report to, where 
applicable. In addition, revise the following column “related to EA 
Process / Regulatory Instrument” to provide the name of the 
regulatory instrument associated with the commitment, where 
applicable.     

Please see revised commitments registry provided as Attachment 
3. 
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– Received from the Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency on July 18, 2014 
Attachments 
 

ATTACHMENT 1: 
 
Revised tables re: Eastern Wood-pewee 
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Table S-15b: Residual Effects after Mitigation – Natural Environment (Supplemental)  
 

System / 
Component / 

Feature 
Potential Effect Proposed Mitigation 
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Construction Phase 
SC Species  
– Eastern 
Wood-pewee 

Mine site development will displace 
approximately 1,140 ha of deciduous 
forest that may provide suitable habitat for 
Eastern Wood-pewee. Additional effects 
are potentially associated with general 
disturbance and vehicular collisions. 

Efforts made to develop a compact site 
with avoidance of sensitive habitats to the 
extent practical; avoidance of the breeding 
bird season; indirect provision of 
compensatory habitat; sound abatement; 
and, speed limits. Active revegetation and 
at closure will restore habitats. 

Y; migratory birds 
are covered by the 

Migratory Birds 
Convention Act 

N N N* N 

Operation Phase 
SC Species  
– Eastern 
Wood-pewee 

Mine site development will displace 
approximately 1,140 ha of deciduous 
forest that may provide suitable habitat for 
Eastern Wood-pewee. Additional effects 
are potentially associated with general 
disturbance and vehicular collisions. 

Efforts made to develop a compact site 
with avoidance of sensitive habitats to the 
extent practical; avoidance of the breeding 
bird season; indirect provision of 
compensatory habitat; sound abatement; 
and, speed limits. Active revegetation and 
at closure will restore habitats. 

Y; migratory birds 
are covered by the 

Migratory Birds 
Convention Act 

N N N* N 

Maintenance Phase 
SC Species  
– Eastern 
Wood-pewee 

No effects related to maintenance 
activities beyond those assessed as part 
of construction or operations. 

None proposed. Y; migratory birds 
are covered by the 

Migratory Birds 
Convention Act

N N N* N 

Closure / Decommissioning Phase 
SC Species  
– Eastern 
Wood-pewee 

At closure, cessation of project activities 
will allow for eventual natural re-
establishment of use of the area. 
 
Minor effects are potentially associated 
with general disturbance and vehicular 
collisions during the initial active closure 
phase. 

Avoidance of sensitive habitats to the 
extent practical; avoidance of the breeding 
bird season if and where applicable; 
indirect provision of compensatory habitat; 
sound abatement; and, speed limits. 
Active revegetation and at closure will 
restore habitats. 

Y; migratory birds 
are covered by the 

Migratory Birds 
Convention Act 

N N N* N 
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System / 
Component / 

Feature 
Potential Effect Proposed Mitigation 
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Post Reclamation Phase 
SC Species  
– Eastern 
Wood-pewee 

Populations will naturally re-establish 
themselves in the area. 

None proposed. Y; migratory birds 
are covered by the 

Migratory Birds 
Convention Act 

N N N* N 

 
Notes: N: no; P: potentially;  Y: yes; SC: Special Concern  
 

* RRR has been working closely with local and regional Aboriginal partners for over three years which has included the negotiation of several agreements. A formal Traditional Knowledge First Nation 
study was initiated in 2012 and has engaged a number of communities, including those closest to the RRP. Discussions and meetings with First Nations peoples over the past 12 months have thus far 
indicated a very limited potential for traditional cultural values or harvesting practices to be impacted by the development of the RRP. RRR signed a Memorandum of Understanding with the Métis Nation 
of Ontario in May of 2013 in which Rainy River Resources will be supporting a Métis Traditional Knowledge study to further assess Aboriginal traditional values within the region. 
 

With the possible exception of perhaps some opportunistic hunting (along road easements or adjacent rural properties), no current traditional activities have been identified to occur within the RRP area by 
the Aboriginal communities that have participated thus far in Traditional Knowledge / Traditional Land Use (TK / TLU) studies (Section 7.17.3). Some study participants have stated that the RRP was not 
an area of intensive use in the distant past, but it is understood that traditional activities may have taken place there. Participants identified the area as an historical travel corridor where plants and berries 
were likely collected seasonally. Use of the area apparently declined when First Nations people moved to reserves and the land was taken up for homesteading in the 1800s. Not all communities identified 
as potentially being affected have indicated whether they have TK/TLU information relevant to the RRP.  
 

Traditional activities, which may be considered a traditional practice or an Aboriginal or treaty right, and which may be affected by the RRP include deer, Moose, rabbit and bird hunting, particularly 
pheasant, grouse and duck. Minnow trapping and commercial fishing are practiced by some Aboriginal people according to the Province. Fishing as an Aboriginal and or treaty right and as a traditional 
activity for sustenance is likely ongoing in areas peripheral to the RRP. Maintaining wild rice (in the Lake of the Woods area) and berry habitat for potential gathering activities were identified in discussions 
with First Nations communities as ongoing in areas outside the RRP area. 
 

Because of the limited use of the project site by the First Nations since 1900, the collected TK / TLU data have tended to be more broadly applicable at the regional level and less focused on the project 
site area. However, in the main, the collected data have tended to corroborate and further substantiate the more detailed western science-based data collections carried out specifically for the RRP; and 
there were no major discrepancies between the TK / TLU data and the western science-based collected data. For example, TK / TLU information indicates that Moose were once more common in the area 
and that White-tailed Deer were less common; but that over the years Moose numbers have declined, whereas numbers of White-tailed Deer have increased. This observation supports baseline data 
presented in the KCB Baseline Report (Appendix N). 
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Table 5-26 (Revised): Woodland Characteristics and Wildlife Habitat Features 
 

Woodland 
ID in the 

NLSA 
Size 
(ha) 

Interior 
Habitat 

(ha) 
Wildlife Survey 

Points  
Wildlife Habitat 

Features  
Areas-sensitive 

Species 
Adjacent Habitat 

Features 

1 0.4 0 None None Not surveyed None 
2 329.7 107.62 None Deer Yarding Habitat 

(MNR 2006) 
Not surveyed None 

3 156.1 54.7 None Deer Yarding Habitat 
(MNR 2006) 

Not surveyed None 

4 0.3 0 None None Not surveyed None 
5 13.9 0 None None Not surveyed None 
6 173.9 12.9 None Deer Yarding Habitat 

(MNR 2006) 
Not surveyed None 

7 6.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
8 2.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
9 1.2 0 None None Not surveyed None 

10 0.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
11 861.8 191.78 BBS-2-18, BBS-2-19, 

CB1, CB2 
Deer Yarding Habitat 
MNR 2006); Area-
Sensitive Woodland Bird 
Habitat 

Ovenbird, Ruffed Grouse 
Veery, Winter Wren, 
Yellow-bellied Sapsucker 

None 

12 0.8 0 None None Not surveyed None 
13 2.8 0 None None Not surveyed None 
14 <0.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
15 3.9 0 None None Not surveyed None 
16 11.6 0 None None Not surveyed None 
17 22.4 0 B18, B19 None None None 
18 6.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
19 0.5 0 None None Not surveyed None 
20 <0.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
21 <0.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
22 <0.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
23 <0.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
24 <0.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
25 <0.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
26 <0.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
27 <0.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
28 2.0 0 None None Not surveyed None 
29 2.0 0 None None Not surveyed Adjacent to Pinewood 

River (likely animal 
movement corridor) 

30 1.5 0 B23 None None None 
31 4,315.9 1869.8 BBS-1-16, BBS-2-18, 

BBS-2-19, BBS-2-20, 
BBS-2-21, T1, T2, 
T3, T4, T5, B7, B11, 
B14, B15, B24, 
CB11, OW6, OW8, 
OW9, WF1, AM1, 
AM1206 

Deer Yarding Habitat 
(MNR 2006); Area-
Sensitive Woodland 
Breeding Bird Habitat; 
Habitat of Species of 
Special Concern 
(Eastern Wood-pewee, 
Golden-winged Warbler) 
and Provincially rare 
species (Little Brown 
Myotis) 

American Redstart, Black-
and-white Warbler, Black-
throated Gr. Warbler, 
Blue-headed Vireo, 
Hermit Thrush, Least 
Flycatcher, Northern 
Parula, Ovenbird, Red-
breasted Nuthatch, 
Scarlet Tanager, Veery, 
Eastern Whip-poor-will, 
Winter Wren, Yellow-
bellied Sapsucker, Yellow-
rumped Warbler, Wolf 
species 

Adjacent to Pinewood 
River (likely animal 
movement corridor) 
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Woodland 
ID in the 

NLSA 
Size 
(ha) 

Interior 
Habitat 

(ha) 
Wildlife Survey 

Points  
Wildlife Habitat 

Features  
Areas-sensitive 

Species 
Adjacent Habitat 

Features 

32 0.2 0 None None Not surveyed None 
33 1,786.5 427.0 BBS-2-2, BBS-2-22, 

BBS-2-15, BBS-2-16, 
FBMP32, FBMP34, 
FBMP36, FBMP90, 
B25, B26, B27, B29, 
B30, B38, B39, B40, 
B41, B42, B43, B44, 
B45, B46, B47, B49, 
B50, B51, B52, B54, 
B55, B56, B57, B62, 
B63, B64, B65, B66, 
B68, CB2, CB3, CB4, 
CB5, CB6, CB7, 
CB10, OW6, AM6, 
AM1205 

Deer Yarding Habitat 
(MNR); Area-Sensitive 
Woodland Breeding Bird 
Habitat; Habitat of 
Species of Special 
Concern (Common 
Nighthawk, Eastern 
Wood-pewee, Golden-
winged Warbler and 
Olive-sided Flycatcher) 
and Provincially rare 
species (Little Brown 
Myotis) 
 

American Redstart, Am 
Three-toed Woodpecker, 
Black-and-white Warbler, 
Black-backed 
Woodpecker, 
Blackburnian Warbler, 
Black-throated Gr. 
Warbler, Blue-headed 
Vireo, Broad-winged 
Hawk, Golden crowned 
Kinglet, Hermit Thrush, 
Least Flycatcher, 
Magnolia Warbler, 
Northern Parula, 
Ovenbird, Red-breasted 
Nuthatch, Sharp-shinned 
Hawk, Veery, Winter 
Wren, Yellow-bellied 
Sapsucker, Yellow-
rumped Warbler, Yellow-
throated Vireo 

Adjacent to 3 significant 
waterfowl (Trumpeter 
Swan) nesting features 

34 <0.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
35 <0.1 0 OW6 None None None 
36 <0.1 0 OW6 None None None 
37 10.8 0 BBS-2-21 Area-Sensitive Woodland 

Breeding Bird Habitat 
 

Black-and-white Warbler, 
Blackburnian Warbler, 
Hermit Thrush, Ovenbird, 
Ruffed Grouse, Veery, 
Yellow-rumped Warbler 

None 

38 25.5 0 B48, B55, B67 Area-Sensitive Woodland 
Breeding Bird Habitat; 
Habitat of Species of 
Special Concern 
(Eastern Wood-pewee) 
 

Black-throated Gr. 
Warbler, Hermit Thrush, 
Ovenbird, Pileated 
Woodpecker, Red-
breasted Nuthatch, Veery, 
Winter Wren 

None 

39 0.2 0 None None Not surveyed None 
40 1.4 0 None None Not surveyed None 
41 0.1 0 BBS-2-15 None None None 
42 1.4 0 BBS-2-16, AM2 None None None 
43 3.6 0 None None Not surveyed None 
44 2.7 0 None None Not surveyed None 
45 3.3 0 None None Not surveyed None 
46 27.9 0 None None Not surveyed None 
47 50.4 0 None None Not surveyed None 
48 137.7 35.6 BBS-2-14, B31, B32, 

B34, AM2 
Deer Yarding Habitat 
(MNR 2006); Area-
Sensitive Woodland 
Breeding Bird Habitat;  
Habitat of Species of 
Special Concern 
(Golden-winged Warbler) 

Blackburnian Warbler, 
Hermit Thrush, Ovenbird 

Adjacent to Pinewood 
River (likely animal 
movement corridor) 

 

49 8.6 0 None None Not surveyed None 
50 31.35 0 BBS-2-14, B35  Area-Sensitive Woodland 

Breeding Bird Habitat 
Black-and-white Warbler, 
Black-throated Gr. 
Warbler, Blue-headed 
Vireo, Hermit Thrush, 
Red-breasted Nuthatch 

None 

51 0.6 0 BBS-2-14 None None None 
52 35.0 0 None None Not surveyed None 
53 0.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
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Woodland 
ID in the 

NLSA 
Size 
(ha) 

Interior 
Habitat 

(ha) 
Wildlife Survey 

Points  
Wildlife Habitat 

Features  
Areas-sensitive 

Species 
Adjacent Habitat 

Features 

54 0.3 0 None None Not surveyed None 
55 <0.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
56 27.3 0.1 BBS-2-13, B36, CB8, 

AM3, OW5 
Area-Sensitive Woodland 
Breeding Bird Habitat; 
Habitat of Species of 
Special Concern 
(Golden-winged Warbler) 

Black-and-white Warbler, 
Hermit Thrush, Magnolia, 
Warbler, Ovenbird 

None 

57 12.6 0 FBMP49, FBMP92 None Ovenbird 
Veery 

None 

58 1.3 0 None None Not surveyed None 
59 1.8 0 BBS-2-13, CB8, 

AM3, OW5 
Habitat of Species of 
Special Concern (Olive-
sided Flycatcher) 

None None 

60 6.1 0 FBMP48, CB9, OW3 None Ovenbird, Veery None 
61 0.4 0 BBS-2-12 None None None 
62 2.7 0 BBS-1-17 None None None 
63 36.7 0.3 BBS-2-1, AM7 Habitat of Species of 

Special Concern (Olive-
sided Flycatcher) 

Hermit Thrush 
Veery 

None 

64 <0.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
65 107.2 25.2 BBS-2-12, FBMP04, 

FBMP05, AMEC 12, 
B33 

Area-Sensitive Woodland 
Breeding Bird Habitat;  
Habitat of Species of 
Special Concern 
(Canada Warbler and 
Golden-winged Warbler) 

American Redstart, Black-
and-white Warbler 
Canada Warbler, Least 
Flycatcher, Ovenbird, 
Veery 

Shrub / successional 
breeding bird habitat 

66 0.7 0 None None Not surveyed None 
67 0.4 0 None None Not surveyed None 
68 <0.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
69 0.9 0 None None Not surveyed None 
70 <0.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
71 0.1 0 BBS-2-1 None None None 
72 <0.1 0 BBS-2-1 None None None 
73 <0.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
74 <0.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
75 5.6 0 BBS-2-4 None Hermit Thrush 

Ovenbird  
Veery 

None 

76 <0.1 0 AMEC33 None None None 
77 <0.1 0 AMEC33 None None None 
78 0.4 0 None None Not surveyed None 
79 <0.1 0 BBS-2-11 None None None 
80 240.9 20.4 BBS-2-5, BBS-2-6, 

BBS-2-7, BBS-2-8, 
BBS-2-11, FBMP37, 
FBMP38, FBMP39, 
FBMP40, FBMP41, 
FBMP52, FBMP53, 
FBMP54, FBMP55, 
FBMP56, FBMP72, 
FBMP73, FBMP74, 
FBMP75, FBMP94, 
FBMP98, CB12, 
OW4, AM5, AM1207 

Deer Yarding Habitat 
(MNR 2006); Area-
Sensitive Woodland 
Breeding Bird Habitat; 
Habitat of Species of 
Special Concern 
(Eastern Wood-pewee); 
Habitat of Provincially 
rare species (Little Brown 
Myotis) 
 

American Redstart, Black-
and-white Warbler, Hermit 
Thrush, Least Flycatcher, 
Ovenbird, Ruffed Grouse, 
Veery 

None 

81 1.1 0 FBMP18 None Veery Adjacent to Pinewood 
River (likely animal 
movement corridor) 

82 55.2 0 FBMP25, FBMP21, 
FBMP93, FBMP100 

Area-Sensitive Woodland 
Breeding Bird Habitat 
 

American Redstart, 
Hermit Thrush, Ovenbird, 
Veery 

None 

83 1349.1 277.1 BBS-1-7, BBS-1-8, Area-Sensitive Woodland American Redstart, None 
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Woodland 
ID in the 

NLSA 
Size 
(ha) 

Interior 
Habitat 

(ha) 
Wildlife Survey 

Points  
Wildlife Habitat 

Features  
Areas-sensitive 

Species 
Adjacent Habitat 

Features 

BBS1-10, BBS-1-12, 
BBS-1-13, BBS-1-14, 
BBS-1-15, BBS-1-16, 
BBS-1-17, BBS-1-18, 
BBS-1-19, AMEC33, 
OW8, OW9 

Breeding Bird Habitat; 
Habitat of Species of 
Special Concern 
(Golden-winged Warbler) 

Barred Owl, Black-and-
White Warbler, 
Blackburnian Warbler, 
Hermit Thrush, 
Least Flycatcher, 
Ovenbird, Ruffed Grouse, 
Veery,  
Yellow-rumped Warbler 

84 0.3 0 None None Not surveyed None 
85 3.6 0 None None Not surveyed Adjacent to Pinewood 

River (likely animal 
movement corridor) 

86 48.7 0.19 BBS-2-10, FBMP01, 
FBMP03 
 

Area-Sensitive Woodland 
Breeding Bird Habitat 
 

American Redstart, Least 
Flycatcher, Ovenbird, 
Veery, Winter Wren 

 

87 54.7 1.16 BBS-2-23, FBMP09, 
FBMP10, FBMP11, 
FBMP12 

Area-Sensitive Woodland 
Breeding Bird Habitat 
 

American Redstart, Least 
Flycatcher, Ovenbird, 
Ruffed Grouse, Veery 

Adjacent to Pinewood 
River (likely animal 
movement corridor) 

88 0.2 0 None None Not surveyed None 
89 1.8 0 None None Not surveyed None 
90 0.5 0 None None Not surveyed None 
91 21.6 0 None None Not surveyed None 
92 <0.1 0 AM5 None None None 
93 <0.1 0 AM5 None None None 
94 <0.1 0 CB13, AM1208 None None None 
95 <0.1 0 BBS-2-7 None None None 
96 <0.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
97 2.8 0 CB12, AM1208 None None None 
98 71.0 8.4 B8, B9, AMEC31 Deer Yarding Habitat 

(MNR 2006); Area-
Sensitive Woodland 
Breeding Bird Habitat 

Black-and-white Warbler, 
Hermit Thrush, Ovenbird, 
Veery, Yellow-bellied 
Sapsucker 

Adjacent to Pinewood 
River (likely animal 
movement corridor) 

99 68.3 0 FBMP46, FBMP71, 
FBMP82, WF3, WF4, 
WF5 

Area-Sensitive Woodland 
Breeding Bird Habitat 
 

Black-and-white Warbler, 
Hermit Thrush, Least 
Flycatcher, Pileated 
Woodpecker, Veery 

 

100 5.1 0 None Woodland Raptor Nest 
(Common Raven - 
Active) 

Not surveyed None 

101 5.7 0 None None Not surveyed None 
102 0.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
103 3.9 0 None None Not surveyed None 
104 5.5 0 BBS-1-20, WF6, 

AM10 
None None Adjacent to Pinewood 

River (likely animal 
movement corridor) 

105 36.2 1.4 BBS-1-21 Deer Yarding Habitat 
(MNR 2006); Area-
Sensitive Woodland 
Breeding Bird Habitat 

Black-and-white Warbler, 
Hermit Thrush, Veery 

None 

106 0.33 0 None None Not surveyed None 
107 <0.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
108 <0.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
109 <0.1 0 BBS-1-10 None None None 
110 <0.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
111 <0.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
112 <0.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
113 <0.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
114 0.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
115 181.7 29.2 BBS1-9, BBS-1-10, 

BBS-1-11 
 

Deer Yarding Habitat 
(MNR 2006); Area-
Sensitive Woodland 

Golden crowned Kinglet, 
Hermit Thrush, Veery 

None 
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Woodland 
ID in the 

NLSA 
Size 
(ha) 

Interior 
Habitat 

(ha) 
Wildlife Survey 

Points  
Wildlife Habitat 

Features  
Areas-sensitive 

Species 
Adjacent Habitat 

Features 

Breeding Bird Habitat 
116 16.7 0 None None Not surveyed None 
117 40.4 0 BBS-1-11 

 
None Hermit Thrush, Veery None 

118 2.4 0 None None Not surveyed None 
119 74.2 1.2 BBS-1-5, BBS-8 Area-Sensitive Woodland 

Breeding Bird Habitat 
Black-and-white Warbler, 
Golden-crowned Kinglet, 
Hermit Thrush, Ovenbird, 
Red-breasted Nuthatch, 
Ruffed Grouse, Veery 

None 

120 272.5 79.4 CB16, CB17, WF6, 
AM10, AMEC24 

Deer Yarding Habitat 
(MNR 2006); Adjacent to 
Pinewood River (likely 
animal movement 
corridor) 

None 
 

None 

121 2,875.2 675.41 BBS-1-22, BBS-1-23, 
BBS-1-24, BBS-1-26, 
BBS-2-1, FBMP57, 
FBMP58, FBMP59, 
FBMP60, FBMP61, 
FBMP62, FBMP63, 
FBMP64, FBMP65, 
FBMP66, FBMP67, 
FBMP68, FBMP69, 
B1, B2, B3, B4,B5, 
B6, B60,B61, B69, 
B70, B71, B72, B73, 
B74, B75, B76, B77, 
B78, B79, B80, B81, 
WF1, WF7, WF8, 
WF9, CB13, CB14, 
CB15, CB17, CB18, 
CB19, AM12, AM13, 
AM14, AM1208, 
AM1209 

Deer Yarding Habitat 
(MNR 2006); Woodland 
Raptor Nest (Common 
Raven - Active); Area-
Sensitive Woodland 
Breeding Bird Habitat; 
Habitat of Species of 
Special Concern 
(Eastern Wood-pewee, 
Golden-winged Warbler 
and Red-shouldered 
Hawk) and Provincially 
rare species (Little Brown 
Myotis) 

American Redstart, 
Barred Owl, Black-and-
white Warbler, Black-
throated Blue Warbler, 
Black-throated Gr. 
Warbler, Golden crowned 
Kinglet, Hairy 
Woodpecker, Hermit 
Thrush, Least Flycatcher, 
Magnolia Warbler 
Northern Parula, 
Ovenbird, Pileated 
Woodpecker, Red-
breasted Nuthatch, Ruffed 
Grouse, Scarlet Tanager, 
Veery, Winter Wren, 
Yellow-bellied Sapsucker, 
Yellow-rumped Warbler 

Adjacent to Muskrat Lake 
and Mudd Lake 
 

122 2.1 0 None Bald Eagle Nest (active 
2012), adjacent to 
Pinewood River (likely 
animal movement 
corridor) 

Not surveyed None 

123 0.5 0 None None Not surveyed None 
124 45.7 

 
1.8 None None Not surveyed None 

125 11.7 0 None None Not surveyed None 
126 0.3 0 None Adjacent to Pinewood 

River (likely animal 
movement corridor) 

Not surveyed None 

127 76.9 1.7 BBS-1-3, BBS-1-4, 
BBS-1-5 

Adjacent to Pinewood 
River (likely animal 
movement corridor) 

Hermit Thrush, Least 
Flycatcher, Ovenbird, 
Veery 

None 

128 1.8 0 None None Not surveyed None 
129 82.8 7.5 BBS-1-3 Area-Sensitive Woodland 

Breeding Bird Habitat 
Black-and-white Warbler, 
Ovenbird, Veery 

None 

130 1.4 0 None None Not surveyed None 
131 3.2 0 None None Not surveyed None 
132 38.9 4.2 None None Not surveyed None 
133 24.4  CB22, OW11, AM16 None None None 
134 3.7 0 BBS-1-27 None None None 
135 29.0 0 BBS-1-3 None Black-throated Blue 

Warbler 
None 

136 <0.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
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Woodland 
ID in the 

NLSA 
Size 
(ha) 

Interior 
Habitat 

(ha) 
Wildlife Survey 

Points  
Wildlife Habitat 

Features  
Areas-sensitive 

Species 
Adjacent Habitat 

Features 

137 17.8 0 None None Not surveyed None 
138 <0.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
139 128.6 26.3 None Deer Yarding Habitat 

(MNR 2006) 
Not surveyed None 

140 139.0 7.4 BBS-1-2, CB20, 
AM1236 

Deer Yarding Habitat 
(MNR 2006); Habitat of 
Species of Special 
Concern (Red-headed 
Woodpecker), Adjacent 
to Pinewood River (likely 
animal movement 
corridor) 

Barred Owl, Black-and-
white Warbler, Least 
Flycatcher 

None 

141 6.2 0 None Adjacent to Little Pine 
Lake 

Not surveyed None 

142 119.0 8.7 OW11, CB21, 
CB22,CB51, WF14, 
AM16 

None Ruffed Grouse None 

143 104.9 2.6 CB22, OW11, AM16 Deer Yarding Habitat 
(MNR 2006); Woodland 
Raptor Nest (American 
Kestrel - Active) 

None None 

144 56.4 2.5 BBS-1-2 None Black-and-white Warbler, 
Least Flycatcher 

None 

145 7.7 0 None None Not surveyed None 
146 8.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
147 5.1 0 CB23, OW12, AM15  Adjacent to Muskrat Lake None None 
148 <0.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
149 3.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
150 5.2 0 None None Not surveyed None 
151 5.4 0 None None Not surveyed None 
152 0.5 0 None None Not surveyed None 
153 0.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
154 261. 34.8 None None Not surveyed None 
155 1.9 0 None None Not surveyed None 
156 1,179.4 151.4 TL6, TL7, TL8, TL9, 

TL10, TL11, TL17, 
CB29, CB30, CB31, 
CB32, CB33, CB34, 
CB35, CB36, 
OW1207, OW1208, 
OW1209, OW1210, 
OW1211, OW1212, 
OW1213, AM1216, 
AM1217, AM1218, 
AM1219, AM1220 

Deer Yarding Habitat 
(MNR 2006); Habitat of 
Species of Special 
Concern (Common 
Nighthawk) and 
Provincially rare species 
(Little Brown Myotis) 

Barred Owl, Black-and-
white Warbler, Black-
backed Woodpecker, 
Hermit Thrush, Least 
Flycatcher, Magnolia 
Warbler, Northern Parula,  
Ovenbird, Red-breasted 
Nuthatch, Scarlet 
Tanager, Winter Wren, 
Yellow-rumped Warbler 

Adjacent to Little Pine 
Lake 

157 143.6 17.3 None None Not surveyed None 
158 716.2 93.66 AM1210 None None None 
159 5.0 0 None None Not surveyed None 
160 7.8 0 None None Not surveyed None 
161 0.1 0.0 CB32, AM1219 None None None 
162 208.2 5.3 CB29, CB30, CB31, 

CB32, CB33, 
OW1207, OW1208, 
AM1216, AM1217, 
AM1218, AM1219, 
AM1220 

Habitat of Species of 
Special Concern 
(Common Nighthawk) 
and Provincially rare 
species (Little Brown 
Myotis) 

None None 

163 0.1 0.0 None None Not surveyed None 
164 5.6 0 None None Not surveyed None 
165 6.7 0 None None Not surveyed None 
166 8.3 0 CB34, CB35, 

OW1209 
None None None 
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Adjacent Habitat 

Features 

167 1.0 0 None None Not surveyed None 
168 44.0 0 None Bald Eagle Nest 

(inactive) 
Not surveyed None 

169 0.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
170 8.8 0 None None Not surveyed None 
171 49.2 0 CB48, OW1216, 

AM1231 
None None None 

172 53.4 0.4 None None Not surveyed None 
173 330.6 10.02 TL22, TL23, TL24, 

CB42, CB43, CB44, 
CB45, CB46, CB48, 
OW1215, OW1216, 
OW1217, AM1229, 
AM1230, AM1231, 
AM1233, AM1234, 
AM1235 

Deer Yarding Habitat 
(MNR); Area-Sensitive 
Woodland Breeding Bird 
Habitat, Habitat of 
Species of Special 
Concern (Olive-sided 
Flycatcher) 

Black-and-white Warbler, 
Blackburnian Warbler, 
Black-throated Blue 
Warbler, Black-throated 
Gr. Warbler, Blue-headed 
Vireo, Golden crowned 
Kinglet, Hermit Thrush, 
Least Flycatcher, 
Magnolia Warbler, 
Northern Parula, 
Ovenbird, Red-breasted 
Nuthatch, Veery, Winter 
Wren, Yellow-bellied 
Sapsucker, Yellow-
rumped Warbler 

None 

174 0.0 0 None None Not surveyed None 
175 0.4 0 None None Not surveyed None 
176 0.0 0 OW1217 None None None 
177 49.2 0 CB44, CB45, CB46, 

OW1217, AM1233, 
AM1234, AM1235 

None None None 

178 1.2 0 None None Not surveyed None 
 
Note: This table was revised on July 21, 2014 to include aspects related to the Eastern Wood-pewee as noted in bold text. 
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Table 5-27 (Revised): Likelihood of Potential SAR Occurring within the NLSA 
 

Species Species at 
Risk Act 

Endangered 
Species Act 

NHIC
S-rank Critical Habitat Observed* [Likelihood of Occurrence] 

Plants 
Muskroot  
(Adoxa moschatellina) 

-- -- S1 Muskroot grows in moist, rich hardwood forests. It 
flowers in the spring season (April to May) 
although its distinctive foliage may persist until 
late summer (Minnesota Department of Natural 
Resources 2012). 

[Moderate – Suitable habitat occurs within the 
NLSA.] 

Eastern Swamp 
Saxifrage (Micranthes 
pensylvanica) 

-- -- S1 The Eastern Swamp Saxifrage grows in swamp 
and marsh habitats and blooms in May and June 
(Michigan Flora Online 2011). 

[Moderate – Suitable habitat in the form of 
swamps and marshes is common within the 
NLSA.] 

Small-flowered 
Lipocarpha (Lipocarpha 
micrantha) 

END 
(Sched. 1) 

THR S2 This species is confined to moist sandy beaches 
which have some protection from waves 
(COSEWIC 2002). 

[Low – Sandy beaches not occur in the NLSA.] 

Western Silvery Aster 
(Symphyotrichum 
sericeum) 

THR 
(Sched. 1) 

END S1 This plant species grows in open bur oak 
savannahs on shallow soils over bedrock (MNR 
2008). 

[Low – Prairie habitat does not occur in the 
NLSA.] 

Mammals 
Little Brown Myotis 
(Myotis lucifugus) 

-- END S4 Little Brown Myotis requires cavity trees of large 
diameter to use as maternity roots as well as 
foraging habitat such as wetlands and open 
woodlands. Bat hibernacula generally consist of 
caves, abandoned mine shafts, and underground 
foundations (MNR 2012c). 

Observed. The study area provides an 
abundance of forest edge interface as well as 
low-lying swamplands which provide ample 
foraging habitat. Woodlands consisting of large-
diameter Trembling Aspen likely provide suitable 
cavities for maternal roosts.  

Northern Myotis 
(Myotis septentrionalis) 

-- END S3 Northern Myotis requires cavity trees of large 
diameter to use as maternity roots as well as 
foraging habitat such as wetlands and open 
woodlands. Bat hibernacula generally consist of 
caves, abandoned mine shafts, and underground 
foundations (MNR 2012c) 

Observed. The study area provides an 
abundance of forest edge interface as well as 
low-lying swamplands which provide ample 
foraging habitat. Woodlands consisting of large-
diameter Trembling Aspen likely provide suitable 
cavities for maternal roosts. 

Franklin’s Ground 
Squirrel  
(Spermophilus franklinii) 

-- -- S3 This species has a strong affinity for tall grass 
and mid-grass prairies. It generally avoids short 
grass habitats. Nests are in underground burrows 
(IUCN 2012) 

[Low – Prairie habitat does not occur in the 
NLSA]. 
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Species Species at 
Risk Act 

Endangered 
Species Act 

NHIC
S-rank Critical Habitat Observed* [Likelihood of Occurrence] 

American Badger 
(Taxidea taxus jacksonii) 

END END S2 Preferred areas include natural and undisturbed 
grasslands, shrubby areas and woodlots (Ontario 
American Badger Recovery Team 2010). 

[Low – Moderate - While this habitat does occur 
within the NLSA, the American Badger is a very 
rare species and two sightings were confirmed in 
the Rainy River – Fort Frances area between 
2000 and 2008 (Ontario American Badger 
Recovery Team 2010)]. 

Grey Fox  
(Urocyon 
cinereoargenteus) 

THR THR S1 In Ontario, the Grey Fox prefers deciduous 
forests, especially swampy areas (Royal Ontario 
Museum 2008). Grey Fox occurrence in Ontario 
generally hugs the border with the United States. 

[Moderate – The NLSA provides suitable 
habitat. Three commercial traplines partially 
intersect the NLSA. MNR records from fur 
harvest between 1993 and 2008 show that Grey 
Fox had been captured in the general area].  

Birds 
Black-billed Magpie 
(Pica pica) 

-- -- S3? This species is a resident of open country with 
scattered trees, riparian corridors, open 
woodland, forest edge, farmland, and suburban 
clearings. The species was first noted in Rainy 
River in 1975 and has since been increasing 
significantly (Cadman et al. 2007). 

Observed. Suitable habitat is widespread within 
the NLSA including open country, open 
woodlands, and forest edges bordering 
extensive farmlands (primarily hayfields and 
pasture lands). This species has been 
increasing in abundance in the area (Cadman et 
al. 2007). 

Eastern Whip-poor-will 
(Antrostomus vociferous) 

THR 
(Sched. 1) 

THR S4B This species prefers rock or sand barrens with 
scattered trees, savannahs, old burns in early 
succession, and open conifer plantations 
(Cadman et al. 2007). Accordingly, pine (barrens 
and plantations), oak (barrens and savannahs), 
and aspen and birch (early to mid-succession) 
are common tree species associations 
(COSEWIC 2009a). 

Observed. Suitable habitat in the form of rocky 
outcrops and open forests is widespread within 
the NLSA. 

Common Nighthawk 
(Chordeiles minor) 

THR 
(Sched. 1) 

Special 
Concern 

S4B Common Nighthawks utilize a wide variety of 
natural open country habitats including sand 
dunes, cutovers, burns, rocky outcrops, bogs, 
short-grass prairies, open forests, marshes, 
lakeshores, rock barrens, and forest clearings 
(COSEWIC 2007). This species has also adapted 
to anthropogenically modified habitats including 
mine tailings, quarries, urban parks, airports, 
gravel roads, and flat-topped buildings. Despite 
this species’ tolerance of disturbed lands, it 
prefers natural habitats. 

Observed. This species was observed both in 
proximity to the proposed mine footprint and 
along the proposed transmission line corridor. 
Cumulative studies between 2010 and 2011 
indicated that nighthawks were most readily 
observed where cleared forest and rocky 
outcrops were present, particularly in proximity 
to the proposed transmission line. Cleared forest 
in this area undoubtedly provides both nesting 
habitat and open foraging habitat for this 
species.
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Species Species at 
Risk Act 

Endangered 
Species Act 

NHIC
S-rank Critical Habitat Observed* [Likelihood of Occurrence] 

Short-eared Owl 
(Asio flammeus) 

Special 
Concern 
(Sched. 1) 

Special 
Concern 

S3S4 This species nests in areas of tall grass in 
grasslands, agricultural lands and wetlands 
(Cadman et al. 2007). This species uses similar 
habitat for foraging. 

Observed. One individual was observed in 
2010. Subsequent surveys between 2011 and 
2013 did not provide additional observations. 

Bobolink  
(Dolichonyx oryzivorus) 

THR (Sched. 
status 
pending) 

THR S4B The Bobolink nests primarily in forage crops (e.g., 
hayfields and pastures) and old field habitat. It 
can adapt to low-moderate livestock grazing, but 
not intensive grazing. The preferred habitat 
characteristics are often found in old (≥8 years) 
forage crops (COSEWIC 2010a). Nesting 
success is positively correlated to larger habitat 
size, although this species will utilize smaller 
areas of 10 to 30 ha. 

Observed. The presence of agricultural lands is 
extensive within the NLSA, consisting primarily 
of hay fields and pasture lands (row cropping is 
rare in the area). Scattered populations of 
Bobolink are known to exist in the Rainy River 
District. 

American White Pelican 
(Pelecanus 
erythrorhynchos) 

NAR THR S2B In Ontario, this species breeds on small, remote, 
low bedrock islands in fresh water lakes. 
Breeding colonies occur on islands within Lake of 
the Woods (Cadman et al. 2007). 

Observed. The closest known pelican colony to 
the NLSA exists on Lake of the Woods (Cadman 
et al. 2007). Pelicans are known to forage at 
considerable distances (50 to 100 km) from 
breeding colonies and may use the NLSA as 
foraging habitat only. 

Bald Eagle  
(Haliaeetus 
leucocephalus) 

NAR Special 
Concern 

S4 Bald Eagles use shoreline habitat associated with 
lakes and large rivers (rarely small lakes and 
rivers) for nesting and foraging and often prefer 
nesting on islands (MNR 2000). Hunting areas 
consist of productive areas of open water or deep 
water marshes supporting large quantities of fish 
(MNR 2000).  

Observed. Bald Eagles feed primarily on fish 
and thus usually require large open waterbodies 
to hunt. The Pinewood River, located within the 
NLSA, may support suitable fish populations. 

Peregrine Falcon 
(Falco peregrines) 

Special 
Concern 
(Sched. 1) 

Special 
Concern 

S2S3 Peregrine Falcons nest on ledges found on 
vertical cliff faces, but will also utilize manmade 
structures such as: tall buildings, bridges and the 
walls of open pit mines. In Ontario, suitable 
vertical faces are generally 50 to 200 m high and 
will typically overlook water bodies and forested 
areas. 

Observed. One individual was observed in 
2010, flying across the NLSA during migration. 
No cliff faces are present in the study area, and 
therefore, no nesting habitat is present. 
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Species Species at 
Risk Act 

Endangered 
Species Act 

NHIC
S-rank Critical Habitat Observed* [Likelihood of Occurrence] 

Olive-sided Flycatcher 
(Contopus cooperi) 

THR 
(Sched. 1) 

Special 
Concern 

S4B This species prefers natural forest openings 
created by forest fires or other natural 
disturbance. Snags of large trees remaining on 
disturbed landscapes are an important ecological 
element of flycatcher habitat as they provide 
elevated perches used for foraging and may 
provide habitat for insects. 

Observed. The Olive-sided Flycatcher is a 
widespread species in Northern Ontario. The 
NLSA provides suitable breeding habitat in the 
form of forests with natural openings created by 
rocky outcroppings. 

Canada Warbler 
(Cardellina Canadensis) 

THR 
(Sched. 1) 

Special 
Concern 

S4B Canada Warbler will nest in the interior of wet 
mixed woodlands or swamps (Cadman et al. 
2007). 

Observed. Moist mixed forests and slopes 
representing suitable Canada Warbler habitat 
are rare in the NLSA and likely inhibit this 
species from occurring in greater numbers. 

Least Bittern  
(Ixobrychus exilis) 

THR 
(Sched. 1) 

THR S4B Least Bittern breed strictly in marshes with tall 
emergent vegetation (usually cattails) that have 
relatively stable water levels (less than 1 m, and 
usually 10 to 50 cm) and about 50% open water 
interspersed in small pockets throughout the 
vegetated areas (COSEWIC 2009b). Larger 
wetlands (>5 to 10 ha) are said to be particularly 
important. 

[Low– Records in the OBBA show that Least 
Bittern is not common within the Rainy River 
District and those records are from cattail 
marshes near Fort Frances (Cadman et al. 
2007). Cattail marshes are sporadic within the 
NLSA]. 

Black Tern  
(Chlidonias niger) 

NAR  Special 
Concern 

S3B Black Terns nest in loose colonies and prefer 
large marshes with 50:50 open water and 
emergent vegetation (Cadman et al. 2007). 

[Low – Black Tern colonies are known to occur 
at Lake of the Woods, west of the NLSA. No 
known colonies occur within the NLSA where 
suitable large, open marshes are rare]. 

Yellow Rail  
(Coturnicops 
noveboracensis) 

Special 
Concern 
(Sched. 1) 

Special 
Concern 

S4B This species breeds in damp, sedge-dominated 
habitat that maintains up to 15 cm of standing 
water throughout the breeding season (Cadman 
et al. 2007). 

[Low – Moderate – This species is known to 
occur in the Rainy River District; however, 
suitable breeding habitat is uncommon in the 
NLSA. The presence of this secretive species 
may be difficult to confirm]. 

Eastern Meadowlark 
(Sturnella magna) 

THR (Sched. 
status 
pending) 

THR S4B This species prefers native grasslands but will 
nest in pastures and agricultural hay fields. It also 
uses old fields and meadows, often over-grown 
with shrubs, and prefers dry habitat to wet and 
tall grass to short (COSEWIC 2011b). 

[Low – Moderate – The presence of agricultural 
lands is extensive within the NLSA, consisting 
primarily of hay fields and pasture lands (row 
cropping is rare in the area). Scattered 
populations of Eastern Meadowlark are known to 
exist in the Rainy River District. The NLSA 
occurs in a region where the ranges of Eastern 
and Western Meadowlark overlap].  
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Species Species at 
Risk Act 

Endangered 
Species Act 

NHIC
S-rank Critical Habitat Observed* [Likelihood of Occurrence] 

Western Meadowlark 
(Sturnella neglecta) 

-- -- S3B Like the Eastern Meadowlark, Western 
Meadowlarks prefer native grasslands but 
generally nest in pastures and agricultural hay 
fields in Ontario (Cadman et al. 2007). 

[Moderate – The presence of agricultural lands 
is extensive within the NLSA, consisting 
primarily of hay fields and pasture lands (row 
cropping is rare in the area). A viable population 
of this species is known to occur in the 
southwestern Rainy River District. The NLSA 
occurs in a region where the ranges of Eastern 
and Western Meadowlark overlap]. 

Chimney Swift  
(Chaetura pelagic) 

THR 
(Sched. 1) 

THR S4B, 
S4N 

Chimney Swifts nest and roost predominantly in 
old chimneys, although some may utilize hollow 
trees, other tree cavities, and cracks in cliffs 
(Cadman et al. 2007). This species requires the 
presence of dated human settlement, cliffs, or 
large trees of large diameter or snags. 

[Moderate – The Chimney Swift is known to 
occur in the Rainy River District (Cadman et al. 
2007). The NLSA contains a small rural 
settlement which may provide suitable habitat. 
Rocky outcroppings occur within the NLSA and 
may provide suitable cliff nesting habitat. Cavity 
trees of large diameter likely occur in forested 
areas of the NLSA, although swift nesting in 
such locations is uncommon].  

Red-headed 
Woodpecker 
(Melanerpes 
erythrocephalus) 

THR 
(Sched. 1) 

Special 
Concern 

S4B Red-headed Woodpeckers are associated with 
the Carolinian forest where they inhabit open 
woodlands, oak savannah, riparian forest, and 
hedgerows. This species is particularly drawn to 
American Beech trees on which they forage for 
beach nuts and insects (Cadman et al. 2007). 

Observed. It is estimated that 30 to 50 pairs 
occur in 10 OBBA survey squares in the Rainy 
River Clay Plain (Cadman et al. 2007). Although 
oak savannah is not present in the NLSA, open 
woodlands and riparian forest may provide 
suitable habitat. 

Wilson’s Phalarope 
(Phalaropus tricolor) 

-- -- S3B This species nests among grasses and sedges 
near water, frequently on small islands. It also 
nests in swales, on muskeg, and at sewage 
lagoons. Grassy areas with vegetation about 30 
cm tall are preferred for nesting; those taller than 
60 cm are avoided (Cadman et al. 2007). 

[Low – Moderate – The Lake of the Woods area 
is known to support populations of this species 
(Cadman et al. 2007). Although wetlands are 
common within the NLSA, most support 
vegetation which is over 60 cm and are 
unsuitable. Some suitable habitat may be 
present along the edges of open waterbodies]. 

Western Kingbird 
(Tyrannus verticalis) 

-- -- S1B This species occurs in open habitats such as 
grasslands, savannahs, desert scrub, pastures, 
cultivated fields, and urban areas (Cadman et al. 
2007). 

[Low – Moderate – The presence of agricultural 
lands is extensive within the NLSA, consisting 
primarily of hay fields and pasture lands (row 
cropping is rare in the area). However, the 
Western Kingbird is a rare breeder in the 
western Rainy River District has been recorded 
in the vicinity of the Town of Rainy River 
(Cadman et al. 2007)].  
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Species Species at 
Risk Act 

Endangered 
Species Act 

NHIC
S-rank Critical Habitat Observed* [Likelihood of Occurrence] 

Barn Swallow  
(Hirundo rustica) 

THR  
(Sched. 
status 
pending) 

THR S4B Barn Swallows nest largely in and on artificial 
structures, including barns and other 
outbuildings, garages, houses, bridges, and road 
culverts. Barn Swallows prefer various types of 
open habitat for foraging, including grassy fields, 
pastures, various kinds of agricultural crops, lake 
and river shorelines, cleared right-of ways, 
cottage areas and farmyards, islands, wetlands, 
and subarctic tundra (COSEWIC 2011a). 

Observed. The NLSA contains a small rural 
settlement which may provide artificial structures 
with suitable breeding habitat. The presence of 
agricultural lands, suitable for foraging habitat, is 
extensive within the NLSA, consisting primarily 
of hay fields and pasture lands (row cropping is 
rare in the area). 

Yellow-headed Blackbird 
(Xanthocephalus 
xanthocephalus) 

-- -- S2B Yellow-headed Blackbirds nest in colonies in 
marshes and require permanent water 0.5 m 
deep. It nests in emergent vegetation, particularly 
cattails and Common Reed (Cadman et al. 2007). 
In Ontario, colonies are restricted to the Lake of 
the Woods and near Rainy River. 

[Moderate – Suitable habitat in the form of 
cattail marshes is common within the NLSA].  

Golden-winged Warbler 
(Vermivora chrysoptera) 

THR 
(Sched. 1) 

Special 
Concern 

S4B Golden-winged Warblers breed in successional / 
shrub, or old field habitats surrounded by forests. 
This species is associated with deciduous of 
mixed forests occurring over upland landscapes 
(Cadman et al. 2007). 

Observed. This species is known to occur near 
Rainy River. The NLSA contains ample suitable 
breeding habitat in the form of successional 
forests, old fields, and upland deciduous or 
mixedwood forests. 

Eastern Wood-pewee 
(Contopus virens) 

Special 
Concern 
(no schedule 
or status) 

Special 
Concern 

S5B The Eastern Wood-pewee breed in deciduous 
and mixed forests, with a preference for forest 
edge habitats (Cadman et al. 2007). 

Observed. This species is known to occur near 
Rainy River District. The NLSA contains ample 
suitable breeding habitat in the form of 
deciduous and mixed forest habitats, with 
extensive areas of forest edge occurring in 
association with natural open areas (rock 
outcrops and wetlands), and interspersed 
agricultural lands. 

Reptiles     
Snapping Turtle 
(Chelydra serpentine) 

Special 
Concern 
(Sched. 1) 

Special 
Concern 

S4 Snapping Turtles inhabit a wide variety of aquatic 
habitats including ponds, sloughs, shallow bays 
or river edges, and slow streams. Snapping 
Turtles are tolerant of disturbance and will inhabit 
man-made ponds, ditches and canals. This 
species nests in sand and gravel banks along 
waterways and well as within a variety of man-
made features (COSEWIC 2008). 

Observed. Suitable Snapping Turtle habitat in 
the form of slow streams, ponds and ditches are 
present within the NLSA. Beaver ponds are 
widespread. Natural sand and gravel substrates 
are not common. 
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Species Species at 
Risk Act 

Endangered 
Species Act 

NHIC
S-rank Critical Habitat Observed* [Likelihood of Occurrence] 

Invertebrates 
Monarch Butterfly 
(Danaus plexippus) 

Special 
Concern 

-- S2N, 
S4B 

Monarch Butterfly habitat exists primarily 
wherever milkweed (Asclepius) and wildflowers 
such as goldenrods, asters, and Purple 
Loosestrife exist, including abandoned farmland, 
along roadsides, and other open spaces where 
these plants grow (COSEWIC, 2010b). 

[Moderate – This wide-ranging, strong-flying 
species may occur anywhere milkweed or 
flowering meadow plants occur within 500 km of 
the Great Lakes]. 

Midland Clubtail 
(Gomphus fraternus) 

-- -- S3 This species is usually found along rivers with 
moderate to fast flow, and lakes with plenty of 
wave action (Jones et al. 2008). 

[Moderate – The Pinewood River occurs within 
the NLSA and may provide suitable habitat)]. 

Green-faced Clubtail 
(Gomphus viridifrons) 

-- -- S1 This species occurs in clear rocky rivers and 
streams. It is known to occur on several sections 
of the Rainy River (Jones et al. 2008). 

[Moderate – The Pinewood River occurs within 
the NLSA and may provide suitable habitat]. 
 

Variegated Meadowhawk 
(Sympetrum corruptum) 

-- -- S3 This species is found in a variety of wetlands and 
is often associated with relatively shallow water, 
often with a sandy bottom (Jones et al. 2008). 

[Moderate – Wetlands are widespread 
throughout the NLSA; however, sandy soils are 
not overly common]. 

 
Notes: * Observed in the NLSA during AMEC or KCB field investigations to date. 
  SARA Species at Risk Act and is the Federal Status. Rankings are provided by the Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC) 
  SARO Species at Risk in Ontario and is the Provincial Status. Rankings are provided by the Committee on the Status of Species at Risk in Ontario (COSSARO) 
  NHIC Natural Heritage Information Centre and is a database maintained by the MNR 
  ESA  Endangered Species Act 
SARA  SARO  NHIC S-rank 
NAR Not at Risk NAR Not at Risk  S1 Critically Imperilled  S4N Apparently Secure Non-breeding Migrants 
SC Special Concern SC  Special Concern  S2B Imperilled - Breeding Migrants S5 Secure 
THR Threatened THR Threatened  S3? Vulnerable - Rank uncertain S5B  Secure Breeding Migrants 
END Endangered END Endangered  S4 Apparently Secure  S5N Secure Non-breeding Migrants 
      S4B Apparently Secure Breeding Migrants SNA Status Rank not Applicable 
 
 
This table was revised on July 21, 2014 to include the Eastern Wood-pewee (bird). 
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Table 7-57: Significance Determinations of Residual Effects after Mitigation – Eastern Wood-pewee – All Project Phases 
 

System / 
Component / 

Feature 
Project 
Phase Potential Effect Section 

5 Link Proposed Mitigation Residual Effect 

Residual Significance After Mitigation 
Overall 

Significance Likelihood Value of System, 
Component, Feature 

or Situation 
Magnitude / 

Geographic Extent Duration Frequency Reversibility 

Special 
Concern 
Species - 
Eastern Wood-
pewee 
 

C
on

st
ru

ct
io

n 

Vegetation clearing for RRP activities will 
remove approximately 1,140 ha of 
deciduous forest habitat that may provide 
suitable habitat for Eastern Wood-pewee. 
Removal of Woodlands 31, 33, 38, 80 and 
121 will likely displace at least five pairs of 
this species. Additional effects are 
potentially associated with general 
disturbance and vehicular collisions. 

Yes Efforts made to develop a compact 
site with avoidance of sensitive 
habitats to the extent practical; 
avoidance of the breeding bird 
season; indirect provision of 
compensatory habitat; sound 
abatement; and speed limits. Active 
revegetation and at closure will 
restore habitats. 

Long-term, reversible or 
largely reversible, residual 
displacement of Eastern 
Wood-pewee habitat, centred 
on the mine site area. 
Reduced potential exposure 
to noise, vehicular traffic, and 
site effluents, etc. 

Adverse effects will 
involve a species which 
is designated as 
Special Concern under 
both the Endangered 
Species Act the 
Species at Risk Act. 
 
 

Effects are considered 
to be minor (4.3% of 
the NLSA) and 
confined to the 
immediate mine site 
area. 

Long-term: effects will 
persist for the life of the 
project, and will take 
several years for forest 
habitats to re-establish 
following active 
reclamation at closure. 
 

Effect is expected to be 
continuous through 
construction and 
operation of the mine. 

Effects are 
reversible following 
mine closure. 

Overall effects are 
considered to be 
generally minor, 
localized and 
reversible. 

Effect will 
occur 

  Level III Level I Level III Level III Level I Not significant 

O
pe

ra
tio

ns
 

Vegetation clearing for RRP activities will 
remove approximately 1,140 ha of 
deciduous forest habitat that may provide 
suitable habitat for Eastern Wood-pewee. 
Removal of Woodlands 31, 33, 38, 80 and 
121 will likely displace at least five pairs of 
this species. Additional effects are 
potentially associated with general 
disturbance and vehicular collisions. 

Yes 
 

Efforts made to develop a compact 
site with avoidance of sensitive 
habitats to the extent practical; 
avoidance of the breeding bird 
season; indirect provision of 
compensatory habitat; sound 
abatement; and, speed limits. Active 
revegetation and at closure will 
restore habitats. 

Long-term, reversible or 
largely reversible, residual 
displacement of Eastern 
Wood-pewee habitat, centred 
on the mine site area. 
Reduced potential exposure 
to noise, vehicular traffic, and 
site effluents, etc. 

Adverse effects will 
involve a species which 
is designated as 
Special Concern under 
both the Endangered 
Species Act the 
Species at Risk Act. 
 
 

Effects are considered 
to be minor (4.3% of 
the NLSA) and 
confined to the 
immediate mine site 
area. 

Long-term: effects will 
persist for the life of the 
project, and will take 
several years for forest 
habitats to re-establish 
following active 
reclamation at closure. 
 

Effect is expected to be 
continuous through 
construction and 
operation of the mine. 

Effects are 
reversible following 
mine closure. 

Overall effects are 
considered to be 
generally minor, 
localized and 
reversible. 

Effect will 
occur 

Level III Level I Level III  Level III Level I Not significant 

M
ai

nt
en

an
ce

 No effects related to maintenance 
activities beyond those assessed as part 
of construction or operations. 

Yes 
 

None proposed. NA NA 
 
 
 
 

NA NA NA NA NA NA 

NR NR NR NR NR NR 

C
lo

su
re

 

At closure, cessation of project activities 
will allow for eventual natural re-
establishment of use of the area. 
 
Minor effects are potentially associated 
with general disturbance and vehicular 
collisions during the initial active closure 
phase. 

Yes Avoidance of sensitive habitats to 
the extent practical; avoidance of 
the breeding bird season if and 
where applicable; indirect provision 
of compensatory habitat; sound 
abatement; and, speed limits. Active 
revegetation and at closure will 
restore habitats. 

At closure, cessation of 
project activities will allow for 
eventual natural re-
establishment of use of the 
area. Reduced potential 
exposure to noise, vehicular 
traffic, and site effluents, etc. 
will continue from the 
operation phase. 

Adverse effects will 
involve a species which 
is designated as 
Special Concern under 
both the Endangered 
Species Act the 
Species at Risk Act. 
 
 

Effects are considered 
to be minor (4.3% of 
the NLSA) and 
confined to the 
immediate mine site 
area. 

Short-term: effects will 
last through period of 
active closure before 
natural recovery of the 
area begins. 

Effect expected to 
occur continuously 
through the closure 
phase. 

Effects are readily 
reversible at the 
end of the active 
closure phase. 

At closure, 
cessation of 
project activities 
will allow for 
eventual natural 
re-establishment 
of use of the area. 
Minor effects 
potentially 
associated with 
general 
disturbance and 
vehicular 
collisions during 
the initial active 
closure phase. 

Effect will 
occur 

Level III Level I Level I Level III Level I Not significant 

P
os

t 
R

ec
la

m
at

io
n 

Populations will naturally re-establish 
themselves in the area. 

Yes None proposed. NA NA 
 

NA NA NA NA NA NA. 

 NR NR NR NR NR NR 

 
Notes: NA: not applicable; NR: not rated 

 
 

Level I Level II Level III 
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Table 11-2 (Supplemental): Residual Effects after Mitigation – Natural Environment  
 

System / 
Component / 

Feature 
Potential Effect Proposed Mitigation 
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Construction Phase 
SC Species  
– Eastern 
Wood-pewee 

Mine site development will displace 
approximately 1,140 ha of deciduous 
forest that may provide suitable habitat for 
Eastern Wood-pewee. Additional effects 
are potentially associated with general 
disturbance and vehicular collisions. 

Efforts made to develop a compact site 
with avoidance of sensitive habitats to the 
extent practical; avoidance of the breeding 
bird season; indirect provision of 
compensatory habitat; sound abatement; 
and, speed limits. Active revegetation and 
at closure will restore habitats. 

Y; migratory birds 
are covered by the 

Migratory Birds 
Convention Act 

N N N* N 

Operation Phase 
SC Species  
– Eastern 
Wood-pewee 

Mine site development will displace 
approximately 1,140 ha of deciduous 
forest that may provide suitable habitat for 
Eastern Wood-pewee. Additional effects 
are potentially associated with general 
disturbance and vehicular collisions. 

Efforts made to develop a compact site 
with avoidance of sensitive habitats to the 
extent practical; avoidance of the breeding 
bird season; indirect provision of 
compensatory habitat; sound abatement; 
and, speed limits. Active revegetation and 
at closure will restore habitats. 

Y; migratory birds 
are covered by the 

Migratory Birds 
Convention Act 

N N N* N 

Maintenance Phase 
SC Species  
– Eastern 
Wood-pewee 

No effects related to maintenance 
activities beyond those assessed as part 
of construction or operations. 

None proposed. Y; migratory birds 
are covered by the 

Migratory Birds 
Convention Act

N N N* N 

Closure / Decommissioning Phase 
SC Species  
– Eastern 
Wood-pewee 

At closure, cessation of project activities 
will allow for eventual natural re-
establishment of use of the area. 
 
Minor effects are potentially associated 
with general disturbance and vehicular 
collisions during the initial active closure 
phase. 

Avoidance of sensitive habitats to the 
extent practical; avoidance of the breeding 
bird season if and where applicable; 
indirect provision of compensatory habitat; 
sound abatement; and, speed limits. 
Active revegetation and at closure will 
restore habitats. 

Y; migratory birds 
are covered by the 

Migratory Birds 
Convention Act 

N N N* N 
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System / 
Component / 

Feature 
Potential Effect Proposed Mitigation 
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Post Reclamation Phase 
SC Species  
– Eastern 
Wood-pewee 

Populations will naturally re-establish 
themselves in the area. 

None proposed. Y; migratory birds 
are covered by the 

Migratory Birds 
Convention Act 

N N N* N 

 
Notes: N: no; P: potentially;  Y: yes; SC: Special Concern  
 

* RRR has been working closely with local and regional Aboriginal partners for over three years which has included the negotiation of several agreements. A formal Traditional Knowledge First Nation 
study was initiated in 2012 and has engaged a number of communities, including those closest to the RRP. Discussions and meetings with First Nations peoples over the past 12 months have thus far 
indicated a very limited potential for traditional cultural values or harvesting practices to be impacted by the development of the RRP. RRR signed a Memorandum of Understanding with the Métis Nation 
of Ontario in May of 2013 in which Rainy River Resources will be supporting a Métis Traditional Knowledge study to further assess Aboriginal traditional values within the region. 
 

With the possible exception of perhaps some opportunistic hunting (along road easements or adjacent rural properties), no current traditional activities have been identified to occur within the RRP area by 
the Aboriginal communities that have participated thus far in Traditional Knowledge / Traditional Land Use (TK / TLU) studies (Section 7.17.3). Some study participants have stated that the RRP was not 
an area of intensive use in the distant past, but it is understood that traditional activities may have taken place there. Participants identified the area as an historical travel corridor where plants and berries 
were likely collected seasonally. Use of the area apparently declined when First Nations people moved to reserves and the land was taken up for homesteading in the 1800s. Not all communities identified 
as potentially being affected have indicated whether they have TK/TLU information relevant to the RRP.  
 

Traditional activities, which may be considered a traditional practice or an Aboriginal or treaty right, and which may be affected by the RRP include deer, Moose, rabbit and bird hunting, particularly 
pheasant, grouse and duck. Minnow trapping and commercial fishing are practiced by some Aboriginal people according to the Province. Fishing as an Aboriginal and or treaty right and as a traditional 
activity for sustenance is likely ongoing in areas peripheral to the RRP. Maintaining wild rice (in the Lake of the Woods area) and berry habitat for potential gathering activities were identified in discussions 
with First Nations communities as ongoing in areas outside the RRP area. 
 

Because of the limited use of the project site by the First Nations since 1900, the collected TK / TLU data have tended to be more broadly applicable at the regional level and less focused on the project 
site area. However, in the main, the collected data have tended to corroborate and further substantiate the more detailed western science-based data collections carried out specifically for the RRP; and 
there were no major discrepancies between the TK / TLU data and the western science-based collected data. For example, TK / TLU information indicates that Moose were once more common in the area 
and that White-tailed Deer were less common; but that over the years Moose numbers have declined, whereas numbers of White-tailed Deer have increased. This observation supports baseline data 
presented in the KCB Baseline Report (Appendix N). 
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ATTACHMENT 2: 
 
Table 9-1 (revised) 
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Table 9-1 (Revised): Malfunctions and Accidents Risk Summary 
 

 
Malfunction / Accident 

 
Issue of Concern 

 
Likelihood

 
Consequence Risk 

Ranking

Open Pit Slope Failure Damage to habitat, limited 
flooding of open pit Low Moderate 6 

Underground Rock Burst Human environment Negligible Very High 6 
Mine Rock Stockpile 
Slope Failure 

Damage to terrestrial habitat, 
aquatic life Very Low High 6 

Overburden Stockpile 
Slope Failure 

Damage to terrestrial habitat, 
aquatic life Very Low Moderate 7 

Tailings Dam Failure Damage to terrestrial habitat, 
aquatic life and downstream  Negligible Extreme 5 

Pond Dam Failure Damage to aquatic life Negligible Moderate 8 
Watercourse Diversion 
Failure 

Damage to aquatic and terrestrial 
habitat, and aquatic life Negligible Moderate to 

High 7 

Explosives Accident Human environment Negligible Low 9 
Tailings Pipeline Failure Damage to habitat and aquatic life Very Low High 6 
Water Pipeline Failure Damage to aquatic life Very Low Low 8 
Fuel Release during 
Truck Transport 

Damage to aquatic life and 
downstream human environment Very Low High 6 

Fuel Release from 
Storage Facilities and 
Dispensing Area 

Damage to habitat 
Low Low 7 

Transportation Accident –
Hazardous Materials 
(excluding fuel) 

Damage to habitat, aquatic life 
and downstream human 
environment 

Very Low High 6 

Transportation Accident – 
Non-hazardous Materials 

Local terrestrial environment Low Low  7 

Chemical Spills from 
Pressurized Vessels 

Damage to property and human 
environment Negligible Very High 6 

Unexpected Water 
Quality Concerns 

Damage to aquatic life Very Low High 6 

Project-related Fires Human environment, local 
terrestrial habitat loss Negligible Moderate to 

Very High 6 to 8 

Excessive Disturbance to 
Wildlife 

Damage to wildlife Low Moderate 6 

 
 Note: See text for explanation of colour coding and ranking system  
  This table was revised on July 21, 2014 to include water diversion failure. 
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ATTACHMENT 3: 
 
Rainy River Project Commitments Registry (July 21, 2014) 
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Rainy River Project Commitments Registry 
July 21, 2014 
Page 1 of 24 
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Valued 

Component 
(as 

applicable) 

Proponent 
Valued 
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 Air quality and 
greenhouse 
gases 

1. The Rainy River Project (RRP) will monitor and mitigate air emissions, particularly dust, through implementation of current industry 
best management practices. 

7.3.1.2, 
7.3.1.3, 7.8.3 

C,O,D MOE EPA - - 

  2. A fugitive dust best management practices plan will be prepared to identify all potential sources of fugitive dusts, outline mitigative 
measures that will be employed to control dust generation, and detail the inspection and recordkeeping required to demonstrate that 
fugitive dusts are being effectively managed. 

7.3.1.3 E MOE EPA - - 

  3. Sound will be monitored during construction, operations and active closure phases consistent with Ministry of the Environment (MOE) 
requirements 

T-10 C,O,D MOE EPA - - 

  4. Rainy River Resources (RRR) expect that the monitoring required will include: total suspended particulate (TSP) and metals on the 
TSP size fraction, PM10, dustfall and passive monitoring for NO2 and SO2. RRR commits to conducting this monitoring which is also 
expected to be an approval requirement. 

T-67 C,O,D MOE EPA - - 

  5. The best management plan related to fugitive dust management, source control and operational constraints required by the 
Provincial Environmental Compliance Approval will be provided to Environment Canada (EC) for review and will be fully implemented 
prior to the construction phase.  

B-14 E MOE, EC EPA Prior to 
construction 

BMP to be 
provided to 

EC 
  6. A transboundary notification under the Canada - U.S. Air Quality Agreement will be filed prior to operation. T-44 C EC  Canada - U.S. 

Air Quality 
Agreement 

Prior to 
operations 

- 

  7. Planning measures aimed at reducing fuel and power consumption for the RRP site include the following:  
 Using larger, more fuel efficient trucks for material transport; 
 Using optimum insulation in buildings to reduce heat loss and heat recovery from equipment where practical; and 
 Maintaining site equipment and vehicles in good working order through regular preventative maintenance. 

7.3.2.3 C,O,D NS EA - - 

  8. Monitoring of air quality will occur during construction, operations and active closure phases per Section 13.1.1 of the Final EA 
Report. 

T-10 C,O,D MOE EPA - - 

 Sound and 
vibration 

9. Sound mitigation measures will be used, such as selection of quieter equipment. Implementation of sound abatement strategies to 
dampen sound infiltrating habitats and migratory bird leks surrounding high traffic areas of the mine. 

7.4.1.3, 
7.12.3, 7.14.3, 

7.15.2.3, 
7.15.3.3, 
7.16.3, 

7.18.4.1 

C,O,D MOE, MNR EPA, ESA - - 

  10. Should the final equipment selections determine through detailed engineering and sound level assumptions vary materially from 
those presented in the Environmental Assessment (EA), an updated assessment with the new information will be prepared as part of 
the detailed design and approvals application(s) for the RRP. 

7.4.1.3 E MOE EPA - - 

  11. The maximum charge size per delay for blasting is limited to 1,000 kg as the vibration and overpressure mitigation option. If the 
charge size is larger than 1,000 kg per delay, the vibration and overpressure levels emanating from RRP blasting operations will be 
reassessed in a detailed study to confirm that the predicted levels are within guideline limits. 

7.4.2.3 C,O MOE EPA - - 

  12. RRR will continue to work actively with local residents throughout the period of mine construction, operation and active closure to 
further manage and reduce any disturbances due to air and sound emissions to the extent possible, as well as for other effects. 

7.18.4.3 C,O,D NS EPA - - 
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Fish and 
Fish Habitat 

Pinewood River, 
Minor Creek 
Systems 

13. Collectively and individually, the processes and water management strategies proposed for the RRP are Best Management Practices 
and/or Best Available Technology Economically Achievable (BATEA), and RRR has committed to the use of such processes and 
water management strategies in the Final EA Report. Examples of such BATEA committed to by RRR: 
 Use of the in-plant SO2/Air process for cyanide destruction and metal precipitation, as well as to extended post SO2/Air treatment 

effluent aging in the tailings management area (TMA) and water management ponds, followed by constructed wetland treatment; 
 Detailed plans and designs to manage potentially acid generating rock (PAG) on site, including ongoing progressive reclamation 

at the stockpile to limit acid generation, with drainage from this stockpile reporting to the mine rock pond, for re-use as part of the 
mill process water supply thereby reducing fresh water requirements. Dissolved metals associated with east mine rock stockpile 
drainage would ultimately report to the process plant SO2/Air and hydroxide precipitation circuit, and then to tailings; 

 Use of emulsion and/or emulsion blend explosives as a means of limiting ammonia residuals from the use of blasting agents at 
source; and 

 Collection of site runoff and seepage as per Metal Mining Effluent Regulations (MMER), and to maximize the use of near 100% 
contact water recycle for the processing plant water supply. 

T-19,  
MOE Follow 

Up 
Commitment 

C,O,D MOE, EC EPA, MMER - - 

  14. Surface water runoff will be diverted from entering the pit or flowing through stockpiles by ditching or other means. 4.3.2.2, 4.6.2, 
4.12.7, 

4.12.7.2, 
4.12.7.4 

C,O MNR, DFO LRIA, FA - - 

  15. Open pit dewatering water will be contained and if necessary, treated before it is discharged to the environment. 4.3.2.2, 4.5,
App W-1 

C,O,D,P MOE EPA, OWRA - - 

  16. In regards to final reclamation, the open pit will be flooded at closure to create a pit lake either passively through natural groundwater 
entry and precipitation inputs; or by active enhanced flooding. Discussions will be held with the various government agencies to 
determine the optimal balance between maintaining Pinewood River flows and filling the open pit on an expedited basis. 

4.19.1, 7.6.1.3
App E 

App W-1 

D,P MNDM, MOE OWRA, MA - - 

  17. Enhanced pit flooding using the West Creek or the Pinewood River sources is no longer under consideration and has been clarified in 
the Draft Closure Plan submitted for review. 

MNR 52 MM No longer 
proposed 

DFO, MNDM MA - - 

  18. Pit lake water quality will be monitored regularly as part of the post-closure monitoring program. MNR 54 MM P MDNM, MOE EPA, MA - - 
  19. Should it be determined that future treatment is needed for stockpile runoff / seepage and overflow from the pit at closure, passive 

treatment options would be fully considered during the detailed design stage. 
BGRFN 18 D,P BGRFN MA, EPA - - 

  20. Ditches (and ponds as appropriate), will be established around the stockpiles to collect and manage runoff. Diversions will be sized to 
convey the environmental design flood. All sedimentation ponds will be designed with a retention period to meet the MMER discharge 
requirement for total suspended solids.  
 
The design criteria for perimeter ditching in this area (east mine rock stockpile and low grade ore stockpile) has been increased to the 
100-year return period condition, as these stockpiles will contain PAG materials. 

4.3.3,
4.6.2, 4.12.7, 

7.21.3, 9.2.5.2 
App W-1,  

T-26 

C,O,D EC MMER - - 

  21. The retention time for sediment ponds 1 and 2 has been increased to 12 days. T-27 C,O,D MOE OWRA, EPA - - 
  22. PAG mine rock (and ore) will be managed, with drainage from the PAG mine rock and ore stockpile reporting to the mine rock pond, 

for re-use as part of the process plant water supply. 
MOE Follow 

Up 
Commitment 

C,O MOE OWRA, EPA - - 
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  23. The deepest local till layer resting directly on bedrock contains PAG material and will be visually segregated and treated as PAG 
material unless otherwise determined, and will be stockpiled within the east mine rock stockpile, or disposed of in a manner where 
acid rock drainage (ARD) potentials will be controlled. A detailed mine rock segregation program / management strategy will be 
developed around the distribution of non-potentially acid generating (NPAG) and PAG materials, and a program of ongoing testing to 
be carried out during mining operations of the mine rock being removed. 
 
RRR proposes to utilize visual and geochemical data to identify that portion of the till overlying the bedrock which requires handling 
as PAG material, based on the characteristics of the clasts (loose stones) contained therein. Segregation is commonly utilized and 
MEND 5.4.2d (MEND Manual, Volume 4, Prevention and Control) indicates that segregation is applicable where a clean separation 
can be made and where a disposal location is available for the PAG material – both of which apply to the RRP. This PAG till would be 
treated as PAG material and would be directed to the east mine rock stockpile for disposal along with PAG mine rock. 
 
RRR is conducting a detailed sampling and analysis program of the overburden within the pit area. The study will be used to 
delineate the thickness of till over the bedrock that may contain locally derived PAG rock materials so that these materials can be 
segregated during operations and placed into the East Mine Rock stockpile, or otherwise maintained in a saturated condition.  
 
Periodic confirmation analysis will be conducted during the (open pit) stripping program to ensure that the initial interpretation of the 
thickness of till requiring handling as PAG remains accurate. 
 
A draft mine rock and overburden management plan was submitted with the Draft Closure Plan that will be finalized and submitted 
with the Final Closure Plan for filing with the Ministry of Northern Development and Mines later in 2014. It will also be provided to EC 
per their request. The plan will be revised during operations if necessary to ensure it remains current and as part of future Closure 
Plan amendments. 

4.6.2,
T-32 (and 

Table C, C-1; 
Annex 1, 

MNDM-1); 
T-39 

E,C,O MNDM MA -, later in 
2014 

- 

  24. Geochemistry monitoring:  
 Runoff and seepage related to tailings and stockpiles will be monitored as per surface and groundwater monitoring;  
 Blast hole sampling from open pit operations for mine rock segregation will be carried out throughout the open pit operations 

phase;  
 Tailings samples will be collected at regular intervals during the mine operations phase; and 
 Field trials will be carried out during all or a portion of the mine construction and operations phases as required to generate data 

need to confirm modeling results. 

T-10 E,C,O,D MNDM MA Field trials 
during 

construction 
and 

operation 

- 

  25. PAG material would only be used for fill material in areas where it can be maintained in a saturated state to exclude oxygen and 
inhibit sulphide oxidation. These uses may include underground backfill and construction of the upstream portion of the TMA dams. 

MOE-
GW12(Rev) 

C,O MNDM MA - - 

  26. Progressive rehabilitation of mine rock and overburden stockpiles will be undertaken where practical once the maximum height of 
each stockpile has been reached and/or as each lift is completed. 

4.3.2.1, 
4.19.2, 
7.8.3, 
App E 

O MNDM MA - - 

  27. Encapsulation of the east mine rock stockpile under a multi-layered cover is proposed with a long term goal of controlling ARD. 4.19.2 O,D MNDM MA - - 
  28. As part of the geochemical characterization studies for the project, RRR committed to an extended monitoring period of kinetic cells 

to both demonstrate and continue to evaluate the robustness of the geochemical results.  
T-40 C,O MNDM MA - - 

  29. The run-of-mine stockpile is the temporary, working stockpile for the processing plant; the low grade ore stockpile is proposed to be 
depleted during the latter part of operations. As a contingency only, it is proposed that should an ore stockpile remain at closure, it 
will be managed similar to PAG in the East Mine Rock Stockpile with a multi-layer cover and seeded. Runoff and seepage will be 
directed to the open pit as part of the passive water management system. 

MNR 50 MM C,O,D MNDM MA - - 

  30. Site runoff and seepage will be collected, managed and treated per the MMER requirements. MOE Follow 
Up 

Commitment 

C,O,D EC, MOE MMER, 
OWRA, EPA 

- - 
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  31. The overall site footprint and watershed capture will be minimized to the extent practical, so as to minimize the quantity of runoff and 
seepage requiring treatment and management. 

MOE Follow 
Up 

Commitment 

E,C,O MOE EA; OWRA - - 

  32. West Creek pond and West Creek diversion flows will be measured on a continuous basis using water level transducers, supported 
by monthly manual measurements during the winter period, when transducer results experience interference caused by ice pressure. 

T-9 C,O MOE OWRA, EPA - - 

  33. The West Creek pond will only contain natural, non-contact water. The West Creek diversion channel will be kept separate from the 
constructed wetland downstream of the tailings management area, so as not to mix the natural creek water with excess water 
discharged from the tailings management area. 

4.12.4, 
7.5.1.3, 

App W-1 

C,O,D,P NS EA - - 

  34. West Creek Diversion will be positioned far enough from the pit perimeter to ensure integrity and stability and is expected to provide 
like-for-like fish habitat replacement. 

4.3.2.2, 
4.12.7.4 

C,O,D,P MNR, DFO LRIA, FA - - 

  35. The West Creek diversion will be permanent, and there is no further consideration being given to diverting any flows from this creek 
into the open pit to help accelerate pit flooding at or following closure. 

T-65 No longer 
being 

considered 

MNR, DFO LRIA, FA - - 

  36. There will be secondary containment in place at the crossing of West Creek. T-34 
(and MNR 45 

MM) 

C,O CEA Agency, 
MNR 

EA - - 

  37. A reliable water source for process plant operations and ancillary uses will be generated by maximizing the rate of water recycled to 
the process plant. Water demands are expected to be met by capturing and reusing the effluents and contact water within the site 
footprint. 

4.12.2,
7.6.3, 

App W-1 

O MOE OWRA - - 

  38. Water will be taken from the Pinewood River for the purpose of developing an initial water inventory, only during the construction 
phase. RRR does not intend to take water directly from the Pinewood River thereafter, except possibly for contingency purposes. 

4.12.2,
App W-1 

C,O MOE OWRA - - 

  39. Water recycle will be maximized, using approximately 100% water recycle for the processing plant water supply. MOE Follow 
Up 

Commitment 

O MOE EPA, OWRA - - 

  40. Area lakes are not being considered for water supply to the RRP. MNR 79 RH No longer 
being 

considered 

MNR EA - - 

  41. All process reagents and materials, and wastes, will be handled and stored responsibly, according to supplier and safety guidance, 
regulatory requirements and industry best practices.  

4.7.6,
4.7.7, 
4.13, 

4.14, 9.3.5.2, 
9.3.8, 

9.3.9.2 

C,O,D NS EA - - 

  42. Any chemical spills within the process plant / chemical storage areas will be controlled through provision of secondary containment 
as appropriate, and will not enter the environment. Spills of potentially hazardous materials during transport, or from on-site material 
storage and handling facilities will be managed. Measures will be taken to prevent and clean up any hydrocarbon spills (and other 
spills) at source to ensure such materials do not enter surrounding waters as practical. 

4.5,
4.13, 

7.21.1.3, 
7.21.3, 
9.3.4.2, 
9.3.5.2, 
9.3.6.1 

C,O,D NS EA - - 

  43. The TMA dams will meet strict regulatory requirements including the requirements of the Provincial Lakes and Rivers Improvement 
Act and will be constructed to withstand the probable maximum flood and maximum credible earthquake. A remedial action plan 
would be developed in consultation with appropriate government agencies in the event of dam breach. 

9.2.4.2, 
9.2.4.3, 

App W-1 

C,O MNR LRIA - - 
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  44. Runoff and seepage from the TMA and stockpiles will be captured, monitored, and either released to the environment if applicable 
criteria are met and/or re-used in the process plant during operations. Cyanide and metal concentrations in the tailings management 
area seepage and all treated effluent discharges to the environment will be controlled through the use of in-plant cyanide destruction 
and heavy metal precipitation, augmented by extended effluent aging in the tailings management area ponds. 

4.3.2.2, 4.6.2, 
4.12.7, 

4.12.7.2, 
7.21.3, 

AppW-1 

O EC, MOE MMER, 
OWRA, EPA 

- - 

  45. All active pipelines will be inspected twice per 12 hour shift and informally at other times. Should flow unexpectedly lessen or stop in 
a pipeline, an inspection will be immediately conducted. 

9.3.3.2 C,O,D NS EA, OWRA Twice per 
shift 

- 

  46. The exposed tailings beach will be covered at closure with a layer of overburden, with flooding of the remaining tailings with a layer of 
water to prevent the tailings from oxidizing over the longer term. This will ensure that the tailings pond water remains of high quality, 
such that it will not pose a threat to wildlife. 

4.19.3, 7.10.3,
App E 

O,D MNDM MA - - 

  47. RRR commits to maintaining the deposited tailings during the post closure period in a saturated condition in perpetuity to prevent the 
generation of ARD. RRR also commits to developing and completing a monitoring plan which evaluates the integrity of the cover 
system (e.g. low permeability overburden zone) and the continuous saturation of the tailings. 

Table 2: 
Hydrology 

T-37 
B-26 

P MNDM, EC MA - - 

  48. The thickness and maintenance of water cover over the tailings management area will be clarified in the Closure Plan. C-5, C-6 
(Annex 1, 

MNDM-11, 
-12, -15) 

E MNDM MA - - 

  49. A detailed monitoring plan will be developed as part of the Provincial closure planning process to ensure that the deposited tailings 
solids remain permanently saturated in the post-closure condition. This plan will include consideration of the low permeability 
overburden perimeter cover bordering the tailings dams to ensure that the deposited tailings beneath the perimeter overburden cover 
remain saturated, or alternatively that the overburden zone cover itself remains sufficiently saturated so as to prevent oxidation of the 
underlying tailings. 
 
The monitoring program will consist of the following principal elements: 
 Establishment of a field trial to simulate the performance of the low permeability cover, with initiation during the development 

phase and monitoring during operations to support the closure design to ensure saturation levels in the cover and underlying 
tailings to confirm, or modify, design criteria; 

 Survey of the final tailings surface prior to flooding for closure, with results of the survey tied to TMA dam crest elevations and the 
spillway invert elevation; 

 Establishment of a water level monitoring station within the tailings pond, near to the spillway, with measurements to be taken at 
regular intervals; 

 Establishment of a series of piezometers positioned around the TMA overburden zone perimeter that would measure water levels 
within both the overburden and the underlying deposited tailings, with such piezometers to be fitted with data loggers that would 
take continuous water level measurements at approximately daily intervals; 

 Updating the hydrological data for analyses of the TMA basin at a point approximately two years prior to implementing final 
closure of the TMA to confirm, or modify, applicable water balance parameters;  

 Undertaking an updated review of climate change scenarios at a point approximately two years prior to implementing final closure 
of the TMA to confirm, or modify, anticipated future hydrological conditions related to climate change scenarios; and 

 Annual reviews of water cover performance. 

T-37 E,O,D,P MNDM, EC MA -, Two years 
prior to 
closure 

- 
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  50. In the event that observed water levels within the TMA pond were to decline to a level where there was a risk of the deposited tailings 
solids becoming partially unsaturated for extended periods, the available contingencies to mitigate that condition would be the 
following: 
 Periodically pump water from the Pinewood River during spring freshet, or during other high water periods, to maintain the TMA 

post closure water cover within an optimal zone (alternatively water could be periodically pumped to the TMA from the upper 
water column of the flooded open pit – pending suitable water quality);  

 Raise the spillway invert to further increase the depth of the TMA water cover (this action would require a widening of the spillway 
to continue to allow for passage of the probable maximum flood); or 

 Raising the dam crest, as well as the spillway invert to further increase the depth of the TMA water cover.  
 

In development of the above contingencies, trigger levels would be developed for implementation of the contingencies.   

T-37 O,D,P MNDM, MOE, EC MA, EPA, 
OWRA 

- - 

  51. Mitigation measures that will be used to reduce potential adverse effects to the Pinewood River aquatic system will include the 
following: 
 Extensive contact water recycling for process plant needs to reduce overall water demands and to minimize final effluent 

discharge volumes to the Pinewood River; 
 Use of SO2/Air treatment for cyanide destruction and heavy metal precipitation in the process plant followed by extended effluent 

aging in the tailings management area pond and in the water management pond to achieve the highest quality effluent 
reasonably achievable; 

 Use of a constructed wetland system for final effluent polishing of a major portion of the discharge; 
 Management of the site for ARD control during operations and following closure to prevent adverse water quality impacts to the 

Pinewood River;  
 The Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO) Freshwater Intake End-of-Pipe Guidelines will be followed as mitigation for potential 

fisheries effects associated with water intakes; 
 Construction of the Pinewood River Highway 600 re-alignment crossing (bridge or culverts) in a manner that does not restrict fish 

passage;  
 Maintaining current fish habitat productivity; and 
 Implementation of an extensive monitoring plan for water quality and flow discharges, and receiving water aquatic life and 

habitat.  

7.6.3,  
MOE-SW-1 

(Rev), 
MOE Follow 

Up 
Commitment 

C,O MOE, MNDM, 
MTO, DFO 

EPA, OWRA, 
MA, MTO 

permits, FA 

- - 

  52. All final discharge points will have a point of control to immediately cease discharge. A control structure will be constructed at the 
discharge point of the treatment wetland to be in compliance with MMER. All discharge locations will be regularly sampled in 
accordance with environmental approval requirements and will provide insight as to ongoing treatment system performance.  

4.12.1, 7.21.3, 
9.4.1.2,  

T-30

C,O MOE, EC OWRA, EPA, 
MMER 

- - 

  53. RRR acknowledges the need to meet effluent criteria for any discharge to the environment. Excess water discharged to the 
environment will meet applicable Federal and Provincial guidelines for the protection of aquatic life, or other scientifically defensible 
alternatives, in the receiver, as well as any site-specific approval requirements.  

4.5, 4.12.1,
4.14, 7.5.1.1, 

7.6.1.2, 
7.21.3, 9.4.1.2 

App W-1, 
MOE-SW-8, 

D-18 

C,O,D,P MOE, EC OWRA, EPA, 
MMER 

- - 

  54. Minimize the number of final effluent compliance points as reasonable. MOE Follow 
Up 

Commitment 

E,C,O,D,P MOE, EC OWRA, EPA, 
MMER 

- - 

  55. RRR agrees to work with the MOE to develop a mutually acceptable minimum flow threshold, below which water from the Pinewood 
River would not be taken to build up the initial water inventory to support processing plant start up operations. Subject to approval(s), 
RRR is proposing spring and open water flow thresholds of 10,000 m3/d and 5,000 m3/d, respectively, below which direct water taking 
from the Pinewood River downstream of McCallum Creek, would temporarily cease until river flows recover. The application of such 
flow restrictions would be based on day to day prorated flow data obtained from Water Survey of Canada (WSC) Station 05PC023. 

MOE Follow 
Up 

Commitment 

E,C,O MOE OWRA - - 
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  56. The appropriateness of the use of the WSC station will be assessed as part of the operations planning, and if this station appears 
unsuitable, a separate dedicated flow monitoring station will be set up, either independently, or in association with the WSC. 

T-23 E,C MOE OWRA - Coordination 
with WSC 

  57. Optimize the timing and positioning of final effluent discharges to the Pinewood River so as to limit the potential for adverse flow 
effects to the river. 

MOE Follow 
Up 

Commitment 

C,O,D MOE OWRA, EPA - - 

  58. Subject to approval(s), RRR is proposing to operate the final effluent discharge from both the Constructed Wetland and the pipeline 
discharge from the Water Management Pond, such that a minimum 1:1 receiver to final effluent mixing ratio would be maintained in 
the Pinewood River, with the understanding that receiver to final effluent mixing ratios of greater than 1:1 would be the norm.     

MOE Follow 
Up 

Commitment 

O,D MOE OWRA, EPA - - 

  59. RRR commits to the discharge of effluents to the Pinewood River in a manner that will achieve rapid mixing within the river. If future 
operational monitoring shows that effective receiver mixing is not attained, RRR commits to implement additional measures to 
enhance mixing to a level which is mutually acceptable to the MOE and RRR. Such additional measures could include the use of rock 
groynes placed on either side of the channel to force mid-channel mixing, and use of boulder clusters to increase flow turbulence 
within the mixing zone.  

MOE Follow 
Up 

Commitment 

O MOE OWRA, EPA - - 

  60. Scheduling of RRP development activities will consider environmental aspects, such as fish spawning. T-45 E,C MNR, DFO, EC LRIA, FA, 
other 

- - 

  61. A No Net Loss Plan and compensation strategy will be developed and implemented by RRR to create new like for like habitats as 
project compensation and/or enhance existing restoration programs, to offset the RRP habitat losses. 

7.5.3,
7.5.4, 

App X-1, 
X-2, X-3 

E,C DFO FA - - 

  62. Except where aquatic habitat will be overprinted (and compensated for as part of Fisheries and Oceans Canada authorizations) for 
project development, a 120 m buffer zone will be maintained adjacent to rivers and creeks to the extent practical, to protect 
watercourses and their associated vegetated margins. 

7.11.3 C,O MNR, DFO FA - - 

  63. Fish flesh and fish organ tissue samples from the Pinewood River have been analyzed for metals for walleye and northern pike in the 
baseline condition. A commitment has been made to continue to monitoring metals in these two fish species after mine start-up. 
Should there be future evidence to show that fish are being taken from the Pinewood River on a more regular basis and prepared as 
a food source, RRR would be pleased to work with these fishermen to collect and analyze a reasonable sampling to reflect any 
applied methods of food preparation.   

T-15 O,D CEA Agency EA - - 

  64. Fish tissue (dorsal muscle tissue and livers) sampling will include both northern pike and walleye. If contaminant concentrations 
increase over time, potential consumers and the applicable Provincial departments (MOE and Ministry of Natural Resources; MNR) 
would be informed and information related to increased health risks (if any) would be provided, as suggested.  

T-15 
(and Table 2, 

T-15) 

O,D MOE, MNR, CEA 
Agency 

EA, OWRA - - 

  65. Specific erosion and sediment control measures and their locations will be provided in the permit application documents once 
detailed design is completed to avoid direct impacts to fish during the mine construction phase. 

MNR 25 CM E,C MNR, DFO LRIA, FA - - 

  66. Pond dams will be inspected at a regular interval by site employees for any visible signs of concern and particularly during and after 
major storm events. They will also be inspected periodically by a qualified geotechnical engineer at an interval that meets regulatory 
requirements at a minimum. 

9.2.5.2 C,O,D,P MNR, DFO LRIA, FA - - 

  67. Surface water: to be monitored during construction, operations and active closure phases, with post active closure monitoring 
expected to continue for a decade (or more) at reduced frequencies pending ongoing analysis of data 

T-10 C,O,D,P MOE, MNDM, EC OWRA, EPA, 
MA, MMER 

- - 

  68. Proposed (subject to modification to ensure participation and data sharing is adequate to meet the expectations of the First Nations) 
surface water sampling program would include a First Nation training component followed by a rotating schedule whereby a First 
Nation representative would accompany RRR staff on the monthly surface water sampling program. Laboratory results will be 
received by RRR, reviewed and submitted to the identified individuals of each participating First Nation along with a summary 
explanation.  

T-4 C,O,D,P CEA Agency EA - - 

  69. Sampling of sediments will take place to evaluate soil quality parameters prior to undertaking any further closure activities for any 
contact water ponds and drainage works (including stockpile sediment ponds) where breaching is proposed. 

MNR 62 MM, 
MNR 64 MM 

D MNDM MA - - 

  70. RRR staff are willing to describe the ongoing water quality program and provide freshet data on request. The water management plan 
for the RRP provides for the management of all site contact waters in accordance with accepted industry standards including periods 
of high runoff, and sequences of high precipitation years. 

BGRFN 23 E BGRFN, MOE, EC EPA, MMER - - 
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  71. There will be no sediment ponds associated with the aggregate pit(s). T-31 No longer 
being 

considered 

CEA Agency EA - - 

  72. Related to the transmission line: 
 Tree stumps, root mats and ground vegetation cover will be left intact to reduce the potential for surface erosion and to help 

maintain groundcover for plant and wildlife habitat;  
 Vegetation (shrub) screens will be left to the extent practical along the single creek crossing that exists between Beadle and 

Preachers Lake, near the east end of the alignment, for erosion protection, while ensuring clearance requirements for conductors; 
 No in-water work will be conducted and all poles will be placed above the high water mark; 
 Industry standard sediment interception and erosion control practices will be applied wherever appropriate / needed;  
 Should any erosion of the ground be identified at the end of the construction period (or during any intervening inspections), the 

exposed area would be re-seeded or otherwise stabilized to control erosion until native vegetation takes hold. If the erosion is 
more severe, other methods such as placement of straw matting or equivalent will be used; 

 Where required in larger quantities, construction materials will be stored a minimum distance of 200 m from any open (non-frozen) 
surface water, and from major access points; and 

 Fuelling and maintenance of vehicles will not occur within 50 m of surface waterbodies. 

MNR 
Transmission 

Line 
Alternatives 
Assessment 

C MNR PLA, LRIA, 
CFSA 

- - 

  73. As a result of the independent First Nation review of the Final Environmental Assessment report, RRR committed to  
to a joint water quality monitoring and reporting program with the area First Nations (including Big Grassy River First Nation; BGRFN) 
as part of the existing monthly water quality monitoring program which is currently carried out by RRR. The program will be funded by 
RRR and form an integral part of the overall environmental management program as it relates to First Nations traditional knowledge 
and assurances of maintaining water quality and by extension, aquatic biota protection. The program will be developed jointly with the 
First Nations in lead-up to the initiation of mine construction. (Letter to Chiefs from Kyle Stanfield, October 2013). 

Table 3-4, D-2 C,O,D,P AC, CEA Agency EA - Dialogue 
with BGRFN 

  74. RRR has committed to provide a program of close coordination with Rainy River First Nations in support of the pre-existing First 
Nation Watershed Program and water quality protection. Company funding will be provided as part of the fisheries compensation 
program to further water quality enhancement programs for the Pinewood and similar agriculturally impacted waterways. 

D-7, D-17 C,O,D,P DFO FA - Coordination 
with RRFN 

  75. To help limit the exposure of potentially acid generating materials to this base drainage through the former Clark Creek channel zone, 
a layer of non-potentially acid generating rock will be placed in the former creek channel bed area. 

T-33 C,O MNDM MA - - 

 Groundwater 76. Groundwater: to be monitored during construction, operations and active closure phases, with post active closure monitoring 
expected to continue for a decade (or more) at reduced frequencies pending ongoing analysis of data. 

T-10 C,O,D,P MOE, MNDM OWRA, EPA, 
MA 

- - 

  77. A groundwater level (flow) and quality monitoring program of regular sampling and dipping of dedicated monitoring wells will be 
implemented to confirm that no area wells are affected by the mine. Furthermore, local well owners will be asked to participate in a 
well water quality program to monitor water quality in their wells. 

Public 
Comment 

C,O,D,P MOE OWRA, EPA - - 

  78. If water quality or availability in local wells is compromised (by the RRP), RRR is obligated to replace the system or offer water 
treatment systems to rectify issues related to water quality or availability shown to be caused by the mine. 

Public 
Comment 

C,O,D,P MOE OWRA - - 

  79. If local artesian wells stop flowing (related to the RRP), RRR will need to provide and install a pump to replace the artesian flow used 
by the homeowner. 

Public 
Comment 

C,O,D,P MOE OWRA - - 

  80. A number of groundwater monitoring wells will be placed around the TMA and east mine rock stockpile and pond areas, as shown in 
Figure 13-3 of the Final EA Report. This groundwater monitoring network may be amended or expanded through the MOE approvals 
process. Water levels in these monitoring wells will be measured continuously with data downloaded semi-annually. Groundwater 
samples will be collected quarterly, as described in Section 13.6 of the Final EA Report. 

T-35 C,O,D,P MOE OWRA, EPA - - 
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  81. Mitigation measures that will be used to reduce potential effects on groundwater include the following: 
 Returning captured groundwater to the Pinewood River during the period of mine operations to minimize potential flow effects to 

the river, especially during naturally occurring, low flow conditions; 
 Using in-plant SO2/Air treatment for cyanide destruction and heavy metal precipitation to optimize the quality of groundwater 

seepage associated with the tailings management area during operations and following mine closure; 
 Managing the site for ARD control, both during operations and following closure to prevent adverse water quality impacts to the 

Pinewood River, including that associated with any groundwater seepage; 
 Accelerating open pit inflow following mine closure, to the extent practicable, balancing the need for managing water quality and 

maintaining Pinewood River flows over the interim period until the pit can be completely flooded; and 
 Implementing a monitoring plan for water levels, water quality and flow discharges, and receiving water aquatic life and habitat 

maintenance. 

7.7.3 E,C,O,D,P MOE, MNDM OWRA, EPA, 
MA 

- - 

 Vegetation 
communities and 
rare plants 

82. Monitoring of key terrestrial systems and Species at Risk (SAR) will occur during the construction and operations phase, with post 
closure habitat development and utilization by wildlife to continue at reduced frequencies consistent with SAR Permit requirements. 

T-10 C,O,D,P MNR ESA - - 

  83. Puffballs: RRR and AMEC would be happy to receive photos and/or samples of this species and have AMEC experts identify it. If 
AMEC experts are unable to identify the species they will consult with staff at the Royal Ontario Museum or the Canadian Museum of 
Nature. 

Public 
Comment 

E,C,O P EA - - 

  84. Rare plant surveys are proposed to be carried out along portions of the preferred transmission line corridor in late Spring / early 
Summer, 2014. Prior to transmission line construction, additional data collection will be undertaken for that portion of the proposed 
transmission line routing (Alternative A) west of Highway 71, where there is a baseline data gap for rare plants surveys. This 
additional data collection will be undertaken to support transmission line permitting, and would consist of the following activities, 
spread across a 2 km corridor (1 km on either side the transmission line): transect surveys for vegetation communities including 
surveys targeting the presence of rare plant species. Results will be made available to MNR once the report is complete. 

MNR 6 CM, 7 
CM; 
MNR 

Transmission 
Line 

Alternatives 
Assessment 

E MNR To inform the 
EAA, PLA 

May / June 
2014 

Report to 
MNR when 
complete 

  85. The principal mitigation measures that are proposed to limit short and long term adverse effects to local vegetation communities 
include: 
 Minimizing dust production along primary mine rock and overburden transportation routes by implementing dust suppression 

methods and thereby minimizing the zone of influence. Primary dust suppression methods will include road watering.  
 Annual monitoring of dust deposition on vegetation adjacent to mine roads; and 
 Active revegetation and encouragement of natural revegetation / recolonization of disturbed areas as part of progressive 

reclamation during operation and active reclamation at mine closure. 

7.8.3 C,O,D NS, MOE EA, EPA - - 

  86. In regards to the transmission line: 
 Additional rare plant and breeding bird surveys to be undertaken in May and June, 2014 to identify any further potential 

environmental constraints that might require construction modification, such avoidance of disruption to rare plant sites (if present) 
through site specific habitat protection measures; 

 Undertaking transmission line construction in winter (normally December 1 to March 31) to better protect ground cover in sensitive 
areas where the protection of wetlands, rare plants and SAR is required, and completion of the remainder of transmission line 
construction in the late summer and fall, outside of the breeding bird season; 

 Vegetation removal will be reduced to the extent necessary to support construction activities and longer-term transmission line 
reliability (from interference with conductors and fall of adjacent hazard trees). Minimizing vegetation removal includes retaining 
existing low vegetation ground cover; 

 Access to the right of way (ROW) will be provided from existing infrastructure (some of which may need to be upgraded, as 
reasonable for personnel, material and equipment access), but no new permanent access roads are proposed. Generally, where 
access is poor, the ROW will be accessed along the ROW itself. Construction vehicles will not be allowed to travel through surface 
waters; and 

 Mechanical means will be used for periodic vegetation height maintenance along the transmission line, instead of herbicides. 

MNR 
Transmission 

Line 
Alternatives 
Assessment 

E,C MNR, MTO, EC To inform the 
EAA, PLA, 

MTO permits, 
MBCA 

May / June 
2014, - 

- 
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 Ungulates, 
Furbearers, Bats, 
Amphibians (see 
also SAR) 

87. Scheduling of RRP development activities will consider environmental aspects. Clearing of forests having a density of at least 10 
cavity trees per hectare with a diameter at breast height greater than 25 cm will be limited to outside of the bat roosting season (April 
1 to November 15) unless cleared by a bat biologist that has surveyed the trees for bat activity. Timing of the transmission line 
construction will be planned to avoid the breeding bird and main tourist season, as possible.  

4.16,
4.18, 

7.11.3, 7.12.3, 
7.15.3.3, 
7.16.3 

E,C,O NS ESA - - 

  88. Wildlife awareness information will be included in regular safety and environmental inductions performed by the mine, along with SAR 
identification and sensitivities, permit conditions and cultural awareness. Wildlife sighting logs or information boards will be installed 
to notify workers of local bear, wolf or other large mammal or furbearer observations. Workers and contractors will be made aware of 
seasonal changes in local mammal behaviour or presence in proximity to the mine. Food wastes generated on site will be managed 
in a manner that limits the attraction of wildlife, such as Black Bear. 

7.9.3,
7.10.3, 7.13.3, 

7.15.1.3, 
7.15.2.3, 
7.16.3 

E,C,O,D NS EA - - 

  89. All staff and contractors will be provided with training in animal encounters as part of the site orientation process. MNR 23 CM E,C,O,D MNR EA - - 
  90. Road-killed animals or any other carcasses found onsite will be removed in a timely manner to limit the attraction of wildlife. 7.13.3 E,C,O,D NS EA - - 
  91. A wildlife monitoring program will record the efficacy of these avoidance measures (will evaluate the effectiveness of the methods 

implemented) and annual reporting to EC and the MNR will provide the information requested by the reviewer. 
T-45 C,O,D CEA Agency EA - - 

  92. A more detailed wildlife follow-up monitoring plan will be developed through consultation with the MNR and EC. As suggested by the 
reviewer, additional control sites around the periphery of the mine footprint can be developed and monitored following mine 
construction and periodically throughout mine operations. 

MNR 21 CM, 
73 JV 

E,C,O MNR EA - Consultation 
with MNR 
and EC 

  93. The use of exclusion fencing for reptiles and amphibians will be added as a mitigation measure during construction and operations. 
The placement of fencing will be decided upon through consultation with the MNR and EC.  

T-46 C,O MNR, EC, CEA 
Agency 

EA - Consultation 
with MNR 
and EC 

  94. In regards to the transmission line: 
 Construction crews will be advised not to interfere with or harass wildlife. No hunting or fishing by construction crews will be 

allowed. Disciplinary actions will be taken should either occur; 
 Contractors will be required to handle food and food wastes in a responsible manner, and to educate workers to ensure no feeding 

of wildlife; and 
 Should any nuisance wildlife be encountered which pose a risk to construction crews, the MNR will be contacted for direction. 

MNR 
Transmission 

Line 
Alternatives 
Assessment 

C MNR EA - - 
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  95. The primary mitigation strategies for limiting adverse effects to wildlife will include: 
 Preventing hunting from occurring on all lands owned by RRR (required for the safety of workers; this is currently ongoing during 

exploration as well); 
 Maintenance to the extent practical of a 120 m buffer zone adjacent to rivers and creeks to protect watercourses and their 

associated vegetated margins;  
 Restoration of disturbed habitats at closure, including the development of habitats capable of supporting a diversity of wildlife 

species, including ungulates, large predators, furbearers and bats; 
 Enforcement of speed limits along proposed mine access roads to reduce the potential for collisions with ungulates. Signs 

warning drivers of the possibility of wildlife encounters will be posted in areas of high wildlife activity. A log of collisions will be 
kept to monitor the effectiveness of the proposed mitigation and additional mitigation measures will be implemented if necessary; 

 Inclusion of wildlife awareness information into regular safety and environmental inductions performed by the mine. Workers and 
contractors will be made aware of seasonal changes in local deer or large mammal behaviour or presence in proximity to the 
mine. Workers and contractors will be made aware of seasonal changes in local mammal behaviour or presence in proximity to 
the mine;  

 Treatment of the tailings slurry to levels equal to or less than 1 mg/L weak acid dissociable cyanide before deposition in the 
tailings management area (which is well below the 50 mg/L weak acid dissociable cyanide threshold criteria outlined by the 
International Cyanide Management Code); 

 Fencing the tailings management area to prevent access; 
 Covering the exposed tailings beach at closure with a layer of overburden and flooding the remaining tailings with a layer of water 

to prevent the tailings from oxidizing over the longer term. This will ensure that the tailings pond waters remain of high quality, 
such that they will not pose a threat to wildlife. The margins of the tailings pond will develop as wetland habitat;  

 Minimizing dust production along primary haulage routes by implementing dust suppression methods and thereby minimizing the 
RRP zone of influence; and 

 Disposing of food wastes generated on site in a manner that limit the attraction of wildlife, such as Black Bear and wolves. 

7.9.3, 7.10.3, 
7.11.3 

 

E,C,O,D MOE, MNR, 
MNDM 

EPA, ESA, 
PLA, MA 

- - 

  96. Mitigation measures that will be used to reduce potential adverse effects to amphibians will include the following: 
 Development of a compact RRP site to reduce overall habitat loss and to limit potential adverse effects related to sound emissions 

to the extent practical; 
 Restricting the clearing of terrestrial amphibian breeding habitats to periods outside the amphibian breeding season as directed by 

the MNR; 
 Implementation of sound abatement strategies to dampen sound infiltrating habitats surrounding high traffic areas of the mine; 
 Enforcement of speed limits along proposed mine access roads to reduce the potential adverse effects of increased vehicular 

traffic associated with the RRP. Signs warning drivers of the possibility of wildlife encounters will be posted in areas of high wildlife 
activity. A log of collisions will be kept to monitor the effectiveness of the proposed mitigation and additional mitigation measures 
will be implemented if necessary; 

 If frog mortality on roadways is found to be a problem along mine access roads or the re-aligned Highway 600, silt fencing may be 
installed to prevent frogs from crossing the road and may direct them to the nearest culvert(s); 

 Inclusion of wildlife awareness information into regular safety and environmental inductions performed by the mine. Workers and 
contractors should continually be made aware of seasonal changes in local wildlife behaviour or presence in proximity to the mine; 

 Treatment of tailings slurry containing cyanide and associated heavy metals from the ore leaching process in the process plant 
using the SO2/Air process before being discharged to the tailings management area;  

 Discharge of effluent that will result in protection of aquatic life standards in the Pinewood River so that no adverse water quality 
effects to amphibians are anticipated; 

 Maintenance of generally abiotic conditions within the tailings management area to discourage wildlife presence; and  
 Covering the exposed tailings beach at closure with a layer of overburden and flooding the remaining tailings with a layer of water 

to prevent the tailings from oxidizing over the longer term. This will ensure that the tailings pond waters remain of high quality such 
that they will not pose a threat to wildlife. Margins of the tailings pond will be developed into wetland habitat. 

7.14.3 E,C,O,D MOE, MNR, 
MNDM 

EPA, ESA, 
PLA, MA 

- - 
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Birds Migratory Birds, 
Raptors and 
Ravens (see also 
SAR) 

97. Generally abiotic conditions will be created within the fenced tailings management area during operations to limit the interest of the 
pond to waterfowl.  

7.12.3 O MOE, MNDM OWRA, EPA, 
MA 

- - 

 98. Scheduling of RRP development activities will consider environmental aspects, such as fish spawning and bird nesting seasons. Tree 
and woodland clearing will be restricted to periods outside of the breeding bird season (May 1 to August 15). Clearing or modification 
of known Trumpeter Swan breeding habitat will be restricted to outside the breeding season (March 15 to August 15).  

4.16,
4.18, 

7.11.3, 7.12.3, 
7.15.3.3, 
7.16.3 

C MNR, DFO, EC ESA, FA, 
MBCA 

- - 

  99. A monitoring plan will be developed for Common Nighthawk and Eastern Whip-poor-will, in partnership with the MNR, EC and 
interested First Nation Communities including the standardized information suggested well as a mortality trigger that will be decided 
upon during consultation with the MNR and EC, and in consideration of conditions under the Net Benefit Permit being developed by 
the MNR. 

T-45 E MNR, EC ESA, MBCA - Monitoring 
plan to be 
developed 

  100. Breeding bird surveys are proposed to be carried out along portions of the preferred transmission line corridor in late Spring / early 
Summer, 2014. Prior to transmission line construction, additional data collection will be undertaken for that portion of the proposed 
transmission line routing (Alternative A) west of Highway 71, where there is a baseline data gap for breeding bird surveys. This 
additional data collection will be undertaken to support transmission line permitting, and would consist of point count surveys for 
breeding birds between late May and early July, spread across a 2 km corridor (1 km on either side the transmission line). Results 
will be made available to MNR once the report is complete. 

MNR 6 CM,  
7 CM; 
MNR 

Transmission 
Line 

Alternatives 
Assessment 

E MNR To inform the 
EAA, PLA 

May / June 
2014 

Results to 
be provided 

to MNR 
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  101. The primary mitigation strategies for limiting adverse effects to birds and habitat: 
 Inclusion of wildlife awareness information into regular safety and environmental inductions performed by the mine. Wildlife 

sighting logs or information boards will be installed to notify workers of local observations. Workers will be made aware of 
seasonal changes in local animal behaviour or presence in proximity to the mine; 

 Minimizing the level of potentially disturbing activities near any known or subsequently discovered active raptor and raven nest 
sites until the nest is vacated; 

 Annual monitoring of the Bald Eagle nest in Woodland 122 to determine seasonal eagle activity at the nest site which will guide 
RRP activities occurring in proximity to the nest. Should eagles continue to use the nest site and raise offspring, work will be 
adjusted appropriately to reduce adverse effects to the breeding success of the local pair; 

 Maintenance of a safe distance between RRP activities and the nest as well as maintenance of landscape buffer areas 
(preferably forested or natural) between the activity and nest trees. To avoid disturbing nesting Bald Eagles, no buffer is 
necessary around nest sites outside of the breeding season once the juvenile eagles are known to have vacated the defined 
significant wildlife habitat; 

 Limiting less typical activities in proximity to the nest site during the nest building and breeding season. The local eagle pair 
appears tolerant of agricultural activities and road grading;  

 Environmental induction programs and ongoing environmental updates provided to workers will make them aware of Bald Eagle 
nesting activities prior to the commencement of new or irregular activities in proximity to an active eagle nest (within 500 m), and 
having them observe proper protocol in order to avoid disturbance during these activities; 

 Restriction of tree and woodland clearing to periods outside of the breeding bird season which extends between May 1 and 
August 15;  

 Protection of suitable breeding habitat as a result of the provision of compensatory habitat for species protected under the 
Endangered Species Act; 

 Restoration of disturbed habitats at closure to habitats capable of supporting a diversity of wildlife species; 
 Implementation of sound abatement strategies;  
 Enforcement of speed limits along proposed mine access roads to reduce the potential adverse effects of increased vehicular 

traffic associated with the RRP. Signs warning drivers of the possibility of wildlife encounters will be posted in areas of high 
wildlife activity. A log of collisions will be kept to monitor the effectiveness of the proposed mitigation and additional mitigation 
measures will be implemented if necessary; 

 Restrictions to clearing or modification of known Trumpeter Swan breeding habitat to outside the breeding season (March 15 to 
August 15) to prevent the disturbance of nesting swans or impact the likelihood of cygnet survival; 

 Disposing of food wastes generated on site in an appropriate manner that limits the attraction of wildlife, including Common 
Ravens, Turkey Vultures and Bald Eagles;  

 Timely removal of carcasses of road-killed animals or any other carcasses found onsite to limit the attraction of wildlife, such as 
Common Ravens and Turkey Vultures; and 

 Treatment of tailings slurry containing cyanide and associated heavy metals from the ore leaching process in the process plant 
using the SO2/Air process before being discharged to the tailings management area; and 

 Creation of generally abiotic conditions within the fenced tailings management area during operations to limit the interest of the 
pond to waterfowl.  

7.12.3,
7.13.3 

E,C,O,D MNR, EC, MOE, 
MNDM 

ESA, MBCA, 
OWRA, EPA, 

MA 

- - 
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  102. In regards to the transmission line: 
 Additional rare plant and breeding bird surveys to be undertaken in May and June, 2014 to identify any further potential 

environmental constraints that might require construction modification, such avoidance of disruption to rare plant sites (if present) 
through site specific habitat protection measures; 

 Tree clearing to take place outside of the breeding bird nesting season, defined as the period from May 1 to July 31; 
 Undertaking transmission line construction in winter (normally December 1 to March 31) to better protect ground cover in sensitive 

areas where the protection of wetlands, rare plants and SAR is required, and completion of the remainder of transmission line 
construction in the late summer and fall, outside of the breeding bird season; 

 Direct impacts to raptor nesting areas will be avoided. There are currently no stick nests on or near the proposed ROW. Should 
any stick nests be identified during construction, the area will be avoided until a qualified avian biologist can be contacted for 
direction; 

 Conductor wire separation distances will be sufficiently far apart to preclude larger avian species, particularly raptors which 
frequently use hydro pole for perching or nesting, from electrocution by contacting two conductor wires simultaneously; 

 Construction crews will be advised not to interfere with or harass wildlife. No hunting or fishing by construction crews will be 
allowed. Disciplinary actions will be taken should either occur; and 

 Contractors will be required to handle food and food wastes in a responsible manner, and to educate workers to ensure no feeding 
of wildlife. 

MNR 
Transmission 

Line 
Alternatives 
Assessment 

E,C MNR To inform the 
EAA, PLA 

May / June 
2014, -  

- 

Federal 
Species at 
Risk 

SAR: Species 
protected under 
the Endangered 
Species Act and 
species of special 
concern and 
Provincially rare 
species 

103. The site will be rendered suitable for other compatible land uses and functions after the mine has closed and the land has been 
reclaimed. RRR will encourage and, as practical, actively restore the RRP site to productive, naturalized vegetation communities on 
cessation of mining capable of supporting a diversity of wildlife species. RRP revegetation efforts at closure will include providing 
suitable habitat for SAR species, most notably whip-poor-will, and other species of interest, if practical.  

4.1,
4.3.2.1, 

4.19.1, 4.19.2, 
7.8.3, 
7.9.3 

D,P MNDM, MNR MA - - 

 104. The RRP footprint has been altered through consultation with the MNR in order to further avoid known whip-poor-will territories where 
feasible, including maintenance of forest buffers between RRP components and whip-poor-will nesting and foraging habitat where 
practical. Provide compensatory whip-poor-will habitat that protects known territories and other identified suitable habitat. Where 
feasible, manage site lighting fixtures to reduce excess light production near whip-poor-will foraging areas, so as to minimize 
disturbing these nocturnal birds (with all appropriate health and safety issues considered).  

7.15.1.3, 
7.16.3 

E,C,O,D MNR ESA - - 

  105. RRR will implement a monitoring plan for Eastern Whip-poor-will populations and nesting in proximity to the proposed mine and 
transmission line sites, within compensatory habitat areas. Continue funding external research programs in collaboration with the 
MNR in order to further our understanding of this poorly studied species, as part of a larger overall benefits compensation package 
required by the Endangered Species Act permit. 

7.15.1.3 E,C,O MNR ESA - - 

  106. RRR will implement a monitoring plan for Bobolink populations and nesting in proximity to the proposed mine site within 
compensatory habitat areas, and in appropriate control areas - developed through consultation with the MNR. Acquire and protect 
compensatory open country breeding bird habitat suitable for Bobolink breeding at a ratio of 1:1 for open-country habitat removed for 
RRP development. 

7.15.2.2,
13.7.1, 13.7.3 

E,C,O MNR ESA - - 

  107. RRR will identify Barn Swallow nesting colonies prior to mine construction. Establish zones where Barn Swallow colonization is 
desired, tolerated or not wanted. Create artificial nesting structures to encourage recolonization or new colonization by Barn 
Swallows in areas where farm structures are removed. Implement a monitoring plan for Barn Swallow populations in proximity to the 
proposed mine and transmission line sites and in appropriate control areas. 

7.15.3.3 E MNR EA Prior to 
construction 

- 

  108. Where feasible, RRP lighting fixtures will be directed in such a fashion as to reduce excess production of light to the surrounding 
environment (for Common Nighthawk and Short-eared Owl). 

7.15.1.3, 
7.16.3 

C,O,D NS EA - - 

  109. Monitoring of key terrestrial systems and SAR: during the construction and operations phase, with post closure habitat development 
and utilization by wildlife to continue at reduced frequencies consistent with SAR Permit requirements 

T-10 C,O,D MNR EA / ESA - - 
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  110. Mitigation measures that will be used to reduce potential adverse effects to Eastern Whip-poor-will will include the following: 
 Provision of compensatory whip-poor-will habitat that protects known territories and other identified suitable habitat; 
 Restricting the clearing of habitats to periods outside the breeding bird season which occurs from May 1 to August 15; 
 Implementation of sound abatement strategies to dampen sound infiltrating habitats surrounding high traffic areas of the mine; 
 Where feasible, management of site lighting fixtures to reduce excess light production near whip-poor-will foraging areas so as to 

minimize disturbing these nocturnal birds (with all appropriate health and safety issues considered); 
 Maintenance of forest buffers between RRP components and whip-poor-will nesting and foraging habitat where practical; 
 Management of dust through dust suppression activities (best management practices); 
 Enforcement of speed limits along mine-controlled roads to reduce the potential adverse effects of increased vehicular traffic 

associated with the RRP. Signs warning drivers of the possibility of wildlife encounters will be posted in areas of high wildlife 
activity. A log of collisions will be kept to monitor the effectiveness of the proposed mitigation and additional mitigation measures 
will be implemented if necessary;  

 Environmental induction of RRP personnel, including SAR identification and sensitivities, and knowledge of Endangered Species 
Act permit conditions; 

 Implementation of a monitoring plan for Eastern Whip-poor-will populations and nesting in proximity to the proposed mine and 
transmission line sites, within compensatory habitat areas and in appropriate control areas; and 

 Continue funding external research programs in collaboration with the MNR in order to further our understanding of this poorly 
studied species, as part of a larger overall benefits compensation package required by the Endangered Species Act permit. 

7.15.1.3 E,C,O,D MNR, MOE EA / ESA, 
EPA 

- - 

  111. The primary mitigation strategies for limiting adverse effects to Bobolink will include: 
 Restricting the development of open country habitats to periods outside the breeding bird season which occurs from May 1 to 

July 31;  
 Acquiring and protecting compensatory open country breeding bird habitat suitable for Bobolink breeding at a ratio of 1:1 for 

open-country habitat removed for RRP development; 
 Enforcement of speed limits along mine controlled roads to reduce the potential adverse effects of increased vehicular traffic 

associated with the RRP. Signs warning drivers of the possibility of wildlife encounters will be posted in areas of high wildlife 
activity. A log of collisions will be kept to monitor the effectiveness of the proposed mitigation and additional mitigation measures 
will be implemented if necessary; 

 Environmental induction of RRP personnel, including SAR identification and sensitivities and knowledge of Endangered Species 
Act permit conditions; 

 Implementation of sound abatement strategies to dampen sound infiltrating habitats surrounding high traffic areas of the mine;  
 Restoration of disturbed habitats at mine closure or encouraging development of habitats capable of supporting Bobolink and 

other open country species; and 
 Implementation of a monitoring plan for Bobolink populations and nesting in proximity to the proposed mine site within 

compensatory habitat areas, and in appropriate control areas.  

7.15.2.3 E,C,O,D MNR, MOE, 
MNDM 

EA / ESA, 
EPA, MA 

- - 
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  112. Mitigation measures that will be used to reduce potential adverse effects to Barn Swallows will include the following: 
 Identification of Barn Swallow nesting colonies prior to mine construction; 
 Restricting habitat displacement for mine infrastructure to periods outside the breeding bird season which occurs from May 1 to 

August 15; 
 Creation of artificial nesting structures to encourage recolonization or new colonization by Barn Swallows in areas where farm 

structures are removed; 
 Restoration of disturbed habitats at closure or encouraging development of habitats capable of providing suitable Barn Swallow 

foraging habitat; 
 Sound abatement strategies will be implemented to dampen sound infiltrating habitats surrounding high traffic areas of the mine; 
 Establishment of zones where Barn Swallow colonization is desired, tolerated or not wanted. These measures may be necessary 

to prevent colonization in areas of high human or vehicular activity that would put swallows and swallow breeding success at risk 
or where order and cleanliness are desired. In this case, discouraging tactics may be implemented to discourage colonization. 
Conversely, protection may be provided to swallows nesting in other locations where their presence is encouraged and does not 
cause problems to mine operations;  

 Enforcement of speed limits along mine controlled roads to reduce potential adverse effects of increased vehicular traffic 
associated with the RRP. Signs warning drivers of the possibility of wildlife encounters will be posted in areas of high wildlife 
activity. A log of collisions will be kept to monitor the effectiveness of the proposed mitigation and additional mitigation measures 
will be implemented if necessary; and 

 Implementation of a monitoring plan for Barn Swallow populations in proximity to the proposed mine and transmission line sites 
and in appropriate control areas.  

7.15.3.3 E,C,O,D NS, MOE, MNDM EA, EPA, MA Prior to 
construction 

- 

  113. Mitigation measures that will be used to reduce potential adverse effects to all species of Special Concern and Provincially rare 
species will include the following: 
 Restriction of principal habitat displacement for mine infrastructure to periods outside the breeding bird season which MNR has 

indicated occurs from May 1 to August 15; 
 Implementation of sound abatement strategies to dampen sound infiltrating habitats surrounding high traffic areas of the mine; 
 Where feasible, RRP lighting fixtures will be directed in such a fashion as to reduce excess production of light to the surrounding 

environment. 
 Establishment of zones where Black-billed Magpie colonization is desired, tolerated, or not wanted. These measures may be 

necessary to prevent colonization in areas of high human vehicular activity that could put magpie and magpie breeding success at 
risk. Discouraging tactics may be implemented to discourage colonization. Conversely, protection may be provided to magpies 
nesting in other locations where their presence is encouraged and does not cause problems to mine operations.  

 Enforcement of speed limits along mine controlled roads to reduce the potential for adverse effects of increased vehicular traffic 
associated with the RRP. Signs warning drivers of the possibility of wildlife encounters will be posted in areas of high wildlife 
activity. A log of collisions will be kept to monitor the effectiveness of the proposed mitigation and additional mitigation measures 
will be implemented if necessary; 

 Inclusion of wildlife awareness information into regular safety inductions performed by the mine. Workers will be made aware of 
seasonal changes in wildlife behaviour or presence in proximity to the mine;  

 Treatment of tailings slurry containing cyanide and associated heavy metals in the process plant using the SO2/Air process before 
being discharged to the tailings management area; and 

 Restoration of disturbed habitats at closure including the development of habitats capable of supporting a diversity of wildlife 
species, including Species of Special Concern and rare species. 

7.16.3 E,C,O,D NS, MOE, MNDM EA, EPA, MA, 
OWRA  

- - 
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Aboriginal 
groups – 
Current use 
of lands and 
resources 
for 
traditional 
purposes 

Land and 
resource use: 
related to both 
traditional and 
non-traditional 
use: 
 Land use plans 

and policies; 
 Mineral 

exploration; 
 Forestry; 
 Agriculture and 

adjacent 
residents; 

 Hunting; 
 Trapping; 
 Fishing; and 
 Other outdoor 

recreational 
uses. 

114. Timing of the transmission line construction will be planned to avoid the breeding bird and main tourist season, as possible.  4.16 E,C MNR, MNDM, EC PLA, CFSA, 
MA, MBCA 

- - 

115. Traditional Knowledge/Traditional Land Use (TK/TLU) data has been widely collected for the RRP, including from the closest 
communities of BGRFN, Rainy River First Nations and Naicatchewenin First Nation. All TK/TLU sessions were community driven, 
meaning that the method of data collection was community specific. No TK/TLU data has been identified for the Project area 
specifically. The majority of the data has been broad and overreaching, which RRR will continue to respect as it serves as the basis 
for First Nations’ unique relationship to the land. TK/TLU collection will continue; information collected will be appropriately 
considered for construction, operation and closure phases. For example, RRR will further investigate the historical travel corridor and 
incorporate appropriately any new information that may become available. (Letter to Chiefs from Kyle Stanfield, October 2013). 

Table 3-4 E,C,O,D,P AC EA - - 

116. RRR will share results of the TK/TLU data sessions in a non-public First Nations forum(s). (Letter to Chiefs from Kyle Stanfield, 
October 2013). 

Table 3-4 E,C AC EA - - 

117. RRR has an open invitation for First Nations to participate in all baseline and environmental monitoring programs, including Whip-
poor-will, where appropriate and to share monitoring results. RRR will continue to advise of the opportunity at public forums in order 
to encourage anyone who’s interested to participate. (Letter to Chiefs from Kyle Stanfield, October 2013). 

Table 3-4 E,C,O,D AC EA - - 

118. Additional information related to Lake Sturgeon and the Rainy River First Nations management program will be added to the Final EA 
Report. RRR has committed to a program of close coordination with Rainy River First Nations in support of the pre-existing First 
Nation Watershed Program and water quality protection. Company funding will be provided as part of the fisheries compensation 
program to further water quality enhancement programs for the Pinewood and similar agriculturally-impacted waterways. 

Table 3-4 E AC EA - - 

119. RRR will reach out to the Seven Generations Education Institute and/or the MNR to obtain any additional information on baseline 
health of animals and fish. (Letter to Chiefs from Kyle Stanfield, October 2013). 

Table 3-4 E AC EA - - 

120. First Nations will play an active role in the development of the mine Closure Plan, including development of the monitoring and 
mitigation programs. While the Closure Plan will be completed prior to construction, RRR will consult on significant revisions 
periodically during operations to ensure incorporation of TK and best management practices. (Letter to Chiefs from Kyle Stanfield, 
October 2013). 

Table 3-4 E,C,O AC EA - - 

121. Monitoring programs targeted at ungulates (moose, deer) will be coordinated with First Nations. (Letter to Chiefs from Kyle Stanfield, 
October 2013). 

Table 3-4 E,C,O,D AC EA - - 

122. RRR would be pleased to assemble a map showing the locations of the closest First Nation community water supply intakes on 
receipt of the locations/coordinates. (Letter to Chiefs from Kyle Stanfield, October 2013). 

Table 3-4 E,C AC EA - - 

123. While the Draft EA has shown no impacts to First Nations or non-Aboriginal people’s health, any new information that has a potential 
to impact health will be provided to First Nations. (Letter to Chiefs from Kyle Stanfield, October 2013). 

Table 3-4 E,C,O,D AC EA - - 

124. RRR will work with First Nations to ensure employee overall well-being. Programs to highlight the dangers of drug use combined with 
drug testing will be implemented. (Letter to Chiefs from Kyle Stanfield, October 2013). 

Table 3-4 C,O,D AC EA - - 

125. As a best practice and acting as a responsible neighbour, RRR will notify local stakeholders of project activities as appropriate. MTCS-2 E,C,O,D,P MTCS EA - - 
126. RRR has and will continue to actively engage the MNR and local outfitters including those that hold the Bear Management Areas that 

will be affected by the RRP. 
MTCS-6 E,C,O,D MTCS EA - - 

127. RRR will calculate the area of forest land that will be removed from the total forest land within BGRFN territory, utilizing public 
sources and provide this information to the First Nation on delineation of the traditional territory by the BGRFN. 

D-9, 
T-10, 

BGRFN 13 

E CEA Agency, 
BGRFN 

EA Once 
traditional 
territory 
provided 

BGRFN to 
provide map 
of traditional 

territory 
128.  RRR has offered funding assistance to First Nations associated with the RRP to hire a qualified consultant to undertake an 

independent review of the Draft Closure Plan issued to Aboriginal Groups as well as Federal and Provincial agencies in March of 
2014. Results of the independent review process will be used to help the Company develop any further commitments and/or 
mitigations to reduce potential impacts to Aboriginal and treaty rights. This process is expected to be completed concurrent with the 
conclusion of the EA process. 

D-9, D-12, 
D-15, D-16, 

D-21 

E CEA Agency EA March 2014 - 

129. Rainy River is consulting with First Nations and the Métis Nation of Ontario (MNO) on the Draft Closure Plan provided on March 19, 
2014.  RRR has provided resources to these communities to undertake independent review the Draft document.  RRR is looking 
forward to input from the MNO regarding the Draft Closure Plan. 

MNO-5 E MNO, MNDM MA - - 
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130. RRR is open to discussing closure objectives in relation to the results of the Traditional Knowledge / Traditional Land Use (TK / TLU) 
study. 

BGRFN 28 E BGRFN, MNDM MA - - 

131. RRR is supportive of the further development of mitigation measures in relation to traditional hunting (and plant gathering), which 
could potentially involve: 
 Continuing to involve BGRFN members in the development of adaptive management techniques related to closure planning, 

including the rehabilitation of habitat for wildlife; and 
 Restoring access to RRP lands following mine closure to the extent that such access is safe / possible. 

D-21 E,D BGRFN, MNO, 
CEA Agency 

EA - - 

132. RRR has committed to  provide BGRFN members the ability to access certain lands that RRR is able to make available for gathering 
of wild medicines, berries, or other vegetation. 

D-4 E,C,O,D,P BGRFN,   CEA 
Agency 

EA - - 

133. RRR has committed to ensure that Aboriginal communities (including BGRFN) has the ability to access the site for cultural and 
ceremonial purposes so that local Aboriginal people can undertake ceremonies at different times of the year to show respect for the 
land and its spiritual aspects. This will ensure that young people can participate in ceremonies and learn from elders and 
ceremonialists. Teaching through the generations will therefore be maintained. 

D-6 E,C,O,D,P BGRFN,  CEA 
Agency 

EA - - 

134. A detailed Fire Response Plan will be developed (Final EA Report, Section 8.2). This document will be made available for MNR 
review prior to construction initiation.  

MNR 3 MB E MNR EA Prior to 
construction 

Fire 
response 
plan to be 
provided to 

MNR 
135. RRR will engage with local stakeholders as appropriate to provide notification of project activities and to mitigate potential impacts as 

practical. 
MTCS-1 E,C,O,D,P MTCS EA - - 

 136. Related to the transmission line: 
 Compensation will be provided for merchantable timber value where applicable;  
 Maintain transmission line set back distances of not less than 100 m from area lakes to provide effective visual screening from 

open waters; 
 Landscape screening to minimize the contrast in landscape character; for example by leaving shrub cover vegetation that will not 

affect the conductors (i.e., the wire) in the ROW at creek crossings; and 
 Minimizing land use conflicts and concerns by consulting with other users and stakeholders (i.e., Aboriginal peoples, hunters, 

trappers, outdoor recreationalists) to identify and implement other means of conflict resolution. 

MNR 
Transmission 

Line 
Alternatives 
Assessment 

E,C,O MNR, MNDM CFSA, PLA, 
MA 

- - 

Aboriginal 
groups – 
Health and 
socio-
economic 
conditions 

Economic VSECs: 
 Direct, indirect 

and induced 
employment 
opportunities 

 Business 
opportunities 

 Income growth 
 Economic 

diversification 
 Human capital 

and 
 Government 

revenues. 

137. RRR will implement a hiring policy that encourages employment of local workers, including members of human environment regional 
study area First Nations and Métis communities. Where feasible, goods and services will be procured from local and regional 
suppliers as well as suppliers that can further demonstrate Aboriginal employee content. Provide on the job Common Core training to 
assist local workers to develop mining-specific skills, and implement career training and development opportunities for employees 
once hired. RRR will provide continuous, on the job safety training. 

7.19.3 E,C,O,D NS EA - - 

138. RRR will continue to engage with potentially affected stakeholders as the project develops, including those local and regional 
businesses which may provide accommodation facilities for the RRP workforce. 

MTCS-9 
(Antler) 

E,C,O,D MTCS EA - - 

139. Fish habitat compensation will be provided onsite related to the Federal Fisheries Act. A portion of this compensation habitat, notably 
the Clark Creek, Clark Creek pond and Teeple pond, could potentially be provided to licensed bait fishermen 

BGRFN 11 E,C BGRFN, DFO FA - - 

140. RRR respects BGRFN’s Aboriginal and Treaty Rights, and is working with the community to develop a collective agreement that will 
include mutually acceptable means for mitigation of accepted impacts. 

BGRFN 14 E,C BGRFN EA - - 

141. Where RRR has control, commercially reasonable efforts will be made to work with Resolute, MNR and local loggers to facilitate the 
use of merchantable timber by local mills, in recognition of the importance of mills to the local economy. 

Public 
Comment 

E,C P EA - - 

142. RRR will make reasonable efforts to accommodate Resolute in providing access through New Gold lands to Crown lands over which 
Resolute has an interest provided that the access does not interfere with mine construction or operation; that the access does not put 
the safety and security of New Gold or Resolute personnel or property at risk; and subject to the prior execution of any land access 
agreement(s) which New Gold deems appropriate. 

Public 
Comment 

E,C,O,D,P P EA - - 

143. As the mine approaches the end of mine life, RRR will implement strategies to transition the workforce to buffer the effects of job 
losses, as well as an Adjustment Committee. 

7.19.3 O NS EA - - 
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Aboriginal 
groups – 
Physical or 
cultural 
heritage and 
effects on 
historical, 
archaeologic
al, 
paleontologi
cal or 
architectural 
sites or 
structures 

Social VSECs: 
 Demographics 

and 
populations; 

 Housing and 
accommodatio
ns; 

 Public utilities; 
 Community 

and social 
services; 

 Highway traffic; 
 Human health; 

and 
 Cultural 

heritage 
resources. 

144. The health and safety of workers will be ensured by meeting applicable occupational health and safety legislation standards, as well 
as utilizing other best management practices for industrial hygiene hazard control as appropriate. 

7.21.3 E,C,O,D,P NS Various 
occupational 

health 
instruments 

- - 

145. While the Draft EA has shown no impacts to First Nations or non-Aboriginal people’s health, any new information that has a potential 
to impact health will be provided to First Nations. (Letter to Chiefs from Kyle Stanfield, October 2013). 

Table 3-4 E,C,O,D AC EA - - 

146. RRR will work with First Nations to ensure employee overall well-being. Programs to highlight the dangers of drug use combined with 
drug testing will be implemented. (Letter to Chiefs from Kyle Stanfield, October 2013). 

Table 3-4 C,O,D AC EA - - 

147. A blasting plan will be developed describing all proposed blasting operations at the RRP site. All personnel who handle explosives 
will have appropriate training; all other individuals will be restricted from access. 

9.3.1.2 E,C,O NS EA - - 

148. Recognizing that safety of workers is paramount, RRR will attempt to reduce light pollution as possible. Public 
Comment 

E,C,O,D P EA - - 

149. The RRP has been designed to meet all applicable fire protection system requirements and codes. Regular fire drills will occur to 
ensure that all workers are familiar with fire response procedures, as dictated within the environmental management system. All 
workers and visitors on site will receive an orientation which includes fire reporting and response procedures. 

9.4.3.2,
App V 

E,C,O,D NS Various fire-
related 

instruments 

- - 

150. Should it be determined in the future that additional fire break is required, appropriate approvals will be obtained from the MNR. 8.4.3 E,C,O MNR Ontario Forest 
Fires 

Prevention Act 

- - 

151. RRR will ensure that safe access to properties is maintained during the construction and operation phases of the project. Once 
detailed plans are progressed, RRR would welcome the opportunity to discuss further. 

Public 
Comment 

E,C,O P, MNR EA - - 

152. Any infrastructure, such as hydro services, that require relocation will be completed as expediently as possible, to minimize disruption 
to local users. It is currently envisioned that the disruption will only occur during the switchover from the existing to the (at that time) 
newly built line. 

Public 
Comment 

C P EA - - 

153. The re-aligned Highway 600 will be constructed by RRR to Ministry of Transportation (MTO) standards so that RRR can pursue 
transfer of the road to the Province after construction. 

4.15,
App W-1 

E,C MTO MTO Permits - - 

154. RRR has had extensive consultations with the MTO in Thunder Bay related to the RRP highway planning and will continue to discuss 
issues related to the Highway 600 re-alignment, and associated maintenance and safety issues with MTO, the Township of Chapple, 
Stratton, the Rainy River Valley Safety Coalition, school bus operators, utility companies and emergency response groups.   

7.20.5.3 E,C MTO MTO Permits - - 

155. A new East Access Road will connect Highway 71 with Roen Road by means of Korpi Road, to provide access for the limited number 
of properties on Marr Road north of the RRP site. 

4.15,
App W-1 

E,C,O,D,P P, MTO, MNR MTO Permits - - 

156. RRR will schedule the delivery of major equipment at off peak times where practical and ensuring that heavy loads are sized 
appropriately and transported only on highways that have sufficient load capacities while observing half-load seasonal restrictions. 

7.20.5.3 E,C,O,D NS EA - - 

157. Only licensed suppliers and carriers will be selected for the supply and transport of hazardous materials to the RRP site. When 
suppliers are selected, Rainy River will share supplier handling and transport information with the MNO. 

MNO-3 E,C,O,D MNO, TC Various 
transportation 
of dangerous 

goods 
instruments 

- Supplier 
handling and 

transport 
information 

to be shared 
with the 
MNO 

158. Drivers will be required to meet all applicable regulatory training requirements, be trained in spill response procedures for the 
materials they transport, and carry the appropriate Material Safety Data Sheets. 

9.3.4.2, 
9.3.6.2 

E,C,O,D NS Various spill 
prevention / 

response 
instruments 

- - 

159. Vehicles transporting materials to site will be required to maintain a supply of basic emergency response equipment, including 
communication equipment, first aid materials and a fire extinguisher, where appropriate. 

9.3.4.2, 
9.3.6.2 

E,C,O,D NS EA - - 
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160. Notification and/or reporting of any vehicular accidents and spills will follow Provincial (Ministry of the Environment) and other 
applicable requirements. 

9.3.7.1 E,C,O,D MOE EPA, Various 
spill 

prevention / 
response 

instruments 

- - 

161. With regards to controlling adverse traffic effects during transmission line construction: 
 Ensuring that RRR employees and contractors / subcontractors adhere to posted speed limits and practical speed limits along the 

ROW; 
 Contractors and their subcontractors will be required to have properly and seasonally maintained equipment; and 
 Maintain regular communications with the Township of Chapple, the Ministry of Transportation and Ontario Provincial Police 

representatives, to monitor and mitigate traffic effects. 

MNR 
Transmission 

Line 
Alternatives 
Assessment 

E,C MNR EA - - 

162. RRR will monitor regional housing supply, particularly in the Chapple, Emo, and Fort Frances markets during the planning and 
construction phase of the RRP and in advance of each wave of new operations employment. Engage in regular discussions with 
Municipal planning officials in these communities to understand the anticipated evolution of their resale and new-home markets, and 
the extent to which each community desires growth or does not. RRR will continue to work with hoteliers and town officials, to help 
avoid possible construction employment demands that would negatively affect accommodation capacity needed to support the tourist 
season. 

7.20.2.3 E,C,O NS EA - - 

163. Develop suitable policies and initiatives to encourage car pooling amongst employees, with the aim of reducing commuter-related 
traffic and reducing the individual burden of commuting. RRR may explore alternate accommodation strategies to support its 
employees. 

7.20.2.3, 
7.20.5.1, 
7.20.5.3 

E,C,O NS EA - - 

164. RRR will continue to discuss the RRP and potential additional demands that could be placed on the services of regional 
Municipalities. RRR will continue to support government-led initiatives that support social sustainability during all project phases. 
RRR with work with local service agencies to gather information about social issues or service capacity issues so that they may be 
addressed in a collaborative manner. RRR will maintain communications with local and regional service providers to monitor and 
work collaboratively to address any Project-related changes that may be experienced. 

7.20.3.3, 
7.20.4.3 

E,C,O NS EA - - 

  165. Potential health risks associated with the consumption of ungulate organ meats will be mitigated through the voluntary submission of 
organ meats by local hunters for analysis. Results of any such analysis would be made available to local residents and Aboriginal 
communities. 

7.21.3 E,C,O,D AC, NS EA - Results 
provided to 

local 
residents 

and 
Aboriginal 

communities 
  166. RRR has committed to undertaking a mitigation program related to cultural heritage landscapes and built heritage resources 

consisting of an illustrated history of the study area. 
7.23.3 E,C MTCS OHA - - 

  167. Emergency response procedures will be established as part of the environmental management system. After any incident, a review 
will be conducted to ensure that the required design changes and procedures and appropriate monitoring measures are in place to 
ensure that incident will not be repeated. 

9.1
App V 

E,C,O,D,P NS EA - - 

  168. RRR has committed to ensure that First Nations (including BGRFN) and Métis community members has the:  
 Ability to access the site for cultural and ceremonial purposes, so that local Aboriginal people can undertake ceremonies at 

different times of the year to show respect for the land and its spiritual aspects.  
 All RRR staff will undergo cultural awareness training. Temporary contractors will undergo an awareness program as part of the 

regular induction program when working at the mine (Letter to Chiefs from Kyle Stanfield, October 2013). This will ensure that 
people that work at the site are aware of indigenous culture and values, and are respectful of the principles and values of the 
Ojibwe people.  

 
This mitigation has been identified as a result of the Draft EA independent First Nation review and agreed to by RRR. RRR will follow 
up directly with the BGRFN regarding any additional mitigation and accommodation measures. 

Table 3-4, D-3 E,C,O,D,P AC, CEA Agency EA - - 
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  169. RRR is fully agreeable to work with local Aboriginal peoples on an ongoing basis to monitor metal concentrations in country foods 
(notably fish muscle and liver tissues, and White-tailed Deer liver tissue; and other wildlife tissues as appropriate. A commitment to 
work with local Aboriginal groups to sample White-tail Deer liver tissues [and other wildlife tissues as committed to herein] for metals 
analysis has been made. This analysis could be expanded to include testing for additional metals. RRR will work with local Aboriginal 
hunters and First Nations to determine the most effective path forward on this topic. 

7.21.1.2,
13.5.2 

D-8, D-11, 
D-13 

BGRFN 15, 17 

E,C,O NS, CEA Agency, 
BGRFN 

EA - - 

  170. RRR will conduct a risk assessment of the potential long-term exposure of fish and wildlife to accumulated metals within the 
constructed wetland. Such a study will be carried out within one to two years prior to mine closure (or earlier during the project 
operations phase), and if a meaningful risk is determined to exist the risk will be mitigated as part of overall mine closure by removing 
and disposing the contaminated sediments to the bottom of the pit lake. This could readily be accomplished by a small dredging 
operation.  

D-8, 
BGRFN 12 

O,D BGRFN, MNDM MA One to two 
years prior 
to closure 

- 

  171. Unterman McPhail will prepare a complete description of the evaluation process for resources identified of cultural heritage value or 
interest in a memo format. 

MTCS-14 
(Didrikson) 

E,C MTCS OHA - - 

  172. At closure, RRR will undertake an evaluation of any remaining cultural heritage resources / structures located on RRR property in 
consultation with a qualified professional, and also incorporating any liability/public safety concerns. 

MTCS-14 
(Didrikson) 

D MTCS OHA - - 

  173. A range of conservation approaches will be considered in the recommended Cultural Heritage Assessment Report / Cultural Heritage 
Documentation Reports for Sites #11 and #13 as suggested by MTCS. 

MTCS-14 
(Didrikson) 

E,C MTCS OHA - - 

  174. RRR will provide follow-up documentation related to Cultural Heritage Assessment Report / Cultural Heritage Documentation Reports 
to the following local museums and archives:  
 Chapple Museum; 
 Kay-Nah-Chi-Wah-Nung Historical Centre (Manitou Mounds); 
 Rainy River District Women’s Institute Museum; and 
 Fort Frances Museum and Cultural Centre. 

MTCS-14 
(Didrikson) 

E,C MTCS OHA - Documents 
to be 

provided to 
local 

museums 
and archives 

  175. Monitoring would occur for the following durations: 
 Archaeology: construction phase 
 Built heritage: construction phase 

T-10 C CEA Agency, 
MTCS 

EA, OHA - - 

  176. With regards to protection of cultural heritage values during transmission line construction: 
 Should human remains be identified during construction, all work in the vicinity of the discovery will be suspended immediately, 

and notification will be made to the Ontario Provincial Police, or local police, who will conduct a site investigation and contact the 
district coroner. Notification must also be made to the Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport, and the Registrar of Cemeteries, 
Ministry of Government Services. 

 Should cultural heritage values (archaeological or historical materials or features) be identified during construction or operations, 
all activity in the vicinity of the find will be suspended and the Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport archaeologist be contacted. 
This condition provides for the potential for deeply buried sites not typically identified; and 

 In addition, RRR will continue to engage Aboriginal people about the transmission line construction and will respond should 
additional culturally significant areas be identified that could be impacted by the construction. 

MNR 
Transmission 

Line 
Alternatives 
Assessment 

C MNR, MNDM, 
MTCS 

PLA, MA, 
OHA 

- - 

  177. Related to transmission line, construction will be supervised by a qualified archaeologist at identified areas of high archaeological 
potential. Regular, ongoing discussions with stakeholders, Aboriginal people and local communities will help to monitor any effects to 
the socio-cultural environment and identify mutually satisfactory ways to mitigate negative or enhance positive effects. A formal 
complaints procedure will be established to provide stakeholders and Aboriginal peoples a voice during the construction, operation 
and decommissioning phase of the transmission line project. A response protocol will also be established to ensure that follow up 
occurs. 

MNR 
Transmission 

Line 
Alternatives 
Assessment 

C MNR EA - - 

  178. A targeted site investigation will be conducted at the end of mine life to identify soils that may have been affected by hydrocarbons or 
chemicals in specific areas (e.g. truck refuelling area). Soil materials found to exceed the appropriate cleanup criteria for 
hydrocarbons will be remediated according to government requirements. If there is reason to suspect an area of soil has been 
affected by chemicals other than hydrocarbons, soil samples will be collected and tested. If the applicable regulatory requirements 
are exceeded, an appropriate method of disposal will be sought in consultation with the relevant authorities. 

Public 
Comment 

O,D MNDM, MOE MA, EPA - - 
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 General / Other 179. Document and respond to comments, issues or concerns.  
 

3.3 to 3.6
App D1 to 
D-3, D-8, 

D-11 
(and others) 

E,C,O,D,P NS EA - - 

  180. Distribute copies of a Draft EA Report for 30 day reviews - hard copies available at strategic public locations and available for 
downloading from the RRP webpage. 

3.4.4
App D-4, 
D-5, D-9 

E NS EA - - 

  181. The MNO is in the process of completing a TK / TLU study and technical review of the RRP EA Report. RRR anticipates that as part 
of the consultation process with the MNO an addendum outlining any follow-up programs or agreements may need to be submitted in 
parallel with the Final EA Report review. 

3.4.3.1 E MNO EA - - 

  182. RRR made 13 significant commitments (Tables 3-4 and 14-2) arising from the independent technical review of the Draft EA Report 
(Version 1) on behalf of Aboriginal groups which will be fulfilled. 

3.4.3.1 E,C,O,D,P AC EA - - 

  183. BGRFN undertook a second independent review of the Draft EA Report provided to the RRR on October 18, 2013. The review 
concluded that additional work with the community was required and RRR has committed to continuing the close engagement with 
the community in support of the RRP development. 

3.4.3.2 E BGRFN EA - - 

  184. Post a Notice of Public Information Event(s) to invite stakeholders and Aboriginal groups to be updated on the RRP and EA process 
and findings. Host two Public Information Events, one in the Township of Chapple (Barwick) and at another local venue. Offer to host 
Public Information Events or open houses in each of the Aboriginal communities that RRR is to consult. 

3.4.5, 3.4.8 E NS EA - - 

  185. A copy of the Final EA Report will also be uploaded to the RRP website after Federal conformity review. 3.4.11 E NS EA - - 
  186. Environmental monitoring will be conducted in accordance with standard practice and regulatory requirements, including any site-

specific environmental approvals. 
7.21.3, 13

(and others) 
E,C,O,D,P MOE, MNR, 

MNDM, DFO, EC 
EPA, OWRA, 
CRSA, ESA, 
PLA, LRIA, 

MA, FA, 
MMER 

- - 

  187. Operational procedures to minimize the potential of accidents or malfunctions will be incorporated into the environmental 
management system. Penalties will be imposed for operational violations. 

4.5,
4.7.7, 
4.13, 

4.19.1, 
9.3.4.2, 
9.3.5.2, 

9.3.6.2, 9.3.8, 
9.3.9.2 

E,C,O,D NS EA - - 

  188. Procedures will be regularly reviewed as part of the environmental management system. 9.3.5.2, 13.14 E,C,O,D NS EA - - 
  189. The emergency response plan included in the environmental management system will address the primary hazardous materials on 

site including procedures for spill response on the trucking route to the RRP site. 
7.21.3, 
9.3.4.2, 
9.3.6.1, 
App V 

E,C,O,D NS EA - - 

  190. All chemicals used at the site will have a Material Safety Data Sheet, in order to comply with the best practices in the industry for 
health and safety, and to provide relevant regulatory standards for the safe use of these materials. 

4.7.7,
9.3.8 

C,O,D NS Various spill 
prevention / 

response 
instruments 

- - 

  191. Monitoring details will be developed through ongoing stakeholder consultation during the EA process, and through conditions placed 
on regulatory instruments such as permits, authorizations and approvals, issued by the Federal and Provincial regulatory agencies. 

13.1 E,C,O,D MOE, MNR, 
MNDM, DFO, EC 

EPA, OWRA, 
CRSA, ESA, 
PLA, LRIA, 

MA, FA, 
MMER 

- - 
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  192. A Follow up Monitoring Program (FMP) is provided in Section 13 of the Final EA Report, which subject to modification through the EA 
review process, will be implemented by RRR in the manner and schedule identified, to: 
 Verify the accuracy of the environmental assessment of a designated project; and 
 Determine the effectiveness of any mitigation measures. 

13 E,C,O,D NS EA - - 

  193. Subject to acceptance in writing of the FMP by the Federal and Provincial governments, monitoring results will be provided to the 
parties involved in the FMP annually during the construction and operation phases of the RRP. 

13._.4 E,C,O,D NS EA - - 

  194. A list of FMP commitments made during the EA process will be maintained by RRR, indicating where appropriate: 
 The nature of the commitment; 
 To whom, or to what group or agency the commitment was made, if specific; 
 Whether the commitment is related to the EA process alone; 
 Whether the commitment is addressed or linked to a regulatory instrument, such as a regulation or environmental approval; 
 Any applicable timeline if any; 
 The status of the commitment; and 
 Additional actions required to fulfil the commitment 

13, 14 E,C,O,D,P NS EA - - 

  195. Environmental aspects and potential impacts of the project will be managed within an environmental management system which 
integrates environmental performance with overall project management. 

13.14 E,C,O,D NS EA - - 

  196. Implementation and maintenance of the environmental management system will be driven by the RRR commitment to ongoing 
compliance with the environmental requirements. Worker awareness of this commitment and requirements related to their work will 
be communicated through formal programs such as project orientation, job training or contractor packages. 

13.14 E,C,O,D NS EA - - 

  197. Periodic management reviews will completed to consider changing circumstances which could affect the continued suitability and 
adequacy of the plans, and to support continual improvement in overall effectiveness. 

13.14 E,C,O,D,P NS EA - - 

  198. RRR proposes to amend the Closure Plan periodically as more information becomes available and as required by the Ontario Mining 
Act. 

Table 2: 
Hydrology 

E,C,O,D MNDM MA - - 

  199. Further assessment of transmission line routing alternatives is to be provided to MNR to meet their needs. MNR 13 CM, 
14 CM 

E MNR To inform the 
EAA 

- - 

  200. RRR is proposing to work with the BGRFN to provide access to alternative private lands for the purposes of supporting TLU on such 
lands; and potentially providing compensation or incentives through collaborative agreements between the First Nation and RRR. 

BGRFN 1, 9 E,C BGRFN EA - - 

  201. RRR will communicate with BGRFN on traditional teachings and ceremony. BGRFN 2 E,C BGRFN EA - - 
  202. RRR will review the BGRFN TK / TLU study and discuss accommodations of the cultural heritage sites identified.  BGRFN 8 E,C BGRFN EA - - 
  203. Related to transmission line construction, environmental monitoring will include (but will not be limited to) inspection of: 

 ROW to ensure excessive vegetation clearing is not conducted; 
 Appropriateness of equipment choice and maintenance of equipment to minimize environmental impacts; 
 Effectiveness of erosion control measures where applicable; 
 Construction activities and equipment operation, including refueling exercises; 
 Waste management, including wood waste from clearing and domestic wastes; 
 Monitoring of remedial actions associated with malfunctions and accidents (if any); and 
 Any requirements contained in environmental approvals and permits required to construct the transmission line. 
 
At a minimum, weekly inspections by a qualified person will occur of worksites and related areas, during clearing of the ROW and 
construction of the transmission line. Contractors will be required to have properly trained personnel to provide guidance to 
construction teams in the absence of the qualified environmental persons. The results of the inspections will be documented and 
follow-up actions, if any, delineated. Completion of follow-up actions will be confirmed during subsequent inspections. Inspection 
frequency will be increased should the need be identified. The duration of post-construction inspections, will depend on the results of 
the construction inspection. At a minimum, periodic aerial inspection will occur for environmental aspects during operation, coincident 
with other aerial surveys. 

MNR 
Transmission 

Line 
Alternatives 
Assessment 

C MNR, MNDM PLA, CFSA - - 
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  204. RRR will continue to communicate closely with First Nations regarding the Project. (Letter to Chiefs from Kyle Stanfield, October 
2013). 

Table 3-4 E,C,O,D,P AC EA - - 

  205. RRR is committed to working closely with the MNO. RRR has provided resources to the MNO to undertake traditional studies as well 
as technical reviews of both the Draft EA as well as the Draft Closure Plan. RRR will continue to support the MNO as part of the EA 
process and as mine operations begin. 

RRR 
 

E,C,O MNO EA - - 

  206. RRR is committed to working closely with the area First Nations. RRR has provided resources to the First Nations to undertake 
traditional studies as well as technical reviews of both the Draft EA as well as the Draft Closure Plan. RRR will continue to support 
First Nations as part of the EA process and as mine operations begin. 

RRR E,C,O AC EA - - 

 

1 Source: Bold text refers to Final EA Report references. Other references relate to follow up comments / response tables. Note that the commitment may also have been made in other locations not specifically referenced herein. 
 

2 E: Engineering and procurement; C: Construction; O: Operations; D: Decommissioning and active closure; P: Post active closure 
 
3 NS: Non-specific; AC: Aboriginal communities; other Aboriginal groups as listed (Note: the government agencies listed are generally for reporting purposes per CEA Agency guidance, rather than necessarily the comment source agency as follows  

DFO: Fisheries and Oceans Canada; EC: Environment Canada; MNDM: Ontario Ministry of Northern Development and Mines; MNR: Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources; MOE: Ontario Ministry of the Environment; MTCS: Ontario Ministry of Tourism, Culture and 
Sport; TC: Transport Canada) 

 
4 CFSA: Ontario Crown Forest Sustainability Act; EAA: Ontario Environmental Assessment Act; EPA: Ontario Environmental Protection Act; OWRA: Ontario Water Resources Act; ESA: Ontario Endangered Species Act; FA: Federal Fisheries Act; PLA: Ontario Public 

Lands Act; LRIA: Ontario Lakes and Rivers Improvement Act; MBCA: Migratory Birds Convention Act; MTO Permits: Ontario Public Transportation and Highway Improvement Act and/or Highway Traffic Act; MA: Ontario Mining Act; MMER: Federal Metal Mining 
Effluent Regulation of the Fisheries Act; OHA: Ontario Heritage Act 

 
'_' Underscore is used in referencing multiple sections in the Final EA Report, to reflect the heading level that sequentially changes (for example: S7._.1, represents S7.1.1, 7.2.1, 7.3.1,...) 
 
 
Unless otherwise specifically identified, commitments listed will be implemented by RRR. 
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Rainy River Project 
RRR Response to Comments on Final Environmental Assessment Report (Ver. 2)  
Page 1 of 3 
 
 

Stakeholder:   Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency 
Point of Contact: Christine Greenaway, Amy Liu 
Comments received:  September 5, 2014 
Comments regarding: Rainy River Project, Final Environmental Assessment Report (Ver. 2)  
 

.Ref # Ecosystem 
Topic 

Reference 
to EIS or 

ToR 
Summary of Comment / Rationale Information Request (IR7) Proponent Response 

IR7-1 (New 
Comment) 
 

Trapping 
 

Section 7 
Effects 
Assessment 

Under section 5(2) of the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act, 
2012, the Agency must take into account the effects of any changes 
to the environment that are directly linked or necessarily incidental 
to a federal authority’s exercise of a power that would permit the 
carrying out of the project.  Based on the information available in the 
EIS and consultation log, it is unclear to Agency officials whether 
there are potential socio-economic effects related to the project 
overlap with established traplines.   
 
Section 7.18.6.1 of the EIS indicates that the project site (excluding 
transmission line) overlaps four trapline areas, including most 
notably 38% of one trapline and 13.9% of another.  Through 
comparison of boundaries, Agency officials have established that at 
least these two of these traplines overlap with project components 
related to the anticipated Fisheries Act authorizations or the MMER 
schedule 2 amendment. 
 
Section 7.18.6.1 of the EIS also identifies that people who have 
trapped on land within the project site will no longer be granted 
access to that land during construction, operations and 
decommissioning.  Planned mitigation measures presented 
(7.18.6.3) are scoped to limiting adverse effects to the furbearers 
themselves, and aside from minimizing project footprint, are not 
obviously linked to effects on trappers with land access restrictions 
(particularly socio-economic effects).  Section 17.8.6.5 
acknowledges trapping in the HLSA to be important from a socio-
economic perspective, but not identified by stakeholders as 
valuable.   
 
From the Agency’s review it is not clear what consultation has 
occurred with licensed trappers that may be affected in the area, 
what feedback was received, if any, and how that feedback was 
incorporated into project plans.   

 
It is also not clear whether there is a commitment to restore access 
to land for trapping at decommissioning.  Section 7.18.6.4 identifies 
that “following closure, lands suitable for use by local trappers will 
be restored”, and Section 7.18.6.5 identifies that at closure, “the site 
will be reclaimed and will become available for other land uses 
including trapping”; however, Tables 7-54 and 7-56 both state that 
“closure and reclamation of the site may allow some areas to be re-
opened to trapping activities”. 

Provide clarity on the baseline condition 
in terms of current use of the four 
traplines by non-Aboriginal peoples for 
socio-economic or recreational benefit 
that would be affected by the Project.  
 
Provide clarity on any of those four 
traplines that would be disturbed by 
project component(s) that would be 
subject to the anticipated Fisheries Act 
authorizations or the MMER schedule 2 
amendment. 
 
Provide clarity on what consultation has 
occurred to date with non-Aboriginal 
trappers and trapline licence holders 
related to effects on their current use 
and socio-economic conditions. Please 
also provide any information that may 
be available on feedback received. 
 
If effects are anticipated, please provide 
information on any mitigation proposed 
to address effects. 
 
If effects are anticipated, please discuss 
residual effects following the application 
of mitigation.   
 
Provide clarity on whether there is a 
commitment to restore access to land 
for trapping at decommissioning.   
 
Kindly provide the information 
requested or provide a rationale 
otherwise. 
 
 

RRR is currently in discussion with local trapline holders to develop an accommodation 
that meets the needs of both RRR and the trappers. 
 
As is their right as a private land owner, RRR has limited trapping since purchasing the 
lands associated with the RRP; and will continue to decline access to these lands for 
safety, security and liability reasons. The current baseline condition is no access to trap 
on the RRR-owned lands. 
 
Table 7-21 in the Final EA Report / EIS shows the proportion of each trapline that will 
be overprinted by the RRP.  
 

Trapline 
Total Area of Trapline 

Overprinted by RRP Footprint  
(%) 

FF021755 38 
FF021318 13.9 
FF022000 0.3 
FF031698 3.7 

 
 
Areas of anticipated Federal Fisheries Act authorizations or the MMER Schedule 2 
amendment overlap only a negligible portion of traplines FF021318, FF022000 and 
FF31698 and very small portion of trapline FF021755 (less than 1%; Attachment 1).  
 
Mitigation measures and residual effects for non-Aboriginal trapping are nonetheless 
described in Tables 7-48, 7-50, 7-52, 7-54 and 7-56. With relation to areas of 
anticipated Federal Fisheries Act authorizations or the MMER Schedule 2 amendment, 
the overlapping of potential trapping area is very small and hence the potential impacts 
are even less than described in these tables for the entire RRP footprint. Using the 
same methodology, the residual effect for this localized area would be: Long-term, 
reversible or largely reversible, loss of <1% of the area of one trapline.  
 
RRR is committed to restoring access to land for trapping at decommissioning when it 
is safe to do so. It is anticipated that the general site area including those areas of 
anticipated Federal Fisheries Act authorizations or the MMER Schedule 2 amendment 
will eventually become available for other land uses including trapping; however, 
certain areas will remain restricted for safety and/or security reasons for a longer period 
of time until reclaimed (the TMA, open pit along with any associated buildings, pump 
stations and similar). The underground mine will remain restricted in perpetuity. 
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Rainy River Project 
RRR Response to Comments on Final Environmental Assessment Report (Ver. 2)  
Page 2 of 3 
 
 

.Ref # Ecosystem 
Topic 

Reference 
to EIS or 

ToR 
Summary of Comment / Rationale Information Request (IR7) Proponent Response 

IR7-2 (New 
Comment) 

Bear 
Management 
Areas 

Section 7 
Effects 
Assessment 

Under section 5(2) of the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act, 
2012, the Agency must take into account the effects of any changes 
to the environment that are directly linked or necessarily incidental 
to a federal authority’s exercise that would permit the carrying out of 
the project.  Based on the information available in the EIS, it is 
unclear to Agency staff whether there are potential socio-economic 
effects related to project overlap with Bear Management Areas 
(BMAs).   
 
Section 7.18.5.1 of the EIS indicates that four BMAs overlap the 
HLSA. The Agency understands that licensed BMA operators have 
exclusive commercial use to the BMAs assigned to them. 
 
It is not clear to Agency officials whether any of these BMAs overlap 
with the project site, or more specifically with any changes caused 
to the environment that are directly linked or necessarily incidental 
to a federal authority’s exercise of a power. 
 
Section 7.18.5.1 of the EIS also indicates that the Project will render 
inaccessible portions of primarily private land previously accessed 
for hunting and now owned by proponent.  A general baseline for 
use by hunters is described (the sportsman club’s estimate of at 
least 10 hunters who have used the area consistently for the last 20 
years), but does not specifically describe the baseline for current 
use by BMA operators.      
 
Planned mitigation measures presented (7.18.5.3) are scoped to 
limiting adverse effects to the black bears themselves, and aside 
from minimizing project footprint, are not obviously linked to effects 
on BMA operators with land access restrictions.  
 

Provide clarity on the baseline condition 
in terms citing of Bear Management 
Areas (BMAs) in relation to the project 
site. 
 
Provide clarity on any of citing of BMAs 
in relation any that would be disturbed 
by project component(s) that would be 
subject to the anticipated Fisheries Act 
authorizations or the MMER schedule 2 
amendment. 
 
Provide clarity on what consultation has 
occurred to date with non-Aboriginal 
users of BMAs (by licenced operators), 
particularly in relation to socio-economic 
conditions. Please also provide any 
information that may be available on 
feedback received. 
 
If effects are anticipated, please provide 
information on any mitigation proposed 
to address effects. 
 
If effects are anticipated, please discuss 
residual effects following the application 
of mitigation.   
 
Provide clarity on whether there is a 
commitment to restore BMAs at 
decommissioning.   
 
Kindly provide the information 
requested or provide a rationale 
otherwise. 

Similar to the above response, as is their right as a private land owner, RRR has limited 
bear hunting since purchasing the lands associated with the RRP; and will continue to 
decline access to these lands for safety, security and liability reasons. The current 
baseline condition is no access to hunt on the RRR-owned lands. 
 
BMAs FF-10-007, FF-10-008, FF-10-010 and FF-10-005 overlap the HLSA (Figure 7 in 
Appendix I-2). These areas are designated to manage tourist licences for bear hunting 
(MNR 2012d). The RRP will overprint and/or render inaccessible portions of primarily 
private land previously accessed for hunting from portions of Highway 600, Roen Road 
and Teeple Road and now owned by RRR. It is recognized that this area is valued and 
has been used regularly by several hunters with the voluntary agreement of the then 
landowners, but for the safety of workers, RRR has not and cannot allow hunting on 
RRR-owned lands planned for development of the RRP. Areas of anticipated Federal 
Fisheries Act authorizations or the MMER Schedule 2 amendment overlap only a 
negligible portion of the BMAs.  
 
Mitigation measures and residual effects for non-Aboriginal hunting are nonetheless 
described in Tables 7-48, 7-50, 7-52, 7-54 and 7-56. With relation to areas of 
anticipated Federal Fisheries Act authorizations or the MMER Schedule 2 amendment, 
the overlapping of potential bear hunting areas is negligible and hence the potential 
impacts are even less than described in these tables for hunting related to the entire 
RRP footprint. Using the same methodology, the residual effect for this localized area 
would be: Long-term, reversible or largely reversible, negligible loss of BMAs.  
 
RRR is committed to restoring access to land for hunting at decommissioning when it is 
safe to do so. It is anticipated that the general site area including those areas of 
anticipated Federal Fisheries Act authorizations or the MMER Schedule 2 amendment 
will eventually become available for other land uses including trapping; however, 
certain areas will remain restricted for safety and/or security reasons for a longer period 
of time until reclaimed (the TMA, open pit along with any associated buildings, pump 
stations and similar). The underground mine will remain restricted in perpetuity. 
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Rainy River Project 
RRR Response to Comments on Final Environmental Assessment Report (Ver. 2)  
Page 3 of 3 
 
 

.Ref # Ecosystem 
Topic 

Reference 
to EIS or 

ToR 
Summary of Comment / Rationale Information Request (IR7) Proponent Response 

IR7-3 (New 
Comment) 

Management 
plans 
 

EIS, 
commitment 
registry 

Throughout the EIS, commitment registry, and other 
correspondence, there are a number of references to management 
plans, monitoring plans, systems, and programs.  In some cases the 
terminology varies for what may be a single plan, or the scope, 
purpose, and timing of plans are not clear.    
 
As Agency officials were finalizing the draft EA report, it was difficult 
to determine the comprehensive list of plans intended for 
development and implementation by the proponent and how they 
should be referenced in mitigation and conditions. 
 
For readability, Agency officials have identified the following general 
umbrella topic areas: 

- fish habitat offsetting plan 
- fish habitat compensation plan 
- mine closure plan 
- fugitive dust best management practices plan 
- water management plan 
- follow-up monitoring plan(s) 
- noise abatement plan 
- emergency management plan 

 
The Agency also observed reference to plans in relation to 
Aboriginal effects, terrestrial landscape, wildlife monitoring, 
migratory birds, and air quality. 
 
We request that the proponent clarify its intention to develop and 
implement plans (and if any are nestled within others, clarify the 
same). You may do so at this stage or as part of your comments on 
the draft EA report. 
  

Provide clarification on what 
management plans will be prepared for 
the Project, their purposes, scope, and 
timing, and any relationships to 
provincial or federal authorizations, 
guidelines, or legislation. 

Please see Attachment 2. 
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Attachments 
 
 

Attachment 1: 
Figures 1 and 2 
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RAINY RIVER PROJECT 
Summary of Management Plans 
Page 1 of 2 

ATTACHMENT 2: SUMMARY OF MANAGEMENT PLAN REQUIREMENTS IN CURRENT 
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT / APPROVAL DOCUMENTATION 

 
Plan – terminology per 

original source Status / Requirement Source Timing for Completion 

Contingency and 
Response Plan 

Version 1 complete; Appendix V of Final EA Report Environmental Impact 
Statement Guidelines 
requirement 

Completed January 
2014 

Fire Response Plan (or 
equivalent) 

Expected to be produced prior to construction Section 8.2 of Contingency 
and Response Plan 

Q1 2015 (prior to 
construction) 

Interim General Spill 
Response Plan 

Initial version complete; Section 8.3.2 of Contingency 
and Response Plan 

Section 8.3.2 of Contingency 
and Response Plan 

Completed January 
2014 

Hazardous Spill Response 
Plan (or equivalent) 

A detailed Hazardous Spill Response Plan, or the 
equivalent, is expected to be produced and available in 
high risk areas of the RRP prior to construction. 

Section 8.3.2 of Contingency 
and Response Plan 

Q1 2015 

Emergency Response 
Plans – Contractors 

Contractors will be required to review this RRP 
Contingency and Response Plans and provide any 
supplemental Emergency Response Plans that they 
feel are necessary. 

Section 10.2 of Contingency 
and Response Plan 

Q1 2015 

Emergency Response 
Plans – Carriers 

All Carriers must develop and present their own 
Emergency Response Plan(s) and Training 
Program(s). 

Section 10.2 of Contingency 
and Response Plan 

Q1 2015 and as 
required 

Mine Rock Management 
Plan (PAG / NPAG 
segregation plan) 

Version 1 complete; Appendix K of Draft Closure Plan  Mining Act, Reclamation Code Completed March 2014 

Operations and Fugitive 
Dust Best Management 
Practices Plan 

Part of ECA (Air) application Section 7.3.1.3 of Final EA 
Report 

Completed August 2014; 
implementation prior to 
construction 

No Net Loss Plan Integral part of Fisheries approvals packages; 
finalization in progress 

Multiple; legal requirement Completed 
August/September 2014 

Species at Risk Overall 
Benefits Plan 

Integral part of SAR permitting; finalization in progress Legal requirement Completed Summer 
2014 

Water Management Plan Version 1 complete; Appendix W of Final EA Report - Completed January 
2014 
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RAINY RIVER PROJECT 
Summary of Management Plans 
Page 2 of 2 

Plan – terminology per 
original source Status / Requirement Source Timing for Completion 

Monitoring Plan Version 1 complete; Section 13 of Final EA Report - Completed January 
2014 

Wildlife Monitoring Plan To expand upon Final EA Report monitoring plan Section 13.7.1 of Final EA 
Report; MNR request 

Draft to MNRF / EC by 
October 31, 2014 

Environmental 
Management Plan / 
System 

It is anticipated the environmental management system 
will consider the following areas as significant 
environmental aspects of the RRP (although they may 
not be represented by individual management plans 
depending on the final environmental management 
system framework):  
 Recycling and waste reduction program; 
 Mine rock (PAG / NPAG) management; 
 Water management; 
 General waste management; 
 Hazardous materials management; 
 Fuel handling and storage; 
 Fugitive dust management; 
 Sound management; 
 Wildlife management; 
 Traffic management; 
 Cultural awareness; 
 Heritage management; 
 Emergency response; and 
 Response to malfunctions and accidents. 

Section 13.14 of Final EA 
Report 

Variable; all will be 
prepared during the 
construction phase 
when appropriate 

Road Use Strategy  
– East Access Road 

For review and comment by residents on Marr Road 
and other stakeholders, such as users of Crown land 
north of Marr Road prior to the initiation of onsite 
construction. 

Commitments Registry V8 Q1 2015 (prior to 
construction) 
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Public and Local Organization Comments and New Gold 
Responses 

 
 
- Member of the public 1 
- Member of the public 2 
- Member of the public 3 
- Member of the public 4 
- Resolute Forest Products 
- Rainy River Future Development Corporation 
- United Native Friendship Centre 
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Member of the Public 1 
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Stakeholder:    
Comments received:  February 28, 2014 
Comments regarding: Rainy River Project, Final Environmental Assessment Report (Ver. 2)  
 

# COMMENT RRR RESPONSE 
1  • In the Air Quality Assessment Report –Addendum  Q  Page 5 

• 4.0 Clarification of Regional wind data  
o Table 5  Data from Kenora Ontario 
o Table 6  Data from Atikokan Ontario 

 
Has there been any data collect within the surrounding areas in the 
Township of Chapples where the proposed project is? 

On-site meteorological data was not collected, as the data from Kenora and 
Atikokan was found to be representative of the conditions at the RRP site. 
Atikokan is located approximately 150 km to the east of the RRP, and 
Kenora is approximately 75 km to the north.  

2  • In the Volume 1 Summary of Final Environmental Assessment 
Report  page 73 Table S-6 Residual Effect – Air quality modeling 
shows that with mitigation, as proposed, concentration of NOx, 
HCN, key metals, PMtot, PM10, and PM2.5 are expected to meet 
MOE air quality standards for the site specific emissions, at the 
property line. 

 
• NOx, HCN, key metals, PMtot, and PM2.5 these can be 

transported by wind currents and cause health impacts on humans 
and wildlife far from the original sources. 

What does New Gold propose to do to control the air and noise 
pollution from the project? Will there be monitoring done outside their 
property line? 

Control measures will be employed to mitigate air emissions from point 
sources and fugitive dust sources, as detailed in the Air Quality Assessment 
report.  
 
The emissions and dispersion modelling results will also be reviewed by the 
MOE prior to issuing the Environmental Compliance Approval (ECA) for the 
construction and operations phase. The MOE will be granting an ECA 
following a detailed review to confirm that the facility can operate in 
compliance with the requirements and air quality standards of Regulation 
419/05. MOE will set conditions to ensure emission control systems are 
properly operated and maintained.  
 
A detailed Best Management Plan (BMP) for dust will be developed that will 
include specific commitments to fugitive dust management, source control 
and operational constraints to minimize emissions have been made in the Air 
Quality Modelling report. These will be developed into a full BMP including 
monitoring, triggers, training, responsibilities and tracking of mitigation. The 
BMP will be a requirement under the ECA required by MOE, and as such the 
MOE will review the detailed BMP as part of their ECA review. 
 
Air monitoring stations will be operated as part of the RRP. The locations of 
the stations will be selected in consultation with the MOE as part of the 
Provincial Environmental Compliance Approval. Key considerations in siting 
the monitors will include the results of the dispersion modelling, nearby 
sensitive receptors, and the location of major on-site sources. A monitoring 
plan will need to be submitted to MOE for approval that will include details of 
the monitoring stations.  
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3  How will New Gold ensure groundwater flow /quality is not affected? Some impacts to groundwater flow/quality are expected from the mine 

development, but these are almost entirely restricted to property owned by 
RRR. To the east of the mine, local groundwater flow is towards the area 
creeks. The closest mine facilities to the Delaronde and Gallinger properties 
is the Mine Rock Stock Pile. Groundwater flow from this facility will be 
westward along the Clark Creek valley and away from these properties. A 
groundwater level (flow) and quality monitoring program of regular sampling 
and dipping of dedicated monitoring wells will be implemented to confirm that 
no area wells are affected by the mine. Furthermore, local well owners will 
be asked to participate in a well water quality program to monitor water 
quality in their wells. 

4  What will New Gold do in the situation where water quality or 
availability is compromised? 

 RRR is obligated to replace the system or offer water treatment systems to 
rectify issues related to water quality or availability shown to be caused by 
the mine. 

5  What will New Gold do in the situation where the artesian well stops 
flowing due to mine developments? 

RRR will need to provide and install a pump to replace the artesian flow 
used by the homeowner. It is recommended that homeowners local to the 
mine who are concerned about their wells, contact RRR to request the 
condition of their well be documented and have their well added to the 
monitoring program. 
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Rainy River Project 
RRR Response to Comments on Final Environmental Assessment Report (Ver. 2) 
Page 1 of 2 
 

Stakeholder:    
Comments dated:  February 17, 2014 
Comments regarding: Rainy River Project, Final Environmental Assessment Report (Ver. 2)  
 

# 
COMMENT  

(note that letter was handwritten, and some words  
may have been transcribed incorrectly, with apologies) 

RRR RESPONSE 

1 The Chapple (Barwick) township gold project open pit and underground. 
With related processing facilities and infrastructure. Is in a good location 
for a mine and should go ahead. One day all people will say in this area 
when the gold is gone. Is Barwick’s hole in the ground! It’s to bad it had 
not been named the Blackhawk Barwick or Barwick Blackhawk gold mine 
as it should have been. 
 
I used to live some years in Chapple and town of Barwick and know the 
Blackhawk area & Finland township & Stratton area too, a long time ago 
now. 
 
I have a bird book and birds are kind of neat. But, I do not think it matters 
much we live in a vast area Canada and not much for population of 
people. The pulp & lumber mill’s have been cutting forest’s down for a 
hundred years around here and no one has said anything about birds. 
There are more lumber & pellets from where birds live. That will be 
slashed down soon for new mill’s close to Rainy River district area again. 
No one say’s anything about any birds and the forests. This is the only 
time that someone is going to study that. Kind of late for something as 
minor as that. The townships are always digging deeper ditchs along 
roads and the farms that are left drain wet ground as well so there you go. 
Cats kill birds in the millions many have farm & house cats in this area. 
They would keep there cats more than the broader range of birds. Wood 
cutters go in the fields with machines and wood loading causing problems 
for birds. 
 
For the Aboriginal involvement, it will be the same as anyone else for the 
future and activities for this area then & now. In the time past the 
aboriginal communities and peoples. Spent more time around waterways 
rivers, lakes & creeks. Than new gold area project site. There is a 

RRR thanks the commenter for his expression of support for the 
project. 
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Rainy River Project 
RRR Response to Comments on Final Environmental Assessment Report (Ver. 2) 
Page 2 of 2 
 

# 
COMMENT  

(note that letter was handwritten, and some words  
may have been transcribed incorrectly, with apologies) 

RRR RESPONSE 

mounds near river that’s now between Chapple and Stratton township. 
Had explored and played there some as a boy.  
 
We had lived some close by at the Prison farm, chapple and lived some 
Stratton township area. 
 
The mounds is now a historical place and developed. In times past when 
the French ruled the 1700 the man from Montreal sailed his boat, trouble 
with soil and broke his camera lens. River then spilled it banks, Aboriginal 
peoples may have traveled down creeks when water had been that high, 
geologicaly in 1700. It make’s me wonder sometime did something fast 
melt and flood, it was a lot of water then. They the aboriginal people in 
time past, other than to hunt, explore and sight seeing. As anyone else 
now adays would do. In the area of the soon New Gold project land site. 
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Rainy River Project 
RRR Response to Comments on Final Environmental Assessment Report (Ver. 2) 
Page 1 of 3 
 

Stakeholder:    
Comments dated:  March 7, 2014 
Comments regarding: Rainy River Project, Final Environmental Assessment Report (Ver. 2)  
 

# COMMENT RRR RESPONSE 
1 Water Testing: 

NG/RRR took samples of our well water last fall and willingly shared 
the results with us. We expect to see a programme of scheduled 
water sampling, both for our well and for the pond where we take 
water for our gardens and livestock, throughout the life of the mine 
and beyond. 

Comment is appreciated.  The Rainy River Project (RRP) will be subject to an 
extensive surface and groundwater monitoring program as part of the 
Environmental Compliance Approval (ECA) to be completed with the Ministry 
of Environment.  The program, including sampling locations, will be 
developed together with Ministry technical experts during the ECA permitting 
process to ensure that area waters are sufficiently protected. The results of 
any samples collected near your property will be made available to you in a 
timely manner.  

2 Soil Sampling: 
We would like to see a program of soil testing so that we can know 
that there is no contamination. 

A targeted site investigation will be conducted at the onset of closure to 
identify soils that may be affected by hydrocarbons or chemicals. Soil 
materials found to exceed the appropriate cleanup criteria for hydrocarbons 
will be remediated at an approved bioremediation facility onsite, or removed 
off site to a licensed waste management facility. 
 
If there is reason to suspect an area of soil has been affected by chemicals 
other than hydrocarbons, soil samples will be collected and tested. If the 
applicable regulatory requirements are exceeded, an appropriate method of 
disposal will be sought in consultation with the relevant authorities. 

3 Honeybees: 
In previous comments, we have expressed concern about the threats 
to our honey business both from possible bee-health issues and the 
implications of honey from the vicinity of a tailings pond.  These have 
not been addressed. 

The Tailings Management Area (TMA) will result in the loss of habitat, 
including habitat used by bees. This will result in a decrease in access to 
flowering plants east of the hives. 
 
Effluent released into the TMA will have been treated for cyanide and heavy 
metals, and therefore, will not contain contaminants that would affect bee 
health or the quality of the honey produced. 

4 Wildlife Corridor Disruption: 
Wildlife routes will be changed by the construction of the mine 
perimeter fencing. From plans of the fence that I have seen, animals 
will be obliged to travel quite near to our farmstead.  We are 
concerned mostly about bears in this regard and believe that the best 
solution would be to have a fence built so that we can better protect 
our gardens, livestock - especially the bees - and ourselves. 

A perimeter fence will be built around the TMA to keep wildlife out. It is 
acknowledged that animals walking along the fence may end up on the 

 land. If this becomes an issue, RRR will consider mitigation 
measures in discussion with yourself, to protect their gardens, livestock and 
bee hives.  
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Rainy River Project 
RRR Response to Comments on Final Environmental Assessment Report (Ver. 2) 
Page 2 of 3 
 

# COMMENT RRR RESPONSE 
5 Noise:  

We understand that there will be a lot of noise when the TMA is being 
built and we are prepared to accept that as a temporary thing – 
although, if there is a way to make back up beepers quieter without 
compromising safety, we would certainly hope that technology is 
used. We are more concerned about pumps that will be running when 
the TMA is operating and hope that these can be made quiet enough 
as to not be noticed. The noise from mine blasting is something that 
we will obviously have to just get used to. 

RRR acknowledges the commenter’s concerns around sound levels from the 
RRP. The vehicle fleet has been selected to reduce sound levels as much as 
possible. It is expected that the use of vehicles and associated safety alarms 
(back up beepers) would be concentrated in any one area for only a limited 
period of time during construction of the TMA. We greatly appreciate your 
understanding of their need for safety. 
 
Pumps are not typically considered to be a significant source of sound. The 
pump TMA will generally be located from 2 to 4 kilometres from any identified 
receptor, and enclosing it inside a structure will also be considered, thereby 
reducing sound levels further and mitigating potential impacts. 
 
Blasting normally takes place during the daytime, with the timing and 
frequency to be determined such that resulting sound and vibration will meet 
applicable regulatory guidelines. 
 
RRR fully intends to be respectful of our neighbours in constructing and 
operating the RRP. 

6 Light Pollution: 
One of our most valued features is our night sky. We live in an area 
with virtually no light pollution. We sincerely hope that  NG/RRR will 
will make every effort to keep light pollution to a minimum. 

Thank-you for your comment. RRR will certainly consider your comment 
during detailed design. Recognizing that safety of workers is paramount, 
RRR will attempt to reduce light pollution as possible. 
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Rainy River Project 
RRR Response to Comments on Final Environmental Assessment Report (Ver. 2) 
Page 3 of 3 
 

# COMMENT RRR RESPONSE 
7 Puffballs: 

I hate to mention this because it has become a bit of a joke, but I 
have still not received an adequate answer to my question put directly 
to you and  in comments to the draft Terms of Reference on June 25, 
2012. That puffball may be an as yet unidentified species. It does not 
fit the description of the Giant Puffball in appearance or fruiting habit 
so I had, for years, assumed that it was a Western Giant Puffball, but 
that would be extremely unusual because they do not grow east of 
The Rockies.  When I initially showed these to the Background Study 
Crew, I expected that they would have it positively identified by 
experts, and maybe that was done but that information has never 
been communicated to me. 
 
If I allow this question to go unanswered, I may be contributing to the 
loss of a species in our area. If it is an, as yet unidentified species, 
efforts should be made to relocate it. Last year, I was able to grow 
mycellium from it in my basement and planted it out but have not, as 
yet, seen result. I have also planted butt stems in random places 
hoping that they would take.  Will NG/RRR commit to having this 
species identified by an expert? Can this small out-of-the-way area 
be protected for as long as possible so that efforts to relocated it can 
continue and will NG/RRR contribute to those efforts? 

Puffballs were not observed in the NLSA during the 2009 to 2012 baseline 
surveys so it is possible that this is indeed an isolated population. However, 
no puffball species are currently listed as being rare, threatened or 
endangered in Ontario. 
 
AMEC staff are unaware of puffballs on the land and were not given 
a sample; but perhaps  gave a sample to the KCB field crew in 
2009 or 2010. RRR and AMEC would be happy to receive photos and/or 
samples of this species and have AMEC experts identify it. If AMEC experts 
are unable to identify the species they will consult with staff at the Royal 
Ontario Museum or the Canadian Museum of Nature. 
 
If the puffballs are not located within the project footprint, it is unlikely that 
they will be affected by the RRP.   
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# COMMENT RRR RESPONSE 
1  
Cont’d 

 Seepage from the TMA is expected to be small given the very tight 
(low permeability) bedrock and clays in the area. Groundwater 
beneath the TMA is expected to be better than that of the water in 
the TMA, such that changes to the groundwater quality are not 
expected to degrade the groundwater quality in terms of a water 
supply. This expectation will be confirmed through monitoring of 
groundwater quality around the TMA including pre-mining samples 
collected from well owners who request sampling. In the event that 
a home owner’s water supply is shown to be affected by the mine, 
the mine will be obliged to remedy the water supply. 

2  Air Quality: 
What airborne contaminants will the local residents be exposed to? What 
chemicals if any are released to the air during this mining operation? 

AMEC completed a study of the potential air quality effects of the 
Project, which included prediction of offsite effects using dispersion 
modelling, and a comparison of the results to the applicable Ontario 
Ambient Air Quality Criteria (AAQC). The AAQC are set by the 
Ministry of the Environment for the protection of human health and 
the environment.  
 
It was determined in AMEC’s study that the contaminants that are 
expected to be released from mining activities are: particulate 
matter, nitrogen oxides, carbon monoxide, sulphur dioxide, metals, 
carbon monoxide, sulphur dioxide, calcium oxide, copper sulphate 
and hydrogen cyanide. The expected emissions from open pit and 
underground mining, ore processing and support activities were 
calculated, and dispersion modelling was used to predict what the 
airborne concentrations offsite and at sensitive locations 
surrounding the property would be during the operations phase of 
the mine. A summary table is provided in the Final EA Report that 
compares these predicted air concentrations to the Ontario AAQC 
(Table 7-4).  
 
The findings of the study were that the predicted air concentrations 
are below the AAQCs at all sensitive receptors in the vicinity of the 
project; and that the RRP is not expected to have a significant 
negative effect on local air quality. 
 
Further detail on the air quality study is provided in the Air Quality 
Assessment Report prepared as Appendix Q-1 to the Final EA 
Report and in two subsequent Addenda (Appendix Q-2 and Q-3) 
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3  Noise Pollution:  

What level of noise will be produced from the blasting of explosives on site? 
Will blasting be done on nightshifts? Will noise from the transportation of ore 
on site be a concern to local residents during the nightshift operations at this 
mine? Will blast schedules be routine or random? Will noise pollution at this 
site affect the value and livability of lands surrounding this site? 

Blasting sound levels are expected to be below the blasting 
guideline noise limits. Sound levels in the range of 110 to 118 
decibels are expected during blasting operations for the maximum 
charge size modelled of 1,000 kg per delay. However, charge sizes 
smaller than the maximum size are proposed to use for the project 
and hence lower sound levels are expected. 
 
Blasting is not expected during night and it will follow a regular 
schedule.  
 
Truck movement for material transportation was modelled as part of 
the operational noise assessment and is expected to meet the noise 
guideline limits with the project operations. 
 
RRP will be in compliance with the applicable noise guidelines, 
which are not expected to affect the value and liveability of lands 
surrounding this site. 
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4  Soil Contamination: 

Can the ground soil be contaminated from the discharge from this mining 
operation? What harmful elements can be released into the soil around a 
mining operation? What heavy metals will be released in the slurry that is 
collected in the tailing pond site? 

Contamination of area soils by discharge from the operation is 
unlikely. The material to be discharged to the TMA consists of 
ground rock of the same composition as that found throughout the 
area. It will be contained within the engineered TMA, which will 
subsequently be covered by water and clay-rich overburden at 
closure. A description of the elemental content of the tailings is 
available in Section 5.5.3.3 of the Final EA report. 
 
Clean water will be sprayed as needed to manage dust on the 
project site, which will help to protect both air quality and soil quality 
from airborne deposition. 
 
A targeted site investigation will be conducted at the end of mine life 
to identify soils that may have been affected by hydrocarbons or 
chemicals in specific areas (e.g. truck refuelling area). Soil materials 
found to exceed the appropriate cleanup criteria for hydrocarbons 
will be remediated according to government requirements. 
 
If there is reason to suspect an area of soil has been affected by 
chemicals other than hydrocarbons, soil samples will be collected 
and tested. If the applicable regulatory requirements are exceeded, 
an appropriate method of disposal will be sought in consultation with 
the relevant authorities. 
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5  Long Term Health Effects:  

Are there any known long term health effects from living next to this 
proposed mining site? Does Environment Canada have any information 
available to the public from past gold mine operations that outline the health 
risks associated with living near a gold mining operation? 

A detailed discussion of this topic is provided in Section 7.21 of the 
Final EA Report. That section considered the possible release of 
contaminants of potential concern, and the possible spill of 
controlled materials that could potentially affect human health. No 
such long term health effects are anticipated.  
 
With regard to air emissions, modelled air quality showed no 
exceedances of applicable MOE O. Reg. 419 Schedule criteria for 
health-based parameters for the worst case meteorological 
condition. 
 
In terms of human or wildlife exposure to treated mine effluents and 
to waters of the Pinewood River after mixing with treated tailings 
management area effluent, it was concluded that all parameters will 
be present at concentrations below Provincial and Federal 
standards / guidelines for drinking water, and are therefore not 
expected to pose a direct health hazard. These standards / 
guidelines are based on the potential for long term exposure risk. 
Further, it is not expected that people will drink water directly from 
the tailings management area pond or from the Pinewood River; 
hence there is no exposure pathway to human receptors, 
irrespective of Pinewood River parameter concentrations. 
 
RRR is unaware if Environment Canada has any such studies as 
you have requested. 
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6  Road Access and Local Services:  

Although it is not an environmental concern the proposed (EIS) has not yet 
addressed the problems local residents may have when accessing their 
properties. The proposed road access and municipal services such as road 
maintenance at this point have not been finalized according to the 
information I received at the open house in Barwick. I have reservations as 
the proposed plan is to allow residents access to their properties by 
travelling thru an active mining site. The landowners would have to travel 
thru a secured site and could be subjected to delays and exposed to the 
risks associated with travelling thru any workplace environment. The existing 
hydro services to this area may be altered. If an individual was conducting a 
business related enterprise at their property this could result in additional 
costs to that business or individuals seeking access to their properties by 
having their normal deliveries delayed or subject to inspection by mining 
security. 

RRR will ensure that safe access to properties is maintained during 
the construction and operation phases of the project. Once detailed 
plans are progressed, RRR would welcome the opportunity to 
discuss this with you further. 
 
Any infrastructure, such as hydro services, that require relocation 
will be completed as expediently as possible, to minimize disruption 
to local users. It is currently envisioned that the disruption will only 
occur during the switchover from the existing to the (at that time) 
newly built line. 
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Rainy River Project 
Response to Comments on Final Environmental Assessment Report (Ver. 2) 
Page 1 of 1 
 

Stakeholder:   Resolute Forest Products  
Point of contact: David Legg, Project Superintendent 
Comments dated:  February 25, 2014 
Comments regarding: Rainy River Project, Final Environmental Assessment Report (Ver. 2)  
 
# COMMENT RESPONSE 

1 We are encouraged by the development project proposed by New Gold in the 
Rainy River District 

Comment noted with appreciation 

2 With portions of the proposed operations impacting Crown land on the Crossroute 
Forest, our primary concern is the loss of productive forest land. We do applaud 
the land reclamation program. However, Resolute requests any Crown timber to 
be harvested for any of the proposed areas, including the realignment of Hwy 600, 
should be utilized by local mills. We are willing to work with New Gold, MNR and 
local loggers to facilitate this. 

Where Rainy River Resources (RRR) has control, 
commercially reasonable efforts will be made to work 
with Resolute, MNR and local loggers to facilitate the 
use of merchantable timber by local mills, in 
recognition of the importance of mills to the local 
economy. 

3 Resolute requires ongoing access to the Crown land in the area for current and 
future timber allocations, and also to allow for renewal and tending of the new 
forest following harvesting. We request that our Company and associated 
contractors have continued access to the Crown land, including access through 
lands or roads owned by New Gold. 

RRR will make reasonable efforts to accommodate 
Resolute in providing access through New Gold lands 
to Crown lands over which Resolute has an interest 
provided that the access does not interfere with mine 
construction or operation; that the access does not put 
the safety and security of New Gold or Resolute 
personnel or property at risk; and subject to the prior 
execution of any land access agreement(s) which 
New Gold deems appropriate. 
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Rainy River Project 
RRR Response to Comments on Final Environmental Assessment Report (Ver. 2) 
Page 1 of 1 
 

Stakeholder:   Rainy River Future Development Corporation 
Point of contact: Geoff Gillon 
Comments received:  March 17, 2014 
Comments regarding: Rainy River Project, Final Environmental Assessment Report (Ver. 2)  
 
 
# COMMENT RRR RESPONSE 

1 This project holds great promise for the economic future of Fort 
Frances and Rainy River District and we fully support the 
Company in their efforts to open the mine. This community has 
see the recent idling of the Resolute Forest Products pulp mill and 
paper machines with a loss of over 350 jobs in the past year. 
 
We believe it is imperative that senior government agencies 
demonstrate their commitment to our economy by ensuring that 
the New Gold _ Rainy River Project Environmental Assessment 
process be undertaken in an efficient and effective manner. 
 
We look forward to seeing this Environmental Assessment Final 
Report being accepted by Canada and Ontario by Fall 2014, with 
the expectation that construction will start in early 2015. 

Thank you for your continued support.  It is our hope that our collective 
efforts will assist in bringing this project to fruition. 
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Stakeholder:   Steve Latimer, United Native Friendship Centre 
Comments dated:  February 28, 2014 
Comments regarding: Rainy River Project, Final Environmental Assessment Report (Ver. 2)  
 

# COMMENT RRR RESPONSE 
1  It is important that the environment be completely protected through all 

stages of this project, including reclamation. 
Rainy River Resources (RRR) acknowledges this view and 
recognizes the importance of environmental protection as a good 
neighbour in the District. The Rainy River Project (RRP) has been 
designed to have as compact of a footprint as possible in order to 
minimize impacts to the local environment, and maximizes recycling 
of water for use in the process plant to avoid unnecessary taking and 
impacts on local water courses. In addition, compensation habitat is 
being created for those parts of the project with unavoidable impacts 
to fisheries and other species (e.g. whip-poor-will).  
 
Closure activities will be undertaken to reclaim the mine site  area to 
a condition on completion of mining such that the reclaimed site, 
while different from the existing environment, is capable of supporting 
plant, wildlife and fish communities and other land uses that are 
valued by  key stakeholders and partners. 

2  This is an important project for First Nations people, as it offers many 
opportunities for them to access the skilled trades and other mining related 
jobs affording them the security that these good paying jobs offer. 

RRR agrees with this comment.  

3  It is my opinion that people are part of the environment and their wellbeing is 
just as important as any other part of this process. I would hope that their 
wellbeing plays a major role in the decision to move this project ahead. 

The RRP has been designed to minimize impacts to those factors 
which contribute to the well-being of both our neighbours and 
employees alike (such as water quality, air quality and project-related 
sound levels), while at the same time providing high quality direct and 
indirect economic opportunities to people of the District. 
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New Gold Responses 

 
 
- Big Grassy River First Nation 
- Métis Nation of Ontario 
- Naotkamegwanning (Whitefish Bay) First Nation 
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Rainy River Project (RRP) – Final Environmental Assessment Report (Environmental Impact Statement)  
Big Grassy River First Nation (BGRFN) Comments and Company Responses  

 
May 28, 2014  

 
Introduction 
 
Below are responses to comments posed by BGRFN related to the Final Environmental Assessment Report.  In a continued spirit of cooperation and mutual respect, Rainy River Resources (RRR) has 
attempted to develop the responses provided herein in a collaborative manner together with BGRFN and their consultants. 
 
One of the key commitments the company made in the January 2014 Environmental Assessment Report is to continue to work closely with First Nations to further understand First Nations use and 
knowledge as they pertain to the RRP. The completion of the 2014 BGRFN Use and Knowledge Study provides the Company with more information to inform the effects characterization and significance 
estimation re: current use of lands and resources for traditional purposes, and for development of a site specific mitigation plan that can afford BGRFN members with appropriate offsets for potential 
impacts to BGRFN members of potential and perceived adverse changes to the land and waters.  
 
The BGRFN Use and Knowledge Study (referred to in the attached table also as the BGRFN TK/TLU Study) reported concerns with Project interactions with the following VECs:  

 Ungulates and other wildlife,  
 Fish,  
 Water in minor creek systems, Pinewood River and groundwater,  
 Vegetation (berries, wild rice, and other plants), and 
 Culture, including cultural practices and resources required for the continuity and transmission of cultural knowledge (e.g., access to spiritual sites and medicines, access, and continued use of 

lands and waters).  
 
BGRFN concerns that were brought forward included the following impact pathways likely to be related to the Project, alone and in combination with cumulative effects causing agents:  

 Habitat destruction and fragmentation, 
 Movement of animals further away from preferred harvesting areas,  
 Disturbance of important areas for harvesting medicines and other plants,  
 Potential changes to water quality, in the proposed Project footprint, LSA, RSA, and beyond to Lake of the Woods, and 
 Lack of access to or disruption of important places and spiritual sites. 

 
RRR appreciates the new information brought forward by BGRFN. We have used it to further assess the potential for adverse effects across a series of VECs and VSECs. It is our estimation that while 
adverse effects loading is expected on current use of lands and resources, physical and cultural heritage, and related elements of human health and socio-economic VSECs, these impacts, after 
mitigation, are likely to remain below significance thresholds.  
 
In part in light of the effects load brought forward, the company is pursuing ongoing discussions of the site specific mitigation strategies on key VECs, such as but not exclusive to culture, water quality, 
and traditional use. The company is committed to working closely with BGRFN to develop a mitigation plan that addresses community impacts. An important aspect of the mitigation plan development will  
be the completion of an agreement with BGRFN that will outline certain benefits to the community as a result of mine development. Good faith discussions toward such an agreement are ongoing but have 
not been completed as of this date. 
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Ref # 

Summary of Comment RRR Response 

D-2 Big Grassy River First Nation (BGRFN) raises concerns about 
Inadequate traditional knowledge and traditional land use data 
collection (including changes to fish harvesting, water use, and land 
use, as well as the effects of traveling further). 
 
Information necessary to inform the Agency’s assessment of the 
potential for significant adverse environmental effects. 

RRR has recently received the updated TK/ TLU information from the BGRFN with appreciation. It is RRR’s determination that the additional 
information reported through the BGRFN TK / TLU Study supports and supplements the existing EA effects assessment, and confirms that contrary to 
initial materials filed by RRR in this EA, BGRFN members report to have specific knowledge of the Rainy River Project (RRP) site area and surrounding 
lands, and that community members do and have used the RRP site area and surrounding lands, and desire to continue to do so into the future. In 
particular, this study shows that BGRFN members report harvesting (both ungulates and vegetation) in the project specific footprint and Local Study 
area, practice cultural and spiritual activities therein, and traveling through the area. Use and value intensity is reported to be highest along the portions 
of Highway 600 that are within the LSA and RSA for the Project, and include cultural, environmental, habitation, subsistence harvesting, and 
transportation values in a variety of areas in the LSA and RSA, including in the immediate physical footprint for the proposed mine.  
 
In addition to site-specific values, the BGRFN TK/TLU study identified a variety of detailed values and concerns that the BGRFN indicate merit further 
discussion. These include effects on ungulates and other wildlife, water and fish, berries, wild rice and other plants, spiritual sites and medicines, and 
cultural continuity and unimpeded First Nations access to area land and waters.  For example, effects on water emerged as of upmost concern to 
BGRFN members in relation to the proposed Project.  Concerns focused on the potential for decreases in water quality, and the potential for cascading 
effects on other vegetation and wildlife, BGRFN members’ health, and the potential inability to practice a traditional mode of life. RRR is pursuing 
further discussions with BGRFN on all of the above-noted site-specific and non-site specific concerns and related potential project interactions. 
 
The BGRFN study reveals there is significant concern from the BGRFN about water in the Pinewood River system, groundwater and water quality in 
the RSA generally. RRR has met with the BGRFN (May 8, 2014) about water quality to review project specific mitigations and closure plans. While it is 
still estimated by RRR that there is not likely to be significant environmental effects on water, we recognize the BGRFN’s concern for adverse 
environmental effects that could impact on water quality in the Lake of the Woods.  In recognition of these already identified potential effects, RRR has 
previously committed to the following, as well as identified the need to continue dialogue on these matters with the nation (meeting scheduled for June 
3, 2014).  
 
 Joint water quality monitoring and reporting programs as part of the existing monthly water quality monitoring program which is currently carried out 

by RRR. The program will be funded by RRR and form an integral part of the overall environmental management program as it relates to First 
Nations traditional knowledge and assurances of maintaining water quality and by extension, aquatic biota protection. The program will be 
developed jointly with the First Nations in lead-up to the initiation of mine construction. (Letter to Chiefs from Kyle Stanfield, October 2013).  

 RRR will continue to communicate closely with First Nations regarding the Project. (Letter to Chiefs from Kyle Stanfield, October 2013). 
 In light of this increased knowledge of the traditional use and value context, the proponent is actively engaging with BGRFN to identify appropriate 

mitigation and accommodation mechanisms to address BGRF’s concerns regarding potential environmental effects particularly on water quality.  
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D-3 BGRFN raises concerns that the reference to resource use for 
ceremonies and spiritual beliefs in Section 5 over time shows 
teachings and ceremonies at the most general level using very few 
secondary sources of Ojibwe populations generally. BGRFN requests 
more information be included on how teachings from one generation to 
the next may be adversely affected by the continued encroachment of 
non-traditional land use activities. 
 
BGRFN requests that information be gathered from primary sources on 
traditional teachings and ceremonies. Consider how potential TK/TLU 
activities might be affected in ways that could affect these values in the 
effects assessment. 
 
Information necessary to inform the Agency’s assessment of the 
potential for significant adverse environmental effects, and information 
necessary to inform the Agency’s analysis of the potential impact to 
Aboriginal and treaty rights.  

The VECs / VSECs were defined as described in Section 7 in the Final EA Report / EIS and incorporated traditional knowledge / traditional land use 
available at that time. The assessed VECs and VSECs have been defined very broadly with the expectation that they would encompass all portions of 
the natural and human environment that could reasonably be affected by the RRP. 
 
In defining and evaluating VECs and VSECs for the RRP we attempted to define them broadly, and in such a manner as to allow for the fact that 
additional TK / TLU could potentially demonstrate further detail and inform the assessment of effects within the same umbrella set of VECs and VSECs, 
recognizing that further mitigations may be helpful, either to the EA process or to the development of agreements with the Aboriginal communities.  
 
RRR confirms that the additional information reported through the BGRFN TK / TLU Study supports and supplements the existing EA effects 
assessment. From RRR’s review of the BGRFN study’s treatment of the topic of ceremonies and spiritual beliefs, there is the potential for heightened 
adverse impacts over and above those identified in the EA for: 
 
 Physical and cultural heritage, and  
 The current use of lands and resources for traditional purposes. 
 
This includes potential project interactions with the following reported cultural/spiritual sites within 250 metres of the proposed project footprint: 
 A burial ground (through ceremonial knowledge transmission), without ground trothing to this date; 
 Medicinal plant picking sites for cedar, sweet grass and fungus; and 
 “Several sacred and spiritual sites in the proposed Project footprint” (TK/TLU Study, pg. 32). 

 
Additional cultural and spiritual values were reported in the TK/TLU Study within a 5km LSA around the proposed Project. According to the TK/TLU 
Study (pg. 34), “Maintaining the spiritual relationship to the proposed Project is integral to BGRFN”. Section 3.2.5 of the TK/TLU Study elaborates on 
community members’ perspectives on the potential effects of the Project on broader cultural continuity through reduced access to and use of lands, 
waters, wildlife, and vegetation in the Project-affected areas.  
 
Given the TK/TLU Study’s finding that the Project is likely to adversely affect plant gathering and spiritual sites, RRR is now engaging in ongoing 
discussions to identify appropriate mitigation and accommodation of these newly identified effects”. 
 
In recognition of these newly reported potential effects, RRR has committed to ensure that BGRFN has the:  
 
 Ability to access the site for cultural and ceremonial purposes, so that local Aboriginal people can undertake ceremonies at different times of the 

year to show respect for the land and its spiritual aspects. This will ensure that young people can participate in ceremony and learn from elders and 
ceremonialists. Teaching through the generations will be maintained therefore.  

 All RRR staff will undergo cultural awareness training. Temporary contractors will undergo an awareness program as part of the regular induction 
program when working at the mine, (Letter to Chiefs from Kyle Stanfield, October 2013). This will ensure that people that work at the site are aware 
of indigenous culture and values, and are respectful of the principles and values of the Ojibwe people.  

 
This mitigation has been identified by the BGRFN and agreed to by RRR.  RRR will follow up directly with the BGRFN regarding any additional 
mitigation and accommodation measures.  
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D-4 BGRFN has recommended that TK/TLU studies be used now that the 
BGRFN study is issued to ensure that there is review of the data and 
reinterpretation of impact pathways and significance estimation. 
Considering local values and local knowledge, VECs and VSCs need 
to better reflect values of local Aboriginal groups.  
 
Information necessary to inform the Agency’s assessment of the 
potential for significant adverse environmental effects, and information 
necessary to inform the Agency’s analysis of the potential impact to 
Aboriginal and treaty rights.  

 
The VECs / VSECs were defined as described in Section 7 in the Final EA Report / EIS and incorporated traditional knowledge / traditional land use 
available at that time. In defining and evaluating VECs and VSECs for the RRP we attempted to define these VECs and VSECs broadly, and in such a 
manner as to allow for the fact that additional TK / TLU could potentially demonstrate further detail and inform the assessment of effects within the 
same umbrella set of VECs and VSECs, recognizing that further mitigations may be helpful, either to the EA process or to the development of 
agreements with the Aboriginal communities.  
 
RRR confirms that the additional information reported through the BGRFN TK / TLU Study supports and supplements the existing EA effects 
assessment. From RRR’s review of the BGRFN study, there is new data reported about traditional use, cultural practices, and values for water, among 
other emergent data. The review of the effects assessment has found that there could be additional adverse impact to these values should the Project 
proceed, however these will be mitigated and are below the threshold of significance. The values where additional adverse effects loading is predicted 
are: 
 
 Health and socio-economic values, specifically those related to the practices associated with treaty rights; 
 Physical and cultural heritage, and  
 The current use of lands and resources for traditional purposes. 
 
In recognition of these newly identified potential effects, RRR has committed to ensure that BGRFN has the:  

 
 Ability to access certain lands that RRR has purchased as habitat compensation offsets for gathering of wild medicines, berries, or other 

vegetation;  
 

D-5 BGRFN has identified an interest in learning about socio-economic 
accommodation that may be provided by the proponent.  

RRR recognizes that health and socio-economic effects outcomes through changes both real and perceived are identified in the TK/TLU Study that 
merit further discussion between the parties. RRR is currently in discussions with the BGRFN, including on this topic, and will respond directly to them 
regarding this interest. 
 

D-6 With respect to cultural heritage assessment, BGRFN states that no 
information identified as important to First Nations or BGRFN was 
specifically considered. BGRFN requests that Review of TK/TLU study 
should be done to review priority sites and develop accommodations to 
manage the cultural heritage specified. 
 
Information necessary to inform the Agency’s assessment of the 
potential for significant adverse environmental effects, and information 
necessary to inform the Agency’s analysis of the potential impact to 
Aboriginal and treaty rights. 

 
 
RRR confirms that the additional information reported through the BGRFN TK / TLU Study supports and supplements the existing EA effects 
assessment. Particularly with reference to the following  reported uses in the area:  
 
 Ceremonial sites in the region;  
 Critical areas for collection of medicines, objects for ceremony, vegetation, and  
 As a teaching and culture transmission area.   
 
In recognition of these newly reported potential effects, RRR has committed to ensure that BGRFN has the:  
 
 Ability to access the site for cultural and ceremonial purposes, so that local Aboriginal people can undertake ceremonies at different times of the 

year to show respect for the land and its spiritual aspects. This will ensure that young people can participate in ceremony and learn from elders and 
ceremonialists. Teaching through the generations will be maintained therefore.  

 
RRR has agreed to meet with the BGRFN to review the cultural priority sites within the project footprint identified as a result of the TK/TLU Study, and 
to identify new mitigation measures, as needed.  
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D-7 BGRFN identifies an inadequate examination of changes to water. 
Given the TK/TLU reveals bait fishing and extensive use of the 
Pinewood River, the review of effects characterization is requested. 
BGRFN has formally requested hydrology review, as well as water 
quality review.  
 
Information necessary to inform the Agency’s assessment of the 
potential for significant adverse environmental effects, and information 
necessary to inform the Agency’s analysis of the potential impact to 
Aboriginal and treaty rights. 

The additional information reported through BGRFN TK / TLU Study supports and supplements the existing EA effects assessment, by reporting that 
the Project LSA and RSA are used by BGRFN for fishing, for travel on frozen creeks, for canoeing to trapping areas, river fishing and as a boat route to 
access hunting areas and for picking wild rice (RSA only).  
 
Regarding the request for additional review on hydrological and water quality aspects, the comment is acknowledged, and RRR would like to assure 
the First Nation that extensive review of the hydrological and water quality aspects of the RRP has occurred through detailed federal and provincial 
government agency review of these project aspects, and that further review of these aspects will occur during the project approvals stage.  These and 
potential effects to minnow trapping were specifically addressed in the Final EA Report.  
 
RRR does not predict new water quality impacts, and has met with the BGRFN (May 8, 2014) to discuss water quality concerns specifically. 
 
In addition, RRR has committed to provide “a program of close coordination with Rainy River First Nations in support of the pre-existing First Nation 
Watershed Program and water quality protection. Company funding will be provided as part of the fisheries compensation program to further water 
quality enhancement programs for the Pinewood and similar agriculturally impacted waterways.” (Letter to Chiefs from Kyle Stanfield, October 2013). 
 

D-8 BGRFN identifies an inadequate examination of effects on fish, fish 
habitat, and inadequate human health risk assessment. Risk 
assessment not found of metals accumulation over the long term from 
wetlands, given that tailings water will be drained through the area. 
BGRFN recommends a human and animal risk assessment on the 
long term exposure to contaminants of concern.  
 
Information necessary to inform the Agency’s assessment of the 
potential for significant adverse environmental effects, and information 
necessary to inform the Agency’s analysis of the potential impact to 
Aboriginal and treaty rights. 

The potential for health effects was assessed in Section 7.21 of the Final EA Report, with supplemental information provided to the Federal agencies in 
Table 1 issued previously.  
 
RRR has reviewed the additional information collected and shared through the BGRFN TK / TLU Study. It is RRR’s determination that the Study serves 
to support and supplement the existing EA effects assessment. 
 
With regard to the constructed wetland, the major metal removal mechanisms will occur with in-plant SO2/Air treatment of the mill effluent, followed by 
the removal of additional metals through effluent aging in the tailings management area (TMA) pond and in the water management pond. However, the 
constructed wetland is expected to take up residual metals over the period of the mine life, such that there will be an expected accumulation of residual 
metals within the wetland sediments. The area of the wetlands is comparatively small, such that the potential exposure to fish and wildlife is limited;  
and once milling operations cease the quality of water released from the TMA on an ongoing basis, during post closure is expected to improve.  
 
Nonetheless, RRR is fully agreeable to work with local Aboriginal peoples on an ongoing basis to monitor metal concentrations in country foods 
(notably fish muscle and liver tissues, and White-tailed Deer liver tissue; and other wildlife tissues as appropriate). A commitment to monitor 
contaminants of potential concern in fish tissues is stated in Section 13.5.2. A commitment to work with local Aboriginal groups to sample White-tail 
Deer liver tissues [and other wildlife tissues as committed to herein] for metals analysis has been made. 
 
RRR also agrees to conduct a risk assessment of the potential long-term exposure of fish and wildlife to accumulated metals within the constructed 
wetland. Such a study will be carried out within one to two years prior to mine closure (or earlier during the project operations phase), and if a 
meaningful risk is determined to exist the risk will be mitigated as part of overall mine closure by removing and disposing the contaminated sediments 
to the bottom of the pit lake. This could readily be accomplished by a small dredging operation.   
 

D-9 BGRFN identifies that there are traditional uses within the project area 
and further degradation of the region through removal of forest will 
continue to impact on treaty rights. There is no statement made in the 
EIS on returning the landscape to end uses that are consistent with 
rights, uses and traditional pursuits. BGRFN requests information on 
how much forest land will be removed from the total forest land within 
BGRFN territory, an assessment of the magnitude of the effects, and 
proposed mitigation measures. This is requested as a closure 
objective. 
 
Information necessary to inform the Agency’s assessment of the 
potential for significant adverse environmental effects, and information 
necessary to inform the Agency’s analysis of the potential impact to 
Aboriginal and treaty rights. 

RRR will calculate the areas utilizing public sources and provide this information to the First Nation on delineation of the traditional territory by the 
BGRFN. 
 
Similar to the process undertaken in support of the Draft Environmental Assessment process in 2013, RRR is once again pleased to offer funding 
assistance to First Nations associated with the RRP to hire a qualified consultant to undertake an independent review of the Draft Closure Plan issued 
to Aboriginal Groups as well as Federal and Provincial agencies in March of 2014.     Results of the independent review process will be used to help 
the Company develop any further commitments and/or mitigations to reduce potential impacts to Aboriginal and treaty rights.  This process is expected 
to be completed concurrent with the conclusion of the environmental assessment process.  
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D-10 BGRFN requests a strong understanding of effects on wild rice, 
medicines, vegetation, and wildlife habitat  
 
Information necessary to inform the Agency’s assessment of the 
potential for significant adverse environmental effects, and information 
necessary to inform the Agency’s analysis of the potential impact to 
Aboriginal and treaty rights. 

The additional information reported in the BGRFN TK / TLU Study regarding wild rice, medicines, vegetation and wildlife habitat supports and 
supplements the existing EA effects assessment.  
Information regarding effects on vegetation and wildlife is provided in Sections 7.8 through and 7.16 of the Final EA Report. Information regarding 
effects on medicines is provided in Section 7.17. This information was supported and supplemented by information reported in the TK/TLU Study, 
which indicated that harvesting by BGRFN members in the project area and local study area include: berry picking sites for blueberries and cranberries, 
and picking for cedar, sweet grass, and fungus. There is no wild rice in proximity to the RRP. The closest wild rice harvesting is on Lake of the Woods 
(Section 7.17.6). In addition, the medicinal plants, berries and vegetation have not been identified as exclusive to this area. Therefore, the nation 
members will be able to gather necessary resources from other areas. RRR recognizes, however, that reported harvesting areas existing within the 
LSA and Project footprint of the proposed Project may be adversely impacted. As a result, RRR estimates the possibility of a slightly higher magnitude 
of adverse residual effects of the Project on current use of lands and resources for traditional purposes in relation to wild plant harvesting. Nonetheless, 
the predicted adverse effect remains below the threshold of significance. 
 
The water management strategy for the RRP is to protect the water quality and flows of the Pinewood River, which by definition would protect all 
downstream waters. RRR is nevertheless sensitive to the First Nation concerns regarding possible downstream effects to the Rainy River and Lake of 
the Woods, and has thus undertaken a modeling study of the likely effects of a maximum catastrophic tailings dam failure on the Rainy River and Lake 
of the Woods, even though the potential of such a worse case catastrophic failure is extremely unlikely. The analysis concluded that there could be 
minor, transient effects to the north shore of the Rainy River within an area to a point about 10 km downstream of the Pinewood River inflow; but there 
would be no effect to Lake of the Woods. 
 
 

D-11 BGRFN requests a strong understanding of effects on wildlife, wildlife 
movement, contamination, and their home  
 
Information necessary to inform the Agency’s assessment of the 
potential for significant adverse environmental effects, and information 
necessary to inform the Agency’s analysis of the potential impact to 
Aboriginal and treaty rights. 

Effects to vegetation, habitat, and to wildlife groups and species are addressed in Sections 7.8 through 7.16 of the Final EA Report. The effects 
assessment regarding wildlife includes the potential for effects due to contaminant release. The potential for effects to human consumers of country 
foods is addressed in Section 7.21 of the final EA Report. 
 
The BGRFN TK/TLU Study reported that there is a potential for this mining activity to affect the quality and quantity of deer, grouse, rabbits, waterfowl, 
beavers, muskrats and other animals of great concern. BGRFN also identified potential contamination as a concern.  
 
In Section 7.21.1.2 of the EA Report, RRR stated its willingness to work with Aboriginal hunters to undertake an ongoing analysis of representative 
White-tailed Deer liver tissues and other wildlife tissues to test for any trends in cadmium levels; the primary metal of potential concern in ungulate 
organ meat. This analysis could be expanded to include testing for additional metals. RRR will work with local Aboriginal hunters and Nations to 
determine the most effective path forward on this topic.    
 

D-12 BGRFN require a greater understanding of closure components.  
 
Information necessary to inform the  
Agency’s assessment of the potential for significant adverse 
environmental effects, and information necessary to inform the 
Agency’s analysis of the potential impact to Aboriginal and treaty 
rights. 

A considerable level of information was provided already in the Final EA Report / EIS (Section 4.19, 6.19 and Appendices E and T). Further information 
has been provided in the draft Closure Plan which was issued for Aboriginal and government review on March 19, 2014. 
 
RRR has voluntarily committed to providing funding for an independent review of the draft closure plan and associated closure objectives by a qualified 
third party consultant. The Terms of Reference for this review were issued in the final week of May 2014 by the First Nation Engagement Specialist 
working collaboratively for both Pwi-Di-Goo-Zing Ne-Yaa-Zhing Advisory Services and RRR.  Results of the independent review process will be used to 
help the Company develop any further commitments and/or mitigations to reduce potential impacts to Aboriginal and treaty rights.  This process is 
expected to be completed concurrent with the conclusion of the environmental assessment process.  
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D-13 BGRFN require a stronger understanding of mercury pollution and 
health risks. 
 
Information necessary to inform the Agency’s assessment of the 
potential for significant adverse environmental effects, and information 
necessary to inform the Agency’s analysis of the potential impact to 
Aboriginal and treaty rights. 

Further information regarding human health risk, including from mercury, is provided in Section 7.21 of the Final EA Report. 
 
Data presented in Table 7-41 of the Final EA Report indicate that mercury concentrations in the final tailings management area discharge are likely to 
be similar to those of background Pinewood River concentrations. There is a potential for increased mercury methylation rates within the constructed 
wetland. Mercury methylating bacteria utilize sulphate as an energy source, and methylation rates are optimal within the range of 20 to 50 mg/L SO4 
(Ullrich et al. 2001). Methyl mercury is the form of mercury preferentially taken up by fish. Sulphate concentrations in the constructed wetland will 
increase as a result of elevated sulphate levels contained in the tailings management area treated effluent. However, the potential for this effect to 
occur is extremely limited as the wetland area involved (approximately 0.6 km2) is too small to provide an appreciable source strength. Therefore the 
mercury health risk associated with fish consumption from the Pinewood River is not expected to change as a result of RRP development. 
 
In addition, RRR is fully agreeable to work with local Aboriginal peoples on an ongoing basis to monitor metal concentrations in country foods (notably 
fish muscle and liver tissues, and White-tailed Deer liver tissue, and other wildlife tissues as appropriate). A commitment to monitor contaminants of 
potential concern in fish tissues is stated in Section 13.5.2, and is reaffirmed more broadly herein. 
 

 
D-14 BGRFN raises concerns about chemical treatment of water as a long 

term treatment option. This is not an option that BGRFN considers 
ideal. 
 
Information necessary to inform the Agency’s assessment of the 
potential for significant adverse environmental effects, and information 
necessary to inform the Agency’s analysis of the potential impact to 
Aboriginal and treaty rights. 

Water quality and water treatment is addressed in a number of locations within the Final EA Report / EIS, including most extensively in Sections 4.12, 
5.6.3, 7.5 to 7.7. 13.5, 13.6; and Appendices E, T and W. 
 
The most recent modeling studies conducted by Lorax and included as Appendix E to the Draft Closure Plan, indicate that long term chemical 
treatment of water will not be required for the RRP at closure, but that assisted passive treatment means such as periodic fertilization of the upper pit 
lake water column would likely prove advantageous. In additional, and in light of concerns expressed by the Ministry of the Environment, RRR is 
considering means of possibly accelerating the overall rate of pit lake filling during closure, such as possibly using a portion of the Pinewood River 
spring flow excess to help fill the pit at a faster rate. 
 

D-15 BGRFN raises concerns about lack of detailed planning regarding the 
proposed co-disposal of overburden with the NPAG mine rock to 
facilitate handling of clay rich materials. 
 
Information necessary to inform the Agency’s assessment of the 
potential for significant adverse environmental effects, and information 
necessary to inform the Agency’s analysis of the potential impact to 
Aboriginal and treaty rights. 

The NPAG and overburden material are being disposed of in an area west of the open pit. As identified in the Final EA / EIS, the stockpiles are more 
likely to be partially co-disposed, to facilitate access for the overburden, rather than as completely discrete stockpiles as shown schematically on the 
report figures. The stockpiles have been planned and designed accordingly and no changes to surface area etc. are required. This is not an unusual 
practice for non-acid generating materials.   
 
Further detail regarding the disposal of overburden and NPAG is provided in Section 4.6 as well as the draft Closure Plan issued on March 19, 2014. A 
Mine Rock and Overburden Management Plan is provided as an appendix (Appendix K) to the draft Closure Plan, providing details of how NPAG and 
PAG materials would be segregated and managed to ensure proper long-term management of acid rock drainage potentials. 
 
Similar to the process undertaken in support of the Draft Environmental Assessment process in 2013, RRR is once again pleased to offer funding 
assistance to First Nations associated with the RRP to hire a qualified consultant to undertake an independent review of the Draft Closure Plan issued 
to Aboriginal Groups as well as Federal and Provincial agencies in March of 2014.     Results of the independent review process will be used to help 
the Company develop any further commitments and/or mitigations to reduce potential impacts to Aboriginal and treaty rights.  This process is expected 
to be completed concurrent with the conclusion of the environmental assessment process. 
 
Further, in the Table of Commitments (Section 14, Rainy River Commitments), RRR committed to:  
 
 A detailed mine rock segregation program / management strategy will be developed around the distribution of non-potentially acid generating 

(NPA) and potentially acid generating (PAG) materials, and a program of ongoing testing to be carried out during mining operations of the mine 
rock being removed.”   

 Encapsulation of the east mine rock stockpile under a multi-layered cover is proposed with a long term goal of controlling acid rock drainage.”  
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D-16 BGRFN remains concerned about the ARD potential from tailings and 
from mine rock. 
 
Information necessary to inform the Agency’s assessment of the 
potential for significant adverse environmental effects, and information 
necessary to inform the Agency’s analysis of the potential impact to 
Aboriginal and treaty rights. 

The Project has been designed to fully address prevention of ARD. This is particularly important with regards to the east mine rock stockpile and TMA. 
For both of these facilities, the design incorporates ARD prevention and mitigation (Section 4.6 as well as the draft Closure Plan issued on March 19, 
2014). 
 
These aspects of the project have received considerable scrutiny and review from both the Federal and Provincial regulators, and the Closure Plan 
concepts for both the east mine rock stockpile (multilayer cover encapsulation) and the TMA (flooding and maintaining the tailings in a saturated state) 
are supported by both levels of government.  
 
Similar to the process undertaken in support of the Draft Environmental Assessment process in 2013, RRR is once again pleased to offer funding 
assistance to First Nations associated with the RRP to hire a qualified consultant to undertake an independent review of the Draft Closure Plan issued 
to Aboriginal Groups as well as Federal and Provincial agencies in March of 2014.     Results of the independent review process will be used to help 
the Company develop any further commitments and/or mitigations to reduce potential impacts to Aboriginal and treaty rights.  This process is expected 
to be completed concurrent with the conclusion of the environmental assessment process. 
 

D-17 The EIS indicates that between 8.1% and 32.4% of the Pinewood River 
that will be permanently removed. BGRFN wishes to review these 
losses in light of the new data that has been released by the nation on 
TK and TLU. 
 
Information necessary to inform the Agency’s assessment of the 
potential for significant adverse environmental effects, and information 
necessary to inform the Agency’s analysis of the potential impact to 
Aboriginal and treaty rights 

As a point of clarification, the higher flow reduction figure of 32.4% is due in large measure to the re-routing of West Creek, such that it enters the 
Pinewood River further downstream in the system, and is not a loss to the system per se. Also, as discussed at the Kenora meeting (May 6, 2014), the 
calculated percentage flow reductions to the Pinewood River have a much lesser effect in terms of actual habitat reduction, because of the low gradient 
nature of the river, and the occurrence of numerous beaver dams and log jams throughout the river, that serve to impound water in the river.  
 
It is RRR’s determination that the additional information collected and shared through the BGRFN TK / TLU Study serves to support and supplement 
the existing EA effects assessment; and that little if any of the additional shared material re: water quality or quantity conflicts with the existing 
assessment. While the additional information provided has been helpful, the anticipated changes to quality, quantity and rate of flow are not expected 
to alter TLU. No changes to the effects assessment and/or conclusions in the Final EA Report are therefore proposed. 
 
Further, RRR commits to a program of close coordination with the Rainy River First Nations in support of the pre-existing First Nation Watershed 
Program and water quality protection. Company funding will be provided as part of the fisheries compensation program to further water quality 
enhancement programs for the Pinewood River and similar agriculturally – impacted waterways. (Section 14, Rainy River Commitments), 
 

D-18 The PWQO for protection of aquatic life has been named as a point for 
receiving water. BGRFN requests review of the TK and TLU data to 
determine if more conservative protection levels are warranted. 
 
Information necessary to inform the Agency’s assessment of the 
potential for significant adverse environmental effects, and information 
necessary to inform the Agency’s analysis of the potential impact to 
Aboriginal and treaty rights 

The PWQO for protection of aquatic life (or equivalent) are scientifically defensible stringent water quality criteria, generally stricter than the Ontario 
Drinking Water Objectives. RRR does not believe that further protection is required based on the results of the TK/TLU studies in relation to use and/or 
rights. 
 
RRR has not identified any required change to aquatic health. Also, in Section 14, Rainy River Commitments, the commitment is made that excess 
water discharged to the environment will meet applicable Federal and Provincial guidelines for the protection of aquatic life, or other scientifically 
defensible alternatives, in the receiver, as well as any site-specific approval requirements (p. 4).  

D-19 The wetlands analysis suggests that there will be high assimilative 
capacity in the Pinewood and that effluent released will be of high 
quality. BGRFN questions the assumptions at play regarding the ability 
of the wetlands to accommodate the flows and water quality values. 
 
Information necessary to inform the Agency’s assessment of the 
potential for significant adverse environmental effects, and information 
necessary to inform the Agency’s analysis of the potential impact to 
Aboriginal and treaty rights. 

Wetland treatment is only one component of the overall water management and treatment system proposed for the RRP. Constructed wetlands have 
been proven to be effective in polishing mine-related effluent and have been in used since the 1970's. Further information / publications are available 
from a number of sources, including the Mine Environment Neutral Drainage program. The overall water treatment and management system for the 
RRP will be optimized as mine development progresses to achieve optimal results. 
 
From RRR’s review of the BGRFN comment, we have not identified any required change to any of the identified VEC’s and VSEC’s. 
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D-20 BGRFN raises concerns about the potential for increased mercury 
methylation rates within the constructed wetland. 
 
Information necessary to inform the Agency’s assessment of the 
potential for significant adverse environmental effects, and information 
necessary to inform the Agency’s analysis of the potential impact to 
Aboriginal and treaty rights. 

Data presented in Table 7-41 of the Final EA Report indicate that mercury concentrations in the final tailings management area discharge are likely to 
be similar to those of background Pinewood River concentrations. There is a potential for increased mercury methylation rates within the constructed 
wetland. Mercury methylating bacteria utilize sulphate as an energy source, and methylation rates are optimal within the range of 20 to 50 mg/L SO4 
(Ullrich et al. 2001). Methyl mercury is the form of mercury preferentially taken up by fish. Sulphate concentrations in the constructed wetland will 
increase as a result of elevated sulphate levels contained in the tailings management area treated effluent. However, the potential for this effect to 
occur is extremely limited as the wetland area involved (approximately 0.6 km2) is too small to provide an appreciable source strength. Therefore the 
mercury health risk associated with fish consumption from the Pinewood River is not expected to change as a result of RRP development. 
 

D-21 BGRFN raises concerns that closure objectives do not relate to 
restoration of land use that has been identified by BGRFN. Traditional 
use and rights should be practiced throughout the region. 
 
Information necessary to inform the Agency’s assessment of the 
potential for significant adverse environmental effects, and information 
necessary to inform the Agency’s analysis of the potential impact to 
Aboriginal and treaty rights. 

The draft Closure Plan has been issued for comment. RRR is open to discussing this objective in relation to the results of the TK / TLU study.  
 
As the majority of the RRP site is private land where access to practice traditional use is limited, and post closure some mine hazards will remain at the 
site; it is not possible for RRR to commit to providing completely open access to the site post closure for traditional use. However, RRR is nonetheless 
supportive of the further development of mitigation measures in relation to hunting (and plant gathering), which could potentially involve: 
 
 Continuing to involve BGRFN members in the development of adaptive management techniques related to closure planning, including the 

rehabilitation of habitat for wildlife; and 
 
 Restoring access to RRP lands following mine closure to the extent that such access is safe / possible. 
 
Involvement of the BGRFN in draft closure plan review is already underway. Section 9.18 of the draft closure plan commits to habitat restoration to 
support wildlife after mine closure, including consultation on the program with Aboriginal peoples and other stakeholders. Similar to the process 
undertaken in support of the Draft Environmental Assessment process in 2013, RRR is once again pleased to offer funding assistance to First Nations 
associated with the RRP to hire a qualified consultant to undertake an independent review of the Draft Closure Plan issued to Aboriginal Groups as well 
as Federal and Provincial agencies in March of 2014.     Results of the independent review process will be used to help the Company develop any 
further commitments and/or mitigations to reduce potential impacts to Aboriginal and treaty rights.  This process is expected to be completed 
concurrent with the conclusion of the environmental assessment process. 
 
From RRR’s review of the BGRFN comment, we have not identified any required change to any of the identified VEC’s and VSEC’s. 

 
D-22 BGRFN raises concerns about water quality (i.e. long-term water 

quality issues) stemming from the PAG east mine stockpile.  
 
Information necessary to inform the Agency’s assessment of the 
potential for significant adverse environmental effects, and information 
necessary to inform the Agency’s analysis of the potential impact to 
Aboriginal and treaty rights. 

The cover design has undergone extensive review and further information is provided in the draft Closure Plan which has been issued for Aboriginal 
and government review. 
 
From RRR’s review of the BGRFN comment, we have not identified any required change to the effects characterization or significance estimations. 
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Rainy River Project – Final Environmental Assessment Report (Environmental Impact Statement) comments submitted by the  
Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency  

The Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency provides the following comments from federal and provincial governments, Aboriginal groups and the public. The requests in Appendix D need to be addressed by Rainy 
River Resources Ltd. (the proponent) in order for the Agency to be able to make a conclusion on likely significant adverse environmental effects.   
 
Appendix D (Part 3-MNO):  Federal Information Requests on Rainy River Resources Ltd.’s Final Environmental Assessment Report (Environmental Impact Statement) relating to Comments Received from 

Aboriginal Groups and the Public.  
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D-1 
 

Aboriginal 
Considerations 
 

10.2, 
11.2 
 

 Information 
necessary to 
inform the 
Agency’s 
assessment of 
the potential 
for significant 
adverse 
environmental 
effects, and 
information 
necessary to 
inform the 
Agency’s 
analysis of the 
potential 
impact to 
Aboriginal and 
treaty rights.  

The Agency understands the MNO has provided Rainy 
River Resources Ltd. with a copy of their Traditional 
Knowledge/Traditional Land Use (TK/TLU) study 
conducted by Shared Value Solutions. Confirm 
whether the results of the additional TK/TLU studies 
modify the conclusions reached in the environmental 
effects assessment and whether it is determined that 
the project may impact potential or established 
Aboriginal and/or Treaty rights or interests. If there is 
no change to the effects assessment, please provide a 
rationale and justification for that determination.  
Discuss whether these considerations change the 
conclusions in regards to any other VECs. 
 
The MNO, through their TK/TLU study, have identified 
the potential for adverse effects in the areas listed 
below. 
In particular, analyze and confirm the mitigation 
proposed for:: 
- Direct loss of access to hunting and plant 

harvesting areas on the project property 
- Direct loss of cultural sites on the project property 
- Direct loss of hunting, cultural, and plant gathering 

areas within the transmission line and highway 
600 realignment Right of Way (ROW)” 

- Dewatering of wells owned by Metis citizens in the 
vicinity of the 2.5km radius zone of influence (ZOI) 
from the open pit. 

- Spills and accidents impacting on fish populations 
and fish harvesting in the Pinewood River, 
including on a commercial bate harvester within 
the local study area 

- Spills and accidents impacting on waterfowl 
harvesting in the Pinewood River just downstream 
of the local study area. 

- Degradation of trails and travel routs along the 
transmission line ROW resulting in degradation of 
established harvesting area access routes and 
indicators of historic occupancy. 

- Degradation in the quality of hunting areas along 
the transmission line ROW due to habitat 
degradation, and regulations which forbid 
discharging firearms within or across a ROW.  

- Degradation in the quality of plant harvesting 
areas along the transmission line ROW due to 

EA 
 

The responses below are provided in response to comments received regarding traditional knowledge (TK) and traditional land use (TLU) information provided 
by the Métis Nation of Ontario (MNO). The TK/TLU information from the MNO was provided on a confidential basis to Rainy River Resources (RRR), for their 
consideration as part of ongoing discussions and accommodations between RRR and the MNO. The comments raise specific concerns where there is a 
potential for environmental effects relating to MNO TLU within the general area of the Rainy River Project (RRP). In their TK/TLU study, prepared on behalf of 
the MNO by Shared Value Solutions, the MNO identified a number of mitigation measures that RRR could potentially consider. As part of the response to the 
nine comments provided below, RRR has committed to adopting many of these suggested mitigation measures. Where such mitigating measures have been 
adopted, these serve to help to offset adverse effects to MNO member TLU. 
 
COMMENT 1:  Direct Loss of Access to Hunting and Plant Harvesting Areas on the Project Property 
 
a) Framework 
 
The vast majority of lands within the RRP mine site area are privately held lands that RRR has purchased from former owners to allow development of the RRP. 
RRR’s understanding of Aboriginal rights is that MNO members require the permission of land owners to enter upon their lands for the purpose of conducting 
traditional activities, such as hunting and gathering, and that in the past such access has been granted by at least some land owners. Of particular interest are 
four deer stands identified as sites of Métis cultural practice (deer hunting) located at the west end of the RRP property. Three of the four stands occur on lands 
for which no physical infrastructure is proposed, but the proximity of these stands to general site facilities would raise worker safety concerns if these stands 
were to continue to be utilized for hunting. 
 
While RRR is under no obligation to provide access to its privately held lands for hunting and other traditional uses, RRR supports the MNO suggestion in their 
TK/TLU study that RRR could work towards helping to provide access to alternative private lands during the period of project construction and operations, and 
that hunting and plant gathering access to the main RRR project site be restored following mine closure to the extent that it is safe to do so. This provision of 
alternative access would include access related to MNO guiding activities, which at least one MNO member is reported to carry out in the vicinity of the RRP.  
 
With regard to access to other area lands, RRR has been working with the Ministry of Natural Resources (MNR) to secure an area of privately held lands to the 
northwest of the RRP area that can be used as offset (compensation) habitats to protect Whip-poor-will. This land parcel is still being developed, but is expected 
to encompass an area of approximately 10 km2. While the intent is to manage these lands for Whip-poor-will habitat, there is also the opportunity to provide 
MNO members with access to these same lands for big game hunting and plant gathering activities, subject to MNR support, as these activities would not 
appear to interfere with habitat provision and management for Whip-poor-will. Any such use of lands by MNO members would have to be subject to notification 
of access in the case of hunting to ensure the safety of any persons that might also be also accessing these properties for Whip-poor-will study or land 
management.      
 
b) Changes to Effects Determination 
 
Section 7.17 of the Final EA document (Traditional land and Resource Use Effects) stated the following in relation to MNO hunting and plant harvesting: 
 

The MNO is in the process of completing a Traditional Land Use Knowledge Study and Technical Review of the RRP EA Report.  The Company 
anticipates that as part of the consultation process with the MNO an addenda outlining any follow-up programs or agreements may need to be 
submitted in parallel with the EA report review. (p 7-106) 
 
No traditional activities have as yet been identified within the RRP area by the Aboriginal communities that have participated thus far in TK/TLU studies. 
(p 7-106) 
 
Traditional activities, which may be considered a traditional practice or an Aboriginal or treaty right, and which may be affected by the RRP include 
deer, Moose, rabbit and bird hunting, particularly pheasant, grouse and duck. Minnow trapping and commercial fishing are practiced by some Aboriginal 
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use of herbicides for vegetation management.  
  
For the Agency’s effects assessment, in relation to the 
comment raised, please identify the effect of any 
change to the environment, with respect to Aboriginal 
peoples, on: 
 Health and socio-economic conditions,  
 Physical and cultural heritage, 
 The current use of lands and resources for 

traditional purposes, or 
 Any structure, site or thing that is of historical, 

archaeological, paleontological or architectural 
significance. 

people according to the Province. Fishing as an Aboriginal and or treaty right and as a traditional activity for sustenance is likely ongoing in areas 
peripheral to the RRP. Maintaining wild rice (in the Lake of the Woods area) and berry habitat for potential gathering activities were identified in 
discussions with First Nations communities. (p 7-106) 
 
To date, no Aboriginal communities have expressed concerns about hunting or access to hunting any species with respect to the RRP. Hunting is an 
identified activity that continues to be practiced by Aboriginal community members. Specifically, deer, Moose, rabbits, ducks, grouse and pheasants 
were mentioned as species that are sought. (p 7-107) 
 
Access to hunting areas is detailed in Section 7.18. In that section, it is indicated that the RRP will overprint and/or render inaccessible portions of lands 
currently accessed for non-Aboriginal hunting from portions of Highway 600, Roen Road and Teeple Road. Ungulates are widespread and abundant 
within the region. Furthermore, the creation of the transmission line corridor may create additional access for hunters in the region. The overall net 
(negative) effect on hunting deer and moose, pending any further information, is therefore not likely to be significant. (p 7–107) 
 
Hunting is an ongoing activity that supports First Nations and Métis communities in the regions (Level III for context / value). Effects on hunting are 
considered primarily negative due to loss of access to and overprinting of areas currently used for hunting (direction is negative). Residual negative 
effects on hunting are the loss of 1.5% of wildlife management unit (WMU) 10 until closure. Treaty #3 signatories and Métis citizens, as entitled by their 
Aboriginal and treaty rights, are not restricted to hunting within the WMU, although as a measure of impact this is a reasonable quantification since 
Aboriginal people are most likely to hunt within the WMU. Travelling beyond this region for traditional hunting becomes time and cost prohibitive for 
Aboriginal people. At closure, access to the remaining Crown lands will be re-established as practical and will be available for hunting, once habitats 
capable of supporting wildlife are re-established. The magnitude of the effect on hunting is distinguishable, but is unlikely to pose a serious risk to 
hunting activities within WMU 10 or in the broader hunting area that is available to Treaty #3 signatories and Métis citizens (Level I). The extent of the 
residual effect is confined to the TK/TLU study area (Level I); is medium term in duration because the effect lasts until closure (Level II); occurs 
continuously throughout the life of the RRP (Level III); is reversible at substantial cost, with difficulty or in the long term (Level II); and is likely to occur 
(Level III). The overall net (negative) effect on hunting is considered not significant. (p 7-107-108) 
 
Berry harvesting within the RRP site area has not as yet been identified, and therefore no impacts to berry harvesting are anticipated from the RRP. 

 
MNO members report that they harvest upland game birds and large game, including deer, throughout the whole of area overlapping and surrounding the RRP 
site, including the transmission line route, and that where lands are privately held, permission from the land owner is required to access such lands. The main 
plant harvesting area (mainly for berries and wood) reported by MNO members in the vicinity of the RRP is along the Highway 615 corridor, including an area 
that overlaps with the northeast portion of the 4 km wide transmission line corridor, but not with the proposed transmission line 40 m wide right-of-way (ROW). 
There are also a few scattered, very small, plant harvesting areas adjacent to and overlapping with the eastern portion of the proposed RRP mine site area. 
  
The fact that the MNO have now confirmed through TK/TLU that some of their members have hunted and continue to hunt in and around the RRP site area is 
not unexpected, and in RRR’s view does not change the significance determination for either hunting or plant harvesting. RRR is nonetheless supportive of the 
mitigation measures suggested by MNO in relation to hunting (and plant gathering), which during the period of mine construction and operation would involve: 
 

 Providing Improved access to other nearby private lands for hunting and plant harvesting; and 
 Assisting to provide cultural features in nearby accessible areas (i.e., deer stands). 

 
Suggested mitigation measures relating to mine closure: 
 

 Continuing to involve MNO members in the development of adaptive management techniques related to closure planning, including the rehabilitation of 
habitat for wildlife; and 

 Restoring access to RRP lands to the extent safe/possible; 
 
are already planned and are being implemented through current reviews of the draft closure plan by local Aboriginal peoples. Section 9.18 of the draft closure 
plan commits to habitat restoration to support wildlife after mine closure, including consultation on the program with Aboriginal peoples and other stakeholders. 
 
 
c) Changes to Considerations Involving Aboriginal and Treaty Rights 
 
As per the above, the vast majority of lands within the RRP mine site area are privately held lands, and RRR understands that MNO members require the 
permission of land owners to enter upon any such private lands for the purpose of conducting traditional activities. RRR nevertheless recognizes and 
acknowledges that MNO members previously had arrangements with some local land owners involving access to land parcels which have since been 
purchased by RRR and its predecessors, and that with the development of such lands for mining purposes MNO members will no longer be able to reasonably 
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access these lands. To offset this effect, RRR is proposing to grant access to MNO members to carry out traditional activities within the land block being 
acquired by RRR as offset (compensation) habitat to protect Whip-poor-will as per the above.      
     
For the transmission line, where the major portion of the transmission line ROW will be constructed on Crown lands that will be taken to lease, it is fully 
expected that any such Crown lease would not limit other land uses such as traditional land uses practiced by MNO members and other Aboriginal groups. Also 
see the response to Comment #3 below. 
 
d) Conclusion 
 
No changes are required to the Final EA Report effects determinations regarding the direct loss of access to hunting and plant harvesting areas on the project 
property. Additional mitigation measures will be implemented as described above, pending MNR support. Additional information has been provided above 
regarding Aboriginal and Treaty Rights. 
 
COMMENT #2:  Direct loss of cultural sites on the project property 
 
a) Framework 
 
To RRR’s knowledge, the cultural sites referenced by MNO are the four deer stands discussed in relation to Comment #1 above. These sites have been in use 
for some time and hold cultural value to the users of these stands. With respect to further mitigation, RRR is supportive of and will commit to the following 
measures during the mine construction and operations phase: 
 

 Honor requests of land users for ceremonies in advance of construction; and 
 Allow limited and controlled cultural use of RRR lands in select areas at selected times. 

 
Proposed mitigation measures related to the closure phase of the RRP are the same those listed in response to Comment #1.  
 
b) Conclusion 
 
No changes are required to the Final EA Report effects determinations regarding the direct loss of cultural sites on the project property. Additional information is 
provided, as per the response to Comment #1, regarding Aboriginal and Treaty Rights. 
 
COMMENT #3:  Direct loss of hunting, cultural and plant gathering areas within the transmission line and highway 600 realignment ROW; and  
COMMENT #8: Degradation in the quality of hunting areas along the transmission line ROW due to habitat degradation, and regulations which forbid 

discharging firearms within or across a ROW  
 
a) Framework 
 
Based on information made available to RRR from the MNO TK/TLU study, it does not appear that there are any cultural or plant gathering areas within the 
proposed transmission line or Highway 600 realignment ROW. There are identified plant gathering areas within the broader 4 km wide transmission line 
corridor, but not within the proposed 40 m ROW itself. 
 
As hunting by MNO members reportedly occurs throughout the RRP area, such hunting does, or could, occur within the proposed transmission line and 
Highway 600 realignment ROWs. In meetings, MNO representatives stated that a transmission line would pose restrictions on hunting by its members as the 
discharge of firearms across transmission line ROWs is not allowed by law. The Ontario hunting regulations prohibit the discharge of firearms from or across the 
travelled portion of any ROW, but the RRR 230 kilovolt transmission line will not have an associated service road and will therefore not be “travelled”, except 
during construction when workers will be on site. It therefore does not appear that the transmission line would offer an impediment to MNO hunting, once the 
line is fully constructed. The realigned Highway 600 would, however, pose some restrictions on hunting in proximity to the new road, as would occur for any 
such road in the Province. 
 
Some alteration of habitat will occur along the transmission ROW, but much of the area through which the transmission line ROW is proposed: has been 
cutover within the last approximately 25 years; is planned as a contingency forest harvest area; or is proximal to such areas (Figure 1). There are also several 
existing roads or trails that currently cross the proposed transmission line ROW. Transmission line construction is therefore not anticipated to result in significant 
adverse effects to wildlife populations, which are currently adapted to habitat mosaics. This is particularly the case for deer and moose, which feed on browse 
generated in response to patchy land disturbance. Minor habitat alteration will occur in relation to development of the Highway 600 realignment. This alteration 
was determined not to be significant.  
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b) Changes to Effects Determination
 
No changes are required to existing determinations of effects analyses regarding transmission line development and traditional land use as:  
 

 There are no known cultural or plant gathering areas within the proposed transmission line ROW; 
 Transmission line construction is not anticipated to result in significant adverse effects to wildlife populations, and  
 No restrictions to MNO member hunting along the transmission line are anticipated other than to protect worker safety during construction.  

 
Construction of the Highway 600 realignment will result in minor habitat changes, as per the above, but such development will also provide improved access to 
MNO hunters to areas south of the Pinewood River. Adverse effects to traditional hunting are therefore not anticipated, consistent with the Final EA Report 
effects analysis. The above notwithstanding, RRR herein makes the following additional commitments: 
 

 Additional consultation and engagement will be conducted with the MNO during the permitting for ROW clearing and infrastructure development; 
 
c) Changes to Considerations Involving Aboriginal and Treaty Rights 
 
RRR does not anticipate that transmission line construction will infringe on the MNO Aboriginal and Treaty Rights, as there would be no anticipated restriction 
on traditional activities carried in the vicinity of the transmission line. Development of the Highway 600 realignment will unavoidably place some restriction on 
hunting, in that hunters would not be allowed to possess a loaded firearm within eight metres of the travelled portion of the road (or roadside fence line where 
one exists) or to discharge a firearm from or across a ROW for the road, in accordance with existing Ontario hunting regulations that apply to all such 
circumstances. It should however also be noted that lands along the proposed Highway 600 realignment are virtually all privately held, and that current physical 
access to these lands is poor. Development of the Highway 600 realignment therefore has the potential to enhance access to MNO members to carry out 
traditional activities if land owner access can be granted.    
 
d) Conclusion 
 
No changes are required to the Final EA Report effects determinations regarding the direct loss of hunting, cultural and plant gathering areas within the 
transmission line and Highway 600 realignment ROWs. Impacts to Aboriginal and Treaty Rights are considered to be limited. 
  
COMMENT #4:  Dewatering of wells owned by Métis citizens in the vicinity of the 2.5 km radius zone of influence from the open pit 
 
a) Framework 
 
RRR understand that the potential concern is that there are wells owned by Métis members in the general vicinity of the open pit that could potentially become 
dewatered as a result of mine dewatering. RRR does not have access to individual well owner names in areas proximal to the proposed open pit to know which 
such wells are owned by MNO members. These persons would need to bring their information forward to RRR. That being said, the Final EA Report provided 
the following information:   

 
Modelling of the proposed open pit anticipates that the zone of influence, defined by 1 m of drawdown that will eventually develop in the Pleistocene 
lower granular deposit (PLGD) aquifer from the dewatered open pit, is expected to extend approximately 2.5 to 3.5 km from the edge of the pit 
depending on direction from the pit limits, by the end of mining (Figure 7-11; Appendix S). Through completed land acquisitions and binding 
agreements, RRR effectively owns all the identified water supply wells within the predicted zone of influence, and no measurable effects are expected 
on water supply wells not owned by RRR, that all lie outside this area. (p 7-42) 
 
During completion of the baseline work, government agencies, Aboriginal Groups and the public, through discussions and correspondence with RRR, 
identified several areas of concern with respect to groundwater, including the potential for reductions in baseflow to local creeks, pumping rates from 
the proposed mine, potential changes in groundwater quality and the potential effects of dewatering on local wells. Most of these concerns were in line 
with normal hydrogeological investigation methods and are addressed within the Environmental Assessment. Others were addressed through 
discussions with individuals or land purchases of potentially affected properties. (p 7-43) 
 
Establish a groundwater well (piezometer) network around the open pit area to monitor groundwater levels throughout the area on a continuous basis 
using water level transducers, with transducer downloads to be completed twice per year, commencing at least six months prior to the start of pumping, 
all as shown in Figure 13-3 (p 13-15) 
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b) Changes to Effects Determination
 
Information shared with RRR through the TK/TLU study does not change the significance determinations provided in the Final EA Report. If any MNO citizen 
within a reasonable radius of the open pit wishes to have their well levels monitored, RRR would consider doing so, where such monitoring is reasonable and 
practicable. Also, with respect to potential adverse effects to the function of private wells that are near to the open pit and where such effects can be shown to 
have reasonably resulted from the actions of RRR; RRR will negotiate mitigation and/or accommodation measures to rectify any such effects. 
 
c) Changes to Considerations Involving Aboriginal and Treaty Rights 
 
There are no anticipated changes to the exercise of MNO Aboriginal and Treaty Rights. 
 
d) Conclusion 
 
No changes are required to the Final EA Report effects determinations regarding potential effects to local well water levels. There are no anticipated changes to 
the exercise of MNO Aboriginal and Treaty Rights. 
 
COMMENT #5:  Spills and accidents impacting on fish populations and fish harvesting in the Pinewood River, including on a commercial bate 

harvester within the local study area 
 
a) Framework 
 
Spills are not a planned project component and are therefore not assessed as to their environmental significance. The potential for spills and their associated 
effects is, however, assessed in the malfunctions and accidents section of the Final EA Report, which includes consideration of the potential environmental 
concerns, design and operating safeguards, and contingency and emergency response procedures. The malfunctions and accidents section of the Final EA 
Report among others aspects, addresses potential spills associated with: 
 

 Tailings and pond dam failures; 
 Tailings pipeline failures; 
 Water pipeline failures; 
 Fuel releases during transport; 
 Transportation accidents involving the transport of hazardous and non-hazardous materials; 
 Chemical spills within contained facilities; and 
 Chemical spills from pressurized vessels.  

 
As an example, the design and operating safeguards associated with a potential tailings pipeline are described in Section 9.3.2 of the Final EA Report as 
follows. 
 

The primary operational safeguards are pressure sensors which automatically measure pressure at four locations along the pipeline route, as well as 
flow transmitters at the process plant and at the tailings management area dam. A vacuum relief valve is present at the tailings management area dam 
to ensure reverse flow is not possible. The pump will automatically shut off in the event of a pressure loss resulting from a failure.  
 
In order to identify leaks of less than the pressure loss detection, the tailings pipeline is proposed to be inspected at least twice per 12-hour shift. 
Incidental observation could also provide notice in the event of a visible leak or failure.  
 
The pipeline will be routed within a ditch / capture basin system, effectively acting as secondary containment. 

 
Commitments have also been made in Section 13.13 of the Final EA Report to develop an environmental management system that will include the following 
aspects related to potential spills and accidents impacting on fish populations and fish harvesting: 
  

 Water management; 
 General waste management; 
 Hazardous materials management; 
 Fuel handling and storage; 
 Traffic management; 
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 Emergency response; and 
 Response to malfunctions and accidents. 

 
Implementation and maintenance of the environmental management system will be driven by the RRR commitment to the principles of continuous improvement, 
a do no harm culture, as well as ongoing compliance with the environmental requirements. Worker awareness of this commitment and requirements related to 
their work will be communicated through formal programs such as project orientation, job training or contractor packages.  
 
b) Changes to Effects Determination 
 
Information shared with RRR through the TK/TLU study does not change the significance determinations provided in the Final EA Report. 
 
RRR is willing to:  
 

 Provide assistance and opportunities to the MNO for ongoing consultation on environmental approvals, mine rock management plans, closure plan 
amendments, environmental management and emergency response plans, and any follow-up contingency and monitoring program planning; 

 Provide MNO with timely notification and consultation on spills and accidents if any, and on the details of any investigation / response to these events; 
and  

 
c) Changes to Considerations Involving Aboriginal and Treaty Rights: 
 
There are no anticipated changes to the exercise of MNO Aboriginal and Treaty Rights; however, it is recognized that if a major spill were to occur that 
adversely affected the Pinewood River system, the ability of MNO members to use the Pinewood River for resource harvesting could potentially be 
compromised at least for a period of time. 
 
d) Conclusion 
 
No changes are required to the Final EA Report effects determinations regarding spills and accidents impacting on fish populations and fish harvesting in the 
Pinewood River, including on a commercial bate harvester within the local study area. There are no anticipated changes to the exercise of MNO Aboriginal and 
Treaty Rights. 
 
COMMENT #6:  Spills and accidents impacting on waterfowl harvesting in the Pinewood River just downstream of the local study area 

 
Spill contingency measures relating to the RRP are discussed above in connection with Comment #5. The conclusions are the same as for Comment #5. 
 
COMMENT #7:  Degradation of trails and travel routes along the transmission line ROW resulting in degradation of established harvesting area 

access routes and indicators of historic occupancy 
 
a) Framework 
 
The MNO has indicated that there is a current / historic trail that is used by MNO members to access Beadle Lake from the west, towards the northeast end of 
the proposed transmission line ROW. The trail to Beadle Lake is located on the opposite side of the lake from the transmission line ROW and will therefore not 
be affected by transmission line construction. There is no intent to use this trail for transmission line construction access. (Ryan to confirm).  
 
There are numerous other forest access roads and trails within the general vicinity to the proposed transmission line ROW (Figure 1). Some of these other 
forest access roads and trails that were developed previously by forestry operators will be used to access the transmission line during construction of the line. 
 
b) Changes to Effects Determination: 
 
No changes are required. RRR is supportive of mitigation measures suggested by the MNO, as defined in the response to Comment #3, above.  

  
c) Changes to Considerations Involving Aboriginal and Treaty Rights: 
 
In the case of the transmission line, where the major portion of the transmission line ROW will be constructed on Crown lands that will be taken to lease, it is 
fully expected that any such Crown lease would not limit MNO member access to their traditional lands. No changes are therefore required. 
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Rainy River Project: Response to Final EA Report (EIS) comments from the Government of Canada – Appendix D (Part 3-MNO) Submitted by the Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency on March 28, 2014                                                          
Part 1:  Page 7 of 8  

 
Ref 
# Ecosystem 

Topic 

R
eference to 

EIS 
G

uidelines 

R
eference to 

EIS  

Summary of 
Comment Please Respond 

EA
 or 

R
egulatory 

RRP Response 

d) Conclusion
 
No changes are required to the Final EA Report effects determinations regarding the possible degradation of trails and travel routs along the transmission line 
ROW. Adverse impacts to Aboriginal and Treaty Rights are not anticipated. 
 
COMMENT #8:  Degradation in the quality of hunting areas along the transmission line ROW due to habitat degradation, and regulations which forbid 

discharging firearms within or across a ROW  
 
This comment is addressed in the response to Comment #3, above. 
 
COMMENT #9:  Degradation in the quality of plant harvesting areas along the transmission line ROW due to use of herbicides for vegetation 

management 
 
A commitment not to use herbicides for transmission line vegetation control was made in Section 7.1 of the draft “Supplemental Assessment of Transmission 
Line Routing Alternatives”, submitted to the MNR as part of the overall EA process, as well as in other responses to comments during the EA review process.  
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Rainy River Project 
RRR Response to Comments on Final Environmental Assessment Report (Ver. 2)  
Page 1 of 5 

 
Aboriginal Group / Stakeholder:  Métis Nation of Ontario (MNO)  
Point of Contact:   Dean McMahon 
Comments received:   March 6, 2014 
Comments regarding:  Rainy River Project, Final Environmental Assessment Report (Ver. 2)  
 

 
No. Comment Response 

MNO-1 Open pit separation berm from 
Pinewood R. design background 
information- hydrological and climate 
change modelling- our concern being 
that the 100-yr. return period flood 
and associated berm design/height 
may not be protective enough due to 
climate change 

The open pit flood protection berm is designed to protect the open pit against the Regional 
Storm Event (Timmins Storm) with 0.3 m of freeboard to the berm crest. The Timmins Storm 
12-hr event yields a precipitation value of 193 mm, which is considerably greater than the 100-
yr return period 24-hr event precipitation value of 129 mm for the Project area. The 100-yr 
return period 12-hr event is 118 mm. 
 
In the event that flood waters during an exceptionally severe event were to overtop the flood 
protection berm and enter the open pit, the lower benches of the pit would partially flood. For 
example if 10% of the Timmins storm was to overtop the berm and enter the pit, with 
contribution from an upstream watershed of approximately 100 km2, the amount of water 
entering the open pit would be about 2 million cubic metres (Mm3). For comparison the pit 
volume at the end of mining is projected at 253 Mm3. The open pit could therefore readily 
accommodate this volume, even during the early stages of development; but it would take 
some time to pump this water out of the pit bottom, likely greater than 20 to 30 days depending 
on pump capacity. Water would only be pumped from the open pit to either the mine rock pond 
or to the TMA if it could be assured that either the mine rock pond, or the TMA and water 
management ponds could handle the volume. Any and all associated discharges from the TMA 
to the environment would have to be consistent with applicable approvals, such that the 
receiving water would be protected.  
 
Relative to the question of climate the Regional Storm Event is considered to be reasonably 
conservative, given the potential for the lower benches of the open pit to hold water over the 
shorter term.  

MNO-2 Confirmation of TMA foundation 
materials- background information on 
any preliminary design information on 
the foundation and upstream face of 
dam/foundation interface construction 

The entire TMA dam foundation footprint, including the upstream face, will be stripped of 
organic and other unsuitable materials which are generally thin. A foundation key will be 
excavated below the central portion of the dam to ensure connection to the underlying clayey 
soils. This key will extend though any permeable strata encountered. The thick underlying clay 
strata dictates a relatively shallow dam slope of 4H:1V for the starter dam and 5.5H:1V for the 
ultimate dam. A TMA dam draft cross-section drawing is attached (Tailings Management Area 
– Typical Dam Cross Section – Dwg. 108 Rev AB). 
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Rainy River Project 
RRR Response to Comments on Final Environmental Assessment Report (Ver. 2)  
Page 2 of 5 

No. Comment Response 
MNO-3 Information on hazardous materials 

suppliers, if available- esp. cyanide. 
To allow MNO to understand the 
suppliers’ environmental 
management/protection record and 
commitments 

Rainy River Resources has not as yet selected its materials suppliers; but only licenced 
supplies and carriers will be selected for the supply and transport of hazardous materials to the 
Rainy River mine site. When suppliers are selected, Rainy River will share supplier handling 
and transport information with the MNO.  
 
The supply and transport of cyanide, as indicated by MNO, is of particular interest. Cyanide is 
routinely and carefully managed in the gold mining industry. The following are excerpts from 
“The Management of Cyanide in Gold Extraction” prepared by the International Council on 
Metals and the Environment (ICME), which define industry standards in relation to cyanide that 
may be of interest to the MNO. The ICME is a non-governmental organization that promotes 
the development and implementation of sound environmental and health policies and practices 
in the production, use, recycling and disposal of non-ferrous and precious metals.  
 
There are three primary producers of solid, liquid and gaseous cyanide in the world: Dupont, in 
the United States [and Canada], ICI, in England, and Degussa Corporation, in Germany. 
 
Annual worldwide production is approximately 1.4 million tonnes of HCN.1 As mentioned 
earlier, 20% of the total HCN production is used to produce sodium cyanide (NaCN) and the 
remaining 80% is used in numerous other industrial activities such as the production of 
chemicals. Sodium cyanide is also produced in the USA by FMC Corporation.  
 
The three primary producers are major international chemical manufacturers that understand 
their responsibility for their products. For example, formal corporate policies ensure that 
cyanide is sold only to companies that have the ability and commitment to protect workers, the 
public and the environment. The manufacturers contract only with selected carriers that have 
records of transportation safety consistent with the manufacturers’ internal standards. The 
manufacturers maintain a staff of safety and transportation specialists to work with purchasers 
and others in the areas of training, facility design and related safety measures. 
 
Mining companies store sodium cyanide in secure areas that are kept dry, cool, dark and 
ventilated. In the storage area, cyanide packages are placed on pallets in their original 
containers above watertight floors, usually made of concrete, with proper containment in the 
unlikely event of spillage. Regardless of the container type, empty containers are washed and 
the rinse water is used in the site’s gold recovery plant (to take advantage of the small amounts 
of cyanide that could be present) or is processed through the wastewater treatment system 
prior to being discharged under controlled and permitted conditions. 
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Rainy River Project 
RRR Response to Comments on Final Environmental Assessment Report (Ver. 2)  
Page 3 of 5 

No. Comment Response 
MNO-3 
Cont’d 

 Mining companies hold special training programs for all employees who work with or around 
cyanide. They also have materials handling and safety plans prepared by qualified industrial 
hygienists and supervised by project safety officers. These health and safety plans assign 
employee responsibilities and control the handling and use of sodium cyanide from its arrival at 
the mine site through to the metallurgical process. Area gas monitors, proper protective 
clothing, self-contained breathing apparatus and first aid stations equipped with eyewash and 
shower facilities are utilized by cyanide-handling operations at mines. Companies’ industrial 
hygiene programs include annual training, access to all MSDSs and air monitoring to ensure 
worker safety, as well as procedures for documenting all health and safety information and 
incidents at mine sites.” 
 
DuPont is a signatory to the Cyanide Code as both a cyanide producer and separately as a 
consignor/transporter. As a consignor/transporter, DuPont organizes and manages supply 
chains comprised of companies it has contracted to transport cyanide. 
 
A copy of the ICME is attached. 

MNO-4 Well ownership on private land within 
2.5 km radius of pit- to cross-check 
with MNO citizens list. 

The publically available water well record database does not include well owners names that 
we can cross reference against the MNO citizens list (the names of the well owners are 
withheld by the MOE for privacy). However, in a rural area, wells are expected to be adjacent 
to the houses where the water supply is used. The existence of these wells and a few cattle 
wells has also been confirmed through meetings with landowners and site inspections. RRR 
owns or controls almost all the properties with houses or cattle wells within 2.5 km of the open 
pit. There is one home on the south side of Tait Road, to the south of open pit that is not owned 
by RRR just inside this radius. This house is just inside the 1 m drawdown cone of the mine, 
and its well is unlikely to be affected by dewatering. However, monitoring of groundwater levels 
in nearby dedicated monitoring wells is proposed to confirm this prediction such that corrective 
action can be taken if necessary (i.e. most likely lowering the pump or deepening the well). 
 
Project area well locations are shown in the attached Figure 1. 
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Rainy River Project 
RRR Response to Comments on Final Environmental Assessment Report (Ver. 2)  
Page 4 of 5 

No. Comment Response 
MNO-5 Confirmation and details of active 

habitat restoration plans as part of 
conceptual closure plan 

As a preface to this response, Rainy River will be consulting with First Nations and the MNO on 
the draft Closure Plan, and would welcome the input of the MNO on all aspects of the plan.  
 
With regard to active habitat restoration plans, Section 7.9.3 of the Environmental Assessment 
Report – Mitigation (under the Environmental Effects section on Ungulates (Section 7.9) 
commits to the following: 
 
The primary mitigation strategies for limiting adverse effects to ungulates occurring within the 
NLSA will include: .... 
 

 Restoration of disturbed habitats at closure, including the development of habitats 
capable of supporting a diversity of wildlife species, including ungulates; 

 
Similar statements are presented in other EA Section 7 wildlife sections, including those 
dealing with species at risk. 
 
Section 9.18 of the draft Closure Plan dealing with “Revegetation” at final reclamation states 
the following: 
 
“The primary aims of the mine site reclamation / revegetation program to be conducted 
primarily progressively during operation (Section 6.1) are to:  
 
 Control erosion and ensure physical stability;  
 Improve the appearance and aesthetics of the RRP site;  
 Enhance natural vegetation growth to support various wildlife species;  
 Establish a self-sustaining vegetative cover; 
 Begin the process of vegetative succession and habitat restoration; and 
 If possible, re-use of the site by avian SAR.   
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Rainy River Project 
RRR Response to Comments on Final Environmental Assessment Report (Ver. 2)  
Page 5 of 5 

No. Comment Response 
MNO-5 
Cont’d 

 A testwork program is planned to be conducted during operation to include: 
 
 An assessment of site area native terrestrial and riparian plant communities to determine 

species which are likely best suited for use during site revegetation; 
 The preparation of test pads to carry out vegetation growth trials, using various soil cover 

and seed mix combinations; 
 Determination of suitable seed sources to use during final reclamation efforts, focusing on 

climatically adapted plant and seed stocks; and 
 Determination of the role of soil amendments and/or fertilizer to support initial revegetation 

efforts, if any.  
 
Revegetation of disturbed areas will be accomplished by a combination of seeding or 
hydroseeding  
of grasses, legumes and other successful species identified during progressive reclamation. 
Hand planting of native tree species and natural regeneration will also be employed. The 
species mix or mixes for RRP site revegetation will be determined through: consultation with 
the forestry industry, local regulatory authorities, Aboriginal groups and other stakeholders; an 
onsite test work program during the operations phases; and fine tuned during progressive 
reclamation. These programs will help ensure revegetation success at closure.  
 
A commitment was made through the EA process to develop habitats that would be likely to 
support SAR, such as Whip-poor-will, Common Nighthawk, and Bobolink; as well as habitats 
that will support species such as White-tailed Deer that are important to local hunters. Wildlife 
habitat planning details will be developed during the period of mine operations, and will be 
informed by monitoring and research programs linked to Whip-poor-will, and other data. Such 
details will be included in future Closure Plan amendments developed toward the end of mine 
operations.” 
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Foreword

The mining industry, and in particular the gold mining industry, has been using
cyanide in its production processes for many decades. While cyanide is common-
ly perceived as being a deadly substance, it is in fact a widely used chemical that

is essential to the modern world. The key to its safe use is the implementation of sound
management practices.

While public concern about cyanide is valid and indeed understandable, much of the
recent media attention and public reaction regarding the use of cyanide in mining oper-
ations has arisen due to a lack of understanding of the nature of cyanide and its effects
on health and the environment. While there is considerable technical information avail-
able to those who produce, transport and use cyanide, easy-to-understand information
has not heretofore been provided for a less technical audience. In an attempt to remedy
this situation and to address public concern about the use of cyanide in gold extraction,
the International Council on Metals and the Environment has commissioned the present
document.

The Management of Cyanide in Gold Extraction gives an overview of the chemical’s uses
and risks, with special emphasis on its use in the recovery of gold. The publication
begins by describing the properties of cyanide and its general uses in industry, then
moves on to address more specifically the life cycle of cyanide in the mining environ-
ment—its production, use in mineral extraction, and general and environmental chem-
istry. After presenting this information, the publication explains how the principles of
risk assessment, risk management and risk communication contribute to the safe use of
cyanide in gold recovery.

This work has been prepared by recognized experts and should be a useful reference for
anyone involved in decision making related to the presence of cyanide in mining opera-
tions, whether from a local or global perspective. It is hoped that international regula-
tors, policy makers, community leaders and all other interested readers, including those
engaged in the mining and metals industry, will find the work to be both balanced and
informative, and thereby gain a better understanding of the characteristics of cyanide
and its unique role in gold recovery.

Gary Nash
Secretary General
ICME
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Executive Summary
Cyanide is the chemical of choice for gold recovery.

Cyanide is one of only a few chemical reagents that will dissolve gold in water. It is
a common industrial chemical that is readily available at a reasonably low cost. For
both technical and economic reasons, cyanide is the chemical of choice for the
recovery of gold from ores. Cyanide has been used in metal extraction since 1887
and is now safely used and managed in gold recovery around the world. Gold min-
ing operations use very dilute solutions of sodium cyanide, typically in the range of
0.01% and 0.05% cyanide (100 to 500 parts per million).

Most of the cyanide produced is used as a basic building block for the chemical
industry.

Cyanide is produced in large amounts (about 1.4 million tonnes each year) as one of
a few basic compounds used chiefly to synthesize a wide range of industrial organ-
ic chemicals such as nylon and acrylics. Gold recovery accounts for approximately
18% of total world cyanide production.

Cyanide is produced naturally in a number of microorganisms, insects and plants.
Cyanide is a naturally occurring molecule of carbon and nitrogen. It existed on Earth
before life began and was one of the fundamental building blocks in the evolution of
life. Low concentrations of cyanide are present in nature, for example in many
insects and plants, including a wide range of vegetables, fruits and nuts, where it
provides protection against predators. In addition, cyanide is present in much of the
everyday environment to which we are exposed, for example in road salt and auto-
mobile exhaust and as a stabilizer in table salt.

Cyanide is not persistent.
One of the major health and environmental concerns with some synthetic chemicals
is that they do not decompose readily and can thereby accumulate in the food chain.
Cyanide, however, is transformed by natural physical, chemical and biological
processes into other, less toxic chemicals. Since cyanide oxidizes when exposed to
air or other oxidants, it decomposes and does not persist. While it is a deadly poison
when ingested in a sufficiently high dose, it does not give rise to chronic health or
environmental problems when present in low concentrations.

Cyanide is attenuated through natural processes.
Over time, natural processes such as exposure to sunlight can reduce the concen-
tration of toxic forms of cyanide in solutions to very low values.

v
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The risks of cyanide production, use and disposal can be well managed.
Responsible companies in both the chemical industry and the mining industry
employ stringent risk management systems to prevent injury or damage from the
use of cyanide. Cyanide in mining solutions is collected, either to be recycled or
destroyed, after gold is removed. Managing risks associated with the use of cyanide
involves sound engineering, careful monitoring and good management practices in
order to prevent and mitigate potential releases of cyanide to the environment.

Communicating information about the risks of cyanide to employees and the 
public is essential to sound management practices.

The environmental fate of cyanide has been well studied. Cyanide is highly regulat-
ed and its risk management is well documented. Risk communication provides infor-
mation about cyanide both within the operating plant and externally, to the public.
Communication of information to the internal staff is the first step in communicat-
ing the nature and extent of risk to the general public. Effective communication and
emergency planning programs should also be coordinated with the proper local
authorities.

vi
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SECTION 1

What Is Cyanide?

Cyanide is a general term for a group of chemicals containing carbon and nitrogen.
Cyanide compounds include both naturally occurring and human-made (anthro-
pogenic) chemicals. There are more than 2,000 natural sources of cyanide,

including various species of arthropods, insects, bacteria, algae, fungi and higher plants.
The principal human-made cyanide forms are gaseous hydrogen cyanide and solid sodi-
um and potassium cyanide. Because of its unique properties, cyanide is used in the man-
ufacture of metal parts and numerous common organic products such as plastics, 
synthetic fabrics, fertilizers,
herbicides, dyes and pharma-
ceuticals.

There is justifiable public con-
cern about the use of cyanide
in industrial settings. Cyanide
is a toxic substance and can be
lethal if ingested or inhaled in
sufficient amounts. This is also
true for many other chemicals
such as gasoline and common
household cleaning supplies.
As is the case for the thousands
of other chemicals used in our
modern industrial processes,
knowledge, proper handling
procedures and a responsible
attitude are critical to the safe
and beneficial use of cyanide.

Mining is one industrial activi-
ty that uses a significant
amount of cyanide—about
20% of total production. Since
1887, cyanide solutions have been used primarily to extract gold and silver from ores that
otherwise could not be mined effectively. In addition, cyanide is used in low concentra-
tions as a flotation reagent to aid in the recovery of base metals such as lead, copper 
and zinc. 

1

What Is Cyanide?

Microscopic view of sodium cyanide crystals.
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SECTION 2

Natural Occurrences of Cyanide

Carbon and nitrogen, the two elements that make up cyanide, are present all
around us. Together they make up almost 80% of the air we breathe, and both are
present in the organic molecules that are the basis of all life forms. Hydrogen

cyanide was formed in the earliest stages of the development of our planet as a precur-
sor to amino acids, from which life on Earth evolved. Cyanide is formed naturally. It is
produced and used by plants and animals as a protective mechanism that makes them
an unattractive food source. Many organisms may either adapt to the presence of cyanide
or detoxify it.

A natural source of hydrogen cyanide (HCN) is a sugar-like compound called amygdalin,
which exists in many fruits, vegetables, seeds and nuts, including apricots, bean sprouts,
cashews, cherries, chestnuts, corn, kidney beans, lentils, nectarines, peaches, peanuts,
pecans, pistachios, potatoes, soybeans and walnuts. In the kernel of bitter almond, there
is about 1 mg of HCN as amygdalin. Table 1 presents data on the amount of cyanide 
present in a variety of other foodstuffs.

3

Natural Occurences of Cyanide

TABLE 1. Cyanide Concentrations in Selected Plants

Plant Species Concentration (mg.kg-1)

Cassava (sweet varieties)

leaves 377–500

roots 138

dried roots 46–<100

mash 81

Bamboo tip Max. 8,000

Lima bean (Burma) 2,100

Almond (Bitter) 280–2,500

Sorghum (young plant, whole) Max. 2,500

Source: Excerpted from Eisler, 1991
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Cyanide compounds are produced in thousands of plant species and in other life forms.
In some plants, cyanide occurs in concentrations that would be judged “hazardous” if
they were associated with manufactured sources. Plants such as alfalfa, sorghum and
cassava are known sources of cyanide poisoning to livestock and humans.

In addition to these naturally occurring forms of cyanide, cyanide compounds are also
present in such everyday anthropogenic sources as automobile exhaust, cigarette smoke,
and even road and table salt.

4
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SECTION 3

Industrial Uses of Cyanide

Cyanide is one of the main building blocks for the chemical industry because of its
composition of carbon and nitrogen—both common elements—and the ease with
which it reacts with other substances.

Over one million tonnes of cyanide, representing about 80% of total production, are used
annually in the production of organic chemicals such as nitrile, nylon and acrylic plas-
tics. Other industrial applications include electroplating, metal processing, steel harden-
ing, photographic applications and synthetic rubber production.

Iron cyanides are often used in road salt as an anti-caking additive. Hydrogen cyanide
vapour has been widely used to exterminate rodents and large predators, and in horti-
cultural practice to control insect pests that have developed resistance to other pesti-
cides.

In addition, cyanide is used in pharmaceuticals such as the anticancer substance laetrile
and the blood pressure–reducing drug nitroprusside. Cyanide compounds are also used
in surgical dressings that promote healing and reduce scarring.

The remaining 20% of cyanide production is used to manufacture sodium cyanide, a
solid form of cyanide that is relatively easy and safe to handle. Of this, 90% (i.e. 18% of
total production) is used in mining around the world, mostly for gold recovery.

FIGURE 1. Portion of World Cyanide Production Used in Mining 
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SECTION 4

Cyanide Use in Gold Production

One of the reasons for the high value placed on gold is its resistance to attack by
most chemicals. One exception is cyanide, or more specifically, a cyanide-
containing solution, which dissolves the precious metal.

Cyanide is used in mining to extract gold (and silver) from ores, particularly low-grade
ores and ores that cannot be readily treated through simple physical processes such as
crushing and gravity separation.

FIGURE 2. Gold Production
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The Process
The use of water-based solutions to extract and recover metals such as gold is called
“hydrometallurgy.” Gold mining operations use very dilute solutions of sodium cyanide
(NaCN), typically in the range of 0.01% and 0.05% cyanide (100 to 500 parts per million).
The process of metal dissolution is called leaching. The sodium cyanide dissolves in
water where, under mildly oxidizing conditions, it dissolves the gold contained in the
ore. The resultant gold-bearing solution is called “pregnant solution.” Either zinc metal
or activated carbon is
then added to the preg-
nant solution to recover
the gold by removing it
from the solution. The
residual or “barren” solu-
tion (i.e. barren of gold)
may be re-circulated to
extract more gold or rout-
ed to a waste treatment
facility. Approaches to
treating this waste solu-
tion of cyanide are dis-
cussed in Section 7.

There are two general
approaches to leaching
gold from mined ore
using cyanide: tank leach-
ing and heap leaching.

Tank leaching is the con-
ventional method, in
which gold ore is
crushed and ground to a
size of less than one millimetre in diameter. In some cases, a portion of the gold can be
recovered from this finely ground material as discrete particles of gold using gravity-sep-
aration techniques. In most cases, the finely ground ore is directly leached in tanks to
dissolve the gold in a cyanide solution. When gold is recovered in a conventional plant
with leaching in tanks, the barren solution will be collected along with the solid wastes
(tailings) in a tailings impoundment system. There, part of the solution will remain with-
in the pores of the settled tailings and part will decant and collect in a pond on top of the
tailings, from which it is recycled back to the plant. In most plants, because impurities

8

The Management of Cyanide in Gold Extraction

Gold recovery from cyanide solution using activated carbon
(charcoal).
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build up in these solutions, some of the cyanide-bearing solutions must be pumped to a
treatment system for disposal (see Section 7).

Recent technical advances enable the heap-leaching of some gold ores. With this
method, the ore is crushed to less than a few centimetres in diameter and placed in large
piles or heaps. A solution of cyanide is trickled through these heaps to dissolve the gold.
When heap-leaching technology is used to extract gold, the barren solution is collected
in a pond, from which it is commonly recharged with cyanide and recycled back into the
leaching system.

The modern gold industry uses cyanide almost exclusively as the leaching agent for gold.
Other complexing agents such as thiourea, chlorides and other halides have been used
to extract gold from ores, but these are not generally cost-effective and present their own
environmental and health concerns. Cyanide complexes are more stable and effective,
and do not require additional aggressive chemicals to effect gold recovery. Cyanide has

9

Cyanide Use in Gold Production

Construction of a leach pad at Pikes Peak, Colorado, USA.
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been used in mining for over a century (see box). An older technique for gold recovery,
which is no longer used in modern gold plants, is amalgamation with liquid mercury. In
some developing countries, artisanal miners still use liquid mercury as a means of com-
plexing gold from small mine workings. This practice is discouraged, however, as poor
management of both liquid mercury and the vapour arising from volatilizing mercury
contributes to serious health problems among artisanal miners.

10

The Management of Cyanide in Gold Extraction

Box 1. History of Cyanide Use in Mining

While environmental concerns over the use of cyanide in mining have become more
public only in the last few years, there actually is a very long history of cyanide use
in metallurgical and related processes all around the world. Dippel and Diesbach dis-
covered “Prussian blue” (iron ferrocyanide) in 1704. The earliest well-documented
work was Scheele’s studies of solubility of gold in cyanide solutions dating from 1783
in Sweden. Gold-cyanide chemistry was studied actively in the mid-19th century in
England (Faraday), Germany (Elsner), and Russia (Elkington and Bagration). By
1840, Elkington held a patent for the use of potassium cyanide solutions for electro-
plating gold and silver. Elsner led the evaluation of the role of oxygen in gold disso-
lution using cyanide solutions, and “Elsner’s Equation” describing the extraction of
gold from ores by cyanide was known by 1846.

Patents formalized by McArthur and the Forrest brothers in 1887 and 1888 effec-
tively established the current cyanidation process, the use of cyanide dissolution and
precipitation using zinc. However, there were still earlier patents in the USA for
cyanide leaching (Rae in 1869) and recovery from chlorinated solutions using char-
coal (Davis in 1880). The first commercial-scale cyanidation plant began operating at
the Crown Mine in New Zealand in 1889, and by 1904 cyanidation processes were
also in place in South Africa, Australia, United States, Mexico and France. Therefore,
by the turn of the century, the use of cyanide to extract gold from low-grade ores was
a fully established metallurgical technology.
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SECTION 5

Production and Handling 
of Cyanide

Cyanide is produced industrially in one of two ways: as a by-product of the manu-
facture of acrylic fibres and certain plastics, or by combining natural gas and
ammonia at high temperatures and pressures to produce hydrogen cyanide (HCN)

gas. Subsequently, hydrogen cyanide gas can be combined with sodium hydroxide
(NaOH) to produce sodium cyanide (NaCN) and water (H2O). The water is then removed
by drying and filtering, and the sodium cyanide is formed into solid, white briquettes that
are about 10 centimetres square.

The solid sodium cyanide briquettes are maintained under controlled temperature and
moisture. At the manufacturing location, the briquettes are packaged in labelled, sealed
containers to protect the briquettes from both crushing and moisture. The containers
may be disposable plywood boxes with non-returnable liners, non-returnable steel
drums, or re-useable steel bins. In some circumstances, the briquettes are dissolved and
the cyanide solution is transported as a liquid in specially designed tanker trucks.

All shipments of sodium cyanide are accompanied by Material Safety Data Sheets
(MSDSs) that provide the chemistry and toxicity of sodium cyanide, instructions in case
of accidents, emergency telephone numbers for assistance and additional information
from the manufacturer. All shipments are inventoried as material leaves the producer,
and the inventory is checked against delivery records to ensure proper surveillance at all
times.

There are three primary producers of solid, liquid and gaseous cyanide in the world:
Dupont, in the United States, ICI, in England, and Degussa Corporation, in Germany.
Annual worldwide production is approximately 1.4 million tonnes of HCN.1 As mentioned
earlier, 20% of the total HCN production is used to produce sodium cyanide (NaCN) and
the remaining 80% is used in numerous other industrial activities such as the produc-
tion of chemicals. Sodium cyanide is also produced in the USA by FMC Corporation.

The three primary producers are major international chemical manufacturers that
understand their responsibility for their products. For example, formal corporate policies

11
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1 1996 amounts. Usage in mining has remained essentially constant for the last decade.
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ensure that cyanide is sold only to companies that have the ability and commitment to
protect workers, the public and the environment. The manufacturers contract only with
selected carriers that have records of transportation safety consistent with the manufac-
turers’ internal standards. The manufacturers maintain a staff of safety and transporta-
tion specialists to work with purchasers and others in the areas of training, facility design
and related safety measures.

Mining companies store sodium cyanide in secure areas that are kept dry, cool, dark and
ventilated. In the storage area, cyanide packages are placed on pallets in their original
containers above watertight floors, usually made of concrete, with proper containment
in the unlikely event of spillage. Regardless of the container type, empty containers are
washed and the rinse water is used in the site’s gold recovery plant (to take advantage of

12
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Storage of drums containing sodium cyanide.
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the small amounts of cyanide that could be
present) or is processed through the 
wastewater treatment system prior to being
discharged under controlled and permitted
conditions.

Mining companies hold special training pro-
grams for all employees who work with or
around cyanide. They also have materials
handling and safety plans prepared by quali-
fied industrial hygienists and supervised by
project safety officers. These health and safe-
ty plans assign employee responsibilities and
control the handling and use of sodium
cyanide from its arrival at the mine site
through to the metallurgical process. Area
gas monitors, proper protective clothing,
self-contained breathing apparatus and first-
aid stations equipped with eyewash and
shower facilities are utilized by cyanide-han-
dling operations at mines. Companies’
industrial hygiene programs include annual
training, access to all MSDSs and air moni-
toring to ensure worker safety, as well as
procedures for documenting all health and
safety information and incidents at mine
sites.

Modern industrial hygiene programs at gold mining operations have been effective at
minimizing accidental cyanide poisoning at mine sites. Indeed, a search of industrial
accident records in Australia, Canada, New Zealand and the United States has revealed
only three accidental deaths in which cyanide was implicated at gold mine sites in the
past 100 years. The first was not directly related to gold recovery, the second involved
entry into an enclosed space—a fatal mistake, and the third was not conclusively attrib-
uted to cyanide.2

13
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2 Both incidents were found in the 107-year fatality database of the Ontario Minister of Labour. In 1952, a
blacksmith at the MacLeod-Cockshutt Gold Mines died due to cyanide poisoning following an explosion of
molten cyanide; he had been preparing a bath of melted sodium cyanide to case-harden a wrench. In 1961,
a worker at the Hallnor Mines Mill died of poisoning from hydrocyanic gas after climbing into an agitator
tank to retrieve flake cyanide he had inadvertently thrown into the tank. In 1982, a labourer at an Arizona
gold recovery operation collapsed at work and died five days later. Cyanide was suspected, but the evidence
as to how the worker became exposed to cyanide was inconclusive.
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On-site assistance and safety training
are provided to gold mines by cyanide 
producers.
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SECTION 6

Cyanide in Solutions

After gold is extracted via the hydrometallurgical processes, three principal types of
cyanide compounds may be present in wastewater or process solutions: free
cyanide, weakly complexed cyanide and strongly complexed cyanide. Together,

the three cyanide compounds constitute “total cyanide.” An understanding of the chem-
istry of these three types of cyanide provides insights into their behaviour with respect to
safety and the environment.

Free Cyanide
“Free cyanide” is the term used to describe both the cyanide ion (CN-) that is dissolved
in the process water and any hydrogen cyanide (HCN) that is formed in solution. The
solid sodium cyanide briquettes dissolve in water to form sodium ion and the cyanide
anion (CN-). The cyanide
anion then combines with
hydrogen ion to form molecu-
lar HCN.  The concentration of
hydrogen ion in the process
water is expressed by the
familiar parameter pH.3

Nearly all free cyanide is pres-
ent as HCN when there is
ample hydrogen ion present,
(i.e. at a pH value of 8 or less).
This HCN can then volatilize
and be dispersed into the air.
When the pH is greater than
10.5, there is little hydrogen
ion present and nearly all of
the free cyanide is present as
CN-. Under normal conditions
of temperature and pressure,
the concentrations of HCN and
CN- are equal at a pH value of
approximately 9.4.

15
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3 When the pH of a solution is 7, the solution is said to be neutral. Solutions with pH less than 7 are said to be
acidic, whereas those with pH greater than 7 are said to be alkaline.
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These forms of free cyanide are important because they are considered to be the most
toxic cyanides. However, they also happen to be the forms that are readily removed from
solutions through both engineered treatment processes and natural attenuation mecha-
nisms. The biological, chemical and physical processes that affect cyanide concentra-
tions in water, soil and air have been extensively studied during the last two decades, so
that their behaviour in the environment is well understood.

One of the most important reactions affecting free cyanide concentration is the volatiliza-
tion of HCN, which, like most gases, will separate from water and escape into the air.
Free cyanide is not persistent in most surface waters because the pH of such waters is
usually about 8, so that HCN volatilizes and disperses. Hydrogen cyanide’s volatility and
subsequent transformation to benign compounds in air are important because they act
as a natural mechanism for controlling free cyanide concentrations in waste and process
waters at mines.

Natural processes alone can reduce the free
cyanide concentration from solutions in
areas open to the atmosphere in the gold
production facilities, such as process ponds
and tailings impoundments, to very low val-
ues—often to levels below regulatory con-
cern or even the limits of detection.

In the gold plant, however, operators main-
tain the solution pH at values near 10.5 in
order to prevent volatilization. This pre-
serves cyanide in the gold extraction system
where it is needed and at the same time
limits the risk of worker inhalation expo-
sure to high concentrations of HCN gas in a
confined space.

Cyanide Complexes
While cyanide-bearing solutions are used in mining because they react with gold, they
also react with other metals. Gold ores almost always contain other metals, including
iron, copper, zinc, nickel and silver as well as other elements such as arsenic. In most
ore bodies, the concentrations of other metals typically exceed the concentration of gold
by several orders of magnitude. For example, a low-grade gold ore suitable for cyanide
leaching might contain 0.5 to 1 gram of gold per tonne (0.5 to 1 part per million [ppm]
gold); in contrast, the iron concentration of average crustal rocks is about 3.5% (35,000
ppm). Metals such as copper, zinc and nickel may be present in concentrations ranging

16
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Control centre for gold recovery plant
(cyanidation).
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from tens to thousands of parts per million. Table 2 shows that significant amounts of
other metals may be dissolved when ores containing them are leached with cyanide
solutions.

Chemical analyses of process solutions and wastewater derived from the processing
indicate that most of the cyanide in solution is chemically linked with metals other than
the small amounts of gold or silver. When chemical elements combine in solution to
form soluble species, chemists refer to them as “complexes.” There is a wide range of
chemical and physical interactions between the components of complexes. Some com-
plexes are very stable, whereas others are easily destroyed. Analytical chemists are able
to define the relative stability of cyanide complexes of different metals with great preci-
sion. The evaluation of the quantity and types of cyanide is important to all aspects of
cyanide use. It is particularly important to be able to distinguish both accurately and pre-
cisely between the various cyanide compounds to ensure the selection of an effective
detoxification methodology.

17
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CONCENTRATION RANGE
milligrams per litre5 (mg.L-1)

Total Cyanide 50–2000

Arsenic 0–115

Copper 0.1–300

Iron 0.1–100

Lead 0–0.1

Molybdenum 0–4.7

Nickel 0.3–35

Zinc 13–740

4 Scott, J. S., Status of Gold Mill Waste Effluent Treatment, Report to CANMET, Natural Resources Canada,
March 1993.

5 In environmental studies, concentrations of cyanide and other solutes in solutions are ordinarily presented
in terms of mass per unit volume, or sometimes as the dimensionless unit “part per million” (ppm).
Concentrations in milligrams per litre (mg.L-1) are the same as concentrations in grams per cubic metre
(g.m-3), and both of these are essentially identical to concentrations in ppm (because the density of solutions
is usually very close to 1 kilogram per litre [kg.L-1]).

TABLE 2. Analyses of Barren Solutions4
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Weak and Strong Cyanide Complexes
Conventionally, cyanide chemists distinguish “weak” from “strong” cyanide complexes.
The weak cyanide complexes, often referred to as “weak acid dissociable” or WAD
cyanide, can dissociate in solution to produce environmentally significant concentrations
of free cyanide. The weak complexes include cyanide complexes of cadmium, copper,
nickel, silver and zinc. The degree to which these complexes dissociate is dependent
largely on the pH of the solution.

Strong cyanide complexes, on the other hand, degrade much more slowly than WAD
cyanide under normal chemical and physical conditions. Complexes of cyanide with
gold, cobalt and iron are strong and stable in solution. This stability of the gold–cyanide
complex is a key factor in the use of cyanide for the extraction of gold from ores. Once
gold enters into solution tied to the cyanide, it remains complexed with the cyanide until
process conditions are changed in order to remove it from solution. Cobalt is present
only in trace amounts but iron is virtually ubiquitous in geological materials. For most
mining situations, the strong complexes of cyanide are predominantly iron cyanides.

The rate at which complexes dissociate and release free cyanide into solution depends
on several other factors, including the initial concentration of the cyanide complex, 
the temperature, the pH of the solution, and the intensity of light, especially ultraviolet
radiation.

Analysing and Monitoring Cyanide
Cyanide is generally measured by one of two analytical methods: total cyanide analysis
or WAD cyanide analysis. The first is used to determine total cyanide in solutions, includ-
ing free cyanide and metal-bound cyanides, such as the more stable, non-toxic iron
cyanides. The analytical procedure for determining WAD cyanide is used for free and
complexed forms of cyanide, except iron cyanide. An older but still used alternative
method to that of WAD cyanide analysis is called “cyanide amenable to chlorination.”

Cyanide analyses are needed for operational control, regulatory compliance and toxici-
ty evaluation, as well as for public information about the handling of hazardous materi-
als. Monitoring cyanide both during and after the gold recovery process is essential to
good operating practice and the protection of both health and the environment. Rigorous
sampling protocols and analytical procedures are required to ensure the quality of infor-
mation available for decision making. This requires excellent planning and performance
from trained personnel working with well-designed and well-managed systems.

18
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SECTION 7

Attenuation of Cyanide
Concentrations in the Environment

As explained in Section 4, once gold has been recovered, the solution becomes bar-
ren of gold but still contains cyanide. The processes that decrease the concentra-
tion of cyanide in solution, whether in the natural environment or in engineered

facilities, are called “attenuation.” Volatilization of HCN, which reduces the concentra-
tion of free cyanide in solution, is the prominent natural attenuation process. Figure 4
provides a schematic representation of the relationships between forms of cyanide and
the processes controlling them.

Over the past two decades, the chemical and mining industries have made major
advances in handling waste cyanide solutions so that they will not harm public health 
or the environment. Two technologies are used, often in combination: treatment and
recycling.

Cyanide Solution Treatment and Re-use
Treatment: Four general forms of cyanide solution treatment are in use:
•  Natural degradation
•  Chemical oxidation
• Precipitation
• Biodegradation

In addition, several technologies enable the re-use of cyanide through recycling.

Natural degradation: The principal natural degradation mechanism is volatilization
with subsequent atmospheric transformations to less toxic chemical substances. Other
factors such as biological oxidation, precipitation and the effects of sunlight also con-
tribute to cyanide degradation.

Cyanide species may be adsorbed on the surfaces of minerals or organic carbon debris
in the soils of a pond embankment, in a clay liner, or along a groundwater flow path. In
soils, bacteria assimilate the cyanide through a variety of aerobic and anaerobic reac-
tions. In some instances, the combination of these processes of natural degradation are
sufficient to meet regulatory requirements for discharge of cyanide-containing solutions.

19
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In tailings impoundments, the large surface area enables decomposition of WAD
cyanide. Figure 5 illustrates a typical situation in which half of the total cyanide (CNT)
degraded naturally in less than three weeks from the initial concentration of 20 mil-
ligrams per litre. The CNT disappeared almost completely within about 100 days.

Actual degradation rates need to be determined through test work on a site-specific basis
using conditions that mimic, as closely as possible, the types of solution and the natural
processes that are likely to occur at that location.

Table 3 compiles data from natural degradation systems at a number of gold mines
around the world. The values in this table demonstrate the ability of natural degradation
to reduce the cyanide concentration of solutions.

Chemical oxidation processes for cyanide treatment include the SO2/Air process (devel-
oped by the Canadian mining company INCO) and the H2O2 (hydrogen peroxide) 

20
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FIGURE 4. The Cyanide Cycle
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treatment process (pioneered by Degussa). An older chemical oxidation alternative, the
Alkaline Chlorination Process, is rarely used in the mining industry today.

In the SO2/Air process, free and WAD cyanide are oxidized, and iron cyanide is precipi-
tated as an insoluble solid. The process can be applied to either solutions or slurries, and 
reaction is rapid. Potential limitations are the need to obtain a licence to use the process,
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FIGURE 5. Example of Cyanide Degradation in a Shallow Pond

Source: adapted from Schmidt et al., 1981. 

MINE CN entering  CN discharging
the tailings  from the tailings 
system (mg.L-1) system (mg.L-1)

Lupin, NWT, Canada(a) 184 0.17

Holt McDermott, Ontario, Canada(a) 74.8 0.02

Cannon, Washington, USA(b) 284 <0.05

Ridgeway, South Carolina, USA(c) 480 0.09

Golden Cross, New Zealand(d) 6.8 (WAD CN) 0.33 (WAD CN)
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the cost of building a processing plant, the need for empirical testing to optimize the sys-
tem, and the inability of the process to oxidize intermediate by-products of cyanide.

Hydrogen peroxide, a strong oxidant, oxidizes free and WAD cyanide to ammonium and
carbonate. Iron cyanides are not oxidized by peroxide, but precipitate as insoluble and
stable solids. Sometimes it is necessary to add chemicals to control the copper concen-
tration of solutions to meet environmental regulations. The peroxide system is not as
well suited to the treatment of slurries because of irregular hydrogen peroxide require-
ments when solids are present.

Both methods of chemical oxidation are capable of producing residual concentrations of
cyanide that can meet stringent discharge standards. Both processes require testing on
representative samples of site-specific materials prior to the final plant design. Caro’s
acid, which combines sulphuric acid with hydrogen peroxide to form H2SO5, is also used
as an oxidation agent to decompose cyanide in solution.

Precipitation of stable cyanides can be achieved by the deliberate addition of complex-
ing agents such as iron. This reduces the free cyanide concentration and is also effective
in controlling elevated levels of other metals that may be present. Iron cyanides may
react with other chemicals in solution and produce solid precipitates, which may contain
a dozen insoluble cyanide salts, thereby removing cyanide from solution. Some of the
cyanide in process solutions will react with other chemical components within the sys-
tem to form much less toxic concentrations of compounds such as ammonia, nitrate and
carbon dioxide.

Biodegradation of cyanide is the basis for industrial wastewater treatment systems such
as those used by Homestake Mining Company in the United States and ICI Bioproducts
in the United Kingdom. A biological process has been used to treat cyanide to meet envi-
ronmental discharge criteria for more than a decade at the Homestake Mine in Lead,
South Dakota. Aerobic conditions are much more favourable to cyanide degradation than
are anaerobic conditions, although anaerobic organisms can be effective in treating
cyanide at concentrations of up to several milligrams per litre. Both active and passive
biological treatment systems have been built—these systems remove cyanide using
either aerobic or anaerobic micro-organisms.

At Homestake, the gold-mill barren solution is channelled through reaction vessels con-
taining bacteria. These use oxygen from air to decompose cyanide compounds into
nitrates, bicarbonates and sulfates. This microbial process is capable of oxidizing metal
cyanide complexes, the metal ions from the WAD cyanide species and intermediate by-
products of cyanide oxidation.
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Advantages of the biological treatment process are its simple design and operational
process control, low chemical costs and capacity of treating all forms of cyanide and its
by-products. Potential limitations of biological treatment systems include reduced per-
formance at cold temperatures and at very high cyanide concentrations.

Recycling: While the technologies for cyanide management have centred on cyanide
destruction in single-pass systems, it is possible to recover and re-use cyanide, thus min-
imizing the total amount of cyanide used and reducing operational costs for some mines.
Recycling lowers cyanide concentrations in waste solutions and decreases the cost of
cyanide destruction.

Cyanide recovery and recycling has been used since the 1930s, notably at Flin Flon
(Manitoba, Canada), Pachuca (Hidalgo, Mexico) and Golcanda Minerals (Tasmania,
Australia). The basic process involves three steps: pH control, volatilization under high-
ly controlled conditions, and capture of the cyanide that has been released. Recent engi-
neering advances have made it a much more attractive prospect than was the case
formerly, and cyanide recovery has been adapted in the last decade to treatment of slur-
ries in a patented, commercial process called Cyanisorb. The process is being applied at
the Golden Cross Mine (Waikato, New Zealand) and at the Delamar Silver Mine (Idaho,
USA). Two additional Cyanisorb plants have recently been started up in Brazil and
Argentina.

Research into cyanide recovery continues, including the testing of a treatment approach
that separates cyanide complexes from solutions and absorbs them onto polystyrene-
resin beads called Vitrokele (the Cyanosave process). Modifications of this process can
be applied to either solutions or slurries, and both cyanide and metals can be recovered.
The recovered cyanide is then recycled for use in the gold plant. While there have been
successful tests of the process at mines in Canada, Australia and the USA, no commer-
cial plant yet exists, and development continues.
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SECTION 8

Evaluating and Managing Risks 
of Cyanide

The comprehensive approach to treating risk is made up of three key activities
which occasionally overlap: risk assessment, risk management and risk commu-
nication. All three activities will be described in this and the following sections,

beginning with risk assessment.

As stated already, it is well known that sodium cyanide and some of its derivatives are
poisons and that cyanide compounds are classified as hazardous. Indeed, modern soci-
ety safely utilizes many substances that are potentially hazardous, thanks to the ability to
assess and manage the associated risks. Since the 1970s, it has become common practice
to evaluate the risks associated with hazardous processes and materials through a sys-
tematic “risk assessment” process. Many of the concepts of risk assessment arose from
more general methods developed by the insurance industry. These have their theoreti-
cal basis in probability and mathematical statistics. One of the key concepts that has car-
ried over into environmental risk assessment is the fundamental definition of risk as the
probability of a defined consequence.

Risk assessment consists of four parts:

1. Hazard identification is defined as the determination of the adverse effects which
chemical, physical and biological agents have an inherent capacity or potential to cause
to humans and the environment. Physical hazards include combustion, explosivity, flam-
mability and corrosivity. Health hazards are categorized as acute (e.g. skin and eye irri-
tation, lethal effects, asphyxiation) or chronic (e.g. carcinogenicity, sensitization, effects
on reproductive system, effects on nervous system, effects on organs). Ecological haz-
ards include mortality (acute) and reduced growth and reproduction (chronic) in repre-
sentative species.

Hazard identification is only the first step in risk assessment. It is not an appropriate
basis upon which to make a risk management decision. However, hazard identification
is a critical step commonly carried out before chemicals and products are introduced to
the market. In the case of human health and the environment, results of toxicity/ecotox-
icity testing and epidemiology data are used to determine hazard.
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2. Dose-response evaluation is the determination of the relationship between the mag-
nitude of an administered, applied or internal dose and a specific biological response.
The dose is the total amount of a substance administered to, ingested, inhaled or
absorbed by an organism under standardized laboratory conditions used for toxicology
testing. The end points of toxicity (or dose response) can be expressed as the measured
or observed incidence, the percent response in groups of subjects (or population), or the
probability of occurrence of a response in a population.

3. Exposure assessment is the evaluation of the pathways by which the hazard may con-
tact a sensitive receiver. The receiver may be a single person, a real or hypothetical pop-
ulation, or a set of ecological recipients such as fish or wildfowl. The exposure
assessment determines how and under what circumstances the receiver may be exposed
to the hazard. It may also determine the quantities of the hazardous substance and the
length of exposure.

4. Risk characterization summarizes the information from hazard identification, dose-
response evaluation and exposure assessment into an overall conclusion on risk in a
form that is useful to decision makers, legislators, the media and members of the public.
Risk characterization provides a quantitative or qualitative description of the potential
hazards of a particular exposure. Quantitative risk characterization conveys a numerical
estimate of the magnitude of the risk that a substance poses to humans or to the envi-
ronment. This risk may be expressed as individual risk or population risk. Qualitative
risk characterization describes in narrative form the adverse effect or effects associated
with exposure to an agent and provides some measure of the evidence for the 
association.6

Health and Environmental Impacts of Cyanide
Complete risk assessments require detailed specifications of the site-specific conditions.
In the case of cyanide, its use varies so much that risk can be meaningfully evaluated
only if the specific operating procedures at a particular site are considered. Nevertheless,
it is possible to describe the hazards posed by cyanide and the potential exposures.

Toxicity and Epidemiology of Cyanide in Humans
Cyanide is a very fast-acting poison that is capable of killing a person within minutes if
he or she is exposed to a sufficiently high dose. Humans may be exposed to cyanide by
inhalation, ingestion or absorption through the skin. Cyanide prevents oxygen from
being used by the cells, causing tissue hypoxia and “cyanosis” (a bluish discolouration of
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6 From George M. Gray, Jeffery, W. G. and Marchant. G. E., Risk Assessment and Risk Management of Non-
Ferrous Metals: Realizing the Benefits and Managing the Risks, International Council on Metals and the
Environment, 1997.
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the skin). The respiratory system fails to nourish the cells with oxygen, a condition
which, if untreated, causes rapid, deep breathing followed by convulsions, loss of con-
sciousness and suffocation. The most common antidote is amyl nitrite, which may be
taken orally or by injection.

Although there are many everyday sources of exposure to cyanide (automobile exhaust,
tobacco smoke, fires), cyanide does not accumulate in tissues because the body trans-
forms such small amounts into a less toxic compound called thiocyanate, which is 
then excreted. Cyanide is not known to cause cancer or birth defects or adversely affect
reproduction.

The most toxic form of cyanide is HCN gas. The American Conference of Governmental
Industrial Hygienists (ACGIH) lists the ceiling threshold limit of HCN at 4.7 ppm.7 At con-
centrations of 20 to 40 ppm of HCN in air, some respiratory distress may be observed
after several hours. Death occurs in minutes at HCN concentrations above approximate-
ly 250 ppm in air.

For free cyanide, the lethal dosage to humans by inges-
tion or inhalation ranges from 50 to 200 mg (1 to 3 mg of
free cyanide per kg body mass). The lethal dosage for
dermal absorption is considerably higher, at about 100
mg per kg of body weight.

Worker Exposure
Risk assessments address not only the impacts on the general
population, but also the impacts on those who are most
likely to be exposed to the hazard, such as the workers at a
specific site. The potential for worker contact with cyanide at
mines occurs during the receiving, unloading, handling and
storage of solid sodium cyanide briquettes.

Provided that the cyanidation process is maintained at a high
level of alkalinity (pH of 10.5 or above), almost all the free
cyanide is present as CN- in process solutions. Under such condi-
tions, the volatility of HCN from solutions is low, so that the risk to
workers through inhalation is manageable.8
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7 1998 TLVs and BEIs—Threshold Limit Values for Chemical Substances and Physical Agents,
published by the ACGIH.

8 Ingestion of process solution by workers (all of whom are trained and briefed on safety issues) is not consid-
ered a credible exposure pathway, because of the unlikelihood of anyone drinking such a solution.

HCN detector used 
in modern mining 

operations.

Photo courtesy of DuPont
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Workers are required to wear respiratory protection against potential airborne hazards.
Training in the fitting, use and testing of such equipment is incorporated into the com-
pany health and safety procedures. Most modern mining operations have HCN gas detec-
tors or monitors that sound alarms in confined areas where HCN gas may be present.
Most humans can detect the odour of hydrogen cyanide gas (a bitter almond smell) at
concentrations below those that are hazardous to their health.

Environmental Toxicology and Impacts
Hazardous materials affect not only humans, but also ecological receptors. For mining
environments, three groups of ecological or environmental receptors are of concern:
mammals, reptiles and amphibians; birds (especially migratory wildfowl); and fish and
other aquatic life.

There are few reports of major adverse impacts to animals from cyanide at mining sites.
Sodium cyanide and cyanide-bearing solutions are handled in restricted areas of mining
sites. Access by animals that walk or crawl is limited by walls, concrete pads, berms and
fences, while the presence of humans around the mining facilities also deters animals
from approaching. Government evaluations in the USA showed that standard contain-
ment designs and good engineering control have effectively mitigated threats to mam-
mals, reptiles and amphibians.9

The principal concern for wildfowl has always been exposure to cyanide in open ponds,
especially for migratory wildfowl passing through relatively arid regions such as the
western USA, where use of cyanide in mining has become quite common. It should be
noted, however, that the mortality of birds in Nevada due to exposure to cyanide solu-
tions has been reduced dramatically from about 1,300 in 1990 to 220 in 1995, a decrease
of 83%. This improvement is largely due to limiting the WAD cyanide concentration of
uncovered ponds to less than 50 ppm. This concentration of WAD cyanide is not acutely
toxic to ducks, which are shown to be very sensitive to cyanide as compared with other
wildfowl and wildlife.

As a result of effective regulations and good management practice in mining, specific
steps have been taken to further limit cyanide concentrations and exposure to wildfowl
in open ponds. Netting has been useful in covering small process ponds, but netting of
full-scale tailing impoundments is limited due to the weight of the nets, especially with
accumulated snow or ice in cold climates, and due to the accidental trapping of wildlife
in the nets. However, netting is still practised today for covering ponds in which the
cyanide concentrations must be maintained at full strength for metallurgical purposes.
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9 General Accounting Office (GAO), 1991.
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Other methods of keeping birds away from cyanide solutions in ponds include the use of
air cannons, noisemakers, plastic balls or other floating devices increasingly being used
to cover the entire surface of small process ponds. This last method also aids in mini-
mizing the loss of free cyanide due to volatilization.

Young, cold-water fish such as salmonids appear to be one of the aquatic species most
sensitive to cyanide. Aquatic insects such as stoneflies, caddisflies, mayflies and beetles
are generally less sensitive to the substance. It is the weak acid dissociable forms of
cyanide that are considered the most “toxicologically significant.” Laboratory and field
studies have demonstrated that even sensitive aquatic species, such as trout, can toler-
ate low levels of WAD cyanide. Many discharge permits and regulatory standards are
based upon WAD cyanide. In addition, site-specific standards for WAD cyanide have been
promulgated for mining operations in such jurisdictions as the United States and New
Zealand.
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Floating “bird balls” cover the surface of a solution containment pond at the Cortez gold
mine, a Placer Dome–Kennecott joint venture in Nevada, USA.
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SECTION 9

Risk Management for Cyanide 
in the Mining Industry

There are four major risk scenarios that need to be addressed through site-
specific plans:

• Exposure of humans or ecological receptors to cyanide spilled during a transporta-
tion accident.

• Exposure of workers, particularly to HCN gas in enclosed areas.

• Exposure of humans through releases of cyanide in solution to surface or ground
water that may be ingested.

• Exposure of ecological receptors, such as birds or fish, to cyanide-bearing solutions.

Transportation regulations and diligent safety programs limit the risks associated with
the first scenario. As to the second, while adverse impacts from releases of process solu-
tions have occurred in the past, scientific and engineering procedures exist to allow the
safe and reliable operation of cyanidation processes. When site-specific standards relat-
ing to the third and fourth scenarios are set within the water-quality regulatory frame-
work, protection of human health and the environment can be effectively realized.

Management Systems and Research 
and Development
Risk management in all of its aspects—from health and safety to prudent financial oper-
ations—is understood by today’s mining industry to be an integral part of corporate man-
agement and a critical factor for the success of an industrial/commercial enterprise.
Modern mining companies apply the generalized concept of “management systems” to
their programs involving cyanide. Increasingly, this methodology is seen as part of good
stewardship in mining, as in other industrial activities. Effective management systems
involve four formal steps:

1. Plan: Written plans are prepared to detail the proper handling procedures and the
accident response with respect to cyanide transportation and receiving, storage, solution
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preparation, metallurgical processes and waste management. Such plans include spill
and containment procedures at mining operations as well as health and safety proce-
dures for protecting employees from the potential hazards of cyanide.

2. Execute: For a program to be effective, there must be a commitment to executing the
written plans routinely and continuously at every operation. Additionally, each individ-
ual employee’s responsibilities for executing and documenting the actions required by
the plans must be spelled out in detail and clearly defined.

3. Review and document: Part of management’s responsibility is to audit performance
on a routine basis. The responsibility for reviewing and documenting performance is
typically given to persons who are not part of the line operation and who report to a cor-
porate level of authority. This ensures an independent evaluation of the performance of
the system. It also ensures that the appropriate level of management in the company is
informed about operational performance. The corporate authority may then review and
effectively manage the potential risks by implementing policies and programs applicable
to multiple sites.

4. Take corrective action, if necessary: Risk management programs may have defi-
ciencies which subsequently become evident in the daily operations and processes.
When these are identified in the review process, priority must be given to taking appro-
priate corrective actions, and the effects of those actions must be reviewed and docu-
mented in subsequent audits.

Product Stewardship
The most important aspect of a well-managed system is the understanding that the peo-
ple in contact with cyanide must take responsibility for its safe use.

Cyanide producers audit purchasers and transportation systems. They also design spe-
cial packaging for the transport of cyanide. The three primary producers of industrial
cyanide, Degussa, Dupont and ICI, have all committed themselves to the principles 
of Responsible Care®.10 Truck, rail and barge transporters screen their employees, 

32

10 Responsible Care®, begun in 1985 by the Canadian Chemical Producers’ Association (CCPA), is a new ethic
for the safe and environmentally sound management of chemicals over their life cycle which has spread to
over 40 countries around the world. Under this approach, the CEO or most senior executive of every mem-
ber of CCPA and of most chemical associations throughout the world must commit to implement the guiding
principles and codes of practice of Responsible Care® within three years of joining the association and must
agree to submit to public verification. The expectations of members and partners in Responsible Care® go
beyond the required implementation of the 151 management practices called for in three codes of practice
to include CEO networking via leadership groups, public input through a national advisory panel, mutual
assistance through sharing best practices, peer pressure under a conformance process and the public com-
munication of performance improvement measurements.
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carefully inventory packages, and
establish and maintain systems for
loading and unloading. The prod-
ucts are handled and transported
according to protocols set by the
respective industries and in com-
pliance with national and interna-
tional regulations.

Mining companies establish inven-
tory control systems, maintain
worker training and industrial
hygiene programs, as well as build
and maintain process-solution and
waste-management systems that
are specifically designed to miti-
gate and prevent exposure to
cyanide. On a project-specific
basis, all risk management compo-
nents of good product stewardship
must be integrated to achieve 
success.

Conservation and
Recycling
Another component of good stew-
ardship of cyanide products is the
general concept of waste mini-
mization. By reducing the amount
of cyanide physically present at a
mining site, the potential exposure
pathways are inevitably reduced,
and therefore, so is the total risk.
Costs as well as risks are reduced
when the amount of cyanide used
in an operation is kept to the mini-
mum level needed to achieve pro-
duction goals. This objective
requires approaches, such as
value engineering, that help to
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An essential aspect of a well-managed 
system is that the people in contact with cyanide
must take responsibility for its safe use.

Cyanide producers provide training to ensure safe
transportation and handling of sodium cyanide.
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conserve the total amount of cyanide used and consumed in a mining process. The
advent of cyanide recycling processes provides mining projects with alternatives for con-
serving the total amount of cyanide required.

Regulations and Voluntary Programs Addressing
Worker Safety and Public Health
Regulations, imposed most often by governments, attempt to enforce the management of
risks. Examples of regulations in the cyanide life cycle include: (a) establishing packag-
ing and transportation standards; (b) setting industrial hygiene standards for cyanide
concentrations in the air and worker safety; and (c) establishing limitations on effluent
discharge to surface and ground waters. Governments have used results from research
and development and a public-policy process to establish procedures and standards that
are protective of worker safety, public health and the environment.

Some examples of regulatory standards for cyanide to protect human health and the
environment were given in Section 6. For example, the most toxic form of cyanide,
hydrogen cyanide gas, is regulated by industrial hygiene standards such as the ACGIH
standards of 4.7 ppm in air.

On a worldwide basis, the total cyanide limit for protection of human health generally is
set near the United States Environmental Protection Agency proposed drinking water
standard of 0.2 mg.L-1. Also, there is an emerging international consensus, based on
technical data, that WAD cyanide concentrations in open ponds should be maintained at
concentrations of less than 50 mg.L-1 to protect migratory birds and other waterfowl
against adverse impact.

But the management of risks and its enforcement are not imposed by governments
alone, nor need they be. Voluntary programs can have the same effect as regulations
without the onus of legal coercion. For example, the major producers of cyanide com-
pounds have made internal decisions to deal only with end users and transportation
companies that have proven records of safe performance. While the methods used by
each producer may differ, all have the same result of using market mechanisms requir-
ing specific performance criteria to protect the general public from the hazards of
cyanide.
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SECTION 10

Risk Communication

Risk communication is a key component in any comprehensive program for prop-
erly addressing risks related to cyanide in the mining environment.
Communication is required both within the operating plant and externally with

the public. Internal company education and training of the managers and workers at a
site is critical. Employees at a mine or any other industrial facility are also members of
the public who live near the site. They and their families, friends and neighbours have
many of the same concerns about the safe use of cyanide and about protection of the
environment as anyone else living nearby. The proper communication of all cyanide
information to the internal staff is therefore the first step in communicating the nature
and extent of risk to the general public.

35
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Placer Dome’s Sigma Mine, located in Val d’Or, Quebec, Canada.
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Beyond complying with formal, regulatory requirements, effective risk communication
involves public information and participation. In addition to coordinating emergency
planning programs with the proper local authorities, it means giving access to data about
the types and quantities of cyanide compounds in the mine’s operational processes and
inventory, as well as monitoring data. Effective public communication is also bi-direc-
tional, encouraging public concerns to be voiced and addressed.

Mine management practices with respect to cyanide should be made public and be
implemented through programs which are explained to members of the local communi-
ties by company representatives who are effective communicators. Furthermore, posi-
tive community relations programs can provide substance as well as form, and serve to
show the general population that cyanide and other hazards are being handled safely in
the community. Today, a growing number of mining companies around the world have
embraced this approach, opening the lines of communication with local communities to
the greater benefit of all concerned.
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Aboriginal Community:  Naotkamegwanning First Nation 
Comments received:  August 6, 2014 
Comments regarding: Rainy River Project, Final Environmental Assessment Report (Ver. 2)  
     
 

RRR 
Reference 

# 
Summary of Comment* Context Provided* Proponent Response 

1 How will information provided at these 
workshops be used by the Community 
and by New Gold? 

Many of the Elders find it hard to share TK because non-Aboriginal peoples may use what was shared with them for their own 
benefit. Many Elders felt that their knowledge and input would not be valued, utilized, or incorporated into the EA and on-going 
Project planning. For example, information was ignored previously in Forest Management Area and Harvest Management 
planning studies where traditional areas were destroyed. Request that New Gold respond directly regarding how information will 
be used. 

As appropriate, RRR will continue to utilize TK information for planning 
purposes during construction, operations and closure phases.  Additional 
information that is obtained can help modify existing monitoring or 
mitigation measures throughout any phase of the project, often in 
conjunction with communities.  RRR recognizes that ownership of the 
information resides with the individual or community; consent is required 
in order to utilize it. RRR looks forward to ongoing communication with the 
Elders at Naotkamegwanning in order to demonstrate that the RRR team 
values the input of Elders into the Project. 

2 For the Project, can First Nations 
perform ceremonies on the land to 
detect spirits and make offerings 
specific to them? 

The Elders would like to see First Nations perform ceremonies on the land to detect spirits and make offerings specific to them, as 
early in the process as possible. They have concern that developments are being intrusive to the land which may result in 
accidents and death without proper ceremonies. Request that New Gold respond directly regarding conducting ceremonies on the 
land. 

With the assistance of local Elders, RRR has organized annual spring and 
fall ceremonies at the Project site since 2012.  As an example, during the 
Spring 2014 ceremony, the Elder said a prayer for those who live in the 
ground and reminded the attendees to always respect what is in the earth. 
RRR recognizes that as the Project advances more and different types of 
ceremonies will need to be conducted; these ceremonies will also be 
coordinated with local communities.  

3 For the Project, can First Nations 
perform ceremonies on the land to 
locate burials? 

The Elders noted that before reserves, they and their ancestors moved from location to location and would bury members where 
they were temporarily settled. NFN would like to find out through ceremony if there are burials in the area before it is disturbed. 
Request that New Gold respond directly regarding conducting ceremonies on the land. 

Any ceremonies on site will need to be coordinated with RRR to ensure 
appropriate health and safety measures are in place. 

4 Why were the Elders not invited to the 
Spring Feast that New Gold held? 

NFN clarified that a NFN staff member had attended the Spring Feast and that Elders will be invited to the Spring and Fall Feast in 
the future. Request that New Gold and NFN be aware of this request and include Elders in Spring/Fall Feast and other events as 
appropriate. 

RRR has consistency sent the invite for ceremonies to the designated 
contact person at NFN. NFN should distribute the information as is 
appropriate.   

5 Can the Elders visit the 
Project site? 

New Gold have offered for site visits in the past. Dillon will pass this request on to New Gold for response. Request New Gold 
arrange site visit. 

RRR has previously offered site tours, as recently as March 11, 2014 and 
May 7, 2014. RRR has requested NFN to suggest dates for the tour and 
respectfully requests again that a date be brought forward by the First 
Nation. 

6 What are the economic opportunities for 
the community for both direct and 
indirect employment, and how can NFN 
and their members take advantage of 
these opportunities? 

NFN indicated that New Gold is currently pulling together information about opportunities as well as identifying which are still 
available. Request New Gold provide this information as soon as possible.  

As requested, a personnel listing was provided by Stacey Jack to Laura 
Kakeway on June 18, 2014. 

7 Is the project already approved and 
moving ahead? 

Dillon clarified that the project EA is under review by Federal and Provincial regulators, and New Gold requires this approval, in 
addition to other permits (i.e. MNR) in order to move ahead. Request New Gold provide updated information on 
applications/approvals required and status. 

RRR is currently preparing environmental approval applications for 
government technical review. Certain applications are anticipated to be 
submitted in advance of EA approvals; but we are fully cognizant that no 
mine development related approvals will be signed and issued by the 
applicable regulatory agencies until the EA is approved. 

8 When will the alternative for waste 
disposal be known? 

Request New Gold provide response. RRR propose to transport waste to the existing Shenston Landfill site 
landfill located. Discussions are currently underway with the Municipality 
in this regard. 

9 Can the person delivering the cultural 
awareness training be a Treaty #3 
member? 

It is appreciated that cultural awareness training will take place. It is requested that the person delivering the training should be a 
Treaty #3 member as culture varies across areas and training should be specific to the people and nations in the area. Request 
New Gold provide response. 

RRR agrees that local peoples and communities are unique; as such, the 
Aboriginal awareness training will have a strong focus on local content; 
RRR has been working to develop appropriate modules with local delivery 
agents from within Treaty 3 territory. 
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RRR 
Reference 

# 
Summary of Comment* Context Provided* Proponent Response 

10 When it rains, iron oxide/staining has 
been observed in open pit mines – 
where does that water go and how is it 
treated? 

Request New Gold provide response. RRR has a comprehensive water management for handling in pit water. 
There will be no discharges of water from the open pit directly to the 
environment during construction or operation. During the early 
construction phase water will be collected and treated as necessary for 
discharge to the environment. Subsequently all water within the pit will be 
pumped to a pond on surface where it will be contained and re-used in the 
process plant. Once operations cease, the pit will be allowed to flood. 
Once fully flooded the pit may discharge to the environment by gravity 
through a constructed spillway once the pit water quality meets the 
regulatory requirements. 

11 Is the method of mine construction 
similar to fracking? How will that impact 
water quality? 

Request New Gold provide response. No there is no fracking (hydraulic fracturing) proposed for the Rainy River 
Project. Fracking is a specialized means of accessing gaseous materials 
(like natural gas) deep in the earth that is not relevant to the project. 

12 Request for more information about 
what studies were completed to assess 
impacts of the Project on human health, 
specifically related to fish consumption. 

Based on the review of the Draft RRG EA, the assessment of potential human health impacts from fish consumption was limited to 
comparison of selected chemical parameter concentrations (baseline only) in fish to available fish tissue residue guidelines. There 
was no comprehensive evaluation of potential human exposures and risks to Project chemicals of concern from the consumption 
of locally caught fish. There was also no attempt to estimate future predicted fish tissue concentrations of key chemical 
parameters or to assess potential future human exposures and risks. However, given the inherent uncertainties associated with 
attempts to predict future fish concentrations, the issues related to fish contamination and human exposures and risks to 
chemicals of concern from fish consumption, are likely best addressed with adequately comprehensive monitoring programs that 
provide actual measured fish tissue chemical residue data for species that are commonly consumed. Request New Gold provide 
response. 

The proposed monitoring program described in Section 13.5.2 (Parts F 
and G) of the Final EA Report commits to monitoring Pinewood River 
game fish tissues (dorsal muscle tissue and/or livers) for contaminants of 
potential concern (COPC) one year after the start of commercial 
production, and at three year intervals thereafter. The COPC in this case 
would include the metals defined in Section 7.21.1.1, namely: As, B, Cd, 
Co, Cr, Cu, Fe, Hg, Mn, Mo, Ni, Pb, Se and Zn. 
 
As part of the baseline investigations, 70 northern pike and 15 walleye 
were sampled from the Pinewood River for dorsal muscle tissue analysis, 
with a subset of 42 pike and 13 walleye being sampled for liver tissue. The 
analysis was for a full suite of 31 metals, including all of the COPC defined 
above.  
 
Fish tissue from these same two fish species (pike and walleye) will be 
sampled and analyzed for metals including COPC, as part of the ongoing 
monitoring program for the RRP. Data obtained will be reviewed and 
analyzed statistically to assess potential for human health impacts. 
Consideration of modes of food preparation will be included in the 
analysis. Should the analysis indicate a potential for unacceptable health 
risk (or an increase in risk for COCs that might already have advisories), 
potential consumers and the applicable Provincial departments (MOE and 
MNRF) would be informed. Information related to increased health risks 
would be provided, as suggested.  
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13 Is Dillon satisfied with the response 
provided by New Gold regarding the 
Human Health and Ecological Risk 
Assessment? What was required by the 
regulators? 

Overall, New Gold satisfactorily addressed many of the Human Health and Ecological Risk Assessment (HHREA) comments that 
were provided on the Draft RRG EA. However, Dillon does not feel that New Gold adequately addressed all of the questions or 
issues raised from the Draft RRG EA review. While New Gold has addressed some issues related to chemical exposure and risk 
using approaches that are consistent with human health or ecological risk assessment, New Gold has not clearly demonstrated a 
lack of risk using standard HHERA approaches and processes. 
 
Dillon is of the opinion that there is merit in conducting at least a screening level type of HHERA (following recognized HHRA and 
ERA frameworks) as it will likely confirm what was indicated in the RRG EA, but was not clearly demonstrated. A lot of the 
necessary information to conduct a screening level HHERA is already available from the EA component studies and overall EA. 
This existing information, if evaluated within a PF stage of a standard HHERA framework, would help clearly determine if there are 
interactions of chemical emissions of concern, receptors of concern, and exposure pathways in the areas of interest. We suggest 
that the PF stage consider spatial scale of potentially impacted areas (i.e., if areas that are predicted to be impacted are quite 
small or localized, there can often be justification for not proceeding with further steps of an HHERA). Given the various 
conclusions reported in the EA, New Gold may be able to show in a PF stage of HHERA that there are no significant effects 
expected in areas outside the main project development area due to lack of one or more of receptor presence, complete exposure 
pathways, and elevated chemical emissions. If certain receptors, pathways and chemicals were to emerge from the PF stage 
outcomes as meriting risk assessment, some of New Gold’s other planned or existing programs may already adequately address 
such issues (e.g., via environmental effects monitoring programs, other monitoring studies that New Gold has committed to 
conducting). If that were to be the case, there likely would not be a need to conduct further steps of an HHERA. 
 
Dillon believes that only a screening level human health risk assessment and terrestrial risk assessment would likely need to be 
considered. Overall, it is believed that going through the PF stage of HHRA and terrestrial ERA (relying on existing data and 
information), would go a long way towards more directly addressing remaining First Nations community concerns about air quality, 
impacts to wildlife and impacts to human health. An aquatic ecological risk assessment (ERA) does not appear necessary in light 
of the studies conducted to date, and the current and planned aquatic studies and monitoring programs. An aquatic ERA would 
likely offer little added value beyond these existing, current and planned aquatic studies. 
 
Dillon also believes that a screening level HHERA would not need to comprise a substantial effort or cost. A useful scoping 
evaluation (that can be done within a PF step) that is relatively common when assessing dust deposition and other localized 
deposition of air emissions, could involve estimating future soil concentrations of chemicals of concern from depositing dust and 
air emissions onto local soils for the number of operational years of the Project, making some conservative assumptions about 
chemical fate and transport in soil, and adding the future increment to baseline soil concentrations. If the incremental plus baseline 
concentrations are not significantly different from baseline, then there is good rationale for not needing to proceed with additional 
HHERA steps. While a fairly common evaluation in new mine site risk assessments, and a reasonably simple exercise (as 
standard models, equations and guidance exist), the reliability of the outcomes is dependent on the availability of air quality 
studies that have reliable but conservative predictions for dust/air emissions and dust/air deposition rates, and the availability of 
adequately comprehensive baseline surface soil chemistry data for the key areas of interest. 
 
Finally, there appears to have been a regulatory requirement for HHERA work during the EA process. The EIS Guidelines for the 
EA clearly indicated an expectation that some level of HHERA was going to occur. 
 
Request New Gold provide response. 

Further information regarding human health and ecological risks was 
provided in the Final EA Report, in response to earlier comments 
received. The reviewer is referred to Sections 7.21 of the Final EA Report. 
 
The conclusion in that section was as follows: 
 
,.. the source strength of COPC is too low to pose an ecological or health 
risk. With respect to human receptors, the harvesting and use of country 
foods is limited except for White-tailed Deer and Moose. In addition, there 
is no credible transport pathway for COPC uptake from fish consumption 
in the Pinewood River, as levels of fishing efforts by local residents in the 
Pinewood River are low to negligible. A credible health risk therefore does 
not exist, and the need to conduct a more formalized health risk 
assessment is not supported by the data. 
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14 What are the impacts to farm land 
surrounding the mine site and how will 
that affect the human consumption of 
crops and produce? 

Dillon believes that this question could be addressed as indicated in the response above regarding HHERA. Depending on how 
well the baseline surface soils are characterized in the agricultural areas of concern, and whether or not the air quality studies 
estimated dust and/or air deposition rates for these areas, an evaluation of future soil concentrations due to Project air and dust 
deposition could be undertaken as described above. If there were to be predictions of significantly increased future surface soil 
concentrations of chemicals of concern, further study (if necessary) could include risk assessment work related to modeling the 
uptake of chemicals from soil to plants/crops/livestock and estimating exposures and risks associated with the consumption of 
such agricultural products by humans and/or livestock species. Request New Gold provide response. 

Further information regarding human health and ecological risks was 
provided in the Final EA Report, in response to earlier comments 
received. The reviewer is referred to Sections 7.21 of the Final EA Report. 
 
Of most interest in this regard are the three principal metals that tend to 
bioaccumulate, namely cadmium, lead and mercury. Median 
concentrations of cadmium, lead and mercury in mine rock at the RRP 
were all slightly less than average earth crustal rock concentrations (Table 
7-43, Final EA Report). Median concentrations of lead and mercury were 
also comparatively low in composite tailings samples, but cadmium 
showed enrichment in tailings samples relative to average crustal 
concentrations (Table 7-44, Final EA Report). Enrichment is considered to 
have occurred when concentrations exceed 10 times the crustal average 
(Section 5.5.3, Final EA Report).  
 
Discussions presented related to human health and ecological risks in 
connection with air, tailings management area and stockpile emissions / 
releases in Section 7.21 of the Final EA Report indicate that 
concentrations of cadmium, lead and mercury in the local environment 
during and after development of the RRP are unlikely to be sufficient to 
cause heavy metal enrichment in local country foods, and by corollary in 
surrounding farmland. There is no potential affect to human consumption 
of crops and produce on neighbouring lands. 

15 What significant habitat was identified? 
 
Even if significant migratory bird habitat 
was not identified, birds will utilize the 
area – how is New Gold addressing 
these impacts? 

Dillon provided the Elders additional information regarding significant wildlife habitat and rare species identified in the project area 
based on the RRG EA (see Appendix C). The NFN consider all wildlife and all wildlife habitat to be significant and they have a 
hard time agreeing with the government’s definition of “significant wildlife habitat”. In addition the RRG EA states that all impacts to 
terrestrial habitats and wildlife are reversible. Considering the proposed lifespan of the mine and the years of growth required for 
forests to regenerate, it is a considerable amount of time that disturbance will take place. This can impact overall species 
populations and abundance in the area. As NFN stated, “If the land is destroyed, it is gone forever”. Dillon suggests that mitigation 
of the terrestrial environment and disturbance to species is addressed by New Gold specific to the interests of NFN, and this can 
be discussed at the meeting suggested above. Request New Gold provide response. 

RRR would welcome the opportunity to meet with the NFN and provide 
further information regarding the means being utilized to minimize impacts 
to terrestrial habitats and wildlife described in the Final EA Report 
(Sections 7.8 to 7.16), including final reclamation plans. 

16 Changes have been noted in migratory 
routes of bird species and some species 
are no longer returning to the area. New 
Gold may not have captured these 
changes and bird species in their 
studies. 

Request New Gold provide response. Migratory birds are considered in detail within Section 5.13.3, 7.12, 7.15 
and 7.16 along with specialized environmental baseline studies presented 
in the appendices of the Final EA Report. These sections and reports 
detail the field investigations methods and published references that 
provided information regarding the existing baseline condition with respect 
to migratory birds used in the assessment of potential impacts related to 
the RRP. 
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17 Do the noise studies address impacts 
on wildlife populations observed in the 
area? 

The Acoustic Assessment prepared by AMEC was not available for review at the time Dillon reviewed the Draft RRG EA. Based 
on the question raised here, Dillon did a cursory review of the Acoustic Assessment for noise/vibration impacts on animals. A 
baseline sound survey was conducted in 2009 & 2010 by Klohn Crippen Berger (KCB), which identified both human (4) and 
"wildlife habitat sensitive areas" (3) receptors. There was no additional information about what these receptors were and how they 
were selected. Additional background monitoring was completed by RRR and AMEC. The background noise measurement 
included maximum and average hourly energy equivalent sound levels (Leq) and 90th percentile sound levels (L90). 
 
Wildlife receptors were not specifically modelled for noise impact in the Acoustic Assessment Report, and the report does not 
appear to include mitigation measures for minimizing impacts (i.e. consideration of timing for breeding seasons if applicable).  
 
Further, the noise modelling only used "worst-impacted Points of Reception" at a "worstimpact location" of 4.5 m, but do not 
consider that wildlife may be above this 4.5 m (i.e. migratory or nesting birds). While the Report did model and predict sound 
levels, it did not report sound levels at the wildlife receptors in a table format. There was no mention of animals/wildlife in the 
Vibration and Overpressure Sound Assessment. Request New Gold provide response. 

A copy of the Acoustic Assessment Report was provided with the Final EA 
Report (Appendix R). Wildlife receptors were not specifically modelled, but 
the information developed through the modelling exercise was utilized in 
the assessment. 
 
The Final EA Report assessed the potential for impacts on wildlife 
associated with the Rainy River Project, as described for wildlife-related 
VECs in Sections 7.9.1, 7.10.1,... through 7.16.1.  
 
Noise impacts to wildlife located higher than 4.5 m above ground were not 
modelled in the Acoustic Assessment Report nor specifically addressed in 
the effects assessment. However, general impacts of noise on wildlife 
(including migratory and nesting birds) during sensitive breeding seasons 
were assessed, particularly with respect to areas that will experience 
sound levels higher than 50 dBA. The assessment found that few wildlife 
receptors located outside of the Project footprint would experience sound 
levels higher than 50 dBA. 
 
While noise impacts on wildlife are considered to be indirect effects and 
are considered secondary to direct effects such as habitat loss, it is 
acknowledged that chronic noise pollution can result in a decrease in 
habitat quality. Accordingly, mitigation measures to be implemented are 
discussed in the Final EA Report. Sound abatement strategies are also 
considered in project approval documentation, such as Species at Risk 
permitting.   

18 How will the water be controlled when 
the open pit is filled? What will be in 
place to control overflow and flooding? 
Request for an overview of the technical 
perspective of the Closure Plan. 

New Gold will be funding a review of the Closure Plan, which was expected to be awarded to the successful firm the following 
week. Since the workshop, Dillon has been awarded the review of the Closure Plan and will consider this question during review 
of the Closure Plan. Request New Gold provide response. 

On cessation of mining and associated dewatering activities, the open pit 
will be allowed to flood naturally through direct precipitation inputs, along 
with groundwater inflow and localized surface runoff. At this time, only 
natural flooding is proposed, although enhanced flooding could be 
considered in the future pending regulatory approval.  
 
By the time the pit floods to surface, the pit lake is expected to become 
stratified into an upper oxygenated layer and a lower deoxygenated layer. 
The upper oxygenated water layer is expected to be in the order of 30 m 
in depth and contain generally low concentrations of metals. The lower 
deoxygenated layer will exhibit higher metal concentrations; but due to 
chemical stratification, the two layers are not expected to mix to any 
appreciable degree. If necessary, additional water quality treatment will be 
provided to ensure pit water quality meets regulatory requirements prior to 
release. 
 
A spillway will be developed with appropriate erosion protection to allow 
the fully flooded pit lake to overflow excess water to the Pinewood River. 
Although some fish species are likely to incidentally colonize the flooded 
pit, there is no plan encourage colonization through the spillway. The 
spillway will have an inlet at the open pit at an elevation somewhat higher 
than that of the Pinewood River such that once the pit floods to that inlet 
level it will drain by gravity to the Pinewood River. Under extreme flood 
conditions, the Pinewood flood waters may rise above the level of the inlet 
such that water from the Pinewood River could flow into the open pit. 
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19 Will New Gold be required to put up a 
bond for reclamation and closure work 
prior to construction? 

Note: There was concern about a project that happened elsewhere that did not have the appropriate funds available to properly 
implement a closure plan. Response at Session: New Gold will be required to post a bond to cover the closure plan requirements, 
prior to work starting. Request New Gold provide additional information about what will be put in place for this project. 

Financial assurance for closure of the RRP will be provided to the Crown 
as represented by MNDM in the form allowed by legislation at the time, for 
the total final reclamation cost identified in the Closure Plan either in 
whole or in a phased approach consistent with operation development and 
disturbance.  
 
The following forms of financial assurance are currently acceptable per 
the Mining Act with the second and third being the most commonly utilized 
/ accepted in Ontario: 
 
145.  (1) The financial assurance required as part of a closure plan shall 
be in one of the following forms and shall be in the amount specified in the 
closure plan filed with the Director or any amendment to it: 
1. Cash. 
2. A letter of credit from a bank named in Schedule I to the Bank Act 
(Canada). 
3. A bond of an insurer licensed under the Insurance Act to write 
surety and fidelity insurance. 
4. A mining reclamation trust as defined in the Income Tax Act (Canada). 
5. Compliance with a corporate financial test in the prescribed manner. 

 
*Comments were extracted from Table 1 of the Environmental Assessment Review Report for Naotkamegwanning First Nation, prepared by Dillon Consulting Limited. Comments provided by Dillon in the 
main text of the report, which were summaries of the detailed comments in Table 1 have not been duplicated herein. 
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RAINY RIVER PROJECT   
Final Environmental Assessment Report 
Volume 2: Main Text, Errata 
Page 1 

RAINY RIVER RESOURCES LTD. 
 

FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT REPORT  
(ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT), VERSION 3 

 
ERRATA  

(August 25, 2014) 
Volume 1: Summary 
 

Page 
Section / 
Table / 
Figure 

Existing Text Correction Required 

vii Glossary - Existing final EA Report (EIS) Glossary to be 
replaced with attached (Attachment 13) 

22 Table S-3 No TK/TLU data has been identified for the 
Project area specifically. 

Delete text 

39 7.12 - New text to be added after bullet list: 
 
The Big Grassy River First Nation has 
completed a TK / TLU study and technical 
review of the EA report. RRR anticipates 
that as part of the consultation process 
with the Big Grassy River First Nation an 
addendum outlining any follow-up 
programs or agreements may need to be 
submitted in parallel with the final EA 
report review. 

40 Table S-5 - New row to be added 
Eastern Wood-Pewee / ESA Special 
Concern / ESA Special Concern 

59 9.2.7 - New text to be added after paragraph 5: 
 
The Big Grassy River First Nation has 
completed a TK / TLU study and technical 
review of the EA report. RRR anticipates 
that as part of the consultation process 
with the Big Grassy River First Nation an 
addendum outlining any follow-up 
programs or agreements may need to be 
submitted in parallel with the final EA 
report review. 

61 to 
102 

Tables 
S-6 to 
S-15 

Special Concern Species – Red-headed 
Woodpecker 

Provincial Special Concern / Federal 
Threatened Species – Red-headed 
Woodpecker  

110 13.1 The FMP addresses monitoring relating to 
the following aspects: 
 ... 
 Heritage resources; and 
 Cultural heritage landscapes and built 

heritage resources. 

The FMP addresses monitoring relating to 
the following aspects: 
 ... 
 Archaeological resources; and 
 Cultural heritage landscapes and built 

heritage resources. 
71 Table S-7 The final row of the table states: 

 
A total of 4 built heritage resources / cultural 
heritage landscapes will be directly impacted 
by project components. 

A total of 5 built heritage resources / cultural 
heritage landscapes will be directly impacted 
by project components. 
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RAINY RIVER PROJECT   
Final Environmental Assessment Report 
Volume 2: Main Text, Errata 
Page 2 

Page 
Section / 
Table / 
Figure 

Existing Text Correction Required 

After 
Page 
102 

Table S-
15b 

- Supplemental assessment of residual effects 
after mitigation provided for Eastern Wood-
pewee in Attachment 9 to support Tables S-
6 through S-15. 

109 Table S-
16 

- New row to be added to the end of the table: 
 
Column 1: The Big Grassy River First 
Nation has completed a TK / TLU study 
and technical review of the EA report. 
 
Column 2: The Big Grassy River First 
Nation has completed a TK / TLU study 
and technical review of the EA report. 
RRR anticipates that as part of the 
consultation process with the Big Grassy 
River First Nation an addendum outlining 
any follow-up programs or agreements 
may need to be submitted in parallel with 
the final EA report review. 
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RAINY RIVER PROJECT   
Final Environmental Assessment Report 
Volume 2: Main Text, Errata 
Page 3 

Volume 2: Main Text 
 

Page 
Section / 
Table / 
Figure 

Existing Text Correction Required 

iii Glossary - Existing final EA Report (EIS) Glossary to be 
replaced with attached (Attachment 13)

3-26 
 

Section 
3.5.2 

Include the missing materials in the EA 
and/or clarify if the responses are available 
to the public on request. 

A printing error resulted in Appendix D-1e 
not being included in the PDF file. This 
information is provided as Attachment 1 to 
this Errata. 

3-31 Table 3-3 No TK/TLU data has been identified for the 
Project area specifically. 

Delete text in Row 1 

3-32 Table 3-3 Appendix D-1e provides a complete record... Appendix D-1d provides a complete record... 
3-33 Table 3-4 No TK/TLU data has been identified for the 

Project area specifically. 
Delete text in Row 1 

3-33 Table 3-4 - New row to be added to the beginning of the 
table: 
 
The Big Grassy River First Nation has 
completed a TK / TLU study and technical 
review of the EA report. RRR anticipates 
that as part of the consultation process 
with the Big Grassy River First Nation an 
addendum outlining any follow-up 
programs or agreements may need to be 
submitted in parallel with the final EA 
report review. 

4-17 Section 
4.7.6 

2CN- + Na2S2O5 + O2(g) + H2O → 2CNO- + 
Na2SO4 + H2SO4 

Equation was not balanced and required 
addition oygen: 
 
2CN- + Na2S2O5 + 2O2(g) + H2O → 2CNO- + 
Na2SO4 + H2SO4 

4-27 Section 
4.12.3 

Under typical, average annual operating 
conditions, an estimated: 
 9,660 m3/d will derive from the mine rock 

pond;  
 8,630 m3/d from the tailings management 

area pond;  
 1,610 m3/d from the West Creek pond; 

and... 

Under typical, average annual operating 
conditions, an estimated: 
 9,660 m3/d will derive from the mine rock 

pond;  
 8,630 m3/d from the tailings management 

area pond;  
 1,610 m3/d from the Water Management  

pond; and... 
4-31 4.12.6 If operational experience with the 

constructed wetland indicates that greater 
flow through rates can be achieved, while 
still maintaining effective water quality 
treatment, this discharge rate could 
potentially be increased. 

If operational experience with the 
constructed wetland indicates that greater 
flow through rates can be achieved, while 
still maintaining effective water quality 
treatment, this discharge rate could 
potentially be increased on regulatory 
approval. 
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Page 
Section / 
Table / 
Figure 

Existing Text Correction Required 

4-31 4.12.6 It is proposed that final effluent from the 
constructed wetland meet the water quality 
objectives and limits shown in Table 4-6. 
The proposed effluent objectives for 
Ontario Regulation 560/94 and related 
parameters, are based on,.... [four 
additional paragraphs],... and that 
hardness effects become more 
pronounced at lower receiver flows. 

It is proposed that final effluent from the 
constructed wetland meet the water quality 
objectives and limits shown in Table 4-6. 
This table reflects negotiations with 
MOECC during the EA review and may be 
revised during Provincial permitting, in 
discussion with MOECC. 

4-33 4.12.6 Proposed effluent objectives / limits for the 
pipeline discharge to the Pinewood River at 
McCallum Creek are the following: 
 
 Final effluent meets modified receiver 

target objectives defined in Table 4-6 
for all Provincial Environmental 
Compliance Approval parameters, 
allowing discharge without restriction; 
or 

 
 Undertake loading calculations for final 

effluent parameters which do not meet 
modified receiver target objectives. 

 
[two additional paragraphs,...on a daily 
basis. 
 
 

Proposed effluent limits for the pipeline 
discharge to the Pinewood River at 
McCallum Creek are the following: 
 
 Final effluent meets the agreed upon 

values with the MOECC based on a 
minimum 1:1 receiver to final effluent 
mixing ratio; or 

 
 Undertake loading calculations for final 

effluent parameters which do not meet 
the above criteria. 

 
The rationale behind the proposed 
hierarchical approach to discharge 
criteria relates to operator simplicity and 
ensuring environmental protection as per 
the following. If all parameters meet the 
final effluent criteria based on a 1:1 
receiver to effluent mixing ratio then 
discharge would proceed on this basis. 
However, in the case where receiver to 
final effluent mixing ratios are 
considerably higher than 1:1, such as 
during wet fall periods and during the 
spring months, then application of the 
loading criteria approach may be more 
appropriate.  

4-34 4.12.6 To provide for the effective settlement of 
suspended fines, a pond retention time of 
approximately five days, together with the 
option of adding either a flocculent or a 
coagulant to assist with solids removal. The 
settling ponds are expected to be divided 
into two or more cells, to enhance 
performance efficiencies. Modified receiver 
targets for sediment ponds #1 and #2 will 
be based on application of US EPA 
hardness equations, and consideration of 
arsenic as per the above. 

To provide for the effective settlement of 
suspended fines, a pond retention time of 
approximately 12 days (subject to MOECC 
review and acceptance). The option is also 
retained to reduce retention times by adding 
either a flocculent or a coagulant to assist 
with solids removal. The settling ponds are 
expected to be divided into two or more 
cells, to enhance performance efficiencies. 
Proposed final effluent limits for sediment 
ponds #1 and #2 are expected to be based 
on the application of British Columbia and 
the US EPA hardness equations, and 
consideration of arsenic as per discussions 
with the MOECC relating to TMA related 
discharges. 
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Page 
Section / 
Table / 
Figure 

Existing Text Correction Required 

4-41 Section 
4.14 

Non-hazardous solid waste, such as food 
scraps, refuse, fabric, metal tins, scrap 
metal, glass, plastic, wood, paper and 
similar materials, will be either be stored in a 
dedicated landfill onsite; or temporarily 
stored on the site for subsequent periodic 
transport to an existing offsite licensed 
landfill. 

Non-hazardous solid waste, such as food 
scraps, refuse, fabric, metal tins, scrap 
metal, glass, plastic, wood, paper and 
similar materials, may be either be stored in 
a dedicated landfill onsite (a possible 
location is shown in Figure 4-5); or 
temporarily stored on the site for subsequent 
periodic transport to an existing offsite 
licensed landfill. 

4-56 Table 4-6b Table 4-6b: Effluent Treatability,...  See attached revised Table 4-6b 
(Attachment 11).  

4-57 Table 4-6c Table 4-6c: Metal Values,...  Original Table 4-6c to be deleted.  
4-57 Table 4-6d Table 4-6d: Pinewood River,...  Table 4-6d renamed Table 4-6c: Pinewood 

River,... 
4-76 Figure  

4-15 
- New figure included to show proposed gate 

locations (Attachment 12) 
5-5 to 
5-7 

Section 
5.2.1 

List of studies and background reports did 
not include draft No Net Loss Plans included 
in Appendix X 

The following documents are added to the 
list of studies and background reports: 
 
 Rainy River Project, Draft Fish Habitat 

Offset Strategy, Version C, Prepared by 
AMEC Environment & Infrastructure 
(Appendix X-1); 

 Rainy River Project, Draft Fish Habitat 
No Net Loss Plan Section 35(2) 
Waterbodies, Version B, Prepared by 
AMEC Environment & Infrastructure 
(Appendix X-2); and, 

 Rainy River Project, Draft Fish Habitat 
No Net Loss Plan MMER Schedule 2 
Amendment Waterbodies, Version B, 
Prepared by AMEC Environment & 
Infrastructure (Appendix X-3). 

5-9 Section 
5.2.1 

 Cultural heritage resources (Woodland 
Heritage Services). 

 Archaeological Resources (Woodland 
Heritage Services). 

5-31 5.2.12.1 - New paragraph at end of section: 
 
In response to commentary received on 
the final EA Report (EIS), further breeding 
bird field investigations were conducted 
during 2014 for a portion of the preferred 
transmission line route for the RRP. 
Results will be made available to the 
MNRF on completion of reporting.  

5-37 5.2.15 - New paragraph at end of section: 
 
In response to commentary received on 
the final EA Report (EIS), further field 
investigations were conducted during 
2014 with regard to the presence / 
absence of rare plants for a portion of the 
preferred transmission line route for the 
RRP. Results will be made available to 
the MNRF on completion of reporting. 
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5-39 
 

Section 
5.2.18 

Stage 1 and 2 Archaeological and Cultural 
Heritage Resource Assessment baseline 
studies were conducted in 2010, 2011, 2012 
and 2013 in accordance with the Ontario 
Heritage Act and the MTCS technical 
guidelines.   

Stage 1 and 2 Archaeological Assessments 
were conducted in 2010, 2011, 2012 and 
2013 and have been submitted to the 
MTCS for review. 

5-56 Section 
5.5.4 and 
Appendix 
G 
(Table 7) 

The results are presented in Table 7-15 in 
Appendix G, along with comparison to 
regulated effluent discharge values (O.Reg. 
560/94). 

The results are presented in Table 7-15 in 
Appendix G, along with comparison to 
regulated effluent discharge values (O.Reg. 
560/94, as amended by O.Reg. 234/07). 

5-76 Section 
5.7.4.2 
and 
Appendix 
S 

Input parameters (hydraulic conductivities 
and recharge rates) assigned to the various 
overburden and bedrock aquifer zones for 
the groundwater flow model, are 
summarized in Table 3-6 in Appendix S. 

Input parameters (hydraulic conductivities 
and recharge rates) assigned to the various 
overburden and bedrock aquifer zones for 
the groundwater flow model, are 
summarized in Table 2-1 in Appendix S-1. 

5-86 Section 
5.8.2 and 
Table 5-24 

Species such as Black Crappie, 
Largemouth Bass, Pumpkinseed, Rock 
Bass, Sauger, Shorthead Redhorse, 
Smallmouth Bass, Trout-Perch, Walleye and 
Yellow Perch were only observed in the 
deeper and wider reaches of the Pinewood 
River... 

Species such as Black Crappie, 
Pumpkinseed, Rock Bass, Sauger, 
Shorthead Redhorse, Smallmouth Bass, 
Trout-Perch, Walleye and Yellow Perch 
were only observed in the deeper and wider 
reaches of the Pinewood River... 

5-87 5.8.2 Specific information with regard to the 
effort expended by the MNR has not been 
made available; however, despite a 
numerous set of gill nets ,...   

Despite a numerous set of gill nets ,...   
 
This is an editing error. The information was 
provided and the remainder of the text 
revised, but this statement was not updated. 

5-106 
and 
5-111 

Section 
5.9.1.1 
and 5.9.3 

These rare vegetation communities 
included: 
 Hill’s Oak / Burr Oak Forest or 

Savannah;... 
 
5.9.3: 
... Neither Bur Oak nor Northern Pin Oak 
were observed. 

The "Quercus ellipsoidalis" species should 
commonly be referred to throughout the final 
EA Report as Hill’s Oak. 

5-116 5.10.1.1 The Forestry Management Plan for the 
Crossroute Forest indicated that the NLSA 
occurs outside of the Marten Core Area as 
well as the Marten / Pileated Habitat 
Planning Area (MNR 2006). 

Delete sentence; this information is 
incorrect. 

5-117 Section 
5.10.1.1 

...presence of 5 bat species in the Rainy 
River District: Eastern Red Bat, Northern 
Myotis, Hoary Bat, Big Brown Bat and Little 
Brown Myotis. 

...presence of 6 bat species in the Rainy 
River District: Eastern Red Bat, Northern 
Myotis, Hoary Bat, Big Brown Bat, Silver-
haired Bat and Little Brown Myotis. 

5-143 Section 
5.10.6.3 

The area of the habitat to the finest ecosites 
scale that protects the habitat form and 
function for species of Special Concern is 
considered Significant Wildlife Habitat (MNR 
2012c). 

The area of the habitat to the finest ecosites 
scale that protects the habitat form and 
function for species of Special Concern is 
considered Significant Wildlife Habitat (MNR 
2000; 2002). 
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5-183 Section 
5.15.2 

,...the level of cultural heritage value 
associated with an archaeological resource 
may influence whether it will be conserved 
as an archaeological site by the MTCS. 

,...the level of cultural heritage value 
associated with an archaeological resource 
may influence whether it will be registered 
as an archaeological site in the Ontario 
Archaeological Sites Database. 

5-185 
 

Section 
5.16  

- New paragraph at end of section: 
 
The existing road network, active and 
abandoned farm complexes and hamlets are 
characteristic components of the agricultural 
landscape. Generally, the farm complexes 
can be described as modest operations. 
However, as a group, they convey the 
settlement history of the area and 
commemorate the lives of the early settlers. 
 
Two farm complexes, namely, Site #11 and 
Site #13, are identified as being of particular 
interest and worthy of further research, 
physical examination and photographic 
documentation record. 

5-205 Table 5-26 - Incorporation of Eastern Wood-pewee 
information as noted in bold in revised table 
in Attachment 5. 

5-212 Table 5-27 Critical Habitat (column heading)  Habitat
5-212 Table 5-27 - Incorporation of Eastern Wood-pewee 

information in revised table in Attachment 6. 
5-224 Table 5-40  Note added to bottom of table: 

 
Two farm complexes (Sites #11 and #13) 
have been identified as being of particular 
interest and worthy of further research, 
physical examination and photographic 
documentation record. 

6-1 6.1.1 Rationale (section title) Title to be changed to more clearly match 
the content: 
 
Project Rationale 
 
New text to be added after third paragraph: 
 
The evaluation of alternatives herein is 
intended to describe the objective 
evaluation of Project alternatives in order 
to understand and then select the 
preferred alternative that best considers 
factors related to the natural and human 
environment. 
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6-69 Section 
6.11 

Taking water from area lakes (Off Lake 
and/or Burditt Lake) is considered 
unacceptable for reasons relating to cost, 
ability to service the site and human 
environment effects, and confers no 
environmental advantage compared with 
other alternatives. 

Taking water from area lakes (Off Lake 
and/or Burditt Lake) is considered 
unacceptable for reasons relating to cost, 
ability to service the site and human 
environment effects, and confers no 
environmental advantage compared with 
other alternatives. Taking of water from 
area lakes for the RRP operations water 
supply is not proposed. 

6-78 Section 
6.15.1 

Re-alignment to the southwest of the RRP 
site was determined to be acceptable, with 
both the MTO and the Township of Chapple 
having preference for this option. 

Re-alignment to the southwest of the RRP 
site was determined to be acceptable, with 
the Township of Chapple having preference 
for this option. 

6-79 Section 
6.15.2 

Alternative C is supported by the Township 
and by MTO which removes risk... 

Alternative C is supported by the Township 
which removes risk... 

6-123 to 
6-133 

Tables 6-1 
to 6-4 

-  Updated tables are provided in Attachment 
2, as per MOE-EAS comment MOE-EAS-6. 

7-15 Section 
7.3.1.1 

-  New paragraph at end of section: 
 
In response to commentary received on the 
draft EA Report (EIS), air quality modelling 
has been updated and the updated 
information, particularly in relation to mobile 
sources, and can be found in Appendix Q-2. 

7-47 Section 
7.8.1 

Two of three habitat locations supporting 
New England Violet and one of two habitat 
locations supporting Field Sedge will be 
directly impacted by RRP activities. ,.... that 
is abundant and widespread within the 
NLSA. 

New sentence added in the section: 
 
Two of three habitat locations supporting 
New England Violet and one of two habitat 
locations supporting Field Sedge will be 
directly impacted by RRP activities. In 
response to commentary received on the 
final EA Report (EIS), further assessment 
was conducted in regards to Rare Plants. 
This assessment is provided in the Errata 
(Attachment 14). ,.... that is abundant and 
widespread within the NLSA. 

7-80 Section 
7.15 

- New paragraph at end of section: 
 
In response to commentary received on 
the final EA Report (EIS), further 
assessment was also conducted in 
regards to Lake Sturgeon which are not 
known to be present in the NLSA, but 
have been reported in the lower reaches 
of the Pinewood River which is within the 
NRSA. 
 
This assessment is provided in the Errata 
(Attachment 14). 

7-95 Section 
7.16.1.6 
 

The Red-headed Woodpecker is both 
Federally and Provincially listed as Special 
Concern. 

The Red-headed Woodpecker listed 
Provincially as Special Concern and 
Threatened Federally. 
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7-95 Section 
7.16.1.7 

The Snapping Turtle is both Federally and 
Provincially listed as Special Concern, as 
such this species is not protected under 
Species at Risk Act nor the Endangered 
Species Act. 

The Snapping Turtle is both Federally and 
Provincially listed as Special Concern. 
Under the Species at Risk Act they have 
certain protections or requirements 
under the Species at Risk Act. 

7-228 Table 7-48 The final row of the table states: 
 
A total of 4 built heritage resources / cultural 
heritage landscapes will be directly impacted 
by project components. 

A total of 5 built heritage resources / cultural 
heritage landscapes will be directly impacted 
by project components. 

   
7-218 to 
7- 257 

Tables 
7-49 to 
7-56 

Special Concern Species – Red-headed 
Woodpecker 

Provincial Special Concern / Federal 
Threatened Species – Red-headed 
Woodpecker  

7-260 Table 7-57 
(new) 

- New table to incorporate assessment of 
Eastern Wood-pewee (Attachment 7). 

7-286 Table 7-58 
(new) 

- New table to incorporate assessment of 
Lake Sturgeon (Attachment 14). 

7-288 Table 7-59 
(new) 

- New table to incorporate assessment of 
Rare Plants (Attachment 14). 

9-21 Section 
9.3.3 

Water pipelines on the RRP site can be 
characterized according to the quality of the 
water being transferred: 
 Pinewood River downstream of McCallum 

Creek to mine rock pond for process plant 
start-up and contingency supply thereafter 
(fresh water); 

 West Creek pond to the mine rock pond 
(fresh water); 

 Water management pond to Pinewood 
River downstream of McCallum Creek for 
discharge of excess treated water;... 

Water pipelines on the RRP site can be 
characterized according to the quality of the 
water being transferred: 
 Pinewood River downstream of McCallum 

Creek to mine rock pond for process plant 
start-up and contingency supply thereafter 
(fresh water); 

 Water management pond to Pinewood 
River downstream of McCallum Creek for 
discharge of excess treated water;... 

9-43 Table 9-1 Pond Dyke Failure,.... 7 Correction to typographic error 
Pond Dam Failure,.... 8 

9-43 Table 9-1 - Incorporation of new row regarding 
watercourse diversion failure per Attachment 
8. 

After 
page 
11-2 

Table 11-2 - Supplemental assessment of residual effects 
after mitigation provided for Eastern Wood-
pewee in Attachment 10. 

14-2 Section 
11.1.2 

- Table 14-1 has been updated to include 
commitments made in response to 
comments on the Final EA Report and is 
included as Attachment 4 as a Commitments 
Registry. 

13-21 Section 
13.10 

References throughout this section to 
“heritage resources”, “cultural heritage 
features”, “cultural heritage resources”. 

Terminology should be archaeological 
resources. 
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15-1 Section 15 On November 25, 2013 the remaining 
provisions of the amended Fisheries Act 
came into force.  
 
Reference to harmful alteration, 
disruption or destruction of fish habitat. 

Changed to: serious harm to fish that are 
a part of a Commercial, Recreational or 
Aboriginal (CRA) fishery or to fish that 
support such a fishery 

15-1 Section 15 Reference to Section 35 impacts to fish 
habitat and fisheries 

Changed to: Section 35 serious harm to 
CRA fishery   

15-5 Section 15 In table 15-1 the reference to harmful 
alteration, disruption or destruction of 
fish habitat 

Changed to: serious harm to fish that are 
a part of a Commercial, Recreational or 
Aboriginal (CRA) fishery or to fish that 
support such a fishery” 

15-6 Table 15-2  The following is to be added to the second 
last reference at the bottom of this table: 
 
For planning, design, construction of the 
realignment of Highway 600, the following 
permits are required: 
 Building and Land Use Permits for any 

construction and development occurring 
within 45 metres of the ROW of a King’s 
Highway and within 180 metres of the 
intersection of a side road with this 
provincial highway; 

 Entrance Permits are required for any 
entrance onto a King’s Highway; 

 Encroachment Permits are required for 
any work over, under or upon a King’s 
Highway ROW; 

 Sign Permits are required for any 
signage within 400 metres of this King’s 
Highway.  

 All Permits are required prior to any 
construction and/or development 
occurring. 

 Section 18  The following reference is to be added to the 
list of references: 
 
Ministry of Natural Resources. 2002. 

Decision Support System for the 
Significant Wildlife Habitat Technical 
Guide. http://www.mnr.gov.on.ca/ 
stdprodconsume/groups/lr/@mnr/@ 
fw/documents/document/mnr_e001290.zip
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Appendix E 
12 Section 

4.1 
...the aquatic habitat within the open pit will 
be of low quality and be comprised of 
marginal littoral zone habitat. 

...the aquatic habitat within the open pit will 
be of low quality and be comprised of 
marginal littoral zone habitat, even when 
the pit eventually overflows. 

35 Section 
7.3.1 

The open pit will gradually flood to create a 
pit lake. This process is anticipated to take 
as little as approximately 21 years to flood 
to the top of bedrock or 25 years until fully 
flooded by enhanced flooding (Attachment 
1). 

Appendix E and this assessment of the 
timeframe for pit flooding has been 
superseded by the draft Closure Plan 
submitted to MNDM for review, and a 
revision to the Attachment 1 was included in 
Appendix E. The correct timeframe, pending 
consultation, should read approximately 72 
years. 

Appendix I-1 
1 Table I-1 Federal Status, Lake Sturgeon – none listed Federal Status, Lake Sturgeon - special 

concern (SC) as per current COSEWIC 
Status

Appendix J-1 
12 Table J-2 No references are provided for footnote 

numbers in Table J-2 of Appendix J-1. 
A printing error resulted in the last three 
pages of Table J-2 of Appendix J-1 not 
being included in the PDF file. These 
missing pages are provided in Attachment 3. 

Appendix W 
18 10.1.2 Sediment ponds will therefore not be 

required in association with these facilities. 
(New Gold to confirm) 

Sediment ponds will therefore not be 
required in association with these facilities. 

 
(As of August 25, 2014) 
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Rainy River Gold EIS 
 
 
 THE MÉTIS NATION OF ONTARIO  

Prior to Canada’s crystallization as a nation, a new Aboriginal people emerged out of the relations of 
Indian women and European men. While the initial offspring of these Indian and European unions were 
individuals who simply possessed mixed ancestry, subsequent intermarriages between these mixed 
ancestry children resulted in the genesis of a new Aboriginal people with a distinct identity, culture and 
consciousness in west central North America – the Métis Nation. 

This Métis people were connected through the highly mobile fur trade network, seasonal rounds, 
extensive kinship connections and a collective identity (i.e., common culture, language, way of life, 
etc.).  Distinct Métis settlements emerged throughout what was then called “the Northwest”. In Ontario, 
historic Métis settlements emerged along the rivers and watersheds of the province, surrounding the 
Great Lakes and throughout to the northwest of the province. These settlements formed regional Metis 
communities in Ontario that are an indivisible part of the Metis Nation. 

In 1993, the Métis Nation of Ontario (“MNO”) was established through the will of Métis people and Métis 
communities coming together throughout Ontario to create a Métis-specific governance structure. Prior 
to 1993, Métis had been involved in pan-Aboriginal lobby groups and organizations.  The MNO was not 
created to represent all individuals and communities that claim to be Métis, but those individuals and 
communities that are a part of the Métis Nation. 

At its original meetings, Métis representatives from communities throughout the province set out the 
foundational vision for the MNO.  This vision is encapsulated in the MNO Statement of Prime Purpose.  
The statement is a seminal document for the MNO and it sets out why the MNO was formed, who MNO 
represents, and what the MNO wants to achieve.  The statement has been central to the MNO’s 
success over the last 20 years. 

The statement also affirms that the MNO was created to represent Métis people and communities in 
Ontario that are a part of the Métis Nation.  Specifically, the document states,  

“We, the Métis are a people of the lands which gave rise to our history and tradition and culture.  We 
call these lands the Métis Homelands.  The Homelands stretch from the lakes and rivers of Ontario; 
cross the wide prairies; traverse the mountains into British Columbia and into the far reaches of the 
Northwest Territories.  They include the hills and valleys of the north-central American States.  These 
are our lands.  They are Métis lands.  They are the lands of our past which nurture us today and which 
we value as the precious foundation of our future.” 

Some of the goals set out in the MNO Statement of Prime Purpose include: 

 Creating a Métis-specific governance structure for the implementation of the nation’s inherent 
right to self-government in the province;  
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 Establishing a credible and recognized identification system for Métis people within the 
province; 

 Focusing on ‘nation building’ through working together as a collective in order to support Métis 
citizens and communities;  

 Pursuing a rights-based agenda and proudly asserting the Métis existence as a distinct 
Aboriginal people within Ontario;  

 Protecting and preserving the distinct culture and heritage of the Métis Nation in the province; 
and, 

 Improving the social and economic well-being of Métis children, families and communities 
throughout the province. 

Today, based on the pursuit of the abovementioned vision and principles, MNO has built an impressive 
province-wide governance structure which includes: an objectively verifiable, centralized registry of over 
15,000 Métis citizens; 29 Chartered Community Councils across the province which represent Métis 
citizens at the local level; a provincial governing body that is elected by ballot box every four years; an 
Annual General Assembly where regional and provincial Métis leaders are required to report back to 
Métis citizens yearly between elections; a charitable foundation which promotes and support Métis 
culture and heritage (Metis Nation of Ontario Cultural Commission); and, an economic development 
arm (Metis Nation of Ontario Development Corporation). 

In addition, the MNO has built an accountable, results-based provincial delivery structure to meet the 
socio-economic needs of its citizens and communities. Currently, the MNO delivers programs and 
services to its citizens through these branches: Health and Wellness; Education and Training; Housing; 
Lands, Resources and Consultation (LRC); Economic Development. Through these various branches, 
the MNO maintains 30+ service delivery access points across the province, administers over $20 
million annually, and, employs over 150 employees across the province.  

 SCOPE OF REPORT 
 
It is important to note that this review written by the LRC branch does not fully represent the concerns 
expressed by the rights bearing Métis community.  Following the completion of the deliverables outlined 
within the Memorandum of Understanding Signed between the Rainy River Resources and The MNO 
Secretariat on June 5th 2013 the MNO will possess a more specific understanding of the impacts to the 
community’s way of life.    
 
The purpose of this report is to ensure that basic Metis interest and rights are taken into account at this 
stage and that deficiencies in the EIS draft are pointed out.  The following represents some initial 
comments on the Draft EIS as prepared by the LRC.  
 
 CANADIAN ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT AGENCY 
 
The Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency has begun an assessment of the environmental 
impacts of the Rainy River Resources Gold Mine project that is being studies as a standard 
assessment under the CEAA 2012 Act.  The Standard Assessment under CEAA 2012 has pre-
determined time frames to allow for a limited amount of Federal Assessment time.  The limited time 
frame is thought to enhance the financial planning for project developers. 
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 FUNDAMENTAL PROBLEMS OF ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT IN THIS CASE 
 
Aboriginal Consultation in the context of a CEAA Standard review must occur between the Crown and 
the MNO during the period between when the EIS is submitted and the Minister makes an enabling 
decision. This forced timeline to discuss the project as recommended, exchange interests, have those 
interests accommodated by the Crown and subsequent substantive elements of consultation placed in 
the Minister’s conditions of approval is to be between 12 and 24 months depending on the proponent 
time.  
 
While the MNO has been developing the ability to act quickly, contract experts and respond quickly in 
such situations there are limits to how quickly projects can be assessed against Traditional Knowledge 
and Land Use (TKLU’s) studies and how quickly technical analysis can be done on the project details 
as provided.  For the MNO it is difficult to adapt to the rapid timeframes since the communities need to 
first fully understand the project and its impacts before they can provide informed comments on that 
project.  
 
Under the category of assessing cumulative effects a baseline and appropriate base case should be 
described with all proposed projects added to the regional assessment.   There is little chance that this 
will occur in the assessment since there are no complete sources of this information other than The 
MNO. 
 
Under CEAA 2012 Section 5.1 (C). 

(c) with respect to aboriginal peoples, an effect occurring in Canada of any change that may be caused to 
the environment on 

 (i) health and socio-economic conditions, 
 (ii) physical and cultural heritage, 
 (iii) the current use of lands and resources for traditional purposes, or 
 (iv) any structure, site or thing that is of historical, archaeological, paleontological or 

architectural significance. 

This important part of the CEAA 2012 Act was not part of the previous CEAA Act and was not 
incorporated into the EIS guidelines.  An example here is the lack of a Federal Authority appointed to 
this study with any expertise in these areas.  The remedy for not having a Federal Authority in place is 
to contract out the expertise but to date there has not been a procurement notice on the MERX system 
to enable this. 

The Socio-economic VEC’s or VSEC’s are obviously deficient because they do not have any indicators 
relating to Section 5.1 C above.  In particular the current use of lands and resources for traditional 
purposes is paramount to making determinations about effects on aboriginal people.  

There are no specific aboriginal health indicators as this is managed in two completely different 
systems from the mainstream.   The physical and cultural heritage of mainstream Canadians is different 
as well and will indicate separate uses, ownership and encumbrances on the land that are sometimes 
inconvenient to recognize.  
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There are no Métis specific archaeological studies being considered. 

The condition assumptions have changed between the commencement and the study and the 
Minister’s decision.  For example, the Navigable Waters Protection Act has been reduced significantly 
since the study began and the Fisheries Act has been changed but has not yet come into force.  The 
problem with this is that CEAA has no idea what conditions will be met due to day to day compliance 
with the future Fisheries Act because the compliance processes are as yet undefined.  CEAA is forced 
to consider compliance measures that rely on civil contracts or specific conditions set by the Minister 
with direction for compliance given to the Department of Fisheries and Oceans.  The MNO prefers 
specific prescriptive approaches based on measurable target assumptions to allow increasing 
performance to prevail rather than ‘good enough’.  Good enough in 2015 may be unacceptable in 2025 
as Métis rights become further recognized. 

Jurisdiction changes will take place with respect to fisheries management in the future.  The 2012 
changes to the Act enabled fisheries management authority to be delegated to management bodies.  
The result of these changes will be that enforcement and compliance jurisdiction will change.  For this 
reason the regulators will have to make specific and measurable compliance qualifications if there is to 
be any.  

There are commercial harvesters in the study area and downstream of the proposed mine that should 
be considered as the impact on them and their ability to make a living from the land is likely to be and 
may have already been impacted.  

 
 TIMELINES FOR COMPLETING BASELINE STUDIES 
 
Through the established workplan identified within the MOU the LRC has committed to studying 
Traditional Knowledge and Land Use and performing a technical review of the EIS and continuing the 
procedural elements of meaningful consultation.  
 
The facts about timelines related to this assessment and MNO involvement are as follows: 
 

1. The MOU with associated workplans to help provide the information to identify effects on Métis 
rights and interests was signed three weeks prior to the submission of the draft EIS.  

2. For CEAA participation funding was made available at the end of April of 2013.  
3. An effective traditional knowledge and land uses study requires at least six months to conduct.  
4. Consultation meetings and community gatherings may only be held following the signing of the 

MOU with the proponent.  Subsequently to date procedural elements of meaningful consultation 
have not occurred. 

 
 
 CONSULTATION AS A FOUR STEP PROCESS 
 
Consultation in its basic form refers to: 

1. Disclosure- all aspects of the project should be disclosed- including having opportunities to 
enquire about more detailed information. 
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2. Exchange of interests-  For Rainy River Gold their interest has been articulated in the same way 
that it is to their shareholders. Ie. Remove and process gold from the rock at a profit.  For The 
MNO and its communities it is unclear in the EIS whether or not there has been an attempt to 
determine the long-term interests in the land being affected. 

3. Mitigation, compensation, avoidance, or accommodation-  To date, due to the late start of Métis 
involvement in this project (signing of the MOU and the development of a workplan) the 
mitigation and related discussions have not occurred. 

4. Qualified consent-  This is a measure of the Crown’s substantive elements of consultation.  Or 
what conditions of approval are being placed on the company in order to ensure that the 
commitments made in consultation are being kept.  For example- How will this be enforced by 
successors and assigns of the company?  How will the Crown help ensure that the elements of 
IBA type agreements are kept?  Without a Fisheries Act in place how does the Metis Nation 
ensure compliance with it and enforcement of it?  Or how will the Crown protect and restore the 
right of Métis Navigation in the area when there is no enforcement or Act protecting that.  

a. What management thresholds will be placed on environmental monitoring and how do 
they relate to Metis VEC’s?  For this reason it is especially concerning that the Section 
5.1 c components of assessment are not being addressed in the EIS since substantive 
consultation requires them. 
 

The MNO considers meaningful involvement in the EA process at this stage to be: 
 

1. Having input into the VEC determinations to be studied to enable a fulsome consultation 
process. 

2. Having influence over how and when each VEC is to be studied. 
3. Having confidence in the prediction of effects on each valued component or VEC specifically 

related by their aboriginal rights and in the case of Treaty #3 – Treaty rights.  
 
 
 DISPLACEMENT 
 
Besides displacing fishers and hunters and gatherers over the term of the project from the vicinity there 
is a strong chance the Métis community will stay away from the area due to the impression that it is 
contaminated and is contaminating the resources surrounding it long after successful closure.  
 
 ADEQUACY OF MÉTIS INCLUSION 
 
The MNO and its communities were not adequately included in the EIS documents as it was likely that 
there wasn’t appropriate time to do so.   The EIS does not appear to have been influenced by the MNO 
even though the proponent reports that the EIS was in development for up to 24 months prior to 
submission.  This is a problematic fact; it leads the EIS to come to the premature conclusion that there 
will be no effects on Metis rights and no residual effects and ultimately no significance determination to 
the exercise of aboriginal rights and interests.  This determination is presumptive and not indicative of 
meaningful inclusion. 
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Rainy River Resources EIS 
For CEAA 

 

Written Submission August 2013 

 

 
 NEXT STEPS 
 
The MNO and its communities intend to submit a technical review of the EIS and a traditional 
knowledge and land use study and complete the deliverables outlined within the workplan of the agreed 
upon MOU.  The reports are not available at this time since the communities will require adequate and 
fair opportunities for participation.  
 
 
 CONCLUSION 
 
The MNO has found that for projects of this magnitude the effects on Métis communities cannot be 
understated nor assumed.   The EIS has been found to be deficient in several important areas including 
those that relate directly to requirements under the CEAA 2012 Act and directly to Métis rights and 
interests.  The honour of the Crown requires compliance with the Act and a real attempt at inclusion of 
Métis rights and interests into the project.  
 
The findings of this preliminary branch level report find numerous deficiencies within the draft EIS 
undertaken by the proponent as it specifically relates to the impacts on the Métis way of life. 
 
The expectation of the MNO is that the Crown and proponent will take these issues into account and 
address them accordingly. 
If you have any questions regarding this submission, please contact: 
 

 
 
Mark Bowler  
Director 
Lands, Resources and Consultation 
Métis Nation of Ontario 
75 Sherbourne Street  
Toronto Ontario 
tel. 416.977.9881 ext. 114 
email. markbowler@metisnation.org 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Respectfully Submitted by the Lands, Resources and Consultations branch of the MNO. 
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Table 6-1: Natural Environment Considerations 
 

Environmental 
Component 

Information 
Requirements 

Alternative 1
Proceed with RRP as Planned 

Alternative 2
RRP Delayed 

Alternative 3
Abandon the RRP 

Air quality and 
sound 

Environmental effects  Will generate dust, emissions from fuel combustion and processing 
(including greenhouse gases), vibration and sound 

Same as for Alternative 1 None 

Potential for mitigation  Spray water or approved dust suppressants along site roads, and 
progressive reclamation for dust control 

 Use of transmission line power, proper vehicle maintenance and 
emission control equipment to reduce air pollutants (including 
greenhouse gasses)  

 Sound will be mitigated through enclosing equipment, proper 
equipment maintenance and stockpile and facility placement 
(process plant will be surrounded by high ground and other 
infrastructure) 

Same as for Alternative 1 Not Applicable 

Significance Level 3 Level 3 Level 1 
SAR Environmental effects  Direct loss of habitat, and general disturbance to SAR including 

Eastern Whip-poor-will and Bobolink 
Same as for Alternative 1 None 

Potential for mitigation  Maintain as compact a site as practical 
 Avoidance of SAR habitat as practical  
 Additional Eastern Whip-poor-will and Bobolink habitat will be 

created as part of the Provincial SAR permitting process 

Same as for Alternative 1 Not Applicable 

Significance Level 3 Level 3 Level 1 
Earth or life 
science features 

Environmental effects  Ridges of high ground to the northeast of the RRP site are 
relatively undeveloped and will be the site of a transmission line 

Same as for Alternative 1 None 

Potential for mitigation  Maintain as narrow of a transmission line ROW as practical and 
utilize existing access for construction as possible 

 

Same as for Alternative 1 Not Applicable 

Significance Level 3 Level 3 Level 1 
Fish, aquatic 
resources and 
habitats 

Environmental effects  Treated effluent will be discharged to the Pinewood River as 
required 

 Overprinting of minor creeks and drainages associated with tailings 
management area, stockpiles, open pit and process plant 
development 

 Potential flow reductions in local creeks and the Pinewood River 
system associated with open pit dewatering  

Same as for Alternative 1 None 
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Environmental 
Component 

Information 
Requirements 

Alternative 1
Proceed with RRP as Planned 

Alternative 2
RRP Delayed 

Alternative 3
Abandon the RRP 

Potential for mitigation  In plant cyanide destruction and heavy metal precipitation using 
SO2/Air process, followed by natural degradation of effluent prior to 
release to environment, combined with seepage collection 

 Use of sumps and settling ponds for sediment control  
 Segregation of PAG and NPAG materials to manage ARD  
 Fish habitat compensation where appropriate 
 High rate of water recycle for the process plant will reduce water 

takings from Pinewood River and locals creeks 

Same as for Alternative 1 Not Applicable 

Significance Level 3 Level 3 Level 1 
Land subject to 
hazards 

Environmental effects  No such lands have been identified Same as for Alternative 1 None 
Potential for mitigation Not Applicable Same as for Alternative 1 Not Applicable 
Significance Level 1 Level 1 Level 1 

Recovery of a 
species under 
special 
management 

Environmental effects  See SAR above Same as for Alternative 1 None 
Potential for mitigation  See SAR above, Eastern Whip-poor-will does not have a recovery 

plan, Bobolink has a draft recovery plan  
Same as for Alternative 1 Not Applicable 

Significance Level 3 Level 3 Level 1 
Terrestrial 
wildlife 

Environmental effects  Project development will displace local terrestrial habitat and 
associated wildlife 

 Potential for general disturbance caused by sound and vibration 
emissions 

 Potential for vehicular collisions 

Same as for Alternative 1 None 

Potential for mitigation  Mitigation measures as described above (e.g., manage air 
emissions, develop compact site and progressively reclaim the site) 

Same as for Alternative 1 Not Applicable 

Significance Level 4 Level 4 Level 1 
Vegetation and 
habitat 

Environmental effects  Project development will displace local terrestrial habitat and 
associated plant species 

 Transmission line ROW will require clearing of wooded areas 

Same as for Alternative 1 None 

Potential for mitigation  Mitigations as described above (including manage air emissions, 
develop compact site, progressive reclamation) 

 Transmission line ROW width will be limited to the extent practical 
 Complete mitigation is not possible because the open pit and fish 

habitat compensation will result in a net loss of terrestrial habitat. 

Same as for Alternative 1 Not applicable 

Significance Level 4 Level 4 Level 1 
Permafrost Environmental effects Not applicable Not Applicable Not Applicable 

Potential for mitigation Not Applicable Not Applicable Not Applicable 
Significance Not Applicable Not Applicable Not Applicable 
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Environmental 
Component 

Information 
Requirements 

Alternative 1
Proceed with RRP as Planned 

Alternative 2
RRP Delayed 

Alternative 3
Abandon the RRP 

Soils and 
sediment quality 

Environmental effects  Potential for soil damage in the area of PAG material storage 
 Potential for minor areas of soil damage associated with potential 

hydrocarbon and other spills 

Same as for Alternative 1 None 

Potential for mitigation  PAG and NPAG materials to be segregated for optimal long term 
management 

 Procedures and infrastructure to be put in place to reduce the 
potential for hydrocarbon and other spills, and to clean up any spills 
that do occur on a regular basis 

Same as for Alternative 1 Not Applicable 

Significance Level 1 Level 1 Level 1 
Drainage or 
flooding 

Environmental effects  RRP infrastructure located on Pinewood River floodplain 
 West Creek flows over the open pit 
 The east mine rock stockpile containing PAG material will overprint 

Clark Creek 
 Other site infrastructure could interfere with local surface drainage 
 Highway 600 watercourse crossings may be degraded by 

increased traffic 
 Site water management will be complex 

Same as for Alternative 1 None 

Potential for mitigation  Flood control berm along the south of the overburden / west mine 
rock stockpile and open pit to prevent flooding of site infrastructure 

 West Creek (including Cowser Drain) and Clark Creek (including 
Teeple Drain) will be diverted to avoid RRP facilities 

 Minor drainage improvements around the mine site, including 
culvert replacement and repairs along Highway 600, to better 
protect infrastructure and local roads 

 Constructed wetland and other ponds will be created to optimize 
site water management 

 High rate of water recycle for the process plant will reduce the 
amount of water taking from Pinewood River and local creeks 

Same as for Alternative 1 Not Applicable 

Significance Level 3 Level 3 Level 1 
Sedimentation 
or erosion 

Environmental effects  Potential sediment release from mineral stockpiles and exposed 
lands 

Same as for Alternative 1 None 

Potential for mitigation  Perimeter ditching and runoff collection ponds around site 
infrastructure  

Same as for Alternative 1 Not Applicable 

Significance Level 1 Level 1 Level 1 
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Environmental 
Component 

Information 
Requirements 

Alternative 1
Proceed with RRP as Planned 

Alternative 2
RRP Delayed 

Alternative 3
Abandon the RRP 

Release of 
excess 
parameters 

Environmental effects  Treated effluent will be discharged to the environment 
 Sediment management ponds will discharge to nearby 

watercourses if water quality criteria are met 
 Potential for localized spills from industrial operations 

Same as for Alternative 1 None 

  Potential for mitigation  In-plant cyanide destruction and heavy metal precipitation using 
SO2/Air process, followed by natural degradation of effluent prior to 
release to environment, combined with seepage collection  

 Use of sumps and settling ponds for sediment control  
 Segregation of PAG and NPAG materials to manage ARD  
 High rate of water recycle for the process plant will reduce water 

discharge to the environment  
 Procedures and infrastructure to be put in place to reduce the 

potential for hydrocarbon and other spills, and to clean up any spills 
that do occur on a regular basis 

Same as for Alternative 1 Not Applicable 

  Significance Level 2 Level 2 Level 1 
Natural heritage 
features 

Environmental effects  No natural heritage features, beyond those discussed above Same as for Alternative 1 None 
Potential for mitigation  No additional mitigation measures beyond those discussed above Same as for Alternative 1 Not Applicable 
Significance Level 4 Level 4 Level 1 
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Table 6-2: Land Use and Resource Management Considerations 
 

Environmental 
Component 

Information 
Requirements 

Alternative 1
Proceed with RRP as Planned 

Alternative 2
RRP Delayed 

Alternative 3
Abandon the RRP 

Access to 
inaccessible 
areas 

Environmental effects  Project development will provide improved access along the 
transmission line ROW 

Same as for Alternative 1 The do nothing 
alternative will provide 
no positive 
enhancement for other 
resource management 
projects 

Potential for mitigation  Although access along the cleared ROW may be beneficial for 
hunters, anglers and recreational vehicles, access will be 
restricted as practical  

Same as for Alternative 1 Not Applicable 

Significance Level 1(+) Level 1(+) Level 1
Obstruct 
navigation 

Environmental effects  The re-alignment of Highway 600 will involve construction of a 
new crossing over 8 km downstream of the existing crossing 

Same as for Alternative 1 None 

Potential for mitigation  Crossing will be designed to meet regulatory navigable waters 
requirements 

Same as for Alternative 1 Not Applicable 

Significance Level 2 Level 2 Level 1
Other resource 
management 
projects 

Environmental effects  Provision of 230 kV power to the immediate local area could help 
encourage other resource projects 

Same as for Alternative 1 The do nothing 
alternative will provide 
no positive 
enhancement for other 
resource management 
projects 

Potential for mitigation  Potential to transfer transmission line to Hydro One Networks at 
RRP closure if appropriate 

Same as for Alternative 1 Not Applicable 

Significance Level 2(+) Level 2(+) Level 1
Traffic patterns 
and 
infrastructure 

Environmental effects  Increased use of Highway 600 and the Trans-Canada Highway 
(Highway 71 and Highway 11), particularly during construction 
period 

 Potential increased use of the Canadian National Railway, with 
access to Emo, particularly during construction period 

 Re-alignment of Highway 600 to avoid RRP infrastructure 

Same as for Alternative 1 None 

Potential for mitigation  Adhere to speed limits 
 Highway 600 re-alignment will comply with MTO highway safety 

requirements, improve public safety along re-alignment, and 
follow preferred routing of the municipality 

 Strongly encourage project employees and contractors to adhere 

Same as for Alternative 1 Not Applicable 
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Environmental 
Component 

Information 
Requirements 

Alternative 1
Proceed with RRP as Planned 

Alternative 2
RRP Delayed 

Alternative 3
Abandon the RRP 

to local speed limits 
 Bus employees to site from collection point(s) if appropriate 

Significance Level 1(+) Level 1(+) Level 1
Recreational 
importance 

Environmental effects  Potential for sound disturbance to local hunting activities 
 RRP currently restricts access on its lands, and will continue to 

do so, for hunting, fishing and bait fishing 

Same as for Alternative 1 None 

Potential for mitigation  Maintain as compact of a site as practical 
 Other emission treatment systems indirectly support recreation 

by maintaining appropriate air, sound and water discharges 

Same as for Alternative 1 Not Applicable 

Significance Level 1 Level 1 Level 1
Create 
excessive waste 
materials 

Environmental effects  Large quantities of tailings and mineral waste stockpiles will be 
developed 

 Potential to construct domestic material and demolition material 
landfills for non-hazardous solid wastes 

Same as for Alternative 1 None 

Potential for mitigation  Open pit volume will be limited to the extent practical 
 Tailings management area will be reclaimed with a water and 

vegetative cover at mine closure 
 Mineral stockpiles will be reclaimed to productive wildlife habitat 

at mine closure if practical 
 Landfill(s) will reclaimed according to regulatory requirements  

Same as for Alternative 1 Not Applicable 

Significance Level 4 Level 4 Level 1
Commit a 
significant 
amount of non-
renewable 
resources (e.g., 
aggregates) 

Environmental effects  Aggregates (sand and gravel) will be required for site 
development and ongoing tailings management area 
construction 

 Local aggregate sources are available, but require further 
definition 

 Areas of limited agriculture (cattle and fodder cropping), 
abandoned farmland and forest will be replaced with mine 
infrastructure  

Same as for Alternative 1 None 

Potential for mitigation  Re-use of mine waste as practical 
 Maintain as compact of a site footprint as practical 
 Aggregate searches by RRR could identify and delineate 

aggregate resources, that could potentially be made available to 
others  

Same as for Alternative 1 Not Applicable 

Significance Level 3 Level 3 Level 1
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Environmental 
Component 

Information 
Requirements 

Alternative 1
Proceed with RRP as Planned 

Alternative 2
RRP Delayed 

Alternative 3
Abandon the RRP 

Sound levels Environmental effects  Nearby residents will experience increased sound levels from 
RRP construction, operations and closure, including increased 
traffic along Highway 600 and the Trans-Canada highway 

Same as for Alternative 1 None 

Potential for mitigation  Sound will be mitigated through enclosing equipment, proper 
equipment maintenance and stockpile and facility placement 
(process plant will be surrounded by high ground and other 
infrastructure) 

Same as for Alternative 1 Not Applicable 

Significance Level 3 Level 3 Level 1
Views and 
aesthetics 

Environmental effects  Mineral stockpiles (tailings management area, mine rock and 
overburden stockpiles developed, along with open pit, and other 
mine aspects) 

 Stockpiles will be visible from a distance and will change 
landscape 

 Transmission line will be visible along ridges and road crossings 

Same as for Alternative 1 None 

Potential for mitigation  Site to be progressively reclaimed as possible 
 Final closure will improve aesthetics of stockpiles 
 Tailings surface will be submerged with a water cover and 

vegetation 

Same as for Alternative 1 Not Applicable 

Significance Level 4 Level 4 Level 1
Precondition or 
justification for 
another project 

Environmental effects Not Applicable Same as for Alternative 1 Not Applicable 
Potential for mitigation Not Applicable Same as for Alternative 1 Not Applicable 
Significance Not Applicable Not Applicable Level 1

Adjacent or 
nearby uses, 
persons or 
property 

Environmental effects  Local study area is a low density rural area  
 Other nearby land is used for limited agriculture (focused on 

cattle and fodder cropping) and logging activities  
 Will maintain a compact footprint; however, infrastructure 

placement limited to properties that RRR can purchase 
 Limitation to local hunters, fishermen, and recreational vehicle 

users around the general mine site area  

Same as for Alternative 1 None 

 

Potential for mitigation  Maintain a compact mine site 
 Maintenance of road access to all local residents at all times 
 Any merchantable timber cut as a result of mine site 

development will be made available to the local forestry licence 
holder 

Same as for Alternative 1 Not Applicable 

 Significance Level 4 Level 4 Level 1
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Table 6-3: Social, Cultural and Economic Considerations 
 

Environmental 
Component 

Information 
Requirements 

Alternative 1
Proceed with RRP as Planned 

Alternative 2
RRP Delayed 

Alternative 3
Abandon the RRP 

Cultural 
heritage 
resources 

Environmental effects  Eight pre-contact sites associated with the Paleo-Indian period 
and four pioneer settlement sites have been identified in the local 
study area 

Same as for Alternative 1 None 

Potential for mitigation  Archaeological sites discovered during baseline studies are 
protected through the Ontario Heritage Act 

 Additional archaeological studies to be conducted 
 Procedures and programs will be put in place to identify and 

respond to cultural heritage resources in the event that any such 
resources are inadvertently uncovered during mine site 
construction  

Same as for Alternative 1 Not Applicable 

Significance Level 3 Level 3 Level 1
Displace 
people, 
businesses, 
institutions or 
facilities 

Environmental effects  RRP occurs over private and occupied land and will displace 
local residents 

Same as for Alternative 1 None 

Potential for mitigation  Maintain as compact of a project footprint as possible 
 Provide financially generous offers on land needed for the RRP 

Same as for Alternative 1 Not Applicable 

Significance Level 4 Level 4 Level 1
Community 
character 

Environmental effects  Development of the RRP will help to maintain the character of the 
local resource based community by helping to sustain 
employment and businesses 

Same as for Alternative 1 The do nothing 
alternative will provide 
no positive 
enhancement to local 
communities 

Potential for mitigation  Maximize local economic benefits Same as for Alternative 1 Not Applicable 
Significance Level 5(+) Level 5(+) Level 1

Increase 
demands on 
government 
services 

Environmental effects  EA and permit applications will temporarily increase workloads for 
government departments (primarily MNR, MOE, MNDM, MTO, 
Major Projects Management Office, CEA Agency, EC, DFO and 
NRCan) 

 Potential for increased demands on municipal services,  
 Project negotiations, TK/TLU studies, and environmental reviews 

will increase demands on Aboriginal government functions 

Same as for Alternative 1 None 

Potential for mitigation  Alert the various governments to Project timelines so they can 
plan for increased work loads 

Same as for Alternative 1 Not Applicable 

Significance Level 2 Level 2 Level 1
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Environmental 
Component 

Information 
Requirements 

Alternative 1
Proceed with RRP as Planned 

Alternative 2
RRP Delayed 

Alternative 3
Abandon the RRP 

Public health 
and safety 

Environmental effects  Possible release of excess parameters in discharged effluents 
 Possible release of excess parameters as a result of spills 
 Potential for traffic accidents 

Same as for Alternative 1 None 

Potential for mitigation  On site effluent treatment and water management systems 
 Spill contingency and clean-up plans and protocols 
 Safe driving training programs, and adherence to speed limits 
 Highway 600 re-alignment will comply with MTO highway safety 

requirements, improve public safety along re-alignment, and 
follow preferred routing of the municipality 

 Bussing of employees from collection point(s) to site if applicable 

Same as for Alternative 1 Not Applicable 

Significance Level 2 Level 2 Level 1
Local, regional, 
or Provincial 
economies or 
businesses 

Environmental effects  Development of the RRP will provide direct business 
opportunities primarily to local and regional business to construct 
RRP components, supply needed materials and provide services 
for employees  

 The RRP will make a significant contribution to the local and 
regional economy 

Same as for Alternative 1 The do nothing 
alternative will provide 
no positive 
enhancement to local 
communities 

Potential for mitigation  Maximize economic benefits Same as for Alternative 1 Not Applicable 
Significance Level 5(+) Level 5(+) Level 5(+)

Tourism values Environmental effects  Adverse effects to tourism expected to be minor 
 Boost to local and regional economy may extend to tourism 

sector  

Same as for Alternative 1 The do nothing 
alternative will provide 
no positive 
enhancement to local 
communities 

Potential for mitigation  Maximize economic benefits Same as for Alternative 1 Not Applicable 
Significance Level 2 (+) Level 2(+) Level 1
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Table 6-4: Aboriginal Considerations 
 

Environmental 
Component 

Information 
Requirements 

Alternative 1
Proceed with RRP as Planned 

Alternative 2
RRP Delayed 

Alternative 3
Abandon the RRP 

First Nation 
Reserves or 
communities 

Environmental effects  Development of the RRP will provide employment, 
training and business opportunities to numbers of 
Aboriginal persons living on First Nation 
Reserves/communities, together with other tangible 
economic benefits, such that the net effect is expected to 
be positive (excluding any person choice issues) 

Same as for Alternative 1 The do nothing alternative 
will provide no positive 
enhancement to local 
communities 

Potential for mitigation  Efforts are being made, and will be made through Impact 
Benefit (or similar) agreements to optimize economic 
benefits to local Aboriginal peoples 

Same as for Alternative 1 None 

Significance Level 3(+) Level 3(+) Level 1
Spiritual, 
ceremonial or 
cultural sites 

Environmental effects  Eight Paleo-Indian archaeological sites have been 
identified in the local study area during baseline studies 
(Woodland Heritage Services 2013) 

Same as for Alternative 1 None 

Potential for mitigation  Procedures have been, and are being, set in place to 
involve local Aboriginal groups in the RRP on an ongoing 
basis to ensure that spiritual, ceremonial and cultural 
sites are not disturbed 

 TK and TLU information collection from regional First 
Nations is ongoing 

 Additional archaeological baseline studies to be 
conducted 

 All TK, TLU and archaeological information will be 
available prior to major construction activities. If any sites 
are identified in future, disturbance to such sites will be 
avoided. 

Same as for Alternative 1 None 

Significance Level 1 Level 1 Level 1
Traditional land 
or resources 
used for 
harvesting 
activities 

Environmental effects  None known  
 

Same as for Alternative 1 None 

Potential for mitigation  Any adverse effects to traditional pursuits involving RRP 
site area lands will be compensated through Impact 
Benefit (or similar) agreements 

Same as for Alternative 1 None 

Significance Level 1 (after compensation) Level 1 (after compensation) Level 1
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Environmental 
Component 

Information 
Requirements 

Alternative 1
Proceed with RRP as Planned 

Alternative 2
RRP Delayed 

Alternative 3
Abandon the RRP 

Aboriginal 
values 

Environmental effects  RRR is working with local Aboriginal peoples to ascertain 
Aboriginal values relating to cultural heritage and land 
use aspects. Thus far eight archaeological sites have 
been identified from the Paleo-Indian period that are 
associated with glacial lake features 

Same as for Alternative 1 None 

Potential for mitigation  Pre-contact archaeological sites discovered during 
baseline studies are protected through the Ontario 
Heritage Act  

 Procedures have been, and are being, set in place to 
involve local Aboriginal groups in the RRP on an ongoing 
basis to ensure that cultural heritage values are 
protected, and that any adverse effects to traditional 
pursuits involving RRP site area lands will be 
compensated through Impact Benefit (or similar) 
agreements 

Same as for Alternative 1 None 

Significance Level 1 (after compensation) Level 1 (after compensation) Level 1
Lands subject 
to land claims 

Environmental effects To RRR knowledge no First Nations have an active land 
claim in the local area. 

Same as for Alternative 1 None 

Potential for mitigation Not Applicable (RRR has no authority to negotiate or 
participate in land claims negotiations) 

Not Applicable Not Applicable 

Significance Not Applicable Not Applicable Not Applicable
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Common Name Latin Name 
Federal

COSEWIC 
Status 

Provincial 
COSSARO 

Status 

PROVINCIAL 
S-Rank 
(NHIC) 

Protective 
Legislation14,

15,16 
Western Painted Turtle1,2,3,10 Chrysemys picta bellii -- -- S5 -- 
Amphibians  
American Toad1,2,3,10 Bufo americanus -- -- S5 -- 
Boreal Chorus Frog1,2,10 Pseudacris maculata -- -- S5 -- 
Mink Frog1,2,10 Rana septentrionalis -- -- S5 -- 
Northern Green Frog3 Rana clamitans -- -- S5 -- 
Northern Leopard Frog1,2,3 Rana pipiens NAR NAR S5 -- 
Spring Peeper1,2,3,7 Pseudacris crucifer -- -- S5 -- 
Tetraploid Gray Treefrog1,2,3,10 Hyla versicolor -- -- S5 FWCA 
Wood Frog1,2,3,10 Rana sylvatica -- -- S5 -- 
Butterflies  
Acadian Hairstreak11 Satyrium acadicum -- -- S4 -- 
American Painted Lady3,11 Vanessa virginiensis -- -- S5 -- 
Atlantis Fritillary3,11 Speyeria atlantis -- -- S5 -- 
Bronze Copper11 Lycaena hyllus -- -- S5 -- 
Canadian Tiger Swallowtail2,3 Papilio canadensis -- -- S5 FWCA 
Clouded Sulphur3,11 Colias philodice -- -- S5 -- 
Columbine Duskywing11 Erynnis lucilius -- -- S4 -- 
Common Ringlet11 Coenonympha tullia -- -- S5 -- 
Common Wood-Nymph3,11 Cercyonis pegala -- -- S5 -- 
Dorcas Copper11 Lycaena dorcas -- -- S4 -- 
Dun Skipper11 Euphyes vestris -- -- S5 -- 
Eastern Comma11 Polygonia comma -- -- S5 -- 
European Skipper3,11 Thymelicus lineola -- -- SE -- 
Eyed Brown11 Satyrodes eurydice -- -- S5 -- 
Great Spangled Fritillary3,11 Speyeria cybele -- -- S5 -- 
Green Comma11 Polygonia faunus -- -- S4 -- 
Grey Comma3,11 Polygonia progne -- -- S5 -- 
Harris' Checkerspot3,11 Chlosyne harrisii -- -- S4 -- 
Harvester3 Feniseca tarquinius -- -- S4 -- 
Hoary Comma3 Polygonia gracilis -- -- S4 -- 
Little Wood-Satyr3 Megisto cymela -- -- S5 -- 
Long Dash Skipper11 Polites mystic -- -- S5 -- 
Meadow Fritillary3,11 Boloria bellona -- -- S5 -- 
Milbert's Tortoiseshell3 Nymphalis milberti -- -- S5 -- 
Monarch Butterfly4 Danaus plexippus SC -- S2N, S4B FWCA 
Monarch3,4 Danaus plexippus SC -- S2N, S4B FWCA 
Mourning Cloak2,3,11 Nymphalis antiopa -- -- S5 -- 
Mustard White3 Pieris oleracea -- -- S4 -- 
Northern Cloudy Wing3 Thorybes pylades -- -- S5 -- 
Northern Crescent3,11 Phycoides pascoensis -- -- S5 -- 
Northern Pearly Eye3,11 Enodia anthedon -- -- S4 -- 
Orange Sulphur3,11 Colias eurytheme -- -- S5 -- 
Painted Lady3 Vanessa cardui -- -- S5 -- 
Pink-edged Sulphur11 Colias interior -- -- S5 -- 
Red Admiral3 Vanessa atalanta -- -- S5 -- 
Silver-bordered Fritillary3,11 Boloria selene  -- -- S5 -- 
Summer Azure11 Celastrina neglecta -- -- S5 -- 
Tawny Crescent3 Phyciodes batesii -- -- S4 -- 
Tawny-edged Skipper11 Polites themistocles -- -- S5 -- 
Variegated Fritillary3 Euptoieta claudia -- -- SNA -- 
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Common Name Latin Name 
Federal

COSEWIC 
Status 

Provincial 
COSSARO 

Status 

PROVINCIAL 
S-Rank 
(NHIC) 

Protective 
Legislation14,

15,16 
Viceroy11 Limenitis archippus -- -- S5 -- 
White Admiral3,11 Limenitis arthemis -- -- S5 -- 
Odonata  
American Emerald1,12 Cordulia shurtleffi -- -- S5 -- 
Arrowhead Spiketail1 Cordulegaster obliqua -- -- S1 -- 
Aurora Damsel1 Chromagrion conditum -- -- S5 -- 
Baskettail Sp.2 Epitheca sp. -- -- S5 -- 
Beaverpond Baskettail12 Epitheca canis -- -- S5 -- 
Belted Whiteface3,12 Leucorrhinia proxima -- -- S5 -- 
Black-shouldered Spinyleg12 Dromogomphus spinosus -- -- S5 -- 
Canada Darner3,12 Aeshna canadensis -- -- S5 -- 
Chalk-fronted Corporal1,3,12 Ladona julia -- -- S5 -- 
Cherry-faced Meadowhawk12 Sympetrum internum -- -- S5 -- 
Common Green Darner12 Anax junius -- -- S5 -- 
Common Whitetail1 Plathemis lydia -- -- S5 -- 
Dot-tailed Whiteface3,12 Leucorrhinia intacta -- -- S5 -- 
Dragonhunter12 Hagenius brevistylus -- -- S5 -- 
Dusky Clubtail12 Gomphus spicatus -- -- S5 -- 
Duskywing Sp.2 Erynnis sp. -- -- S5 -- 
Four-spotted Skimmer1,2,3,12 Libellula quadrimaculata -- -- S5 -- 
Frosted Whiteface1,3 Leucorrhinia frigida -- -- S5 -- 
Green-faced Clubtail4 Gomphus viridifrons -- -- S1 -- 
Hagen’s Bluet12 Enallagma hageni -- -- S5 -- 
Horned Clubtail1 Arigomphus cornutus -- -- S3 -- 
Hudsonian Whiteface2,3,12 Leucorrhinia hudsonica -- -- S5 -- 
Kennedy’s Emerald2 Somatochlora kennedyii -- -- S4 -- 
Lake Darner12 Aeshna eremita -- -- S5 -- 
Lilypad Clubtail3 Arigomphus furcifer -- -- S3 -- 
Midland Clubtail12 Gomphus fraternus -- -- S3 -- 
Racket-tailed Emerald1,12 Dorocordulia libera -- -- S5 -- 
River Jewelwing1,3 Calopteryx aequabilis -- -- S5 -- 
Ruby Meadowhawk12 Sympetrum rubicundulum -- -- S5 -- 
Saffron-bordered Meadowhawk3 Sympetrum costiferum -- -- S4 -- 
Sedge Sprite12 Nehalennia irene -- -- S5 -- 
Shadow Darner12 Aeshna umbrosa -- -- S5 -- 
Slender Spreadwing12 Lestes rectangularis -- -- S5 -- 
Spiny Baskettail12 Epitheca spinigera -- -- S5 -- 
Stream Cruiser12 Didymops transversa -- -- S4 -- 
Twelve-spotted Skimmer1,12 Libellula pulchella -- -- S5 -- 
Twin-spotted Spiketail1 Cordulegaster maculate -- -- S4 -- 
Variegated Meadowhawk12 Sympetrum corruptum -- -- S3 -- 
 

Notes: 1 Observed by KCB during 2009 and/or 2010 surveys (KCB 2011a; KCB 2011b) 
 2 Observed by AMEC during 2011 surveys (AMEC 2011a; AMEC 2011b) 
 3 Observed by AMEC during 2012 surveys (AMEC 2012a; AMEC 2012b) 
 4 Natural Heritage Information Centre (NHIC) historic record of species occurrence within, or near to, the LSA and/or direct 

consultation with the MNR (MNR 2012) 
 5 MNR Trapline data records (1993-2008) of species occurrence within, or near to, the LSA (as referenced in KCB 2011) 
 6 Atlas of the Mammals of Ontario historic record of species occurrence within, or near to, the LSA (Dobbyn 1994) 
 7 Atlas of the Breeding Birds of Ontario historic record of species occurrence within, or near to, the LSA (Cadman et al. 2007) 
 8 Breeding Bird Survey Data for Route 611-066 
 9 Christmas Bird Count Data from count circles ONFF and ONMR between 1992-2011(Audubon Society 2012) 
 10 Ontario Herpetofaunal Atlas historic record of species occurrence within, or near to, the LSA (Oldham and Weller 2000) 
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 11 Ontario Butterfly Atlas historic record of species occurrence within, or near to, the LSA (Jones et al. 2012) 
 12 Ontario Odonata Atlas historic record of species occurrence within, or near to, the LSA (MNR 2005) 
 13 Refers to the Lake of the Woods, Rainy River Designatable Unit (DU6) (COSEWIC) and the Northwestern Ontario 

Population (MNR - SARO) 
 14 FWCA – Fish and Wildlife Conservation Act, 1997 
 15 MBCA – Migratory Bird Convention Act, 1994  
 16 ESA – Endangered Species Act, 2007  

 
 
 

Federal COSEWIC Status  Provincial COSSARO Status Provincial S-rank (NHIC) 
NAR Not at Risk  NAR Not at Risk  S1 Critically Imperilled 
SC Special Concern  SC Special Concern  S2B Imperilled - Breeding Migrants 
THR Threatened  THR Threatened  S3? Vulnerable - Rank Uncertain 
END Endangered  END Endangered  S4 Apparently Secure  
      S4B Apparently Secure Breeding Migrants 
      S4N Apparently Secure Non-breeding Migrants 
      S5 Secure 
      S5B  Secure Breeding Migrants  
      S5N Secure Non-breeding Migrants 
      SNA Status Rank Not Applicable 
      DD Data Deficient 
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 Air quality and 
greenhouse 
gases 

1. The Rainy River Project (RRP) will monitor and mitigate air emissions, particularly dust, through implementation of current industry 
best management practices. 

7.3.1.2, 
7.3.1.3, 7.8.3 

C,O,D MOE EPA - - 

  2. A fugitive dust best management practices plan will be prepared to identify all potential sources of fugitive dusts, outline mitigative 
measures that will be employed to control dust generation, and detail the inspection and recordkeeping required to demonstrate that 
fugitive dusts are being effectively managed. 

7.3.1.3 E MOE EPA - - 

  3. Sound will be monitored during construction, operations and active closure phases consistent with Ministry of the Environment (MOE) 
requirements 

T-10 C,O,D MOE EPA - - 

  4. Rainy River Resources (RRR) expect that the monitoring required will include: total suspended particulate (TSP) and metals on the 
TSP size fraction, PM10, dustfall and passive monitoring for NO2 and SO2. RRR commits to conducting this monitoring which is also 
expected to be an approval requirement. 

T-67 C,O,D MOE EPA - - 

  5. The best management plan related to fugitive dust management, source control and operational constraints required by the 
Provincial Environmental Compliance Approval will be provided to Environment Canada (EC) for review and will be fully implemented 
prior to the construction phase.  

B-14 E MOE, EC EPA Prior to 
construction 

BMP to be 
provided to 

EC 
  6. A transboundary notification under the Canada - U.S. Air Quality Agreement will be filed prior to operation. T-44 C EC  Canada - U.S. 

Air Quality 
Agreement 

Prior to 
operations 

- 

  7. Planning measures aimed at reducing fuel and power consumption for the RRP site include the following:  
 Using larger, more fuel efficient trucks for material transport; 
 Using optimum insulation in buildings to reduce heat loss and heat recovery from equipment where practical; and 
 Maintaining site equipment and vehicles in good working order through regular preventative maintenance. 

7.3.2.3 C,O,D NS EA - - 

  8. Monitoring of air quality will occur during construction, operations and active closure phases per Section 13.1.1 of the Final EA 
Report. 

T-10 C,O,D MOE EPA - - 

 Sound and 
vibration 

9. Sound mitigation measures will be used, such as selection of quieter equipment. Implementation of sound abatement strategies to 
dampen sound infiltrating habitats and migratory bird leks surrounding high traffic areas of the mine. 

7.4.1.3, 
7.12.3, 7.14.3, 

7.15.2.3, 
7.15.3.3, 
7.16.3, 

7.18.4.1 

C,O,D MOE, MNR EPA, ESA - - 

  10. Should the final equipment selections determine through detailed engineering and sound level assumptions vary materially from 
those presented in the Environmental Assessment (EA), an updated assessment with the new information will be prepared as part of 
the detailed design and approvals application(s) for the RRP. 

7.4.1.3 E MOE EPA - - 

  11. The maximum charge size per delay for blasting is limited to 1,000 kg as the vibration and overpressure mitigation option. If the 
charge size is larger than 1,000 kg per delay, the vibration and overpressure levels emanating from RRP blasting operations will be 
reassessed in a detailed study to confirm that the predicted levels are within guideline limits. 

7.4.2.3 C,O MOE EPA - - 

  12. RRR will continue to work actively with local residents throughout the period of mine construction, operation and active closure to 
further manage and reduce any disturbances due to air and sound emissions to the extent possible, as well as for other effects. 

7.18.4.3 C,O,D NS EPA - - 
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Fish and 
Fish Habitat 

Pinewood River, 
Minor Creek 
Systems 

13. Collectively and individually, the processes and water management strategies proposed for the RRP are Best Management Practices 
and/or Best Available Technology Economically Achievable (BATEA), and RRR has committed to the use of such processes and 
water management strategies in the Final EA Report. Examples of such BATEA committed to by RRR: 
 Use of the in-plant SO2/Air process for cyanide destruction and metal precipitation, as well as to extended post SO2/Air treatment 

effluent aging in the tailings management area (TMA) and water management ponds, followed by constructed wetland treatment; 
 Detailed plans and designs to manage potentially acid generating rock (PAG) on site, including ongoing progressive reclamation 

at the stockpile to limit acid generation, with drainage from this stockpile reporting to the mine rock pond, for re-use as part of the 
mill process water supply thereby reducing fresh water requirements. Dissolved metals associated with east mine rock stockpile 
drainage would ultimately report to the process plant SO2/Air and hydroxide precipitation circuit, and then to tailings; 

 Use of emulsion and/or emulsion blend explosives as a means of limiting ammonia residuals from the use of blasting agents at 
source; and 

 Collection of site runoff and seepage as per Metal Mining Effluent Regulations (MMER), and to maximize the use of near 100% 
contact water recycle for the processing plant water supply. 

T-19,  
MOE Follow 

Up 
Commitment 

C,O,D MOE, EC EPA, MMER - - 

  14. Surface water runoff will be diverted from entering the pit or flowing through stockpiles by ditching or other means. 4.3.2.2, 4.6.2, 
4.12.7, 

4.12.7.2, 
4.12.7.4 

C,O MNR, DFO LRIA, FA - - 

  15. Open pit dewatering water will be contained and if necessary, treated before it is discharged to the environment. 4.3.2.2, 4.5,
App W-1 

C,O,D,P MOE EPA, OWRA - - 

  16. In regards to final reclamation, the open pit will be flooded at closure to create a pit lake either passively through natural groundwater 
entry and precipitation inputs; or by active enhanced flooding. Discussions will be held with the various government agencies to 
determine the optimal balance between maintaining Pinewood River flows and filling the open pit on an expedited basis. 

4.19.1, 7.6.1.3
App E 

App W-1 

D,P MNDM, MOE OWRA, MA - - 

  17. Enhanced pit flooding using the West Creek or the Pinewood River sources is not under consideration by RRR and has been clarified 
in the Draft Closure Plan submitted for review, pending discussions and further direction from various government agencies. 

MNR 52 MM No longer 
proposed 

DFO, MNDM MA - - 

  18. Pit lake water quality will be monitored regularly as part of the post-closure monitoring program. MNR 54 MM P MDNM, MOE EPA, MA - - 
  19. Should it be determined that future treatment is needed for stockpile runoff / seepage and overflow from the pit at closure, passive 

treatment options would be fully considered during the detailed design stage. 
BGRFN 18 D,P BGRFN MA, EPA - - 

  20. Ditches (and ponds as appropriate), will be established around the stockpiles to collect and manage runoff. Diversions will be sized to 
convey the environmental design flood. All sedimentation ponds will be designed with a retention period to meet the MMER discharge 
requirement for total suspended solids.  
 
The design criteria for perimeter ditching in this area (east mine rock stockpile and low grade ore stockpile) has been increased to the 
100-year return period condition, as these stockpiles will contain PAG materials. 

4.3.3,
4.6.2, 4.12.7, 

7.21.3, 9.2.5.2 
App W-1,  

T-26 

C,O,D EC MMER - - 

  21. The retention time for sediment ponds 1 and 2 has been increased to 12 days, subject to review and acceptance by the MOECC. T-27 C,O,D MOE OWRA, EPA - - 
  22. PAG mine rock (and ore) will be managed, with drainage from the PAG mine rock and ore stockpile reporting to the mine rock pond, 

for re-use as part of the process plant water supply. 
MOE Follow 

Up 
Commitment 

C,O MOE OWRA, EPA - - 
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  23. The deepest local till layer resting directly on bedrock contains PAG material and will be visually segregated and treated as PAG 
material unless otherwise determined, and will be stockpiled within the east mine rock stockpile, or disposed of in a manner where 
acid rock drainage (ARD) potentials will be controlled. A detailed mine rock segregation program / management strategy will be 
developed around the distribution of non-potentially acid generating (NPAG) and PAG materials, and a program of ongoing testing to 
be carried out during mining operations of the mine rock being removed. 
 
RRR proposes to utilize visual and geochemical data to identify that portion of the till overlying the bedrock which requires handling 
as PAG material, based on the characteristics of the clasts (loose stones) contained therein. Segregation is commonly utilized and 
MEND 5.4.2d (MEND Manual, Volume 4, Prevention and Control) indicates that segregation is applicable where a clean separation 
can be made and where a disposal location is available for the PAG material – both of which apply to the RRP. This PAG till would be 
treated as PAG material and would be directed to the east mine rock stockpile for disposal along with PAG mine rock. 
 
RRR is conducting a detailed sampling and analysis program of the overburden within the pit area. The study will be used to 
delineate the thickness of till over the bedrock that may contain locally derived PAG rock materials so that these materials can be 
segregated during operations and placed into the East Mine Rock stockpile, or otherwise maintained in a saturated condition.  
 
Periodic confirmation analysis will be conducted during the (open pit) stripping program to ensure that the initial interpretation of the 
thickness of till requiring handling as PAG remains accurate. 
 
A draft mine rock and overburden management plan was submitted with the Draft Closure Plan that will be finalized and submitted 
with the Final Closure Plan for filing with the Ministry of Northern Development and Mines later in 2014. It will also be provided to EC 
per their request. The plan will be revised during operations if necessary to ensure it remains current and as part of future Closure 
Plan amendments. 

4.6.2,
T-32 (and 

Table C, C-1; 
Annex 1, 

MNDM-1); 
T-39 

E,C,O MNDM MA -, later in 
2014 

- 

  24. Geochemistry monitoring:  
 Runoff and seepage related to tailings and stockpiles will be monitored as per surface and groundwater monitoring;  
 Blast hole sampling from open pit operations for mine rock segregation will be carried out throughout the open pit operations 

phase;  
 Tailings samples will be collected at regular intervals during the mine operations phase; and 
 Field trials will be carried out during all or a portion of the mine construction and operations phases as required to generate data 

need to confirm modeling results. 

T-10 E,C,O,D MNDM MA Field trials 
during 

construction 
and 

operation 

- 

  25. PAG material would only be used for fill material in areas where it can be maintained in a saturated state to exclude oxygen and 
inhibit sulphide oxidation. These uses may include underground backfill and construction of the upstream portion of the TMA dams. 

MOE-
GW12(Rev) 

C,O MNDM MA - - 

  26. Progressive rehabilitation of mine rock and overburden stockpiles will be undertaken where practical once the maximum height of 
each stockpile has been reached and/or as each lift is completed. 

4.3.2.1, 
4.19.2, 
7.8.3, 
App E 

O MNDM MA - - 

  27. Encapsulation of the east mine rock stockpile under a multi-layered cover is proposed with a long term goal of controlling ARD. 4.19.2 O,D MNDM MA - - 
  28. As part of the geochemical characterization studies for the project, RRR committed to an extended monitoring period of kinetic cells 

to both demonstrate and continue to evaluate the robustness of the geochemical results.  
T-40 C,O MNDM MA - - 

  29. The run-of-mine stockpile is the temporary, working stockpile for the processing plant; the low grade ore stockpile is proposed to be 
depleted during the latter part of operations. As a contingency only, it is proposed that should an ore stockpile remain at closure, it 
will be managed similar to PAG in the East Mine Rock Stockpile with a multi-layer cover and seeded. Runoff and seepage will be 
directed to the open pit as part of the passive water management system. 

MNR 50 MM C,O,D MNDM MA - - 

  30. Site runoff and seepage will be collected, managed and treated per the Provincial and MMER requirements. MOE Follow 
Up 

Commitment 

C,O,D EC, MOE MMER, 
OWRA, EPA 

- - 
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  31. The overall site footprint and watershed capture will be minimized to the extent practical, so as to minimize the quantity of runoff and 
seepage requiring treatment and management. 

MOE Follow 
Up 

Commitment 

E,C,O MOE EA; OWRA - - 

  32. West Creek pond and West Creek diversion flows will be measured on a continuous basis using water level transducers, supported 
by monthly manual measurements during the winter period, when transducer results experience interference caused by ice pressure. 

T-9 C,O MOE OWRA, EPA - - 

  33. The West Creek pond will only contain natural, non-contact water. The West Creek diversion channel will be kept separate from the 
constructed wetland downstream of the tailings management area, so as not to mix the natural creek water with excess water 
discharged from the tailings management area. 

4.12.4, 
7.5.1.3, 

App W-1 

C,O,D,P NS EA - - 

  34. West Creek Diversion will be positioned far enough from the pit perimeter to ensure integrity and stability and is expected to provide 
like-for-like fish habitat replacement. 

4.3.2.2, 
4.12.7.4 

C,O,D,P MNR, DFO LRIA, FA - - 

  35. The West Creek diversion will be permanent, and there is no further consideration being given to diverting any flows from this creek 
into the open pit to help accelerate pit flooding at or following closure. 

T-65 No longer 
being 

considered 

MNR, DFO LRIA, FA - - 

  36. There will be secondary containment in place for tailings and contact water pipelines at the crossing of West Creek. T-34 
(and MNR 45 

MM) 

C,O CEA Agency, 
MNR 

EA - - 

  37. A reliable water source for process plant operations and ancillary uses will be generated by maximizing the rate of water recycled to 
the process plant. Water demands are expected to be met by capturing and reusing the effluents and contact water within the site 
footprint. 

4.12.2,
7.6.3, 

App W-1 

O MOE OWRA - - 

  38. Water will be taken from the Pinewood River for the purpose of developing an initial water inventory, only during the construction 
phase. RRR does not intend to take water directly from the Pinewood River thereafter, except possibly for contingency purposes. 

4.12.2,
App W-1 

C,O MOE OWRA - - 

  39. Water recycle will be maximized, using approximately 100% water recycle for the processing plant water supply. MOE Follow 
Up 

Commitment 

O MOE EPA, OWRA - - 

  40. Local area lakes will not be used for process water supply for the RRP. MNR 79 RH No longer 
being 

considered 

MNR EA - - 

  41. All process reagents and materials, and wastes, will be handled and stored responsibly, according to supplier and safety guidance, 
regulatory requirements and industry best practices.  

4.7.6,
4.7.7, 
4.13, 

4.14, 9.3.5.2, 
9.3.8, 

9.3.9.2 

C,O,D NS EA - - 

  42. Any chemical spills within the process plant / chemical storage areas will be controlled through provision of secondary containment 
as appropriate, and will not enter the environment. Spills of potentially hazardous materials during transport, or from on-site material 
storage and handling facilities will be managed. Measures will be taken to prevent and clean up any hydrocarbon spills (and other 
spills) at source to ensure such materials do not enter surrounding waters as practical. Spills will be reported to the MOECC and 
other appropriate agencies per the requirements of the Ontario Environmental Protection Act. 

4.5,
4.13, 

7.21.1.3, 
7.21.3, 
9.3.4.2, 
9.3.5.2, 
9.3.6.1 

C,O,D NS EA - - 

  43. The TMA dams will meet strict regulatory requirements including the requirements of the Provincial Lakes and Rivers Improvement 
Act and will be constructed to withstand the probable maximum flood and maximum credible earthquake. A remedial action plan 
would be developed in consultation with appropriate government agencies in the event of dam breach. 

9.2.4.2, 
9.2.4.3, 

App W-1 

C,O MNR LRIA - - 
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  44. Runoff and seepage from the TMA and stockpiles will be captured, monitored, and either released to the environment if applicable 
criteria are met and/or re-used in the process plant during operations. Cyanide and metal concentrations in the tailings management 
area seepage and all treated effluent discharges to the environment will be controlled through the use of in-plant cyanide destruction 
and heavy metal precipitation, augmented by extended effluent aging in the tailings management area ponds. 

4.3.2.2, 4.6.2, 
4.12.7, 

4.12.7.2, 
7.21.3, 

AppW-1 

O EC, MOE MMER, 
OWRA, EPA 

- - 

  45. All active pipelines will be inspected twice per 12 hour shift and informally at other times. Should flow unexpectedly lessen or stop in 
a pipeline, an inspection will be immediately conducted. 

9.3.3.2 C,O,D NS EA, OWRA Twice per 
shift 

- 

  46. The exposed tailings beach will be covered at closure with a layer of overburden, with flooding of the remaining tailings with a layer of 
water to prevent the tailings from oxidizing over the longer term. This will ensure that the tailings pond water remains of high quality, 
such that it will not pose a threat to wildlife. 

4.19.3, 7.10.3,
App E 

O,D MNDM MA - - 

  47. RRR commits to maintaining the deposited tailings during the post closure period in a saturated condition in perpetuity to prevent the 
generation of ARD. RRR also commits to developing and completing a monitoring plan which evaluates the integrity of the cover 
system (e.g. low permeability overburden zone) and the continuous saturation of the tailings. 

Table 2: 
Hydrology 

T-37 
B-26 

P MNDM, EC MA - - 

  48. The thickness and maintenance of water cover over the tailings management area will be clarified in the Closure Plan. C-5, C-6 
(Annex 1, 

MNDM-11, 
-12, -15) 

E MNDM MA - - 

  49. A detailed monitoring plan will be developed as part of the Provincial closure planning process to ensure that the deposited tailings 
solids remain permanently saturated in the post-closure condition. This plan will include consideration of the low permeability 
overburden perimeter cover bordering the tailings dams to ensure that the deposited tailings beneath the perimeter overburden cover 
remain saturated, or alternatively that the overburden zone cover itself remains sufficiently saturated so as to prevent oxidation of the 
underlying tailings. 
 
The monitoring program will consist of the following principal elements: 
 Establishment of a field trial to simulate the performance of the low permeability cover, with initiation during the development 

phase and monitoring during operations to support the closure design to ensure saturation levels in the cover and underlying 
tailings to confirm, or modify, design criteria; 

 Survey of the final tailings surface prior to flooding for closure, with results of the survey tied to TMA dam crest elevations and the 
spillway invert elevation; 

 Establishment of a water level monitoring station within the tailings pond, near to the spillway, with measurements to be taken at 
regular intervals; 

 Establishment of a series of piezometers positioned around the TMA overburden zone perimeter that would measure water levels 
within both the overburden and the underlying deposited tailings, with such piezometers to be fitted with data loggers that would 
take continuous water level measurements at approximately daily intervals; 

 Updating the hydrological data for analyses of the TMA basin at a point approximately two years prior to implementing final 
closure of the TMA to confirm, or modify, applicable water balance parameters;  

 Undertaking an updated review of climate change scenarios at a point approximately two years prior to implementing final closure 
of the TMA to confirm, or modify, anticipated future hydrological conditions related to climate change scenarios; and 

 Annual reviews of water cover performance. 

T-37 E,O,D,P MNDM, EC MA -, Two years 
prior to 
closure 

- 
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  50. In the event that observed water levels within the TMA pond were to decline to a level where there was a risk of the deposited tailings 
solids becoming partially unsaturated for extended periods, the available contingencies to mitigate that condition would be the 
following: 
 Periodically pump water from the Pinewood River during spring freshet, or during other high water periods, to maintain the TMA 

post closure water cover within an optimal zone (alternatively water could be periodically pumped to the TMA from the upper 
water column of the flooded open pit – pending suitable water quality);  

 Raise the spillway invert to further increase the depth of the TMA water cover (this action would require a widening of the spillway 
to continue to allow for passage of the probable maximum flood); or 

 Raising the dam crest, as well as the spillway invert to further increase the depth of the TMA water cover.  
 

In development of the above contingencies, trigger levels would be developed for implementation of the contingencies.   

T-37 O,D,P MNDM, MOE, EC MA, EPA, 
OWRA 

- - 

  51. Mitigation measures that will be used to reduce potential adverse effects to the Pinewood River aquatic system will include the 
following: 
 Extensive contact water recycling for process plant needs to reduce overall water demands and to minimize final effluent 

discharge volumes to the Pinewood River; 
 Use of SO2/Air treatment for cyanide destruction and heavy metal precipitation in the process plant followed by extended effluent 

aging in the tailings management area pond and in the water management pond to achieve the highest quality effluent 
reasonably achievable; 

 Use of a constructed wetland system for final effluent polishing of a major portion of the discharge; 
 Management of the site for ARD control during operations and following closure to prevent adverse water quality impacts to the 

Pinewood River;  
 The Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO) Freshwater Intake End-of-Pipe Guidelines will be followed as mitigation for potential 

fisheries effects associated with water intakes; 
 Construction of the Pinewood River Highway 600 re-alignment crossing (bridge or culverts) in a manner that does not restrict fish 

passage;  
 Maintaining current fish habitat productivity; and 
 Implementation of an extensive monitoring plan for water quality and flow discharges, and receiving water aquatic life and 

habitat.  

7.6.3,  
MOE-SW-1 

(Rev), 
MOE Follow 

Up 
Commitment 

C,O MOE, MNDM, 
MTO, DFO 

EPA, OWRA, 
MA, MTO 

permits, FA 

- - 

  52. All final discharge points will have a point of control to immediately cease discharge. A control structure will be constructed at the 
discharge point of the treatment wetland to be in compliance with MMER. All discharge locations will be regularly sampled in 
accordance with environmental approval requirements and will provide insight as to ongoing treatment system performance.  

4.12.1, 7.21.3, 
9.4.1.2,  

T-30

C,O MOE, EC OWRA, EPA, 
MMER 

- - 

  53. RRR acknowledges the need to meet effluent criteria for any discharge to the environment. Excess water discharged to the 
environment will meet applicable Federal and Provincial guidelines for the protection of aquatic life, or other scientifically defensible 
alternatives, in the receiver, as well as any site-specific approval requirements.  

4.5, 4.12.1,
4.14, 7.5.1.1, 

7.6.1.2, 
7.21.3, 9.4.1.2 

App W-1, 
MOE-SW-8, 

D-18 

C,O,D,P MOE, EC OWRA, EPA, 
MMER 

- - 

  54. Minimize the number of final effluent compliance points as reasonable. MOE Follow 
Up 

Commitment 

E,C,O,D,P MOE, EC OWRA, EPA, 
MMER 

- - 

  55. RRR agrees to work with the MOE to develop a mutually acceptable minimum flow threshold, below which water from the Pinewood 
River would not be taken to build up the initial water inventory to support processing plant start up operations. Subject to approval(s), 
RRR is proposing spring and open water flow thresholds of 10,000 m3/d and 5,000 m3/d, respectively, below which direct water taking 
from the Pinewood River downstream of McCallum Creek, would temporarily cease until river flows recover. The application of such 
flow restrictions would be based on day to day prorated flow data obtained from Water Survey of Canada (WSC) Station 05PC023. 

MOE Follow 
Up 

Commitment 

E,C,O MOE OWRA - - 
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  56. The appropriateness of the use of the WSC station will be assessed as part of the operations planning, and if this station appears 
unsuitable, a separate dedicated flow monitoring station will be set up, either independently, or in association with the WSC. 

T-23 E,C MOE OWRA - Coordination 
with WSC 

  57. Optimize the timing and positioning of final effluent discharges to the Pinewood River so as to limit the potential for adverse flow 
effects to the river. 

MOE Follow 
Up 

Commitment 

C,O,D MOE OWRA, EPA - - 

  58. Subject to approval(s), RRR is proposing to operate the final effluent discharge from both the Constructed Wetland and the pipeline 
discharge from the Water Management Pond, such that a minimum 1:1 receiver to final effluent mixing ratio would be maintained in 
the Pinewood River, with the understanding that receiver to final effluent mixing ratios of greater than 1:1 would be the norm.     

MOE Follow 
Up 

Commitment 

O,D MOE OWRA, EPA - - 

  59. RRR commits to the discharge of effluents to the Pinewood River in a manner that will achieve rapid mixing within the river. If future 
operational monitoring shows that effective receiver mixing is not attained, RRR commits to implement additional measures to 
enhance mixing to a level which is mutually acceptable to the MOE and RRR. Such additional measures could include the use of rock 
groynes placed on either side of the channel to force mid-channel mixing, and use of boulder clusters to increase flow turbulence 
within the mixing zone.  

MOE Follow 
Up 

Commitment 

O MOE OWRA, EPA - - 

  60. Scheduling of RRP development activities will consider environmental aspects, such as fish spawning. T-45 E,C MNR, DFO, EC LRIA, FA, 
other 

- - 

  61. A No Net Loss Plan and compensation strategy will be developed and implemented by RRR to create new like for like habitats as 
project compensation and/or enhance existing restoration programs, to offset the RRP habitat losses. 

7.5.3,
7.5.4, 

App X-1, 
X-2, X-3 

E,C DFO FA - - 

  62. Except where aquatic habitat will be overprinted (and compensated for as part of Fisheries and Oceans Canada authorizations) for 
project development, a 120 m buffer zone will be maintained adjacent to rivers and creeks to the extent practical, to protect 
watercourses and their associated vegetated margins. 

7.11.3 C,O MNR, DFO FA - - 

  63. Fish flesh and fish organ tissue samples from the Pinewood River have been analyzed for metals for walleye and northern pike in the 
baseline condition. A commitment has been made to continue to monitoring metals in these two fish species after mine start-up. 
Should there be future evidence to show that fish are being taken from the Pinewood River on a more regular basis and prepared as 
a food source, RRR would be pleased to work with these fishermen to collect and analyze a reasonable sampling to reflect any 
applied methods of food preparation.   

T-15 O,D CEA Agency EA - - 

  64. Fish tissue (dorsal muscle tissue and livers) sampling will include both northern pike and walleye. If contaminant concentrations 
increase over time, potential consumers and the applicable Provincial departments (MOE and Ministry of Natural Resources; MNR) 
would be informed and information related to increased health risks (if any) would be provided, as suggested.  

T-15 
(and Table 2, 

T-15) 

O,D MOE, MNR, CEA 
Agency 

EA, OWRA - - 

  65. Specific erosion and sediment control measures and their locations will be provided in the permit application documents once 
detailed design is completed to avoid direct impacts to fish during the mine construction phase. 

MNR 25 CM E,C MNR, DFO LRIA, FA - - 

  66. Pond dams will be inspected at a regular interval by site employees for any visible signs of concern and particularly during and after 
major storm events. They will also be inspected periodically by a qualified geotechnical engineer at an interval that meets regulatory 
requirements at a minimum. 

9.2.5.2 C,O,D,P MNR, DFO LRIA, FA - - 

  67. Surface water: to be monitored during construction, operations and active closure phases, with post active closure monitoring 
expected to continue for a decade (or more) at reduced frequencies pending ongoing analysis of data 

T-10 C,O,D,P MOE, MNDM, EC OWRA, EPA, 
MA, MMER 

- - 

  68. Proposed (subject to modification to ensure participation and data sharing is adequate to meet the expectations of Aboriginal groups) 
surface water sampling program would include a First Nation training component followed by a rotating schedule whereby a First 
Nation representative would accompany RRR staff on the monthly surface water sampling program. Laboratory results will be 
received by RRR, reviewed and submitted to the identified individuals of each participating First Nation along with a summary 
explanation.  

T-4 C,O,D,P CEA Agency EA - - 

  69. Sampling of sediments will take place to evaluate soil quality parameters prior to undertaking any further closure activities for any 
contact water ponds and drainage works (including stockpile sediment ponds) where breaching is proposed. 

MNR 62 MM, 
MNR 64 MM 

D MNDM MA - - 

  70. RRR staff is willing to describe the ongoing water quality program and provide freshet data on request. The water management plan 
for the RRP provides for the management of all site contact waters in accordance with accepted industry standards including periods 
of high runoff, and sequences of high precipitation years. 

BGRFN 23 E BGRFN, MOE, EC EPA, MMER - - 
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  71. There will be no sediment ponds associated with the aggregate pit(s). T-31 No longer 
being 

considered 

CEA Agency EA - - 

  72. Related to the transmission line: 
 Tree stumps, root mats and ground vegetation cover will be left intact to reduce the potential for surface erosion and to help 

maintain groundcover for plant and wildlife habitat;  
 Vegetation (shrub) screens will be left to the extent practical along the single creek crossing that exists between Beadle and 

Preachers Lake, near the east end of the alignment, for erosion protection, while ensuring clearance requirements for conductors; 
 No in-water work will be conducted and all poles will be placed above the high water mark; 
 Industry standard sediment interception and erosion control practices will be applied wherever appropriate / needed;  
 Should any erosion of the ground be identified at the end of the construction period (or during any intervening inspections), the 

exposed area would be re-seeded or otherwise stabilized to control erosion until native vegetation takes hold. If the erosion is 
more severe, other methods such as placement of straw matting or equivalent will be used; 

 Where required in larger quantities, construction materials will be stored a minimum distance of 200 m from any open (non-frozen) 
surface water, and from major access points; and 

 Fuelling and maintenance of vehicles will not occur within 50 m of surface waterbodies. 

MNR 
Transmission 

Line 
Alternatives 
Assessment 

C MNR PLA, LRIA, 
CFSA 

- - 

  73. As a result of the independent First Nation review of the Final Environmental Assessment report, RRR committed to  
to a joint water quality monitoring and reporting program with the area First Nations (including Big Grassy River First Nation; BGRFN) 
as part of the existing monthly water quality monitoring program which is currently carried out by RRR. The program will be funded by 
RRR and form an integral part of the overall environmental management program as it relates to First Nations traditional knowledge 
and assurances of maintaining water quality and by extension, aquatic biota protection. The program will be developed jointly with the 
First Nations in lead-up to the initiation of mine construction. (Letter to Chiefs from Kyle Stanfield, October 2013). 

Table 3-4, D-2 C,O,D,P AC, CEA Agency EA - Dialogue 
with BGRFN 

  74. RRR has committed to provide a program of close coordination with Rainy River First Nations in support of the pre-existing First 
Nation Watershed Program and water quality protection. Company funding will be provided as part of the fisheries compensation 
program to further water quality enhancement programs for the Pinewood and similar agriculturally impacted waterways. 

D-7, D-17 C,O,D,P DFO FA - Coordination 
with RRFN 

  75. To help limit the exposure of potentially acid generating materials to this base drainage through the former Clark Creek channel zone, 
a layer of non-potentially acid generating rock will be placed in the former creek channel bed area. 

T-33 C,O MNDM MA - - 

 Groundwater 76. Groundwater: to be monitored during construction, operations and active closure phases, with post active closure monitoring 
expected to continue for a decade (or more) at reduced frequencies pending ongoing analysis of data. 

T-10 C,O,D,P MOE, MNDM OWRA, EPA, 
MA 

- - 

  77. A groundwater level (flow) and quality monitoring program of regular sampling and dipping of dedicated monitoring wells will be 
implemented to confirm that no area wells are affected by the mine. Furthermore, local well owners will be asked to participate in a 
well water quality program to monitor water quality in their wells. 

Public 
Comment 

C,O,D,P MOE OWRA, EPA - - 

  78. If water quality or availability in local wells is compromised (by the RRP), RRR is obligated to replace the system or offer water 
treatment systems to rectify issues related to water quality or availability shown to be caused by the mine. 

Public 
Comment 

C,O,D,P MOE OWRA - - 

  79. If local artesian wells stop flowing (related to the RRP), RRR will need to provide and install a pump to replace the artesian flow used 
by the homeowner. 

Public 
Comment 

C,O,D,P MOE OWRA - - 

  80. A number of groundwater monitoring wells will be placed around the TMA and east mine rock stockpile and pond areas, as shown in 
Figure 13-3 of the Final EA Report. This groundwater monitoring network may be amended or expanded through the MOE approvals 
process. Water levels in these monitoring wells will be measured continuously with data downloaded semi-annually. Groundwater 
samples will be collected quarterly, as described in Section 13.6 of the Final EA Report. 

T-35 C,O,D,P MOE OWRA, EPA - - 
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  81. Mitigation measures that will be used to reduce potential effects on groundwater include the following: 
 Returning captured groundwater indirectly to the Pinewood River (after treatment and testing if necessary) during the period of 

mine operations to minimize potential flow effects to the river, especially during naturally occurring, low flow conditions; 
 Using in-plant SO2/Air treatment for cyanide destruction and heavy metal precipitation to optimize the quality of groundwater 

seepage associated with the tailings management area during operations and following mine closure; 
 Managing the site for ARD control, both during operations and following closure to prevent adverse water quality impacts to the 

Pinewood River, including that associated with any groundwater seepage; 
 Accelerating open pit inflow following mine closure, to the extent practicable, balancing the need for managing water quality and 

maintaining Pinewood River flows over the interim period until the pit can be completely flooded; and 
 Implementing a monitoring plan for water levels, water quality and flow discharges, and receiving water aquatic life and habitat 

maintenance. 

7.7.3 E,C,O,D,P MOE, MNDM OWRA, EPA, 
MA 

- - 

 Vegetation 
communities and 
rare plants 

82. Monitoring of key terrestrial systems and Species at Risk (SAR) will occur during the construction and operations phase, with post 
closure habitat development and utilization by wildlife to continue at reduced frequencies consistent with SAR Permit requirements. 

T-10 C,O,D,P MNR ESA - - 

  83. Puffballs: RRR and AMEC would be happy to receive photos and/or samples of this species and have AMEC experts identify it. If 
AMEC experts are unable to identify the species they will consult with staff at the Royal Ontario Museum or the Canadian Museum of 
Nature. 

Public 
Comment 

E,C,O P EA - - 

  84. Rare plant surveys are proposed to be carried out along portions of the preferred transmission line corridor in late Spring / early 
Summer, 2014. Prior to transmission line construction, additional data collection will be undertaken for that portion of the proposed 
transmission line routing (Alternative A) west of Highway 71, where there is a baseline data gap for rare plants surveys. This 
additional data collection will be undertaken to support transmission line permitting, and would consist of the following activities, 
spread across a 2 km corridor (1 km on either side the transmission line): transect surveys for vegetation communities including 
surveys targeting the presence of rare plant species. Results will be made available to MNR once the report is complete and the 
report will be referred to in the Errata. 

MNR 6 CM, 7 
CM; 
MNR 

Transmission 
Line 

Alternatives 
Assessment 

E MNR To inform the 
EAA, PLA 

May / June 
2014 

Report to 
MNR when 
complete 

  85. The principal mitigation measures that are proposed to limit short and long term adverse effects to local vegetation communities 
include: 
 Minimizing dust production along primary mine rock and overburden transportation routes by implementing dust suppression 

methods and thereby minimizing the zone of influence. Primary dust suppression methods will include road watering.  
 Annual monitoring of dust deposition on vegetation adjacent to mine roads; and 
 Active revegetation and encouragement of natural revegetation / recolonization of disturbed areas as part of progressive 

reclamation during operation and active reclamation at mine closure. 

7.8.3 C,O,D NS, MOE EA, EPA - - 

  86. In regards to the transmission line: 
 Additional rare plant and breeding bird surveys to be undertaken in May and June, 2014 to identify any further potential 

environmental constraints that might require construction modification, such avoidance of disruption to rare plant sites (if present) 
through site specific habitat protection measures; 

 Undertaking transmission line construction in winter (normally December 1 to March 31) to better protect ground cover in sensitive 
areas where the protection of wetlands, rare plants and SAR is required, and completion of the remainder of transmission line 
construction in the late summer and fall, outside of the breeding bird season; 

 Vegetation removal will be reduced to the extent necessary to support construction activities and longer-term transmission line 
reliability (from interference with conductors and fall of adjacent hazard trees). Minimizing vegetation removal includes retaining 
existing low vegetation ground cover; 

 Access to the right of way (ROW) will be provided from existing infrastructure (some of which may need to be upgraded, as 
reasonable for personnel, material and equipment access), but no new permanent access roads are proposed. Generally, where 
access is poor, the ROW will be accessed along the ROW itself. Construction vehicles will not be allowed to travel through surface 
waters; and 

 Mechanical means will be used for periodic vegetation height maintenance along the transmission line, instead of herbicides. 

MNR 
Transmission 

Line 
Alternatives 
Assessment 

E,C MNR, MTO, EC To inform the 
EAA, PLA, 

MTO permits, 
MBCA 

May / June 
2014, - 

- 
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 Ungulates, 
Furbearers, Bats, 
Amphibians (see 
also SAR) 

87. Scheduling of RRP development activities will consider environmental aspects. Clearing of forests having a density of at least 10 
cavity trees per hectare with a diameter at breast height greater than 25 cm will be limited to outside of the bat roosting season (April 
1 to November 15) unless cleared by a bat biologist that has surveyed the trees for bat activity. Timing of the transmission line 
construction will be planned to avoid the breeding bird and main tourist season, as possible.  

4.16,
4.18, 

7.11.3, 7.12.3, 
7.15.3.3, 
7.16.3 

E,C,O NS ESA - - 

  88. Wildlife awareness information will be included in regular safety and environmental inductions performed by the mine, along with SAR 
identification and sensitivities, permit conditions and cultural awareness. Wildlife sighting logs or information boards will be installed 
to notify workers of local bear, wolf or other large mammal or furbearer observations. Workers and contractors will be made aware of 
seasonal changes in local mammal behaviour or presence in proximity to the mine. Food wastes generated on site will be managed 
in a manner that limits the attraction of wildlife, such as Black Bear. 

7.9.3,
7.10.3, 7.13.3, 

7.15.1.3, 
7.15.2.3, 
7.16.3 

E,C,O,D NS EA - - 

  89. All staff and contractors will be provided with training in animal encounters as part of the site orientation process. MNR 23 CM E,C,O,D MNR EA - - 
  90. Road-killed animals or any other carcasses found onsite will be removed in a timely manner to limit the attraction of wildlife. 7.13.3 E,C,O,D NS EA - - 
  91. A wildlife monitoring program will record the efficacy of these avoidance measures (will evaluate the effectiveness of the methods 

implemented) and annual reporting to EC and the MNR will provide the information requested by the reviewer. 
T-45 C,O,D CEA Agency EA - - 

  92. A more detailed wildlife follow-up monitoring plan will be developed through consultation with the MNR and EC. As suggested by the 
reviewer, additional control sites around the periphery of the mine footprint can be developed and monitored following mine 
construction and periodically throughout mine operations. A draft plan will be issued to MNR and EC prior to commencement of 
construction. 

MNR 21 CM, 
73 JV 

E,C,O MNR EA - Consultation 
with MNR 
and EC 

  93. The use of exclusion fencing for reptiles and amphibians will be added as a mitigation measure during construction and operations. 
The placement of fencing will be decided upon through consultation with the MNR and EC.  

T-46 C,O MNR, EC, CEA 
Agency 

EA - Consultation 
with MNR 
and EC 

  94. In regards to the transmission line: 
 Construction crews will be advised not to interfere with or harass wildlife. No hunting or fishing by construction crews will be 

allowed. Disciplinary actions will be taken should either occur; 
 Contractors will be required to handle food and food wastes in a responsible manner, and to educate workers to ensure no feeding 

of wildlife; and 
 Should any nuisance wildlife be encountered which pose a risk to construction crews, the MNR will be contacted for direction. 

MNR 
Transmission 

Line 
Alternatives 
Assessment 

C MNR EA - - 
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  95. The primary mitigation strategies for limiting adverse effects to wildlife will include: 
 Preventing hunting from occurring on all lands owned by RRR (required for the safety of workers; this is currently ongoing during 

exploration as well); 
 Maintenance to the extent practical of a 120 m buffer zone adjacent to rivers and creeks to protect watercourses and their 

associated vegetated margins;  
 Restoration of disturbed habitats at closure, including the development of habitats capable of supporting a diversity of wildlife 

species, including ungulates, large predators, furbearers and bats; 
 Enforcement of speed limits along proposed mine access roads to reduce the potential for collisions with ungulates. Signs 

warning drivers of the possibility of wildlife encounters will be posted in areas of high wildlife activity. A log of collisions will be 
kept to monitor the effectiveness of the proposed mitigation and additional mitigation measures will be implemented if necessary; 

 Inclusion of wildlife awareness information into regular safety and environmental inductions performed by the mine. Workers and 
contractors will be made aware of seasonal changes in local deer or large mammal behaviour or presence in proximity to the 
mine. Workers and contractors will be made aware of seasonal changes in local mammal behaviour or presence in proximity to 
the mine;  

 Treatment of the tailings slurry to levels equal to or less than 1 mg/L weak acid dissociable cyanide before deposition in the 
tailings management area (which is well below the 50 mg/L weak acid dissociable cyanide threshold criteria outlined by the 
International Cyanide Management Code); 

 Fencing the tailings management area to prevent access; 
 Covering the exposed tailings beach at closure with a layer of overburden and flooding the remaining tailings with a layer of water 

to prevent the tailings from oxidizing over the longer term. This will ensure that the tailings pond waters remain of high quality, 
such that they will not pose a threat to wildlife. The margins of the tailings pond will develop as wetland habitat;  

 Minimizing dust production along primary haulage routes by implementing dust suppression methods and thereby minimizing the 
RRP zone of influence; and 

 Disposing of food wastes generated on site in a manner that limit the attraction of wildlife, such as Black Bear and wolves. 

7.9.3, 7.10.3, 
7.11.3 

 

E,C,O,D MOE, MNR, 
MNDM 

EPA, ESA, 
PLA, MA 

- - 

  96. Mitigation measures that will be used to reduce potential adverse effects to amphibians will include the following: 
 Development of a compact RRP site to reduce overall habitat loss and to limit potential adverse effects related to sound emissions 

to the extent practical; 
 Restricting the clearing of terrestrial amphibian breeding habitats to periods outside the amphibian breeding season as directed by 

the MNR; 
 Implementation of sound abatement strategies to dampen sound infiltrating habitats surrounding high traffic areas of the mine; 
 Enforcement of speed limits along proposed mine access roads to reduce the potential adverse effects of increased vehicular 

traffic associated with the RRP. Signs warning drivers of the possibility of wildlife encounters will be posted in areas of high wildlife 
activity. A log of collisions will be kept to monitor the effectiveness of the proposed mitigation and additional mitigation measures 
will be implemented if necessary; 

 If frog mortality on roadways is found to be a problem along mine access roads or the re-aligned Highway 600, silt fencing may be 
installed to prevent frogs from crossing the road and may direct them to the nearest culvert(s); 

 Inclusion of wildlife awareness information into regular safety and environmental inductions performed by the mine. Workers and 
contractors should continually be made aware of seasonal changes in local wildlife behaviour or presence in proximity to the mine; 

 Treatment of tailings slurry containing cyanide and associated heavy metals from the ore leaching process in the process plant 
using the SO2/Air process before being discharged to the tailings management area;  

 Discharge of effluent that will result in protection of aquatic life standards in the Pinewood River so that no adverse water quality 
effects to amphibians are anticipated; 

 Maintenance of generally abiotic conditions within the tailings management area to discourage wildlife presence; and  
 Covering the exposed tailings beach at closure with a layer of overburden and flooding the remaining tailings with a layer of water 

to prevent the tailings from oxidizing over the longer term. This will ensure that the tailings pond waters remain of high quality such 
that they will not pose a threat to wildlife. Margins of the tailings pond will be developed into wetland habitat. 

7.14.3 E,C,O,D MOE, MNR, 
MNDM 

EPA, ESA, 
PLA, MA 

- - 
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Birds Migratory Birds, 
Raptors and 
Ravens (see also 
SAR) 

97. Generally abiotic conditions will be created within the fenced tailings management area during operations to limit the interest of the 
pond to waterfowl.  

7.12.3 O MOE, MNDM OWRA, EPA, 
MA 

- - 

 98. Scheduling of RRP development activities will consider environmental aspects, such as fish spawning and bird nesting seasons. Tree 
and woodland clearing will be restricted to periods outside of the breeding bird season (May 1 to August 15). Clearing or modification 
of known Trumpeter Swan breeding habitat will be restricted to outside the breeding season (March 15 to August 15).  

4.16,
4.18, 

7.11.3, 7.12.3, 
7.15.3.3, 
7.16.3 

C MNR, DFO, EC ESA, FA, 
MBCA 

- - 

  99. A monitoring plan will be developed for Common Nighthawk and Eastern Whip-poor-will, in partnership with the MNR, EC and 
interested First Nation Communities including the standardized information suggested well as a mortality trigger that will be decided 
upon during consultation with the MNR and EC, and in consideration of conditions under the Net Benefit Permit being developed by 
the MNR. 

T-45 E MNR, EC ESA, MBCA - Monitoring 
plan to be 
developed 

  100. Breeding bird surveys are proposed to be carried out along portions of the preferred transmission line corridor in late Spring / early 
Summer, 2014. Prior to transmission line construction, additional data collection will be undertaken for that portion of the proposed 
transmission line routing (Alternative A) west of Highway 71, where there is a baseline data gap for breeding bird surveys. This 
additional data collection will be undertaken to support transmission line permitting, and would consist of point count surveys for 
breeding birds between late May and early July, spread across a 2 km corridor (1 km on either side the transmission line). Results 
will be made available to MNR once the report is complete. 

MNR 6 CM,  
7 CM; 
MNR 

Transmission 
Line 

Alternatives 
Assessment 

E MNR To inform the 
EAA, PLA 

May / June 
2014 

Results to 
be provided 

to MNR 
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  101. The primary mitigation strategies for limiting adverse effects to birds and habitat: 
 Inclusion of wildlife awareness information into regular safety and environmental inductions performed by the mine. Wildlife 

sighting logs or information boards will be installed to notify workers of local observations. Workers will be made aware of 
seasonal changes in local animal behaviour or presence in proximity to the mine; 

 Minimizing the level of potentially disturbing activities near any known or subsequently discovered active raptor and raven nest 
sites until the nest is vacated; 

 Annual monitoring of the Bald Eagle nest in Woodland 122 to determine seasonal eagle activity at the nest site which will guide 
RRP activities occurring in proximity to the nest. Should eagles continue to use the nest site and raise offspring, work will be 
adjusted appropriately to reduce adverse effects to the breeding success of the local pair; 

 Maintenance of a safe distance between RRP activities and the nest as well as maintenance of landscape buffer areas 
(preferably forested or natural) between the activity and nest trees. To avoid disturbing nesting Bald Eagles, no buffer is 
necessary around nest sites outside of the breeding season once the juvenile eagles are known to have vacated the defined 
significant wildlife habitat; 

 Limiting less typical activities in proximity to the nest site during the nest building and breeding season. The local eagle pair 
appears tolerant of agricultural activities and road grading;  

 Environmental induction programs and ongoing environmental updates provided to workers will make them aware of Bald Eagle 
nesting activities prior to the commencement of new or irregular activities in proximity to an active eagle nest (within 500 m), and 
having them observe proper protocol in order to avoid disturbance during these activities; 

 Restriction of tree and woodland clearing to periods outside of the breeding bird season which extends between May 1 and 
August 15;  

 Protection of suitable breeding habitat as a result of the provision of compensatory habitat for species protected under the 
Endangered Species Act; 

 Restoration of disturbed habitats at closure to habitats capable of supporting a diversity of wildlife species; 
 Implementation of sound abatement strategies;  
 Enforcement of speed limits along proposed mine access roads to reduce the potential adverse effects of increased vehicular 

traffic associated with the RRP. Signs warning drivers of the possibility of wildlife encounters will be posted in areas of high 
wildlife activity. A log of collisions will be kept to monitor the effectiveness of the proposed mitigation and additional mitigation 
measures will be implemented if necessary; 

 Restrictions to clearing or modification of known Trumpeter Swan breeding habitat to outside the breeding season (March 15 to 
August 15) to prevent the disturbance of nesting swans or impact the likelihood of cygnet survival; 

 Disposing of food wastes generated on site in an appropriate manner that limits the attraction of wildlife, including Common 
Ravens, Turkey Vultures and Bald Eagles;  

 Timely removal of carcasses of road-killed animals or any other carcasses found onsite to limit the attraction of wildlife, such as 
Common Ravens and Turkey Vultures; and 

 Treatment of tailings slurry containing cyanide and associated heavy metals from the ore leaching process in the process plant 
using the SO2/Air process before being discharged to the tailings management area; and 

 Creation of generally abiotic conditions within the fenced tailings management area during operations to limit the interest of the 
pond to waterfowl.  

7.12.3,
7.13.3 

E,C,O,D MNR, EC, MOE, 
MNDM 

ESA, MBCA, 
OWRA, EPA, 

MA 

- - 
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  102. In regards to the transmission line: 
 Additional rare plant and breeding bird surveys to be undertaken in May and June, 2014 to identify any further potential 

environmental constraints that might require construction modification, such avoidance of disruption to rare plant sites (if present) 
through site specific habitat protection measures; 

 Tree clearing to take place outside of the breeding bird nesting season, defined as the period from May 1 to July 31; 
 Undertaking transmission line construction in winter (normally December 1 to March 31) to better protect ground cover in sensitive 

areas where the protection of wetlands, rare plants and SAR is required, and completion of the remainder of transmission line 
construction in the late summer and fall, outside of the breeding bird season; 

 Direct impacts to raptor nesting areas will be avoided. There are currently no stick nests on or near the proposed ROW. Should 
any stick nests be identified during construction, the area will be avoided until a qualified avian biologist can be contacted for 
direction; 

 Conductor wire separation distances will be sufficiently far apart to preclude larger avian species, particularly raptors which 
frequently use hydro pole for perching or nesting, from electrocution by contacting two conductor wires simultaneously; 

 Construction crews will be advised not to interfere with or harass wildlife. No hunting or fishing by construction crews will be 
allowed. Disciplinary actions will be taken should either occur; and 

 Contractors will be required to handle food and food wastes in a responsible manner, and to educate workers to ensure no feeding 
of wildlife. 

MNR 
Transmission 

Line 
Alternatives 
Assessment 

E,C MNR To inform the 
EAA, PLA 

May / June 
2014, -  

- 

Federal 
Species at 
Risk 

SAR: Species 
protected under 
the Endangered 
Species Act and 
species of special 
concern and 
Provincially rare 
species 

103. The site will be rendered suitable for other compatible land uses and functions after the mine has closed and the land has been 
reclaimed. RRR will encourage and, as practical, actively restore the RRP site to productive, naturalized vegetation communities on 
cessation of mining capable of supporting a diversity of wildlife species. RRP revegetation efforts at closure will include providing 
suitable habitat for SAR species, most notably whip-poor-will, and other species of interest, if practical.  

4.1,
4.3.2.1, 

4.19.1, 4.19.2, 
7.8.3, 
7.9.3 

D,P MNDM, MNR MA - - 

 104. The RRP footprint has been altered through consultation with the MNR in order to further avoid known whip-poor-will territories where 
feasible, including maintenance of forest buffers between RRP components and whip-poor-will nesting and foraging habitat where 
practical. Provide compensatory whip-poor-will habitat that protects known territories and other identified suitable habitat. Where 
feasible, manage site lighting fixtures to reduce excess light production near whip-poor-will foraging areas, so as to minimize 
disturbing these nocturnal birds (with all appropriate health and safety issues considered).  

7.15.1.3, 
7.16.3 

E,C,O,D MNR ESA - - 

  105. RRR will implement a monitoring plan for Eastern Whip-poor-will populations and nesting in proximity to the proposed mine and 
transmission line sites, within compensatory habitat areas. Continue funding external research programs in collaboration with the 
MNR in order to further our understanding of this poorly studied species, as part of a larger overall benefits compensation package 
required by the Endangered Species Act permit. 

7.15.1.3 E,C,O MNR ESA - - 

  106. RRR will implement a monitoring plan for Bobolink populations and nesting in proximity to the proposed mine site within 
compensatory habitat areas, and in appropriate control areas - developed through consultation with the MNR. Acquire and protect 
compensatory open country breeding bird habitat suitable for Bobolink breeding at a ratio of 1:1 for open-country habitat removed for 
RRP development. 

7.15.2.2,
13.7.1, 13.7.3 

E,C,O MNR ESA - - 

  107. RRR will identify Barn Swallow nesting colonies prior to mine construction. Establish zones where Barn Swallow colonization is 
desired, tolerated or not wanted. Create artificial nesting structures to encourage recolonization or new colonization by Barn 
Swallows in areas where farm structures are removed. Implement a monitoring plan for Barn Swallow populations in proximity to the 
proposed mine and transmission line sites and in appropriate control areas. 

7.15.3.3 E MNR EA Prior to 
construction 

- 

  108. Where feasible, RRP lighting fixtures will be directed in such a fashion as to reduce excess production of light to the surrounding 
environment (for Common Nighthawk and Short-eared Owl). 

7.15.1.3, 
7.16.3 

C,O,D NS EA - - 

  109. Monitoring of key terrestrial systems and SAR: during the construction and operations phase, with post closure habitat development 
and utilization by wildlife to continue at reduced frequencies consistent with SAR Permit requirements 

T-10 C,O,D MNR EA / ESA - - 
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  110. Mitigation measures that will be used to reduce potential adverse effects to Eastern Whip-poor-will will include the following: 
 Provision of compensatory whip-poor-will habitat that protects known territories and other identified suitable habitat; 
 Restricting the clearing of habitats to periods outside the breeding bird season which occurs from May 1 to August 15; 
 Implementation of sound abatement strategies to dampen sound infiltrating habitats surrounding high traffic areas of the mine; 
 Where feasible, management of site lighting fixtures to reduce excess light production near whip-poor-will foraging areas so as to 

minimize disturbing these nocturnal birds (with all appropriate health and safety issues considered); 
 Maintenance of forest buffers between RRP components and whip-poor-will nesting and foraging habitat where practical; 
 Management of dust through dust suppression activities (best management practices); 
 Enforcement of speed limits along mine-controlled roads to reduce the potential adverse effects of increased vehicular traffic 

associated with the RRP. Signs warning drivers of the possibility of wildlife encounters will be posted in areas of high wildlife 
activity. A log of collisions will be kept to monitor the effectiveness of the proposed mitigation and additional mitigation measures 
will be implemented if necessary;  

 Environmental induction of RRP personnel, including SAR identification and sensitivities, and knowledge of Endangered Species 
Act permit conditions; 

 Implementation of a monitoring plan for Eastern Whip-poor-will populations and nesting in proximity to the proposed mine and 
transmission line sites, within compensatory habitat areas and in appropriate control areas; and 

 Continue funding external research programs in collaboration with the MNR in order to further our understanding of this poorly 
studied species, as part of a larger overall benefits compensation package required by the Endangered Species Act permit. 

7.15.1.3 E,C,O,D MNR, MOE EA / ESA, 
EPA 

- - 

  111. The primary mitigation strategies for limiting adverse effects to Bobolink will include: 
 Restricting the development of open country habitats to periods outside the breeding bird season which occurs from May 1 to 

July 31;  
 Acquiring and protecting compensatory open country breeding bird habitat suitable for Bobolink breeding at a ratio of 1:1 for 

open-country habitat removed for RRP development; 
 Enforcement of speed limits along mine controlled roads to reduce the potential adverse effects of increased vehicular traffic 

associated with the RRP. Signs warning drivers of the possibility of wildlife encounters will be posted in areas of high wildlife 
activity. A log of collisions will be kept to monitor the effectiveness of the proposed mitigation and additional mitigation measures 
will be implemented if necessary; 

 Environmental induction of RRP personnel, including SAR identification and sensitivities and knowledge of Endangered Species 
Act permit conditions; 

 Implementation of sound abatement strategies to dampen sound infiltrating habitats surrounding high traffic areas of the mine;  
 Restoration of disturbed habitats at mine closure or encouraging development of habitats capable of supporting Bobolink and 

other open country species; and 
 Implementation of a monitoring plan for Bobolink populations and nesting in proximity to the proposed mine site within 

compensatory habitat areas, and in appropriate control areas.  

7.15.2.3 E,C,O,D MNR, MOE, 
MNDM 

EA / ESA, 
EPA, MA 

- - 
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  112. Mitigation measures that will be used to reduce potential adverse effects to Barn Swallows will include the following: 
 Identification of Barn Swallow nesting colonies prior to mine construction; 
 Restricting habitat displacement for mine infrastructure to periods outside the breeding bird season which occurs from May 1 to 

August 15; 
 Creation of artificial nesting structures to encourage recolonization or new colonization by Barn Swallows in areas where farm 

structures are removed; 
 Restoration of disturbed habitats at closure or encouraging development of habitats capable of providing suitable Barn Swallow 

foraging habitat; 
 Sound abatement strategies will be implemented to dampen sound infiltrating habitats surrounding high traffic areas of the mine; 
 Establishment of zones where Barn Swallow colonization is desired, tolerated or not wanted. These measures may be necessary 

to prevent colonization in areas of high human or vehicular activity that would put swallows and swallow breeding success at risk 
or where order and cleanliness are desired. In this case, discouraging tactics may be implemented to discourage colonization. 
Conversely, protection may be provided to swallows nesting in other locations where their presence is encouraged and does not 
cause problems to mine operations;  

 Enforcement of speed limits along mine controlled roads to reduce potential adverse effects of increased vehicular traffic 
associated with the RRP. Signs warning drivers of the possibility of wildlife encounters will be posted in areas of high wildlife 
activity. A log of collisions will be kept to monitor the effectiveness of the proposed mitigation and additional mitigation measures 
will be implemented if necessary; and 

 Implementation of a monitoring plan for Barn Swallow populations in proximity to the proposed mine and transmission line sites 
and in appropriate control areas.  

7.15.3.3 E,C,O,D NS, MOE, MNDM EA, EPA, MA Prior to 
construction 

- 

  113. Mitigation measures that will be used to reduce potential adverse effects to all species of Special Concern and Provincially rare 
species will include the following: 
 Restriction of principal habitat displacement for mine infrastructure to periods outside the breeding bird season which MNR has 

indicated occurs from May 1 to August 15; 
 Implementation of sound abatement strategies to dampen sound infiltrating habitats surrounding high traffic areas of the mine; 
 Where feasible, RRP lighting fixtures will be directed in such a fashion as to reduce excess production of light to the surrounding 

environment. 
 Establishment of zones where Black-billed Magpie colonization is desired, tolerated, or not wanted. These measures may be 

necessary to prevent colonization in areas of high human vehicular activity that could put magpie and magpie breeding success at 
risk. Discouraging tactics may be implemented to discourage colonization. Conversely, protection may be provided to magpies 
nesting in other locations where their presence is encouraged and does not cause problems to mine operations.  

 Enforcement of speed limits along mine controlled roads to reduce the potential for adverse effects of increased vehicular traffic 
associated with the RRP. Signs warning drivers of the possibility of wildlife encounters will be posted in areas of high wildlife 
activity. A log of collisions will be kept to monitor the effectiveness of the proposed mitigation and additional mitigation measures 
will be implemented if necessary; 

 Inclusion of wildlife awareness information into regular safety inductions performed by the mine. Workers will be made aware of 
seasonal changes in wildlife behaviour or presence in proximity to the mine;  

 Treatment of tailings slurry containing cyanide and associated heavy metals in the process plant using the SO2/Air process before 
being discharged to the tailings management area; and 

 Restoration of disturbed habitats at closure including the development of habitats capable of supporting a diversity of wildlife 
species, including Species of Special Concern and rare species. 

7.16.3 E,C,O,D NS, MOE, MNDM EA, EPA, MA, 
OWRA  

- - 
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Aboriginal 
groups – 
Current use 
of lands and 
resources 
for 
traditional 
purposes 

Land and 
resource use: 
related to both 
traditional and 
non-traditional 
use: 
 Land use plans 

and policies; 
 Mineral 

exploration; 
 Forestry; 
 Agriculture and 

adjacent 
residents; 

 Hunting; 
 Trapping; 
 Fishing; and 
 Other outdoor 

recreational 
uses. 

114. Timing of the transmission line construction will be planned to avoid the breeding bird and main tourist season, as possible.  4.16 E,C MNR, MNDM, EC PLA, CFSA, 
MA, MBCA 

- - 

115. Traditional Knowledge/Traditional Land Use (TK/TLU) data has been widely collected for the RRP, including from the closest 
communities of BGRFN, Rainy River First Nations and Naicatchewenin First Nation. All TK/TLU sessions were community driven, 
meaning that the method of data collection was community specific. The majority of the data has been broad and overreaching, 
which RRR will continue to respect as it serves as the basis for Aboriginal Persons unique relationship to the land. TK/TLU collection 
will continue; information collected will be appropriately considered for construction, operation and closure phases. For example, 
RRR will further investigate the historical travel corridor and incorporate appropriately any new information that may become 
available. (Letter to Chiefs from Kyle Stanfield, October 2013). 

Table 3-4 E,C,O,D,P AC EA - - 

116. RRR will share results of the TK/TLU data sessions in a non-public First Nations forum(s). (Letter to Chiefs from Kyle Stanfield, 
October 2013). 

Table 3-4 E,C AC EA - - 

117. RRR has an open invitation for First Nations, the MNO and regional stakeholders to participate in all baseline and environmental 
monitoring programs, including Whip-poor-will, where appropriate and to share monitoring results. RRR will continue to advise of the 
opportunity at public forums in order to encourage anyone who’s interested to participate. (Letter to Chiefs from Kyle Stanfield, 
October 2013). 

Table 3-4 E,C,O,D AC EA - - 

118. Additional information related to Lake Sturgeon and the Rainy River First Nations management program as requested, was added to 
the Final EA Report. RRR has committed to a program of close coordination with Rainy River First Nations in support of the pre-
existing First Nation Watershed Program and water quality protection. Company funding will be provided as part of the fisheries 
compensation program to further water quality enhancement programs for the Pinewood and similar agriculturally-impacted 
waterways. 

Table 3-4 E AC EA - - 

119. RRR will reach out to the Seven Generations Education Institute and/or the MNR to obtain any additional information on baseline 
health of animals and fish. (Letter to Chiefs from Kyle Stanfield, October 2013). 

Table 3-4 E AC EA - - 

120. Aboriginal People will play an active role in the development of the mine Closure Plan, including development of the monitoring and 
mitigation programs. While the Closure Plan will be completed prior to construction, RRR will consult on significant revisions 
periodically during operations to ensure incorporation of TK and best management practices. (Letter to Chiefs from Kyle Stanfield, 
October 2013). 

Table 3-4 E,C,O AC EA - - 

121. Monitoring programs targeted at ungulates (moose, deer) will be coordinated with local Aboriginal people. (Letter to Chiefs from Kyle 
Stanfield, October 2013). 

Table 3-4 E,C,O,D AC EA - - 

122. RRR would be pleased to assemble a map showing the locations of the closest First Nation community water supply intakes on 
receipt of the locations/coordinates. (Letter to Chiefs from Kyle Stanfield, October 2013). 

Table 3-4 E,C AC EA - - 

123. While the Draft EA has shown no impacts to Aboriginal or non-Aboriginal people’s health, any new information that has a potential to 
impact health will be provided to Aboriginal people. (Letter to Chiefs from Kyle Stanfield, October 2013). 

Table 3-4 E,C,O,D AC EA - - 

124. RRR will work with Aboriginal groups to ensure employee overall well-being. Programs to highlight the dangers of drug use combined 
with drug testing will be implemented. (Letter to Chiefs from Kyle Stanfield, October 2013). 

Table 3-4 C,O,D AC EA - - 

125. As a best practice and acting as a responsible neighbour, RRR will notify local stakeholders of project activities as appropriate. MTCS-2 E,C,O,D,P MTCS EA - - 
126. RRR has and will continue to actively engage the MNR and local outfitters including those that hold the Bear Management Areas that 

will be affected by the RRP. 
MTCS-6 E,C,O,D MTCS EA - - 

127. RRR will calculate the area of forest land that will be removed from the total forest land within BGRFN territory, utilizing public 
sources and provide this information to the First Nation on delineation of the traditional territory by the BGRFN. 

D-9, 
T-10, 

BGRFN 13 

E CEA Agency, 
BGRFN 

EA Once 
traditional 
territory 
provided 

BGRFN to 
provide map 
of traditional 

territory 
128.  RRR is consulting with First Nations and the Métis Nation of Ontario (MNO) on the Draft Closure Plan provided on March 19, 2014.  

RRR has provided resources to these communities to undertake independent review the Draft document.  Results of the independent 
review process will be used to help the Company develop any further commitments and/or mitigations to reduce potential impacts to 
Aboriginal and treaty rights. This process is expected to be completed concurrent with the conclusion of the EA process. 

D-9, D-12, 
D-15, D-16, 
D-21,MNO-5 

E CEA Agency, 
MNO, MNDM 

EA, MA March 2014 - 

129. RRR is open to discussing closure objectives in relation to the results of the Traditional Knowledge / Traditional Land Use (TK / TLU) 
study. 

BGRFN 28 E BGRFN, MNDM MA - - 
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130. RRR is supportive of the further development of mitigation measures in relation to traditional hunting (and plant gathering), which 
could potentially involve: 
 Continuing to involve BGRFN members in the development of adaptive management techniques related to closure planning, 

including the rehabilitation of habitat for wildlife; and 
 Restoring access to RRP lands following mine closure to the extent that such access is safe / possible. 

D-21 E,D BGRFN, MNO, 
CEA Agency 

EA - - 

131. RRR has committed to  provide BGRFN members the ability to access certain lands that RRR is able to make available for gathering 
of wild medicines, berries, or other vegetation. 

D-4 E,C,O,D,P BGRFN,   CEA 
Agency 

EA - - 

132. RRR has committed to ensure that Aboriginal communities (including BGRFN) has the ability to access the site for cultural and 
ceremonial purposes so that local Aboriginal people can undertake ceremonies at different times of the year to show respect for the 
land and its spiritual aspects. This will ensure that young people can participate in ceremonies and learn from elders and 
ceremonialists. Teaching through the generations will therefore be maintained. 

D-6 E,C,O,D,P BGRFN,  CEA 
Agency 

EA - - 

133. A detailed Fire Response Plan will be developed (Final EA Report, Section 8.2). This document will be made available for MNR 
review prior to construction initiation.  

MNR 3 MB E MNR EA Prior to 
construction 

Fire 
response 
plan to be 
provided to 

MNR 
134. RRR will engage with local stakeholders as appropriate to provide notification of project activities and to mitigate potential impacts as 

practical. 
MTCS-1 E,C,O,D,P MTCS EA - - 

 135. Related to the transmission line: 
 Compensation will be provided for merchantable timber value where applicable;  
 Maintain transmission line set back distances of not less than 100 m from area lakes to provide effective visual screening from 

open waters; 
 Landscape screening to minimize the contrast in landscape character; for example by leaving shrub cover vegetation that will not 

affect the conductors (i.e., the wire) in the ROW at creek crossings; and 
 Minimizing land use conflicts and concerns by consulting with other users and stakeholders (i.e., Aboriginal peoples, hunters, 

trappers, outdoor recreationalists) to identify and implement other means of conflict resolution. 

MNR 
Transmission 

Line 
Alternatives 
Assessment 

E,C,O MNR, MNDM CFSA, PLA, 
MA 

- - 

Aboriginal 
groups – 
Health and 
socio-
economic 
conditions 

Economic VSECs: 
 Direct, indirect 

and induced 
employment 
opportunities 

 Business 
opportunities 

 Income growth 
 Economic 

diversification 
 Human capital 

and 
 Government 

revenues. 

136. RRR will implement a hiring policy that encourages employment of local workers, including members of human environment regional 
study area First Nations and Métis communities. Where feasible, goods and services will be procured from local and regional 
suppliers as well as suppliers that can further demonstrate Aboriginal employee content. Provide on the job Common Core training to 
assist local workers to develop mining-specific skills, and implement career training and development opportunities for employees 
once hired. RRR will provide continuous, on the job safety training. 

7.19.3 E,C,O,D NS EA - - 

137. RRR will continue to engage with potentially affected stakeholders as the project develops, including those local and regional 
businesses which may provide accommodation facilities for the RRP workforce. 

MTCS-9 
(Antler) 

E,C,O,D MTCS EA - - 

138. Fish habitat compensation will be provided onsite related to the Federal Fisheries Act. A portion of this compensation habitat, notably 
the Clark Creek, Clark Creek pond and Teeple pond, could potentially be provided to licensed bait fishermen 

BGRFN 11 E,C BGRFN, DFO FA - - 

139. RRR respects BGRFN’s Aboriginal and Treaty Rights, and is working with the community to develop a collective agreement that will 
include mutually acceptable means for mitigation of accepted impacts. 

BGRFN 14 E,C BGRFN EA - - 

140. Where RRR has control, commercially reasonable efforts will be made to work with Resolute, MNR and local loggers to facilitate the 
use of merchantable timber by local mills, in recognition of the importance of mills to the local economy. 

Public 
Comment 

E,C P EA - - 

141. RRR will make reasonable efforts to accommodate Resolute in providing access through New Gold lands to Crown lands over which 
Resolute has an interest provided that the access does not interfere with mine construction or operation; that the access does not put 
the safety and security of New Gold or Resolute personnel or property at risk; and subject to the prior execution of any land access 
agreement(s) which New Gold deems appropriate. 

Public 
Comment 

E,C,O,D,P P EA - - 

142. As the mine approaches the end of mine life, RRR will implement strategies to transition the workforce to buffer the effects of job 
losses, as well as an Adjustment Committee. 

7.19.3 O NS EA - - 
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Aboriginal 
groups – 
Physical or 
cultural 
heritage and 
effects on 
historical, 
archaeologic
al, 
paleontologi
cal or 
architectural 
sites or 
structures 

Social VSECs: 
 Demographics 

and 
populations; 

 Housing and 
accommodatio
ns; 

 Public utilities; 
 Community 

and social 
services; 

 Highway traffic; 
 Human health; 

and 
 Cultural 

heritage 
resources. 

143. The health and safety of workers will be ensured by meeting applicable occupational health and safety legislation standards, as well 
as utilizing other best management practices for industrial hygiene hazard control as appropriate. 

7.21.3 E,C,O,D,P NS Various 
occupational 

health 
instruments 

- - 

144. While the Draft EA has shown no impacts to Aboriginal or non-Aboriginal people’s health, any new information that has a potential to 
impact health will be provided to Aboriginal groups. (Letter to Chiefs from Kyle Stanfield, October 2013). 

Table 3-4 E,C,O,D AC EA - - 

145. RRR will work with Aboriginal groups to ensure employee overall well-being. Programs to highlight the dangers of drug use combined 
with drug testing will be implemented. (Letter to Chiefs from Kyle Stanfield, October 2013). 

Table 3-4 C,O,D AC EA - - 

146. A blasting plan will be developed describing all proposed blasting operations at the RRP site. All personnel who handle explosives 
will have appropriate training; all other individuals will be restricted from access. 

9.3.1.2 E,C,O NS EA - - 

147. Recognizing that safety of workers is paramount, RRR will attempt to reduce light pollution as possible. Public 
Comment 

E,C,O,D P EA - - 

148. The RRP has been designed to meet all applicable fire protection system requirements and codes. Regular fire drills will occur to 
ensure that all workers are familiar with fire response procedures, as dictated within the environmental management system. All 
workers and visitors on site will receive an orientation which includes fire reporting and response procedures. 

9.4.3.2,
App V 

E,C,O,D NS Various fire-
related 

instruments 

- - 

149. Should it be determined in the future that additional fire break is required, appropriate approvals will be obtained from the MNR. 8.4.3 E,C,O MNR Ontario Forest 
Fires 

Prevention Act 

- - 

150. RRR will ensure that safe access to properties is maintained during the construction and operation phases of the project. Once 
detailed plans are progressed, RRR would welcome the opportunity to discuss further. 

Public 
Comment 

E,C,O P, MNR EA - - 

151. Any infrastructure, such as hydro services, that require relocation will be completed as expediently as possible, to minimize disruption 
to local users. It is currently envisioned that the disruption will only occur during the switchover from the existing to the (at that time) 
newly built line. 

Public 
Comment 

C P EA - - 

152. The re-aligned Highway 600 will be constructed by RRR to Ministry of Transportation (MTO) standards so that RRR can pursue 
transfer of the road to the Province after construction. 

4.15,
App W-1 

E,C MTO MTO Permits - - 

153. RRR has had extensive consultations with the MTO in Thunder Bay related to the RRP highway planning and will continue to discuss 
issues related to the Highway 600 re-alignment, and associated maintenance and safety issues with MTO, the Township of Chapple, 
Stratton, the Rainy River Valley Safety Coalition, school bus operators, utility companies and emergency response groups.   

7.20.5.3 E,C MTO MTO Permits - - 

154. A new East Access Road will connect Highway 71 with Roen Road by means of Korpi Road, to provide access for the limited number 
of properties on Marr Road north of the RRP site. 

4.15,
App W-1 

E,C,O,D,P P, MTO, MNR MTO Permits - - 

155. RRR will schedule the delivery of major equipment at off peak times where practical and ensuring that heavy loads are sized 
appropriately and transported only on highways that have sufficient load capacities while observing half-load seasonal restrictions. 

7.20.5.3 E,C,O,D NS EA - - 

156. Only licensed suppliers and carriers will be selected for the supply and transport of hazardous materials to the RRP site. When 
suppliers are selected, Rainy River will share supplier handling and transport information with the MNO. 

MNO-3 E,C,O,D MNO, TC Various 
transportation 
of dangerous 

goods 
instruments 

- Supplier 
handling and 

transport 
information 

to be shared 
with the 
MNO 

157. Drivers will be required to meet all applicable regulatory training requirements, be trained in spill response procedures for the 
materials they transport, and carry the appropriate Material Safety Data Sheets. 

9.3.4.2, 
9.3.6.2 

E,C,O,D NS Various spill 
prevention / 

response 
instruments 

- - 

158. Vehicles transporting materials to site will be required to maintain a supply of basic emergency response equipment, including 
communication equipment, first aid materials and a fire extinguisher, where appropriate. 

9.3.4.2, 
9.3.6.2 

E,C,O,D NS EA - - 
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159. Notification and/or reporting of any vehicular accidents and spills will follow Provincial (Ministry of the Environment) and other 
applicable requirements. 

9.3.7.1 E,C,O,D MOE EPA, Various 
spill 

prevention / 
response 

instruments 

- - 

160. With regards to controlling adverse traffic effects during transmission line construction: 
 Ensuring that RRR employees and contractors / subcontractors adhere to posted speed limits and practical speed limits along the 

ROW; 
 Contractors and their subcontractors will be required to have properly and seasonally maintained equipment; and 
 Maintain regular communications with the Township of Chapple, the Ministry of Transportation and Ontario Provincial Police 

representatives, to monitor and mitigate traffic effects. 

MNR 
Transmission 

Line 
Alternatives 
Assessment 

E,C MNR EA - - 

161. RRR will monitor regional housing supply, particularly in the Chapple, Emo, and Fort Frances markets during the planning and 
construction phase of the RRP and in advance of each wave of new operations employment. Engage in regular discussions with 
Municipal planning officials in these communities to understand the anticipated evolution of their resale and new-home markets, and 
the extent to which each community desires growth or does not. RRR will continue to work with hoteliers and town officials, to help 
avoid possible construction employment demands that would negatively affect accommodation capacity needed to support the tourist 
season. 

7.20.2.3 E,C,O NS EA - - 

162. Develop suitable policies and initiatives to encourage car pooling amongst employees, with the aim of reducing commuter-related 
traffic and reducing the individual burden of commuting. RRR may explore alternate accommodation strategies to support its 
employees. 

7.20.2.3, 
7.20.5.1, 
7.20.5.3 

E,C,O NS EA - - 

163. RRR will continue to discuss the RRP and potential additional demands that could be placed on the services of regional 
Municipalities. RRR will continue to support government-led initiatives that support social sustainability during all project phases. 
RRR with work with local service agencies to gather information about social issues or service capacity issues so that they may be 
addressed in a collaborative manner. RRR will maintain communications with local and regional service providers to monitor and 
work collaboratively to address any Project-related changes that may be experienced. 

7.20.3.3, 
7.20.4.3 

E,C,O NS EA - - 

  164. Potential health risks associated with the consumption of ungulate organ meats will be mitigated through the voluntary submission of 
organ meats by local hunters for analysis. Results of any such analysis would be made available to local residents and Aboriginal 
communities. 

7.21.3 E,C,O,D AC, NS EA - Results 
provided to 

local 
residents 

and 
Aboriginal 

communities 
  165. RRR has committed to undertaking a mitigation program related to cultural heritage landscapes and built heritage resources 

consisting of an illustrated history of the study area. 
7.23.3 E,C MTCS OHA - - 

  166. Emergency response procedures will be established as part of the environmental management system. After any incident, a review 
will be conducted to ensure that the required design changes and procedures and appropriate monitoring measures are in place to 
ensure that incident will not be repeated. 

9.1
App V 

E,C,O,D,P NS EA - - 

  167. RRR has committed to ensure that First Nations (including BGRFN) and Métis community members has the:  
 Ability to access the site for cultural and ceremonial purposes, so that local Aboriginal people can undertake ceremonies at 

different times of the year to show respect for the land and its spiritual aspects.  
 All RRR staff will undergo cultural awareness training. Temporary contractors will undergo an awareness program as part of the 

regular induction program when working at the mine (Letter to Chiefs from Kyle Stanfield, October 2013). This will ensure that 
people that work at the site are aware of indigenous culture and values, and are respectful of the principles and values of the 
Ojibwe people.  

 
This mitigation has been identified as a result of the Draft EA independent First Nation review and agreed to by RRR. RRR will follow 
up directly with the BGRFN regarding any additional mitigation and accommodation measures. 

Table 3-4, D-3 E,C,O,D,P AC, CEA Agency EA - - 
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  168. RRR is fully agreeable to work with local Aboriginal peoples on an ongoing basis to monitor metal concentrations in country foods 
(notably fish muscle and liver tissues, and White-tailed Deer liver tissue; and other wildlife tissues as appropriate. A commitment to 
work with local Aboriginal groups to sample White-tail Deer liver tissues [and other wildlife tissues as committed to herein] for metals 
analysis has been made. This analysis could be expanded to include testing for additional metals. RRR will work with local Aboriginal 
hunters to determine the most effective path forward on this topic. 

7.21.1.2,
13.5.2 

D-8, D-11, 
D-13 

BGRFN 15, 17 

E,C,O NS, CEA Agency, 
BGRFN 

EA - - 

  169. RRR will conduct a risk assessment of the potential long-term exposure of fish and wildlife to accumulated metals within the 
constructed wetland. Such a study will be carried out within one to two years prior to mine closure (or earlier during the project 
operations phase), and if a meaningful risk is determined to exist the risk will be mitigated as part of overall mine closure by removing 
and disposing the contaminated sediments to the bottom of the pit lake. This could readily be accomplished by a small dredging 
operation.  

D-8, 
BGRFN 12 

O,D BGRFN, MNDM MA One to two 
years prior 
to closure 

- 

  170. Unterman McPhail will prepare a complete description of the evaluation process for resources identified of cultural heritage value or 
interest in a memo format. 

MTCS-14 
(Didrikson) 

E,C MTCS OHA - - 

  171. At closure, RRR will undertake an evaluation of any remaining cultural heritage resources / structures located on RRR property in 
consultation with a qualified professional, and also incorporating any liability/public safety concerns. 

MTCS-14 
(Didrikson) 

D MTCS OHA - - 

  172. A range of conservation approaches will be considered in the recommended Cultural Heritage Assessment Report / Cultural Heritage 
Documentation Reports for Sites #11 and #13 as suggested by MTCS. 

MTCS-14 
(Didrikson) 

E,C MTCS OHA - - 

  173. RRR will provide follow-up documentation related to Cultural Heritage Assessment Report / Cultural Heritage Documentation Reports 
to the following local museums and archives:  
 Chapple Museum; 
 Kay-Nah-Chi-Wah-Nung Historical Centre (Manitou Mounds); 
 Rainy River District Women’s Institute Museum; and 
 Fort Frances Museum and Cultural Centre. 

MTCS-14 
(Didrikson) 

E,C MTCS OHA - Documents 
to be 

provided to 
local 

museums 
and archives 

  174. Monitoring would occur for the following durations: 
 Archaeology: construction phase 
 Built heritage: construction phase 

T-10 C CEA Agency, 
MTCS 

EA, OHA - - 

  175. With regards to protection of cultural heritage values during transmission line construction: 
 Should human remains be identified during construction, all work in the vicinity of the discovery will be suspended immediately, 

and notification will be made to the Ontario Provincial Police, or local police, who will conduct a site investigation and contact the 
district coroner. Notification must also be made to the Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport, and the Registrar of Cemeteries, 
Ministry of Government Services. 

 Should cultural heritage values (archaeological or historical materials or features) be identified during construction or operations, 
all activity in the vicinity of the find will be suspended and the Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport archaeologist be contacted. 
This condition provides for the potential for deeply buried sites not typically identified; and 

 In addition, RRR will continue to engage Aboriginal people about the transmission line construction and will respond should 
additional culturally significant areas be identified that could be impacted by the construction. 

MNR 
Transmission 

Line 
Alternatives 
Assessment 

C MNR, MNDM, 
MTCS 

PLA, MA, 
OHA 

- - 

  176. Related to transmission line, construction will be supervised by a qualified archaeologist at identified areas of high archaeological 
potential. Regular, ongoing discussions with stakeholders, Aboriginal people and local communities will help to monitor any effects to 
the socio-cultural environment and identify mutually satisfactory ways to mitigate negative or enhance positive effects. A formal 
complaints procedure will be established to provide stakeholders and Aboriginal peoples a voice during the construction, operation 
and decommissioning phase of the transmission line project. A response protocol will also be established to ensure that follow up 
occurs. 

MNR 
Transmission 

Line 
Alternatives 
Assessment 

C MNR EA - - 

  177. A targeted site investigation will be conducted at the end of mine life to identify soils that may have been affected by hydrocarbons or 
chemicals in specific areas (e.g. truck refuelling area). Soil materials found to exceed the appropriate cleanup criteria for 
hydrocarbons will be remediated according to government requirements. If there is reason to suspect an area of soil has been 
affected by chemicals other than hydrocarbons, soil samples will be collected and tested. If the applicable regulatory requirements 
are exceeded, an appropriate method of disposal will be sought in consultation with the relevant authorities. 

Public 
Comment 

O,D MNDM, MOE MA, EPA - - 
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 General / Other 178. Document and respond to comments, issues or concerns.  
 

3.3 to 3.6
App D1 to 
D-3, D-8, 

D-11 
(and others) 

E,C,O,D,P NS EA - - 

  179. RRR made 13 significant commitments (Tables 3-4 and 14-2) arising from the independent technical review of the Draft EA Report 
(Version 1) on behalf of Aboriginal groups which will be fulfilled. 

3.4.3.1 E,C,O,D,P AC EA - - 

  180. BGRFN undertook a second independent review of the Draft EA Report provided to the RRR on October 18, 2013. The review 
concluded that additional work with the community was required and RRR has committed to continuing the close engagement with 
the community in support of the RRP development. 

3.4.3.2 E BGRFN EA - - 

  181. Environmental monitoring will be conducted in accordance with standard practice and regulatory requirements, including any site-
specific environmental approvals. 

7.21.3, 13
(and others) 

E,C,O,D,P MOE, MNR, 
MNDM, DFO, EC 

EPA, OWRA, 
CRSA, ESA, 
PLA, LRIA, 

MA, FA, 
MMER 

- - 

  182. Operational procedures to minimize the potential of accidents or malfunctions will be incorporated into the environmental 
management system. Penalties will be imposed for operational violations. 

4.5,
4.7.7, 
4.13, 

4.19.1, 
9.3.4.2, 
9.3.5.2, 

9.3.6.2, 9.3.8, 
9.3.9.2 

E,C,O,D NS EA - - 

  183. Procedures will be regularly reviewed as part of the environmental management system. 9.3.5.2, 13.14 E,C,O,D NS EA - - 
  184. The emergency response plan included in the environmental management system will address the primary hazardous materials on 

site including procedures for spill response on the trucking route to the RRP site. 
7.21.3, 
9.3.4.2, 
9.3.6.1, 
App V 

E,C,O,D NS EA - - 

  185. All chemicals used at the site will have a Material Safety Data Sheet, in order to comply with the best practices in the industry for 
health and safety, and to provide relevant regulatory standards for the safe use of these materials. 

4.7.7,
9.3.8 

C,O,D NS Various spill 
prevention / 

response 
instruments 

- - 

  186. Monitoring details will be developed through ongoing stakeholder consultation during the EA process, and through conditions placed 
on regulatory instruments such as permits, authorizations and approvals, issued by the Federal and Provincial regulatory agencies. 

13.1 E,C,O,D MOE, MNR, 
MNDM, DFO, EC 

EPA, OWRA, 
CRSA, ESA, 
PLA, LRIA, 

MA, FA, 
MMER 

- - 

  187. A Follow up Monitoring Program (FMP) is provided in Section 13 of the Final EA Report, which subject to modification through the EA 
review process, will be implemented by RRR in the manner and schedule identified, to: 
 Verify the accuracy of the environmental assessment of a designated project; and 
 Determine the effectiveness of any mitigation measures. 

13 E,C,O,D NS EA - - 

  188. Subject to acceptance in writing of the FMP by the Federal and Provincial governments, monitoring results will be provided to the 
parties involved in the FMP annually during the construction and operation phases of the RRP. 

13._.4 E,C,O,D NS EA - - 
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  189. A list of FMP commitments made during the EA process will be maintained by RRR, indicating where appropriate: 
 The nature of the commitment; 
 To whom, or to what group or agency the commitment was made, if specific; 
 Whether the commitment is related to the EA process alone; 
 Whether the commitment is addressed or linked to a regulatory instrument, such as a regulation or environmental approval; 
 Any applicable timeline if any; 
 The status of the commitment; and 
 Additional actions required to fulfil the commitment 

13, 14 E,C,O,D,P NS EA - - 

  190. Environmental aspects and potential impacts of the project will be managed within an environmental management system which 
integrates environmental performance with overall project management. 

13.14 E,C,O,D NS EA - - 

  191. Implementation and maintenance of the environmental management system will be driven by the RRR commitment to ongoing 
compliance with the environmental requirements. Worker awareness of this commitment and requirements related to their work will 
be communicated through formal programs such as project orientation, job training or contractor packages. 

13.14 E,C,O,D NS EA - - 

  192. Periodic management reviews will completed to consider changing circumstances which could affect the continued suitability and 
adequacy of the monitoring plans, and to support continual improvement in overall effectiveness. 

13.14 E,C,O,D,P NS EA - - 

  193. RRR proposes to amend the Closure Plan periodically as more information becomes available and as required by the Ontario Mining 
Act. 

Table 2: 
Hydrology 

E,C,O,D MNDM MA - - 

  194. RRR is proposing to work with the BGRFN to provide access to alternative private lands for the purposes of supporting TLU on such 
lands; and potentially providing compensation or incentives through collaborative agreements between the First Nation and RRR. 

BGRFN 1, 9 E,C BGRFN EA - - 

  195. RRR will communicate with BGRFN on traditional teachings and ceremony. BGRFN 2 E,C BGRFN EA - - 
  196. RRR will review the BGRFN TK / TLU study and discuss accommodations of the cultural heritage sites identified.  BGRFN 8 E,C BGRFN EA - - 
  197. Related to transmission line construction, environmental monitoring will include (but will not be limited to) inspection of: 

 ROW to ensure excessive vegetation clearing is not conducted; 
 Appropriateness of equipment choice and maintenance of equipment to minimize environmental impacts; 
 Effectiveness of erosion control measures where applicable; 
 Construction activities and equipment operation, including refueling exercises; 
 Waste management, including wood waste from clearing and domestic wastes; 
 Monitoring of remedial actions associated with malfunctions and accidents (if any); and 
 Any requirements contained in environmental approvals and permits required to construct the transmission line. 
 
At a minimum, weekly inspections by a qualified person will occur of worksites and related areas, during clearing of the ROW and 
construction of the transmission line. Contractors will be required to have properly trained personnel to provide guidance to 
construction teams in the absence of the qualified environmental persons. The results of the inspections will be documented and 
follow-up actions, if any, delineated. Completion of follow-up actions will be confirmed during subsequent inspections. Inspection 
frequency will be increased should the need be identified. The duration of post-construction inspections, will depend on the results of 
the construction inspection. At a minimum, periodic aerial inspection will occur for environmental aspects during operation, coincident 
with other aerial surveys. 

MNR 
Transmission 

Line 
Alternatives 
Assessment 

C MNR, MNDM PLA, CFSA - - 

  198. RRR will continue to communicate closely with First Nations and the MNO regarding the Project. (Letter to Chiefs from Kyle Stanfield, 
October 2013). 

Table 3-4 E,C,O,D,P AC EA - - 

  199. RRR is committed to working closely with the MNO. RRR has provided resources to the MNO to undertake traditional studies as well 
as technical reviews of both the Draft EA as well as the Draft Closure Plan. RRR will continue to support the MNO as part of the EA 
process and as mine operations begin. 

RRR 
 

E,C,O MNO EA - - 

  200. RRR is committed to working closely with the area First Nations and the MNO. RRR has provided resources to Aboriginal Groups to 
undertake traditional studies as well as technical reviews of both the Draft EA as well as the Draft Closure Plan. RRR will continue to 
support First Nations as part of the EA process and as mine operations begin. 

RRR E,C,O AC EA - - 

  201. RRR will commit to clearing of flammable debris within a minimum 30 m buffer area. MNR MB-1 E,C,O MNR EA - - 
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  202. RRR is committed to continuing to engage potentially affected stakeholders as development and operation of the RRP progresses. 
Local municipalities will be engaged specifically in regards to contingency and emergency response procedures, prior to construction 
start. MNR coordination will be undertaken as appropriate. 

MNR MB-2 E,C,O MNR EA - - 

  203. RRR commits to preparing a road use strategy in consultation with the MNR, for review and comment by residents on Marr Road and 
other stakeholders, such as users of Crown land north of Marr Road prior to the initiation of onsite construction. The document will 
include identification of the means by which users can express concerns in the future (if any) to RRR. A final version will be provided 
to the MNR and will be available at the RRR Emo office and mine site. 

- E - EA Prior to 
construction 

Document to 
be prepared 

and 
consulted 

upon. 
 

1 Source: Bold text refers to Final EA Report references. Other references relate to follow up comments / response tables. Note that the commitment may also have been made in other locations not specifically referenced herein. 
 

2 E: Engineering and procurement; C: Construction; O: Operations; D: Decommissioning and active closure; P: Post active closure 
 
3 NS: Non-specific; AC: Aboriginal communities; other Aboriginal groups as listed (Note: the government agencies listed are generally for reporting purposes per CEA Agency guidance, rather than necessarily the comment source agency as follows  

DFO: Fisheries and Oceans Canada; EC: Environment Canada; MNDM: Ontario Ministry of Northern Development and Mines; MNR: Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources; MOE: Ontario Ministry of the Environment / MOECC: Ontario Ministry of the Environment and 
Climate Change; MTCS: Ontario Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport; TC: Transport Canada) 

 
4 CFSA: Ontario Crown Forest Sustainability Act; EAA: Ontario Environmental Assessment Act; EPA: Ontario Environmental Protection Act; OWRA: Ontario Water Resources Act; ESA: Ontario Endangered Species Act; FA: Federal Fisheries Act; PLA: Ontario Public 

Lands Act; LRIA: Ontario Lakes and Rivers Improvement Act; MBCA: Migratory Birds Convention Act; MTO Permits: Ontario Public Transportation and Highway Improvement Act and/or Highway Traffic Act; MA: Ontario Mining Act; MMER: Federal Metal Mining 
Effluent Regulation of the Fisheries Act; OHA: Ontario Heritage Act 

 
'_' Underscore is used in referencing multiple sections in the Final EA Report, to reflect the heading level that sequentially changes (for example: S7._.1, represents S7.1.1, 7.2.1, 7.3.1,...) 
 
 
Unless otherwise specifically identified, commitments listed will be implemented by RRR. 
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Table 5-26 (Revised): Woodland Characteristics and Wildlife Habitat Features 
 

Woodland 
ID in the 

NLSA 
Size 
(ha) 

Interior 
Habitat 

(ha) 
Wildlife Survey 

Points  
Wildlife Habitat 

Features  
Areas-sensitive 

Species 
Adjacent Habitat 

Features 

1 0.4 0 None None Not surveyed None 
2 329.7 107.62 None Deer Yarding Habitat 

(MNR 2006) 
Not surveyed None 

3 156.1 54.7 None Deer Yarding Habitat 
(MNR 2006) 

Not surveyed None 

4 0.3 0 None None Not surveyed None 
5 13.9 0 None None Not surveyed None 
6 173.9 12.9 None Deer Yarding Habitat 

(MNR 2006) 
Not surveyed None 

7 6.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
8 2.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
9 1.2 0 None None Not surveyed None 

10 0.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
11 861.8 191.78 BBS-2-18, BBS-2-19, 

CB1, CB2 
Deer Yarding Habitat 
MNR 2006); Area-
Sensitive Woodland Bird 
Habitat 

Ovenbird, Ruffed Grouse 
Veery, Winter Wren, 
Yellow-bellied Sapsucker 

None 

12 0.8 0 None None Not surveyed None 
13 2.8 0 None None Not surveyed None 
14 <0.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
15 3.9 0 None None Not surveyed None 
16 11.6 0 None None Not surveyed None 
17 22.4 0 B18, B19 None None None 
18 6.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
19 0.5 0 None None Not surveyed None 
20 <0.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
21 <0.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
22 <0.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
23 <0.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
24 <0.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
25 <0.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
26 <0.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
27 <0.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
28 2.0 0 None None Not surveyed None 
29 2.0 0 None None Not surveyed Adjacent to Pinewood 

River (likely animal 
movement corridor) 

30 1.5 0 B23 None None None 
31 4,315.9 1869.8 BBS-1-16, BBS-2-18, 

BBS-2-19, BBS-2-20, 
BBS-2-21, T1, T2, 
T3, T4, T5, B7, B11, 
B14, B15, B24, 
CB11, OW6, OW8, 
OW9, WF1, AM1, 
AM1206 

Deer Yarding Habitat 
(MNR 2006); Area-
Sensitive Woodland 
Breeding Bird Habitat; 
Habitat of Species of 
Special Concern 
(Eastern Wood-pewee, 
Golden-winged Warbler) 
and Provincially rare 
species (Little Brown 
Myotis) 

American Redstart, Black-
and-white Warbler, Black-
throated Gr. Warbler, 
Blue-headed Vireo, 
Hermit Thrush, Least 
Flycatcher, Northern 
Parula, Ovenbird, Red-
breasted Nuthatch, 
Scarlet Tanager, Veery, 
Eastern Whip-poor-will, 
Winter Wren, Yellow-
bellied Sapsucker, Yellow-
rumped Warbler, Wolf 
species 

Adjacent to Pinewood 
River (likely animal 
movement corridor) 
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Woodland 
ID in the 

NLSA 
Size 
(ha) 

Interior 
Habitat 

(ha) 
Wildlife Survey 

Points  
Wildlife Habitat 

Features  
Areas-sensitive 

Species 
Adjacent Habitat 

Features 

32 0.2 0 None None Not surveyed None 
33 1,786.5 427.0 BBS-2-2, BBS-2-22, 

BBS-2-15, BBS-2-16, 
FBMP32, FBMP34, 
FBMP36, FBMP90, 
B25, B26, B27, B29, 
B30, B38, B39, B40, 
B41, B42, B43, B44, 
B45, B46, B47, B49, 
B50, B51, B52, B54, 
B55, B56, B57, B62, 
B63, B64, B65, B66, 
B68, CB2, CB3, CB4, 
CB5, CB6, CB7, 
CB10, OW6, AM6, 
AM1205 

Deer Yarding Habitat 
(MNR); Area-Sensitive 
Woodland Breeding Bird 
Habitat; Habitat of 
Species of Special 
Concern (Common 
Nighthawk, Eastern 
Wood-pewee, Golden-
winged Warbler and 
Olive-sided Flycatcher) 
and Provincially rare 
species (Little Brown 
Myotis) 
 

American Redstart, Am 
Three-toed Woodpecker, 
Black-and-white Warbler, 
Black-backed 
Woodpecker, 
Blackburnian Warbler, 
Black-throated Gr. 
Warbler, Blue-headed 
Vireo, Broad-winged 
Hawk, Golden crowned 
Kinglet, Hermit Thrush, 
Least Flycatcher, 
Magnolia Warbler, 
Northern Parula, 
Ovenbird, Red-breasted 
Nuthatch, Sharp-shinned 
Hawk, Veery, Winter 
Wren, Yellow-bellied 
Sapsucker, Yellow-
rumped Warbler, Yellow-
throated Vireo 

Adjacent to 3 significant 
waterfowl (Trumpeter 
Swan) nesting features 

34 <0.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
35 <0.1 0 OW6 None None None 
36 <0.1 0 OW6 None None None 
37 10.8 0 BBS-2-21 Area-Sensitive Woodland 

Breeding Bird Habitat 
 

Black-and-white Warbler, 
Blackburnian Warbler, 
Hermit Thrush, Ovenbird, 
Ruffed Grouse, Veery, 
Yellow-rumped Warbler 

None 

38 25.5 0 B48, B55, B67 Area-Sensitive Woodland 
Breeding Bird Habitat; 
Habitat of Species of 
Special Concern 
(Eastern Wood-pewee) 
 

Black-throated Gr. 
Warbler, Hermit Thrush, 
Ovenbird, Pileated 
Woodpecker, Red-
breasted Nuthatch, Veery, 
Winter Wren 

None 

39 0.2 0 None None Not surveyed None 
40 1.4 0 None None Not surveyed None 
41 0.1 0 BBS-2-15 None None None 
42 1.4 0 BBS-2-16, AM2 None None None 
43 3.6 0 None None Not surveyed None 
44 2.7 0 None None Not surveyed None 
45 3.3 0 None None Not surveyed None 
46 27.9 0 None None Not surveyed None 
47 50.4 0 None None Not surveyed None 
48 137.7 35.6 BBS-2-14, B31, B32, 

B34, AM2 
Deer Yarding Habitat 
(MNR 2006); Area-
Sensitive Woodland 
Breeding Bird Habitat;  
Habitat of Species of 
Special Concern 
(Golden-winged Warbler) 

Blackburnian Warbler, 
Hermit Thrush, Ovenbird 

Adjacent to Pinewood 
River (likely animal 
movement corridor) 

 

49 8.6 0 None None Not surveyed None 
50 31.35 0 BBS-2-14, B35  Area-Sensitive Woodland 

Breeding Bird Habitat 
Black-and-white Warbler, 
Black-throated Gr. 
Warbler, Blue-headed 
Vireo, Hermit Thrush, 
Red-breasted Nuthatch 

None 

51 0.6 0 BBS-2-14 None None None 
52 35.0 0 None None Not surveyed None 
53 0.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
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Woodland 
ID in the 

NLSA 
Size 
(ha) 

Interior 
Habitat 

(ha) 
Wildlife Survey 

Points  
Wildlife Habitat 

Features  
Areas-sensitive 

Species 
Adjacent Habitat 

Features 

54 0.3 0 None None Not surveyed None 
55 <0.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
56 27.3 0.1 BBS-2-13, B36, CB8, 

AM3, OW5 
Area-Sensitive Woodland 
Breeding Bird Habitat; 
Habitat of Species of 
Special Concern 
(Golden-winged Warbler) 

Black-and-white Warbler, 
Hermit Thrush, Magnolia, 
Warbler, Ovenbird 

None 

57 12.6 0 FBMP49, FBMP92 None Ovenbird 
Veery 

None 

58 1.3 0 None None Not surveyed None 
59 1.8 0 BBS-2-13, CB8, 

AM3, OW5 
Habitat of Species of 
Special Concern (Olive-
sided Flycatcher) 

None None 

60 6.1 0 FBMP48, CB9, OW3 None Ovenbird, Veery None 
61 0.4 0 BBS-2-12 None None None 
62 2.7 0 BBS-1-17 None None None 
63 36.7 0.3 BBS-2-1, AM7 Habitat of Species of 

Special Concern (Olive-
sided Flycatcher) 

Hermit Thrush 
Veery 

None 

64 <0.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
65 107.2 25.2 BBS-2-12, FBMP04, 

FBMP05, AMEC 12, 
B33 

Area-Sensitive Woodland 
Breeding Bird Habitat;  
Habitat of Species of 
Special Concern 
(Canada Warbler and 
Golden-winged Warbler) 

American Redstart, Black-
and-white Warbler 
Canada Warbler, Least 
Flycatcher, Ovenbird, 
Veery 

Shrub / successional 
breeding bird habitat 

66 0.7 0 None None Not surveyed None 
67 0.4 0 None None Not surveyed None 
68 <0.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
69 0.9 0 None None Not surveyed None 
70 <0.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
71 0.1 0 BBS-2-1 None None None 
72 <0.1 0 BBS-2-1 None None None 
73 <0.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
74 <0.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
75 5.6 0 BBS-2-4 None Hermit Thrush 

Ovenbird  
Veery 

None 

76 <0.1 0 AMEC33 None None None 
77 <0.1 0 AMEC33 None None None 
78 0.4 0 None None Not surveyed None 
79 <0.1 0 BBS-2-11 None None None 
80 240.9 20.4 BBS-2-5, BBS-2-6, 

BBS-2-7, BBS-2-8, 
BBS-2-11, FBMP37, 
FBMP38, FBMP39, 
FBMP40, FBMP41, 
FBMP52, FBMP53, 
FBMP54, FBMP55, 
FBMP56, FBMP72, 
FBMP73, FBMP74, 
FBMP75, FBMP94, 
FBMP98, CB12, 
OW4, AM5, AM1207 

Deer Yarding Habitat 
(MNR 2006); Area-
Sensitive Woodland 
Breeding Bird Habitat; 
Habitat of Species of 
Special Concern 
(Eastern Wood-pewee); 
Habitat of Provincially 
rare species (Little Brown 
Myotis) 
 

American Redstart, Black-
and-white Warbler, Hermit 
Thrush, Least Flycatcher, 
Ovenbird, Ruffed Grouse, 
Veery 

None 

81 1.1 0 FBMP18 None Veery Adjacent to Pinewood 
River (likely animal 
movement corridor) 

82 55.2 0 FBMP25, FBMP21, 
FBMP93, FBMP100 

Area-Sensitive Woodland 
Breeding Bird Habitat 
 

American Redstart, 
Hermit Thrush, Ovenbird, 
Veery 

None 

83 1349.1 277.1 BBS-1-7, BBS-1-8, Area-Sensitive Woodland American Redstart, None 
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Woodland 
ID in the 

NLSA 
Size 
(ha) 

Interior 
Habitat 

(ha) 
Wildlife Survey 

Points  
Wildlife Habitat 

Features  
Areas-sensitive 

Species 
Adjacent Habitat 

Features 

BBS1-10, BBS-1-12, 
BBS-1-13, BBS-1-14, 
BBS-1-15, BBS-1-16, 
BBS-1-17, BBS-1-18, 
BBS-1-19, AMEC33, 
OW8, OW9 

Breeding Bird Habitat; 
Habitat of Species of 
Special Concern 
(Golden-winged Warbler) 

Barred Owl, Black-and-
White Warbler, 
Blackburnian Warbler, 
Hermit Thrush, 
Least Flycatcher, 
Ovenbird, Ruffed Grouse, 
Veery,  
Yellow-rumped Warbler 

84 0.3 0 None None Not surveyed None 
85 3.6 0 None None Not surveyed Adjacent to Pinewood 

River (likely animal 
movement corridor) 

86 48.7 0.19 BBS-2-10, FBMP01, 
FBMP03 
 

Area-Sensitive Woodland 
Breeding Bird Habitat 
 

American Redstart, Least 
Flycatcher, Ovenbird, 
Veery, Winter Wren 

 

87 54.7 1.16 BBS-2-23, FBMP09, 
FBMP10, FBMP11, 
FBMP12 

Area-Sensitive Woodland 
Breeding Bird Habitat 
 

American Redstart, Least 
Flycatcher, Ovenbird, 
Ruffed Grouse, Veery 

Adjacent to Pinewood 
River (likely animal 
movement corridor) 

88 0.2 0 None None Not surveyed None 
89 1.8 0 None None Not surveyed None 
90 0.5 0 None None Not surveyed None 
91 21.6 0 None None Not surveyed None 
92 <0.1 0 AM5 None None None 
93 <0.1 0 AM5 None None None 
94 <0.1 0 CB13, AM1208 None None None 
95 <0.1 0 BBS-2-7 None None None 
96 <0.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
97 2.8 0 CB12, AM1208 None None None 
98 71.0 8.4 B8, B9, AMEC31 Deer Yarding Habitat 

(MNR 2006); Area-
Sensitive Woodland 
Breeding Bird Habitat 

Black-and-white Warbler, 
Hermit Thrush, Ovenbird, 
Veery, Yellow-bellied 
Sapsucker 

Adjacent to Pinewood 
River (likely animal 
movement corridor) 

99 68.3 0 FBMP46, FBMP71, 
FBMP82, WF3, WF4, 
WF5 

Area-Sensitive Woodland 
Breeding Bird Habitat 
 

Black-and-white Warbler, 
Hermit Thrush, Least 
Flycatcher, Pileated 
Woodpecker, Veery 

 

100 5.1 0 None Woodland Raptor Nest 
(Common Raven - 
Active) 

Not surveyed None 

101 5.7 0 None None Not surveyed None 
102 0.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
103 3.9 0 None None Not surveyed None 
104 5.5 0 BBS-1-20, WF6, 

AM10 
None None Adjacent to Pinewood 

River (likely animal 
movement corridor) 

105 36.2 1.4 BBS-1-21 Deer Yarding Habitat 
(MNR 2006); Area-
Sensitive Woodland 
Breeding Bird Habitat 

Black-and-white Warbler, 
Hermit Thrush, Veery 

None 

106 0.33 0 None None Not surveyed None 
107 <0.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
108 <0.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
109 <0.1 0 BBS-1-10 None None None 
110 <0.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
111 <0.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
112 <0.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
113 <0.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
114 0.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
115 181.7 29.2 BBS1-9, BBS-1-10, 

BBS-1-11 
 

Deer Yarding Habitat 
(MNR 2006); Area-
Sensitive Woodland 

Golden crowned Kinglet, 
Hermit Thrush, Veery 

None 
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Woodland 
ID in the 

NLSA 
Size 
(ha) 

Interior 
Habitat 

(ha) 
Wildlife Survey 

Points  
Wildlife Habitat 

Features  
Areas-sensitive 

Species 
Adjacent Habitat 

Features 

Breeding Bird Habitat 
116 16.7 0 None None Not surveyed None 
117 40.4 0 BBS-1-11 

 
None Hermit Thrush, Veery None 

118 2.4 0 None None Not surveyed None 
119 74.2 1.2 BBS-1-5, BBS-8 Area-Sensitive Woodland 

Breeding Bird Habitat 
Black-and-white Warbler, 
Golden-crowned Kinglet, 
Hermit Thrush, Ovenbird, 
Red-breasted Nuthatch, 
Ruffed Grouse, Veery 

None 

120 272.5 79.4 CB16, CB17, WF6, 
AM10, AMEC24 

Deer Yarding Habitat 
(MNR 2006); Adjacent to 
Pinewood River (likely 
animal movement 
corridor) 

None 
 

None 

121 2,875.2 675.41 BBS-1-22, BBS-1-23, 
BBS-1-24, BBS-1-26, 
BBS-2-1, FBMP57, 
FBMP58, FBMP59, 
FBMP60, FBMP61, 
FBMP62, FBMP63, 
FBMP64, FBMP65, 
FBMP66, FBMP67, 
FBMP68, FBMP69, 
B1, B2, B3, B4,B5, 
B6, B60,B61, B69, 
B70, B71, B72, B73, 
B74, B75, B76, B77, 
B78, B79, B80, B81, 
WF1, WF7, WF8, 
WF9, CB13, CB14, 
CB15, CB17, CB18, 
CB19, AM12, AM13, 
AM14, AM1208, 
AM1209 

Deer Yarding Habitat 
(MNR 2006); Woodland 
Raptor Nest (Common 
Raven - Active); Area-
Sensitive Woodland 
Breeding Bird Habitat; 
Habitat of Species of 
Special Concern 
(Eastern Wood-pewee, 
Golden-winged Warbler 
and Red-shouldered 
Hawk) and Provincially 
rare species (Little Brown 
Myotis) 

American Redstart, 
Barred Owl, Black-and-
white Warbler, Black-
throated Blue Warbler, 
Black-throated Gr. 
Warbler, Golden crowned 
Kinglet, Hairy 
Woodpecker, Hermit 
Thrush, Least Flycatcher, 
Magnolia Warbler 
Northern Parula, 
Ovenbird, Pileated 
Woodpecker, Red-
breasted Nuthatch, Ruffed 
Grouse, Scarlet Tanager, 
Veery, Winter Wren, 
Yellow-bellied Sapsucker, 
Yellow-rumped Warbler 

Adjacent to Muskrat Lake 
and Mudd Lake 
 

122 2.1 0 None Bald Eagle Nest (active 
2012), adjacent to 
Pinewood River (likely 
animal movement 
corridor) 

Not surveyed None 

123 0.5 0 None None Not surveyed None 
124 45.7 

 
1.8 None None Not surveyed None 

125 11.7 0 None None Not surveyed None 
126 0.3 0 None Adjacent to Pinewood 

River (likely animal 
movement corridor) 

Not surveyed None 

127 76.9 1.7 BBS-1-3, BBS-1-4, 
BBS-1-5 

Adjacent to Pinewood 
River (likely animal 
movement corridor) 

Hermit Thrush, Least 
Flycatcher, Ovenbird, 
Veery 

None 

128 1.8 0 None None Not surveyed None 
129 82.8 7.5 BBS-1-3 Area-Sensitive Woodland 

Breeding Bird Habitat 
Black-and-white Warbler, 
Ovenbird, Veery 

None 

130 1.4 0 None None Not surveyed None 
131 3.2 0 None None Not surveyed None 
132 38.9 4.2 None None Not surveyed None 
133 24.4  CB22, OW11, AM16 None None None 
134 3.7 0 BBS-1-27 None None None 
135 29.0 0 BBS-1-3 None Black-throated Blue 

Warbler 
None 

136 <0.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
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Adjacent Habitat 

Features 

137 17.8 0 None None Not surveyed None 
138 <0.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
139 128.6 26.3 None Deer Yarding Habitat 

(MNR 2006) 
Not surveyed None 

140 139.0 7.4 BBS-1-2, CB20, 
AM1236 

Deer Yarding Habitat 
(MNR 2006); Habitat of 
Species of Special 
Concern (Red-headed 
Woodpecker), Adjacent 
to Pinewood River (likely 
animal movement 
corridor) 

Barred Owl, Black-and-
white Warbler, Least 
Flycatcher 

None 

141 6.2 0 None Adjacent to Little Pine 
Lake 

Not surveyed None 

142 119.0 8.7 OW11, CB21, 
CB22,CB51, WF14, 
AM16 

None Ruffed Grouse None 

143 104.9 2.6 CB22, OW11, AM16 Deer Yarding Habitat 
(MNR 2006); Woodland 
Raptor Nest (American 
Kestrel - Active) 

None None 

144 56.4 2.5 BBS-1-2 None Black-and-white Warbler, 
Least Flycatcher 

None 

145 7.7 0 None None Not surveyed None 
146 8.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
147 5.1 0 CB23, OW12, AM15  Adjacent to Muskrat Lake None None 
148 <0.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
149 3.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
150 5.2 0 None None Not surveyed None 
151 5.4 0 None None Not surveyed None 
152 0.5 0 None None Not surveyed None 
153 0.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
154 261. 34.8 None None Not surveyed None 
155 1.9 0 None None Not surveyed None 
156 1,179.4 151.4 TL6, TL7, TL8, TL9, 

TL10, TL11, TL17, 
CB29, CB30, CB31, 
CB32, CB33, CB34, 
CB35, CB36, 
OW1207, OW1208, 
OW1209, OW1210, 
OW1211, OW1212, 
OW1213, AM1216, 
AM1217, AM1218, 
AM1219, AM1220 

Deer Yarding Habitat 
(MNR 2006); Habitat of 
Species of Special 
Concern (Common 
Nighthawk) and 
Provincially rare species 
(Little Brown Myotis) 

Barred Owl, Black-and-
white Warbler, Black-
backed Woodpecker, 
Hermit Thrush, Least 
Flycatcher, Magnolia 
Warbler, Northern Parula,  
Ovenbird, Red-breasted 
Nuthatch, Scarlet 
Tanager, Winter Wren, 
Yellow-rumped Warbler 

Adjacent to Little Pine 
Lake 

157 143.6 17.3 None None Not surveyed None 
158 716.2 93.66 AM1210 None None None 
159 5.0 0 None None Not surveyed None 
160 7.8 0 None None Not surveyed None 
161 0.1 0.0 CB32, AM1219 None None None 
162 208.2 5.3 CB29, CB30, CB31, 

CB32, CB33, 
OW1207, OW1208, 
AM1216, AM1217, 
AM1218, AM1219, 
AM1220 

Habitat of Species of 
Special Concern 
(Common Nighthawk) 
and Provincially rare 
species (Little Brown 
Myotis) 

None None 

163 0.1 0.0 None None Not surveyed None 
164 5.6 0 None None Not surveyed None 
165 6.7 0 None None Not surveyed None 
166 8.3 0 CB34, CB35, 

OW1209 
None None None 
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167 1.0 0 None None Not surveyed None 
168 44.0 0 None Bald Eagle Nest 

(inactive) 
Not surveyed None 

169 0.1 0 None None Not surveyed None 
170 8.8 0 None None Not surveyed None 
171 49.2 0 CB48, OW1216, 

AM1231 
None None None 

172 53.4 0.4 None None Not surveyed None 
173 330.6 10.02 TL22, TL23, TL24, 

CB42, CB43, CB44, 
CB45, CB46, CB48, 
OW1215, OW1216, 
OW1217, AM1229, 
AM1230, AM1231, 
AM1233, AM1234, 
AM1235 

Deer Yarding Habitat 
(MNR); Area-Sensitive 
Woodland Breeding Bird 
Habitat, Habitat of 
Species of Special 
Concern (Olive-sided 
Flycatcher) 

Black-and-white Warbler, 
Blackburnian Warbler, 
Black-throated Blue 
Warbler, Black-throated 
Gr. Warbler, Blue-headed 
Vireo, Golden crowned 
Kinglet, Hermit Thrush, 
Least Flycatcher, 
Magnolia Warbler, 
Northern Parula, 
Ovenbird, Red-breasted 
Nuthatch, Veery, Winter 
Wren, Yellow-bellied 
Sapsucker, Yellow-
rumped Warbler 

None 

174 0.0 0 None None Not surveyed None 
175 0.4 0 None None Not surveyed None 
176 0.0 0 OW1217 None None None 
177 49.2 0 CB44, CB45, CB46, 

OW1217, AM1233, 
AM1234, AM1235 

None None None 

178 1.2 0 None None Not surveyed None 
 
Note: This table was revised on July 21, 2014 to include aspects related to the Eastern Wood-pewee as noted in bold text. 
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Table 5-27 (Revised): Likelihood of Potential SAR Occurring within the NLSA 
 

Species Species at 
Risk Act 

Endangered 
Species Act 

NHIC
S-rank Critical Habitat Observed* [Likelihood of Occurrence] 

Plants 
Muskroot  
(Adoxa moschatellina) 

-- -- S1 Muskroot grows in moist, rich hardwood forests. It 
flowers in the spring season (April to May) 
although its distinctive foliage may persist until 
late summer (Minnesota Department of Natural 
Resources 2012). 

[Moderate – Suitable habitat occurs within the 
NLSA.] 

Eastern Swamp 
Saxifrage (Micranthes 
pensylvanica) 

-- -- S1 The Eastern Swamp Saxifrage grows in swamp 
and marsh habitats and blooms in May and June 
(Michigan Flora Online 2011). 

[Moderate – Suitable habitat in the form of 
swamps and marshes is common within the 
NLSA.] 

Small-flowered 
Lipocarpha (Lipocarpha 
micrantha) 

END 
(Sched. 1) 

THR S2 This species is confined to moist sandy beaches 
which have some protection from waves 
(COSEWIC 2002). 

[Low – Sandy beaches not occur in the NLSA.] 

Western Silvery Aster 
(Symphyotrichum 
sericeum) 

THR 
(Sched. 1) 

END S1 This plant species grows in open bur oak 
savannahs on shallow soils over bedrock (MNR 
2008). 

[Low – Prairie habitat does not occur in the 
NLSA.] 

Mammals 
Little Brown Myotis 
(Myotis lucifugus) 

-- END S4 Little Brown Myotis requires cavity trees of large 
diameter to use as maternity roots as well as 
foraging habitat such as wetlands and open 
woodlands. Bat hibernacula generally consist of 
caves, abandoned mine shafts, and underground 
foundations (MNR 2012c). 

Observed. The study area provides an 
abundance of forest edge interface as well as 
low-lying swamplands which provide ample 
foraging habitat. Woodlands consisting of large-
diameter Trembling Aspen likely provide suitable 
cavities for maternal roosts.  

Northern Myotis 
(Myotis septentrionalis) 

-- END S3 Northern Myotis requires cavity trees of large 
diameter to use as maternity roots as well as 
foraging habitat such as wetlands and open 
woodlands. Bat hibernacula generally consist of 
caves, abandoned mine shafts, and underground 
foundations (MNR 2012c) 

Observed. The study area provides an 
abundance of forest edge interface as well as 
low-lying swamplands which provide ample 
foraging habitat. Woodlands consisting of large-
diameter Trembling Aspen likely provide suitable 
cavities for maternal roosts. 

Franklin’s Ground 
Squirrel  
(Spermophilus franklinii) 

-- -- S3 This species has a strong affinity for tall grass 
and mid-grass prairies. It generally avoids short 
grass habitats. Nests are in underground burrows 
(IUCN 2012) 

[Low – Prairie habitat does not occur in the 
NLSA]. 
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Species Species at 
Risk Act 

Endangered 
Species Act 

NHIC
S-rank Critical Habitat Observed* [Likelihood of Occurrence] 

American Badger 
(Taxidea taxus jacksonii) 

END END S2 Preferred areas include natural and undisturbed 
grasslands, shrubby areas and woodlots (Ontario 
American Badger Recovery Team 2010). 

[Low – Moderate - While this habitat does occur 
within the NLSA, the American Badger is a very 
rare species and two sightings were confirmed in 
the Rainy River – Fort Frances area between 
2000 and 2008 (Ontario American Badger 
Recovery Team 2010)]. 

Grey Fox  
(Urocyon 
cinereoargenteus) 

THR THR S1 In Ontario, the Grey Fox prefers deciduous 
forests, especially swampy areas (Royal Ontario 
Museum 2008). Grey Fox occurrence in Ontario 
generally hugs the border with the United States. 

[Moderate – The NLSA provides suitable 
habitat. Three commercial traplines partially 
intersect the NLSA. MNR records from fur 
harvest between 1993 and 2008 show that Grey 
Fox had been captured in the general area].  

Birds 
Black-billed Magpie 
(Pica pica) 

-- -- S3? This species is a resident of open country with 
scattered trees, riparian corridors, open 
woodland, forest edge, farmland, and suburban 
clearings. The species was first noted in Rainy 
River in 1975 and has since been increasing 
significantly (Cadman et al. 2007). 

Observed. Suitable habitat is widespread within 
the NLSA including open country, open 
woodlands, and forest edges bordering 
extensive farmlands (primarily hayfields and 
pasture lands). This species has been 
increasing in abundance in the area (Cadman et 
al. 2007). 

Eastern Whip-poor-will 
(Antrostomus vociferous) 

THR 
(Sched. 1) 

THR S4B This species prefers rock or sand barrens with 
scattered trees, savannahs, old burns in early 
succession, and open conifer plantations 
(Cadman et al. 2007). Accordingly, pine (barrens 
and plantations), oak (barrens and savannahs), 
and aspen and birch (early to mid-succession) 
are common tree species associations 
(COSEWIC 2009a). 

Observed. Suitable habitat in the form of rocky 
outcrops and open forests is widespread within 
the NLSA. 

Common Nighthawk 
(Chordeiles minor) 

THR 
(Sched. 1) 

Special 
Concern 

S4B Common Nighthawks utilize a wide variety of 
natural open country habitats including sand 
dunes, cutovers, burns, rocky outcrops, bogs, 
short-grass prairies, open forests, marshes, 
lakeshores, rock barrens, and forest clearings 
(COSEWIC 2007). This species has also adapted 
to anthropogenically modified habitats including 
mine tailings, quarries, urban parks, airports, 
gravel roads, and flat-topped buildings. Despite 
this species’ tolerance of disturbed lands, it 
prefers natural habitats. 

Observed. This species was observed both in 
proximity to the proposed mine footprint and 
along the proposed transmission line corridor. 
Cumulative studies between 2010 and 2011 
indicated that nighthawks were most readily 
observed where cleared forest and rocky 
outcrops were present, particularly in proximity 
to the proposed transmission line. Cleared forest 
in this area undoubtedly provides both nesting 
habitat and open foraging habitat for this 
species.
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Species Species at 
Risk Act 

Endangered 
Species Act 

NHIC
S-rank Critical Habitat Observed* [Likelihood of Occurrence] 

Short-eared Owl 
(Asio flammeus) 

Special 
Concern 
(Sched. 1) 

Special 
Concern 

S3S4 This species nests in areas of tall grass in 
grasslands, agricultural lands and wetlands 
(Cadman et al. 2007). This species uses similar 
habitat for foraging. 

Observed. One individual was observed in 
2010. Subsequent surveys between 2011 and 
2013 did not provide additional observations. 

Bobolink  
(Dolichonyx oryzivorus) 

THR (Sched. 
status 
pending) 

THR S4B The Bobolink nests primarily in forage crops (e.g., 
hayfields and pastures) and old field habitat. It 
can adapt to low-moderate livestock grazing, but 
not intensive grazing. The preferred habitat 
characteristics are often found in old (≥8 years) 
forage crops (COSEWIC 2010a). Nesting 
success is positively correlated to larger habitat 
size, although this species will utilize smaller 
areas of 10 to 30 ha. 

Observed. The presence of agricultural lands is 
extensive within the NLSA, consisting primarily 
of hay fields and pasture lands (row cropping is 
rare in the area). Scattered populations of 
Bobolink are known to exist in the Rainy River 
District. 

American White Pelican 
(Pelecanus 
erythrorhynchos) 

NAR THR S2B In Ontario, this species breeds on small, remote, 
low bedrock islands in fresh water lakes. 
Breeding colonies occur on islands within Lake of 
the Woods (Cadman et al. 2007). 

Observed. The closest known pelican colony to 
the NLSA exists on Lake of the Woods (Cadman 
et al. 2007). Pelicans are known to forage at 
considerable distances (50 to 100 km) from 
breeding colonies and may use the NLSA as 
foraging habitat only. 

Bald Eagle  
(Haliaeetus 
leucocephalus) 

NAR Special 
Concern 

S4 Bald Eagles use shoreline habitat associated with 
lakes and large rivers (rarely small lakes and 
rivers) for nesting and foraging and often prefer 
nesting on islands (MNR 2000). Hunting areas 
consist of productive areas of open water or deep 
water marshes supporting large quantities of fish 
(MNR 2000).  

Observed. Bald Eagles feed primarily on fish 
and thus usually require large open waterbodies 
to hunt. The Pinewood River, located within the 
NLSA, may support suitable fish populations. 

Peregrine Falcon 
(Falco peregrines) 

Special 
Concern 
(Sched. 1) 

Special 
Concern 

S2S3 Peregrine Falcons nest on ledges found on 
vertical cliff faces, but will also utilize manmade 
structures such as: tall buildings, bridges and the 
walls of open pit mines. In Ontario, suitable 
vertical faces are generally 50 to 200 m high and 
will typically overlook water bodies and forested 
areas. 

Observed. One individual was observed in 
2010, flying across the NLSA during migration. 
No cliff faces are present in the study area, and 
therefore, no nesting habitat is present. 
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Risk Act 

Endangered 
Species Act 

NHIC
S-rank Critical Habitat Observed* [Likelihood of Occurrence] 

Olive-sided Flycatcher 
(Contopus cooperi) 

THR 
(Sched. 1) 

Special 
Concern 

S4B This species prefers natural forest openings 
created by forest fires or other natural 
disturbance. Snags of large trees remaining on 
disturbed landscapes are an important ecological 
element of flycatcher habitat as they provide 
elevated perches used for foraging and may 
provide habitat for insects. 

Observed. The Olive-sided Flycatcher is a 
widespread species in Northern Ontario. The 
NLSA provides suitable breeding habitat in the 
form of forests with natural openings created by 
rocky outcroppings. 

Canada Warbler 
(Cardellina Canadensis) 

THR 
(Sched. 1) 

Special 
Concern 

S4B Canada Warbler will nest in the interior of wet 
mixed woodlands or swamps (Cadman et al. 
2007). 

Observed. Moist mixed forests and slopes 
representing suitable Canada Warbler habitat 
are rare in the NLSA and likely inhibit this 
species from occurring in greater numbers. 

Least Bittern  
(Ixobrychus exilis) 

THR 
(Sched. 1) 

THR S4B Least Bittern breed strictly in marshes with tall 
emergent vegetation (usually cattails) that have 
relatively stable water levels (less than 1 m, and 
usually 10 to 50 cm) and about 50% open water 
interspersed in small pockets throughout the 
vegetated areas (COSEWIC 2009b). Larger 
wetlands (>5 to 10 ha) are said to be particularly 
important. 

[Low– Records in the OBBA show that Least 
Bittern is not common within the Rainy River 
District and those records are from cattail 
marshes near Fort Frances (Cadman et al. 
2007). Cattail marshes are sporadic within the 
NLSA]. 

Black Tern  
(Chlidonias niger) 

NAR  Special 
Concern 

S3B Black Terns nest in loose colonies and prefer 
large marshes with 50:50 open water and 
emergent vegetation (Cadman et al. 2007). 

[Low – Black Tern colonies are known to occur 
at Lake of the Woods, west of the NLSA. No 
known colonies occur within the NLSA where 
suitable large, open marshes are rare]. 

Yellow Rail  
(Coturnicops 
noveboracensis) 

Special 
Concern 
(Sched. 1) 

Special 
Concern 

S4B This species breeds in damp, sedge-dominated 
habitat that maintains up to 15 cm of standing 
water throughout the breeding season (Cadman 
et al. 2007). 

[Low – Moderate – This species is known to 
occur in the Rainy River District; however, 
suitable breeding habitat is uncommon in the 
NLSA. The presence of this secretive species 
may be difficult to confirm]. 

Eastern Meadowlark 
(Sturnella magna) 

THR (Sched. 
status 
pending) 

THR S4B This species prefers native grasslands but will 
nest in pastures and agricultural hay fields. It also 
uses old fields and meadows, often over-grown 
with shrubs, and prefers dry habitat to wet and 
tall grass to short (COSEWIC 2011b). 

[Low – Moderate – The presence of agricultural 
lands is extensive within the NLSA, consisting 
primarily of hay fields and pasture lands (row 
cropping is rare in the area). Scattered 
populations of Eastern Meadowlark are known to 
exist in the Rainy River District. The NLSA 
occurs in a region where the ranges of Eastern 
and Western Meadowlark overlap].  
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Risk Act 

Endangered 
Species Act 

NHIC
S-rank Critical Habitat Observed* [Likelihood of Occurrence] 

Western Meadowlark 
(Sturnella neglecta) 

-- -- S3B Like the Eastern Meadowlark, Western 
Meadowlarks prefer native grasslands but 
generally nest in pastures and agricultural hay 
fields in Ontario (Cadman et al. 2007). 

[Moderate – The presence of agricultural lands 
is extensive within the NLSA, consisting 
primarily of hay fields and pasture lands (row 
cropping is rare in the area). A viable population 
of this species is known to occur in the 
southwestern Rainy River District. The NLSA 
occurs in a region where the ranges of Eastern 
and Western Meadowlark overlap]. 

Chimney Swift  
(Chaetura pelagic) 

THR 
(Sched. 1) 

THR S4B, 
S4N 

Chimney Swifts nest and roost predominantly in 
old chimneys, although some may utilize hollow 
trees, other tree cavities, and cracks in cliffs 
(Cadman et al. 2007). This species requires the 
presence of dated human settlement, cliffs, or 
large trees of large diameter or snags. 

[Moderate – The Chimney Swift is known to 
occur in the Rainy River District (Cadman et al. 
2007). The NLSA contains a small rural 
settlement which may provide suitable habitat. 
Rocky outcroppings occur within the NLSA and 
may provide suitable cliff nesting habitat. Cavity 
trees of large diameter likely occur in forested 
areas of the NLSA, although swift nesting in 
such locations is uncommon].  

Red-headed 
Woodpecker 
(Melanerpes 
erythrocephalus) 

THR 
(Sched. 1) 

Special 
Concern 

S4B Red-headed Woodpeckers are associated with 
the Carolinian forest where they inhabit open 
woodlands, oak savannah, riparian forest, and 
hedgerows. This species is particularly drawn to 
American Beech trees on which they forage for 
beach nuts and insects (Cadman et al. 2007). 

Observed. It is estimated that 30 to 50 pairs 
occur in 10 OBBA survey squares in the Rainy 
River Clay Plain (Cadman et al. 2007). Although 
oak savannah is not present in the NLSA, open 
woodlands and riparian forest may provide 
suitable habitat. 

Wilson’s Phalarope 
(Phalaropus tricolor) 

-- -- S3B This species nests among grasses and sedges 
near water, frequently on small islands. It also 
nests in swales, on muskeg, and at sewage 
lagoons. Grassy areas with vegetation about 30 
cm tall are preferred for nesting; those taller than 
60 cm are avoided (Cadman et al. 2007). 

[Low – Moderate – The Lake of the Woods area 
is known to support populations of this species 
(Cadman et al. 2007). Although wetlands are 
common within the NLSA, most support 
vegetation which is over 60 cm and are 
unsuitable. Some suitable habitat may be 
present along the edges of open waterbodies]. 

Western Kingbird 
(Tyrannus verticalis) 

-- -- S1B This species occurs in open habitats such as 
grasslands, savannahs, desert scrub, pastures, 
cultivated fields, and urban areas (Cadman et al. 
2007). 

[Low – Moderate – The presence of agricultural 
lands is extensive within the NLSA, consisting 
primarily of hay fields and pasture lands (row 
cropping is rare in the area). However, the 
Western Kingbird is a rare breeder in the 
western Rainy River District has been recorded 
in the vicinity of the Town of Rainy River 
(Cadman et al. 2007)].  
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Species Species at 
Risk Act 

Endangered 
Species Act 

NHIC
S-rank Critical Habitat Observed* [Likelihood of Occurrence] 

Barn Swallow  
(Hirundo rustica) 

THR  
(Sched. 
status 
pending) 

THR S4B Barn Swallows nest largely in and on artificial 
structures, including barns and other 
outbuildings, garages, houses, bridges, and road 
culverts. Barn Swallows prefer various types of 
open habitat for foraging, including grassy fields, 
pastures, various kinds of agricultural crops, lake 
and river shorelines, cleared right-of ways, 
cottage areas and farmyards, islands, wetlands, 
and subarctic tundra (COSEWIC 2011a). 

Observed. The NLSA contains a small rural 
settlement which may provide artificial structures 
with suitable breeding habitat. The presence of 
agricultural lands, suitable for foraging habitat, is 
extensive within the NLSA, consisting primarily 
of hay fields and pasture lands (row cropping is 
rare in the area). 

Yellow-headed Blackbird 
(Xanthocephalus 
xanthocephalus) 

-- -- S2B Yellow-headed Blackbirds nest in colonies in 
marshes and require permanent water 0.5 m 
deep. It nests in emergent vegetation, particularly 
cattails and Common Reed (Cadman et al. 2007). 
In Ontario, colonies are restricted to the Lake of 
the Woods and near Rainy River. 

[Moderate – Suitable habitat in the form of 
cattail marshes is common within the NLSA].  

Golden-winged Warbler 
(Vermivora chrysoptera) 

THR 
(Sched. 1) 

Special 
Concern 

S4B Golden-winged Warblers breed in successional / 
shrub, or old field habitats surrounded by forests. 
This species is associated with deciduous of 
mixed forests occurring over upland landscapes 
(Cadman et al. 2007). 

Observed. This species is known to occur near 
Rainy River. The NLSA contains ample suitable 
breeding habitat in the form of successional 
forests, old fields, and upland deciduous or 
mixedwood forests. 

Eastern Wood-pewee 
(Contopus virens) 

Special 
Concern 
(no schedule 
or status) 

Special 
Concern 

S5B The Eastern Wood-pewee breed in deciduous 
and mixed forests, with a preference for forest 
edge habitats (Cadman et al. 2007). 

Observed. This species is known to occur near 
Rainy River District. The NLSA contains ample 
suitable breeding habitat in the form of 
deciduous and mixed forest habitats, with 
extensive areas of forest edge occurring in 
association with natural open areas (rock 
outcrops and wetlands), and interspersed 
agricultural lands. 

Reptiles     
Snapping Turtle 
(Chelydra serpentine) 

Special 
Concern 
(Sched. 1) 

Special 
Concern 

S4 Snapping Turtles inhabit a wide variety of aquatic 
habitats including ponds, sloughs, shallow bays 
or river edges, and slow streams. Snapping 
Turtles are tolerant of disturbance and will inhabit 
man-made ponds, ditches and canals. This 
species nests in sand and gravel banks along 
waterways and well as within a variety of man-
made features (COSEWIC 2008). 

Observed. Suitable Snapping Turtle habitat in 
the form of slow streams, ponds and ditches are 
present within the NLSA. Beaver ponds are 
widespread. Natural sand and gravel substrates 
are not common. 
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Species Species at 
Risk Act 

Endangered 
Species Act 

NHIC
S-rank Critical Habitat Observed* [Likelihood of Occurrence] 

Invertebrates 
Monarch Butterfly 
(Danaus plexippus) 

Special 
Concern 

-- S2N, 
S4B 

Monarch Butterfly habitat exists primarily 
wherever milkweed (Asclepius) and wildflowers 
such as goldenrods, asters, and Purple 
Loosestrife exist, including abandoned farmland, 
along roadsides, and other open spaces where 
these plants grow (COSEWIC, 2010b). 

[Moderate – This wide-ranging, strong-flying 
species may occur anywhere milkweed or 
flowering meadow plants occur within 500 km of 
the Great Lakes]. 

Midland Clubtail 
(Gomphus fraternus) 

-- -- S3 This species is usually found along rivers with 
moderate to fast flow, and lakes with plenty of 
wave action (Jones et al. 2008). 

[Moderate – The Pinewood River occurs within 
the NLSA and may provide suitable habitat)]. 

Green-faced Clubtail 
(Gomphus viridifrons) 

-- -- S1 This species occurs in clear rocky rivers and 
streams. It is known to occur on several sections 
of the Rainy River (Jones et al. 2008). 

[Moderate – The Pinewood River occurs within 
the NLSA and may provide suitable habitat]. 
 

Variegated Meadowhawk 
(Sympetrum corruptum) 

-- -- S3 This species is found in a variety of wetlands and 
is often associated with relatively shallow water, 
often with a sandy bottom (Jones et al. 2008). 

[Moderate – Wetlands are widespread 
throughout the NLSA; however, sandy soils are 
not overly common]. 

 
Notes: * Observed in the NLSA during AMEC or KCB field investigations to date. 
  SARA Species at Risk Act and is the Federal Status. Rankings are provided by the Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC) 
  SARO Species at Risk in Ontario and is the Provincial Status. Rankings are provided by the Committee on the Status of Species at Risk in Ontario (COSSARO) 
  NHIC Natural Heritage Information Centre and is a database maintained by the MNR 
  ESA  Endangered Species Act 
SARA  SARO  NHIC S-rank 
NAR Not at Risk NAR Not at Risk  S1 Critically Imperilled  S4N Apparently Secure Non-breeding Migrants 
SC Special Concern SC  Special Concern  S2B Imperilled - Breeding Migrants S5 Secure 
THR Threatened THR Threatened  S3? Vulnerable - Rank uncertain S5B  Secure Breeding Migrants 
END Endangered END Endangered  S4 Apparently Secure  S5N Secure Non-breeding Migrants 
      S4B Apparently Secure Breeding Migrants SNA Status Rank not Applicable 
 
 
This table was revised on July 21, 2014 to include the Eastern Wood-pewee (bird). 
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Table 7-57: Significance Determinations of Residual Effects after Mitigation – Eastern Wood-pewee – All Project Phases 
 

System / 
Component / 

Feature 
Project 
Phase Potential Effect Section 

5 Link Proposed Mitigation Residual Effect 

Residual Significance After Mitigation 
Overall 

Significance Likelihood Value of System, 
Component, Feature 

or Situation 
Magnitude / 

Geographic Extent Duration Frequency Reversibility 

Special 
Concern 
Species - 
Eastern Wood-
pewee 
 

C
on

st
ru

ct
io

n 

Vegetation clearing for RRP activities will 
remove approximately 1,140 ha of 
deciduous forest habitat that may provide 
suitable habitat for Eastern Wood-pewee. 
Removal of Woodlands 31, 33, 38, 80 and 
121 will likely displace at least five pairs of 
this species. Additional effects are 
potentially associated with general 
disturbance and vehicular collisions. 

Yes Efforts made to develop a compact 
site with avoidance of sensitive 
habitats to the extent practical; 
avoidance of the breeding bird 
season; indirect provision of 
compensatory habitat; sound 
abatement; and speed limits. Active 
revegetation and at closure will 
restore habitats. 

Long-term, reversible or 
largely reversible, residual 
displacement of Eastern 
Wood-pewee habitat, centred 
on the mine site area. 
Reduced potential exposure 
to noise, vehicular traffic, and 
site effluents, etc. 

Adverse effects will 
involve a species which 
is designated as 
Special Concern under 
both the Endangered 
Species Act the 
Species at Risk Act. 
 
 

Effects are considered 
to be minor (4.3% of 
the NLSA) and 
confined to the 
immediate mine site 
area. 

Long-term: effects will 
persist for the life of the 
project, and will take 
several years for forest 
habitats to re-establish 
following active 
reclamation at closure. 
 

Effect is expected to be 
continuous through 
construction and 
operation of the mine. 

Effects are 
reversible following 
mine closure. 

Overall effects are 
considered to be 
generally minor, 
localized and 
reversible. 

Effect will 
occur 

  Level III Level I Level III Level III Level I Not significant 

O
pe

ra
tio

ns
 

Vegetation clearing for RRP activities will 
remove approximately 1,140 ha of 
deciduous forest habitat that may provide 
suitable habitat for Eastern Wood-pewee. 
Removal of Woodlands 31, 33, 38, 80 and 
121 will likely displace at least five pairs of 
this species. Additional effects are 
potentially associated with general 
disturbance and vehicular collisions. 

Yes 
 

Efforts made to develop a compact 
site with avoidance of sensitive 
habitats to the extent practical; 
avoidance of the breeding bird 
season; indirect provision of 
compensatory habitat; sound 
abatement; and, speed limits. Active 
revegetation and at closure will 
restore habitats. 

Long-term, reversible or 
largely reversible, residual 
displacement of Eastern 
Wood-pewee habitat, centred 
on the mine site area. 
Reduced potential exposure 
to noise, vehicular traffic, and 
site effluents, etc. 

Adverse effects will 
involve a species which 
is designated as 
Special Concern under 
both the Endangered 
Species Act the 
Species at Risk Act. 
 
 

Effects are considered 
to be minor (4.3% of 
the NLSA) and 
confined to the 
immediate mine site 
area. 

Long-term: effects will 
persist for the life of the 
project, and will take 
several years for forest 
habitats to re-establish 
following active 
reclamation at closure. 
 

Effect is expected to be 
continuous through 
construction and 
operation of the mine. 

Effects are 
reversible following 
mine closure. 

Overall effects are 
considered to be 
generally minor, 
localized and 
reversible. 

Effect will 
occur 

Level III Level I Level III  Level III Level I Not significant 

M
ai

nt
en

an
ce

 No effects related to maintenance 
activities beyond those assessed as part 
of construction or operations. 

Yes 
 

None proposed. NA NA 
 
 
 
 

NA NA NA NA NA NA 

NR NR NR NR NR NR 

C
lo

su
re

 

At closure, cessation of project activities 
will allow for eventual natural re-
establishment of use of the area. 
 
Minor effects are potentially associated 
with general disturbance and vehicular 
collisions during the initial active closure 
phase. 

Yes Avoidance of sensitive habitats to 
the extent practical; avoidance of 
the breeding bird season if and 
where applicable; indirect provision 
of compensatory habitat; sound 
abatement; and, speed limits. Active 
revegetation and at closure will 
restore habitats. 

At closure, cessation of 
project activities will allow for 
eventual natural re-
establishment of use of the 
area. Reduced potential 
exposure to noise, vehicular 
traffic, and site effluents, etc. 
will continue from the 
operation phase. 

Adverse effects will 
involve a species which 
is designated as 
Special Concern under 
both the Endangered 
Species Act the 
Species at Risk Act. 
 
 

Effects are considered 
to be minor (4.3% of 
the NLSA) and 
confined to the 
immediate mine site 
area. 

Short-term: effects will 
last through period of 
active closure before 
natural recovery of the 
area begins. 

Effect expected to 
occur continuously 
through the closure 
phase. 

Effects are readily 
reversible at the 
end of the active 
closure phase. 

At closure, 
cessation of 
project activities 
will allow for 
eventual natural 
re-establishment 
of use of the area. 
Minor effects 
potentially 
associated with 
general 
disturbance and 
vehicular 
collisions during 
the initial active 
closure phase. 

Effect will 
occur 

Level III Level I Level I Level III Level I Not significant 

P
os

t 
R

ec
la

m
at

io
n 

Populations will naturally re-establish 
themselves in the area. 

Yes None proposed. NA NA 
 

NA NA NA NA NA NA. 

 NR NR NR NR NR NR 

 
Notes: NA: not applicable; NR: not rated 

 
 

Level I Level II Level III 
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Table 9-1 (Revised): Malfunctions and Accidents Risk Summary 
 

 
Malfunction / Accident 

 
Issue of Concern 

 
Likelihood

 
Consequence Risk 

Ranking

Open Pit Slope Failure Damage to habitat, limited 
flooding of open pit Low Moderate 6 

Underground Rock Burst Human environment Negligible Very High 6 
Mine Rock Stockpile 
Slope Failure 

Damage to terrestrial habitat, 
aquatic life Very Low High 6 

Overburden Stockpile 
Slope Failure 

Damage to terrestrial habitat, 
aquatic life Very Low Moderate 7 

Tailings Dam Failure Damage to terrestrial habitat, 
aquatic life and downstream  Negligible Extreme 5 

Pond Dam Failure Damage to aquatic life Negligible Moderate 8 
Watercourse Diversion 
Failure 

Damage to aquatic and terrestrial 
habitat, and aquatic life Negligible Moderate to 

High 7 

Explosives Accident Human environment Negligible Low 9 
Tailings Pipeline Failure Damage to habitat and aquatic life Very Low High 6 
Water Pipeline Failure Damage to aquatic life Very Low Low 8 
Fuel Release during 
Truck Transport 

Damage to aquatic life and 
downstream human environment Very Low High 6 

Fuel Release from 
Storage Facilities and 
Dispensing Area 

Damage to habitat 
Low Low 7 

Transportation Accident –
Hazardous Materials 
(excluding fuel) 

Damage to habitat, aquatic life 
and downstream human 
environment 

Very Low High 6 

Transportation Accident – 
Non-hazardous Materials 

Local terrestrial environment Low Low  7 

Chemical Spills from 
Pressurized Vessels 

Damage to property and human 
environment Negligible Very High 6 

Unexpected Water 
Quality Concerns 

Damage to aquatic life Very Low High 6 

Project-related Fires Human environment, local 
terrestrial habitat loss Negligible Moderate to 

Very High 6 to 8 

Excessive Disturbance to 
Wildlife 

Damage to wildlife Low Moderate 6 

 
 Note: See text for explanation of colour coding and ranking system  
  This table was revised on July 21, 2014 to include water diversion failure. 
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Table S-15b: Residual Effects after Mitigation – Natural Environment (Supplemental)  
 

System / 
Component / 

Feature 
Potential Effect Proposed Mitigation 
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Construction Phase 
SC Species  
– Eastern 
Wood-pewee 

Mine site development will displace 
approximately 1,140 ha of deciduous 
forest that may provide suitable habitat for 
Eastern Wood-pewee. Additional effects 
are potentially associated with general 
disturbance and vehicular collisions. 

Efforts made to develop a compact site 
with avoidance of sensitive habitats to the 
extent practical; avoidance of the breeding 
bird season; indirect provision of 
compensatory habitat; sound abatement; 
and, speed limits. Active revegetation and 
at closure will restore habitats. 

Y; migratory birds 
are covered by the 

Migratory Birds 
Convention Act 

N N N* N 

Operation Phase 
SC Species  
– Eastern 
Wood-pewee 

Mine site development will displace 
approximately 1,140 ha of deciduous 
forest that may provide suitable habitat for 
Eastern Wood-pewee. Additional effects 
are potentially associated with general 
disturbance and vehicular collisions. 

Efforts made to develop a compact site 
with avoidance of sensitive habitats to the 
extent practical; avoidance of the breeding 
bird season; indirect provision of 
compensatory habitat; sound abatement; 
and, speed limits. Active revegetation and 
at closure will restore habitats. 

Y; migratory birds 
are covered by the 

Migratory Birds 
Convention Act 

N N N* N 

Maintenance Phase 
SC Species  
– Eastern 
Wood-pewee 

No effects related to maintenance 
activities beyond those assessed as part 
of construction or operations. 

None proposed. Y; migratory birds 
are covered by the 

Migratory Birds 
Convention Act

N N N* N 

Closure / Decommissioning Phase 
SC Species  
– Eastern 
Wood-pewee 

At closure, cessation of project activities 
will allow for eventual natural re-
establishment of use of the area. 
 
Minor effects are potentially associated 
with general disturbance and vehicular 
collisions during the initial active closure 
phase. 

Avoidance of sensitive habitats to the 
extent practical; avoidance of the breeding 
bird season if and where applicable; 
indirect provision of compensatory habitat; 
sound abatement; and, speed limits. 
Active revegetation and at closure will 
restore habitats. 

Y; migratory birds 
are covered by the 

Migratory Birds 
Convention Act 

N N N* N 
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Component / 

Feature 
Potential Effect Proposed Mitigation 
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Post Reclamation Phase 
SC Species  
– Eastern 
Wood-pewee 

Populations will naturally re-establish 
themselves in the area. 

None proposed. Y; migratory birds 
are covered by the 

Migratory Birds 
Convention Act 

N N N* N 

 
Notes: N: no; P: potentially;  Y: yes; SC: Special Concern  
 

* RRR has been working closely with local and regional Aboriginal partners for over three years which has included the negotiation of several agreements. A formal Traditional Knowledge First Nation 
study was initiated in 2012 and has engaged a number of communities, including those closest to the RRP. Discussions and meetings with First Nations peoples over the past 12 months have thus far 
indicated a very limited potential for traditional cultural values or harvesting practices to be impacted by the development of the RRP. RRR signed a Memorandum of Understanding with the Métis Nation 
of Ontario in May of 2013 in which Rainy River Resources will be supporting a Métis Traditional Knowledge study to further assess Aboriginal traditional values within the region. 
 

With the possible exception of perhaps some opportunistic hunting (along road easements or adjacent rural properties), no current traditional activities have been identified to occur within the RRP area by 
the Aboriginal communities that have participated thus far in Traditional Knowledge / Traditional Land Use (TK / TLU) studies (Section 7.17.3). Some study participants have stated that the RRP was not 
an area of intensive use in the distant past, but it is understood that traditional activities may have taken place there. Participants identified the area as an historical travel corridor where plants and berries 
were likely collected seasonally. Use of the area apparently declined when First Nations people moved to reserves and the land was taken up for homesteading in the 1800s. Not all communities identified 
as potentially being affected have indicated whether they have TK/TLU information relevant to the RRP.  
 

Traditional activities, which may be considered a traditional practice or an Aboriginal or treaty right, and which may be affected by the RRP include deer, Moose, rabbit and bird hunting, particularly 
pheasant, grouse and duck. Minnow trapping and commercial fishing are practiced by some Aboriginal people according to the Province. Fishing as an Aboriginal and or treaty right and as a traditional 
activity for sustenance is likely ongoing in areas peripheral to the RRP. Maintaining wild rice (in the Lake of the Woods area) and berry habitat for potential gathering activities were identified in discussions 
with First Nations communities as ongoing in areas outside the RRP area. 
 

Because of the limited use of the project site by the First Nations since 1900, the collected TK / TLU data have tended to be more broadly applicable at the regional level and less focused on the project 
site area. However, in the main, the collected data have tended to corroborate and further substantiate the more detailed western science-based data collections carried out specifically for the RRP; and 
there were no major discrepancies between the TK / TLU data and the western science-based collected data. For example, TK / TLU information indicates that Moose were once more common in the area 
and that White-tailed Deer were less common; but that over the years Moose numbers have declined, whereas numbers of White-tailed Deer have increased. This observation supports baseline data 
presented in the KCB Baseline Report (Appendix N). 
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Table 11-2 (Supplemental): Residual Effects after Mitigation – Natural Environment  
 

System / 
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Feature 
Potential Effect Proposed Mitigation 
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Construction Phase 
SC Species  
– Eastern 
Wood-pewee 

Mine site development will displace 
approximately 1,140 ha of deciduous 
forest that may provide suitable habitat for 
Eastern Wood-pewee. Additional effects 
are potentially associated with general 
disturbance and vehicular collisions. 

Efforts made to develop a compact site 
with avoidance of sensitive habitats to the 
extent practical; avoidance of the breeding 
bird season; indirect provision of 
compensatory habitat; sound abatement; 
and, speed limits. Active revegetation and 
at closure will restore habitats. 

Y; migratory birds 
are covered by the 

Migratory Birds 
Convention Act 

N N N* N 

Operation Phase 
SC Species  
– Eastern 
Wood-pewee 

Mine site development will displace 
approximately 1,140 ha of deciduous 
forest that may provide suitable habitat for 
Eastern Wood-pewee. Additional effects 
are potentially associated with general 
disturbance and vehicular collisions. 

Efforts made to develop a compact site 
with avoidance of sensitive habitats to the 
extent practical; avoidance of the breeding 
bird season; indirect provision of 
compensatory habitat; sound abatement; 
and, speed limits. Active revegetation and 
at closure will restore habitats. 

Y; migratory birds 
are covered by the 

Migratory Birds 
Convention Act 

N N N* N 

Maintenance Phase 
SC Species  
– Eastern 
Wood-pewee 

No effects related to maintenance 
activities beyond those assessed as part 
of construction or operations. 

None proposed. Y; migratory birds 
are covered by the 

Migratory Birds 
Convention Act

N N N* N 

Closure / Decommissioning Phase 
SC Species  
– Eastern 
Wood-pewee 

At closure, cessation of project activities 
will allow for eventual natural re-
establishment of use of the area. 
 
Minor effects are potentially associated 
with general disturbance and vehicular 
collisions during the initial active closure 
phase. 

Avoidance of sensitive habitats to the 
extent practical; avoidance of the breeding 
bird season if and where applicable; 
indirect provision of compensatory habitat; 
sound abatement; and, speed limits. 
Active revegetation and at closure will 
restore habitats. 

Y; migratory birds 
are covered by the 

Migratory Birds 
Convention Act 

N N N* N 
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Post Reclamation Phase 
SC Species  
– Eastern 
Wood-pewee 

Populations will naturally re-establish 
themselves in the area. 

None proposed. Y; migratory birds 
are covered by the 

Migratory Birds 
Convention Act 

N N N* N 

 
Notes: N: no; P: potentially;  Y: yes; SC: Special Concern  
 

* RRR has been working closely with local and regional Aboriginal partners for over three years which has included the negotiation of several agreements. A formal Traditional Knowledge First Nation 
study was initiated in 2012 and has engaged a number of communities, including those closest to the RRP. Discussions and meetings with First Nations peoples over the past 12 months have thus far 
indicated a very limited potential for traditional cultural values or harvesting practices to be impacted by the development of the RRP. RRR signed a Memorandum of Understanding with the Métis Nation 
of Ontario in May of 2013 in which Rainy River Resources will be supporting a Métis Traditional Knowledge study to further assess Aboriginal traditional values within the region. 
 

With the possible exception of perhaps some opportunistic hunting (along road easements or adjacent rural properties), no current traditional activities have been identified to occur within the RRP area by 
the Aboriginal communities that have participated thus far in Traditional Knowledge / Traditional Land Use (TK / TLU) studies (Section 7.17.3). Some study participants have stated that the RRP was not 
an area of intensive use in the distant past, but it is understood that traditional activities may have taken place there. Participants identified the area as an historical travel corridor where plants and berries 
were likely collected seasonally. Use of the area apparently declined when First Nations people moved to reserves and the land was taken up for homesteading in the 1800s. Not all communities identified 
as potentially being affected have indicated whether they have TK/TLU information relevant to the RRP.  
 

Traditional activities, which may be considered a traditional practice or an Aboriginal or treaty right, and which may be affected by the RRP include deer, Moose, rabbit and bird hunting, particularly 
pheasant, grouse and duck. Minnow trapping and commercial fishing are practiced by some Aboriginal people according to the Province. Fishing as an Aboriginal and or treaty right and as a traditional 
activity for sustenance is likely ongoing in areas peripheral to the RRP. Maintaining wild rice (in the Lake of the Woods area) and berry habitat for potential gathering activities were identified in discussions 
with First Nations communities as ongoing in areas outside the RRP area. 
 

Because of the limited use of the project site by the First Nations since 1900, the collected TK / TLU data have tended to be more broadly applicable at the regional level and less focused on the project 
site area. However, in the main, the collected data have tended to corroborate and further substantiate the more detailed western science-based data collections carried out specifically for the RRP; and 
there were no major discrepancies between the TK / TLU data and the western science-based collected data. For example, TK / TLU information indicates that Moose were once more common in the area 
and that White-tailed Deer were less common; but that over the years Moose numbers have declined, whereas numbers of White-tailed Deer have increased. This observation supports baseline data 
presented in the KCB Baseline Report (Appendix N). 
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Table 4-6: Constructed Wetland Operation and Proposed Effluent Objectives and Limits - V1 
 

Table 4-6a: Receiver to Effluent Mixing Ratio Calculations 
 

Month 

Calculated Flows Pinewood River at 
Loslo Creek - Effective Watershed 

85 km2 (m3/month) 

Proposed Discharge through 
Constructed Wetland – Year 15 

(m3/month) 
Typical Ratio of Receiver to 
Effluent Flows (m3/month) 

Average 
Runoff 

5th 
Percentile 

Low Runoff 

95th 
Percentile 

High Runoff 
Average 
Runoff 

5th 
Percentile 

Low Runoff 

95th 
Percentile 

High 
Runoff 

Average 
Runoff 

5th 
Percentile 

Low 
Runoff 

95th 
Percentile 

High 
Runoff 

Jan 107,514 36,167 217,479 50,000 34,758 50,000 2.15 1.04 4.35 
Feb 64,344 21,645 130,156 0 0 0 - - - 
Mar 265,456 89,297 536,965 0 0 0 - - - 
Apr 4,585,546 1,542,535 9,275,671 300,000 208,550 300,000 15.29 7.40 30.92 
May 3,523,449 1,185,255 7,127,254 310,000 215,502 310,000 11.37 5.50 22.99 
Jun 2,586,303 870,008 5,231,589 150,000 104,275 150,000 17.24 8.34 34.88 
Jul 1,562,063 525,463 3,159,751 310,000 215,502 310,000 5.04 2.44 10.19 
Aug 758,572 255,177 1,534,445 310,000 215,502 310,000 2.45 1.18 4.95 
Sep 854,143 287,326 1,727,765 300,000 208,550 300,000 2.85 1.38 5.76 
Oct 1,161,713 390,790 2,349,921 310,000 215,502 310,000 3.75 1.81 7.58 
Nov 914,301 307,562 1,849,455 300,000 208,550 300,000 3.05 1.47 6.16 
Dec 189,381 63,706 383,080 100,000 69,517 100,000 1.89 0.92 3.83 

Total / Average - - 2,440,000 1,696,208 2,440,000 6.51 3.15 13.16 
 
 

Table 4-6b: Effluent Treatability Test Work Results, Receiver Standards, and Suggested Final Effluent Limits 
 

Parameter PWQO  
(mg/L) 

CND 
Test  

Time 0 
(mg/L) 

CND Test 
60-day 
Aging 
(mg/L) 

Additional 
Treatment 

Receiver 
75th 

Percentile 
(mg/L) 

Wetland 
Monthly 
Average 

Limit 
(mg/L) 

Comments on Final 
Effluent 

Concentration 

CNt - 0.19 0.02 no 0.000 0.05 5 x CNf 
CNf 0.005 0.07 <0.01 no 0.000 0.01 Double PWQO 
As 0.005 0.004 0.003 no 0.003 0.02 Four times IPWQO 
Cu 0.005 0.055 0.012 no 0.002 0.014 Hardness based 
Pb 0.005 0.0002 0.0005 no 0.001 0.015 Hardness based 
Ni 0.025 0.003 0.003 no 0.003 0.047 Double PWQO 
Zn 0.02 0.004 0.086 no 0.006 0.174 Hardness based 
NH3-U 0.02 0.07 0.153 yes - 0.04 Double PWQO 
Hardness - 510 486 - 195 / 209     

 
 Note: Revised text shown in italics in this table. 
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GLOSSARY AND ABBREVIATIONS (REVISED) 

7Q20 Lowest average 7-day flow expected to occur once every 20 years 
 
AADT Average Annual Daily Traffic 
AANDC Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development Canada 
AAQC Ambient Air Quality Criteria 
AAQO Ambient Air Quality Objectives 
Aboriginal In the context of the RRP includes both First Nation and Métis people 
ABA Acid Base Accounting; a means of assess acid rock drainage potential 
active With regards to active reclamation, refers to the phase after cessation of mining 

and processing at the Rainy River Project site when reclamation is actively 
occurring and the majority of site facilities are being removed and/or reclaimed 

aggregate Unconsolidated mineral material (rock, sand or gravel typically) generally used 
for construction purposes 

AMEC AMEC Environment & Infrastructure 
ANFO Ammonium Nitrate / Fuel Oil; a mixture used as a blasting agent in many mines 
anoxic Conditions with an absence of oxygen 
AP Acid Potential 
(aq) Aqueous 
AQI Air Quality Index 
ARD Acid Rock Drainage; acidic waters resulting from the oxidation of sulphide 

minerals 
ASME American Society of Mechanical Engineers 
 
backfill Material used to fill voids created, such as through mining 
baseline Existing conditions at a point in time, often pre-development 
BP Before Present 
bedrock Solid, native rock at or below surface 
benthic Small organisms (water bugs) that live at or near the bottom of water 
berm Man-made ridge often used to control erosion or water movement 
 
CAPMoN Canadian Air and Precipitation Monitoring Network 
CBC Canadian Broadcasting Corporation 
CCC Continuous Chronic Criterion 
CDWQG Canadian Drinking Water Quality Guideline 
CEA Agency Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency   
CEAA, 2012 Canadian Environmental Assessment Act, 2012 
CEQG Canadian Environmental Quality Guidelines 
CIP Carbon-in-pulp; a method of recovering gold and silver from metal-rich cyanide 

solutions by adsorbing the precious metals to granules of activated carbon 
claim A form of  land tenure most commonly held for mineral prospecting or exploration 
clay A fine-grained material 
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closure The period of time when the ore-extracting activities of a mine have ceased, and 
final decommissioning and mine reclamation are being completed 

CND Cyanide Destruction 
co-disposal In relation to mineral waste, when two different wastes are stored / disposed of 

together 
comminution The reduction in material in size and in relation to mining, to assist and improve 

processing efficiency 
contact In relation to water, water that has come into contact with affected lands / 

materials where there is a reasonable potential for its quality to be affected so as 
to require management and/or treatment  

COPC Contaminants of Potential Concern 
COSEWIC Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada 
COSSARO Committee on the Status of Species at Risk in Ontario 
core Cylindrical pieces of rock brought to surface by diamond drilling 
CPUE Catch per Unit Effort 
crusher A machine which crushes ore by various mechanical means (gyratory, jaw etc.) 
CUM Cultural Meadow 
cumulative In relation to CEAA, 2012, cumulative effects are the environmental effects likely 

to result from a designated project in combination with other physical activities 
that have been or will be carried out 

cyanidation A method of extracting gold or silver from crushed ore by dissolving it in weak 
cyanide solution 

 
dam A barrier constructed to impound or divert water, most commonly across a 

watercourse 
dewatering The removal of water from a solid material, such as groundwater and surface 

water from a mining operation or excavation 
diamond drill Exploration drilling commonly used to extract solid rock samples (cylinders) 
discharge The release of water 
diversion With regard to watercourses, a re-routing to avoid a land use conflict 
DFO Fisheries and Oceans Canada 
doré bar  Saleable product that contains gold with lesser precious metals, such as silver 
DS Downstream 
DSPs Data Sharing Protocols 
drawdown Lowering of the water level, for mining often relates to the lowering of the local 

groundwater table resulting from mine dewatering 
dry Miner change room and wash area 
DU Designatable Unit 
 
eq Equivalent   
E East (in association with direction) 
EA Environmental Assessment 
EC Environment Canada 
effluent Partially or completed treated water released from an industrial operation 
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EIS Environmental Impact Statement 
ELA Experimental Lakes Area 
ELC Ecological Land Classification 
encapsulate To enclose completely 
environment means the components of the Earth, and includes: land, water and air, including 

all layers of the atmosphere; all organic and inorganic matter and living 
organisms; and the interacting natural systems of the same 

 
EPT Ephemeroptera, Plecoptera, Trichoptera 
erosion The gradual wearing down of a material by wind or water 
ESA Endangered Species Act 
evaporation Water vapour losses to the atmosphere 
exploration Prospecting, sampling, mapping, diamond drilling and other work involved in 

searching for ore 
 
feasibility In regards to a study, is the evaluation and analysis of a potential development to 

determine if it is technically and economically feasible 
FMA Forestry Management Area  
FMP Follow-up Monitoring Program  
flocculant A chemical used to cause small particles to join together, generally so that they 

will settle faster 
flowsheet An illustration showing the sequence of processing operations 
follow-up In relation to CEAA, 2012, refers to a program for verifying the accuracy of the 

environmental assessment of a designated project; and determining the 
effectiveness of any mitigation measures 

footprint The amount of land surface covered 
 
(g) gas 
GDP Gross Domestic Product 
GHGs Greenhouse Gases 
grubbing Removal of vegetation below the ground surface (roots etc.) 
 
H Horizontal (when in association with ratios and vertical) 
headwater The source and upper part of a watercourse 
HLSA Human Environment Local Study Area 
HRSA Human Environment Regional Study Area 
 
 
ICP-MS Inductively Coupled Plasma-Mass Spectrometry 
ISO International Organization for Standardization 
 
KCB Klohn Crippen Berger Limited 
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leach To remove materials such as minerals, by water / liquid passage through the 
substance 

Leq Sound Exposure 
LEL Lowest Effect Level  
LHD Load Haul Dump 
LiDAR Light Detection and Ranging 
littoral Pertaining to the shore 
long hole In relation to long hole stoping, a form of underground mining that allows 

selective mining 
low grade Relatively lower content, such as low grade ore having a lower gold content 
 
MCL Maximum Concentration Level  
mine rock Rock from which minerals cannot be economically recovered but must be 

extracted to obtain access to ore 
minewater Direct precipitation, runoff and groundwater that comes into contact with, and 

must be removed from, open pit or underground mines to allow extraction to 
proceed 

mitigation Measures to eliminate, reduce or control adverse environmental effects 
ML Metal Leaching 
MM EEM Metal Mining Environmental Effects Monitoring 
MMAH Ontario Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing 
MMER Metal Mining Effluent Regulations 
MNDM Ontario Ministry of Northern Development and Mines 
MNO Métis Nation of Ontario 
MNR Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources (predecessor to MNRF) 
MNRF Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry  
MODFLOW Modular Finite-Difference Groundwater Flow Model 
MOE Ontario Ministry of the Environment (predecessor to MOECC) 
MOECC Ontario Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change 
MS Midstream 
MTCS Ontario Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport  
MTO Ontario Ministry of Transportation 
 
N North (in association with direction) 
NA Not applicable 
NAD North American Datum 
NAG Net Acid Generation 
NAGpH Net Acid Generation pH 
NAPS National Air and Pollution Surveillance 
NHIC Natural Heritage Information Centre 
NLSA Natural Environment Local Study Area 
NOC-S National Occupational Classification for Statistics 
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non-contact In relation to water, is water that has not come into contact with affected lands or 
material and is therefore in its baseline condition  

NP Neutralizing Potential 
NPAG Non-potentially Acid Generating 
NPR Neutralization Potential Ratio 
NR Not Rated 
NRCan Natural Resources Canada 
NRSA Natural Environment Regional Study Area 
NW Northwest 
 
OBBA Ontario Breeding Bird Atlas 
ODM Main Ore Zone 
ODWS Ontario Drinking Water Standards 
OEB Ontario Energy Board 
open pit A type of mine that is at surface and completely open 
operation The phase of mining when mining and/processing is actively occuring 
OPP Ontario Provincial Police 
ore Rock or earth determined to contain mineral(s) of commercial value 
outcrop An exposure of rock that can be seen on surface 
overburden Unconsolidated material overlying bedrock 
overprint To cover over 
 
PAG Potentially Acid Generating 
passive With regards to active reclamation, refers to the phase after cessation of mining, 

processing and active reclamation at the Rainy River Project site, when site is 
under care and maintenance (including any require monitoring and remedial 
actions) pending completion of pit flooding 

PDGZNYZ Pwi-Di-Goo-Zing-Ne-Yaa-Zhing 
PLGD Pleistocene Lower Granular Deposits 
PM Particulate Matter 
PM2.5  Particles less than 2.5 micrometers in diameter 
PM10  Particles less than 10 micrometers in diameter 
PMtot Total Particulate Matter 
POI Point of Impingement 
POR Point of Reception 
portal Surface entrance to underground mine workings, such as to a ramp 
potable Water that is safe for drinking 
progressive In relation to mine reclamation, reclamation activities being conducted continually 

or stepwise during mine operations to reduce the amount of reclamation required 
when mining ceases and to gain valuable knowledge 

PSQG Ontario Provincial Sediment Quality Guidelines 
PWQO Ontario Provincial Water Quality Objectives 
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r2 Coefficient of Determination 
RCC Regional Consultation Committee 
reclamation Process of restoring a mine site to an acceptable condition after mining ceases 
residual With regards to CEAA, 2012, a residual effect is an environmental effect of a 

designated project that remains, or is predicted to remain, after mitigation 
measures have been implemented. 

restore To bring back or re-establish 

revegetate To cause vegetation to grow again 
rock breaker A machine designed to break large rocks into smaller rock to ease transport / 

further processing 
ROM Ore directly from mine (no crushing, just rock breaking for transport) 
ROW Right-of-way 
RRDMA Rainy River District Municipal Association 
RRDSSAB Rainy River District Social Services Administration Board 
RRDVSP Rainy River District Victims Services Program 
RRFDC Rainy River Future Development Corporation 
RRP Rainy River Project  
RRR Rainy River Resources Ltd, 
RSA Regional Study Area 
runoff Excess precipitation (rain or snowmelt) that flows over the ground surface 
 
SAG Semi-autogenous Grinding; semi-autogenous refers to balls and the material 

itself to make the material smaller 
SAR Species at Risk 
SARA Species at Risk Act 
SARO Species at Risk in Ontario 
SD Standard Deviation 
seepage Slow movement of water or liquid through a material that is not completely 

impermeable 
segregation The process of separating different type of materials by their properties 
SEL Severe Effect Level 
slurry A liquid / solid mixture, such as tailings slurry which contains finely ground solid 

tailings and liquid effluent 
spillway A structure designed to pass flow by gravity that protects the integrity of the 

base, such as a dam 
stockpile A pile design to hold broken rock or unconsolidated material on surface 
stope An underground excavation in a mine where ore is / will be removed 
stripping Excavation of unconsolidated surface materials during open pit mining to access 

the bedrock; or surface mine rock (waste) to expose ore 
sump An excavation established to accumulate water often for additional handling 
SWH Significant Wildlife Habitat: natural heritage areas that are ecologically important 

to wildlife in terms of features, functions, representation or amount, and 
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contribute to the quality and diversity of an identifiable geographic area or natural 
heritage system. Criteria for determining significance may be recommended by 
the Province (MNR 2000). 

 
tailings Mineral waste rejected from a process plant after recoverable valuable minerals 

have been extracted 
TBD To Be Determined 
TC Transport Canada 
till An unconsolidated deposit of sediment formed under a glacier consisting of an 

unlayered mixture of clay, silt, sand and gravel ranging widely in size and shape 

TK Traditional Knowledge  
TKN Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen 
TLU Traditional Land Use 
TMA Tailings Management Area; a containment area for final storage of tailings 
ToR Terms of Reference 
TOC Total Organic Carbon 
topography Arrangement and shape of natural and man-made landforms 
topsoil Topmost layer of soil, usually containing organic matter 
tributary A typically small watercourse that flows into a larger watercourse (such as a 

creek flowing into a river) 
TSS Total Suspended Solids 
TSSA Technical Standards and Safety Authority 
 
US Upstream  
US EPA  United States Environmental Protection Agency 
USGS United States Geological Survey 
UTM Universal Transverse Mercator 
 
V Vertical (when in association with ratios and vertical) 
V-type Vegetation Type 
VEC Valued Ecosystem Component 
VOC Volatile Organic Compound 
VSEC Valued Socio-economic Component 
 
W West (in association with direction) 
Wt Weight 
W-type Wetland Vegetation Type 
WAC Wildlife Acoustics Compression 
waterbody A natural, open body which contains water with limited flow (such as a pond or 

lake); may also be used inclusively to include watercourses 
watercourse A natural, open channel within which water periodically or continuously flows 

such as a creek or river) 
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watershed The area above a given location from which will water would flow by gravity to 
that location 

WAV Waveform Audio File 
wetland Low lying lands characterized by periodic inundation or saturation with vegetation 

adapted for life under these conditions 
WHO World Health Organization 
WMU Wildlife Management Unit 
WSC Water Survey of Canada 
 
XRD X-ray Diffraction 
 
'-' or '--' Information not available 
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GLOSSARY AND ABBREVIATIONS (REVISED) 

7Q20 Lowest average 7-day flow expected to occur once every 20 years 
 
AADT Average Annual Daily Traffic 
AANDC Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development Canada 
AAQC Ambient Air Quality Criteria 
AAQO Ambient Air Quality Objectives 
Aboriginal In the context of the RRP includes both First Nation and Métis people 
ABA Acid Base Accounting; a means of assess acid rock drainage potential 
active With regards to active reclamation, refers to the phase after cessation of mining 

and processing at the Rainy River Project site when reclamation is actively 
occurring and the majority of site facilities are being removed and/or reclaimed 

aggregate Unconsolidated mineral material (rock, sand or gravel typically) generally used 
for construction purposes 

AMEC AMEC Environment & Infrastructure 
ANFO Ammonium Nitrate / Fuel Oil; a mixture used as a blasting agent in many mines 
anoxic Conditions with an absence of oxygen 
AP Acid Potential 
(aq) Aqueous 
AQI Air Quality Index 
ARD Acid Rock Drainage; acidic waters resulting from the oxidation of sulphide 

minerals 
ASME American Society of Mechanical Engineers 
 
backfill Material used to fill voids created, such as through mining 
baseline Existing conditions at a point in time, often pre-development 
BP Before Present 
bedrock Solid, native rock at or below surface 
benthic Small organisms (water bugs) that live at or near the bottom of water 
berm Man-made ridge often used to control erosion or water movement 
 
CAPMoN Canadian Air and Precipitation Monitoring Network 
CBC Canadian Broadcasting Corporation 
CCC Continuous Chronic Criterion 
CDWQG Canadian Drinking Water Quality Guideline 
CEA Agency Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency   
CEAA, 2012 Canadian Environmental Assessment Act, 2012 
CEQG Canadian Environmental Quality Guidelines 
CIP Carbon-in-pulp; a method of recovering gold and silver from metal-rich cyanide 

solutions by adsorbing the precious metals to granules of activated carbon 
claim A form of  land tenure most commonly held for mineral prospecting or exploration 
clay A fine-grained material 
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closure The period of time when the ore-extracting activities of a mine have ceased, and 
final decommissioning and mine reclamation are being completed 

CND Cyanide Destruction 
co-disposal In relation to mineral waste, when two different wastes are stored / disposed of 

together 
comminution The reduction in material in size and in relation to mining, to assist and improve 

processing efficiency 
contact In relation to water, water that has come into contact with affected lands / 

materials where there is a reasonable potential for its quality to be affected so as 
to require management and/or treatment  

COPC Contaminants of Potential Concern 
COSEWIC Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada 
COSSARO Committee on the Status of Species at Risk in Ontario 
core Cylindrical pieces of rock brought to surface by diamond drilling 
CPUE Catch per Unit Effort 
crusher A machine which crushes ore by various mechanical means (gyratory, jaw etc.) 
CUM Cultural Meadow 
cumulative In relation to CEAA, 2012, cumulative effects are the environmental effects likely 

to result from a designated project in combination with other physical activities 
that have been or will be carried out 

cyanidation A method of extracting gold or silver from crushed ore by dissolving it in weak 
cyanide solution 

 
dam A barrier constructed to impound or divert water, most commonly across a 

watercourse 
dewatering The removal of water from a solid material, such as groundwater and surface 

water from a mining operation or excavation 
diamond drill Exploration drilling commonly used to extract solid rock samples (cylinders) 
discharge The release of water 
diversion With regard to watercourses, a re-routing to avoid a land use conflict 
DFO Fisheries and Oceans Canada 
doré bar  Saleable product that contains gold with lesser precious metals, such as silver 
DS Downstream 
DSPs Data Sharing Protocols 
drawdown Lowering of the water level, for mining often relates to the lowering of the local 

groundwater table resulting from mine dewatering 
dry Miner change room and wash area 
DU Designatable Unit 
 
 
eq Equivalent   
E East (in association with direction) 
EA Environmental Assessment 
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EC Environment Canada 
effluent Partially or completed treated water released from an industrial operation 
EIS Environmental Impact Statement 
ELA Experimental Lakes Area 
ELC Ecological Land Classification 
encapsulate To enclose completely 
environment means the components of the Earth, and includes: land, water and air, including 

all layers of the atmosphere; all organic and inorganic matter and living 
organisms; and the interacting natural systems of the same 

 
EPT Ephemeroptera, Plecoptera, Trichoptera 
erosion The gradual wearing down of a material by wind or water 
ESA Endangered Species Act 
evaporation Water vapour losses to the atmosphere 
exploration Prospecting, sampling, mapping, diamond drilling and other work involved in 

searching for ore 
 
feasibility In regards to a study, is the evaluation and analysis of a potential development to 

determine if it is technically and economically feasible 
FMA Forestry Management Area  
FMP Follow-up Monitoring Program  
flocculant A chemical used to cause small particles to join together, generally so that they 

will settle faster 
flowsheet An illustration showing the sequence of processing operations 
follow-up In relation to CEAA, 2012, refers to a program for verifying the accuracy of the 

environmental assessment of a designated project; and determining the 
effectiveness of any mitigation measures 

footprint The amount of land surface covered 
 
(g) gas 
GDP Gross Domestic Product 
GHGs Greenhouse Gases 
grubbing Removal of vegetation below the ground surface (roots etc.) 
 
H Horizontal (when in association with ratios and vertical) 
headwater The source and upper part of a watercourse 
HLSA Human Environment Local Study Area 
HRSA Human Environment Regional Study Area 
 
 
ICP-MS Inductively Coupled Plasma-Mass Spectrometry 
ISO International Organization for Standardization 
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KCB Klohn Crippen Berger Limited 
 
leach To remove materials such as minerals, by water / liquid passage through the 

substance 
Leq Sound Exposure 
LEL Lowest Effect Level  
LHD Load Haul Dump 
LiDAR Light Detection and Ranging 
littoral Pertaining to the shore 
long hole In relation to long hole stoping, a form of underground mining that allows 

selective mining 
low grade Relatively lower content, such as low grade ore having a lower gold content 
 
MCL Maximum Concentration Level  
mine rock Rock from which minerals cannot be economically recovered but must be 

extracted to obtain access to ore 
minewater Direct precipitation, runoff and groundwater that comes into contact with, and 

must be removed from, open pit or underground mines to allow extraction to 
proceed 

mitigation Measures to eliminate, reduce or control adverse environmental effects 
ML Metal Leaching 
MM EEM Metal Mining Environmental Effects Monitoring 
MMAH Ontario Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing 
MMER Metal Mining Effluent Regulations 
MNDM Ontario Ministry of Northern Development and Mines 
MNO Métis Nation of Ontario 
MNR Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources (predecessor to MNRF) 
MNRF Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry  
MODFLOW Modular Finite-Difference Groundwater Flow Model 
MOE Ontario Ministry of the Environment (predecessor to MOECC) 
MOECC Ontario Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change 
MS Midstream 
MTCS Ontario Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport  
MTO Ontario Ministry of Transportation 
 
N North (in association with direction) 
NA Not applicable 
NAD North American Datum 
NAG Net Acid Generation 
NAGpH Net Acid Generation pH 
NAPS National Air and Pollution Surveillance 
NHIC Natural Heritage Information Centre 
NLSA Natural Environment Local Study Area 
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NOC-S National Occupational Classification for Statistics 
non-contact In relation to water, is water that has not come into contact with affected lands or 

material and is therefore in its baseline condition  
NP Neutralizing Potential 
NPAG Non-potentially Acid Generating 
NPR Neutralization Potential Ratio 
NR Not Rated 
NRCan Natural Resources Canada 
NRSA Natural Environment Regional Study Area 
NW Northwest 
 
OBBA Ontario Breeding Bird Atlas 
ODM Main Ore Zone 
ODWS Ontario Drinking Water Standards 
OEB Ontario Energy Board 
open pit A type of mine that is at surface and completely open 
operation The phase of mining when mining and/processing is actively occuring 
OPP Ontario Provincial Police 
ore Rock or earth determined to contain mineral(s) of commercial value 
outcrop An exposure of rock that can be seen on surface 
overburden Unconsolidated material overlying bedrock 
overprint To cover over 
 
PAG Potentially Acid Generating 
passive With regards to active reclamation, refers to the phase after cessation of mining, 

processing and active reclamation at the Rainy River Project site, when site is 
under care and maintenance (including any require monitoring and remedial 
actions) pending completion of pit flooding 

PDGZNYZ Pwi-Di-Goo-Zing-Ne-Yaa-Zhing 
PLGD Pleistocene Lower Granular Deposits 
PM Particulate Matter 
PM2.5  Particles less than 2.5 micrometers in diameter 
PM10  Particles less than 10 micrometers in diameter 
PMtot Total Particulate Matter 
POI Point of Impingement 
POR Point of Reception 
portal Surface entrance to underground mine workings, such as to a ramp 
potable Water that is safe for drinking 
progressive In relation to mine reclamation, reclamation activities being conducted continually 

or stepwise during mine operations to reduce the amount of reclamation required 
when mining ceases and to gain valuable knowledge 

PSQG Ontario Provincial Sediment Quality Guidelines 
PWQO Ontario Provincial Water Quality Objectives 
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r2 Coefficient of Determination 
RCC Regional Consultation Committee 
reclamation Process of restoring a mine site to an acceptable condition after mining ceases 
residual With regards to CEAA, 2012, a residual effect is an environmental effect of a 

designated project that remains, or is predicted to remain, after mitigation 
measures have been implemented 

restore To bring back or re-establish 

revegetate To cause vegetation to grow again 
rock breaker A machine designed to break large rocks into smaller rock to ease transport / 

further processing 
ROM Ore directly from mine (no crushing, just rock breaking for transport) 
ROW Right-of-way 
RRDMA Rainy River District Municipal Association 
RRDSSAB Rainy River District Social Services Administration Board 
RRDVSP Rainy River District Victims Services Program 
RRFDC Rainy River Future Development Corporation 
RRP Rainy River Project  
RRR Rainy River Resources Ltd, 
RSA Regional Study Area 
runoff Excess precipitation (rain or snowmelt) that flows over the ground surface 
 
SAG Semi-autogenous Grinding; semi-autogenous refers to balls and the material 

itself to make the material smaller 
SAR Species at Risk 
SARA Species at Risk Act 
SARO Species at Risk in Ontario 
SD Standard Deviation 
seepage Slow movement of water or liquid through a material that is not completely 

impermeable 
segregation The process of separating different type of materials by their properties 
SEL Severe Effect Level 
slurry A liquid / solid mixture, such as tailings slurry which contains finely ground solid 

tailings and liquid effluent 
spillway A structure designed to pass flow by gravity that protects the integrity of the 

base, such as a dam 
stockpile A pile design to hold broken rock or unconsolidated material on surface 
stope An underground excavation in a mine where ore is / will be removed 
stripping Excavation of unconsolidated surface materials during open pit mining to access 

the bedrock; or surface mine rock (waste) to expose ore 
sump An excavation established to accumulate water often for additional handling 
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SWH Significant Wildlife Habitat: natural heritage areas that are ecologically important 
to wildlife in terms of features, functions, representation or amount, and 
contribute to the quality and diversity of an identifiable geographic area or natural 
heritage system. Criteria for determining significance may be recommended by 
the Province (MNR 2000). 

 
tailings Mineral waste rejected from a process plant after recoverable valuable minerals 

have been extracted 
TBD To Be Determined 
TC Transport Canada 
till An unconsolidated deposit of sediment formed under a glacier consisting of an 

unlayered mixture of clay, silt, sand and gravel ranging widely in size and shape 

TK Traditional Knowledge  
TKN Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen 
TLU Traditional Land Use 
TMA Tailings Management Area; a containment area for final storage of tailings 
ToR Terms of Reference 
TOC Total Organic Carbon 
topography Arrangement and shape of natural and man-made landforms 
topsoil Topmost layer of soil, usually containing organic matter 
tributary A typically small watercourse that flows into a larger watercourse (such as a 

creek flowing into a river) 
TSS Total Suspended Solids 
TSSA Technical Standards and Safety Authority 
 
US Upstream  
US EPA  United States Environmental Protection Agency 
USGS United States Geological Survey 
UTM Universal Transverse Mercator 
 
V Vertical (when in association with ratios and vertical) 
V-type Vegetation Type 
VEC Valued Ecosystem Component 
VOC Volatile Organic Compound 
VSEC Valued Socio-economic Component 
 
W West (in association with direction) 
Wt Weight 
W-type Wetland Vegetation Type 
WAC Wildlife Acoustics Compression 
waterbody A natural, open body which contains water with limited flow (such as a pond or 

lake); may also be used inclusively to include watercourses 
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watercourse A natural, open channel within which water periodically or continuously flows  
such as a creek or river) 

watershed The area above a given location from which will water would flow by gravity to 
that location 

WAV Waveform Audio File 
wetland Low lying lands characterized by periodic inundation or saturation with vegetation 

adapted for life under these conditions 
WHO World Health Organization 
WMU Wildlife Management Unit 
WSC Water Survey of Canada 
 
XRD X-ray Diffraction 
 
'-' or '--' Information not available 
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7.25 Supplemental Assessment – Lake Sturgeon 
 
7.25.1 Effects Assessment 
 
Lake Sturgeon in the Rainy River / Lake of the Woods area are listed as Threatened under the 
Provincial ESA, and as a species of Special Concern under the Federal SARA. Lake Sturgeon 
are known to occur in small numbers within the lower portion of the Pinewood River, with the 
only identified individuals having been collected (and released) in 2013 by AMEC and MNR in 
an area approximately 6 to 7 km downstream of the Kishkakoesis River inflow to the Pinewood 
River. Lake Sturgeon spawn in the spring and potential spawning habitats for this species within 
the Pinewood River are considered marginal. Traditional and local knowledge has confirmed 
that Lake Sturgeon are present in the Rainy River, but it is unclear from this knowledge as to 
whether or not sturgeon move into the Pinewood River. Field investigations indicated they do 
move into the lower reaches of the river. It appears highly unlikely however, that there is any 
regular use of the Pinewood River by Lake Sturgeon above the Kishkakoesis River inflow.  
 
Potential adverse effects to the Pinewood River Lake Sturgeon population, related to the RRP, 
would be limited to those involving reduced river flow effects and possible water quality 
concerns. Maximum project induced flow effects to the Pinewood River during the project 
operations phase, at points downstream of the Kishkakoesis River inflow, are calculated at 
<5%, with such flow reduction effects predicted to occur during the winter months (Appendix W). 
During other times of the year Pinewood River flows are expected to increase or decrease as a 
result of RRP operations, in response to treated effluent release schedules from the water 
management pond (Appendix W). The Pinewood River is an extremely low gradient system, 
such that flow reduction effects in the order of 5% would be expected to translate to habitat 
reduction effects in the order of 2 to 3%. Such small flow and habitat reduction changes are well 
within normal seasonal and annual flow variations and are not expected to have an adverse 
effect of Lake Sturgeon use of the Pinewood River. 
 
During the project construction phase, when an initial water inventory is being developed to 
support processing plant start-up and early operations, the maximum water taking effect to the 
Pinewood River would be a temporary reduction in flows of up to 20% during the spring period 
and to 15% during the post spring period, as measured at the McCallum Creek inflow. These 
values would translate to flow reduction effects of 9 and 6.8%, respectively, immediately 
downstream of the Kishkakoesis River inflow. The habitat reduction effect of this water taking 
within the lower portion of the Pinewood River, downstream of the Kishkakoesis River, would be 
< 5%.     
 
The other consideration is potential water quality effects. AMEC has developed a robust water 
management system for the RRP which includes: the collection and management of all site 
contact water; the treatment of process plant effluent before it is discharged to the TMA; and 
extended effluent aging / polishing in the TMA and water management ponds, and in the 
constructed wetland. Based on this proposed management system, RRP expects to be able to 
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achieve PWQO or other scientifically defensible, protection of aquatic life water quality criteria in 
the Pinewood River. Applicable criteria for receiving water protection have been agreed to with 
the MOECC as per MOECC (2014) and AMEC (2014a). Adverse water quality effects to 
Pinewood River Lake Sturgeon are therefore not expected.       
 
7.25.2 Government, Aboriginal and Public Comments and Concerns 
 
In response to the draft Project Description and following review of the baseline program in 
2012, DFO and the MNR requested clarification as to whether or not Lake Sturgeon were 
present in the Pinewood River, including consideration of local and traditional knowledge. Local 
and traditional knowledge were unable to confirm the presence of Lake Sturgeon in the 
Pinewood River, but three Lake Sturgeon were captured in the lower reaches of the river by 
AMEC and MNR in the spring of 2013 (Section 5.8.19 and as described above). The Rainy 
River First Nations noted that they have a commercial fishing licence for Lake Sturgeon in the 
Rainy River, which includes the Pinewood River system, but that there is currently a self-
imposed moratorium on this licence to help protect the species. The Rainy River First Nations is 
actively engaged in developing sturgeon spawning habitat in the Rainy River system, and since 
1993 have also operated a Lake Sturgeon hatchery at Manitou Rapids, and are very concerned 
about the welfare of this species. Since 1999, an annual average of 40,000 Lake Sturgeon fry 
have been released back into the Rainy River from the hatchery at Manitou Rapids to 
supplement and improve local Lake Sturgeon stocks. 
 
In its review of the draft Fish Habitat No Net Loss Plan(s) for the RRP, DFO requested further 
detail as to why Lake Sturgeon were not considered in greater detail in the Plan(s). Response 
was provided that habitats for this species in the Pinewood River were of poor quality and that 
the species occurred in only very low numbers in the lower reaches of the river, and were not 
expected to be adversely affected by development and operation of the RRP.    
 
7.25.3 Mitigation 
 
Mitigation measures included in the RRP project design including those involving extensive 
water recycle and provisions for water management and treatment, are sufficient to protect Lake 
Sturgeon that inhabit lower reaches of the Pinewood River. These treatment measures are 
considered to be predictively effective and will be closely monitored. No additional mitigation 
measures are considered necessary, or proposed.   
 
7.25.4 Residual Environmental Effects 
 
The lower reaches of the Pinewood River (below the Kishkakoesis River inflow) provide limited 
Lake Sturgeon habitat (i.e. low gradient, generally shallow depth, lack of optimal spawning 
substrates etc.). Implementation of the RRP will result in small changes (both positive and 
negative) to Pinewood River flows that are well within the natural seasonal and annual flow 
regime for the river. The maximum predicted seasonal habitat reductions are in the order of 2 to 
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3% in the area downstream from the Kishkakoesis River inflow during the project operations 
phase are predicted with slightly higher reduction during the construction phase. Water quality in 
the Pinewood River is expected to be fully consistent with scientifically defensible protection of 
aquatic life guidelines for all species, including Lake Sturgeon. Adverse environmental effects to 
Lake Sturgeon are therefore not expected.  
 
7.25.5 Significance Determination 
 
The magnitude / geographic extent of adverse effects to the Pinewood River Lake Sturgeon 
population is considered to be a Level I effect: effect considered to be minor. The effect is long 
term (Level III); is expected to occur regularly or continuously (Level III) for frequency, and is 
reversible at closure (Level I). Project-related effects to the Pinewood River Lake Sturgeon 
population are therefore considered to be not significant (Table 7-58). 
 
7.25.6 Additional References 
 
AMEC 2014a. Consolidated Follow-up to Meetings regarding the Rainy River Project held with 

Ministry of the Environment on April 15 and May 22, 2014.  
 
Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change. 2014. Rainy River Gold Project, Effluent 

Criteria Discussion and Water Taking Thresholds. Letter from MOECC Kenora Area 
Office to [MOECC] Environmental Approvals Branch. 

 
7.26 Supplemental Assessment – Rare Plants 
 
7.26.1 Effects Assessment 
 
Rare plants in the Fort Frances District tend to be associated with: rock outcrops and/or rocky 
lake shorelines, conifer swamps, uncommon forest types (elm stands, silver maple stands, 
yellow birch stands, basswood stands, ironwood stands, white ash stands and Hill’s oak 
stands); or uncommon ecosites, climatically modified areas (banks of the Rainy River), southern 
/ prairie influences (shoreline of Lake of the Woods), mesic prairie – Long Sault Rapids, oak 
stands – groves and savannahs, and ash stands (Van den Broeck 2006). 
 
Only two Provincially rare plant species, New England Violet and Field Sedge (Provincially 
ranked as S3: rare to uncommon in Ontario), were identified within the NLSA, but no rare 
community types were located.  
 
KCB (2011) identified three occurrences of New England Violet in the NLSA including two 
occurrences associated with rock outcrops bordering Highway 600 adjacent to the east margin 
of the proposed open pit; and one occurrence northeast of the proposed TMA footprint. AMEC 
(2014b) also identified two occurrences of this species near to the western terminus of the 
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proposed 230 kV transmission line ROW. One of the New England Violet occurrences identified 
by AMEC was small cluster of 15 plants.  
 
Two occurrences of Field Sedge were noted by KCB (2011) adjacent to Roen Road in the area 
just southeast of the TMA.  
 
Habitats in the area of occurrence identified by KCB (2011) for New England Violet, bordering 
Highway 600 adjacent to the east margin of the proposed open pit, would be displaced by 
project development. Any individuals of these species occurring in this area, if still present, 
would be lost. It should be noted that AMEC was unable to confirm the presence of this species 
in this area during 2012 vegetation surveys (AMEC 2012e). New England Violet occurrences 
identified in areas near to the proposed transmission line ROW were located well outside of the 
proposed ROW clearing, at distances of from 250 to 500 m from the transmission line centre-
line, and would not be affected by transmission line development.  
 
The two Field Sedge occurrences identified by KCB (2011) as occurring to the southeast of the 
TMA are located adjacent to a section of Roen Road. This section of Roen Road will be 
upgraded as part of project development. Any plants in the immediate vicinity of the road could 
therefore be directly displaced, or otherwise adversely affected, by the upgrades. AMEC was 
unable to confirm the presence of this species in the vicinity of Roen Road during 2012 
vegetation surveys (AMEC 2012e).    
 
7.26.2 Government, Aboriginal and Public Comments and Concerns 
  
The only comments received in relation to rare plants were in connection with discussions held 
with MNR in 2012 during review of general vegetation survey methods, and the request from the 
MNRF, conveyed by MOECC that a separate VEC analysis should be provided for rare plants, 
as provided herein, rather than including rare plants in the general vegetation community VEC 
assessment.   
 
7.26.3 Mitigation 
 
General mitigation measures to limit the potential for adverse effects to rare plant species and 
their associated habitat include: 
 

 Development of a compact site to limit not only the areal extent of new disturbance, but 
also to limit the overall spread of new disturbance; 

 
 Avoidance of more sensitive habitats to the extent practicable;  

 
 Minimizing dust production along primary mine rock and overburden transportation 

routes by implementing dust suppression methods and thereby minimizing the zone of 
influence; 
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 Annual monitoring of dust deposition on vegetation adjacent to mine roads; and 

 
 Active revegetation and encouragement of natural revegetation / recolonization of 

disturbed areas as part of progressive reclamation during operation and active 
reclamation at mine closure.  

 
Site planning efforts have developed a compact mine site, focused where practical on lands that 
have been previously disturbed by past anthropogenic (human) disturbance such as logging or 
agricultural development.  
 
With specific regard to individual rare plant locations identified by KCB (2011) in the area just 
east of the proposed open pit and in the vicinity of Roen Road, direct disturbance to these areas 
is unavoidable, and any rare plants occurring in these areas will be unavoidably lost. This 
potentially includes a few individual plants of New England Violet and Field Sedge, if these are 
still present in the area. No specific mitigation measures are proposed in these instances, 
particularly as AMEC was unable to confirm that individuals of these two species are still 
present at these locations. If individual plants of these two species should be identified in 
proposed development areas through incidental observation by field crews, prior to or during 
construction, these individual plants would be transplanted to more suitable areas, outside of 
the proposed project footprint.  
 
With regard to the proposed transmission line ROW, specific vegetation studies were conducted 
by AMEC in 2014 to identify and take corrective actions if necessary, if rare plants were found 
along the ROW. No such plants were found, and as such no specific mitigation measures are 
required.   
 
7.26.4 Residual Environmental Effects 
 
Development of the RRP could potentially result in the displacement of a few individuals of the 
two identified rare plant species, if they are still present in the area. Any such effect is 
considered to be minor. Best efforts have been made to develop a compact mine site and to 
minimize disturbance to potentially sensitive habitats to the extent practicable. 
 
7.26.5 Significance Determination 
 
The magnitude / extent of disturbance to RRP area rare plant occurrences is considered to be a 
Level I effect: effect considered to be minor, and/or solely confined to project lands. The 
duration of the effect would be long term (Level III), and continuous (Level III), and potentially 
reversible following site reclamation if adjacent populations of these species are able to 
recolonize the site (Level II). The likelihood of the effect occurring is Level II. All of the 
vegetation community types that will be displaced during RRP activities are common throughout 
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both the NLSA and NRSA. As such, the RRP-related effect on rare plant species is considered 
to be not significant (Table 7-59). 
 
7.26.6 Additional References 
 
AMEC 2014b. Terrestrial Field Studies along a Portion of Transmission Line A (West of 

Highway 71); in preparation. 
 
Van den Broeck, J. 2006. Review and Inventory Strategy for Rare Plants Crossroute Forest 

2007 – 2017. Version 3. Unpublished. 
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Table 7-58: Significance Determinations of Residual Effects after Mitigation – Lake Sturgeon – All Project Phases 
 

System / 
Component / 

Feature 
Project 
Phase Potential Effect Section 

5 Link Proposed Mitigation Residual Effect 

Residual Significance After Mitigation 
Overall 

Significance Likelihood Value of System, 
Component, Feature 

or Situation 
Magnitude / 

Geographic Extent Duration Frequency Reversibility 

SAR 
 – Lake 
Sturgeon 
 

C
on

st
ru

ct
io

n 

Temporary water taking from the 
Pinewood River during development of an 
initial water inventory has the potential to 
reduce spring flows in the Pinewood River 
in areas downstream of the Kishkakoesis 
River by approximately 9%, which would 
translate to a habitat reduction of about 
5%. Adverse water quality effects are not 
anticipated, as most water quality 
management during the construction 
phase will be for suspended solids control. 

Yes All construction phase contact water 
at the mine site will be collected for 
treatment and/or storage to build an 
initial water inventory. Short-term 
water taking thresholds from the 
Pinewood river have been proposed 
at 20% of the spring flow and 15% 
of the post-spring flow, as 
measured further upstream in the 
system at the McCallum Creek 
inflow, to minimize the potential for 
adverse habitat reduction effects, 
while still supplying the RRP with 
sufficient water to build an initial 
water inventory to support 
processing plant start-up and early 
operations. 

Short-term water taking 
would reduce lower 
Pinewood River available 
habitat to Lake sturgeon by 
up to approximately 5%. No 
adverse water quality or other 
effects are anticipated. 

Adverse effects will 
involve a species which 
is designated as 
Threatened under the 
Endangered Species 
Act, and of Special 
Concern under the 
Species at Risk Act. 
Local First Nations 
have a licence to 
harvest Lake Sturgeon 
from the Rainy River 
system, which includes 
the Pinewood River, 
and therefore have a 
special interest in this 
species.  

Effects are considered 
to be minor (≤5% of the 
available aquatic 
habitat of the lower 
Pinewood River). No 
adverse water quality 
effects. 

Short-term direct water 
taking from the 
Pinewood River, 
expected to be 
confined to a period of 
about two years. 
 

Effect is expected to be 
continuous through the 
major part of the 
construction period, 
and possibly into the 
first year of operations. 

Effect will diminish 
as soon as a 
sufficient water 
inventory is 
developed to 
support processing 
plant start-up. 

Overall effect is 
considered to be 
minor, localized to 
the lower reaches 
of the Pinewood 
River, and 
reversible. 

Effect will 
occur 

  Level III Level I Level I Level III Level I Not significant 

O
pe

ra
tio

ns
 

The collection and management of site 
contact water during operations, including 
water losses to tailings voids, is expected 
to reduce flows in the Pinewood River in 
areas downstream of the Kishkakoesis 
River by approximately 5%, which would 
translate to a habitat reduction of about 2 
to 3%. Adverse water quality effects are 
not anticipated, as final effluent discharge 
after mixing in the Pinewood River is 
expected to meet values that are 
protective of aquatic life with long-term 
exposure. 

Yes 
 

Mitigation measures are focused on 
extensive water recycle to minimize 
water flow effects, returning treated 
water to the Pinewood River as far 
upstream in the system as 
reasonably practicable, and treating 
the processing plant effluent to high 
standards, with the objective of 
meeting defensible water quality 
criteria for the protection of aquatic 
life in all areas the Pinewood River. 

Long-term site water capture 
would reduce lower 
Pinewood River available 
habitat to Lake sturgeon by 
up to approximately 2 to 3%. 
No adverse water quality or 
other effects are anticipated. 

Adverse effects will 
involve a species which 
is designated as 
Threatened under the 
Endangered Species 
Act, and of Special 
Concern under the 
Species at Risk Act, 
and which is important 
to local First Nations.  
 
 

Effects are considered 
to be minor (2 to 3% of 
the available aquatic 
habitat of the lower 
Pinewood River). No 
adverse water quality 
effects. 

Long-term indirect 
water taking from the 
Pinewood River 
throughout the Project 
operations phase. 
 

Effect is expected to be 
continuous through the 
operations phase. 

Effect will diminish 
further once the 
operations phase is 
completed. 

Overall effect is 
considered to be 
minor, localized to 
the lower reaches 
of the Pinewood 
River, and 
reversible. 

Effect will 
occur 

Level III Level I Level III Level III Level I Not significant 

M
ai

nt
en

an
ce

 No effects related to maintenance 
activities beyond those assessed as part 
of construction or operations. 

Yes 
 

None proposed. NA NA 
 
 
 
 

NA NA NA NA NA NA 

NR NR NR NR NR NR 

C
lo

su
re

 

At closure, indirect water taking effects on 
the Pinewood River will be further 
reduced, as the area of site capture will be 
reduced to an area of about 5 to 8 km2, 
once the TMA area is stabilized, 
compared with an area of about 21 km2 
during operations. No anticipated adverse 
water quality effects. 
 

Yes Mitigation measures are focused on 
rehabilitating the TMA to a self-
sustaining system as soon as 
practicable, thereby reducing 
indirect water taking effects on the 
Pinewood River to a lesser area. 

Site water capture would 
reduce lower Pinewood River 
available habitat to Lake 
sturgeon by 1 to 2%. No 
adverse water quality or other 
effects are anticipated. 

Adverse effects will 
involve a species which 
is designated as 
Threatened under the 
Endangered Species 
Act, and of Special 
Concern under the 
Species at Risk Act, 
and which is important 
to local First Nations.  
 
 

Effects are considered 
to be minor (1 to 2% of 
the available aquatic 
habitat of the lower 
Pinewood River). No 
adverse water quality 
effects. 

Short-term indirect 
direct water taking from 
the Pinewood River, at 
the anticipated rate, 
expected to be 
confined to a period of 
about 2 to 3 years. 
 

Effect is expected to be 
continuous through the 
active closure phase 
and through a period of 
several decades while 
the open pit fills with 
runoff and precipitation. 

Effect will diminish 
further once the 
operations phase is 
completed. 

Overall effect is 
considered to be 
minor, localized to 
the lower reaches 
of the Pinewood 
River, and 
reversible over a 
long timeframe. 

Effect will 
occur 

Level III Level I Level I Level III Level I Not significant 
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System / 
Component / 

Feature 
Project 
Phase Potential Effect Section 

5 Link Proposed Mitigation Residual Effect 

Residual Significance After Mitigation 
Overall 

Significance Likelihood Value of System, 
Component, Feature 

or Situation 
Magnitude / 

Geographic Extent Duration Frequency Reversibility 
P

os
t R

ec
la

m
at

io
n 

River flows will return to background 
levels once the open pit is filled. 

Yes None proposed. None Same as above 
 

NA NA NA NA NA NA. 

NR NR NR NR NR NR 

 
Notes: NA: not applicable; NR: not rated 

 
 
  Level I Level II Level III 
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Table 7-59: Significance Determinations of Residual Effects after Mitigation – Rare Plants – All Project Phases 
 

System / 
Component / 

Feature 
Project 
Phase Potential Effect Section 

5 Link Proposed Mitigation Residual Effect 

Residual Significance After Mitigation 
Overall 

Significance Likelihood Value of System, 
Component, Feature 

or Situation 
Magnitude / 

Geographic Extent Duration Frequency Reversibility 

Rare Plants 

C
on

st
ru

ct
io

n 

Land disturbance related to construction 
of the RRP has the potential to physically 
displace small numbers of tow Provincially 
rare plants: New England Violet and Field 
Sedge.  

No The primary mitigation measures 
are development of a compact site, 
avoidance of disturbance to 
sensitive habitats to the extent 
practicable, controlling dust 
emissions through water sprays, 
and rehabilitating the site at closure. 
Specific studies were undertaken in 
relation to transmission line right-of-
way selection to avoid disturbance 
to rare plants. 

Small numbers of individual 
New England Violet and Field 
Sedge plants could 
potentially be displaced, or 
otherwise infringed upon from 
fugitive dust emissions. 

Provincially rare plants 
are of cultural and 
scientific interest.  
 
 

Effects are considered 
to be minor, involving 
few if any individual 
plants. 

Any displaced plants, 
or suitable habitat for 
such plants, would 
occur for the duration of 
the RRP, until the site 
is reclaimed at closure. 
 

Effect is expected to be 
continuous through the 
major part of the 
construction period, 
and into the operations 
phase. 

Both species will 
potentially be able 
to re-colonize the 
mine site once it 
has been 
rehabilitated at 
closure. Re-
colonization may be 
difficult as very few 
individuals of either 
species appear to 
inhabit the project 
site area, in the 
baseline condition, 
suggesting that 
dispersal nodes for 
these species are 
sparse. 

Overall effect is 
considered to be 
minor, localized, 
and potentially 
reversible. 

Effect may 
occur 

  Level III Level I Level III Level III Level II Not significant 

O
pe

ra
tio

ns
 

Continued land disturbance related to 
facility expansion during operations, such 
as mineral stockpile expansion, has the 
potential to physically displace small 
numbers of tow Provincially rare plants: 
New England Violet and Field Sedge.  

No 
 

The primary mitigation measures 
are development of a compact site, 
avoidance of disturbance to 
sensitive habitats to the extent 
practicable, controlling dust 
emissions through water sprays, 
and rehabilitating the site at closure. 
Specific studies were undertaken in 
relation to transmission line right-of-
way selection to avoid disturbance 
to rare plants. 

Small numbers of individual 
New England Violet and Field 
Sedge plants could 
potentially be displaced, or 
otherwise infringed upon from 
fugitive dust emissions. 
 

Provincially rare plants 
are of cultural and 
scientific interest.  
 
 

Effects are considered 
to be minor, involving 
few if any individual 
plants. 

Any displaced plants, 
or suitable habitat for 
such plants, would 
occur for the duration of 
the RRP, until the site 
is reclaimed at closure. 
 

Effect is expected to be 
continuous through the 
operations phase. 

Both species will 
potentially be able 
to re-colonize the 
mine site once it 
has been 
rehabilitated at 
closure. Re-
colonization may be 
difficult as very few 
individuals of either 
species appear to 
inhabit the project 
site area, in the 
baseline condition, 
suggesting that 
dispersal nodes for 
these species are 
sparse. 

Overall effect is 
considered to be 
minor, localized, 
and potentially 
reversible. 

Effect may 
occur 

Level III Level I Level III Level III Level II Not significant 

M
ai

nt
en

an
ce

 No effects related to maintenance 
activities beyond those assessed as part 
of construction or operations. 

No 
 

None proposed. NA NA 
 
 
 
 

NA NA NA NA NA NA 

NR NR NR NR NR NR 
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System / 
Component / 

Feature 
Project 
Phase Potential Effect Section 

5 Link Proposed Mitigation Residual Effect 

Residual Significance After Mitigation 
Overall 

Significance Likelihood Value of System, 
Component, Feature 

or Situation 
Magnitude / 

Geographic Extent Duration Frequency Reversibility 
C

lo
su

re
 

No additional adverse effects to either 
plant species would be expected at 
closure. To the contrary, the mine site will 
be rehabilitated at closure to support 
diverse environments cable of supporting 
a variety of plant and wildlife species, 
which may provide an opportunity for New 
England Violet or Field Sedge to re-
establish themselves in previously 
disturbed habitats. 
 

No Mitigation measures will be focused 
on developing diverse habitats to 
support plant and wildlife species. 
 
 

Site habitat support potential 
for both rare plant species 
would improve at closure. 

Provincially rare plants 
are of cultural and 
scientific interest.  
 
 

Effects are considered 
to be minor, and 
positive, involving few if 
any individual plants. 

Conditions for rare 
plant re-colonization of 
the site are expected to 
gradually improve over 
a comparatively long 
timeframe, as 
naturalized vegetation 
communities become 
re-established. 
 

Effect is expected to be 
continuous throughout 
the closure phase. 

Both species will 
potentially be able 
to re-colonize the 
mine site once it 
has been 
rehabilitated at 
closure. Re-
colonization may be 
difficult as very few 
individuals of either 
species appear to 
inhabit the project 
site area, in the 
baseline condition, 
suggesting that 
dispersal nodes for 
these species are 
sparse. 

Overall effect is 
considered to be 
minor, and 
positive. 

Effect may 
occur 

Level III Level I Level III Level III Level II Not significant 

P
os

t 
R

ec
la

m
at

io
n 

Populations may naturally re-establish 
themselves in the area. 

No None proposed. None Same as above 
 

NA NA NA NA NA NA. 

NR NR NR NR NR NR 

 
Notes: NA: not applicable; NR: not rated 

 
 
 Level I Level II Level III 
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MAKING A SUBMISSION? 
 
A five-week public review period ending October 24, 2014 will follow publication of this 
Review.  During this time, any interested parties can make submissions about the 
proposed undertaking, the environmental assessment or this Review.  Should you wish 
to make a submission, please send it to: 
 

Agatha Garcia-Wright, Director  
Environmental Approvals Branch 

Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change 
2 St. Clair Avenue West, Floor 12A 

Toronto, Ontario M4V 1L5 
Fax: (416) 314-8452 

 
Re:  Rainy River Project Environmental Assessment 

Attention:  Ms. Sasha McLeod, Project Officer 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Under the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act and the Environmental 
Assessment Act, unless otherwise stated in the submission, any personal information 
such as name, address, telephone number and property location included in all 
submissions become part of the public record files for this matter and can be released if 
requested. 
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